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Prologue
The subject of this monograph is the shock development problem in fluid me-
chanics. This problem is formulated in the framework of the Eulerian equations
of a compressible perfect fluid as completed by the laws of thermodynamics.
These equations express the differential conservation laws of mass, momentum
and energy and constitute a quasilinear hyperbolic 1st order system for the
physical variables, that is the fluid velocity and the two positive quantities cor-
responding to a local thermodynamic equilibrium state. Smooth initial data for
this system of equations leads to the formation of a surface in spacetime where
the derivatives of the physical quantities with respect to the standard rectan-
gular coordinates blow up. Now, there is a mathematical notion of maximal
development of initial data. As was first shown in the monograph [Ch-S], this
maximal development ends at a future boundary which consists of a regular
part C and a singular part B with a common past boundary ∂−B, the sur-
face just mentioned. A solution of the Eulerian equations in a given spacetime
domain defines a cone field on this domain, the sound cones. This defines a
causal structure on the spacetime domain, equivalent to a conformal class of
Lorentzian metrics, the acoustical causal structure. Relative to this structure
∂−B is a spacelike surface, while C is a null hypersurface. Also B is in this sense
a null hypersurface, however being singular, while its intrinsic geometry is that
of a null hypersurface, its extrinsic geometry is that of a spacelike hypersurface,
for, the past null geodesic cone in the spacetime manifold of a point on B does
not intersect B. The character of B and the behavior of the the solution at B
were described in detail in [Ch-S] by means of the introduction of a class of co-
ordinates such that the rectangular coordinates as well as the physical variables
are smooth functions of the new coordinates up to B, but the Jacobian of the
transformation to the new coordinates, while strictly negative in the past of B,
vanishes at B itself, a fact which characterizes B. Now, the mathematical notion
of maximal development of initial data, while physically correct up to C⋃ ∂−B is
not physically correct up to B. The problem of the physical continuation of the
solution is set up in the Epilogue of [Ch-S] as the shock development problem.
In this problem one is required to construct a hypersurface of discontinuity K ,
the shock hypersurface, lying in the past of B but having the same past bound-
ary as the latter, namely ∂−B, and a solution of the Eulerian equations in the
spacetime domain bounded in the past by C⋃K, agreeing on C with the data
induced by the maximal development, while having jumps across K relative to
the data induced on K by the maximal development, these jumps satisfying the
jump conditions which follow from the integral form of the mass, momentum
and energy conservation laws. Moreover, K is required to be a spacelike hyper-
surface relative to the acoustical structure corresponding to the prior solution
and a timelike hypersurface relative to the acoustical structure corresponding
to the new solution (see Sections 1.4, 1.5). Thus, the singular surface ∂−B is
the cause generating the shock hypersurface K.
The monograph [Ch-S] actually considered the extension of the Eulerian
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equations to the framework of special relativity. In this framework the under-
lying geometric structure of the spacetime manifold is that of the Minkowski
spacetime of special relativity. On the other hand, the underlying spacetime
structure of the original Eulerian equations, as of all of classical mechanics, is
that of the Galilean spacetime. The monograph [Ch-Mi] treated the same top-
ics as [Ch-S] reaching similar results in a considerably simpler, self-contained
manner. The relationship of the non-relativistic to the relativistic theory, how
results in the former are deduced as limits of results in the latter, is discussed
in detail in Sections 1.3 - 1.6. The Galilean structure has a distinguished family
of hyperplanes, those of absolute simultaneity, while the Minkowski structure is
that of a flat Lorentzian manifold, thus the latter, with its light cone field, is in a
sense more like that corresponding to the sound cone field defined by a solution
of the Eulerian equations. What we mean by rectangular coordinates in the
Minkowskian framework is the standard geometric notion and two such systems
of coordinates are related by a transformation belonging to the Poincare´ group.
On the other hand, by rectangular coordinates in the Galilean framework we
mean a Galilei frame together with rectangular coordinates in Euclidean space
and two such systems of coordinates are related by the Galilei group, which
extends the Euclidean group.
From the mathematical point of view the shock development problem is a
free boundary problem, with nonlinear conditions at the free boundary K, for
a quasilinear hyperbolic 1st order system, with characteristic initial data on C
which are singular, in a prescribed manner, at ∂−B, the past boundary of C. It
will be shown that the singularity persists, not only as a discontinuity in the
physical variables across K, but also as a milder singularity propagating along
C. While the physical variables and their 1st derivatives extend continuously
across C, the 1st derivatives are only C0,1/2 at C from the point of view of the
future solution. The spherically symmetric barotropic case of this problem was
recently solved in [Ch-Li].
What the present monograph solves is not the general shock development
problem but what we call the restricted shock development problem. This is
defined in Section 1.6 and results if we neglect the variation along K of △s,
the jump in entropy. As explained there, due to the fact that in terms of the
coordinate τ onK, which is introduced in Section 2.5 and which vanishes at ∂−B,
△s = O(τ3), the restricted problem retains the main difficulty of the general
problem, namely the singular behavior as τ → 0. Moreover, our treatment of
the restricted problem is amenable to generalization, being based on the 1-form
β introduced in Section 1.1. In the general case this 1-form is not closed, but
the 2-form ω = −dβ, the spacetime vorticity 2-form, satisfies the equation
iuω = θds (1)
where u is the spacetime fluid velocity, and θ the temperature. As a consequence
ω satisfies the transport equation:
Luω = dθ ∧ ds (2)
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where the right hand side, like ω itself, is of differential order 1, the physical
variables themselves being of differential order 0. The vectorfield u then defines
a characteristic field complementing the sound cone field. The hypersurface
generated by the integral curves of u initialing at ∂−B divides the domain of
the new solution into two subdomains, that bounded by C and the hypersurface
in question and that between the hypersurface and K. In the former domain
the solution coincides with that of the restricted problem, while in the latter
domain the spacetime vorticity 2-form ω does not vanish being determined △s
and 2 through 1.273, 1.275. There is then an additional 3rd order discontinuity
in ω across the dividing hypersurface.
We shall now describe in brief the mathematical methods introduced in this
monograph noting the essential points and where the corresponding material is
found in the monograph. What follows will serve as a guide for the reader. A
central role is played by the reformulation in Chapter 2 of the Eulerian equations
in the domain N of the new solution. First a diffeomorphism is defined of this
domain onto
Rδ,δ = Rδ,δ × Sn−1 (3)
n being the spatial dimension and:
Rδ,δ = {(u, u) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ u ≤ u ≤ δ} (4)
being a domain in R2, which represents the range in N of two functions u and
u the level sets of which are transversal acoustically null hypersurfaces denoted
by Cu and Cu respectively, with C0 = C. In this representation the shock
hypersuface boundary of N is:
Kδ = {(τ, τ) : τ ∈ [0, δ]} × Sn−1 (5)
and ∂−B is:
∂−B = (0, 0)× Sn−1 = S0,0 (6)
We denote by Su,u the surfaces:
Su,u = Cu
⋂
Cu = (u, u)× Sn−1 (7)
In the reformulation of the Eulerian equations the unknowns constitute a triplet
((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), b , (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n)), where the (x
µ : µ = 0, ..., n) are func-
tions on Rδ,δ × Sn−1 representing rectangular coordinates in the corresponding
domain in Galilean spacetime in the non-relativistic theory, in Minkowski space-
time in the relativistic theory, with x0 = t, and the (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n) are also
functions on Rδ,δ×Sn−1 and represent the rectangular components of the 1-form
β. The unknown b is a mapping of Rδ,δ into the space of vectorfields on S
n−1.
The pair ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), b) satisfies the characteristic system, a fully non-
linear 1st order system of partial differential equations. The (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n)
satisfy the wave system, a quasilinear 1st order system of partial differential
equations. The two systems are coupled through the (hµν : µ, ν = 0, ..., n),
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which represent the rectangular components of the acoustical metric, and de-
pend on the (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n). More precisely, denoting by d/f the differential of
a function f on the Su,u, the coupling is through the functions N
µ : µ = 0, ..., n
and Nµ : µ = 0, ..., n defined in terms of the d/xµ : µ = 0, ..., n pointwise by the
conditions:
hµνN
µd/xν = 0, hµνN
µNν = 0, N0 = 1 (8)
and similarly for the Nµ. By reason of the quadratic nature of the 2nd of
these conditions a unique pair (Nµ : µ = 0, ..., n), (Nµ : µ = 0, ..., n)) up to
exchange is pointwise defined by (hµν : µ, ν = 0, ..., n) and (d/x
µ : µ = 0, ..., n).
The vectorfields N , N with rectangular components (Nµ : µ = 0, ..., n), (Nµ :
µ = 0, ..., n) are then null normal fields, relative to the acoustical metric h, to
the surfaces Su,u. The exchange ambiguity is removed by requiring N to be
tangential to the Cu, N to be tangential to the Cu. The function
c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν (9)
is then bounded from below by a positive constant. Defining:
L =
∂
∂u
− b, L = ∂
∂u
+ b (10)
and:
ρ = Lt, ρ = Lt (11)
the characteristic system is simply:
Lxµ = ρNµ, Lxµ = ρNµ : µ = 0, ..., n (12)
What is achieved by the reformulation just described is a regularization of
the problem. That is, we are now seeking smooth functions on Rδ,δ × Sn−1
satisfying the coupled system, the initial data themselves being represented by
smooth functions on C0. The Jacobian of the transformation representing the
mapping ((u, u), ϑ) 7→ (xµ((u, u), ϑ) : µ = 0, ..., n), ϑ ∈ Sn−1, is of the form:
∂(x0, x1, ..., xn)
∂(u, u, ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1)
= ρρd (13)
(ϑA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) being local coordinates on Sn−1. Here:
ρ = Lt, ρ = Lt, where L =
∂
∂u
− b, L = ∂
∂u
+ b (14)
are non-negative functions, the inverse temporal density of the foliation of space-
time by the Cu as measured along the generators of the Cu, the inverse temporal
density of the foliation of spacetime by the Cu as measured along the generators
of the Cu, respectively, and d is a function bounded from above by a negative
constant (see Section 2.2). As a consequence, the Jacobian 13 vanishes where
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and only where one of ρ, ρ vanishes. The function ρ is given on C0 by the ini-
tial data and while positive on C0 \ S0,0, vanishes to 1st order at S0,0, the last
being a manifestation of the singular nature of the surface ∂−B. The function
ρ on C0 represents 1st derived data on C0 (see Chapter 5) and vanishes there
to 0th order. It turns out that these are the only places where ρ, ρ vanish in
Rδ,δ ×Sn−1. A smooth solution of the coupled characteristic and wave systems
once obtained then represents a solution of the original Eulerian equations in
standard rectangular coordinates which is smooth inN \C but singular at C with
the transversal derivatives of the βµ being only Ho¨lder continuous of exponent
1/2 at C and, in addition, a stronger singularity at ∂−B, namely the blow up of
the derivatives of the βµ at ∂−B in the direction tangential to C but transversal
to ∂−B. In particular, the new solution is smooth at the shock hypersurface
K except at its past boundary ∂−B, as is the prior solution which holds in the
other side of K, the past side, K\ ∂−B lying in the interior of the domain of the
maximal development.
The wave system consists of the equations
dxµ ∧ dβµ = 0, h−1(dxµ, dβµ) = 0 (15)
expressed in terms of the representation 3, that is:
(Lxµ)Lβµ − (Lxµ)Lβµ = 0
(Lxµ)d/βµ − (d/xµ)Lβµ = 0
(Lxµ)d/βµ − (d/xµ)Lβµ = 0
d/xµ ∧ d/βµ = 0,
1
2
{(Lxµ)Lβµ + (Lxµ)Lβµ} = a(d/xµ, d/βµ)h/ (16)
where:
a = cρρ (17)
The characteristic system for the pair ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), b) together with
the (hµν : µ, ν = 0, ..., n) which enter this system through the (N
µ : µ =
0, ..., n) and the (Nµ : µ = 0, ..., n), manifest a new kind of differential geometric
structure which involves the interaction of two geometric structures on the same
underlying manifold, the first of these structures being the background Galilean
structure in the case of the non-relativistic theory, the background Minkowskian
structure in the case of the relativistic theory, and the other being the Lorentzian
geometry deriving from the acoustical metric. As for the (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n) of
the wave system, this is the set of functions obtained by evaluating the 1-form
β on the set of translation fields of the background structure. Proposition 2.1
with a translation field substituted for X plays a central role in our approach.
The proposition asserts that if X is a vectorfield generating an isometries of the
background structure then:
h˜β(X) = 0 (18)
where h˜ is a metric in the conformal class of the acoustical metric h.
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The derivatives of ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), b) are controlled through the acous-
tical structure equations, the subject of Chapter 3. These are differential con-
sequences of the characteristic system, bringing out more fully the interaction
of the two geometric structures. We have the induced metric h/ on the surfaces
Su,u and the functions:
λ = cρ, λ = cρ (19)
(see 9) introduced already in Chapter 2. While h/ refers only to the acoustical
structure, the functions λ, λ, involve the interaction of the two geometric struc-
tures. These are acoustical quantities of 0th order. The 1st variation equations
(Proposition 3.1) express L/Lh/, L/Lh/ in terms of χ, χ, the two 2nd fundamental
forms of Su,u. The torsion forms η, η represent the connection in the normal
bundle of Su,u in terms of the vectorfields L, L which along Su,u constitute
sections of this bundle. The commutator:
[L,L] = L/T b, T = L+ L = ∂
∂u
+
∂
∂u
(20)
(see 10) is expressed in terms of η, η. While the quantities χ, χ, η, η refer
only to the acoustical structure, the structure equations assume a non-singular
form only in terms of the quantities χ˜, χ˜, η˜, η˜ which involve both structures.
The former are related to the latter as follows: up to an order 1 remainders
depending only on the dβµ : µ = 0, ..., n, χ is equal to ρχ˜, χ is equal to ρχ˜, η
is equal to ρη˜, η is equal to ρη˜. In fact, the only order 1 quantities appearing
in the 1st and 3rd remainders are the Lβµ : µ = 0, ..., n, and the only order 1
quantities appearing in the 2nd and 4th remainders are the Lβµ : µ = 0, ..., n.
Moreover η˜, η˜, are expressed in terms of d/λ, d/λ (see Section 3.2). Thus λ, λ,
χ˜, χ˜ are the primary acoustical quantities, the first two being of 0th order, the
second two of 1st order.
Proposition 3.3, the propagation equations for λ and λ, plays a central role.
This proposition expresses Lλ and Lλ in terms of 1st order quantities with
vanishing 1st order acoustical part. Proposition 3.4, the 2nd variation equa-
tions, also plays a central role. This proposition likewise expresses L/Lχ˜ and
L/Lχ˜ in terms of 2nd order quantities with vanishing 2nd order acoustical part.
The acoustical structure equations are completed by the Codazzi and Gauss
equations of Propositions 3.6 and 3.7. Denoting by D/ the covariant derivative
operator of (Su,u, h/), D/χ˜, D/χ˜ are 3-covariant tensorfields on each Su,u and the
Codazzi equations express the 3-covariant tersorfields obtained from D/χ˜, D/χ˜
by antisymmetrizing with respect to the first two entries in terms of 2nd order
quantities with vanishing 2nd order acoustical part. The Gauss equation like-
wise expresses the curvature of (Su,u, h/) in terms of a 2nd order quantity with
vanishing 2nd order acoustical part. The Codazzi and Gauss equations trivialize
in the case of n = 2 spatial dimensions.
The boundary conditions on K are analyzed in Chapter 4. The jumps △βµ :
µ = 0, ..., n in the rectangular components of the 1-form β across K are subject
to two conditions, one of which is linear and the other nonlinear. The linear
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jump condition decomposes into the two conditions:
d/xµ △βµ = 0, T µ△βµ = 0 (21)
As a consequence of the 1st of 21 △βµ can be expressed as a linear combination
of the components:
ǫ = Nµ△βµ, ǫ = Nµ△βµ (22)
We denote by r the ratio:
r = − ǫ
ǫ
(23)
In reference to the 2nd of 21, T µ = Txµ are the rectangular components of the
vectorfield T and are given, in view of 12, 20 by:
T µ = ρNµ + ρNµ (24)
Then in view of 19 the 2nd of 22 is equivalent to the following boundary condi-
tion for λ:
rλ = λ : on K (25)
We remark here that the propagation equations for λ and for χ˜ are supplemented
by initial conditions on C0, while the propagation equations for λ and for χ˜ are
supplemented by boundary conditions on K. The boundary condition for χ˜ is
first derived in Chapter 10 in the case of 2 spatial dimensions and afterwards,
in Chapter 11, in general. The derivation is by applying D/ to the 1st of 21.
The boundary condition for χ˜ takes the form of a relation between rχ˜ and χ˜
on K analogous to 25 (see 11.34). The nonlinear jump condition takes the form
of a relation between ǫ and ǫ which, in the setting of the shock development
problem, is shown to be equivalent to:
ǫ = −j(ǫ)ǫ2, hence r = j(ǫ)ǫ (26)
where j is a smooth function (see Proposition 4.2).
The jump △βµ is a function on K, which at a given point on K represents
the difference of βµ, defined by the new solution which holds in the future of K,
at the point, from the corresponding quantity, which we denote by β′µ, for the
prior solution which holds in the past of K, at the same point in the background
spacetime, namely the same point in Galilei spacetime in the non-relativistic,
the same point in Minkowski spacetime in the relativistic theory. From [Ch-Mi],
[Ch-S], the β′µ are smooth functions of the coordinates (t, u
′, ϑ′) where the level
sets C′u′ are outgoing acoustically null hypersurfaces, and ϑ
′, the range of which
is Sn−1, is constant along each generator of each C′u′ , and the restriction of
ϑ′ to each surface S′t,u′ = Σt
⋂
C′u′ is a diffeomorphism onto S
n−1. Here we
denote by Σt the level sets of t, the hyperplanes of absolute simultaneity in the
non-relativistic theory, parallel spacelike hyperplanes in Minkowski spacetime in
the relativistic theory. The spatial rectangular coordinates are likewise smooth
functions x′i(t, u′, ϑ′) : i = 1, ..., n on the domain of the maximal development
up to its boundary. Now according to our construction in Section 2.5, for c > 0,
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Cc, the c-level set of u in N is the extension across C = C0 of C′c, the c-level
set of u′ in the domain of the prior maximal development. At ∂−B = S0,0, u′
vanishes and ϑ′ = ϑ. On the other hand on K \ S0,0, u′ < 0. Therefore u′ and
ϑ′ induced on on K by the prior solution are of the form (see 5):
u′ = w(τ, ϑ), ϑ′ = ψ(τ, ϑ) (27)
and we have:
w(0, ϑ) = 0, w(τ, ϑ) < 0 : for τ > 0, ψ(0, ϑ) = ϑ (28)
We denote, in reference to the new solution,
f(τ, ϑ) = x0(τ, τ, ϑ), gi(τ, ϑ) = xi(τ, τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n (29)
Then the point (τ, τ, ϑ) ∈ K in terms of the coordinates (u, u, ϑ) represents the
same point in the background spacetime as the point (t, u′, ϑ′) in terms of the
coordinates (t, u′, ϑ′) if with 27 we have:
x′i(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ)) = gi(τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n (30)
We call w and ψ transformation functions and equations 30 identification equa-
tions. Since they do not involve derivatives of (w,ψ), they are to determine
(w,ψ) pointwise. Thinking of Sn−1 as the unit sphere in Euclidean n-dimensional
space, and denoting by expϑ the associated exponential map TϑS
n−1 → Sn−1
we can express the 2nd of 27 in the form:
ϑ′ = expϑ(ϕ
′) (31)
for some ϕ′ ∈ TϑSn−1, which is unique provided that the distance on Sn−1 of
ϑ′ from ϑ is less than π, as will be the case in our problem. Setting then
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, expϑ(ϕ
′))− gi(τ, ϑ) (32)
the identification equations read:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = 0 : i = 1, ..., n (33)
To arrive at a form of these equations to which the implicit function theorem
can be directly applied we set:
u′ = τv, ϕ′ = τ3γ (34)
and define Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) by:
F i((τ, ϑ), (τv, τ3γ)) = τ3Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) (35)
The identification equations then take their regularized form:
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = 0 : i = 1, ..., n (36)
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given explicitly by Proposition 4.5. The implicit function theorem then applies
to determine for each (τ, ϑ) ∈ Kδ the associated (v, γ), v < 0, γ ∈ TϑSn−1.
On C0 ϑ is defined by the condition it is constant along the generators of
C0 and together with the condition that the restriction of ϑ to S0,0 = ∂−B is a
diffeomorphism of ∂−B onto Sn−1. We then have:
b|C0 = 0 (37)
The initial data for the coupled characteristic and wave systems on C0 = C for
the new solution then consist of the pair ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n))
on C0 which is that induced by the prior solution. By virtue of the equations of
the characteristic and wave systems the transversal derivatives on C0 of 1st order
of ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n)), that is ((Lx
µ : µ = 0, ..., n), (Lβµ : µ =
0, ..., n)), are directly expressed in terms of the initial data, with the exception
of the pair (λ, sNL), which we call 1st derived data. Here:
sNL = N
µLβµ (38)
According to Proposition 5.1 this pair satisfies along the generators of C0 a lin-
ear homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations. The initial data for
this system are at S0,0 and vanish as shown in Chapter 4. It then follows that
the pair (λ, sNL) vanishes everywhere along C0. Proceeding to the transver-
sal derivatives on C0 of 2nd order, these are all directly expressed in terms of
the preceding with the exception of the pair (Tλ, T sNL). This pair satisfies
along the generators of C0 a linear system of ordinary differential equations, in
principle inhomogeneous but with the same homogeneous part as that in the
case of the 1st derived data. Due to the vanishing of the 1st derived data the
inhomogeneous terms actually vanish. However, the initial data at S0,0 for the
pair (Tλ, T sNL) do not vanish, Tλ|S0,0 being represented by a positive function
on Sn−1. It then follows that Tλ has a positive minimum on Cδ0 provided that
δ is suitably small depending on the initial data. Here we denote by Cδ0 the
part of C0 corresponding to u ≤ δ, that is, the part contained in Rδ,δ (see 3).
In general, the transversal derivatives of order m+ 1, are all directly expressed
in terms of the preceding with the exception of the pair (Tmλ, TmsNL). This
pair satisfies along the generators of C0 a linear inhomogeneous system of or-
dinary differential equations with the same homogeneous part as that in the
case of the 1st derived data and with inhomogeneous part directly expressed
in terms of the preceding. The initial data for this system consist of the pair
(Tmλ, TmsNL) at S0,0, to determine which requires determining at the same
time (Tm−1v, Tm−1γ), which brings in the regularized identification equations
as well as the boundary condition 25 for λ. The problem is analyzed in Section
5.3.
Chapter 6 introduces a new geometric concept, that of a variation field, which
plays a central role in the present work. Let X , Y be arbitrary vectorfields on
N . We define the bi-variational stress associated to the 1-form β and to the
pair X , Y , to be the T 11 type tensorfield:
T˙ = h˜−1 · T˙♭ (39)
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where T˙♭ is the symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield:
T˙♭ =
1
2
(dβ(X)⊗ dβ(Y ) + dβ(Y )⊗ dβ(X)− (dβ(X), dβ(Y ))hh) (40)
which depends only on the conformal class of h. We then have the identity:
divh˜T˙ =
1
2
(
h˜β(X)
)
dβ(Y ) +
1
2
(
h˜β(Y )
)
dβ(X) (41)
In particular, if X , Y generate isometries of the background structure, then by
18:
divh˜T˙ = 0 (42)
Setting X , Y to be the translation fields:
X =
∂
∂xµ
, Y =
∂
∂xν
we have:
β(X) = βµ, β(Y ) = βν
and we denote the corresponding bi-variational stress by T˙µν . The identity 41
takes in this case the form:
divh˜T˙µν =
1
2
(h˜βµ)dβν +
1
2
(h˜βν)dβµ (43)
The concept of bi-variational stress has been introduced in [Ch-A] in the gen-
eral context of Lagrangian theories of mappings of a manifold M into another
manifold N , as discussed briefly in Section 6.1. The usefulness of the concept of
bi-variational stress in the context of a free boundary problem is in conjunction
with the concept of variation fields. A variation field is here simply a vectorfield
V on N which along K is tangential to K. This can be expanded in terms of
the translation fields ∂/∂xµ : µ = 0, ..., n:
V = V µ
∂
∂xµ
(44)
The coefficients V µ : µ = 0, ..., n of the expansion are simply the rectangular
components of V . To the variation field V we associate the column of 1-forms:
(V )θµ = dV µ : µ = 0, ..., n (45)
Note that this depends on the background structure. To a variation field V and
to the row of functions (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n) we associate the 1-form:
(V )ξ = V µdβµ (46)
To the variation field V is associated the T 11 type tensorfield:
(V )S = V µV ν T˙µν (47)
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In view of 39, 40, 46, we have:
(V )S = h˜−1 · (V )S♭ (48)
where (V )S♭ is the symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield:
(V )S♭ =
(V )ξ ⊗ (V )ξ − 1
2
( (V )ξ, (V )ξ)hh (49)
which depends only on the conformal class of h. The identity 43 together with
the definition 45 implies the identity:
divh˜
(V )S = ( (V )ξ, (V )θµ)h˜dβµ − ( (V )ξ, dβµ)h˜ (V )θµ
+( (V )θµ, dβµ)h˜
(V )ξ + V µ(h˜βµ)
(V )ξ (50)
A basic requirement on the set of variation fields V is that they span the
tangent space to K at each point. The simplest way to achieve this is to choose
one of the variation fields, which we denote by Y , to be at each point of N in
the linear span of N and N and along K colinear to T , and to choose the other
variation fields so that at each point of N they span the tangent space to the
surface Su,u though that point. We thus set:
Y = γN + γN (51)
In view of 25, the requirement that Y is along K colinear to T reduces to:
γ = rγ : along K (52)
The optimal choice is to set:
γ = 1 (53)
in which case 52 reduces to:
γ = r : along K (54)
and to extend γ to N by the requirement that it be constant along the integral
curves of L:
Lγ = 0 (55)
In 2 spatial dimensions there is an obvious choice of a variation field to com-
plement Y , namely E, the unit tangent field of the curves Su,u (with the coun-
terclockwise orientation). In higher dimensions, we complement Y with the
(E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n) which are the h-orthogonal projections to the surfaces Su,u
of the translation fields (∂/∂xµ : µ = 0, ..., n) of the background structure.
These are given by (see 8.59):
E(µ) = hµν(d/x
ν)♯ (56)
where, given ζ ∈ T ∗q Su,u we denote ζ♯ = h/−1q · ζ ∈ TqSu,u, considering h/q as an
isomorphism h/q : TqSu,u → T ∗q Su,u. The last part of Section 6.2 contains the
analysis of the structure forms of the variation fields.
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The fundamental energy identities are discussed in Section 6.3. Given a
vectorfield X , which we call multiplier field, we consider the vectorfield (V )P
associated to X and to a given variation field V through (V )S, defined by:
(V )P = − (V )S ·X (57)
We call (V )P the energy current associated to X and to V . Let us denote by
(V )Q the divergence of (V )P with respect to the conformal acoustical metric
h˜ = Ωh:
divh˜
(V )P = (V )Q (58)
We have:
(V )Q = (V )Q1 +
(V )Q2 +
(V )Q3 (59)
where:
(V )Q1 = −1
2
(V )S♯ · (X)π˜ (60)
(V )Q1 = −( (V )ξ, (V )θµ)h˜Xβµ + ( (V )ξ, dβµ)h˜ (V )θµ(X)
−( (V )θµ, dβµ)h˜ (V )ξ(X) (61)
(V )Q3 = − (V )ξ(X)V µh˜βµ (62)
In 60 (V )S♯ is the symmetric 2-contravariant tensorfield corresponding to (V )S:
(V )S♯ = (V )S · h˜−1 (63)
and
(X)π˜ = LX h˜ (64)
is the deformation tensor of X , the rate of change of the conformal acoustical
metric with respect to the flow generated by X . The concept of a multiplier
field goes back to the fundamental work of Noether [No] connecting symmetries
to conserved quantities.
Integrating 58 on a domain in Rδ,δ of the form:
Ru1,u1 = Ru1,u1 × Sn−1 =
⋃
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
Su,u (65)
where, with (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ we denote:
Ru1,u1 = {(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u1], u ∈ [0, u1]} (66)
we obtain the fundamental energy identity corresponding to the variation field
V and to the multiplier field X:
(V )Eu1(u1) + (V )Eu1(u1) + (V )Fu1 − (V )Eu1(0) = (V )Gu1,u1 (67)
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Here, (V )Eu1(u1) and (V )Eu1(u1) are the energies:
(V )Eu1(u1) =
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω(n−1)/2 (V )S♭(X,L)
(V )Eu1(u1) =
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω(n−1)/2 (V )S♭(X,L) (68)
(V )Fu1 is the flux:
(V )Fu1 =
∫
Ku1
Ω(n−1)/2 (V )S♭(X,M) (69)
where
M = L− L (70)
is a normal to K pointing to the interior of K. In 68 we denote by Cu1u1 the part
of Cu1 corresponding to u ≤ u1 and by Cu1u1 the part of Cu1 corresponding to
u ≤ u1. The right hand side of 67 is the error integral:
(V )Gu1,u1 =
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q (71)
The energies are positive semi-definite if the multiplier field X acoustically time-
like future-directed. In Chapter 7 the conditions on X are investigated which
make the flux coercive when (V )ξ satisfies on K the boundary condition to be
presently discussed.
The boundary condition for (V )ξ on K appears as Proposition 6.2 in the
form:
(V )ξ+(A+) =
(V )ξ−(A−) (72)
where the subscripts + and − denote the future and past sides of K respectively
and A± are the vectorfields:
A± =
△I
δ
−K± (73)
Here I is the particle current
I = nu (74)
where n is the rest mass density and u the spacetime fluid velocity (see 1.12 in
regard to the relativistic theory, 1.134 in regard to the non-relativistic theory).
We define ζ to be the covectorfield along K such that at each p ∈ K the null
space of ζp is TpK, ζp(U) > 0 if the vector U points to the interior of N , ζ being
normalized in the relativistic theory to be of unit magnitude with respect to the
Minkowski metric and in the non-relativistic theory by the condition that ζ, the
restriction of ζ to the Σt, to be of unit magnitude with respect to the Euclidean
metric. The nonlinear jump condition can then be stated in the form:
ζ · △I = 0 (75)
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that is, the vectorfield △I along K is tangential to K, while the linear jump
conditions 21 take the form:
△β = δζ (76)
for some function δ on K. This clarifies the meaning of the 1st term on the right
in 73. As for the 2nd term, K± it is a normal, relative to the acoustical metric,
vectorfield along the future and past sides of K respectively, given by:
Kµ± = G±(h
−1
± )
µνζν (77)
where G is in the relativistic theory the thermodynamic function 1.65 and re-
duces to n in the non-relativistic theory. In Section 13.1 we revisit the proof of
Proposition 6.2, clarifying things further. Proposition 6.3 plays a central role in
the analysis of the coercivity of the flux integrant in Chapter 7. This proposition
states that the 1st term on the right in 73, a vectorfield along K tangential to
K, is timelike future-directed with respect to the acoustical metric defined by
the future solution. The vectorfields A± are singular at S0,0. In the following
we drop the subscript + in reference to quantities defined on K by the future
solution. To express the boundary condition 72 in a form which is regular at
S0,0 we multiply A, A− by κG−1, defining:
B = κG−1A, B− = κG−1A− (78)
where κ is the positive function defined by:
κK =
1
2
GM (79)
noting that by 77 K is colinear and in the same sense as M (see 70). The
boundary condition 72 is then equivalent to its regularized form:
(V )ξ(B) = (V )ξ−(B−) (80)
and we have:
B = B|| +B⊥, B− = B|| +B−⊥ (81)
where B|| is tangential to K,
B⊥ = −1
2
M (82)
is an exterior normal to K relative to the acoustical metric defined by the future
solution, and B−⊥ is a normal to K in the same sense relative to the acoustical
metric defined by the past solution. The form of the vectorfields B||, B−⊥ in a
neighborhood of S0,0 in K is analyzed in the last part of Section 6.4.
Section 7.1 determines the necessary and sufficient conditions on the mul-
tiplier field X for the flux integrant (see 69) to be coercive. This rests on the
fundamental work of G
◦
arding [Ga] who first showed in connection with the ini-
tial - boundary value problem for the wave equation gφ = 0 on a Lorentzian
manifold (M, g) with timelike boundary K that the boundary condition of pre-
scribing Bφ on K, where B is a vectorfield along K, is well posed if B is of the
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form 81 with B|| tangential to K and timelike future-directed while B⊥ is an
exterior normal to K, for in this case an appropriate energy inequality can be
derived. Here, in Proposition 7.1 we give a simple geometric characterization
of the set of multiplier fields making the flux integrant coercive. We then show
that a suitable choice for the multiplier field is:
X = 3L+ L : on N (83)
With this choice there is a constant C′ such that
(V )F ′u1 = (V )Fu1 + 2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )b)2 (84)
is positive-definite (see 9.336). Here:
(V )b = (V )ξ−(B−) = B
µ
−V β−µ (85)
(see 13.28). Adding the 2nd term on the right in 84 to both sides of the energy
identity 67, the last takes the form:
(V )Eu1(u1) + (V )Eu1(u1) + (V )F ′u1
= (V )Eu1(0) + (V )Gu1,u1 + 2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )b)2
(86)
The error integral 71 decomposes into:
(V )Gu1,u1 = (V )Gu1,u11 + (V )Gu1,u12 + (V )Gu1,u13 (87)
according to the decomposition 58 of (V )Q.
The deformation tensor (X)π˜ of the multiplier field is analyzed in Section
7.2. The error integral (V )Gu1,u11 is then estimated. In the estimates 7.122,
7.124 singular integrals first appear. But, as we shall see below, this is only the
tip of the iceberg. In Section 7.3 the error integral (V )Gu1,u12 is estimated using
the results of Section 6.2 on the structure forms of the variation fields.
The commutation fields which are used to control the higher order analogues
of the functions βµ : µ = 0, ...., n are defined in Section 7.1. Commutation fields
where first introduced by Klainerman in his derivation in [Kl] of the decay
properties of the solutions of the wave equation in Minkowski spacetime using
the fact that this equation is invariant under the Poincare´ group, the isometry
group of Minkowski spacetime, the commutation fields being the vectorfields
generating the group action. The scope of commutation fields was substantially
extended in [Ch-Kl] where the problem of the stability of the Minkowski met-
ric in the context of the vacuum Einstein equations of general relativity was
solved. In that work, while the metric arising as the development of general
asymptotically flat initial data does not possess a non-trivial isometry group,
nevertheless a large enough subgroup of the scale extended Poincare´ group was
found and an action of this subgroup which approximates that of an isometry in
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the sense that the deformation tensors of the vectorfields generating this action,
the commutation fields, are appropriately bounded with decay. In the present
monograph, denoting (see 5), for σ ∈ [0, δ],
Kδσ = {(τ, σ) : τ ∈ [0, δ − σ]} × Sn−1 (88)
(note that Kδ0 = Kδ) we require that at each point q ∈ N , q ∈ Kδσ, the set of
commutation fields C to span TqKδσ. As first of the commutation fields we take
the vectorfield T . The remaining commutation fields are then required to span
the tangent space to the Su,u at each point. In n = 2 spatial dimensions we
choose E to complement T as a commutation field. For n > 2 we choose the
E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n (see 55) to complement T . Thus E for n = 2 and the E(µ)
for n > 2 play a dual role being commutation fields as well as variation fields.
However, what characterizes the action of a variation field V is the corresponding
structure form (V )θ, what characterizes the action of a commutation field C is
the corresponding deformation tensor (C)π˜ = LC h˜.
The commutation fields generate higher order analogues of the functions
βµ : µ = 0, ..., n. At order m+ l we have, for n = 2:
(m,l)βµ = E
lTmβµ (89)
and for n > 2:
(m,ν1...νl)βµ = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
mβµ (90)
To these and to the variation field V there correspond higher order analogues
of the 1-form (V )ξ, namely, for n = 2:
(V ;m,l)ξ = V µd (m,l)βµ (91)
and for n > 2:
(V ;m,ν1...νl)ξ = V µd (m,ν1...νl)βµ (92)
The preceding identities 43, 50, 57 - 62, 67, 86 - 87 which refer to βµ and
to (V )ξ all hold with these higher order analogues in the role of βµ and
(V )ξ
respectively, the boundary condition for (V ;m,l)ξ (case n = 2) being of the form:
(V ;m,l)ξ(B) = (V ;m,l)b (93)
where (V ;m,l)b is analyzed in Section 13.1. Similarly, for n > 2, (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξ is
of the form:
(V ;m,ν1...νl)ξ(B) = (V ;m,ν1...νl)b (94)
However while for the original βµ we have h˜βµ = 0, hence the error term
(V )Q3 (see 62) vanishes, this is no longer true for the higher order analogues.
Instead we have:
Ωah˜
(m,l)βµ =
(m,l)ρ˜µ : in the case n = 2 (95)
Ωah˜
(m,ν1...νl)βµ =
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ : for n > 2 (96)
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The (m,l)ρ˜µ,
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ, which we call (rescaled) source functions, obey cer-
tain recursion formulas, deduced in Section 8.2, which determine them for all
m and l. In the last section of Chapter 8, Section 8.4, the error terms at order
m + l are discerned which contain the acoustical quantities of highest order,
m+ l+ 1. These are contained in the error integral (V ;m,l)Gu1,u13 (case n = 2),
(V ;m,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 (case n > 2), which by 71 and 61 is given by:
(V ;m,l)Gu1,u13 = −
∫
Ru1,u1
2Ω(n−1)/2 (V ;m,l)ξ(X)V µ (m,l)ρ˜µ
(case n = 2) (97)
(V ;m,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 = −
∫
Ru1,u1
2Ω(n−1)/2 (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξ(X)V µ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ
(for n > 2) (98)
In the case n = 2 the leading terms in (m,l)ρ˜ involving the acoustical quantities
of highest order are (see 8.149, 8.150):
for m = 0:
1
2
ρ(Lβµ)E
lχ˜+
1
2
ρ(Lβµ)E
lχ˜ (99)
for m ≥ 1: ρ(Lβµ)ElTm−1E2λ+ ρ(Lβµ)ElTm−1E2λ (100)
In the case n > 2 the leading terms in (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜ involving the acoustical
quantities of highest order are (see 8.151, 8.152):
for m = 0:
1
2
ρ(Lβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜+
1
2
ρ(Lβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜
+
ahν1,κ
2c
(d/βµ)
♯ · (Nκd/(E(νl)...E(ν2)trχ˜+Nκd/(E(νl)...E(ν2)trχ˜)
(101)
for m ≥ 1: ρ(Lβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ+ ρ(Lβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ
(102)
We now come to the main analytic method introduced in this monograph. To
motivate the introduction of this method, we need to first discuss the difficulties
encountered. After this discussion it will become evident that the new analytic
method is a natural way to overcome these difficulties. In Chapters 1 - 8 which
we have just reviewed, we denote by n the spatial dimension, a notation which we
have followed in the above review. However in the remainder of the monograph,
Chapters 9 - 14, which we shall presently review, we designate by n the top
order of the (m,l)βµ, that is m+ l = n, and we denote the spatial dimension by
d. We shall now follow the latter notation.
The difficulties arise in estimating the contribution of the terms involving
the top order (order n + 1) acoustical quantities, 99, 100 in the case d = 2,
101, 102 for d > 2, to the error integral (V ;m,l)Gu1,u13 , (V ;m,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 . To
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understand the origin of these difficulties it is advantageous to go directly to
Chapter 11 where the approach applicable to any d ≥ 2 is laid, an approach
which simplifies in the case d = 2 where the detailed estimates are deduced in
Chapter 10. In regard to 101 we must derive appropriate estimates for
d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜), d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜) : ν1, ..., νl−1 = 0, ..., d (103)
In regard to 102 we must derive appropriate estimates for
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ, E(νl)...Eν1)Tm−1△/ λ : ν1, ..., νl = 0, ..., d. (104)
Now, as mentioned above, Proposition 3.4, the 2nd variation equations, ex-
press L/Lχ˜ and L/Lχ˜ in terms of 2nd order quantities with vanishing 2nd order
acoustical part. These imply expressions for Ltrχ˜ and Ltrχ˜ again in terms of
2nd order quantities with vanishing 2nd order acoustical part. To be able then
to estimate trχ˜, trχ˜ in terms of 1st order quantities, so that we can estimate
103 in terms of quantities of the top order l + 1 = n + 1, we must express the
principal (2nd order) part of the expressions for Ltrχ˜ and Ltrχ˜ in the form −Lfˆ
and −Lfˆ respectively, up to lower order terms, with fˆ and fˆ being quantities
of 1st order. That this possible follows from the fact that the quantities (see
11.14):
M =
1
2
β2N (a△/H − L(LH)), M =
1
2
β2N (a△/H − L(LH)) (105)
with H a function of the βµ : µ = 0, ..., n, are actually 1st order quantities. This
fact is a direct consequence of the equation h˜βµ = 0. The functions fˆ , fˆ each
contain a singular term with coefficient λ−1, λ−1 respectively. The functions
f = λfˆ , f = λfˆ are then regular, and transferring the corresponding terms to
the left hand side, we obtain propagation equations for the quantities:
θ = λtrχ˜+ f, θ = λtrχ˜+ f (106)
of the form:
Lθ = R, Lθ = R (107)
where R, R are again quantities of order 1, their 1st order acoustical parts being
given by Proposition 11.1. The leading terms in R, R from the point of view of
behavior as we approach the singularity at u = 0 (that is C0) and the stronger
singularity at u = 0 (that is S0,0) are the terms:
2(Lλ)trχ˜ = 2λ−1(Lλ)(θ − f) : in R, 2(Lλ)trχ˜ = 2λ−1(Lλ)(θ − f) : in R
(108)
To estimate 103 we introduce the quantities, of order l + 1 = n+ 1,
(ν1...νl−1)θl = λd/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)
+ d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f
)
(ν1...νl−1)θl = λd/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)
+ d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f
)
(109)
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These quantities then satisfy propagation equations of the form:
L/L (ν1...νl−1)θl = (ν1...νl−1)Rl
L/L (ν1...νl−1)θl = (ν1...νl−1)Rl (110)
where (ν1...νl−1)Rl,
(ν1...νl−1)Rl are likewise also of order l+1 = n+1 and their
leading terms from the point of view of behavior as we approach the singularities
are:
2(Lλ)d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜) = 2λ
−1(Lλ)
(
(ν1...νl−1)θl − d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)
)
,
2(Lλ)d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜) = 2λ
−1(Lλ)
(
(ν1...νl−1)θl − d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)
)
(111)
As mentioned above, Proposition 3.3, the propagation equations for λ, λ,
express Lλ and Lλ in terms of 1st order quantities with vanishing 1st order
acoustical part. These imply expressions for L△/ λ and L△/ λ in terms of 3rd
order quantities with vanishing 3rd order acoustical part. To be able then to
estimate △/ λ, △/ λ in terms of 2nd order quantities, so that we can estimate 104
in terms of quantities of the top order m + l + 1 = n+ 1, we must express the
principal (3rd order) part of the expressions for L△/ λ and L△/ λ in the form Ljˆ
and Ljˆ respectively, up to lower order terms, with jˆ and jˆ being quantities of
2nd order. That this possible follows again from the fact that the quantities M
and M defined by 105 are actually 1st order quantities. The functions jˆ, jˆ each
contain a singular term with coefficient λ−1, λ−1 respectively. The functions
j = λjˆ, j = λjˆ are then regular, and transferring the corresponding terms to
the left hand side, we obtain propagation equations for the quantities:
ν = λ△/ λ− j, ν = λ△/ λ− j (112)
of the form:
L(ν − τ) = I, L(ν − τ) = I (113)
where τ , τ are quantities of order 1, while I, I are quantities of order 2, their
2nd order acoustical parts being given by Proposition 11.2. The leading terms
in I, I from the point of view of behavior as we approach the singularity at
u = 0 (that is C0) and the stronger singularity at u = 0 (that is S0,0) are the
terms:
2(Lλ)△/ λ = 2λ−1(Lλ)(ν+j) : in I, 2(Lλ)△/ λ = 2λ−1(Lλ)(ν+j) : in I (114)
To estimate 104 we introduce the quantities, of order m+ l + 1 = n+ 1,
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 = λE(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1j
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 = λE(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1j
(115)
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These quantities then satisfy propagation equations of the form:
L
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1
)
= (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
L
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1
)
= (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
(116)
where (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1, (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1 are quantities of order m + l = n,
while (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1, (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1 are quantities of order m+ l+1 = n+1
and their leading terms from the point of view of behavior as we approach the
singularities are:
2(Lλ)d/(E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ)
= 2λ−1(Lλ)
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 + E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1j
)
,
2(Lλ)d/(E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ)
= 2λ−1(Lλ)
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 + E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1j
)
(117)
Now, in accordance with the discussion following 13, we have:
λ ∼ u, λ ∼ u2 (118)
where we denote by ∼ equality up to positive multiplicative constants. The
propagation equations for λ, λ of Proposition 3.3 then imply:
Lλ = O(u), Lλ = O(u) (119)
Then, integrating the 1st of 110 from C0, the contribution of the term
−2λ−1(Lλ)d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)
from the 1st of 111 to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su1,u) is bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
‖d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)‖L2(Su,u)udu (120)
Now from the expression for the function f of Proposition 11.1 we see that the
term
−1
2
β2NLH
in f makes the leading contribution, and this contribution to 120 is bounded,
up to lower order terms, by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
∑
νl
‖NµL (0,ν1...νl−1νl)βµ‖L2(Su,u)udu (121)
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(compare with 10.372). From the 2nd of 68 and from 49 with (0,ν1...νl)βµ,
(V ;0,ν1...νl)ξ in the roles of βµ,
(V )ξ, in view of 83, we have:
(V ;0,ν1...νl)Eu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(d−1)/2
(
( (V ;0,ν1...νl)ξL)
2 + 3a| (V ;0,ν1...νl)ξ/|2
)
(122)
( (V )ξ/ is the 1-form (V )ξ induced on the Su,u). Now, the quantity
‖NµL (0,ν1...νl)βµ‖L2(Su,u) (123)
in the integrant in 121 can only be estimated through
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u) (124)
Comparing with 51, in view of the fact that by 53 - 55 and 118 we have:
γ ∼ u (125)
we conclude that 123 can only be bounded in terms of:
Cu−1‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u) (126)
therefore 121 can only be bounded in terms of:
Cu−3
∑
νl
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u)udu (127)
This bounds the leading contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su1,u). The correspond-
ing contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u1) is then bounded by:
C
∑
νl
{∫ u1
u1
(
u−3
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u)udu
)2
du
}1/2
(128)
To bound the integral in the square root we must use the Schwartz inequality
to replace it by (1/3 times):
u31
∫ u1
u1
u−6
(∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Su,u)du
)
du
= u31
∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u1
u−6‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Su,u)du
)
du
≤ u−31
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
≤ Cu−31
∫ u1
0
(Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)Eu1(u)du (129)
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Then 128 is bounded by:
C
∑
νl
u
−3/2
1
{∫ u1
0
(Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)Eu1(u)du
}1/2
(130)
In regard to 98 with m = 0, V = Y , the factor Y µ (0,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in the integrant,
contains the term
1
2
ρ(Y µLβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜ (131)
contributed by the 1st term in 101. Since by 51, 53:
Y µLβµ = N
µLβµ + γN
µLβµ = λtrs/ + γsNL (132)
where:
s/ = d/xµ ⊗ d/βµ hence trs/ = (d/xµ, d/βµ)h/ (133)
and (see 38):
sNL = N
µLβµ (134)
131 contributes through 109 the term:
1
2
sNLργλ
−1E(νl) · (ν1...νl−1)θl (135)
In view of 118, 125, this term contributes to (Y ;0,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 (see 98) through
the L component of X (see 83) a term which can only be bounded in terms of:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
uu−1| (Y ;0,ν1...,νl)ξL||Eνl · (ν1...νl−1)θl|
≤ C
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl)ξL‖L2(Cu1u )‖E(νl) · (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u )du (136)
Substituting for ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u ) the leading contribution 130 we see that
136 can in turn only be bounded in terms of:
C
∑
µ
∫ u1
0
(
(Y ;0,ν1...νl)Eu1(u)
)1/2{ 1
u
∫ u
0
(Y ;0,ν1...νl−1µ)Eu1(u′)du′
}1/2
du
u
(137)
a singular integral.
However, this is the lesser of the difficulties one faces in regard to 98 with
m = 0. The greater difficulty arises in estimating the contribution through the
factor V µ (0,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in the integrant of the terms
1
2
ρ(V µLβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜
+
a
2c
hν1,κN
κV µ(d/βµ)
♯ · d/(E(νl)...E(ν2)trχ˜) (138)
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contributed by the terms involving trχ˜ in 101. For, the 2nd of 110 must be inte-
grated fromK where a boundary condition holds which equates rd/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜)
to d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜) to leading terms (see paragraph following 25). In view of
the definitions 114 and 25 this takes the form of a relation between r2 (ν1...νl−1)θl
and (ν1...νl−1)θl on K. Integrating the 2nd of 110 from K, the contribution of
the term
−2λ−1(Lλ)d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)
from the 2nd of 111 to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su,u1 ) is, in view of 118, 119, bounded
by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f)‖L2(Su,u)du (139)
(compare with 120). This causes no difficulty. The difficulty arises from the
boundary term ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su,u). Taking account of the fact that r ∼ τ
along K, we multiply the inequality for ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su,u1 ) by u2 and take the
L2 norm with respect to u on [0, u1] to seek a bound for ‖u2 (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u1 ).
The contribution of the boundary term to this is bounded by a constant multiple
of ‖r2 (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Ku1), which by the above is bounded in terms of:
‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Ku1 ) (140)
To estimate this we must revisit the argument leading from 127 to 130. Here we
are to set u1 = u in 127 to obtain the leading contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Su,u).
The corresponding contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Ku1) is then bounded by:
C
∑
νl
{∫ u1
0
(
u−3
∫ u
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u)udu
)2
du
}1/2
(141)
The integral in the square root is now bounded by (1/3 times):∫ u1
u1
u−3
(∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Su,u)du
)
du
=
∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u1
u−3‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Su,u)du
)
du
≤
∫ u1
0
u−3‖ (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)ξL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
u−3 (Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)Eu1(u)du (142)
and 141 is bounded by:
C
∑
νl
{∫ u1
0
(Y ;0,ν1...νl−1νl)Eu1(u)du
u3
}1/2
(143)
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This is not only singular but, placing a lower cutoff ε > 0 on u, blows up
like ε−1 as ε → 0. Moreover, this only bounds ‖u2 (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u1 ) rather
than ‖ (ν1...νl−1)θl‖L2(Cu1u1 ). Nevertheless, from the point of view of scaling, the
singular bound 143 is similar to the bound 130. Also, in view of 118, 119, the
contribution to 138 of (ν2...νl)θl is pointwise bounded by:
Cu2| (ν2...νl)θl| (144)
as compared with 135 which is pointwise bounded by:
Cuu−1| (ν1...νl−1)θl| (145)
As a consequence the two contributions to (Y ;0,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 are similar from
the point of view of scaling.
Similar results are obtained in regard to the error integral (V ;m,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13
for m ≥ 1, with E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ, E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ playing the roles
of d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜), d/(E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜) respectively. (Compare 102 with
101.) In fact, integrating the 1st of 116 from C0, the contribution of the term
2λ−1(Lλ)E(νl)...E(ν1T
m−1j
from the 1st of 117 to ‖ (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1‖L2(Su1,u) is bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
‖E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1j‖L2(Su,u)udu (146)
From the expression for the function j of Proposition 11.2 we see that the term
1
4
β2NL
2H
makes the leading contribution. More precisely, writing L2H = LTH − LLH
the leading contribution is that of
1
4
β2NLTH
and this contribution to 146 is bounded, up to lower order terms, by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
‖NµL (m,ν1...νl)βµ‖L2(Su,u)udu (147)
Using the fact that
(V ;m,ν1...νl)Eu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(d−1)/2
(
( (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξL)
2 + 3a| (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξ/|2
)
(148)
we deduce, in analogy with 127, that the leading contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1‖L2(Su1,u)
is bounded by:
Cu−3
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m,ν1...νl)ξL‖L2(Su,u)udu (149)
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By an argument analogous to that leading from 127 to 130 we then deduce that
the leading contribution to ‖ (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
Cu
−3/2
1
{∫ u1
0
(Y ;m,ν1...νl)Eu1(u)du
}1/2
(150)
Then in analogy with 137 the corresponding contribution to the error integral
(Y ;m,ν1...νl)Gu1,u13 is bounded in terms of the mildly singular integral:
C
∫ u1
0
(
(Y ;m,ν1...νl)Eu1(u)
)1/2{ 1
u
∫ u
0
(Y ;m,ν1...νl)Eu1(u′)du′
}1/2
du
u
(151)
On the other hand, the contribution through the factor V µ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in
the integrant in 98 for m ≥ 1, of the term
ρ(V µLβµ)E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ (152)
contributed by the term involving △/ λ in 102, can only be bounded in terms of
a severely singular integral. This is because the 2nd of 116 must be integrated
from K where a boundary condition which equates rE(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ to
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ holds, a differential consequence of the boundary condition
25. In view of the definitions 115 and 25 this takes the form of a relation between
r2 (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 and
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 onK. The contribution of the boundary
term to ‖u2 (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is then bounded by a constant multiple of
‖r2 (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1|L2(Ku1 ), which in view of this relation is bounded in terms
of:
‖ (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1‖L2(Ku1 ) (153)
Proceeding as in the argument leading to 143 we conclude that the leading
contribution to 153 is only bounded in terms of the severely singular integral:
C
{∫ u1
0
(Y ;m,ν1...νl−1νl)Eu1(u)du
u3
}1/2
(154)
Additional difficulties of the same kind as those discussed above arise in-
directly in estimating the contribution of the terms involving the top order
(order n + 1) derivatives of the transformation functions to the integral which
appears as the last term on the right in 86 when (V )b is replaced by (V ;m,l)b,
(V ;m,ν1...νl)b according to 93, 94.
The new analytic method is designed to overcome the difficulties due to
the appearance of the singular integrals. The starting point is the observation
that, in view of the fact that these integrals are borderline from the point of
view of scaling, they would become regular borderline integrals if the energies
(V ;m,ν1....νl)Eu(u), (V ;m,ν1...νl)Eu(u) had a growth from the singularities at u =
0 (C0) and u = 0 (S0,0) like u
2amu2bm for some sufficiently large exponents
am and bm, and, moreover, the flux
(V ;m,ν1...νl)F ′τ had a growth from the
singularity at τ = 0 (S0,0) on K like τ2cm , where cm = am+bm. This observation
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seems at first sight irrelevant since the required growth properties cannot hold
for these quantities. However, given that the initial data of the problem are
expressed as smooth functions of (u, ϑ), as we have seen above in our review
of Chapter 5, the derived data, that is the T derivatives on C0 of up to any
desired order N of the unknowns ((xµ : µ = 0, ..., n), b , (βµ : µ = 0, ..., n))
in the characteristic and wave systems, are determined as smooth functions of
(u, ϑ). The T derivatives of the transformation functions (v, γ) on S0,0 of up
to order N − 2 are also determined at the same time as smooth functions of ϑ.
Therefore we can define the Nth approximants ((xµN : µ = 0, ..., n), bN , (βµ,N :
µ = 0, ..., n)) as the corresponding Nth degree polynomials in τ = u with
coefficients which are known smooth functions of (σ = u − u, ϑ). Similarly
we can define the Nth approximants (vN , γN ) as the corresponding N − 2 th
degree polynomials in τ with coefficients which are known smooth functions of
ϑ. If the N approximants, so defined, are inserted into the equations of the
characteristic and wave systems, these equations fail to be satisfied by errors
which are known smooth functions of (u, u, ϑ) and whose derivatives up to order
n are bounded by a known constant times τN−n+k where k is a fixed integer
depending on which equation we are considering. Similarly, inserting the N
approximants into the boundary conditions and into the identification equations,
these fail to be satisfied by errors which are known smooth functions of (τ, ϑ)
and whose derivatives up to order n are likewise bounded by a known constant
times τN−n+k where k is a fixed integer depending on which equation we are
considering. Moreover, in connection with the equation h˜βµ = 0 satisfied by
an actual solution, the corresponding Nth approximant quantity h˜Nβµ,N is a
known smooth function of of (u, u, ϑ) and whose derivatives up to order n are
bounded by a known constant times τN−n+k where k is a fixed integer. The
above are discussed in detail in Chapter 9, in the case d = 2, the extension to
the case d > 2 being straightforward. Note that in the above construction we
have, in terms of (τ = u, σ = u− u, ϑ) coordinates:
TN =
∂
∂τ
= T, ΩN =
∂
∂ϑ
= Ω (155)
independently of the approximation. On the other hand, LN , LN , EN depend
on the approximation, the first two through bN , and the last through h/N , where:
h/N = hµν,N (Ωx
µ
N )(Ωx
ν
N ) (156)
We then define the difference quantities:
(m,l)βˇµ = E
lTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N (157)
(V ;m,l)ξˇ = V µd (m,l)βˇµ (158)
We also define (V ;m,l)Sˇ as in 48, 49 with (V ;m,l)ξˇ in the role of (V )ξ, that is:
(V ;m,l)Sˇ = h˜−1 · (V ;m,l)Sˇ♭ (159)
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where:
(V ;m,l)Sˇ♭ =
(V ;m,l)ξˇ ⊗ (V ;m,l)ξˇ − 1
2
( (V ;m,l)ξˇ, (V ;m,l)ξˇ)hh (160)
Defining moreover, in analogy with 57:
(V ;m,l)Pˇ = − (V ;m,l)Sˇ ·X (161)
we have, in analogy with 58 - 62:
divh˜
(V ;m,l)Pˇ = (V ;m,l)Qˇ (162)
where:
(V ;m,l)Qˇ = (V ;m,l)Qˇ1 +
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2 +
(V ;m,l)Qˇ3 (163)
with:
(V ;m,l)Qˇ1 = −1
2
(V ;m,l)Sˇ♯ · (X)π˜ (164)
(V ;m,l)Qˇ1 = −( (V ;m,l)ξˇ, (V )θµ)h˜X (m,l)βˇµ + ( (V ;m,l)ξˇ, d (m,l)βˇµ)h˜ (V )θµ(X)
−( (V )θµ, d (m,l)βˇµ)h˜ (V ;m,l)ξˇ(X) (165)
(V )Qˇ3 = − (V ;m,l)ξˇ(X)V µh˜ (m,l)βµ (166)
We then deduce, in analogy with 86 the (m, l) difference energy identity:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′u1
= (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(0) + (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 + 2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2( (V ;m,l)b)2
(167)
(here d = 2), where (see 68):
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) =
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω1/2 (V ;m,l)Sˇ♭(X,L)
=
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω1/2
(
3( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2 + a( V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2
)
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) =
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω1/2 (V ;m,l)Sˇ♭(X,L)
=
∫
C
u1
u1
Ω1/2
(
3a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2 + ( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2
)
(168)
are the (m, l) difference energies. Also, in 167,
(V ;m,l)Fˇ ′u1 = (V ;m,l)Fˇu1 + 2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2( (V ;m,l)bˇ)2 (169)
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is positive-definite (see 9.336), (V ;m,l)Fˇu1 being the (m, l) difference flux:
(V ;m,l)Fˇu1 =
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2 (V ;m,l)Sˇ♭(X,M) (170)
and (V ;m,l)bˇ representing the boundary values on K of (V ;m,l)ξˇ(B) (see 13.1).
Finally, in 167,
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 :=
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)Qˇ (171)
is the (m, l) difference error integral.
Now, from the definition 157 and the preceding discussion it follows that for
any solution of problem the functions (m,l)βˇµ vanish with all their T derivatives
up to order n on C0 if we choose N ≥ n. We then have:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(0) : for all m = 0, ..., n (172)
therefore the (m, l) difference energy identity simplifies to:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′u1
= (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 + 2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2( (V ;m,l)b)2
(173)
Expecting that the growth of (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u), (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u) is like u2amu2bm and
that the growth of (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ is like τ2cm , we define the weighted quantities:
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
u−2amu−2bm (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u) (174)
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
u−2amu−2bm (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u) (175)
and:
(V ;m,l)A(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
τ−2(am+bm) (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ (176)
the exponents am, bm being non-negative real numbers which are non-increasing
with m. Of course the above definitions do not make sense unless we already
know that the quantities (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u), (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u), (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ have the ap-
propriate growth properties. Making this assumption would introduce a vicious
circle into the argument, so this is not what we do. What we actually do is
presented in Section 14.10. There we regularize the problem by giving initial
data not on C0 but on Cτ0 for τ0 > 0 but not exceeding a certain fixed positive
number which is much smaller than δ. The initial data on Cτ0 is modeled af-
ter the restriction to Cτ0of the Nth approximate solution, the difference being
bounded by a fixed constant times τN−10 . Similarly considering the mth derived
data on Cτ0 , m = 1, ..., n+1 we show that the difference from the corresponding
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Nth approximants on Cτ0 is bounded by a fixed constant times τ
N−1−m
0 . The
(m, l) difference energy identity now refers to the domain Ru1,u1,τ0 in N which
corresponds to the domain:
Ru1,u1,τ0 = {(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u1], u ∈ [τ0, u1]} (177)
in R2, so the 1st term on the right in 167 is replaced by:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(τ0) ≤ Cτ2(N−1−m)0 (178)
Moreover, in reference to 177, if u1 − τ0 is suitably small then given a solution
defined in Ru1,u1,τ0 of the problem with initial data on Cτ0 , the quantities
(V ;m,l)Eˇu(u), (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u), and (V ;m,l)Fˇ , for (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1,τ0 , are likewise
bounded by a constant times τ
2(N−1−m)
0 . Therefore replacing the supremum
over Ru1,u1 , the supremum over [0, τ1], in the definitions 175, 176, respectively,
and taking N ≥ m + 1 + cm, everything now makes sense. In fact, we take
N > m+ 52 + cm, in which case the modifications in the resulting estimates for
the quantities 175, 176, tend to 0 as τ0 → 0. The estimates in the preceding
chapters, namely Chapters 10, 12, and 13, concluding with the top order energy
estimates in Chapter 13, are thus derived with the foreknowledge that such
modifications involving a very small positive τ0 will be made which will tend
to 0 as τ0 → 0. We have chosen not to introduce such a small positive τ0 from
the beginning, because that would have made the exposition more complicated
lengthening unnecessarily the monograph.
The argument relies on the derivation of energy estimates of the top order
m+ l = n only. Since these are derived in Chapter 13 before the regularization
of the problem by the introduction of the small positive τ0, they are to be
thought of as a priori estimates. In our exposition we at first ignore all but the
principal terms involved. Thus in Chapters 10 and 11, the aim of which is to
derive estimates for the top order acoustical difference quantities corresponding
to 109, 115:
(ν1,...,νl−1)θˇl =
(ν1...νl−1)θl − (ν1...νl−1)θl,N
(ν1,...,νl−1)θˇl =
(ν1...νl−1)θl − (ν1...νl−1)θl,N
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 = (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1,N
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 =
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1,N (179)
for d > 2,
θˇl = θl − θl,N , θˇl = θl − θl,N
νˇm−1,l+1 = νm−1,l+1 − νm−1,l+1,N , νˇm−1,l+1 = νm−1,l+1 − νm−1,l+1,N
(180)
in the case d = 2, we ignore all but the top order terms, namely those of
order n + 1. An exception occurs in regard to the terms in the boundary
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estimates for νˇm−1,l+1 involving the transformation function differences
ˇˆ
f , vˇ,
γˇ (see Proposition 10.9), where the terms of orders 2, 1, 3 lower must be kept
because they enter the estimates multiplied by correspondingly lower powers of
τ . The only essential change when passing from the case d = 2 to d > 2, is that in
higher dimensions we must also derive L2(Su,u) estimates for λD/
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1,
λD/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1 in terms of L
2(Su,u) estimates for
(ν1,...,νl−1)θˇl,
(ν1,...,νl−1)θˇl
respectively, where:
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1 = L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜− L/E(νl−1),N ...L/E(ν1),N χ˜N
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1 = L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜− L/E(νl−1),N ...L/E(ν1),N χ˜N
(181)
The required estimates are derived using elliptic theory in connection with
the Codazzi equations on the Su,u. We must also derive L
2(Su,u) estimates
for λD/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l, λD/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l in terms of L2(Su,u) estimates for
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1, (ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 respectively, where:
(ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1λ− E(νl),N ...E(ν1),NTm−1λN
(ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1λ− E(νl),N ...E(ν1),NTm−1λN
(182)
The required estimates are derived using elliptic theory for the Laplacian on
Su,u.
The aim of Chapter 12 is to derive estimates for the derivatives of top or-
der, n + 1, of the transformation function differences
ˇˆ
f , vˇ, γˇ, and at the same
time more precise estimates for the next to top order acoustical differences
(l−1)χ˜, (l−1)χ˜ : l = n, and (m,l)λˇ, (m,l)λˇ : m + l = n, in terms of the top
order difference energies and fluxes. Here all terms of order up to n − 1 are
ignored and of the terms of order n only those involving acoustical quantities of
order n, namely the quantities being estimated, are considered.
In Chapter 13, which contains the derivation of the top order energy esti-
mates, we again ignore all but the top order terms.
The estimates of Chapters 10 - 13 require taking the exponents am, bm,
cm to be suitably large. This is in accordance with our preceding heuristic
discussion. Moreover the estimates of Chapters 12 and 13, in particular the top
order energy estimates, require that δ does not exceed a positive constant which
is independent of m and n.
In the above only the treatment of the principal terms is shown, and these are
estimated using only the fundamental bootstrap assumptions. The full treat-
ment, which includes all the lower order terms, uses the complete set of bootstrap
assumptions stated in Section 14.1. In the same section it is shown how all the
lower order terms are treated. We return to the treatment of the lower order
terms in Section 14.8 where it is shown that the lower order terms are treated in
an optimal manner if we choose all the exponents am equal and all the exponents
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bm equal:
am = a, bm = b : m = 0, ..., n (183)
and this optimal choice is taken from that point on. In Section 14.4 L2(Su,u)
estimates for the (m,l)βµ : m + l = n are deduced. In Section 14.5 L
2(Su,u)
estimates for the n − 1th order acoustical differences are deduced. In Section
14.6 L2(Su,u) estimates for all nth order derivatives are deduced. In Section 14.9
pointwise estimates are deduced and the bootstrap assumptions are recovered as
strict inequalities. This recovery however requires a further smallness condition
on δ which now depends on n. The derivation of pointwise estimates from
L2(Su,u) estimates of derivatives intrinsic to the Su,u requires k0 derivatives
where k0 is the smallest integer greater than (d− 1)/2, so in the case d = 2 we
have k0 = 1. We then first set:
n = n0 := 2k0 + 2 (184)
The smallness condition on δ needed to recover the bootstrap assumptions is
then that corresponding to n = n0. Given then any n > n0, the nonlinear
argument having closed at order n0, the bootstrap assumptions are no longer
needed, therefore no new smallness conditions on δ are required to proceed
inductively to orders n0 + 1, ..., n. We remark that n0 can be lowered to:
n0 = k0 + 1 (185)
if our treatment of the lower order terms, which uses only L∞(Su,u) and L2(Su,u)
estimates, is refined to make full use of the Sobolev inequalities on the Su,u.
In Section 14.1 we first regularize the problem by giving the initial data
on Cτ0 as discussed above. We then apply a continuity argument to establish
the existence of a solution to this regularized problem defined on the whole of
Rδ,δ,τ0. This argument relies on the solution by Majda and Thomann [Ma-
Th] of the restricted local shock continuation problem. This is the problem of
continuing locally in time a solution displaying a shock discontinuity initially.
Majda had in fact earlier addressed in his fundamental works [Ma1], [Ma2] the
general shock development problem. Our continuity argument relies on [Ma-Th]
at two points. First, to construct a solution on Rτ0+ε,τ0+ε,τ0 for some ε > 0,
which could be very small, even much smaller than τ0. Second, at the end of the
continuity argument, starting with a solution defined on a maximalRu
∗
,u
∗
,τ0 , to
extend a solution which has previously been shown to be defined on Ru∗,u∗+ε,τ0
to the domain corresponding to the triangle:
{(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u+ ε∗], u ∈ [u∗, u∗ + ε∗]}
for some ε∗ > 0, not exceeding ε. Since the union contains Ru
∗
+ε∗,u∗+ε∗,τ0
we
then arrive at a contradiction to the maximality of u∗, unless u∗ = δ. This
double use of a local existence theorem is typical of continuity arguments.
After obtaining a solution on Rδ,δ,τ0 satisfying the appropriate estimates we
take τ0 to be any member of a sequence (τ0,m : m = M,M + 1,M + 2, . . .)
converging to 0, and pass to the limit in a subsequence to obtain the solution
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to our problem. The theorem which concludes this monograph is stated at the
end.
We conclude this prologue with a few historical remarks to acknowledge
the fact that the methods of this monograph have their roots in the past and
that at best we simply develop things a little further in a particular direction.
The method of continuity, using a local existence theorem together with a priori
bounds, derived on the basis of bootstrap assumptions which are recovered in the
course of the argument, originated in the field of ordinary differential equations,
in particular the classical problem of the motion of N point masses under their
mutual gravitational attraction formulated by Newton in his Principia [Ne].
This corresponds to a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian function H =
K + V where
K =
N∑
α=1
|pα|2
2Mα
is the kinetic energy, pα, being the momentum of the mass labeled α, a vector
in Euclidean 3 dimensional space E3 at the point xα ∈ E3, the position of the
mass α, and Mα > 0 its mass. Also,
V = −1
2
∑
α6=β
GMαMβ
rαβ
is the potential energy, rαβ being the distance between the masses α and β andG
being Newton’s gravitational constant. The potential energy is defined when the
xα are distinct. If it is regularized by replacing rαβ by
√
r2αβ + ε
2 the simplest
application of the method of continuity, without bootstrap assumptions, shows
that for any initial condition we have a solution defined for all future time. For
the actual problem the same method gives a basic theorem (see [Si-Mo]) stating
that for any initial condition either we have a solution defined for all future time,
or the maximal existence interval is [0, t∗), in which case, with ρ = minα6=β rαβ
the minimal mutual distance, we have ρ(t) → 0 as t → t∗, so in a sense at
time t∗ we have a collision. To this day it is still not known whether in the
6N dimensional space of initial conditions the subset leading to a collision has
zero measure or positive measure. Incidentally, the Principia is the work where
power series were first introduced.
Another example of the method of continuity in conjunction with a local
existence theorem and a priori bounds is from the field of elliptic partial dif-
ferential equations. This is the non-parametric minimal hypersurface problem:
Given a domain in a hyperplane in En+1 and a graph over the boundary, to
find an extension to a graph over the interior which is of minimal n dimensional
area. The graph is that of the height function above the hyperplane. We can
assume that the mean value of the height function on the boundary vanishes.
To apply the method of continuity we multiply the boundary height function,
the data of the problem, by t ∈ [0, 1]. Then for t = 0 we have the trivial solution
where the graph coincides with the hyperplane domain. For any t0 ∈ [0, 1] for
which we have a regular solution, the implicit function theorem plays the role
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of a local existence theorem giving us a solution for t suitably close to t0. The
problem then reduces to that of deriving the appropriate a priori bounds. For
once these have been established, the method of continuity yields a solution for
all t ∈ [0, 1], in particular for t = 1, which is the original problem. The required
a priori bounds where established in two steps. The first step was the deriva-
tion of gradient bounds on the height function and was done by Bernstein in his
fundamental works [Be1], [Be2], [Be3]. The second step was the derivation of
Ho¨lder estimates for the gradient. This step was done half a century later, inde-
pendently by De Giorgi [DG] and by Nash [Na]. While De Giorgi’s work was in
the framework of minimal surface theory, Nash’s motivation was actually a very
different problem, the study of the evolution of a viscous, heat conducting com-
pressible fluid, which is why he addressed an analogous problem for parabolic
equations and deduced the result for elliptic equations as a corollary in the time
independent case. The complete result for the original problem, which is that
mean convexity of the boundary of the domain is both necessary and sufficient
for the problem to be solvable for all data, was deduced later by Jenkins and
Serrin [Je-Se].
A last example of the method of continuity, which uses a local existence theo-
rem and a priori bounds which are derived on the basis of bootstrap assumptions
recovered in the course of the argument, is from the field of hyperbolic partial
differential equations, therefore closer to the topic of the present monograph.
This is the work [Ch-Kl], mentioned above, on the problem of the stability of the
Minkowski metric. In this case the local existence theorem had been established
in the basic work of Choquet-Bruhat [CB]. We then consider the least upper
bound t∗ of the set of all positive times t1 for which we have a solution on the
spacetime slab corresponding to the time interval [0, t1] satisfying the bootstrap
assumptions. So if t∗ is finite, while the solution extends to the spacetime slab
corresponding to [0, t∗], the inequalities corresponding to the bootstrap assump-
tions are saturated on that slab. The a priori bounds are then derived through
a construction on the slab in question which proceeds from the future boundary
of the slab, which corresponds to the time t∗. This is because the derivation of
the a priori bounds uses approximate symmetries, which a posteriori are shown
to become exact in the limit t∗ → ∞. The a priori bounds show that the in-
equalities corresponding to the bootstrap assumptions are in fact not saturated
on the slab in question. Then after another application of the local existence
theorem we arrive at a contradiction to the maximality of t∗.
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Chapter 1
Fluid Mechanics and the
Shock Development
Problem
1.1 The General Equations of Motion
The mechanics of a perfect fluid is described in the framework of the Minkowski
spacetime of special relativity by a future-directed unit time-like vectorfield u,
the fluid spacetime velocity and two positive functions n and s, the number of
particles per unit volume (in the local rest frame of the fluid) and the entropy
per particle. In terms of a system of rectangular coordinates (x0, x1, x2, x3),
with x0 a time coordinate and (x1, x2, x3) spatial coordinates, choosing, as is
customary in the relativistic framework, the relation of the units of temporal
to spatial lengths so as to set the universal constant c represented by the speed
of light in vacuum equal to 1, the components gµν of the Minkowski metric are
given by:
g00 = −1, g11 = g22 = g33 = 1, gµν = 0 : if µ 6= ν (1.1)
The conditions on the components uµ of the spacetime velocity are then:
gµνu
µuν = −1, u0 > 0 (1.2)
Here, and throughout this monograph, we follow the summation convention,
according to which repeated upper and lower indices are summed over their
range.
The mechanical properties of a perfect fluid are specified once we give the
equation of state, which expresses the relativistic energy density (in the local
rest frame of the fluid) ρ as a function of n and s:
ρ = ρ(n, s) (1.3)
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According to the laws of thermodynamics, the pressure p and the temperature
θ are then given by:
p = n
∂ρ
∂n
− ρ, θ = 1
n
∂ρ
∂s
(1.4)
In terms of the volume per particle
V =
1
n
(1.5)
and the relativistic energy per particle
e = ρV, (1.6)
these relations take the familiar form:
e = e(V, s) (1.7)
de = −pdV + θds (1.8)
We note that the relativistic energy per particle contains the rest mass con-
tribution, mc2 in conventional units, m being the particle rest mass. Under
ordinary circumstances this is in fact the dominant contribution to e. The cor-
responding contribution to ρ is nmc2 in conventional units, nm being the rest
mass density. When seeking to deduce the equation of state 1.3 or 1.7 for a
given substance in a given phase from microscopic physics through statistical
mechanics, by “particle” we actually mean a microscopic constituent particle
which has a definite rest mass m when considered in isolation in free space.
In fluid mechanics however we take the macroscopic point of view, and what
we call “particle” is an arbitrarily chosen but fixed number of microscopic con-
stituent particles, therefore m is the corresponding multiple of the microscopic
rest mass. We may thus fix m to be the unit of mass, so we can conveniently
set m = 1. Then all “extensive” quantities, like V , s, and e, which we have
referred to as quantities “per particle” are actually quantities “per unit rest
mass”, or “specific” quantities in the customary terminology. Thus V , s, and e,
are the specific volume, specific entropy, and specific energy, respectively, and n
coincides with the rest mass density.
The positive function h defined by:
h =
(ρ+ p)
n
(1.9)
or equivalently
h = e+ pV (1.10)
is the enthalpy per particle or specific enthalpy. By virtue of equations 1.3, 1.4
or 1.7, 1.8, h can be considered to be a function of p and s, and its differential
is given by:
dh = V dp+ θds (1.11)
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We may in fact use p and s instead of V and s as the basic thermodynamic
variables.
The particle current is the vectorfield I whose components are given by:
Iµ = nuµ (1.12)
The energy-momentum-stress tensor is the symmetric 2-contravariant tensorfield
T whose components are:
T µν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + p(g−1)µν (1.13)
Here (g−1)µν are the components of the reciprocal Minkowski metric, given in
rectangular coordinates by:
(g−1)00 = −1, (g−1)11 = (g−1)22 = (g−1)33 = 1, (g−1)µν = 0 : if µ 6= ν
(1.14)
The equations of motion of a perfect fluid are the differential particle conserva-
tion law or equation of continuity:
∇µIµ = 0 (1.15)
together with the differential energy-momentum conservation law:
∇νT µν = 0 (1.16)
In 1.15, 1.16, and throughout this monograph, ∇ denotes the covariant deriva-
tive operator of the Minkowski metric g, and equations 1.15, 1.16, like the defi-
nitions 1.12, 1.13, are valid in any coordinate system. Nevertheless, Minkowski
spacetime having the structure of an affine space, there are preferred coordinate
systems, the linear coordinates, in which the metric components are constants
and the operator ∇ reduces to
∂µ =
∂
∂xµ
(1.17)
applied to the components of tensorfields in these coordinates. A particular
case of linear coordinates are rectangular coordinates, in which the Minkowski
metric components take the form 1.1.
Taking the component of equation 1.16 along u by contracting with
uµ = gµνu
ν
yields the equation:
uµ∂µρ+ (ρ+ p)∇µuµ = 0 (1.18)
Substituting for ∇µuµ from equation 1.15 brings this to the form:
uµ∂µρ =
(ρ+ p)
n
uµ∂µn (1.19)
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On the other hand by virtue of the equation of state 1.3 and the definitions 1.4,
∂µρ =
(ρ+ p)
n
∂µn+ nθ∂µs (1.20)
Comparing 1.19 and 1.20 we conclude that:
uµ∂µs = 0 (1.21)
This is the adiabatic condition, namely the condition that the entropy per par-
ticle is constant along the flow lines, that is the integral curves of u. It holds as
long as we are dealing with a solution of the equations of motion in the classical
sense, that is the components uµ : µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 of u, p, and s are C1 functions
of the rectangular coordinates. A portion of a fluid is called isentropic if s is
constant throughout this portion. The adiabatic condition implies that if a por-
tion of the fluid is isentropic at some time then the same portion, as defined by
the flow of u, is isentropic for all later time. This holds as long as the solution
remains C1.
Let us denote by Π the T 11 -type tensorfield which is at each point x in
spacetime the operator of projection to Σx, the local simultaneous space of the
fluid at x, namely the orthogonal complement in the tangent space at x of the
linear span of u. The components of Π are given by:
Πµν = δ
µ
ν + u
µ
ν (1.22)
where δµν is the Kronecker symbol. The projection of 1.16 to Σx at each point
reads:
(ρ+ p)uν∇νuµ +Πµν∂νp = 0 (1.23)
where
Πµν = Πµλ(g
−1)λν = (g−1)µν + uµuν (1.24)
The sound speed η is in conventional units defined by:(
dp
dρ
)
s
=
η2
c2
(1.25)
a fundamental thermodynamic assumption being that the left hand side, a di-
mensionless quantity, is positive. Then η is defined to be positive. Another
condition on η in the framework of special relativity is that η < c, namely that
the sound speed is less than the speed of light in vacuum. In units where c = 1
this condition reads η < 1.
By virtue of 1.21 and the definition 1.25 we have:
uµ∂µρ = u
µ
((
dρ
dp
)
s
∂µp+
(
dρ
ds
)
p
∂µs
)
=
uµ
η2
∂µp (1.26)
The equations of motion of a perfect fluid are then seen to be equivalent to
the following first order quasilinear system of partial differential equations in
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rectangular coordinates for the unknowns uµ : µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, p, and s, :
(ρ+ p)uν∂νu
µ +Πµν∂νp = 0
uµ∂µp+ η
2(ρ+ p)∂µu
µ = 0
uµ∂µs = 0 (1.27)
Consider the transformation:
p 7→ p+ b, : b a constant (1.28)
keeping s and h unchanged. Then (see 1.5, 1.11) n is unchanged, but (see 1.9)
ρ transforms according to:
ρ 7→ ρ− b (1.29)
so that the sum ρ+p is unchanged. The particle current 1.12 is unchanged, but
the energy-momentum-stress tensor 1.13 transforms according to:
T µν 7→ T µν + b(g−1)µν (1.30)
The equations of motion 1.15, 1.16, or 1.27 are unaffected.
Let (u, p, s) be a given solution of the equations of motion 1.27 and let
{(uλ, pλ, sλ) : λ ∈ I},
I an open interval of the real line containing 0, be a differentiable 1-parameter
family of solutions such that:
(u0, p0, s0) = (u, p, s).
Then
(u˙, p˙, s˙) = ((duλ/dλ)λ=0, (dpλ/dλ)λ=0, (dsλ/dλ)λ=0) (1.31)
is a variation of (u, p, s) through solutions. Note that the constraint 1.2 on u
implies the following constraint on u˙:
uµu˙
µ = 0 (1.32)
Differentiating the equations of motion 1.27 with respect to λ at λ = 0 we obtain
the equations of variation:
(ρ+ p)uν∂ν u˙
µ +Πµν∂ν p˙ = −(ρ+ p)u˙ν∂νuµ + (ρ˙+ p˙)
(ρ+ p)
Πµν∂νp− Π˙µν∂νp
uµ∂µp˙+ q∂µu˙
µ = −u˙µ∂µp− q˙∂µuµ
uµ∂µs˙ = −u˙µ∂µs (1.33)
Here q is the function:
q = η2(ρ+ p) (1.34)
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and for any function of the thermodynamic variables alone:
f˙ =
(
df
dp
)
s
p˙+
(
df
ds
)
p
s˙ (1.35)
Also:
Π˙µν = u˙µuν + uµu˙ν (1.36)
In equations 1.33 we have placed on the left the principal terms, which are linear
in the first derivatives of the variation, and on the right the lower order terms,
which are linear in the variation itself, with coefficients depending linearly on
the first derivatives of the background solution.
To the system 1.33 and the variation (u˙, p˙, s˙) is associated the energy varia-
tion current J˙ and the entropy variation current K˙. These are vectorfields with
components:
J˙µ = (ρ+ p)uµgνλu˙
ν u˙λ + 2u˙µp˙+
1
η2(ρ+ p)
uµp˙2 (1.37)
and
K˙µ = uµs˙2 (1.38)
respectively. Thus J˙ is a quadratic form in (u˙, p˙), while K˙ is a quadratic form
in s˙. Let us calculate the divergences of these vectorfields. Substituting from
the equations of variation 1.33, the principal terms cancel and we find:
∂µJ˙
µ = −2(ρ+ p)u˙µu˙ν∂µuν + 2
(ρ+ p)
[(
dρ
ds
)
p
s˙+ p˙
]
u˙µ∂µp
+
{
η2(ρ+ p)gνλu˙
νu˙λ +
1
q
[
−2p˙q˙ + p˙2
(
1 +
(
dq
dp
)
s
)]}
∂µu
µ
(1.39)
and
∂µK˙
µ = −2s˙u˙µ∂µs+ s˙2∂µuµ (1.40)
The right hand sides of 1.39 and 1.40 are quadratic in the variation with coeffi-
cients which depend linearly on the first derivatives of the background solution.
Note that
− uµJ˙µ = (ρ+ p)gνλu˙νu˙λ + 1
η2(ρ+ p)
p˙2 (1.41)
and
− uµK˙µ = s˙2 (1.42)
In view of the fact that u˙ is subject to the constraint 1.32, so that
gνλu˙
ν u˙λ = Πνλu˙
ν u˙λ
(where Πνλ = gνµΠ
µ
λ), 1.41 is a positive definite quadratic form in (u˙, p˙). Also,
1.42 is trivially a positive definite quadratic form in s˙. Consider for any covector
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ξ in the cotangent space at a given point the quadratic forms ξµJ˙
µ, ξµK˙
µ. For
any pair of variations (u˙, p˙, s˙), (u˙′, p˙′, s˙′) the corresponding symmetric bilinear
forms are:
ξµJ˙
µ((u˙, p˙), (u˙′, p˙′)) (1.43)
= ξµ
{
(ρ+ p)uµgνλu˙
ν u˙′λ + u˙µp˙′ + p˙u˙′µ +
1
η2(ρ+ p)
uµp˙p˙′
}
and
ξµK˙
µ(s˙, s˙′) = ξµuµs˙s˙′ (1.44)
Consider now the set of all covectors ξ at x such that the symmetric bilinear
forms 1.43 and 1.44 are degenerate, that is, there is a non-zero variation (u˙, p˙, s˙)
such that for all variations (u˙′, p˙′, s˙′) we have:
ξµJ˙
µ((u˙, p˙), (u˙′, p˙′)) = 0 (1.45)
and:
ξµK˙
µ(s˙, s˙′) = 0 (1.46)
This defines the characteristic subset of the cotangent space at x. Taking into
account the constraint 1.32 we see that 1.45 is equivalent to the linear system:
Πλνξλp˙+ (ρ+ p)(ξµu
µ)u˙ν = 0
(ξµu
µ)p˙
η2(ρ+ p)
+ ξµu˙
µ = 0 (1.47)
while 1.46 is equivalent to:
(ξµu
µ)s˙ = 0 (1.48)
It follows that either:
ξµu
µ = 0 (1.49)
in which case:
p˙ = 0 and ξµu˙
µ = 0 (1.50)
or:
(h−1)µνξµξν = 0 (1.51)
in which case:
s˙ = 0 and u˙ν = − Π
νλξλp˙
(ρ+ p)(ξµuµ)
(1.52)
In 1.51 h−1 is the reciprocal acoustical metric, given by:
(h−1)µν = Πµν − 1
η2
uµuν = (g−1)µν −
(
1
η2
− 1
)
uµuν (1.53)
It is the reciprocal of the acoustical metric h, given by:
hµν = gµν + (1 − η2)uµuν (1.54)
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a Lorentzian metric on the spacetime manifold. The subset of the cotangent
space at x defined by the condition 1.49 is a hyperplane P ∗x while the subset of
the cotangent space at x defined by the condition 1.51 is a cone C∗x . The dual to
P ∗x characteristic subset of the tangent space at x is the linear span of u, while
the dual to C∗x characteristic subset Cx is the set of all non-zero vectors X at x
satisfying:
hµνX
µXν = 0 (1.55)
This is the sound cone at x. The requirement that η < 1 is the requirement
that at each point x the sound cone 1.55 lies within the light cone. It is equiv-
alent to the requirement that in the cotangent space at each point x the cone
(g−1)µνξµξν = 0 lies within the cone C∗x. The last is in turn equivalent to the
condition that a covector ξ at x whose null space is a space-like, relative to g,
hyperplane Hx, and which has positive evaluation in the future of Hx, belongs
to the interior of the positive component of C∗x . It follows from the above that
the set of all covectors ξ at x such that the quadratic forms ξ(J˙), ξ(K˙) are both
positive definite is the interior of the positive component of C∗x.
We introduce the 1-form β, given by:
βµ = −huµ (1.56)
The 1-form β has at each point x in spacetime positive evaluation on the future
light cone in the tangent space at x and its interior. Moreover, by the constraint
1.2, we can express:
h =
√
−(g−1)µνβµβν (1.57)
By 1.9 and the first of equations 1.27, Luβ, the Lie derivative with respect to u
of β, is given by:
(Luβ)µ = 1
n
∂µp+ uµu
ν
(
1
n
∂νp− ∂νh
)
(1.58)
Now by 1.5 and 1.11 the expression in the last parenthesis is equal to −θ∂νs,
therefore by virtue of the third of equations 1.27 the last term vanishes. Taking
again account of 1.11 then yields:
Luβ = dh− θds (1.59)
The vorticity 2-form ω is minus the exterior derivative of the 1-form β:
ω = −dβ (1.60)
Let us recall the following general relation between the exterior derivative
and the Lie derivative with respect to a vectorfield X , as applied to an exterior
differential form ϑ of any rank:
LXϑ = iXdϑ+ diXϑ (1.61)
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where iX denotes contraction on the left by X . Taking X = u and ϑ = β we
have from 1.56:
iuβ = h (1.62)
Comparing then 1.52 in this case with 1.59 we conclude that:
iuω = θds (1.63)
This equation is equivalent to the first and third of equations 1.27, more precisely
the u component of 1.63 is equivalent to the third of 1.27 while the projection
of 1.63 orthogonal to u is equivalent, modulo the third of 1.27, to the first of
1.27. It follows that, for C1 solutions the equations of motion 1.15, 1.16 are
equivalent to equation 1.63 together with 1.15. Moreover, we can take (h, s) as
the basic thermodynamic variables and consider the equation of state as giving
p as a function of h and s, in which case 1.11 takes the form (see 1.5):
p = p(h, s), dp = n(dh− θds) (1.64)
Since h is expressed in terms of β by 1.57, the unknowns in this formulation are
β and s. Also, introducing the thermodynamic function:
G =
n
h
(1.65)
we can by 1.56 express 1.15 in the form:
∇µ(Gβµ) = 0 where βµ = (g−1)µνβν (1.66)
so for C1 solutions the equations of motion 1.15, 1.16 are equivalent to equations
1.63, 1.66 for β and s. Note that:
h
G
(
dG
dh
)
s
=
h
n
(
dn
dh
)
s
− 1 (1.67)
On the other hand, by 1.9 ρ = nh− p, hence:(
dρ
dh
)
s
= h
(
dn
dh
)
s
and, since also (dp/dh)s = n, we obtain:
h
n
(
dn
dh
)
s
=
(dρ/dh)s
(dp/dh)s
=
1
η2
(1.68)
Comparing with 1.67 we conclude that:
h
G
(
dG
dh
)
s
=
1
η2
− 1 (1.69)
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This implies that:
∂µG =
(
dG
dh
)
s
∂µh+
(
dG
ds
)
h
∂µs
= −Fβν∇µβν +
(
dG
ds
)
h
∂µs (1.70)
where F is the function:
F =
1
hG
(
dG
dh
)
s
=
1
h2
(
1
η2
− 1
)
(1.71)
by 1.69. In view of the u component of 1.63, which is equivalent to the 3rd of
1.27, and 1.56, it then follows that:
βµ∂µG = −Fβµβν∇µβν (1.72)
We thus see that equation 1.66 can be written in the form:
(h−1)µν∇µβν = 0 (1.73)
the reciprocal acoustical metric 1.53, being, in view of 1.56 and 1.71, given by:
(h−1)µν = (g−1)µν − Fβµβν (1.74)
Note that the acoustical metric 1.54 itself is given by:
hµν = gµν +Hβµβν (1.75)
where H is the function:
H =
F
1 + h2F
(1.76)
and we have:
1− h2H = η2 = 1
1 + h2F
(1.77)
If we think of the vorticity 2-form ω as analogous to the electromagnetic
field, equation 1.63 states that the “electric” part of ω is equal to the heat
differential θds. The “magnetic” part of ω is given by the vectorfield:
̟µ =
1
2
(ǫ−1)µαβγuαωβγ (1.78)
The electric-magnetic decomposition refers to the local rest frame of the fluid.
In 1.78 ǫ−1 is the reciprocal volume form of g, that is the volume form induced
by g in the cotangent space at each point. We denote by ǫ the volume form of
g. Thus, if (E0, E1, E2, E3) is a positive basis for the tangent space at x which
is orthonormal with respect to g and (ϑ0, ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3) is the dual basis for the
cotangent space at x, then:
ǫ−1(ϑ0, ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3) = ǫ(E0, E1, E2, E3) = 1 (1.79)
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The components of ǫ and ǫ−1 are given in an arbitrary system of coordinates
by:
ǫαβγδ =
√
−detg[αβγδ], (ǫ−1)αβγδ = [αβγδ]√−detg (1.80)
where [αβγδ] is the 4-dimensional fully antisymmetric symbol. In rectangular
coordinates 1.80 reduces to:
ǫαβγδ = (ǫ
−1)αβγδ = [αβγδ] (1.81)
The vectorfield ̟ is the obstruction to integrability of the distribution of local
simultaneous spaces {Σx}. We call ̟ vorticity vector. At each point x, the
vector ̟(x) belongs to Σx.
In the case of an isentropic fluid portion equation 1.63 reduces to:
iuω = 0 (1.82)
Since by the definition 1.60 we have, in general:
dω = 0 (1.83)
it follows, taking in 1.61 X = u and ϑ = ω, that in an isentropic fluid portion
we have:
Luω = 0 (1.84)
that is, in an isentropic fluid portion the vorticity 2-form is Lie transported along
the flow. A portion of the fluid is called irrotational if ω vanishes throughout
this portion. Remark that by 1.63 a fluid portion which is irrotational in this
sense is also isentropic.
1.2 The Irrotational Case and the Nonlinear Wave
Equation
Consider now a fluid portion which is irrotational at a given time. Then ac-
cording to the preceding the same portion, as defined by the flow of u, remains
irrotational for all later time, as long as the solution remains C1 in terms of
the basic variables u, p and s. If the portion is simply connected we can then
introduce a function φ, determined up to an additive constant, such that
β = dφ (1.85)
It follows from the definition of β that the derivative of φ along any future-
directed non-space-like vector is positive. By 1.56 and 1.85 we can express:
h =
√
−(g−1)µν∂µφ∂νφ, uµ = −∂
µφ
h
(∂µ = (g−1)µν∂ν) (1.86)
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With 1.85 ω vanishes so with constant s equation 1.63 is identically satisfied. It
follows that the whole content of the equations of motion is in this case contained
in equation 1.66, which takes the form of a nonlinear wave equation for φ:
∇µ(G∂µφ) = 0 (1.87)
G being the thermodynamic function 1.65, which here, since s is constant, is a
function of h alone:
G = G(h) (1.88)
Likewise p is a function of h alone:
p = p(h),
dp
dh
= n (1.89)
the first being an expression of the equation of state at the given value of s (a
given adiabat). Equation 1.87 is the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to
the Lagrangian density
L = p(h) (1.90)
with h defined by the first of 1.86. Remark that p is a convex function of h:
d2p
dh2
> 0 (1.91)
For,
d2p
dh2
=
dn
dh
=
1
η2
n
h
(1.92)
by 1.68.
The nonlinear wave equation 1.87 can be written in rectangular coordinates
in the form:
(h−1)µν
∂2φ
∂xµ∂xν
= 0 (1.93)
which corresponds to 1.73. The reciprocal acoustical metric 1.74, and the acous-
tical metric 1.75 take in the irrotational case the form:
(h−1)µν = (g−1)µν − F∂µφ∂νφ (1.94)
and
hµν = gµν +H∂µφ∂νφ (1.95)
where the functions F and H are here functions of h alone, s being constant.
The acoustical metric 1.95 is:
h = g +Hdφ⊗ dφ (1.96)
The case in which, along the adiabat corresponding to the given value of s,
H = H0 : a positive constant (1.97)
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plays a special role, as we shall discuss in Section 1.4. In this case the acoustical
metric is the metric induced on the graph:
y =
√
H0φ(x) : x ∈M3 (1.98)
in Minkowski spacetimeM4 of 4 spatial dimensions over the standard Minkowski
spacetime M3 of 3 spatial dimensions, the extra spatial dimension being y. The
metric of M4 is:
g + dy ⊗ dy (1.99)
g denoting as usual the metric of M3. By 1.77 the sound speed is in this case
given by:
η =
√
1−H0h2, so we have 0 < h < 1√
H0
. (1.100)
Integrating the general equation 1.68 with η2 given by 1.100 we obtain:
n = k
h√
1−H0h2
, k : a positive constant. (1.101)
Integrating then the general equation 1.89 with n given by 1.101 yields:
p = p0 − k
H0
√
1−H0h2 (1.102)
where p0 is an arbitrary constant. Here p0 is the limit of p as h→ 1/
√
H0. Let
a be the positive constant:
a =
k
H0
(1.103)
By adding a suitable constant to p (see discussion following 1.28) we may set:
p0 = a (1.104)
Then in the limit h → 0 we have η → 1, n → 0, p → 0, while in the limit
h→ 1/√H0 we have η → 0, n→∞, p→ a. Also, since in general:
ρ+ p = nh (1.105)
p is expressed in this special case as a function of ρ by:
p =
ρ
1 + (ρ/a)
(1.106)
p increasing from 0 to a as ρ increases from 0 to ∞. Moreover, p is given in
terms of η by:
p = a(1− η) (1.107)
Now, by the general formula 1.54 we have, in rectangular coordinates,
deth = −η2 (1.108)
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This implies that the volume elements of the metrics h and g are related by:
dµh = ηdµg (1.109)
The action corresponding to the Lagrangian density 1.90 and to a spacetime
domain D being in general ∫
D
pdµg (1.110)
this reduces by 1.109, 1.108 in the special case to:
a(Volg(D)−Volh(D)) (1.111)
that is, in view of the above, up to the multiplicative constant a, the volume of D
minus the volume of the graph over D in M4. It follows that the nonlinear wave
equation 1.87 reduces in the special case to the minimal hypersurface equation.
Let φ be a given solution of the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 and let {φλ :
λ ∈ I}, I an open interval of the real line containing 0, be a differentiable
1-parameter family of solutions such that
φ0 = φ.
Then
φ˙ =
(
dφλ
dλ
)
λ=0
(1.112)
is a variation of φ through solutions. Differentiating the equation, in rectangular
coordinates,
∂µ(G(hλ)∂
µφλ) = 0, hλ =
√−∂µφλ∂µφλ
with respect to λ at λ = 0 we obtain the equation of variation:
∂µ(G(h)(h
−1)µν∂ν φ˙) = 0 (1.113)
Here h−1 is the reciprocal acoustical metric 1.94 corresponding to the solution
φ.
Consider now the conformal acoustical metric:
h˜ = Ωh (1.114)
The conformal factor Ω is to be appropriately chosen below. The metrics h˜ and
h being conformal, they define the same null cone at each point, the sound cone.
In the physical case of 3 spatial dimensions we have:√
−deth˜ = Ω2√−deth = Ω2η (1.115)
(see 1.108). Since also
(h˜−1)µν = Ω−1(h−1)µν
it follows that: √
−deth˜(h˜−1)µν = Ωη(h−1)µν
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Comparing with 1.113 we see that, choosing
Ω =
G
η
(1.116)
the equation of variation 1.113 becomes
∂µ(
√
−deth˜(h˜−1)µν∂ν φ˙) = 0
This is simply the linear wave equation corresponding to the metric h˜:
h˜φ˙ = 0 (1.117)
and in this form it is valid in any system of coordinates.
To equation 1.117 and to the variation φ˙ is associated the variational stress,
T˙ , a T 11 -type tensorfield given in arbitrary coordinates by:
T˙ µν = (h˜
−1)µκ∂κφ˙∂ν φ˙− 1
2
δµν (h˜
−1)κλ∂κφ˙∂λφ˙ (1.118)
Thus T˙ is a quadratic form in dφ˙. Denoting by D˜ the covariant derivative
operator of the conformal acoustical metric h˜, the following identity holds:
D˜µT˙
µ
ν = ∂ν φ˙h˜φ˙ (1.119)
hence as a consequence of equation 1.117 we have:
D˜µT˙
µ
ν = 0 (1.120)
If (X, ξ) is a pair of a vector X and a covector ξ at x,
−T˙ µν (x)Xνξµ,
a quadratic form in dφ˙(x), is positive definite, if and only if X belongs to the
interior of the positive component of Cx and ξ belongs to the interior of the
positive component of C∗x, or else X belongs to the interior of the negative
component of Cx and ξ belongs to the interior of the negative component of C
∗
x .
1.3 The Non-Relativistic Limit
We shall now show how the non-relativistic theory is obtained by taking the
limit c→∞. What this means is that time intervals and lengths are measured
in conventional units and we consider the limit where the speed of light in
vacuum c in these units is considered to be unboundedly large. To be specific,
if (x0;xi : i = 1, 2, 3) are rectangular coordinates in Minkowski spacetime as
above, we set:
x0 = ct (1.121)
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and consider the limit c → ∞. In this limit, the affine structure of spacetime
is preserved, but the closed exterior of the light cone at each spacetime point x
flattens out to become a spatial hyperplane of absolute simultaneity Σt. So the
limit spacetime, the Galilei spacetime of classical mechanics, is endowed, like the
Minkowski spacetime, with an affine structure, but there is in addition a canon-
ical projection π to the 1-dimensional affine space of time, taking the spacetime
point x to t. The Σt = π
−1(t) constitute a family of parallel hyperplanes with
respect to the affine spacetime structure. The Euclidean induced metric on each
Σt is preserved in the limit, but this only measures the arc lengths of curves
which lie on a given Σt. Only such curves remain space-like in the limit. Any
curve transversal to the Σt is time-like in the limit and the temporal length of
any arc of such a curve is in the limit simply the difference of the values of t at
its end points. Taking any line transversal to the Σt we consider the family of all
lines parallel to the given one, relative to the affine spacetime structure. Such
a family defines an isometry of each Σt onto every other Σt. These families are
called Galilei frames and correspond to inertial systems of observers. A given
Galilei frame makes Galilei spacetime into a product of the 1-dimensional affine
space of time, with a unit, which, picking an origin, we represent by R, with 3-
dimensional Euclidean space E3, which represents any one of the Σt. Although
Galilei spacetime is not endowed with a metric, it is endowed with a volume
element, given by:
dµ = dt ∧ dµ (1.122)
where dµ is the volume element of E3:
dµ = dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 : in rectangular coordinates on E3. (1.123)
The volume element 1.122 is independent of the choice of Galilei frame. Because
of the fact that Galilei spacetime is not endowed with a metric, there is no
natural isomorphism of the cotangent space onto the tangent space at each
point. However, given a covector ξ at a spacetime point x, we can consider ξ,
the restriction of ξ to vectors in Σt, the hyperplane of absolute simultaneity
through x. Since Σt has Euclidean structure, there is a vector ξ
♯
tangent to Σt
at x corresponding to ξ. However the linear map ξ 7→ ξ♯ is not onto, and its
kernel is the 1-dimensional space of covectors at x whose null space is Σt.
Coming now to fluid mechanics, the components uµ of the relativistic space-
time fluid velocity are given in any rectangular coordinate system by:
u0 =
1√
1− |v|2/c2 ; u
i =
vi/c√
1− |v|2/c2 : i = 1, 2, 3 (1.124)
where
vi = c
ui
u0
(1.125)
are the components of the spatial fluid velocity in conventional units. Note that
the componets uµ are dimensionless quantities while the componets vi have
the dimensions of velocity. Here and in the following the Latin indices range
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in {1, 2, 3} (the Greek indices range in {0, 1, 2, 3}). In the limit c → ∞ the
spacetime velocity vectorfield
cuµ
∂
∂xµ
becomes:
u =
∂
∂t
+ vi
∂
∂xi
(1.126)
The concepts of volume per particle V , hence also number of particles per
unit volume n, entropy per particle s, pressure p, and temperature θ, are the
same in the non-relativistic theory, however the non-relativistic energy per par-
ticle does not contain the rest mass contribution. We therefore write:
e = mc2 + e′ (1.127)
What has a non-relativistic limit is the remainder e′. For the same reason (see
1.10) the non-relativistic enthalpy per particle does not contain the rest mass
contribution, therefore writing:
h = mc2 + h′ (1.128)
what has a non-relativistic limit is the remainder h′. As in the relativistic theory
we can choose the particle mass m to be 1, so all quantities “per particle”, like
v, s, e′, and h′, are quantities per unit mass or “specific” quantities, and n
is the mass density. In particular e′ is called specific internal energy. Since
the subtraction of a constant does not affect the differential, the analogues of
equations 1.8, 1.11, namely:
de′ = −pdV + θds, dh′ = V dp+ θds (1.129)
hold. Also, we have:
ρ = nc2 + ρ′ (1.130)
where
ρ′ = ne′ (1.131)
is the internal energy per unit volume.
We remark that in the non-relativistic theory the specific internal energy,
hence also the specific enthalpy, is only defined up to an additive constant. So
the transformation
e′ 7→ e′ + a, h′ 7→ h′ + a, a : a constant (1.132)
which makes the internal energy per unit volume transform according to:
ρ′ 7→ ρ′ + na (1.133)
should not affect the equations of motion.
The non-relativistic particle current is the limit of the spacetime vectorfield
cIµ
∂
∂xµ
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which is simply:
I = nu (1.134)
with u given by 1.126. The non-relativistic limit of equation 1.15 is then seen
to be the classical equation of continuity:
∂n
∂t
+
∂(nvi)
∂xi
= 0 (1.135)
In regard to the components 1.13 of the energy-momentum-stress tensor,
substituting 1.124, 1.130 we obtain:
T 00 = nc2 + n|v|2 + ρ′ +O(c−2)
T 0i = ncvi + c−1(n|v|2 + ρ′ + p)vi +O(c−3)
T ij = nvivj + pδij +O(c−2) (1.136)
The non-relativistic limit of the spatial components of 1.16 is the seen to be the
classical differential momentum conservation law:
∂(nvi)
∂t
+
∂(nvivj + pδij)
∂xj
= 0 (1.137)
The 0-component of 1.16, multiplied by c−1, reproduces in the limit c → ∞
equation 1.135. To obtain something new, we consider instead the following
linear combination of 1.15 with the 0-component of 1.16:
∂
∂xν
(T 0ν − c2Iν) = 0 (1.138)
Substituting 1.124 in 1.12 we obtain:
c2I0 = nc2 + 12n|v|2 +O(c−2)
c2Ii = nvic+ 12c
−1n|v|2vi +O(c−3) (1.139)
Combining with the first two of 1.136 gives:
T 00 − c2I0 = 1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′ +O(c−2)
T 0i − c2Ii = c−1
(
1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′ + p
)
vi +O(c−3) (1.140)
Therefore multiplying 1.138 by c and taking the limit c→∞ yields the classical
differential energy conservation law:
∂
∂t
(
1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′
)
+
∂
∂xi
[(
1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′ + p
)
vi
]
= 0 (1.141)
Equations 1.135, 1.137, 1.141 constitute the classical equations of motion for
a perfect fluid. We see that by virtue of the equation of continuity 1.135 the
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energy equation 1.141 is unaffected by the transformation 1.133. Moreover, as
in the relativistic theory, the transformation
p 7→ p+ b, : b a constant (1.142)
keeping s and h unchanged, leaves n unchanged, but, since ρ′ + p = nh, trans-
forms ρ′ according to
ρ′ 7→ ρ′ − b (1.143)
This transformation similarly leaves the equations of motion unaffected.
The argument leading from the relativistic equations of motion 1.15, 1.16,
for C1 solutions to the adiabatic condition in the form 1.21, leads similarly for
C1 solutions of the classical equations of motion to the classical form of the
adiabatic condition:
∂s
∂t
+ vi
∂s
∂xi
= 0 (1.144)
In view of 1.130 the non-relativistic limit of the definition 1.25 of the sound
speed η (a formula already in conventional units) is:(
dp
dn
)
s
= η2 (1.145)
From 1.54, together with 1.121, 1.124, we see that in the non-relativistic
limit the acoustical metric h becomes:
h = −η2dt⊗ dt+ (dxi − vidt)⊗ (dxi − vidt) (1.146)
This is a Lorentzian metric on the Galilei spacetime manifold the null cones of
which are the classical sound cones. Remark that the metric induced by h on the
hyperplanes of absolute simultaneity Σt coincides with the Euclidean metric. In
the non-relativistic limit the reciprocal acoustical metric 1.53 becomes:
h−1 = − 1
η2
u⊗ u+ ∂
∂xi
⊗ ∂
∂xi
(1.147)
with u given by 1.126. This is the reciprocal of 1.146.
If we denote in the framework of the non-relativistic theory:
x0 = t (1.148)
(contrast with 1.121), then (x0, x1, x2, x3), with (x1, x2, x3) rectangular coordi-
nates in Euclidean space, will be referred to as Galilean coordinates in spacetime.
In such coordinates the components of the acoustical metric 1.146 and those of
the reciprocal acoustical metric 1.147 read:
h00 = −η2 + |v|2, h0i = −vi, hij = δij (1.149)
(h−1)00 = −η−2, (h−1)0i = −η−2vi, (h−1)ij = δij − η−2vivj (1.150)
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Note that because of the fact that x0, as defined by 1.148, has the physical
dimensions of time while the xi : i = 1, 2, 3 have the physical dimensions of
length, the different components of spacetime tensors have different physical
dimensions.
In proceeding to consider the non-relativistic analogue of the 1-form β, we
first remark that β is actually defined by 1.56 only if the units are chosen so
that c is set equal to 1. In general, the rectangular components of β should be
dimensionless quantities. Therefore 1.56 in arbitrary units should read:
βµ = −c−2huµ (1.151)
Then equations in equations 1.57-1.59 β should be replaced by c2β when these
equations are written in arbitrary units. The definition 1.60 is unaffected be-
cause ω is similarly to be replaced by c2ω, but the last replacement affects
equation 1.62.
Substituting 1.124 and 1.128 (with m = 1) in 1.151 we find, for the compo-
nents of the 1-form β,
β0 = 1 + c
−2
(
h′ +
1
2
|v|2
)
+O(c−4)
βi = −v
i
c
+O(c−3) (1.152)
Consider the spacetime 1-form:
β′ = cβ − c2dt (1.153)
(see 1.121). Then as c→∞ this 1-form becomes the spacetime 1-form:
β′ =
(
h′ +
1
2
|v|2
)
dt− vidxi (1.154)
In analogy with 1.60 let us define in the non-relativistic limit the spacetime
vorticity 2-form ω by:
ω = −dβ′ (1.155)
Substituting 1.154 we find:
ω =
(
∂vi
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(
h′ +
1
2
|v|2
))
dt ∧ dxi + 1
2
ωijdx
i ∧ dxj (1.156)
where
1
2
ωijdx
i ∧ dxj := ω, ωij = ∂v
j
∂xi
− ∂v
i
∂xj
(1.157)
is the classical vorticity 2-form which is a spatial 2-form. In view of 1.153 the
non-relativistic spacetime vorticity 2-form ω is the limit as c → ∞ of cω with
ω the relativistic vorticity 2-form. Taking then the limit as c → ∞ of the
relativistic equation 1.63 yields the equation
iuω = θds (1.158)
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in the non-relativistic framework, which is identical in form to the relativistic
equation. Equation 1.158 can be directly verified. Also, taking the limit of the
relativistic equation 1.59 we obtain in the equation:
Luβ′ = d
(
h′ − 1
2
|v|2
)
− θds (1.159)
in the non-relativistic framework, an equation which can also be directly verified.
In fact, since by 1.154 and 1.126 we have:
iuβ
′ = h′ − 1
2
|v|2 (1.160)
the argument used to deduce 1.63 from 1.59 in the relativistic framework, ap-
plies in the non-relativistic framework as well to deduce 1.158 from 1.159 . The
u component of 1.158 is 1.144 while the restriction of 1.158 to Σt is equivalent,
modulo 1.135 to 1.137. It thus follows that for C1 solutions the classical equa-
tions of motion are equivalent to 1.158 together with 1.135. Moreover, as in the
relativistic theory we can take (h′, s) as the basic thermodynamic variables and
consider the equation of state as giving p as a function of h′ and s, in which
case the 2nd of 1.129 takes the form:
p = p(h′, s), dp = n(dh′ − θds) (1.161)
Then by 1.145 we have: (
dn
dh′
)
s
=
n
h′
(1.162)
Since
dn =
(
dn
dh′
)
s
dh′ +
(
dn
ds
)
h′
ds,
it then follows by 1.144 that:
∂n
∂t
+ vi
∂n
∂xi
=
n
η2
(
∂h′
∂t
+ vi
∂h′
∂xi
)
(1.163)
Therefore equation 1.135 takes the form:
1
η2
(
∂h′
∂t
+ vi
∂h′
∂xi
)
+
∂vi
∂xi
= 0 (1.164)
Substituting from 1.154:
h′ = β′0 −
1
2
β′iβ
′
i, v
i = −β′i (1.165)
and comparing with 1.150 we see that equation 1.164, that is, the equation of
continuity 1.135, reduces to:
(h−1)µν∂µβ′ν = 0 (1.166)
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(Galilean coordinates).
To find the non-relativistic analogue of the function H we first write down
the definition 1.77 in arbitrary units as:
1− h
2
c4
H =
η2
c2
(1.167)
In view of 1.147 (where we have set m = 1) we write:
H = 1 + c−2H ′ (1.168)
Taking then the limit c→∞ we see that H ′ becomes:
H ′ = −η2 − 2h′ (1.169)
This is the function which in the non-relativistic theory corresponds to H . Note
that the relativistic function H is dimensionless while the non-relativistic func-
tion H ′ has the physical dimensions of (length/time)2. In terms of 1-form β′
and the function H ′ the acoustical metric 1.146 takes the form:
h = H ′dt⊗ dt+ dt⊗ β′ + β′ ⊗ dt+ dxi ⊗ dxi (1.170)
its components in Galilean coordinates being given by:
h00 = H
′ + 2β′0, h0i = β
′
i, hij = δij (1.171)
The limit of the spacetime vectorfield
c̟µ
∂
∂xµ
where ̟ is the relativistic vorticity vector 1.78, is the classical vorticity vector:
̟ = ̟k
∂
∂xk
, ̟k =
1
2
(ǫ−1)kijωij (1.172)
(with ωij given by 1.157), a spatial vectorfield. Here ǫ
−1 is the reciprocal volume
form of the Euclidean metric,
(ǫ−1)kij = [kij] : the fully antisymmetric 3-dimensional symbol (1.173)
in rectangular coordinates. We remark that the local simultaneous spaces of
the fluid of the relativistic theory having collapsed in the non-relativistic limit
to the hyperplanes of absolute simultaneity Σt, the vorticity vector no longer
appears as an obstruction to integrability.
The irrotational case is characterized as in the relativistic theory by the
vanishing of the spacetime vorticity. Then, assuming as above that the fluid
portion under consideration is simply connected, we can introduce a function
φ′, determined up to an additive constant, such that:
β′ = dφ′ (1.174)
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Comparing with 1.154 we see that in the irrotational case:
h′ =
∂φ′
∂t
− 1
2
|∇φ′|2, vi = −∂φ
′
∂xi
(1.175)
where |∇φ′|2 denotes the squared magnitude of the spatial gradient of φ′:
|∇φ′|2 = ∂φ
′
∂xi
∂φ′
∂xi
(1.176)
By reason of the first of these equations the function φ′ is called velocity poten-
tial. Note that according to the above φ′ is obtained from the function φ of the
relativistic theory as the limit of c(φ−ct) as c→∞. Note also that the relativis-
tic function φ has the physical dimensions of length while the non-relativistic
function φ′ has the physical dimensions of (length)2/time. Remark also that in
the relativistic theory since the derivatives of φ in rectangular coordinates are
dimensionless quantities, equations 1.86 in arbitrary units read:
h
c2
=
√
−(g−1)µν∂µφ∂νφ, uµ = −c
2∂µφ
h
(1.177)
With 1.174 ω vanishes so with constant s equation 1.158 is identically sat-
isfied. It follows that, as in the relativistic theory, in the irrotational case the
whole content of the equations of motion is contained in the equation of con-
tinuity 1.135, which, in view of 1.175 and the fact that n is a function of h′,
takes the form of a nonlinear wave equation for φ′. As in the relativistic theory,
this equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the Lagrangian
density:
L = p(h′) (1.178)
with h′ defined by the 1st of 1.175. For, p = p(h′) expresses the equation of
state along the adiabat corresponding to the given value of s, and by the 2nd
of 1.129 we have:
dp
dh′
= n (1.179)
Again p is a convex function of h′ and by 1.145, 1.162 we now have:
d2p
dh′2
=
dn
dh′
=
n
η2
(1.180)
The nonlinear wave equation for φ′ is equation 1.166:
(h−1)µν
∂2φ′
∂xµ∂xν
= 0 (1.181)
This is similar in form to the relativistic equation 1.93. Explicitly, equation
1.181 reads:
− 1
η2
(
∂2φ′
∂t2
− 2∂φ
′
∂xi
∂2φ′
∂t∂xi
+
∂φ′
∂xi
∂φ′
∂xj
∂2φ′
∂xi∂xj
)
+△φ′ = 0 (1.182)
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where △ is the standard Laplacian associated to the Euclidean metric:
△ = ∂
∂xi
∂
∂xi
(1.183)
From 1.170 in the irrotational case the acoustical metric takes the form:
h = H ′dt⊗ dt+ dt⊗ dφ′ + dφ′ ⊗ dt+ dxi ⊗ dxi (1.184)
As in the relativistic theory, the case in which, along the adiabat corresponding
to the given value of s,
H ′ = H ′0 : a constant (1.185)
plays a special role. In this case the acoustical metric is the metric induced on
the graph:
y′ =
1
2
H ′0t+ φ
′(t, x), : t ∈ R, x ∈ E3 (1.186)
over the hyperplane y′ = 0 in the manifold R5 with the metric:
dt⊗ dy′ + dy′ ⊗ dt+ dxi ⊗ dxi (1.187)
This is isometric to M4, but the hyperplanes of constant t and the hyperplanes
of constant y′ are now null hyperplanes. To understand why this is so, we recall
that the velocity potential φ′ of the non-relativistic theory is the limit as c→∞
of the function φ′ defined in the framework of the relativistic theory by setting
φ = ct+ c−1φ′ (1.188)
Going then back to the metric 1.99 of M4, we correspondingly set:
y = ct+ c−1y′ (1.189)
Recalling also that
g = −c2dt⊗ dt+ dxi ⊗ dxi
we see that the limit c→∞ of the metric 1.99 is indeed the metric 1.187.
By 1.169, in the case 1.185 the sound speed is given by:
η =
√
−H ′0 − 2h′, so we have h′ < −
1
2
H ′0. (1.190)
Integrating the general equation, from 1.180,
d logn
dh′
=
1
η2
(1.191)
with η2 given by 1.190 we obtain:
n =
k√−H ′0 − 2h′ , k : a positive constant. (1.192)
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Integrating then the general equation 1.179 with n given by 1.192 yields:
p = p0 − k
√
−H ′0 − 2h′ (1.193)
where p0 is an arbitrary constant. Comparing with 1.192 and with 1.190 we
conclude that:
p = p0 − k
2
n
or:
p = p0 − k2V (1.194)
and:
p = p0 − kη (1.195)
In the limit h′ → −∞ we have η → ∞, V → ∞, p → −∞, while in the limit
h′ → −H ′0/2 we have η → 0, V → 0, p→ p0. Now, the action corresponding to
the Lagrangian density 1.178 and to a spacetime domain D is in general∫
D
pdµ (1.196)
where dµ is the volume element 1.122. From 1.146 we have, in Galilean coordi-
nates,
deth = −η2 (1.197)
(compare with 1.108). It follows that the volume element of the acoustical
metric is given in general by:
dµh = ηdµ (1.198)
Thus, by 1.195, 1.198, the action 1.196 reduces in the special case to:
p0Vol(D) − kVolh(D) (1.199)
that is, up to an additive constant proportional to the volume of D, minus a
positive multiplicative constant time the volume of the graph over D considered
as a domain in the hyperplane y′ = 0 in M4 with the metric 1.187. It follows
that the nonlinear wave equation 1.182 of the non-relativistic theory reduces in
the special case to the minimal hypersurface equation, just as in the relativistic
theory.
Going now back to the general non-relativistic equations of motion 1.135,
1.137, 1.141, taking as the unknowns vi : i = 1, 2, 3, the components of the
spatial velocity vectorfield
v = vi
∂
∂xi
(1.200)
the pressure p and the specific entropy s, we may write them, for C1 solutions,
in the form:
n
(
∂vi
∂t
+ vj
∂vi
∂xj
)
+
∂p
∂xi
= 0
∂p
∂t
+ vi
∂p
∂xi
+ η2n
∂vi
∂xi
= 0
∂s
∂t
+ vi
∂s
∂xi
= 0 (1.201)
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which is similar to the form 1.27 of relativistic equations of motion. The corre-
sponding equations of variation are:
n
(
∂v˙i
∂t
+ vj
∂v˙i
∂xj
)
+
∂p˙
∂xi
=
n˙
n
∂p
∂xi
− nv˙j ∂v
i
∂xj
∂p˙
∂t
+ vi
∂p˙
∂xi
+ q
∂v˙i
∂xi
= −v˙i ∂p
∂xi
− q˙ ∂v
i
∂xi
∂s˙
∂t
+ vi
∂s˙
∂xi
= −v˙i ∂s
∂xi
(1.202)
where we now denote by q the thermodynamic function:
q = η2n (1.203)
(see 1.35). To the system 1.202 and the variation (v˙, p˙, s˙), is associated the
energy variation current:
J˙ = nu|v˙|2 + 2v˙p˙+ u
η2n
p˙2 (1.204)
and the entropy variation current:
K˙ = us˙2 (1.205)
both spacetime vectorfields, J˙ a quadratic form in (v˙, p˙) and K˙ a quadratic
form in s˙. The divergences of these spacetime vectorfields are given by (Galilean
coordinates):
∂J˙µ
∂xµ
= −2nv˙iv˙j ∂v
j
∂xi
+
2
n
(
dn
ds
)
p
s˙v˙i
∂p
∂xi
+
1
q
[
−2p˙q˙ + p˙2
(
1 +
(
dq
dp
)
s
)]
∂vi
∂xi
(1.206)
∂K˙µ
∂xµ
= −2s˙v˙i ∂s
∂xi
+
∂vi
∂xi
s˙2 (1.207)
Consider for any covector ξ in the cotangent space at a given spacetime point
the quadratic forms ξ(J˙), ξ(K˙). For any pair of variations (v˙, p˙, s˙), (v˙′, p˙′, s˙′)
the corresponding symmetric bilinear forms are:
ξ(J˙)((v˙, p˙), (v˙′, p˙′)) (1.208)
= nξ(u) < v˙, v˙′ > +ξ(v˙)p˙′ + ξ(v˙′)p˙+
ξ(u)
η2n
p˙p˙′
and
ξ(K˙)(s˙, s˙′) = ξ(u)s˙s˙′ (1.209)
Here < , > denotes the Euclidean inner product. Consider now the set of all
covectors ξ at a given spacetime point x such that the symmetric bilinear forms
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1.208 and 1.209 are degenerate, that is, there is a non-zero variation (v˙, p˙, s˙)
such that for all variations (v˙′, p˙′, s˙′) we have:
ξ(J˙)((v˙, p˙), (v˙′, p˙′)) = 0 (1.210)
and:
ξ(K˙)(s˙, s˙′) = 0 (1.211)
This defines, as in the relativistic theory, the characteristic subset of the cotan-
gent space at spacetime point x. Denoting by ξ the restriction of ξ to Σt (the
hyperplane of absolute simultaneity through x) and by ξ
♯
the corresponding
Euclidean vector, we see that 1.210 is equivalent to the linear system:
nξ(u)v˙ + p˙ξ
♯
= 0
ξ(u)p˙
η2n
+ ξ(v˙) = 0 (1.212)
while 1.211 is equivalent to:
ξ(u)s˙ = 0 (1.213)
It follows that either:
ξ(u) = 0 (1.214)
in which case:
p˙ = 0 and ξ(v˙) = 0 (1.215)
or:
− η−2(ξ(u))2 + |ξ|2 := (h−1)µνξµξν = 0 (1.216)
in which case:
s˙ = 0 and v˙ = − ξ
♯
p˙
nξ(u)
(1.217)
In 1.216 h−1 is the reciprocal acoustical metric 1.147.
As in the relativistic theory, the subset of the cotangent space at the space-
time point x defined by the condition 1.214 is a hyperplane P ∗x while the subset
of the cotangent space at x defined by the condition 1.215 is a cone C∗x. The
dual to P ∗x characteristic subset of the tangent space at x is the linear span of
u, while the dual to C∗x characteristic subset Cx is the set of all non-zero vectors
X at x satisfying:
hµνX
µXν = 0 (1.218)
with h the acoustical metric 1.146, the sound cone at x. A covector ξ at a
spacetime point x whose null space is the hyperplane Σt of absolute simultaneity
through x, and which has positive evaluation in the future of Σt, belongs to the
interior of the positive component of C∗x . It follows from the above that the
set of all covectors ξ at x such that the quadratic forms ξ(J˙), ξ(K˙) are both
positive definite is the interior of the positive component of C∗x.
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We now consider the irrotational case in the non-relativistic theory, where
with the definitions 1.175 the equations of motion reduce to 1.135, that is:
∂n
∂t
− ∂
∂xi
(
n
∂φ′
∂xi
)
= 0, (1.219)
with n = n(h′), h′ =
∂φ′
∂t
− 1
2
|∇φ′|2.
The corresponding equation of variation is:
∂n˙
∂t
− ∂
∂xi
(
n˙
∂φ′
∂xi
+ n
∂φ˙′
∂xi
)
= 0 (1.220)
We have:
n˙ =
n
η2
h˙′, h˙′ =
∂φ˙′
∂t
− ∂φ
′
∂xi
∂φ˙′
∂xi
= uφ˙′ (1.221)
(see 1.126), hence equation 1.220 takes the form:
− ∂
∂t
(
n
η2
uφ˙′
)
+
∂
∂xi
(
n
η2
∂φ′
∂xi
uφ˙′ + n
∂φ˙′
∂xi
)
= 0 (1.222)
From 1.147 and 1.126 we have, in Galilean coordinates,
(h−1)µν
∂φ˙′
∂xν
∂
∂xµ
= − 1
η2
(uφ˙′)u+
∂φ˙′
∂xi
∂
∂xi
= − 1
η2
(uφ˙′)
∂
∂t
+
(
1
η2
∂φ′
∂xi
uφ˙′ +
∂φ˙′
∂xi
)
∂
∂xi
Comparing with 1.222 we see that the equation of variation is:
∂
∂xµ
(
n(h−1)µν
∂φ˙′
∂xν
)
= 0 (1.223)
Consider now the conformal acoustical metric:
h˜ = Ωh (1.224)
Since in the physical case of 3 spatial dimensions we have:√
−deth˜ = Ω2√−deth = Ω2η,
(see 1.197) it follows that:√
−deth˜(h˜−1)µν = Ωη(h−1)µν .
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Comparing with 1.223 we see that, choosing
Ω =
n
η
(1.225)
the equation of variation 1.223 becomes
∂
∂xµ
(√
−deth˜(h˜−1)µν ∂
∂xν
φ˙′
)
= 0
which is simply the linear wave equation corresponding to the metric h˜:
h˜φ˙
′ = 0 (1.226)
and in this form it is valid in any system of coordinates. This equation can also
be more simply derived from the corresponding relativistic equation 1.117 by
taking the limit c→∞.
We have arrived at a structure which is identical in form to that of the
relativistic theory. To equation 1.226 and to the variation φ˙′ we then associate
the variational stress T˙ , a quadratic form in dφ˙′ at each spacetime point with
values in the T 11 -type tensors at the point, given in arbitrary coordinates by a
formula identical to 1.118, but with φ˙′ in the role of φ˙. The statements made
earlier in regard to the variational stress in the relativistic framework hold then
equally well in the non-relativistic framework.
1.4 The Jump Conditions
Let K be a hypersurface in Minkowski spacetime which is time-like relative to
the Minkowski metric g, with a neighborhood U such that the components Iµ
of the particle current and the components T µν of the energy-momentum-stress
tensor in rectangular coordinates are C1 functions of the coordinates in the
closure of each connected component of the complement of K in U but are not
continuous across K. We assume that for each point x ∈ K, the flow line in U
initiating at x is contained in one component U+ of U which we accordingly call
future component, while the flow line in U terminating at x is contained in the
other component U− of U which we accordingly call past component. The past
boundary of U+ represents the future side of K, while the future boundary of
U− represents the past side of K. We thus have a classical C1 solution of the
equations of motion 1.15, 1.16 in U− and in U+. We call the solution in U−
past solution and the solution in U+ future solution. For any fluid quantity q we
denote by q− and q+ the corresponding functions induced on K by the past and
future solutions respectively. Thus q− and q+ are functions on K representing
q on the past and future sides of K respectively. We denote by
△q = q+ − q− (1.227)
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the function on K which represents the jump in q across K in going from the
past side to the future side.
Consider the 3-form I∗ dual to the particle current vectorfield I, that is, in
components relative to arbitrary coordinates,
I∗αβγ = I
µǫµαβγ (1.228)
where ǫµαβγ are the components of the volume form of the Minkowski metric g
(see 1.80). Then the differential particle conservation law 1.15 is equivalent to:
dI∗ = 0 (1.229)
In regard to the energy-momentum-stress tensor, given a vectorfield X , let
PX be the vectorfield given in terms of components relative to arbitrary coor-
dinates by:
PµX = −T µνgνλXλ (1.230)
Then by the differential energy-momentum conservation law, in view of the
symmetry of T µν , we have:
∇µPµX = −
1
2
T µν (LXg)µν (1.231)
where LXg is the Lie derivative of g with respect to X . Thus if X is a Killing
field of g we have:
∇µPµX = 0 (1.232)
This holds in particular if X is a translation field, so X is in rectangular coor-
dinates given by:
X = kα
∂
∂xα
where the coefficients kα : α = 0, 1, 2, 3 are constants (1.233)
Conversely, 1.232 holding for all translation fields X is equivalent to 1.16. Con-
sider then, for each translation field X the 3-form P ∗X dual to the vectorfield
PX :
(P ∗X)αβγ = P
µ
Xǫµαβγ (1.234)
Then 1.232 is equivalent to:
dP ∗X = 0 (1.235)
Thus, 1.235 holding for all translation fields X is equivalent to the differential
energy-momentum conservation law 1.16.
Integrating 1.229 and 1.235 on a spacetime domain V we obtain, by Stokes’
theorem, ∫
∂V
I∗ = 0 (1.236)
and ∫
∂V
P ∗X = 0 (1.237)
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While the differential conservation laws 1.229 and 1.235 require I∗ and P ∗X
to be C1 to be classically interpreted, the integral conservation laws 1.236 and
1.237 only require integrability of I∗ and P ∗X on hypersurfaces to be meaningful.
Therefore, in the present context, we stipulate that 1.236 and 1.237 hold not
only when V is wholly contained either in U− or in U+ but also when V is an
arbitrary subdomain of U which may intersect both.
Consider now an arbitrary point x ∈ K and let Wx ⊂ U be a neighborhood
of x in spacetime. We denote by Sx the corresponding neighborhood Sx =
K⋂Wx of x in K. Let Y be a vectorfield without critical points on some larger
neighborhoodW ′x ⊃ Wx and transversal to K. Let Lδ(y) denote the segment of
the integral curve of Y through y ∈ Sx corresponding to the parameter interval
(−δ, δ):
Lδ(y) = {fs(y) : s ∈ (−δ, δ)}
where fs is the local 1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by Y . We
then define the neighborhood Vx,δ of x in spacetime by:
Vx,δ =
⋃
y∈Sx
Lδ(y)
Equations 1.236, 1.237 with Vxδ in the role of V read:∫
∂Vx,δ
I∗ = 0 (1.238)
∫
∂Vx,δ
P ∗X = 0 (1.239)
Now the boundary of Vx,δ consists of the hypersurfaces:
Sx,−δ = {f−δ(y) : y ∈ Sx}, Sx,δ = {fδ(y) : y ∈ Sx}
together with the lateral hypersurface:⋃
y∈∂Sx
Lδ(y)
Since this lateral component is bounded in measure by a constant multiple of
δ, taking the limit δ → 0 in 1.238, 1.239 we obtain:∫
Sx
△I∗ = 0 (1.240)∫
Sx
△P ∗X = 0 (1.241)
These being valid for any neighborhood Sx of x in K implies that the corre-
sponding 3-forms induced on K from the 2-sides coincide at x, or, equivalently,
that:
ξµ△Iµ = 0, ξµ△PµX = 0 (1.242)
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where ξ is a covector at x so that the null space of ξ is TxK, the tangent space
to K at x. We may orient ξ so that:
ξ(V ) > 0 for any vector V at x pointing to U+ (1.243)
Moreover, we can normalize ξ to be of unit magnitude with respect to the
Minkowski metric g:
(g−1)µνξµξν = 1 (1.244)
Then the vector ξ♯ corresponding to the covector ξ through g, that is, the
vector with componets (g−1)µνξν , is the unit normal with respect to g to K at
x, pointing to U+. This is a space-like relative to g vector. The 2nd of 1.242
holding for all translation fields X is equivalent to the condition:
ξµ△T µν = 0 (1.245)
The 1st of 1.242 together with 1.245 constitute the jump conditions across K.
As we have seen, these follow from the integral form 1.236, 1.237 of the particle
and energy-momentum conservation laws. Conversely, a C1 solution of the
differential conservation laws 1.15, 1.16 in the closure of U− and of U+ which
satisfies across K the jump conditions, satisfies the integral conservation laws in
U .
Let us denote:
u⊥± = ξ(u±) (1.246)
According to the above we have:
u⊥± > 0 (1.247)
The jump condition 1st of 1.242 reads:
n+u⊥+ = n−u⊥− := f (1.248)
The positive function f on K is the particle flux through K. In terms of the
specific volume V 1.248 reads:
u⊥− = fV−, u⊥+ = fV+, f > 0 (1.249)
In view of the definition 1.13, the jump condition 1.245 reads:
(ρ+ + p+)u⊥+u+ + p+ξ♯ = (ρ− + p−)u⊥−u− + p−ξ♯ (1.250)
Therefore at each point x of K the vectors u−, u+, and ξ♯, the normal (relative
to g) vector to K at x pointing to U+, all three lie in the same time-like (relative
to g) plane Px. Substituting 1.248 in 1.250 the latter reduces in view of 1.9 to:
fh+u+ + p+ξ
♯ = fh−u− + p−ξ♯ (1.251)
We may also write 1.251 using the 1-form β defined by 1.56 as:
fβ+ − p+ξ = fβ− − p−ξ (1.252)
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Evaluating ξ on each side of 1.251 and substituting, in view of 1.247, from 1.249,
we obtain:
p+ − p− = −f2(h+V+ − h−V−) (1.253)
On the other hand, taking the g-inner product of each side of 1.251 with itself
we obtain:
p2+ − p2− = f2(h2+ − h2− − 2h+V+p+ + 2h−V−p−) (1.254)
Comparing 1.253 and 1.254 we conclude that:
h2+ − h2− = (h+V+ + h−V−)(p+ − p−) (1.255)
This is the relativistic Hugoniot relation.
We now consider △s, the jump in specific entropy across K. We shall relate
this to △p, the jump in pressure, assuming that both are small. We may then
expand△h, the jump in specific enthalpy, in powers of△p and△s. By equation
1.11 we have:
△h = V−△p+ 1
2
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
(△p)2 + 1
6
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
(△p)3 + θ−△s
+O((△p)4) +O(△p△s) +O((△s)2) (1.256)
Hence:
h2+ − h2− = 2h−V−△p+
[
h−
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
+ V 2−
]
(△p)2
+
[
h−
3
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
+ V−
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
]
(△p)3 + 2h−θ−△s
+O((△p)4) +O(△p△s) +O((△s)2) (1.257)
Also,
△V =
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
△p+ 1
2
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
(△p)2 +O((△p)3) +O(△s) (1.258)
hence:
(h+V+ + h−V−)(p+ − p−) = 2h−V− +
[
h−
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
+ V 2−
]
(△p)2
+
[
h−
2
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
+
3V−
2
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
]
(△p)3
+O((△p)4) + O(△s△p) (1.259)
Comparing 1.257, 1.259 with the Hugoniot relation 1.255 we conclude that:
△s = 1
12h−θ−
[
h−
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
+ 3V−
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
]
(△p)3 +O((△p)4) (1.260)
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We shall now relate the coefficient in square brackets of the (△p)3 term in
1.260 to the function (dH/dh)s induced on K by the past solution, H being the
function defined by 1.77. We have:(
dH
dh
)
s
=
(dH/dp)s
(dh/dp)s
=
1
V
(
dH
dp
)
s
hence by 1.77:
V h2
(
dH
dh
)
s
= −
(
d(η2)
dp
)
s
− 2V
h
(1 − η2) (1.261)
By 1.68:
1
η2
= − h
V
(
dV
dh
)
s
= − h
V 2
(
dV
dp
)
s
(1.262)
Substituting 1.262 and its derivative with respect to p at constant s in 1.261 we
find:
− V
3h2
η4
(
dH
dh
)
s
= h
(
d2V
dp2
)
s
+ 3V
(
dV
dp
)
s
(1.263)
Assuming that the past solution is irrotational, so
ω− = 0 (1.264)
shall now determine △ω, the jump in vorticity across K, relating this to △s, the
jump in specific entropy. Let us denote by β||− and β||+ the 1-forms β induced
on K by the past solution and the future solution respectively:
β||± = β±|TK (1.265)
Restricting 1.252 to TK we obtain:
β||+ = β||− (1.266)
Let us denote by ω||− and ω||+ the vorticity 2-forms induced on K by the past
solution and the future solution respectively:
ω||± = ω±|TK (1.267)
We then have:
ω||± = −d||β||± (1.268)
where d|| denotes the exterior derivative on K. Then 1.266 implies:
ω||− = ω||+ (1.269)
therefore the assumption 1.264 implies:
ω||+ = 0 (1.270)
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The remaining component of the vorticity along K is ω⊥−, corresponding to the
past solution, ω⊥+, corresponding to the future solution, where:
ω⊥± = iξ♯ω±
∣∣
TK (1.271)
The assumption 1.264 implies that also ω⊥− = 0. In general, if we extend
ω||± and ω⊥± to the tangent bundle to the spacetime manifold over K by the
condition that they vanish if one of their entries is ξ♯, we can express:
ω± = ω||± + ξ ∧ ω⊥± (1.272)
Here by 1.270 we have:
ω+ = ξ ∧ ω⊥+ (1.273)
Substituting this in 1.63 and restricting the resulting equation to TK yields:
ω⊥+ =
θ+
u⊥+
d||s+ (1.274)
Moreover, since s− is constant, the past solution being isentropic, we may re-
place s+ on the right by the jump △s:
ω⊥+ =
θ+
u⊥+
d||△s (1.275)
Consider finally the vorticity vectors ̟− and ̟+ on K corresponding to the
past and future solutions respectively. By reason of the assumption 1.264 we
have ̟− = 0, while by 1.273 and 1.275,
̟µ+ =
θ+
u⊥+
(ǫ−1)µαβγu+αξβ∂γ△s (1.276)
Let at each x ∈ K, Πx be the space-like plane which is g-orthogonal complement
of the time-like plane Px. We have:
Πx = Σx−
⋂
TxK = Σx+
⋂
TxK (1.277)
where Σx− and Σx+ are the simultaneous spaces of the fluid at x corresponding
to the past and future solutions respectively. Let us denote by Π/ the g-orthogonal
projection to Πx at each x ∈ K, and for any function f defined on K, let us
denote by d/f its derivative tangentially to Πx, at each x ∈ K. Then only d/△s
contributes to ̟+. Denoting by d/△s♯ the corresponding, through g|Πx , vector,
element of Πx, 1.276 takes the form:
̟+ =
θ+
u⊥+
∗d/△s♯ (1.278)
where for V ∈ Πx we denote by ∗V the result of rotating V counterclockwise,
relative to ξ♯, by a right angle.
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We now come to the determinism conditions. These are two conditions.
The first determinism condition is that the hypersurface of discontinuity K is
acoustically space-like relative to the past solution. That is, at each x ∈ K,
the tangent space TxK intersects the closure of the interior of Cx−, the sound
cone at x corresponding to the past solution, only at the origin. The second
determinism condition is that K is acoustically time-like relative to the future
solution. That is, at each x ∈ K, TxK intersects the interior of Cx+, the sound
cone at x corresponding to the future solution. The first determinism condi-
tion has the effect that the physical conditions along K corresponding to the
past solution are determined by the initial conditions which determine the past
solution. The second determinism condition has the effect that the knowledge
which derives from the jump conditions of the physical conditions along K cor-
responding to the future solution, when complemented by the initial conditions,
determines the future solution. The two determinism conditions together with
the jump conditions determine the complete solution including the hypersurface
of discontinuity itself. Note that since at each spacetime point the light cone
contains the sound cone, the second determinism condition implies our initial
assumption that K is time-like relative to the Minkowski metric g.
In terms of h−1− , the reciprocal acoustical metric along K corresponding to
the past solution, the first determinism condition reads:
(h−1− )
µνξµξν < 0 (1.279)
In terms of h−1+ , the reciprocal acoustical metric along K corresponding to the
future solution, the second determinism condition reads:
(h−1+ )
µνξµξν > 0 (1.280)
From 1.53 and 1.246 we obtain:
(h−1± )
µνξµξν = 1−
(
1
η2±
− 1
)
(u⊥±)2 (1.281)
Therefore the determinism conditions 1.279, 1.280 are:
u⊥− >
η−√
1− η2−
, u⊥+ <
η+√
1− η2+
(1.282)
Substituting from 1.249 these become:
f >
η−/V−√
1− η2−
, f <
η+/V+√
1− η2+
(1.283)
We conclude that when the jump conditions are satisfied the determinism con-
ditions reduce to:
η−/V−√
1− η2−
<
η+/V+√
1− η2+
(1.284)
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Defining the quantity:
w =
(
1
η2
− 1
)
V 2 (1.285)
the condition 1.284 is seen to be equivalent to:
△w < 0 (1.286)
Taking as in the preceding p and s as the basic thermodynamic variables, we
have:
1
η2
=
∂ρ
∂p
= − h
V 2
∂V
∂p
(1.287)
hence w is given by:
w = −h∂V
∂p
− V 2 (1.288)
We then obtain:
∂w
∂p
= −h∂
2V
∂p2
− 3V ∂V
∂p
(1.289)
In view of the fact that by 1.260 △s = O(△p)3), it follows that:
△w = −
[
h−
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
+ 3V−
(
∂V
∂p
)
−
]
△p+O((△p)2) (1.290)
Remark that the coefficient in square brackets of the △p term in 1.290 coincides
with the coefficient in square brackets of the (△p)3 term in 1.260. Therefore,
at least for suitably small △p, condition 1.286 is equivalent to the entropy
condition:
△s > 0 (1.291)
The fact that the requirement of determinism and that of the second law of
thermodynamics coincide in the present context recalls the interpretation of
entropy increase as loss of information. Note also that in view of 1.263 this
requirement implies that △p is positive or negative according as to whether
(dH/dh)s− is negative or positive.
We shall now discuss briefly the jump conditions in the non-relativistic the-
ory. These are obtained in a straightforward manner by taking the limit c→∞
as explained in the previous section. In particular, in the non-relativistic the-
ory we have the particle current vectorfield 1.134 limit of the corresponding
vectorfield of the relativistic theory, the energy current vectorfield:
E =
(
1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′
)
∂
∂t
+
(
1
2
n|v|2 + ρ′ + p
)
vi
∂
∂xi
(1.292)
(see 1.141) limit of the vectorfield
T 0µ − c2Iµ
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of the relativistic theory as explained in the previous section (see 1.138), and,
for each i = 1, 2, 3, the momentum current vectorfield:
P
i
= nvi
∂
∂t
+ (nvivj + pδij)
∂
∂xj
(1.293)
(see 1.137). These vectorfields are obtained by taking the limit of the vectorfield
PX of the relativistic theory, given by 1.230, in which we set X to be each of
the spatial translation fields:
X =
∂
∂xi
: i = 1, 2, 3 (1.294)
corresponding to a rectangular coordinate system in E3. The duals of the above
five spacetime vectorfields relative to the spacetime volume form 1.122 are the
3-forms:
I∗, E∗, P
i∗
: i = 1, 2, 3
and in the non-relativistic theory the following integral conservation laws are
stipulated: ∫
∂V
I∗ = 0, (1.295)
∫
∂V
E∗ = 0 (1.296)
and ∫
∂V
P
i∗
= 0 : i = 1, 2, 3 (1.297)
the conservation laws of mass, energy, and momentum respectively. As in the
relativistic theory the integral conservation laws yield the jump conditions:
ξµ△Iµ = 0, ξµ△Eµ = 0, ξµ△(P i)µ = 0 : i = 1, 2, 3 (1.298)
(Galilean coordinates). As in the relativistic theory, at each x ∈ K, ξ is a
covector at x so that the null space of ξ is TxK. We may again orient ξ according
to 1.243. However we cannot normalize ξ as in 1.244, because of the absence
of a metric on Galilei spacetime. Instead, let x belong to the hyperplane of
absolute simultaneity Σt. The hypersurface K being transversal to the Σt, the
intersection Σt
⋂K is a surface Kt and Σt⋂TxK is the tangent plane to Kt at x.
If we denote by ξ the restriction of ξ to Σt, then ξ
♯
, the corresponding Euclidean
vector, is a normal in Σt to Kt at x, pointing to the interior of Σt
⋂U+. Here
we are appealing to the Euclidean structure of Σt. We now normalize ξ by the
condition that ξ
♯
is of unit magnitude, or:
ξ(ξ
♯
) = 1 (1.299)
We then have:
ξ = −νdt+ ξ (1.300)
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where ν is the velocity at x of Kt in Σt in the direction of the unit normal ξ♯.
In view of 1.126 and 1.300 the definitions 1.246 become, in the non-relativistic
theory,
u⊥± = v⊥± − ν (1.301)
where:
v⊥± = ξ(v±) (1.302)
The condition 1.247 again holds and the jump condition 1st of 1.298 again takes
the form 1.248, with u± now given by 1.301, so the particle flux f is defined in
the same way, and in terms of the specific volume V we have, as in 1.249,
u⊥− = fV−, u⊥+ = fV+, f > 0 (1.303)
In view of the definition 1.293 and 1.248 the last of the jump conditions 1.298
read:
fv+ + p+ξ
♯
= fv− + p−ξ
♯
(1.304)
Let us denote by v||± the Euclidean projection of v± to the plane orthogonal to
ξ
♯
. Then 1.305 implies:
v||+ = v||− (1.305)
Evaluating ξ on each side of 1.304, taking into account the fact that by 1.301
and 1.303:
v⊥+ − v⊥− = u⊥+ − u⊥− = f(V+ − V−) (1.306)
we obtain, in view of 1.299,
p+ − p− = −f(v⊥+ − v⊥−) = −f2(V+ − V−) (1.307)
In view of the definition 1.292, 1.248, and 1.131, the jump condition 2nd of 1.298
reads:
f
[
1
2
(|v+|2 − |v−|2)+ e′+ − e′−
]
+ v⊥+p+ − v⊥−p− = 0 (1.308)
By 1.305 we have:
|v+|2 − |v−|2 = v2⊥+ − v2⊥−
Writing
v⊥+p+ − v⊥−p− = 1
2
(v⊥+ + v⊥−)(p+ − p−) + (v⊥+ − v⊥−)(p+ − p−)
we then see that:
1
2
f
(|v+|2 − |v−|2)+ v⊥+p+ − v⊥−p− =
1
2
(v⊥+ + v⊥−) [f(v⊥+ − v⊥−) + p+ − p−]
+
1
2
(v⊥+ − v⊥−)(p+ + p−)
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By 1.306 and 1.307 the first term on the right vanishes, therefore, again by
1.306, this reduces to:
f(V+ − V−)(p+ + p−)
Substituting then in 1.308 yields the classical Hugoniot relation:
e′+ − e′− +
1
2
(p+ + p−)(V+ − V−) = 0 (1.309)
or, in terms of the enthalpy:
h′+ − h′− =
1
2
(V+ + V−)(p+ − p−) (1.310)
The same is immediately derived from the relativistic relation 1.255 substituting
1.128 and taking the limit c→∞.
Going back to condition 1.308 and taking into account the fact that by 1.301,
1.303,
v⊥± − fV± = ν,
we see that this condition takes in terms of the enthalpy the form:
f
[
h′+ − h′− +
1
2
(|v+|2 − |v−|2)
]
+ ν(p+ − p−) = 0 (1.311)
Comparing 1.311 and 1.304 with 1.300 and 1.154 we see that the 2nd and last of
the jump conditions 1.298 can be combined to the following condition in terms
of the 1-form β′:
fβ′+ − p+ξ = fβ′− − p−ξ (1.312)
This is identical in form to the relativistic condition 1.252. Proceeding then in
the same way as in the relativistic theory, with the non-relativistic quantities β′
and ω in the role of the relativistic quantities β and ω, placing also the vector ξ
♯
in the role of the vector ξ♯ of the relativistic theory, and with the non-relativistic
equations 1.155 and 1.158 in place of the relativistic equations 1.60 and 1.63,
we deduce, assuming that the past solution is irrotational, the equations:
ω||+ = 0 (1.313)
ω⊥+ =
θ+
u⊥+
d||△s (1.314)
which are identical in form to the corresponding relativistic equations, but with
the 1-form ω⊥+ being here defined by:
ω⊥+ = iξ♯ω+
∣∣∣
TK
(1.315)
(compare with 1.271). Then ω+, the classical vorticity 2-form of the future
solution at the surface Kt, is given by:
ω+ =
θ+
u⊥+
ξ ∧ d||△s (1.316)
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where d|| denotes exterior derivative on Kt. The corresponding vorticity vector
is:
̟+ =
θ+
u⊥+
∗d||△s♯ (1.317)
where by d||△s♯ we denote the corresponding tangent vector to the surface Kt
and by ∗ the rotation in TxKt by a right angle, counterclockwise relative to the
normal ξ
♯
.
From 1.310 in analogy with the relativistic theory, or directly from 1.260
taking the limit c→∞, we deduce in the non-relativistic theory the relation:
△s = 1
12θ−
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
(△p)3 +O((△p)4) (1.318)
Moreover, we can relate the coefficient of the (△p)3 term in 1.311 to the function
(dH ′/dh′)s induced on K by the past solution, H ′ being the function defined by
1.169. We find:
− V
3
η4
(
dH ′
dh′
)
s
=
(
d2V
dp2
)
s
(1.319)
The determinism conditions in the non-relativistic theory are entirely anal-
ogous to those of the relativistic theory. We thus have, as in the relativistic
theory, the 1st and 2nd determinism conditions, expressed by 1.279 and 1.280
respectively. However, the reciprocal acoustical metric being given in the non-
relativistic theory by 1.147, we have, by 1.300 and 1.246,
(h−1± )
µνξµξν = − 1
η2±
u2⊥± + 1 (1.320)
Therefore the determinism conditions become:
u⊥− > η−, u⊥+ < η+ (1.321)
or, substituting from 1.303,
f >
η−
V−
, f <
η+
V+
(1.322)
We conclude that when the jump conditions are satisfied the determinism con-
ditions reduce to:
η−
V−
<
η+
V+
(1.323)
Defining in the non-relativistic framework, taking the limit of 1.285, the quan-
tity:
w =
V 2
η2
(1.324)
the condition 1.323 is equivalent to:
△w < 0 (1.325)
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Since in the non-relativistic theory we have
1
η2
=
∂n
∂p
= − 1
V 2
∂V
∂p
w is simply:
w = −∂V
∂p
(1.326)
In view of the fact that by 1.318 △s = O((△p)3) it follows that:
△w = −
(
∂2V
∂p2
)
−
△p+O((△p)2) (1.327)
Comparing with 1.318 we conclude that, at least for suitably small△p, condition
1.325 is equivalent to the entropy condition:
△s > 0 (1.328)
Note also that in view of 1.319 this requirement implies that △p is positive or
negative according as to whether (dH ′/dh′)s− is negative or positive. These
results are completely analogous to those of the relativistic theory.
1.5 The Shock Development Problem
In the framework of special relativity, we choose a time function t in Minkowski
spacetime, equal to the coordinate x0 of a rectangular coordinate system and we
denote by Σt an arbitrary level set of the function t. So the Σt are parallel space-
like hyperplanes with respect to the Minkowski metric g. Initial data for the
equations of motion 1.27 is given on a domain D0 in the hyperplane Σ0, which
may be the whole of Σ0. It consists of the specification of the triplet (u, p, s)
on D0 with (p, s) and the rectangular components of u as smooth functions of
the rectangular coordinates. To any given initial data set there corresponds a
unique maximal classical development of the equations of motion 1.27. In the
context of fluid mechanics in special relativity, the notion of maximal classical
development of given initial data is the following. Given an initial data set,
the local existence theorem asserts the existence of a classical development of
this data, namely of a domain D in Minkowski spacetime whose past boundary
is D0, and of a solution (u, p, s) defined in D, with (p, s) and the rectangular
components of u being smooth functions of the rectangular coordinates, taking
the given data at the past boundary, such that the following condition holds: If
we consider any point p ∈ D and any curve issuing at p with the property that
its tangent vector at any point q belongs to the interior or the boundary of the
past component of the sound cone at q, then the curve terminates at a point
of D0. The local uniqueness theorem asserts that two classical developments
of the same initial data set, with domains D1 and D2, coincide in D1
⋂D2. It
follows that the union of all classical developments of a given initial data set is
itself a classical development, the unique maximal classical development of the
initial data set.
In the monograph [Ch-S], we considered initial data on the whole of Σ0 for
the general equations of motion 1.27, which outside a sphere coincide with the
data corresponding to a constant state. That is, on Σ0 outside the sphere, p
and s are constant, (p, s) = (p0, s0), while u coincides with the future-directed
unit normal to Σ0. Then, given any ε ∈ (0, 1], we showed that under a suitable
restriction on the size of the departure of the initial data from those of the con-
stant state, the solution can be controlled for a time interval the ratio of which
to the radius of the initial sphere is at least 1/εη0, where η0 = η(p0, s0) is the
sound speed in the surrounding constant state. At the end of this time interval
an annular region has formed, bounded by concentric spheres with the ratio of
the radius of the inner sphere to the radius of the outer sphere being at most
ε, where the flow is irrotational, the constant state holding outside the outer
sphere. Taking then as new initial hyperplane the hyperplane corresponding the
end point of the said time interval, we studied the maximal classical develop-
ment of the restriction of the data induced on this hyperplane to the exterior
of the inner sphere. Thus, the global aspects of the work [Ch-S] pertain to the
irrotational case. The study of the general equations of motion for the initial
time interval was in order to show that the appearance of a singular boundary
of the maximal development is implied under very general conditions on the
initial data.
To state the results of [Ch-S] in regard to the boundary of the maximal
classical development we must introduce the acoustical structure. To be specific,
with Σ0 the 0-level set of the time function t as redefined to correspond to the
end point of the initial time interval, let S0,0 be the outer sphere mentioned
above outside which the constant state holds. We then define the function u
in Σ0 \ O, O being the center of S0,0, as minus the signed Euclidean distance
from S0,0. We denote by S0,u the level sets of u on Σ0 \ O. So these are
spheres centered at O, the inner sphere mentioned above being S0,u0 for some
u0 > 0. What is considered in [Ch-S] is the restriction of the initial data induced
on Σ0 to Σ
u0
0 , the exterior of S0,u0 , the non-trivial data corresponding to the
range [0, u0] of u, while the negative range of u corresponds to the surrounding
constant state. What the monograph [Ch-S] studies is the maximal classical
development of this data on Σu00 . The function u is extended to the domain of the
maximal classical development by the condition that its level sets are outgoing
null hypersurfaces relative to the acoustical metric h. We call u, extended in
this way, acoustical function and we denote by Cu an arbitrary level set of u.
So each Cu is an outgoing characteristic hypersurface, and is generated by bi-
characteristics, namely null geodesics of h. In [Ch-S] we defined L to be the
tangent vectorfield to these null geodesic generators, parametrized not affinely
but by t. We also defined the surfaces St,u to be Σt
⋂
Cu. Moreover, we defined
the vectorfield T to be tangential to the Σt and so that the flow generated by
T on each Σt is the normal, relative to the induced on Σt acoustical metric h,
flow of the foliation of Σt by the surfaces St,u. So T is the tangent vectorfield
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to the normal curves parametrized by u.
What plays a central role in [Ch-S] is the density of the foliation of spacetime
by the Cu. One measure of this density is the inverse spatial density, that is,
the inverse density of the foliation of each spatial hyperplane Σt by the surafces
St,u. This is simply the magnitude κ of the vectorfield T with respect to h.
Another is the inverse temporal density, namely the function µ, given in arbitrary
coordinates by:
1
µ
= −(h−1)µν∂µt∂νu (1.329)
The two measures are related by:
µ = ακ (1.330)
where α is the inverse density, with respect to the acoustical metric h, of the
foliation of spacetime by the hyperplanes Σt:
1
α
=
√
−(h−1)µν∂µt∂νt (1.331)
(the corresponding inverse density with respect to the Minkowski metric g being
of course 1). As was shown in [Ch-S], the function α is bounded above and
below by positive constants, consequently µ and κ are equivalent measures of
the density of the foliation of spacetime by the Cu.
The domain of the maximal classical development being a domain in Minkowski
spacetime, which by a choice of rectangular coordinates is identified with R4,
inherits the subset topology and the standard differential structure induced by
the rectangular coordinates xα : α = 0, 1, 2, 3. Choosing an acoustical function
u as above, we introduce acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ), ϑ ∈ S2, the coordinate
lines corresponding to a given value of u and to constant values of ϑ being the
generators of the Cu. Given a choice of u this property does not determine the
S2 valued function ϑ uniquely. To do so we must specify ϑ on a hypersurface
transversal to the Cu. For example, we may stipulate that on Σ
u0
0 , ϑ is constant
along the normal curves to the foliation of Σu00 by the surfaces S0,u. Otherwise
ϑ is determined only up to transformations of the form:
ϑ 7→ f(u, ϑ) (1.332)
where f is a smooth function. In terms of acoustical coordinates the vectorfields
L and T are given by:
L =
∂
∂t
, T =
∂
∂u
− Ξ (1.333)
where Ξ is a vectorfield which is tangential to the surfaces St,u. This can be
thought of as a vectorfield on S2 depending on (t, u). The specification of ϑ on a
hypersurface transversal to the Cu corresponds to the specification of Ξ on such
a hypersurface. In particular, the example of specifying ϑ to be constant along
the normal curves to the foliation of Σu00 by the S0,u corresponds to setting
Ξ = 0 on Σu00 . If local coordinates (ϑ
A : A = 1, 2) are chosen on S2,(
∂
∂ϑA
: A = 1, 2
)
(1.334)
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being a coordinate frame field for the St,u, we can express:
Ξ = ΞA
∂
∂ϑA
(1.335)
Moreover, with
h/AB = h/
(
∂
∂ϑA
,
∂
∂ϑB
)
(1.336)
being the components of the metric h/ induced by h on the surfaces St,u in
the frame field 1.334, the acoustical metric h takes in the acoustical coordinate
system (t, u, ϑA : A = 1, 2) the form:
h = −µ(dt⊗du+du⊗dt)+κ2du⊗du+h/AB(dϑA+ΞAdu)⊗(dϑB+ΞBdu) (1.337)
As was shown in [Ch-S], the rectangular coordinates (xα) are smooth func-
tions of the acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ) and the Jacobian of the transfor-
mation is, up to a multiplicative factor which is bounded above and below
by positive constants, the inverse temporal density function µ. The acoustical
coordinates induce another differential structure on the same underlying topo-
logical manifold. However since µ is positive in the interior of the domain of
the maximal classical development, the two differential structures coincide in
this interior. The main theorem of [Ch-S] asserts that relative to the differential
structure induced by the acoustical coordinates the maximal classical develop-
ment extends smoothly to the boundary of its domain. This boundary contains
however a singular part B where the function µ vanishes. So the rectangular
coordinates themselves extend smoothly to the boundary but the Jacobian van-
ishes on the singular part of the boundary. The mapping from acoustical to
rectangular coordinates has a continuous but not differentiable inverse at B.
As a result, the two differential structures no longer coincide when the singular
boundary B is included. With respect to the standard differential structure the
solution is continuous but not differentiable at B, the derivative, in terms of rect-
angular coordinates, Tˆ µTˆ ν∂µβν blowing up as we approach B. Here Tˆ = κ−1T
is the vectorfield of unit magnitude, with respect to h, corresponding to T , and
β is the 1-form 1.56. With respect to the standard differential structure, the
acoustical metric h is everywhere in the closure of the domain of the maximal
classical development non-degenerate and continuous, but it is not differentiable
at B, while with respect to the differential structure induced by the acoustical
coordinates h is everywhere smooth, but it is degenerate at B, reducing along
B to (see 1.337):
h = h/AB(dϑ
A + ΞAdu)⊗ (dϑB + ΞBdu) (1.338)
According to the results of [Ch-S] the boundary of the domain of the classical
maximal development consists of a regular part C together with the singular part
B. Each of these is not necessarily connected. Each connected component of C
is an incoming acoustically null hypersurface which is smooth relative to both
differential structures and has a singular past boundary which coincides with
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the past boundary of an associated component of B. The union of these singular
past boundaries we denote by ∂−B.
The singular part B can be described in acoustical coordinates as the graph
of a smooth function:
B = {(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) : (u, ϑ) ∈ D} (1.339)
where D is a domain in [0, u0] × S2, each component of B being a graph over
the corresponding component of D. In fact, each component of B is a smooth
hypersurface relative to the standard as well as the acoustical differential struc-
ture. Using (u, ϑ) as coordinates on B, the induced metric h∗ on B is expressed
as (see 1.338):
h∗ = (h/∗)AB(dϑA + ΞA∗ du)⊗ (dϑB + ΞB∗ du) (1.340)
where:
(h/∗)AB(u, ϑ) = h/AB(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) (1.341)
are the components of a positive-definite metric on S2 depending on u and
ΞA∗ (u, ϑ) = Ξ
A(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) (1.342)
are the components of a vectorfield on S2 depending on u. The functions (h/∗)AB,
ΞA∗ are all smooth. The induced metric h∗ on B being a smooth degenerate
metric, the singular boundary B is from the point of view of its intrinsic geometry
similar to a regular null hypersurface in a regular spacetime. The vectorfield V
given in (u, ϑ) coordinates on B by:
V =
∂
∂u
− Ξ∗ (1.343)
is a nowhere vanishing null vectorfield on B. Its integral curves, which we call
invariant curves have zero arc length with respect to the acoustical metric and
are parametrized by u. The singular boundary B is ruled by these curves. The
past boundary ∂−B of B is the set of past end points of the invariant curves.
According to the results of [Ch-S], we have:
∂µ
∂t
< 0 : on B (1.344)
Consequently relative to the acoustical differential structure the hypersurface B
is transversal to the Cu. We may then adapt the coordinates (u, ϑ) on B so
that the coordinate lines corresponding to constant values of ϑ coincide with
the invariant curves. This choice is equivalent to the condition:
Ξ∗ = 0 (1.345)
We call the corresponding acoustical coordinates canonical. In such coordinates
the induced metric (see 1.340) takes the form, simply:
h∗ = (h/∗)ABdϑA ⊗ dϑB (1.346)
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Moreover, by virtue of condition 1.345, we have, for t ≤ t∗(u, ϑ):
ΞA(t, u, ϑ) = −
∫ t∗(u,ϑ)
t
(
∂ΞA
∂t
)
(t′, u, ϑ)dt′ (1.347)
Since also:
µ(t, u, ϑ) = −
∫ t∗(u,ϑ)
t
(
∂µ
∂t
)
(t′, u, ϑ)dt′ (1.348)
it follows that the functions:
ΞˆA = µ−1ΞA (1.349)
which a priori are defined only for t < t∗(u, ϑ), are actually given by:
ΞˆA(t, u, ϑ) =
mean value on [t, t∗(u, ϑ)] of (∂ΞA/∂t)(·, u, ϑ)
mean value on [t, t∗(u, ϑ)] of (∂µ/∂t)(·, u, ϑ) (1.350)
hence extend smoothly to t = t∗(u, ϑ), that is, to B. These functions are the
components of the vectorfield:
Ξˆ = ΞˆA
∂
∂ϑA
= µ−1Ξ (1.351)
which is tangential to the St,u.
According to the results of [Ch-S], the singular boundary B is from the
extrinsic point of view, that is, from the point of view of how it is embedded
in the acoustical spacetime a spacelike hypersurface. This means that at each
point q ∈ B, the past null geodesic conoid of q relative to the acoustical metric
does not intersect B. This is connected with the fact that in canonical acoustical
coordinates
∂µ
∂u
< 0 : on B (1.352)
The connection is through the fact that:
µh−1(dµ, dµ)→ −2∂µ
∂t
∂µ
∂u
(1.353)
in canonical acoustical coordinates, as we approach B. On the other hand, in
contrast with 1.344 we have:
∂µ
∂u
= 0 : at ∂−B (1.354)
which implies that B becomes acoustically null along its past boundary ∂−B.
Since B is where µ vanishes, we have:
µ(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) = 0 : for all (u, ϑ) ∈ D (1.355)
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Differentiating this equation implicitly with respect to u, which, since we are
using canonical acoustical coordinates, means differentiating along the invariant
curves, we obtain:(
∂t∗
∂u
)
(u, ϑ) = −
(
∂µ/∂u
∂µ/∂t
)
(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) : ∀(u, ϑ) ∈ D (1.356)
Then in view of 1.344, the properties 1.352 and 1.354 are equivalent to:(
∂t∗
∂u
)
(u, ϑ) < 0 : ∀(u, ϑ) ∈ D (1.357)
and (
∂t∗
∂u
)
(u, ϑ) = 0 : ∀(u, ϑ) ∈ ∂−D (1.358)
respectively, ∂−B being a graph over ∂−D. Moreover, in regard to ∂−B, in
addition to 1.354 we have (canonical acoustical coordinates):
∂2µ
∂u2
> 0 : at ∂−B (1.359)
Also, differentiating again 1.356 with respect to u and evaluating the result on
∂−D we obtain:(
∂2t∗
∂u2
)
(u, ϑ) = −
(
∂2µ/∂u2
∂µ/∂t
)
(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) : ∀(u, ϑ) ∈ ∂−D (1.360)
hence in view of 1.344 the property 1.359 is equivalent to:(
∂2t∗
∂u2
)
(u, ϑ) > 0 : ∀(u, ϑ) ∈ ∂−D (1.361)
Thus, t as a function on each invariant curve reaches a minimum at its past end
point on ∂−B. Moreover, each component of ∂−B is an acoustically spacelike
surface which is smooth relative to both differential structures.
We remark that the tangent field V to the invariant curves (see 1.343) ex-
pressed as a vectorfield in spacetime along B in canonical acoustical coordinates
takes the form:
V =
∂t∗
∂u
∂
∂t
+
∂
∂u
(1.362)
The fact that relative to the standard differential structure the vectorfield ∂/∂u
vanishes along B implies that at any point q = (t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) ∈ B the invariant
curve through q is tangent to the generator of Cu corresponding to the value of
ϑ, relative to the standard differential structure.
The last part of the work [Ch-S] contains a result which is important for
reaching an understanding. This is the trichotomy theorem. According to this
theorem, for each point q ∈ B, the intersection of the past null geodesic conoid
of q (relative to the acoustical metric) with any Σt in the past of q splits into
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three parts, the parts corresponding to the outgoing and to the incoming sets of
null geodesics ending at q being embedded disks with a common boundary, an
embedded circle, which corresponds to the set of the remaining null geodesics
ending at q. All outgoing null geodesics ending at q have the same tangent vector
at q. This vector is then an invariant null vector associated to the singular point
q and defines the tangent line at q to the invariant curve through q. This is
the reason why the freedom in the choice of acoustical function does not matter
in the end. While each acoustical function is defined by its restriction to Σ0,
in [Ch-S] the change is investigated, from one acoustical function u to another
u′, such that the null geodesic generators of Cu, the level sets of u, and of C′u′ ,
the level sets of u′, which have future end points on the singular boundary of
the domain of the maximal classical development, both belong to the class of
outgoing null geodesics ending at these points. This change can be viewed as
being generated by a coordinate transformation on B:
(u, ϑ) 7→ (u′, ϑ′) = (f(u, ϑ), g(ϑ)) (1.363)
preserving the invariant curves and their orientation, so that ∂f/∂u > 0 and g
is orientation-preserving. It was then shown that the foliations corresponding to
the two different families of outgoing acoustically null hypersurfaces, the Cu and
the C′u′ , degenerate in precisely the same way on the same singular boundary
B.
Now, as stated in the epilogue of [Ch-S], the notion of maximal classical
development, on which the whole work [Ch-S] is based, while perfectly reason-
able from the mathematical point of view, and also the correct notion from the
physical point of view up to C⋃ ∂−B, it is not the correct notion from the phys-
ical point of view up to B. Let us consider a given component of ∂−B and the
corresponding components of C and B. The actual physical problem associated
to the given component of ∂−B is the following:
Find a hypersurface K in Minkowski spacetime, lying in the past of the com-
ponent of B and with the same past boundary, namely the component of ∂−B,
and the same tangent hyperplane at each point along this boundary, and a solu-
tion (u, p, s) of the equations of motion in the domain in Minkowski spacetime
bounded in the past by C and K, such that on C (u, p, s) coincides with the
data induced by the maximal classical development, while across K there are
jumps relative to the data induced by the maximal classical development, jumps
which satisfy the jump conditions, discussed in the previous section, following
from the integral form of the conservation laws. Moreover, the hypersurface
K is to be space-like relative to the acoustical metric induced by the maximal
classical solution, which holds in the past of K, and time-like relative to the new
solution, which holds in the future of K. The last conditions are the determinism
conditions, also discussed in the previous section.
We call this the shock development problem. The shock is the hypersurface
of discontinuity K. The singular acoustically space-like surface ∂−B is the ori-
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gin of the shock, hence may be thought of as its cause. Since what is sought
in the problem is the hypersurface K as well as the new solution in the do-
main bounded in the past by C and K, and data is given along C making C an
incoming acoustically null hypersurface, while nonlinear boundary conditions
are imposed at K and K is to be an acoustically time-like hypersurface relative
to the new solution, the shock development problem is a characteristic initial -
free boundary value problem for the 1st order quasilinear hyperbolic system 1.27
with non-linear boundary conditions at the free boundary K. Moreover, and this
is the main difficulty of the problem, the initial conditions on the characteristic
hypersurface C become singular at its past boundary ∂−B, while the boundary
conditions at K are stated in terms of the prior solution which becomes singular
at ∂−B the last being at the same time the past boundary of K.
In the non-relativistic framework the shock development problem is stated
in the same way as above. In the role of Minkowski spacetime we have of course
the Galilei spacetime. The Σt are then the hyperplanes of absolute simultaneity,
and the function t, unique up to an additive constant is absolute time. In the role
of the relativistic equations of motion 1.27 we have the equations of motion of
the non-relativistic theory, equations 1.201, the unknowns here being (v, p, s).
In the monograph [Ch-Mi] we considered these equations in the irrotational
case, where the equations reduce to the nonlinear wave equation 1.182. We
considered initial data for this equation outside a sphere such that the data
outside a larger concentric sphere corresponds to that of a constant state. Since
in the non-relativistic framework the specific enthalpy h′ is only defined up to
an additive constant (see 1.132), we may set h′ = 0 in the constant state. Hence
φ′ = 0 in the constant state and the initial data for 1.182 simply vanishes outside
the larger sphere. What we studied in [Ch-Mi] is again the maximal classical
development of the data in the exterior of the inner sphere in Σ0. An acoustical
function u and acoustical coordinates (t, u, ϑ) are defined in exactly the same
way as in the relativistic theory. So are the vectorfields L and T , the inverse
spatial density κ and the inverse temporal density µ of the foliation of spacetime
by the Cu. The last two are again related by 1.330 with α defined by 1.331, but
since h−1 is given in the non-relativistic theory by 1.147, we now have:
−(h−1)µν∂µt∂νt = η−2
so in the non-relativistic framework it holds simply:
α = η (1.364)
It is similarly shown that η is bounded above and below by positive constants.
The treatment in [Ch-Mi] is self-contained, making no reference to the relativis-
tic theory. It is considerably simpler than the corresponding relativistic study,
due chiefly to the following fact: the function t, which plays an important role
in the study being one of the acoustical coordinates, has level sets Σt whose
induced acoustical metric h coincides in the non-relativistic theory with the
Euclidean metric, as is evident from 1.146. The results of [Ch-Mi] in regard
to the boundary of the maximal classical development are identical in form to
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those of [Ch-S] discussed above. In the non-relativistic framework, the jump
conditions referred to in the statement of the shock development problem are
of course those of the non-relativistic theory, which have also been discussed in
the previous section.
1.6 The Restricted Shock Development Prob-
lem
As discussed in the previous section, we are considering the case in which the
maximal classical solution is irrotational. In this case, from Section 1.4, in
the relativistic theory the new solution which we are seeking in the shock de-
velopment problem has a vorticity 2-form which satisfies on K the boundary
conditions 1.270 and 1.275, and is given along K by 1.273. By 1.266, the 1-form
β||+ induced on K by the new solution is given by:
β||+ = d||φ− (1.365)
Although the 2-form ω||+ induced on K by the new solution vanishes, the new
solution is not irrotational due to the non-vanishing of the component ω⊥+,
given by 1.275. As equation 1.275 shows, ω⊥+ is generated by the variation of
△s alongK. The portion of the fluid which does not cross the shock hypersurface
K, that is, the set of flow lines in the new solution which have past end points
on C rather than on K, remains isentropic and therefore by 1.84 irrotational.
Now, △s is given in terms of △p for small values of the jumps by 1.260. At
∂−B the jumps vanish, as there continuity holds. Since according to 1.260
△s = O((△p)3), in a neighborhood of ∂−B, where, as noted in the previous
section, the main difficulty of the shock development problem lies, △s may be
considered to be a higher order quantity. We thus retain the main difficulty
of the problem if we neglect it altogether. This leads to the restricted shock
development problem, the subject of the present monograph. In this problem
also the new solution is irrotational, that is the 1-form β corresponding to the
new solution is again of the form 1.85 for a new function φ, and s has for the
new solution the same constant value as in the prior maximal classical solution.
By the condition 1.365 and continuity at ∂−B, φ is continuous across K:
△φ = 0 (1.366)
Conversely, since the new function φ is to be continuously differentiable up to
the boundary, 1.366 implies 1.365. Since according to the actual shock devel-
opment problem β and s must be continuous across C, in the restricted shock
development problem φ as well as dφ are to be continuous across C. The only re-
maining jump condition is then 1.248, which is the 1st of 1.242 and is associated
to equation 1.15, which is equation 1.66. By 1.56 and 1.65:
n±u⊥± = −ξµG±βµ± (1.367)
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so the jump condition 1.248 reads:
ξµ△(Gβµ) = 0 (1.368)
Now, the condition 1.365, which as we have seen is equivalent to 1.366, is:
△β|| = 0 (1.369)
This means:
Xµ△βµ = 0 : ∀X ∈ TK (1.370)
Recalling the definition of the covector ξ, this means that at each point on K the
covectors ξ and△β are colinear. Therefore the condition 1.368 can be expressed
in the form:
(△βµ)△(Gβµ) = 0 (1.371)
To summarize, in the restricted shock development problem we have two jump
conditions across the shock hypersurface K: the linear jump condition 1.370,
and the nonlinear jump condition 1.371. These equations have been written
in terms of components in an arbitrary frame field, in particular components
relative to a rectangular coordinate system. The restricted shock development
problem is formulated in a manner very similar to that of the actual shock
development problem:
Find a hypersurface K in Minkowski spacetime, lying in the past of the
component of B and with the same past boundary, namely the component of
∂−B, and the same tangent hyperplane at each point along this boundary, and
a solution φ of the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 in the domain in Minkowski
spacetime bounded in the past by C andK, such that on C, β = dφ coincides with
the data induced by the maximal classical development, while across K there are
jumps relative to the data induced by the maximal classical development, jumps
which satisfy the jump conditions 1.370 and 1.371. Moreover, the hypersurface
K is to be space-like relative to the acoustical metric induced by the maximal
classical solution, which holds in the past of K, and time-like relative to the new
solution, which holds in the future of K.
In the framework of the non-relativistic theory we have the condition:
△β′|| = 0 (1.372)
which is equivalent to:
△φ′ = 0 (1.373)
These are identical in form to 1.369 and 1.366 respectively. We also have the
jump condition 1st of 1.298 which is associated to equation 1.135. This condition
reads:
ξµ△Iµ = 0 (1.374)
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where Iµ are the components of the non-relativistic particle current 1.134
I0 = n, Ii = −nβ′i (1.375)
in Galilean coordinates. Condition 1.372 is the linear jump condition:
Xµ△βµ = 0 : ∀X ∈ TK (1.376)
which is identical in form to 1.370, allowing us to express condition 1.374 as the
nonlinear jump condition:
(△β′µ)△Iµ = 0 (1.377)
(Galilean coordinates). The same can also be obtained from the relativistic
condition 1.371 by taking the limit c → ∞. The restricted shock development
problem is then stated in the same way as in the relativistic theory, with Galilei
spacetime in the role of Minkowski spacetime, φ′ and β′ in the role of φ and β,
the non-relativistic nonlinear wave equation 1.219 in the role of the relativistic
nonlinear wave equation 1.87, and the jump conditions 1.376 and 1.377 in the
role of the jump conditions 1.370 and 1.371.
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Chapter 2
The Geometric
Construction
2.1 A General Construction in Lorentzian Ge-
ometry
We begin with a general construction in Lorentzian geometry. To attain a
full understanding of the mathematical structure we consider the general case
of n spatial dimensions. So, we have an n + 1 dimensional oriented manifold
M equipped with a Lorentzian metric h, which is also time-oriented. In the
realization of the structure in fluid mechanics, h shall be the acoustical metric.
Let u and u be functions defined in a domain in M, increasing toward the
future, such that the Cu, the level sets of u, are outgoing null hypersurfaces and
the Cu, the level sets of u are incoming null hypersurfaces, relative to h. The
functions u and u are solutions of the eikonal equation:
h−1(du, du) = 0, h−1(du, du) = 0 (2.1)
Each Cu intersects each Cu transversally. We denote by Su,u the surfaces of
intersection:
Su,u = Cu
⋂
Cu (2.2)
These are space-like surfaces relative to h, that is, the metric h/ induced by
h on the Su,u is positive-definite. We shall take the Su,u to be diffeomorphic
to Sn−1. Alternatively, we could take the Su,u to be diffeomorphic to Rn−1,
however, in view of the fact that Rn−1 is diffeomorphic to Sn−1 minus a point
and the construction in connection with the shock development problem can be
localized by reason of the domain of dependence property, there is no loss of
generality in restricting ourselves to the first alternative. We have:
Cu =
⋃
u∈Iu
Su,u, Cu =
⋃
u∈Iu
Su,u (2.3)
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where each Iu and each Iu is an interval in R. We thus have a domain D ⊂ R2,
such that:
Iu = {u : (u, u) ∈ D}, Iu = {u : (u, u) ∈ D} (2.4)
and we are considering the domain MD in M given by:
MD =
⋃
(u,u)∈D
Su,u (2.5)
Thus, each Cu is foliated by the 1-parameter family of sections {Su,u : u ∈ Iu},
each Cu is foliated by the 1-parameter family of sections {Su,u : u ∈ Iu}, and
the spacetime domainMD is foliated by the 2-parameter family {Su,u : (u, u) ∈
D}.
Each Cu being a null hypersurface, it is generated by null geodesic segments.
Let L be the tangent field to these null geodesics, parametrized not affinely but
by the function u. Then L is a future-directed null vectorfield defined in MD
such that
Lu = 0, Lu = 1, L is h-orthogonal to the Su,u (2.6)
and
DLL = ωL (2.7)
for some function ω. Here D is the covariant derivative operator associated
to the metric h. Similarly, each Cu being a null hypersurface, it is generated
by null geodesic segments. Let L be the tangent field to these null geodesics,
parametrized not affinely but by the function u. Then L is a future-directed
null vectorfield defined in MD such that
Lu = 0, Lu = 1, L is h-orthogonal to the Su,u (2.8)
and
DLL = ωL (2.9)
for some function ω.
The vectorfields L, L being both future-directed null, there is a positive
function a such that
h(L,L) = −2a (2.10)
Consider the vectorfields:
L′ = a−1L, L′ = a−1L (2.11)
We have:
h(L′, L) = h(L′, L) = −2 (2.12)
We shall presently show that:
L′ = −2(du)♯, L′ = −2(du)♯ (2.13)
This means that for any vector V we have:
h(L′, V ) = −2V u, h(L′, V ) = −2V u (2.14)
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In fact, it suffices to verify the cases V = L, V = L, and V ∈ TSu,u. In the case
V = L we have, by 2.6, 2.11, 2.12,
h(L′, L) = 0 and − 2Lu = 0,
h(L′, L) = −2 and − 2Lu = −2
In the case V = L we have, by 2.8, 2.11, 2.12,
h(L′, L) = −2 and − 2Lu = −2,
h(L′, L) = 0, and − 2Lu = 0
Finally, in the case V ∈ TSu,u we have, by 2.6, 2.8, and 2.11:
h(L′, V ) = 0 = −2V u, h(L′, V ) = 0 = −2V u
By a well known proposition in Lorentzian geometry, 2.13 imply that the vec-
torfields L′, L′ are geodesic:
DL′L
′ = 0, DL′L′ = 0 (2.15)
Thus, the integral curves of L′ are the null geodesic generators of the Cu affinely
parametrized, and the integral curves of L′ are the null geodesic generators of
the Cu affinely parametrized. Comparing 2.15 with 2.7, 2.9, and with 2.11 we
see that the functions ω, ω are given by:
ω = a−1La, ω = a−1La (2.16)
Let us denote by Z the commutator:
Z = [L,L] (2.17)
From 2.6, 2.8 we see that Zu = Zu = 0. Therefore the vectorfield Z is tangential
to the surfaces Su,u. Let Φs be the flow generated by L and Φs the flow generated
by L. So if p ∈ Su,u, then s 7→ Φs(p) is the generator of Cu through p, and
s 7→ Φs(p) is the generator of Cu through p. Thus Φs preserves the Cu, while Φs
preserves the Cu. Moreover, Φs
∣∣
Su,u
is a diffeomorphism of Su,u onto Su+s,u,
while Φs|Su,u is a diffeomorphism of Su,u onto Su,u+s. The non-vanishing of Z
implies that the two flows do not commute, the mapping Φ−1s ◦ Φ−1s ◦ Φs ◦ Φs
preserving the Su,u but differing from the identity.
For each (u, u) ∈ D we can define a diffeomorphism:
Φ(u,u) : Su,u → Sn−1 (2.18)
such that these diffeomorphisms are related according to:
Φ(u+s,u) = Φ(u,u) ◦ Φ−1s (2.19)
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Thus the family of diffeomorphisms {Φ(u,u) : (u, u) ∈ D} respects the flow of
L:
Φ(u+s,u)(Φs(p)) = Φ(u,u)(p) : ∀p ∈ Su,u
That is, each generator of each Cu is mapped to a single point of S
n−1. We
then have a diffeomorphism:
MD → D × Sn−1 by: p ∈ Su,u 7→ ((u, u) ∈ D,ϑ = Φ(u,u)(p) ∈ Sn−1) (2.20)
In terms of this representation of MD, the vectorfields L and L are expressed
by:
L =
∂
∂u
, L =
∂
∂u
+ b (2.21)
where b is a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u). Also Z is represented as
a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u) and by 2.17 we have:
∂b
∂u
= −Z (2.22)
Similarly, for each (u, u) ∈ D we can define a diffeomorphism:
Φ(u,u) : Su,u → Sn−1 (2.23)
such that these diffeomorphisms are related according to:
Φ(u,u+s) = Φ(u,u) ◦ Φ−1s (2.24)
Thus the family of diffeomorphisms {Φ(u,u) : (u, u) ∈ D} respects the flow of
L:
Φ(u,u+s)(Φs(p)) = Φ(u,u)(p) : ∀p ∈ Su,u
That is, each generator of each Cu is mapped to a single point of S
n−1. We
then have a diffeomorphism:
MD → D × Sn−1 by: p ∈ Su,u 7→ ((u, u) ∈ D,ϑ = Φ(u,u)(p) ∈ Sn−1) (2.25)
In terms of this representation of MD, the vectorfields L and L are expressed
by:
L =
∂
∂u
− b, L = ∂
∂u
(2.26)
where again b is a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u). Also Z is represented
as a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u) and by 2.17 we have:
∂b
∂u
= −Z (2.27)
Each of the representations 2.20, 2.25 is appropriate in a particular context.
However, as we shall see, the representation which is generally appropriate in the
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framework of a free boundary problem, such as the shock development problem,
is one adapted to the flow Fτ of the future-directed timelike vectorfield
T = L+ L (2.28)
We have:
Tu = Tu = 1, and T is h-orthogonal to the Su,u (2.29)
Then Fτ |Su,u is a diffeomorphism of Su,u onto Su+τ,u+τ . Let us then define, for
each (u, u) ∈ D a diffeomorphism:
F(u,u) : Su,u → Sn−1 (2.30)
such that these diffeomorphisms are related according to:
F(u+τ,u+τ) = F(u,u) ◦ F−1τ (2.31)
Thus the family of diffeomorphism {F(u,u) : (u, u) ∈ D} respects the flow of
T :
F(u+τ,u+τ)(Fτ (p)) = F(u,u)(p) : ∀p ∈ Su,u
That is, each integral curve of T is mapped to a single point of Sn−1. We then
have a diffeomorphism:
MD → D × Sn−1 by: p ∈ Su,u 7→ ((u, u) ∈ D,ϑ = F(u,u)(p) ∈ Sn−1) (2.32)
In terms of this representation of MD the vectorfields L, L are expressed by:
L =
∂
∂u
− b, L = ∂
∂u
+ b (2.33)
and the vectorfield T simply by:
T =
∂
∂u
+
∂
∂u
(2.34)
In 2.33 b is again a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u). Likewise Z is
represented as a vectorfield on Sn−1 depending on (u, u) and by 2.17 we have:
∂b
∂u
+
∂b
∂u
= −Z (2.35)
Let (ϑA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) be local coordinates on Sn−1, defined in a domain
U ⊂ Sn−1. Then we have a system of local coordinates (u, u, ϑA : A = 1, ..., n−
1) in the inverse image of D × U in MD by the diffeomorphism 2.32. Let us
denote by ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 the vectorfields, in terms of these coordinates,
ΩA =
∂
∂ϑA
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.36)
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which are tangential to the surfaces Su,u. At each Su,u these constitute a local
frame field for Su,u. The components
h/AB = h(ΩA,ΩB) (2.37)
of the induced metric relative to this frame field constitute a positive-definite
matrix at each point.
Also, (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) is a local frame field forMD in the inverse
image of D×U by 2.32. By 2.10 and 2.37, the reciprocal metric h−1 is expressed
in terms of this frame field as:
h−1 = − 1
2a
(L⊗ L+ L⊗ L) + (h/−1)ABΩA ⊗ ΩB (2.38)
According to 2.6 and 2.8 we have:
du · L = 1, du · L = 0, du · ΩA = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.39)
and:
du · L = 0, du · L = 1, du · ΩA = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.40)
Let θA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 be the 1-forms:
θA = dϑA + bA(du− du) (2.41)
where bA are the components of the Su,u -tangential vectorfield b in the frame
field (ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1):
b = bAΩA (2.42)
Then by 2.33 and 2.36 we have:
θA · L = 0, θA · L = 0, θA · ΩB = δAB : B = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.43)
From 2.39, 2.41, and 2.43 we see that (du, du, θA : A = 1, ..., n − 1) is the co-
frame field dual to (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1). The metric h is then expressed
in terms of this co-frame field as:
h = −2a(du⊗ du+ du⊗ du) + h/ABθA ⊗ θB (2.44)
This expression shows in particular that the function a is the inverse density of
the double null foliation, that is the foliation of MD by the Cu, Cu.
2.2 The Characteristic System
The mathematical structure we have discussed in the previous section does not
depend on any underlying structure on the differentiable manifoldM. From this
point on however we bring in the underlying structure ofM, namely that ofMn,
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Minkowski spacetime of n spatial dimensions in framework of the relativistic
theory, or that of Gn, Galilei spacetime of n spatial dimensions in the non-
relativistic framework. In both cases there is an underlying affine structure
so there are preferred systems of linear coordinates, more precisely rectangular
coordinates (xµ : µ = 0, 1, ..., n) in the relativistic case, Galilean coordinates
(x0 = t, xi : i = 1, ..., n) in the non-relativistic case. Moreover we are now
addressing fluid mechanics, so h is the acoustical metric. We assume that the
time orientation relative to h, mentioned above, agrees with the time orientation
of the underlying Mn, or Gn. That is, at each spacetime point p, the positive
cone of h at p, the future sound cone at p, is contained in the future light
cone at p in the relativistic case, the future of Σt, the hyperplane of absolute
simultaneity through p, in the non-relativistic case. In the present context we
call u and u acoustical functions and the coordinates (u, u, ϑ) as in 2.32 acoustical
coordinates.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the components hµν of the acous-
tical metric in the preferred coordinates, being given in the relativistic case by
1.75 (with H a given smooth function of the relativistic enthalpy h which is itself
given by 1.57) and in the non-relativistic case by 1.171 (with H ′ a given smooth
function of the non-relativistic enthalpy h′ which is itself given by the 1st of
1.165), are given smooth functions of the components βµ, or of the components
β′µ, of the 1-form β, or of the 1-form β
′, in the preferred coordinates, accord-
ingly. In the present section we shall take the point of view that components
βµ, or β
′
µ, therefore also the components hµν , in the preferred coordinates, are
known smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates (u, u, ϑ), and what we are
seeking are the conditions that must be satisfied by the preferred coordinates xµ
(rectangular or Galilean according as to whether we are treating the relativistic
or the non-relativistic theory) as functions of the acoustical coordinates (u, u, ϑ).
Consider then, for a fixed value of (u, u) ∈ D, the surface Su,u. This surface
is described as an embedding
Sn−1 →Mn, or Sn−1 → Gn (2.45)
accordingly, expressed by giving the preferred coordinates xµ as functions on
Sn−1 at the given value (u, u) ∈ D:
xµ = xµ(u, u, ϑ) : ϑ ∈ Sn−1 (2.46)
In a domain U ∈ Sn−1 these are functions of the local coordinates (ϑA : A =
1, ..., n− 1) defined in U . Then
ΩµA = ΩAx
µ =
∂xµ
∂ϑA
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.47)
are the components of the vectorfields ΩA along Su,u in the preferred coordi-
nates.
Consider now at a given point p ∈ Su,u the h- orthogonal complement of
TpSu,u. This is a 2-dimensional plane Pp consisting of all the vectors M at p
which satisfy:
h(M,ΩA) = 0 : ∀A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.48)
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or, in terms of the components in the preferred coordinates:
hµνM
µΩνA = 0 : ∀A = 1, ...., n− 1 (2.49)
Now, the n − 1 dimensional plane TpSu,u being space-like relative to h, the 2-
dimensional plane Pp is time-like relative to h. Therefore there are exactly two
future-directed null rays in Pp. These are the vectors M ∈ Pp which satisfy:
h(M,M) = 0, M0 > 0 (2.50)
or, in terms of the components in the preferred coordinates:
hµνM
µMν = 0, M0 > 0 (2.51)
Since given any element of one of the two rays the whole ray is obtained by
multiplying the given element by all the positive real numbers, we may represent
the ray by the element which satisfies:
M0 = 1 (2.52)
Thus, the n-tuplet M = (M1, ...,Mn) is subject to the conditions 2.49 which
read:
h00Ω
0
A + h0iΩ
i
A + (h0iΩ
0
A + hijΩ
j
A)M
i = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.53)
as well as to the condition, 1st of 2.51, which reads:
h00 + 2h0iM
i + hijM
iM j = 0 (2.54)
Equations 2.53 constitute a system of n− 1 inhomogeneous linear equations for
the n unknowns M i : i = 1, ..., n. This defines a line, not through the origin, in
R
n:
M = αs+ β (2.55)
β ∈ Rn being a particular solution and αs, for a particular α ∈ Rn and any
s ∈ R being the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous system.
Substituting then 2.55 in equation 2.54 we obtain a quadratic equation for s
whose discriminant is:
deth/, where h/AB is the matrix: h/AB = h(ΩA,ΩB) = hµνΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
B (2.56)
This is a homogeneous polynomial in the ΩµA = ∂x
µ/∂ϑA of degree 2(n − 1)
and represents the square of the area element of TpSu,u. We then obtain two
solutions M± representing the two future-directed null rays in Pp, of the form:
M± =
P ±R√deth/
Q
(2.57)
where P and Q are respectively Rn and R valued homogeneous polynomials in
the ΩµA of degree 2(n − 1) and R is an Rn valued homogeneous polynomial in
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the ΩµA of degree n− 1. In the case n = 2 in particular, P i is the homogeneous
quadratic polynomial
P i = Ω0Ωi − (h−1)0ih(Ω,Ω),
Q is the homogeneous quadratic polynomial
Q = −(h−1)00h−1(θ, θ)
where h, with components hij , is the restriction of h to the Σt, and θ, with
components θi, is the restriction of the 1-form θ with components θµ = hµνΩ
ν
to the Σt. Also, R
i is the homogeneous linear polynomial
Ri = [ij]η−1θj
where [ij] is the fully antisymmetric 2-dimensional symbol. We denote, in gen-
eral,
Nµ =Mµ+, N
µ =Mµ−, so N
0 = N0 = 1 (2.58)
These are the components of N and N :
N = Nµ
∂
∂xµ
, N = Nµ
∂
∂xµ
(2.59)
the future-directed outward and inward null normals to Su,u at p relative to
h respectively, satisfying the normalization condition Nx0 = Nx0 = 1. Note
that in the relativistic theory the vectors N and N themselves have the physical
dimensions of inverse length and their components are dimensionless, while in
the non-relativistic theory the vectors N and N themselves have the physical
dimensions of inverse time, the time components are of course dimensionless, but
the spatial components N i and N i have the physical dimensions of length/time,
that is of velocity.
Now the vectorfields L and L, given in the acoustical coordinates by 2.33 (see
also 2.36, 2.42), also define future-directed outward and inward null normals to
the Su,u relative to h respectively. It follows that there are positive functions ρ
and ρ such that:
L = ρN, L = ρN (2.60)
In view of the normalization condition N0 = N0 = 1, the functions ρ and ρ are
actually defined by the time components of equations 2.60:
ρ = L0, ρ = L0 (2.61)
Applying then 2.60 to the xµ as functions of the acoustical coordinates we
obtain, in view of 2.33, 2.36, 2.42, the system:
∂xi
∂u
− bA ∂x
i
∂ϑA
= N i
(
∂t
∂u
− bA ∂t
∂ϑA
)
: i = 1, ..., n
∂xi
∂u
+ bA
∂xi
∂ϑA
= N i
(
∂t
∂u
+ bA
∂t
∂ϑA
)
: i = 1, ..., n (2.62)
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Here we denote x0 = t in the relativistic as well as in the non-relativistic theory,
as in the former units where the speed of light in vacuum is equal to 1 have been
chosen. This is a system of 2n equations for the 2n unknown functions of the
acoustical coordinates, namely the function t, the n functions xi : i = 1, ..., n,
and the n− 1 functions bA : A = 1, ..., n− 1. By the discussion above, the N i :
i = 1, ..., n and N i : i = 1, ..., n are homogeneous degree 0 algebraic functions of
the partial derivatives ∂t/∂ϑA, ∂xi/∂ϑA : A = 1, ..., n−1; i = 1, ..., n. Thus 2.62
constitutes a fully nonlinear 1st order system. We call this the characteristic
system. From this system we shall derive in the next chapter the acoustical
structure equations through which we shall be able to control the derivatives of
the xµ with respect to the (u, u, ϑ) of all orders.
Now, in the representation 2.32 Cu is the manifold:
Cu = {(u, u, ϑ) : u ∈ Iu, ϑ ∈ Sn−1} (2.63)
and Cu is the manifold:
Cu = {(u, u, ϑ) : u ∈ Iu, ϑ ∈ Sn−1} (2.64)
Then (L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−1) is a frame field for Cu and (L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−1)
is a frame field for Cu. Let m be the induced metric on Cu and m the induced
metric on Cu. We then have:
m(L,L) = hµνL
µLν = ρ2hµνN
µNν = 0,
m(L,ΩA) = hµνL
µΩνA = ρhµνN
µΩνA = 0 (2.65)
by the 1st of 2.62, which by 2.33, 2.36, 2.42, 2.60, 2.61 is simply
Lµ = ρNµ,
and the conditions defining Nµ, while
m(ΩA,ΩB) = hµνΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
B = h/AB (2.66)
is positive-definite. Therefore the induced metric m on Cu is degenerate with
L the null tangential vectorfield, that is Cu is a null hypersurface relative to h
and its generators are the integral curves of L. Similarly, we have:
m(L,L) = hµνL
µLν = ρ2hµνN
µNν = 0,
m(L,ΩA) = hµνL
µΩνA = ρhµνN
µΩνA = 0 (2.67)
by the 2nd of 2.62, which by 2.33, 2.36, 2.42, 2.60, 2.61 is simply
Lµ = ρNµ,
and the conditions defining Nµ, while
m(ΩA,ΩB) = hµνΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
B = h/AB (2.68)
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is positive-definite. Therefore the induced metric m on Cu is degenerate with
L the null tangential vectorfield, that is Cu is a null hypersurface relative to h
and its generators are the integral curves of L. Thus, the 1st subsystem of the
characteristic system 2.62 expresses the fact that the Cu are null hypersurfaces
relative to h, while the 2nd subsystem of the characteristic system 2.62 expresses
the fact that also the Cu are null hypersurfaces relative to h.
In regard to the meaning of the quantities ρ and ρ we note that since
Lt = ρ while Lu = 1
along a generator Γ of a Cu, integral curve of L, we have:
ρ =
(
dt
du
)
Γ
(2.69)
Thus ρ is the inverse temporal density of the foliation of spacetime by the Cu
as measured along the generators of the Cu. Similarly, since
Lt = ρ while Lu = 1
along a generator Γ of a Cu, integral curve of L, we have:
ρ =
(
dt
du
)
Γ
(2.70)
Thus ρ is the inverse temporal density of the foliation of spacetime by the Cu
as measured along the generators of a Cu.
Now, the vectorfields N and N being both null and future-directed there is
a positive function c such that:
h(N,N) = −2c (2.71)
Comparing with 2.10 and 2.60 we see that the function a is expressed as:
a = cρρ (2.72)
In view of 2.38 we can express the components of the reciprocal acoustical metric
in the form:
(h−1)µν = − 1
2c
(NµNν +NµNν) + (h/−1)ABΩµAΩ
ν
B (2.73)
As we shall see in the next chapter it is the functions
λ = cρ and λ = cρ (2.74)
rather than ρ and ρ which satisfy appropriate propagation equations along the
generators of the Cu and Cu. Recalling the function µ defined by 1.329, which
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plays a leading role in [Ch-S] and [Ch-Mi], by 2.11, 2.13 and 2.72 this function
is in the present context given by:
µ = 2λ (2.75)
Similarly we can define here in analogy with 1.329 the function µ by:
1
µ
= −(h−1)µν∂µt∂νu (2.76)
Then from 2.11, 2.13 and 2.72 we have:
µ = 2λ (2.77)
Consider finally the Jacobian of the transformation from acoustical to pre-
ferred (that is, rectangular in the relativistic theory, Galilean in the non-relativistic
theory) coordinates:
∂(x0, x1, ..., xn)
∂(u, u, ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂x0/∂u ∂x1/∂u · · · ∂xn/∂u
∂x0/∂u ∂x1/∂u · · · ∂xn/∂u
∂x0/∂ϑ1 ∂x1/∂ϑ1 · · · ∂xn/∂ϑ1
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
∂x0/∂ϑn−1 ∂x1/∂ϑn−1 · · · ∂xn/∂ϑn−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.78)
The last is equal to: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L0 L1 · · · Ln
L0 L1 · · · Ln
Ω01 Ω
1
1 · · · Ωn1
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
Ω0n−1 Ω
1
n−1 · · · Ωnn−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ρρd (2.79)
where:
d =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 N1 · · · Nn
1 N1 · · · Nn
Ω01 Ω
1
1 · · · Ωn1
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
Ω0n−1 Ω
1
n−1 · · · Ωnn−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.80)
The function c being bounded from below by a positive constant and h/AB being
uniformly positive-definite imply that d is bounded from above by a negative
constant. Then the Jacobian 2.78 being
∂(x0, x1, ..., xn)
∂(u, u, ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1)
= ρρd (2.81)
vanishes where and only where one of ρ, ρ vanishes.
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We finally remark in regard to the differential order of the different quantities
appearing in the characteristic system 2.62. We consider the 1st derivatives of
the xµ, the components bA, and the components βµ to be of order 0. Then the
components hµν are of order 0 and so are the Ω
µ
A, as well as N
µ, Nµ, c, ρ, ρ, λ,
λ, a, and h/AB. The characteristic system 2.62 itself is a fully nonlinear system
of order 0 for the 1st derivatives of the xµ and for the bA.
2.3 The Wave System
As we have remarked in the previous section, when considering the characteristic
system we think in the relativistic framework of the components βµ of the 1-form
β in the rectangular coordinates, and in the non-relativistic framework of the
components β′µ of the 1-form β
′ in the Galilean coordinates, as given functions
of the acoustical coordinates. Consequently the characteristic system must be
supplemented by the system of differential conditions to which the components
βµ or β
′
µ accordingly are subject to as functions of the acoustical coordinates.
In the relativistic theory the 1-form β is subject to equation 1.73 which is
valid in any system of coordinates, together with the condition ω = 0. Now,
equation 1.73 is in particular valid in rectangular coordinates in which the equa-
tion reads:
(h−1)µν
∂βν
∂xµ
= 0 (2.82)
If we think of the rectangular components βν as being functions on the space-
time manifold which may be locally expressed in any local coordinate system
whatever, we can write, in terms of dβν , the differentials of these functions,
∂βν
∂xµ
= dβν · ∂
∂xµ
(2.83)
Thinking similarly of the rectangular coordinates xν as being functions on the
spacetime manifold which may be locally expressed in any local coordinate sys-
tem whatever, we have, in terms of dxν , the differentials of these functions,
dxν · ∂
∂xλ
= δνλ (2.84)
Moreover,
(h−1)µν = (h−1)µλδνλ and h
−1 = (h−1)µλ
∂
∂xµ
⊗ ∂
∂xλ
(2.85)
In view of 2.83, 2.84, 2.85, equation 2.82 can be expressed in the form:
h−1(dβν , dxν) = 0 (2.86)
where the rectangular components βν as well as the rectangular coordinates x
ν
are considered as functions on the spacetime manifold which may be locally
expressed in any local coordinate system whatever.
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Since the 1-form β is expressed in terms of its rectangular components and
the differentials of the rectangular coordinates by:
β = βνdx
ν (2.87)
the condition ω = 0, that is dβ = 0, reads:
dβν ∧ dxν = 0 (2.88)
Equations 2.86, 2.88 together constitute the general form of what we call the
wave system, in the relativistic theory.
In the non-relativistic theory the 1-form β′ is subject to equation 1.166 which
is valid in Galilean coordinates. In exactly the same way as above we show that
this is equivalent to the equation
h−1(dβ′ν , dx
ν) = 0 (2.89)
where the components β′ν of β
′ in Galilean coordinates as well as the Galilean
coordinates xν themselves are considered as functions on the spacetime manifold
which may be locally expressed in any local coordinate system whatever. Also
the condition ω′ = 0, that is dβ′ = 0, of the non-relativistic theory, is:
dβ′ν ∧ dxν = 0 (2.90)
Equations 2.89, 2.90 together constitute the general form of the non-relativistic
wave system, identical in form to the corresponding relativistic system. This
being the case, we shall only deal explicitly with the relativistic system from
this point on.
The specific form of the wave system refers to expressing xµ and βµ in
acoustical coordinates. We substitute in 2.86 the expression 2.38 for h−1 to
obtain the specific form of this equation:
1
2
{(Lxµ)(Lβµ) + (Lxµ)(Lβµ)} − a(h/−1)AB(ΩAxµ)(ΩBβµ) = 0 (2.91)
Also, we evaluate 2.88 on the pair (L,L), the pairs (L,ΩA), the pairs (L,ΩA),
as well as the pairs (ΩA,ΩB), to obtain the specific form of this equation:
(Lxµ)(Lβµ)− (Lxµ)(Lβµ) = 0
(Lxµ)(ΩAβµ)− (ΩAxµ)(Lβµ) = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1
(Lxµ)(ΩAβµ)− (ΩAxµ)(Lβµ) = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1
(ΩAx
µ)(ΩBβµ)− (ΩBxµ)(ΩAβµ) = 0 : A,B = 1, ..., n− 1 (2.92)
n(n + 1)/2 algebraically independent equations in all. Note that by the 1st of
these equations, we have, in regard to the 1st term in 2.91,
1
2
{(Lxµ)(Lβµ) + (Lxµ)(Lβµ)} = (Lxµ)(Lβµ) = (Lxµ)(Lβµ) (2.93)
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Equations 2.91 and 2.92 in which 2.33, 2.36, that is:
L =
∂
∂u
− bA ∂
∂ϑA
, L =
∂
∂u
+ bA
∂
∂ϑA
, ΩA =
∂
∂ϑA
(2.94)
are substituted, constitute the specific form of the wave system. If we take
the point of view, complementary to that of the previous section, that the xµ
and bA are known smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates, the wave
system constitutes a 1st order quasilinear system for the βµ as functions of the
acoustical coordinates, a being defined by 2.10, that is:
a = −1
2
hµν(Lx
µ)(Lxν) (2.95)
and h/AB by 2.37, that is:
h/AB = hµν(ΩAx
µ)(ΩBx
ν) (2.96)
recalling that the components hµν are expressed in terms of the βµ.
We finally remark in regard to differential order that the wave system 2.91,
2.92 is a 1st order quasilinear system for the βµ.
2.4 Variations by Translations and the Wave Equa-
tion for the Rectangular Components of β
In the previous two sections, to show the general nature of the structures intro-
duced, not only did we consider the general case of n spatial dimensions, but also
we treated simultaneously the relativistic and non-relativistic theories. In the
present section we consider the variations through solutions which are generated
from a given solution of the equations of motion by applying a 1-parameter sub-
group of the group of automorphisms of the underlying spacetime structure. In
the case of the relativistic theory this group is the isometry group of Minkowski
spacetime, the Poincare´ group, extended by the 1-parameter group of scalings.
In the non-relativistic theory the group is the Euclidean group, extended by the
time translations, the Galilei group, which corresponds to the transformations
between Galilei frames, and the scaling group. In the non-relativistic theory the
scaling group is 2-dimensional, as lengths and time intervals can be indepen-
dently scaled, however the equation of state, which expresses p as a function of
h′ (s is a constant), in general reduces this to a 1-parameter group. Homoge-
neous equations of state constitute an exception, in which the full 2-dimensional
scaling symmetry is retained (see Chapter 1 of [Ch-Mi]).
In particular, in the irrotational case of the relativistic theory, if φ is a
solution of the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 and fλ is a 1-parameter group of
isometries of the Minkowski metric g, then
φλ = φ ◦ fλ (2.97)
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is a 1-parameter family of solutions and (see 1.112)
φ˙ =
(
dφλ
dλ
)
λ=0
= Xφ (2.98)
is a variation through solutions. Here X is the vectorfield generating the 1-
parameter group fλ. The isometry group of Minkowski spacetime consists of
the spacetime translations, generated by the vectorfields:
X(µ) =
∂
∂xµ
: in terms of rectangular coordinates (2.99)
and the spacetime rotations or Lorentz transformations, generated by the vec-
torfields:
X(µν) = xµ
∂
∂xν
− xν ∂
∂xµ
, µ 6= ν: in terms of rectangular coordinates (2.100)
Here:
xµ = gµνx
ν : in terms of rectangular coordinates (2.101)
The 1-parameter group of scalings from an origin is given in terms of any system
of linear coordinates by:
fλ(x) = e
λx (2.102)
however in this case the 1-parameter family of solutions is:
φλ = e
−λφ ◦ fλ (2.103)
If hλ is the enthalpy associated to φλ we then have:
hλ = h ◦ fλ (2.104)
The vectorfield S generating the the scaling group is, in terms of any system of
linear coordinates,
S = xµ
∂
∂xµ
(2.105)
and the corresponding variation through solutions is:
φ˙ =
(
dφλ
dλ
)
λ=0
= Sφ− φ (2.106)
As we have seen in Chapter 1, in the irrotational case of the relativistic theory
a variation through solutions φ˙ of the function φ satisfies the wave equation 1.116
associated to the conformal acoustical metric 1.114. The conformal factor Ω is
actually given by 1.116 only in the case of 3 spatial dimensions. This is because
equation 1.115 holds as it stands only in 3 spatial dimensions. The general form
of this equation is:√
−deth˜ = Ω(n+1)/2√−deth = Ω(n+1)/2η (2.107)
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As a consequence Ω is in general given by:
Ω(n−1)/2 =
G
η
, that is: Ω =
(
G
η
)2/(n−1)
(2.108)
In particular, the variations generated by the translations 2.99 are the rect-
angular components βµ of the 1-form β, for:
X(µ)φ = β(X(µ)) = βµ (2.109)
We conclude that the functions βµ satisfy the wave equation associated to the
conformal acoustical metric:
h˜βµ = 0 (2.110)
In fact, since for any vectorfield X we have
Xφ = β(X),
the functions β(X(µν)), with X(µν) the generators of spacetime rotations 2.100,
also satisfy the same equation.
In the non-relativistic theory, the Euclidean group extended by the time
translations acts on Galilei spacetime in a manner similar to that of an isometry
group, so if fλ is the 1-parameter subgroup generated by the vectorfield X and
φ′ is a solution of 1.219 then
φ′λ = φ
′ ◦ fλ (2.111)
is a 1-parameter family of solutions of the same equation and
φ˙′ =
(
dφ′λ
dλ
)
λ=0
= Xφ′ (2.112)
is a variation through solutions. The spacetime translations are again generated
by the vectorfields X(µ) given in terms of Galilean coordinates by 2.99, and the
spatial rotations are given by 2.100 with the indices µ, ν restricted to i, j =
1, ..., n, that is:
X(ij) = x
i ∂
∂xj
− xj ∂
∂xi
, i 6= j: in terms of Galilean coordinates (2.113)
What is more complicated in the non-relativistic framework is the action of
the Galilei group on a solution φ′ of 1.219. If we denote x = (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Rn,
the Galilei group is the group:
f ′k = (t, x) 7→ (t, x+ kt) : k ∈ Rn (2.114)
As a set of transformations, it is the limit as c→∞ of the boosts
fk = (t, x) 7→
(
t+ c−2 < k, x >√
1− c−2|k|2 ,
x+ kt√
1− c−2|k|2
)
: k ∈ Rn (2.115)
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which are transformations belonging to the Lorentz group of Minkowski space-
time. Since φ′ is obtained as the limit as c → ∞ of c(φ − ct), to find how φ′
transforms under f ′k we consider the limit as c→∞ of
c(φ ◦ fk − ct)
This yields the conclusion that under f ′k, φ
′ transforms to φ′k, where:
φ′k(t, x) =
1
2
|k|2t+ < k, x > +φ′(t, x+ kt) (2.116)
the last term being φ′ ◦ fk at (t, x). Then vk and h′k the spatial velocity and
enthalpy corresponding to φ′k are given by:
vk = v ◦ f ′k − k, h′k = h′ ◦ f ′k (2.117)
It is straightforward to check that for each k ∈ Rn, φ′k is a solution of 1.219. Set-
ting k = λei where ei is the ith basis vector in R
n, the corresponding variation
through solutions is:
xi + t
∂φ′
∂xi
(2.118)
As already mentioned above, in the non-relativistic theory the scaling group
is a priori 2-dimensional since lengths and time intervals can be independently
scaled. So, we may define:
f(µ,λ) : (t, x) 7→ (eµt, eλx) (2.119)
Since φ′ has the physical dimensions of (length)2/time, under f(µ,λ), φ′ trans-
forms to φ′(µ,λ), where:
φ′(µ,λ) = e
µ−2λφ′ ◦ f(µ,λ) (2.120)
Then vµ,λ and h
′
(µ,λ) the spatial velocity and enthalpy corresponding to φ
′
(µ,λ)
are given by:
v(µ,λ) = e
µ−λv ◦ f(µ,λ), h′(µ,λ) = e2(µ−λ)h′ ◦ f(µ,λ) (2.121)
Because of the transformation law of the enthalpy, unless the equation of state
gives p as a homogeneous function of h′, φ′(µ,λ) is a solution of 1.219 only when
µ = λ. Thus in general the equation of state reduces the 2-parameter scaling
group to the 1-parameter subgroup
fλ = f(λ,λ) (2.122)
under which φ′ transforms to φ′λ, where:
φ′λ = e
−λφ′ ◦ fλ (2.123)
The spatial velocity and enthalpy associated to φ′λ are:
vλ = v ◦ fλ, h′λ = h′ ◦ fλ (2.124)
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and the corresponding variation through solutions is:
Sφ′ − φ′ (2.125)
where S is given in Galilean coordinates by 2.105.
As we have seen in Chapter 1, in the irrotational case of the non-relativistic
theory a variation through solutions φ˙′ of the function φ′ satisfies the wave
equation 1.226 associated to the conformal acoustical metric 1.224, with the
conformal factor Ω given in the case of 3 spatial dimensions by 1.225. This is
because equation 1.115 holds as it stands only in 3 spatial dimensions. Since in
the general case of n spatial dimensions we have, as in the relativistic theory
(see 2.107), √
−deth˜ = Ω(n+1)/2√−deth = Ω(n+1)/2η
Ω is in the non-relativistic theory in n spatial dimensions given by:
Ω =
(
n
η
)2/(n−1)
(2.126)
In particular, the variations generated by the spacetime translations are the
components β′µ of the 1-form β′ in Galilean coordinates, for:
X(µ)φ
′ = β′(X(µ)) = β′µ (2.127)
We conclude that in analogy with the relativistic theory the functions β′µ in the
non-relativistic theory satisfy the wave equation associated to the conformal
acoustical metric 1.224 with the conformal factor 2.126:
h˜β
′
µ = 0 (2.128)
In fact, since for any vectorfield X we have
Xφ′ = β′(X),
the functions β(X(ij)), with X(ij) the generators of spatial rotations 2.113, also
satisfy the same equation.
Returning now to the relativistic theory, to elucidate things further, we re-
place the underlying Minkowski spacetimeMn, by an arbitrary n+1-dimensional
Lorentzian manifold (M, g). We denote from this point on by σ the squared
enthalpy, given in general by:
σ = −g−1(β, β) (2.129)
and consider G, F , and H to be functions of σ. Thus, s here being a constant,
equation 1.69 defines the sound speed η, itself a function of σ, by:
2σ
G
dG
dσ
=
1
η2
− 1 (2.130)
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Also, the functions F and H defined by 1.71 and 1.76, that is:
F =
2
G
dG
dσ
, H =
F
1 + σF
(2.131)
satisfy (see 1.77):
1− σH = η2 = 1
1 + σF
(2.132)
The acoustical metric is in general given by 1.75:
h = g +Hβ ⊗ β (2.133)
and the reciprocal acoustical metric by 1.74. We shall establish the following
proposition without referring at all to the function φ.
Proposition 2.1 Let (M, g) be a n+1 dimensional Lorentzian manifold and
β a closed 1-form on M, such that with
σ = −g−1(β, β) > 0
and G > 0 a given function of σ such that
2
G
dG
dσ
> 0,
we have, in terms of arbitrary local coordinates,
∇µ(Gβµ) = 0, where βµ = (g−1)µνβν .
Let X be a vectorfield generating a 1-parameter group of isometries of (M, g).
Then the function β(X) satisfies the equation:
h˜β(X) = 0
with h˜ = Ωh,
h = g +Hβ ⊗ β, Ω =
(
G
η
)2/(n−1)
,
η > 0, being defined by:
1
η2
= 1 +
2
G
dG
dσ
,
so also η < 1, and H > 0 by:
σH = 1− η2.
so h and h˜ are Lorentzian metrics on M.
Proof: Let A be the vectorfield, with components, in arbitrary local coordinates,
Aµ = G(g−1)µνβν (2.134)
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so A is divergence-free relative to g:
∇µAµ = 0 (2.135)
Let α be the n-form corresponding to A through the volume n + 1 form ǫ of
(M, g):
α = iAǫ (2.136)
Thus, the n-form α is the Hodge dual of the 1-form Gβ relative to g:
α = ∗(Gβ) (2.137)
In terms of α, equation 2.135 reads, simply:
dα = 0 (2.138)
d being the exterior derivative. Since for any vectorfield X , LX commutes with
d, this implies:
dLXα = 0 (2.139)
for any vectorfield X . If X is a Killing field of g, that is X generates isometries
of (M, g), then LX also commutes with the Hodge dual, hence:
LXα = ∗(LX(Gβ)) (2.140)
We have:
LX(Gβ) = (XG)β +GLXβ (2.141)
Now, in view of the general relation 1.61, by virtue of the fact that dβ = 0 we
have:
LXβ = dβ(X) (2.142)
Next, by the 1st of 2.131,
XG =
dG
dσ
Xσ =
1
2
GFXσ (2.143)
From the definition 2.129 of σ, the vectorfield X being a Killing field of g we
have:
Xσ = −2g−1(β,LXβ) (2.144)
Therefore in view of 2.142 we obtain:
XG = −GFg−1(β, dβ(X)) (2.145)
Substituting 2.142 and 2.145 in 2.141 we obtain:
LX(Gβ) = G(dβ(X)− Fg−1(β, dβ(X))β) (2.146)
Now, h−1 takes a 1-form θ to the vectorfield:
h−1 · θ = g−1 · (θ − Fg−1(β, θ)β) (2.147)
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Taking θ = dβ(X) and comparing with 2.146 we see that:
g−1 · LX(Gβ) = GB (2.148)
where B is the vectorfield:
B = h−1 · dβ(X) (2.149)
In view of 2.140 it follows that:
LXα = GiBǫ (2.150)
(compare with 2.136). Let now Σ be the null space of β at a point. Then Σ is
space-like relative to g and by the definition of h we have:
h|Σ = g|Σ (2.151)
More generally, if Y ∈ Σ and V is an arbitrary vector at the same point, it
holds:
h(V, Y ) = g(V, Y ) (2.152)
Let u be vector at the same point which is g-orthogonal to Σ. Then u is time-like
relative to g. Taking u to be of unit magnitude with respect to g, and taking
(Ei : 1 = 1, ..., n) to be a positive orthonormal basis for Σ, then (u,E1, ..., En)
is a positive orthonormal basis with respect to g for the tangent space at the
point. Therefore we can express at this point g−1 in terms of this basis as:
g−1 = −u⊗ u+ Ei ⊗ Ei (2.153)
It then follows from the definition of σ, in view of the fact that β(Ei) = 0 : i =
1, ..., n, that:
σ = (β(u))2 (2.154)
hence, by the definition of h, while g(u, u) = −1, we have:
h(u, u) = −1 + σH = −η2 (2.155)
Thus u is also h-orthogonal to Σ, but its magnitude with respect to h is η.
Therefore the corresponding positive orthonormal basis with respect to h is
(η−1u,E1, ..., En). Consequently the volume form e associated to h is related
to the volume form ǫ associated to g by:
e = ηǫ (2.156)
Then 2.150 can be written in the form:
LXα = G
η
iBe (2.157)
Let B˜ be the vectorfield analogous to B (see 2.149), but defined with the con-
formal metric h˜ = Ωh in the role of h:
B˜ = h˜−1 · dβ(X) (2.158)
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Then obviously:
B˜ = Ω−1B (2.159)
On the other hand, the volume form e˜ associated to h˜ is related to the volume
form e associated to h by:
e˜ = Ω(n+1)/2e (2.160)
It follows that 2.157 can be written in the form:
LXα = G
η
Ω−(n−1)/2iB˜ e˜
But, in view of the definition of the conformal factor Ω, this is simply:
LXα = iB˜ e˜ (2.161)
Moreover, in view of the definition 2.158, the right hand side is the Hodge dual
of the 1-form dβ(X) relative to the metric h˜. Denoting this Hodge dual with a
⋆, 2.161 is simply:
LXα = ⋆(dβ(X)) (2.162)
Therefore by equation 2.139 we have:
d ⋆(dβ(X)) = 0 (2.163)
which is equivalent to:
h˜β(X) = 0 (2.164)
and the proposition is proved.
2.5 The Geometric Construction for the Shock
Development Problem
We now return to the formulation of the shock development problem in Section
1.5 and that of the restricted shock development problem in Section 1.6. As
stated there, the problem is associated to a given component of ∂−B and the
associated components of B and of C. From this point, by ∂−B, B and C we shall
mean the components in question. We denote byM the domain of the maximal
classical development and by N the domain of the new solution sought. Thus,
the past boundary of N is C⋃K, K being the shock hypersurface, which is also
sought in the problem. What is known in regard to K is its past boundary,
which coincides with that of B:
∂−K = ∂−B (2.165)
Moreover we know that K is to precede B except at its past boundary. In the
part of M lying in the past of K the solution given by the maximal classical
development holds.
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In the physical case of 3 spatial dimensions B is represented in acoustical
coordinates (t, u, ϑ) in the sense of [Ch-S] by 1.339. Also, in canonical acoustical
coordinates in the sense of [Ch-S], where the invariant curves of B are the
curves of constant ϑ on B, by 1.357, 1.358, 1.361, the function u attains its
maximum uM along an invariant curve at its past end point on ∂−B. Thus ∂−B
is represented in canonical acoustical coordinates by:
∂−B = {(t∗(uM (ϑ), ϑ), uM (ϑ), ϑ) : ϑ ∈ U} (2.166)
and B is represented in the same coordinates by:
B = {(t∗(u, ϑ), u, ϑ) : u < uM (ϑ), ϑ ∈ U} (2.167)
where U is S2 or a domain in S2, uM being a smooth function on U . As the
problem can be localized in regard to ∂−B by reason of the domain of dependence
property, there is no loss of generality in restricting ourselves to the case that U
is S2, that is, in taking ∂−B to be diffeomorphic to S2. Performing a suitable
transformation of the form 1.363, thereby changing to a different acoustical
function u′, ∂−B can then be represented simply as:
∂−B = {(t∗(0, ϑ′), 0, ϑ′) : ϑ′ ∈ S2} (2.168)
and B as:
B = {(t∗(u′, ϑ′) : u′ < 0, ϑ′ ∈ S2} (2.169)
In fact it suffices to choose the functions f and g in 1.363 so that:
f(uM (ϑ), ϑ) = 0, g(ϑ) = ϑ (2.170)
From this point, whenever necessary to avoid confusion, we shall denote
quantities referring to the maximal classical development with a prime. We
first extend the acoustical function u′ to N by the function u, defined by the
condition:
u|C = u′C (2.171)
together with the condition that the level sets Cu of u are outgoing acoustically
null hypersurfaces in N . The boundary hypersurface K being acoustically time-
like relative to N , each Cu, level set of u, intersects K in an acoustically space-
like section S∗u, diffeomorphic to S
2. Also, since at any point in N , du · V > 0
for any vector V belonging to the interior of the future sound cone at the point,
u|K is a time function relative to the Lorentzian, induced from N , metric on K.
Thus u|K is increasing toward the future. On the other hand, K is acoustically
space-like relative to M, so the metric induced on K by the maximal classical
development is positive definite, and u′|K is decreasing outward. The functions
u′ and u both vanish at ∂−B. Thus, if we view u as being the extension of
u′ to N , this acoustical function is discontinuous across K, suffering a positive
jump as we cross K from the past to the future. Moreover, the size of the jump
increases toward the future along K.
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Next we define the conjugate acoustical function u in N , by the condition:
u|K = u|K (2.172)
together with the condition that the level sets Cu of u are incoming acoustically
null hypersurfaces in N . We have:
C0 = C (2.173)
Denoting by Su,u the surfaces of intersection Cu
⋂
Cu, as in 2.2, we have:
Sτ,τ = S
∗
τ : τ ≥ 0, S0,0 = S∗0 = ∂−B (2.174)
Thus in N we have the structures discussed in the previous sections of the
present chapter. Moreover, the hypotheses on which our construction relies are
of a qualitative nature and will hold in any number n of spatial dimensions
greater than 1. We shall consider the general case of n spatial dimensions when
discussing the main features of the mathematical structure, the aim being a
fuller understanding.
The Sn−1 valued function ϑ is defined in N as follows. It is first defined on
∂−B by the requirement:
ϑ|∂−B = ϑ′|∂−B (2.175)
the Sn−1 valued function ϑ′ being that defined in M, as discussed above. It is
then defined on C = C0 by the condition that it is constant along the generators
of C0. Finally it is defined in N , in accordance with the prescription of Section
2.1, by the condition that it is constant along the integral curves of T . Note
that K is itself generated by integral curves of T . This is the reason why we
follow the said prescription.
In terms of the representation 2.32, N corresponds to the domain:
D = {(u, u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ u} (2.176)
and its boundary C⋃K to:
∂D = {(0, u) : u ≥ 0}
⋃
{(τ, τ) : τ ≥ 0} (2.177)
with C corresponding to {(0, u) : u ≥ 0} and K to {(τ, τ) : τ ≥ 0}, and their
common past boundary, ∂−B, to (0, 0).
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Chapter 3
The Acoustical Structure
Equations
3.1 The Connection Coefficients and the First
Variation Equations
In the present section we shall define quantities and shall deduce certain equa-
tions in regard to these quantities, which, as in Section 2.1, depend only on
(N , h) as a Lorentzian manifold and not on the underlying Minkowskian struc-
ture. We denote by D the covariant derivative operator associated to (N , h).
First some basic concepts and notation. Let ξ a 1-form on N such that
ξ(L) = ξ(L) = 0 (3.1)
We then say that ξ is an S 1-form. Conversely, given for each (u, u) ∈ D a 1-form
ξ intrinsic to the surface Su,u, then along each Su,u, ξ extends to the tangent
bundle of N over Su,u by the conditions 3.1. We then obtain an S 1-form on N .
Thus an S 1-form may be thought of as the specification of a 1-form intrinsic
to Su,u for each (u, u). Similar considerations apply to p-covariant tensorfields.
Thus, a p-covariant S tensorfield is a p-covariant tensorfield which vanishes if
either L or L is inserted in one of its p entries, and can be thought of as the
specification of a p-covariant tensorfield intrinsic to Su,u for each (u, u). Next,
an S vectorfield on N is a vectorfield X on N such that X is at each point
x ∈ N tangential to the surface Su,u through x. Thus an S vectorfield may be
thought of as the specification of a vectorfield intrinsic to Su,u for each (u, u).
Similarly, a q-contravariant S tensorfield on N is a q-contravariant tensorfield
W on N such that at each point x ∈ N W at x belongs to ⊗qTxSu,u, and can
be thought of as a q-contravariant vectorfield intrinsic to Su,u for each (u, u).
Finally, a type T qp S tensorfield θ on N is a type T qp tensorfield on N such that
at each x ∈ N and each X1, ..., Xp ∈ TxN we have θ(X1, ..., Xp) ∈ ⊗qTxSu,u
and θ(X1, ..., Xp) = 0 if one of X1, ..., Xp is either L or L. Thus a general type
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T qp S tensorfield may be thought of as the specification of a type T
q
p tensorfield
intrinsic to Su,u for each (u, u).
Let ξ be an S 1-form. We define L/Lξ to be, for each (u, u) ∈ D, the restriction
to TSu,u of LLξ, the Lie derivative of ξ with respect to L, a notion intrinsic to
each hypersurface Cu. Then L/Lξ is an S 1-form as well. Note that in any case
we have (LLξ)(L) = 0. Similarly, we define L/Lξ to be, for each (u, u) ∈ D, the
restriction to TSu,u of LLξ, the Lie derivative of ξ with respect to L, a notion
intrinsic to each hypersurface Cu. Then L/Lξ is an S 1-form as well. Note that
in any case we have (LLξ)(L) = 0. For any p-covariant S tensorfield ξ, the
derivatives L/Lξ and L/Lξ are similarly defined.
Consider next the case of an S vectorfield X .
Lemma 3.1 Let X be a vectorfield defined along a given Cu and tangential to
its Su,u sections. Then the vectorfield [L,X ] defined along Cu is also tangential
to its Su,u sections. Also, let X be a vectorfield defined along a given Cu and
tangential to its Su,u sections. Then the vectorfield [L,X ] defined along Cu is
also tangential to its Su,u sections.
Proof: The first statement is obvious from the facts that [L,X ]u = L(Xu) −
X(Lu) = 0, [L,X ]u = L(Xu) −X(Lu) = 0. The second statement is likewise
obvious from the facts that [L,X ]u = L(Xu)−X(Lu) = 0, [L,X ]u = L(Xu)−
X(Lu) = 0.
If Y is an S vectorfield, then according to the above lemma LLY = [L, Y ] and
LLY = [L, Y ] are also S vectorfields. We thus define the derivatives L/LY and
L/LY to be simply LLY and LLY respectively. The case of any q-contravariant
tensorfieldW in the role of Y is formally identical to the case of an S vectorfield,
such a tensorfield being expressible as the sum of tensor products of S vector-
fields. Thus the derivatives L/LW and L/LW are defined to be simply LLW and
LLW respectively, which are themselves q-contravariant S tensorfields.
Consider finally the general case of an arbitrary type T qp S tensorfield θ. We
may consider, in accordance with the above, θ as being, at each surface Su,u
and at each point x ∈ Su,u, a p-linear form in TxSu,u with values in ⊗qTxSu,u.
Then L/Lθ is defined by considering θ on each Cu extended to TCu according to
the condition that it vanishes if one of the entries is L and setting L/Lθ equal
to the restriction to the TSu,u of the usual Lie derivative with respect to L of
this extension. Similarly, L/Lθ is defined by considering θ on each Cu extended
to TCu according to the condition that it vanishes if one of the entries is L and
setting L/Lθ equal to the restriction to the TSu,u of the usual Lie derivative with
respect to L of this extension. Then L/Lθ and L/Lθ are themselves type T qp S
tensorfields.
For any function f defined on N we denote by d/f the S 1-form which is the
differential of the restriction to each Su,u of f .
Lemma 3.2 For any function f defined on N we have
L/Ld/f = d/Lf, L/Ld/f = d/Lf
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Proof: Consider the first equality. If we evaluate each side on L or L, then both
sides vanish by definition. On the other hand, if we evaluate on an S vectorfield
X , the left hand side is
(LLd/f)(X) = L((d/f)(X))− (d/f)([L,X ]) = L(Xf)− [L,X ]f = X(Lf)
and the right hand side is
(d/Lf)(X) = X(Lf)
as well. This establishes the first equality. The second equality is established in
a similar manner.
Let now X be an S vectorfield and ξ an S 1-form. Then L/Xξ is defined on
each Su,u as the usual Lie derivative of ξ as a 1-form on Su,u with respect to
X as a vectorfield on Su,u, a notion intrinsic to Su,u, which makes no reference
to the ambient spacetime. If ξ is any p-covariant S tensorfield, L/Xξ is similarly
defined. Consider next the case of another S vectorfield Y . Then L/XY is defined
to be simply LXY = [X,Y ], which is itself an S vectorfield. The case of any
q-contravariant S tensorfieldW in the role of Y is formally identical to the case
of an S vectorfield, such a tensorfield being expressible as the sum of tensor
products of S vectorfields. Thus L/XW is defined to be simply LXW , which
is itself a q-contravariant S tensorfield. Consider finally the general case of an
arbitrary type T qp S tensorfield θ. Then L/Xθ is again defined on each Su,u as
the usual Lie derivative of θ as a type T qp tensorfield on Su,u with respect to X
as a vectorfield on Su,u, a notion intrinsic to Su,u, which makes no reference to
the ambient spacetime.
Consider now a given Su,u as a section of Cu. The 2nd fundamental form of
Su,u relative to Cu is the 2-covariant tensorfield χ on Su,u defined by setting at
each p ∈ Su,u and for any X,Y ∈ TpSu,u:
χ(X,Y ) = h(DXL, Y ) (3.2)
Similarly, we may consider Su,u as a section of Cu. The 2nd fundamental form
of Su,u relative to Cu is the 2-covariant tensorfield χ on Su,u defined by setting
at each p ∈ Su,u and for any X,Y ∈ TpSu,u:
χ(X,Y ) = h(DXL, Y ) (3.3)
The 2nd fundamental forms χ and χ are then defined as 2-covariant S tensor-
fields on N . These tensorfields are symmetric. For if X,Y is any pair of S
vectorfields, then since h(X,L) = h(Y, L) = 0, we have:
χ(X,Y )− χ(Y,X) = −h(L,DXY ) + h(L,DYX) = −h(L, [X,Y ]) = 0
[X,Y ] being itself an S vectorfield. Similarly, since h(X,L) = h(Y, L) = 0, we
have:
χ(X,Y )− χ(Y,X) = −h(L,DXY ) + h(L,DYX) = −h(L, [X,Y ]) = 0
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The induced metric h/ on the Su,u is a positive-definite symmetric 2-covariant
S tensorfield.
Proposition 3.1 The first variational formulas:
L/Lh/ = 2χ, L/Lh/ = 2χ
hold.
Proof: Let X,Y be a pair of S vectorfields. Then by Lemma 3.1,
(L/Lh/)(X,Y ) = (LLh/)(X,Y ) = L(h/(X,Y ))− h/([L,X ], Y )− h/(X, [L, Y ])
L(h(X,Y ))− h([L,X ], Y )− h(X, [L, Y ]) = h(DXL, Y ) + h(X,DY L)
= 2χ(X,Y )
Similarly,
(L/Lh/)(X,Y )− (LL)(X,Y ) = L(h/(X,Y ))− h/([L,X ], Y )− h/(X, [L, Y ])
L(h(X,Y ))− h([L,X ], Y )− h(X, [L, Y ]) = h(DXL, Y ) + h(X,DY L)
= 2χ(X,Y )
In terms of the frame field ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 the first variational formulas
of the above proposition read (see 2.33, 2.36, 2.37):
∂h/AB
∂u
− (L/bh/)AB = 2χAB (3.4)
∂h/AB
∂u
+ (L/bh/)AB = 2χAB (3.5)
where:
χAB = χ(ΩA,ΩB), χAB = χ(ΩA,ΩB) (3.6)
Consider a given surface Su,u. At each point p ∈ Su,u, the normal (relative
to h) plane Pp to TpSu,u is a 2-dimensional time-like plane. The pair of future-
directed null vectors (L′p, Lp) is a basis for this plane, which is normalized as
h(L′p, Lp) = −2 (see 2.12). Thus (L′, L) along Su,u constitute normalized null
basis sections for the normal bundle of Su,u. These are the natural basis sections
if we view Su,u as being a section of Cu. The torsion of Su,u relative to Cu is the
1-form η on Su,u defined by setting at each p ∈ Su,u and for any X ∈ TpSu,u:
η(X) =
a
2
h(DXL
′, L) (3.7)
The pair of future-directed null vectors (L′p, Lp) at p is another basis for Pp,
which is also normalized as h(L′p, Lp) = −2 (see 2.12). Thus (L′, L) along Su,u
also constitute normalized null basis sections for the normal bundle of Su,u.
These are the natural basis sections if we view Su,u as being a section of Cu.
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The torsion of Su,u relative to Cu is the 1-form η on Su,u defined by setting at
each p ∈ Su,u and for any X ∈ TpSu,u:
η(X) =
a
2
h(DXL
′, L) (3.8)
The torsions η and η are then defined as S 1-forms on N . On each Su,u, they
represent the connection of the normal bundle of Su,u.
By 2.11, 2.12 we can rewrite 3.7, 3.8 in the form:
η(X) =
1
2
h(DXL,L) +Xa (3.9)
η(X) =
1
2
h(DXL,L) +Xa (3.10)
Since h(DXL,L) + h(DXL,L) = X(h(L,L)) = −2Xa by 2.10, adding these
equations we obtain:
η(X) + η(X) = Xa
or:
η + η = d/a (3.11)
Consider next DLL. Since L is null, we have h(DLL,L) = 0. Also, since
h(L,L′) = 0, we have:
h(DLL,L
′) = −h(L,DLL′) = 0
by 2.15. We conclude that DLL is an S vectorfield. Let then X be an arbitrary
S vectorfield an consider h(DLL,X). Substituting (see 2.11) L = aL
′ we obtain:
h(DLL,X) = ah(DLL
′, X) (3.12)
Now, by 2.13:
h · L′ = −2du, hence h ·DL′ = −2Ddu
and Ddu, the Hessian of u, is symmetric. Thus, for any pair of vectorfields
V1, V2 on N we have:
h(DV1L
′, V2) = h(DV2L
′, V1) (3.13)
Applying this in the case V1 = L, V2 = X , yields:
ah(DLL
′, X) = ah(DXL′, L) = 2η
in view of the definition 3.7. Substituting in 3.12 we obtain:
h(DLL,X) = 2η(X)
We then conclude that:
DLL = 2η
♯ (3.14)
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where η♯ is the S vectorfield corresponding to the S 1-form η though the induced
metric h/, that is: η = h/ · η♯. Similarly, we deduce:
DLL = 2η
♯ (3.15)
Equations 3.14 and 3.15 give, in view of the definition 2.17:
Z = 2(η♯ − η♯) (3.16)
Equations 3.11 and 3.16 allow us to express:
η =
1
2
d/a+
1
4
h/ · Z (3.17)
η =
1
2
d/a− 1
4
h/ · Z (3.18)
Comparing 3.9, 3.10 with 3.17, 3.18, we see that:
h(DXL,L) = −2η(X), h(DXL,L) = −2η(X) (3.19)
Together with 3.2, 3.3, these allow us to express, for any S vectorfield X :
DXL = χ
♯ ·X + a−1η(X)L (3.20)
DXL = χ
♯ ·X + a−1η(X)L (3.21)
Here χ♯ and χ♯ are the T 11 -type S tensorfields corresponding through h/ to χ and
χ respectively, that is, for any pair X , Y of S vectorfields we have:
h/(X,χ♯ · Y ) = χ(X,Y ), h/(X,χ♯ · Y ) = χ(X,Y ) (3.22)
We combine the results 2.7, 2.9, 2.16, and 3.14, 3.15 into the following table:
DLL = a
−1(La)L DLL = a−1(La)L
DLL = 2η
♯ DLL = 2η
♯
DXL = χ
♯ ·X + a−1η(X)L DXL = χ♯ ·X + a−1η(X)L
(3.23)
the S 1-forms η and η being given by 3.17 and 3.18. Here X is an arbitrary S
vectorfield.
Since DLX − DXL = [L,X ], DLX − DXL = [L,X ], equations 3.20, 3.21
allow us to express DLX and DLX for any S vectorfield X in terms of the
commutators [L,X ] and [L,X ], which by Lemma 3.1 are S vectorfields.
Consider finally DXY , X , Y being a pair of S vectorfields. Denoting by
D/ the covariant derivative operator on the surfaces Su,u with respect to the
induced metric h/, we have:
D/XY = Π ·DXY (3.24)
Π being the h-orthogonal projection to the surfaces Su,u. For any vectorfield V
on N we have:
Π · V = V + 1
2a
(h(V, L)L+ h(V, L)L) (3.25)
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Setting then V = DXY , since
h(DXY, L) = −χ(X,Y ), h(DXY, L) = −χ(X,Y ),
we conclude that:
DXY = D/XY +
1
2a
(
χ(X,Y )L+ χ(X,Y )L
)
(3.26)
If we substitute for X in the table 3.23 and for X , Y in 3.26 each one of
the vectorfields ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1 (see 2.36) we shall obtain the connection
coefficients of the frame field (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) for N .
In the following we call conjugation the formal operation of exchanging u
and L with u and L respectively. We call two entities conjugate if the definition
of one is obtained from the definition of the other by conjugation. Thus χ and
η are the conjugates of χ and η respectively, the function a is self-conjugate
and the conjugate of Z is −Z. Also, the operator L/L is the conjugate of the
operator L/L. We likewise call two formulas conjugate if one is obtained from
the other by conjugation. Thus the first variational formulas of Proposition 3.1
form a conjugate pair, h/ being self-conjugate. Similarly, equations 3.17, 3.18 for
a conjugate pair.
3.2 The Structure Functions and the Formulas
for the Torsion Forms
We now bring in the underlying Minkowskian structure (Galilean structure in
the non-relativistic framework). So we have an underlying affine structure and
preferred systems of linear coordinates (xµ : µ = 0, ..., n). If U and V are vec-
torfields and ∇ the covariant derivative operator defined by this affine structure,
then if V µ = V xµ : µ = 0, ..., n are the components of V in such coordinates, so
that
V = V µ
∂
∂xµ
then
∇UV = (UV µ) ∂
∂xµ
(3.27)
so the components of the vectorfield ∇UV in the same coordinates are UV µ :
µ = 0, ..., n. Now, the vectorfields N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 constitute a frame
field for N . For any pair of vectorfields U , V onN we can expand the vectorfield
∇UV in this frame field. In view of 3.27 this means that there are functions f/A,
f , and f such that:
UV µ = f/AΩµA + fN
µ + fNµ : µ = 0, ..., n (3.28)
This holds in particular in rectangular coordinates (Galilean coordinates in the
non-relativistic framework).
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Placing then each of the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 in the role of U and N in the
role of V we have:
ΩAN
µ = k/BAΩ
µ
B + kAN
µ + kAN
µ (3.29)
Similarly, placing N in the role of V we have:
ΩAN
µ = k/B
A
ΩµB + kAN
µ + kAN
µ (3.30)
The functions kA, kA, kA, kA are the components of the S 1-forms k, k, k, k
respectively, while the functions k/BA , k/
B
A
are the components of the T 11 -type S
tensorfields k/, k/ respectively, in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−1 frame field for the Su,u.
Placing L in the role of U and N in the role of V in 3.28 we have:
LNµ = m/AΩµA +mN
µ +mNµ (3.31)
Similarly, placing L in the role of U and N in the role of V we have:
LNµ = m/
A
ΩµA +mN
µ +mNµ (3.32)
The functions m/A, m/
A
are the components of the S vectorfields m/, m/ respec-
tively, in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 frame field for the Su,u.
Placing L in the role of U and N in the role of V in 3.28 we have:
LNµ = n/AΩµA + nN
µ + nNµ (3.33)
Similarly, placing L in the role of U and N in the role of V we have:
LNµ = n/
A
ΩµA + nN
µ + nNµ (3.34)
The functions n/A, n/
A
are the components of the S vectorfields n/, n/ respectively,
in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 frame field for the Su,u.
The operation of conjugation exchanges N and N . The conjugate of ρ is ρ
(see 2.60, 2.61), the function c (see 2.71 is self-conjugate, and the conjugate of
λ is λ (see 2.74). Then the conjugate of k/ is k/, while the conjugate of k is k and
the conjugate of k is k. Similarly, the conjugate of m/ is m/, while the conjugate
of m is m and the conjugate of m is m. Also, the conjugate of n/ is n/, while the
conjugate of n is n and the conjugate of n is n.
We call the coefficients in the expansions 3.29 - 3.34 structure functions.
Assuming that the xµ and the βµ are smooth functions of the acoustical co-
ordinates (u, u, ϑ), so are the ΩµA and, from Section 2.2, so are the N
µ and
Nµ. Assuming also that the vectorfield b is smooth in acoustical coordinates, it
then follows that the left hand sides of 3.29 - 3.34 are smooth functions of the
acoustical coordinates. Therefore so are the structure functions.
Let us define the functions:
βN = βµN
µ, βN = βµN
µ, β/A = βµΩ
µ
A (3.35)
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These are the components of the 1-form β in the N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1
frame. In particular β/A are the components in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 frame
of the S 1-form β/ induced by β on the Su,u. The βN , βN , β/A are all smooth
functions of the acoustical coordinates.
We denote by s the 2-covariant tensorfield:
s = dxµ ⊗ dβµ (3.36)
By virtue of equation 2.88 of the wave system the tensorfield S is symmetric. If
U , V is any pair of vectorfields on N we have:
s(U, V ) = UµV βµ = V
µUβµ = s(V, U) (3.37)
In particular, we denote:
(s/N)A = s(N,ΩA) = N
µΩAβµ, (s/N )A = s(N,ΩA) = N
µΩAβµ (3.38)
and:
s/AB = s(ΩA,ΩB) = Ω
µ
AΩBβµ (3.39)
Then (s/N )A, (s/N )A are the components of the S 1-forms s/N and s/N respec-
tively, and s/AB are the components of the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield
s/ induced by s on the Su,u, in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 frame field for the Su,u.
By virue of our assumptions above, the (s/N)A, (s/N )A, s/AB are all smooth
functions of the acoustical coordinates.
We have (see 2.73):
h−1 = − 1
2c
(N ⊗N +N ⊗N) + (h/−1)ABΩA ⊗ ΩB (3.40)
It follows that, denoting
sNN = s(N,N) (3.41)
equation 2.86 of the wave system takes the form:
sNN = ctrs/ , (3.42)
the trace being taken relative to h/. By virtue of our assumptions above, the
function c and the components h/AB are smooth functions of the acoustical
coordinates, therefore so is sNN . Finally, the components
sNL = N
µLβµ, sNL = N
µLβµ (3.43)
are also smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates.
Consider now equations 3.29 - 3.34. Let us denote by π the S 1-form
π = d/t (3.44)
Its components in the in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 frame field for the Su,u are
πA = ΩAt = Ω
0
A (3.45)
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Since N0 = N0 = 1, the µ = 0 components of equations 3.29 - 3.33 read, in
view of the definition 3.45,
k/BAπB + kA + kA = 0, k/
B
A
πB + kA + kA = 0 (3.46)
m/AπA +m+m = 0, m/
AπA +m+m = 0 (3.47)
n/AπA + n+ n = 0, n/
A
πA + n+ n = 0 (3.48)
Consider kA. Since according to 2.71:
hµνN
µNν = −2c (3.49)
3.29 implies:
kA = − 1
2c
hµν(ΩAN
µ)Nν
Since hµνN
µNν = 0 this reduces to:
kA =
1
4c
(ΩAhµν)N
µNν (3.50)
Recalling 1.75, that is:
hµν = gµν +Hβµβν (3.51)
we can express in terms of the definitions 3.35, 3.38:
(ΩAhµν)N
µNν = β2Nd/AH + 2HβN(s/N )A (3.52)
We then conclude that:
kA =
1
4c
(
β2Nd/AH + 2HβN(s/N)A
)
(3.53)
and by conjugation:
kA =
1
4c
(
β2Nd/AH + 2HβN(s/N)A
)
(3.54)
Consider m. By 3.49 the expansion 3.31 implies:
m = − 1
2c
hµν(LN
µ)Nν
which, since hµνN
µNν = 0, reduces to:
m =
1
4c
(Lhµν)N
µNν (3.55)
In view of 3.51, we can express in terms of the definitions 3.35, 3.43:
(Lhµν)N
µNν = β2NLH + 2HβNsNL (3.56)
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We then conclude that:
m =
1
4c
(
β2NLH + 2HβNsNL
)
(3.57)
and by conjugation:
m =
1
4c
(
β2NLH + 2HβNsNL
)
(3.58)
Consider n. By 3.49 the expansion 3.33 implies:
n = − 1
2c
hµν(LN
µ)Nν
Since hµνN
µNν = 0, this reduces to:
n =
1
4c
(Lhµν)N
µNν (3.59)
In view of 3.51 we can express in terms of the definitions 3.35, 3.41:
(Lhµν)N
µNν = β2NLH + 2ρHβNsNN (3.60)
We then conclude that:
n =
1
4c
(
β2NLH + 2ρHβNsNN
)
(3.61)
and by conjugation:
n =
1
4c
(
β2NLH + 2ρHβNsNN
)
(3.62)
Consider next m/. By 3.49 the expansion 3.31 implies:
h/ABm/
B = hµν(LN
µ)ΩνA (3.63)
Since hµνN
µΩνA = 0 this becomes:
h/ABm/
B = −(Lhµν)NµΩνA − hµνNµLΩνA (3.64)
In regard to the 2nd term on the right, since [L,ΩA] is an S vectorfield, we have:
hµνN
µ[L,ΩA]
ν = 0
Therefore:
hµνN
µLΩνA = hµνN
µΩAL
ν = hµνN
µΩA(ρN
ν)
= ρhµνN
µΩAN
ν = −1
2
ρ(ΩAhµν)N
µNν (3.65)
in view of the fact that hµνN
µNν = 0. Substituting in 3.64 we obtain:
h/ABm/
B = −(Lhµν)NµΩνA +
1
2
ρ(ΩAhµν)N
µNν (3.66)
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By 3.51 we can express in terms of the definitions 3.35, 3.38, 3.43:
(Lhµν)N
µΩνA = βNβ/ALH +H(β/AsNL + ρβN (s/N )A) (3.67)
Substituting this together with 3.52 in 3.66 we conclude that:
h/ABm/
B = −βNβ/ALH + 1
2
ρβ2N (d/H)A −Hβ/AsNL (3.68)
and by conjugation:
h/ABm/
B
= −βNβ/ALH + 1
2
ρβ2N (d/H)A −Hβ/AsNL (3.69)
Consider now the structure functions k/, k/. We shall relate these to the
connection coefficients χ and χ. To find this relation we remark that if U
and V are arbitrary vectorfields on N , then DUV is expressed in arbitrary
local coordinates, in particular in linear coordinates of the background affine
structure by:
DUV = (DUV )
µ ∂
∂xµ
, where (DUV )
µ = UV µ + ΓµνλU
νV λ (3.70)
where Γµνλ are the connection coefficients associated to the metric h in the said
coordinates. Hence if W is another arbitrary vectorfield on N , we have:
h(DUV,W ) = hµκ(UV
µ)Wκ + ΓνλκU
νV λWκ (3.71)
where:
Γνλκ = hµκΓ
µ
νλ =
1
2
(∂νhλκ + ∂λhνκ − ∂κhνλ) (3.72)
Substituting for h from 3.51 and recalling the definition 3.36 we find that in
rectangular coordinates:
Γνλκ =
1
2
(βλβκ∂νH + βνβκ∂λH − βνβλ∂κH) +Hβκsνλ (3.73)
Therefore, with U, V,W an arbitrary triplet of vectorfields on N we have:
ΓνλκU
νV λWκ =
1
2
{β(V )β(W )UH + β(U)β(W )V H − β(U)β(V )WH}
+Hβ(W )s(U, V ) (3.74)
Let us set U = ΩA, V = L, W = ΩB. Then the left hand side of 3.71 is, by 3.2,
3.6,
h(DΩAL,ΩB) = χAB
On the other hand, since Lµ = ρNµ, by 3.29 the 1st term on the right hand
side of 3.71 is:
hµκ(ΩAL
µ)ΩκB = ρk/
C
Ah/CB
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and by 3.74 and the definitions 3.35 and 3.38 the 2nd term on the right hand
side of 3.71 is:
ΓνλκΩ
ν
AL
λΩκB =
1
2
{ρβN (β/B(d/H)A − β/A(d/H)B) + β/Aβ/BLH}
+ρHβ/B(s/)N )A
Defining then the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield χ˜ by:
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
(LH)β/⊗ β/ (3.75)
equation 3.71 takes in the case U = ΩA, V = L, W = ΩB the form:
k/CAh/CB = χ˜AB +
1
2
βN (β/A(d/H)B − β/B(d/H)A)−Hβ/B(s/N )A
or:
k/ · h/ = χ˜+ 1
2
βNβ/ ∧ d/H −Hs/N ⊗ β/ (3.76)
The conjugate equation is:
k/ · h/ = χ˜+ 1
2
βNβ/ ∧ d/H −Hs/N ⊗ β/ (3.77)
where χ˜ is the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield defined by:
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
(LH)β/⊗ β/ (3.78)
We remark that since the k/BA , k/
B
A
are smooth functions of the acoustical coor-
dinates (u, u, ϑ), so are the χ˜AB, χ˜AB.
Consider finally the structure functions n/A, n/
A
. The remaining structure
functions kA, kA, m, m, n, n, are determined through equations 3.46, 3.47,
3.48.
We shall first relate n/ and n/ to the connection coefficients η and η. To find
this relation we set U = L, V = L, W = ΩA in 3.71. Then the left hand side of
3.71 is, by 3.14,
h(DLL,ΩA) = 2ηA
On the other hand, since Lµ = ρNµ, by 3.33 the 1st term on the right hand
side of 3.71 is:
hµκ(LL
µ)ΩκA = ρn/
Bh/AB
and by 3.74 and the definitions 3.35, 3.38, 3.42 the 2nd term on the right hand
side of 3.71 is:
ΓνλκL
νLλΩκA =
1
2
{
ρβNβ/ALH + ρβNβ/ALH − ρρβNβN (d/H)A
}
+ρρHβ/AsNN
Defining then the S 1-form η˜ by:
η = ρη˜ +
1
4
ρβN (LH)β/ (3.79)
equation 3.71 takes in the case U = L, V = L, W = ΩA the form:
n/Bh/AB = 2η˜A − 1
2
βNβ/ALH +
1
2
ρ(βNβN (d/H)A − 2Hβ/AsNN ) (3.80)
The conjugate equation is:
n/Bh/AB = 2η˜A −
1
2
βNβ/ALH +
1
2
ρ(βNβN (d/H)A − 2Hβ/AsNN ) (3.81)
where η˜ is the S 1-form defined by:
η = ρη˜ +
1
4
ρβN (LH)β/ (3.82)
We remark that since the n/A, n/
A
are smooth functions of the acoustical coor-
dinates (u, u, ϑ), so are the η˜A, η˜A.
We shall now relate n/ and n/ to d/ρ and d/ρ. By 3.33 and the fact that
hµνN
µΩνA = 0 we have:
n/Bh/AB = hµν(LN
µ)ΩνA (3.83)
= −(Lhµν)NµΩνA − hµνNµ(LΩνA)
By Lemma 3.1 [L,ΩA] is an S vectorfield. It follows that
hµνN
µ(LΩνA) = hµνN
µ(ΩAL
ν) = hµνN
µΩA(ρN
ν)
= −2cΩAρ+ ρhµνNµ(ΩNν)
= −2c ((d/ρ)A + kAρ) (3.84)
Substituting this together with
(Lhµν)N
µΩνA = βNβ/ALH + ρH(βN (s/N )A + β/AsNN ) (3.85)
in 3.83 we obtain:
n/Bh/AB = 2c
(
(d/ρ)A + kAρ
)− βNβ/ALH − ρH(βN (s/N )A + β/AsNN ) (3.86)
The conjugate equation is:
n/
B
h/AB = 2c ((d/ρ)A + kAρ)− βNβ/ALH − ρH(βN (s/N )A + β/AsNN ) (3.87)
Consider now the positive function c defined by 2.71:
c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν (3.88)
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In view of 3.29 - 3.34 the 1st derivatives of c are determined through the structure
functions. We have:
ΩAc = −1
2
(ΩAhµν)N
µNν − 1
2
hµν(ΩAN
µ)Nν − 1
2
hµνN
µ(ΩAN
ν)
= −1
2
(ΩAhµν)N
µNν + c(kA + kA)
which gives:
(d/c)A = −1
2
(
βNβN (d/H)A +H(βN(s/N )A + βN (s/N )A)
)
+ c(kA + kA) (3.89)
We have:
Lc = −1
2
(Lhµν)N
µNν − 1
2
hµν(LN
µ)Nν − 1
2
hµνN
µ(LNν)
= −1
2
(Lhµν)N
µNν + c(m+ n)
which gives:
Lc = −1
2
{
βNβNLH +H(ρβNsNN + βNsNL)
}
+ c(m+ n) (3.90)
The conjugate equation is:
Lc = −1
2
{
βNβNLH +H(ρβNsNN + βNsNL)
}
+ c(m+ n) (3.91)
Using 3.89 we can rewrite equations 3.86 and 3.87 in terms of d/λ and d/λ in
the form:
n/Bh/AB = 2(d/λ)A − 2kAλ+ ρβNβN (d/H)A − βNβ/ALH + ρH(βNs/N − β/sNN)
(3.92)
n/Bh/AB = 2(d/λ)A − 2kAλ+ ρβNβN (d/H)A − βNβ/ALH + ρH(βNs/N − β/sNN)
(3.93)
Comparing finally 3.92 and 3.93 with 3.80 and 3.81 respectively, we arrive at
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2 The torsion forms η˜, η˜ are given in terms of d/λ, d/λ by:
η˜ = d/λ+
(
1
4c
(
βNβNd/H + 2HβNs/N
)− k)λ− 1
4
βNβ/LH
η˜ = d/λ+
(
1
4c
(
βNβNd/H + 2HβNs/N
)− k)λ− 1
4
βNβ/LH
with k given in terms of k, k/ and k given in terms of k, k/ by 3.46, while k, k are
given by 3.53, 3.54 and k/, k/ are given in terms of the 2nd fundamental forms χ˜,
χ˜ by 3.76, 3.77.
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Recalling the remarks at the end of Section 2.2, we call acoustical quantities
the quantities of a given order which represent properties of the foliation of N
by the level sets of the acoustical functions u and u, of that order. At order
0 the independent acoustical quantities are the d/xµ, which, in view of the fact
that:
h/ = hµνd/x
µ ⊗ d/xν (3.94)
determine h/, as well as, according to Section 2.2, Nµ and Nµ, therefore also c,
the S vectorfield b, and the quantities ρ and ρ, or equivalently the quantities λ
and λ. At order 1, by virtue of the above proposition, we may take χ˜, χ˜ and the
1st derivatives d/λ, Lλ and d/λ, Lλ of λ and λ respectively to be the independent
acoustical quantities. As we shall see in Proposition 3.3, the 1st order quantities
Lλ and Lλ are not acoustical, as they depend on acoustical quantities of 0th
order only.
In regard to the structure functions as defined by 3.29 - 3.34 we remark that
what is missing is
ΩAΩ
µ
B =
∂2xµ
∂ϑA∂ϑB
However this does not have geometrical meaning. What does have geometrical
meaning, and shall presently be determined, are the components
(D/2xµ)AB = (D/
2xµ)(ΩA,ΩB) (3.95)
of the covariant Hessian of the restriction of the rectangular coordinate functions
xµ to the surfaces Su,u with respect to the induced metric h/.
The corresponding components of the covariant Hessian of the xµ in N are:
(D2xµ)AB = (D
2xµ)(ΩA,ΩB) (3.96)
We have:
(D/2xµ)AB = ΩA(ΩBx
µ)− (D/ΩAΩB)xµ (3.97)
and:
(D2xµ)AB = ΩA(ΩBx
µ)− (DΩAΩB)xµ (3.98)
Subtracting 3.98 from 3.97 gives:
(D/2xµ)AB − (D2xµ)AB = (DΩAΩB −D/ΩAΩB)xµ (3.99)
On the left hand side, D2xµ is readily obtained in rectangular coordinates:
(D2xµ)νλ =
∂2xµ
∂xν∂xλ
− Γκνλ
∂xµ
∂xκ
= −Γµνλ (3.100)
Hence, setting
γµAB = Γ
µ
νλΩ
ν
AΩ
λ
B , (3.101)
we have:
(D2xµ)AB = −γµAB (3.102)
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We can expand the vectorfield
γAB = γ
µ
AB
∂
∂xµ
in terms of the frame field ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1, N , N :
γµAB = γ/
C
ABΩ
µ
C + γ
N
ABN
µ + γ
N
ABN
µ (3.103)
The coefficients of the expansion are determined by:
h(γAB,ΩC) = γ/
D
ABh/CD, h(γAB, N) = −2cγNAB, h(γAB, N) = −2cγNAB
(3.104)
In view of 3.101 we have:
h(γAB,ΩC) = ΓνλκΩ
ν
AΩ
λ
BΩ
κ
C
h(γAB, L) = ΓνλκΩ
ν
AΩ
λ
BL
κ
h(γAB, L) = ΓνλκΩ
ν
AΩ
λ
BL
κ (3.105)
Through the formula 3.74 we then obtain:
γ/DABh/CD =
1
2
(β/Bβ/C(d/H)A + β/Aβ/C(d/H)B − β/Aβ/B(d/H)C) +Hβ/C(s/ )AB
(3.106)
Moreover, setting:
γNAB = γ˜
N
AB +
1
4cρ
β/Aβ/BLH
γ
N
AB = γ˜
N
AB +
1
4cρ
β/Aβ/BLH (3.107)
we find:
γ˜NAB = −
1
4c
βN (β/B(d/H)A + β/A(d/H)B + 2H(s/ )AB)
γ˜
N
AB = −
1
4c
βN (β/B(d/H)A + β/A(d/H)B + 2H(s/ )AB) (3.108)
We remark that the γ˜NAB, γ˜
N
AB are, like the γ/
C
AB, smooth functions of the acous-
tical coordinates (u, u, ϑ) even where the product ρρ vanishes. Defining then
γ˜µAB by:
γ˜µAB = γ/
C
ABΩ
µ
C + γ˜
N
ABN
µ + γ˜
N
ABN
µ (3.109)
we have:
γµAB = γ˜
µ
AB +
1
4c
(
(LH)
ρ
Nµ +
(LH)
ρ
Nµ
)
β/Aβ/B (3.110)
and the functions γ˜µAB are smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates (u, u, ϑ)
even where the product ρρ vanishes.
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Going back to 3.99, by 3.26 the right hand side is given by (see 2.72):
(DΩAΩB −D/ΩAΩB)xµ =
1
2c
(
χ
AB
ρ
Nµ +
χAB
ρ
Nµ
)
(3.111)
Substituting also 3.102, equation 3.99 gives:
(D/2xµ)AB =
1
2c
(
χ
AB
ρ
Nµ +
χAB
ρ
Nµ
)
− γµAB (3.112)
Substituting 3.75, 3.78, and 3.110, the terms which are singular where the prod-
uct ρρ vanishes cancel, and we obtain:
(D/2xµ)AB =
1
2c
(χ˜
AB
Nµ + χ˜ABN
µ)− γ˜µAB (3.113)
3.3 The Propagation Equations for λ and λ
Let us now return to the characteristic system 2.62. In view of 2.33, 2.36, 2.42,
2.61, this system is:
Lxµ = ρNµ, Lxµ = ρNµ : µ = 0, ..., n (3.114)
the µ = 0 components being the definitions 2.61. Applying L to the first and L
to the second and subtracting, we obtain, since by 2.17 and the fact that Z is
an S vectorfield we have
[L,L]xµ = Zxµ = ZAΩµA, (3.115)
the equation:
ZAΩµA = L(ρN
µ)− L(ρNµ) (3.116)
Substituting for LNµ, LNµ from 3.33, 3.34 then yields the equation:
(ρn/A − ρn/A − ZA)ΩµA (3.117)
+(Lρ+ nρ− nρ)Nµ − (Lρ+ nρ− nρ)Nµ = 0
This is equivalent to the three the coefficients of ΩµA, N
µ, Nµ equal to zero.
The first equation is
ZA = ρn/A − ρn/A (3.118)
substituting for n/, n/ in terms of η˜, η˜ from 3.80, 3.81 we recover the formula
3.16. So the first equation contains no new information. The second and third
equations read:
Lρ+ nρ− nρ = 0 (3.119)
Lρ+ nρ− nρ = 0 (3.120)
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Multiplying by c these can be written in terms of λ, λ in the form:
Lλ− ρLc+ nλ− nλ = 0 (3.121)
Lλ− ρLc+ nλ− nλ = 0 (3.122)
Substituting then for Lc, Lc from 3.90, 3.91 and for n, n from 3.61, 3.62 we
arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3 The inverse density functions λ, λ satisfy the propagation
equations:
Lλ = pλ+ qλ, Lλ = pλ+ qλ
where
p = m− 1
2c
(
βNβNLH +HβNsNL
)
, q =
1
4c
β2NLH
p = m− 1
2c
(
βNβNLH +HβNsNL
)
, q =
1
4c
β2NLH
with m given in terms of m, m/ and m given in terms of m, m/ by 3.47, while m,
m are given by 3.57, 3.58 and m/, m/ by 3.68, 3.69.
We remark that the functions p, q, p, q are of order 1 but depend on acous-
tical quantities of only the 0th order.
3.4 The Second Variation and Cross Variation
Equations
By 3.29 we have:
k/CAh/CB = hµν(ΩAN
µ)ΩνB
This expresses in components in the ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1 frame field for the
Su,u the equation:
k/ · h/ = hµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/xν (3.123)
Applying L/L to both sides of this equation we obtain, in view of Lemma 3.2,
L/L(k/ · h/) = hµνd/(LNµ)⊗ d/xν + hµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/Lν + (Lhµν)d/Nµ ⊗ d/xν (3.124)
Consider the 1st term on the right. According to 3.31 we have:
LNµ = m/ · d/xµ +mNµ +mNµ (3.125)
Hence:
d/(LNµ) = D/m/ · d/xµ +m/ ·D/2xµ +md/Nµ +md/Nµ
+Nµd/m+Nµd/m (3.126)
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In view of 3.123, the conjugate equation
k/ · h/ = hµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/xν (3.127)
3.94, and the fact that by 3.112, 3.110 we have
hµνD/
2xµ ⊗ d/xν = −γ/ · h/ (3.128)
where γ/ is the type T 12 S tensorfield with components γ/
C
AB (symmetric in the
lower indices) given by 3.106, we then obtain, in regard to the 1st term on the
right in 3.124,
hµνd/(LN
µ)⊗ d/xν = (D/m/−m/ · γ/+mk/+mk/) · h/ (3.129)
Consider next the 2nd term on the right in 3.124. This term is
hµνd/N
µ ⊗ d/(ρNν) = hµνNνd/Nµ ⊗ d/ρ+ ρhµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/Nν (3.130)
According to the expansion 3.29:
d/Nµ = k/AΩµA + kN
µ + kNµ (3.131)
where we consider the components k/A : A = 1, ..., n − 1 of the type T 11 S
tensorfield k/ as S 1-forms. Using this representation we obtain, in regard to the
two terms on the right in 3.130,
hµνN
νd/Nµ = −2ck (3.132)
hµνd/N
µ ⊗ d/Nν = k/× k/ − 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k) (3.133)
where for any pair of T 11 type S tensorfields θ, ξ we denote:
θ × ξ = h/ABθA ⊗ ξB (3.134)
a 2-covariant S tensorfield. Finally, in regard to the 3rd term on the right in
3.124, substituting
Lhµν = βµβνLH +H(βνLβµ + βµLβν)
and the expansion 3.131, we find that this term is:
(Lhµν)d/N
µ ⊗ d/xν = (k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk)⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + sNLk + ρsNNk
)⊗ β/ (3.135)
Combining the above results we arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4 The 2-covariant S tensorfield k/ · h/ satisfies the following
propagation equation:
L/L(k/ · h/) = (D/m/−m/ · γ/+mk/+mk/) · h/
−2ck ⊗ d/ρ+ ρ (k/× k/− 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k))
+
(
k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk
)⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + sNLk + ρsNNk
)⊗ β/
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Similarly, the 2-covariant S tensorfield k/ · h/ satisfies the conjugate propagation
equation:
L/L(k/ · h/) = (D/m/−m/ · γ/+mk/+mk/) · h/
−2ck ⊗ d/ρ+ ρ
(
k/× k/ − 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k)
)
+
(
k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk
)
⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + sNLk + ρsNNk
)
⊗ β/
In view of equations 3.76, 3.77 the above constititute the second variational
formulas, which govern the evolution of χ˜ along the generators of the Cu and
the evolution of χ˜ along the generators of the Cu.
The principal terms on the right hand sides of the above second variation
equations are the order 2 terms D/(m/ ·h/) and D/(m/ ·h/) respectively. We see from
3.68, 3.69 that the 1st order quantities m/ · h/ and m/ · h/ depend on acoustical
quantities of the 0th order only. Therefore there are no principal acoustical
terms on the right hand sides of the second variation equations. These right
hand sides depend on acoustical quantities of the 1st order only.
Applying L/L to both sides of equation 3.123 we obtain, in view of Lemma
3.2,
L/L(k/ · h/) = hµνd/(LNµ)⊗ d/xν + hµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/Lν + (Lhµν)d/Nµ ⊗ d/xν (3.136)
Consider the 1st term on the right. According to 3.33 we have:
LNµ = n/ · d/xµ + nNµ + nNµ (3.137)
Hence:
d/(LNµ) = D/n/ · d/xµ + n/ ·D/2xµ + nd/Nµ + nd/Nµ
+Nµd/n+Nµd/n (3.138)
In view of 3.123, 3.127, 3.94, and 3.128, we then obtain, in regard to the 1st
term on the right in 3.136,
hµνd/(LN
µ)⊗ d/xν = (D/n/− n/ · γ/+ nk/+ nk/) · h/ (3.139)
Consider next the 2nd term on the right in 3.136. This term is
hµνd/N
µ ⊗ d/(ρNν) = hµνNνd/Nµ ⊗ d/ρ+ ρhµνd/Nµ ⊗ d/Nν (3.140)
According to the expansion 3.30:
d/Nµ = k/AΩµA + kN
µ + kNµ (3.141)
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where we consider the components k/
A
: A = 1, ..., n − 1 of the type T 11 S
tensorfield k/ as S 1-forms. Using the representations 3.131 and 3.141 we obtain,
in regard to the two terms on the right in 3.140,
hµνN
νd/Nµ = −2ck (3.142)
hµνd/N
µ ⊗ d/Nν = k/ × k/− 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k) (3.143)
Finally, in regard to the 3rd term on the right in 3.136, substituting
Lhµν = βµβνLH +H(βνLβµ + βµLβν)
and the expansion 3.131, we find that this term is:
(Lhµν)d/N
µ ⊗ d/xν = (k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk)⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + ρsNNk + sNLk
)⊗ β/ (3.144)
Combining the above results we arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5 The 2-covariant S tensorfield k/ · h/ satisfies the following
equation:
L/L(k/ · h/) = (D/n/− n/ · γ/+ nk/+ nk/) · h/
−2ck ⊗ d/ρ+ ρ
(
k/× k/− 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k)
)
+
(
k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk
)⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + ρsNNk + sNLk
)⊗ β/
Similarly, the 2-covariant S tensorfield k/ · h/ satisfies the conjugate equation:
L/L(k/ · h/) = (D/n/− n/ · γ/+ nk/+ nk/) · h/
−2ck ⊗ d/ρ+ ρ
(
k/× k/− 2c(k ⊗ k + k ⊗ k)
)
+
(
k/ · β/+ βNk + βNk
)
⊗ ((LH)β/+ ρHs/N)
+H
(
ρk/ · s/N + ρsNNk + sNLk
)
⊗ β/
In view of equations 3.76, 3.77 the above equations govern the evolution of χ˜
along the generators of the Cu and the evolution of χ˜ along the generators of
the Cu. For this reason we call them cross variation equations.
The principal terms on the right hand sides of the above cross variation
equations are the 2nd order terms D/(n/ · h/) and D/(n/ · h/) respectively. We see
from 3.92, 3.93 that the 1st order quantities n/ ·h/ and n/ ·h/ do contain a 1st order
acoustical terms. Denoting by [ ]P.A. the principal acoustical part, namely for a
quantity of order l the part containing acoustical quantities of order l, we have:
[n/ · h/]P.A. = 2[d/λ− kλ]P.A., [n/ · h/]P.A. = 2[d/λ− kλ]P.A.
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and from 3.46, together with 3.53, 3.54 and 3.76, 3.77,
[k]P.A. = −[k/ · π]P.A. = −χ˜♯ · π, [k]P.A. = −[k/ · π]P.A. = −χ˜♯ · π
Here for any 2-covariant S tensorfield θ we denote by θ♯ the T 11 type S tensorfield
such that for any pair of S vectorfields X , Y we have:
h(θ♯ ·X,Y ) = θ(X,Y ) (3.145)
We then have:
[n/ · h/]P.A. = 2(d/λ+ λχ˜♯ · π), [n/ · h/]P.A. = 2(d/λ+ λχ˜♯ · π) (3.146)
It follows that:
[D/(n/ · h/]P.A. = 2
(
D/2λ+ λ(D/χ˜♯) · π) , [D/(n/ · h/]P.A. = 2 (D/2λ+ λ(D/χ˜♯) · π)
(3.147)
These are then the principal acoustical parts of the right hand sides of the cross
variation equations.
3.5 The Case n = 2
In the case n = 2 the Su,u which in the general case we call surfaces are in this
case curves. Since the index A takes only the value 1, we drop it altogether and
write for example 2.94, which gives the basic vectorfields, as:
L =
∂
∂u
− b ∂
∂ϑ
, L =
∂
∂u
+ b
∂
∂ϑ
, Ω =
∂
∂ϑ
(3.148)
Equation 2.96 becomes:
h/ = hµν(Ωx
µ)(Ωxν) (3.149)
and gives the squared magnitude of the vectorfield Ω. There is a vectorfield
colinear and in the same sense as Ω, which is of unit magnitude, namely:
E =
1√
h/
Ω (3.150)
the unit tangent field of the oriented curves Su,u. This is a canonical frame field
for the Su,u, and any S tensorfield reduces to a scalar, the single component
of the tensorfield with respect to this frame field. Setting X = E in 3.23, we
obtain:
DLL = a
−1(La)L DLL = a−1(La)L
DLL = 2ηE DLL = 2ηE
DEL = χE + a
−1ηL DEL = χE + a−1ηL
(3.151)
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Also, since for any function f on N the S 1-form d/f is replaced by the function
Ef , equation 3.11 becomes:
η + η = Ea (3.152)
Moreover, since:
h(DLE,L) = −h(E,DLL) = 0, h(DLE,L) = −h(E,DL, L) = 0,
h(DLE,L) = −h(E,DLL) = −2η, h(DLE,L) = −h(E,DLL) = −2η,
h(DEE,L) = −h(E,DEL) = −χ, h(DEE,L) = −h(E,DEL) = −χ
and:
h(DLE,E) = h(DLE,E) = h(DEE,E) = 0
we have:
DLE = a
−1ηL DLE = a−1ηL
DEE = (2a)
−1(χL+ χL) (3.153)
The table 3.151 together with 3.153 give the connection coefficients of (N , h)
relative to the frame field (L,L,E). They imply the commutation relations:
[L,E] = −χE [L,E] = −χE
[L,L] = Z = 2(η − η)E (3.154)
In the case n = 2, 3.29 - 3.34 take the form:
ENµ = k/Eµ + kNµ + kNµ
ENµ = k/Eµ + kNµ + kNµ
LNµ = m/Eµ +mNµ +mNµ
LNµ = m/Eµ +mNµ +mNµ
LNµ = n/Eµ + nNµ + nNµ
LNµ = n/Eµ + nNµ + nNµ (3.155)
all the coefficients being now scalars.
In the case n = 2, β/ (see 3.35) is a scalar:
β/ = βµE
µ (3.156)
Also, s/N , s/N , and s/ (see 3.38, 3.39) are scalars:
s/N = N
µEβµ, s/N = N
µEβµ, s/ = E
µEβµ (3.157)
and equation 3.42 takes the form:
sNN = cs/ (3.158)
Also, the 1-form π (see 3.44, 3.45) is a scalar:
π = Et = E0 (3.159)
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In the case n = 2 equations 3.75, 3.78 take the form:
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
β/2LH
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
β/2LH (3.160)
Also, the relations 3.76, 3.77 reduce to:
k/ = χ˜−Hβ/s/N
k/ = χ˜−Hβ/s/N (3.161)
The relations 3.79, 3.82 remain unaltered in form:
η = ρη˜ +
1
4
ρβNβ/LH
η = ρη˜ +
1
4
ρβNβ/LH (3.162)
while equation 3.89 takes the form:
Ec = −1
2
(
βNβNEH +H(βNs/N + βNs/N)
)
+ c(k + k) (3.163)
The relations 3.95, 3.96 reduce to:
n/ = 2Eλ− 2kλ+ ρβNβNEH − βNβ/LH
n/ = 2Eλ− 2kλ+ ρβNβNEH − βNβ/LH (3.164)
Finally, the equations of proposition 3.2 take in the case n = 2 the form:
η˜ = Eλ+
(
1
4c
(βNβNEH + 2HβNs/N)− k
)
λ− 1
4
βNβ/LH
η˜ = Eλ+
(
1
4c
(βNβNEH + 2HβNs/N)− k
)
λ− 1
4
βNβ/LH (3.165)
Since h(DEE,E) = 0,by 3.24 we have:
D/EE = 0 (3.166)
It follows that for any function f on N , D/2f reduces to
(D/2f) = E(Ef) (3.167)
In particular this holds for the rectangular coordinate functions xµ. We then
obtain from 3.113:
EEµ =
1
2c
(χ˜Nµ + χ˜Nµ)− γ˜µ (3.168)
where by 3.106, 3.108, 3.109:
γ˜µ = γ/Eµ + γ˜NNµ + γ˜NNµ (3.169)
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with:
γ/ =
1
2
β/2EH +Hβ/s/
γ˜N = − 1
2c
βN (β/EH +Hs/ )
γ˜N = − 1
2c
βN (β/EH +Hs/ ) (3.170)
We can write 3.168 in the form:
EEµ = e/Eµ + eNµ + eNµ (3.171)
where:
e/ = −1
2
β/2EH −Hβ/s/
e =
1
2c
(
χ˜+ βN (β/EH +Hs/ )
)
e =
1
2c
(χ˜+ βN (β/EH +Hs/ )) (3.172)
By the 1st of 3.154:
LEµ − ELµ = −χEµ
Substituting Lµ = ρNµ and expressing ENµ by the 1st of 3.155 we then obtain:
LEµ = f/Eµ + fNµ + fNµ (3.173)
where:
f/ = ρk/− χ, f = Eρ+ ρk, f = ρk (3.174)
Substituting in the first of these the 1st of 3.160, 3.161 yields:
f/ = −1
2
β/2LH − ρHβ/s/N (3.175)
In the second of 3.174 we write Eρ = E(c−1λ) and use 3.163 to express Ec.
This gives:
f = c−1(Eλ − kλ) + (2c)−1ρ (βNβNEH +H(βNs/N + βNs/N))
By the 2nd of 3.46, substituting also 3.161 and 3.54, the first term on the right
here is:
1
c
(
Eλ+ πλ(χ˜−Hβ/s/N)
)
+
ρ
4c
(
β2NEH + 2HβNs/N
)
We thus obtain:
f =
1
c
(
Eλ+ πλχ˜
)
(3.176)
+
ρ
2c
{
1
2
βN
(
βN + 2βN
)
EH +H
(
(βN + βN − 2cπβ/)s/N + βNs/N
)}
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Also, in view of 3.53 the third of 3.174 gives:
f =
ρ
4c
(
β2NEH + 2HβNs/N
)
(3.177)
The conjugate of equation 3.173 is:
LEµ = f/Eµ + fNµ + fNµ (3.178)
with the coefficients given by the conjugates of 3.175, 3.176, 3.177, that is:
f/ == −1
2
β/2LH − ρHβ/s/N (3.179)
f =
ρ
4c
(
β2NEH + 2HβNs/N
)
(3.180)
f =
1
c
(Eλ+ πλχ˜) (3.181)
+
ρ
2c
{
1
2
βN
(
βN + 2βN
)
EH +H
(
(βN + βN − 2cπβ/)s/N + βNs/N
)}
We turn to the 2nd variation equations of Proposition 3.4 in the case n = 2.
Let ξ be an arbitrary 2-covariant S tensorfield. In the case n = 2 this is
represented by the scalar ξ(E,E). To avoid confusion let us denote the last by
ξ/. We then have:
(L/Lξ)(E,E) = Lξ/− ξ([L,E], E)− ξ(E, [L,E])
= Lξ/+ 2χξ/ (3.182)
by the first of the commutation relations 3.154. Similarly, we have:
(L/Lξ)(E,E) = Lξ/ − ξ([L,E], E)− ξ(E, [L,E])
= Lξ/+ 2χξ/ (3.183)
by the second of the commutation relations 3.154. Consequently, the 2nd vari-
ation equations of Proposition 3.4 reduce in the case n = 2 to:
Lk/+ 2χk/ = Em/−m/γ/+mk/ +mk/ − 2ckEρ
+ρ(k/2 − 4ckk) + (β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N)
+Hβ/(ρs/Nk/+ sNLk + ρsNNk) (3.184)
Lk/+ 2χk/ = Em/−m/γ/+mk/ +mk/ − 2ckEρ
+ρ(k/
2 − 4ckk) + (β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N)
+Hβ/(ρs/Nk/+ sNLk + ρsNNk) (3.185)
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Finally, the cross variation equations of Proposition 3.5 reduce in the case
n = 2 to:
Lk/+ 2χk/ = En/− n/γ/+ nk/+ nk/− 2ckEρ
+ρ(k/k/− 2c(kk + kk)) + (β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N)
+Hβ/(ρs/Nk/+ ρsNNk + sNLk) (3.186)
Lk/+ 2χk/ = En/− n/γ/+ nk/+ nk/− 2ckEρ
+ρ(k/k/− 2c(kk + kk)) + (β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N)
+Hβ/(ρs/Nk/+ ρsNNk + sNLk) (3.187)
3.6 The Codazzi and Gauss Equations (n > 2)
In the case of n = 2 spatial dimensions the acoustical structure equations which
we have developed so far form a complete system, the Su,u being in this case
diffeomorphic to S1. However for n > 2 spatial dimensions the above must
be supplemented by the Codazzi and Gauss equations of the embedding of the
Su,u, which are diffeomorphic to S
n−1, in the spacetime (N , h).
We shall first derive the Codazzi equations. Consider the 2-covariant S
tensorfield k/ · h/, that is, in components:
(k/ · h/)AB = k/CAh/CB := k/AB (3.188)
From 3.29 we have:
k/AB = hµν(ΩAN
µ)ΩνB (3.189)
Then:
(D/(k/ ·h/))ABC = ΩA(k/BC)− (k/ ·h/)(D/ΩAΩB,ΩC)− (k/ ·h/)(ΩB, D/ΩAΩC) (3.190)
Now, we have:
ΩA(k/BC) = hµν(ΩAΩBN
µ)ΩνC + hµν(ΩBN
µ)(ΩAΩ
ν
C)
+(ΩAhµν)(ΩBN
µ)ΩνC (3.191)
Substituting this in 3.190, interchanging A and B, and subtracting, noting that
[ΩA,ΩB] = 0, we obtain:
(D/(k/ · h/))ABC − (D/(k/ · h/))BAC (3.192)
= hµν(ΩBN
µ)(ΩAΩ
ν
C)− hµν(ΩANµ)(ΩBΩνC)
+ {(ΩAhµν)(ΩBNµ)− (ΩBhµν)(ΩANµ)}ΩνC
−k/BD(D/ΩAΩC)D + k/AD(D/ΩBΩC)D
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where we denote by (D/ΩAΩB)
C the components of the S vectorfield D/ΩAΩB in
the Ω1, ...,Ωn−1 frame:
D/ΩAΩB = (D/ΩAΩB)
CΩC (3.193)
that is, the connection coefficients associated to the induced metric h/ and the
said frame field. In the first two terms on the right in 3.192 we substitute the
expansion 3.29 to deduce that the contribution of these terms is:
k/DBhµνΩ
µ
D(ΩAΩ
ν
C)− k/DAhµνΩµD(ΩBΩνC)
+kBhµνN
µ(ΩAΩ
ν
C)− kAhµνNµ(ΩBΩνC)
+kBhµνN
µ(ΩAΩ
ν
C)− kAhµνNµ(ΩBΩνC) (3.194)
Now, by 3.97, 3.113, 3.109, and 3.108, defining
ψAB = χ˜AB − 2cγ˜NAB = χ˜AB +
1
2
βN (β/A(d/H)B + β/B(d/H)A + 2Hs/AB)
ψ
AB
= χ˜
AB
− 2cγ˜NAB = χ˜AB +
1
2
βN (β/A(d/H)B + β/B(d/H)A + 2Hs/AB)
(3.195)
and noting the fact that
∇ΩAΩB = (ΩAΩµB)
∂
∂xµ
we obtain:
∇ΩAΩB = D/ΩAΩB − γ/CABΩC +
1
2c
(ψ
AB
N + ψABN) (3.196)
Substituting this in 3.194, the contribution of the 1st term in 3.196 is
k/BD(D/ΩAΩC)
D − k/AD(D/ΩBΩC)D
which cancels the last two terms in 3.192, the contribution of the 2nd term in
3.196 is
−k/BDγ/DAC + k/ADγ/DBC
and the contribution of the last term in 3.196 is:
−kBψAC + kAψBC − kBψAC + kAψBC
What then remains to be considered in 3.192 is the term:
{(ΩAhµν)(ΩBNµ)− (ΩBhµν)(ΩANµ)}ΩνC
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Substituting the expansion 3.29, we express this term as in the form:
(ΩAhµν)k/
D
BΩ
µ
DΩ
ν
C − (ΩBhµν)k/DAΩµDΩνC
+(ΩAhµν)kBN
µΩνC − (ΩBhµν)kANµΩνC
+(ΩAhµν)kBN
µΩνC − (ΩBhµν)kANµΩνC (3.197)
= [β/Cβ/D(d/H)A +H(β/Cs/AD + β/Ds/AC)] k/
D
B
− [β/Cβ/D(d/H)B +H(β/Cs/BD + β/Ds/BC)] k/DA
+ [βNβ/C(d/H)A +H(β/C(s/N )A + βNs/AC)] kB
− [βNβ/C(d/H)B +H(β/C(s/N )B + βNs/BC)] kA
+
[
βNβ/C(d/H)A +H(β/C(s/N )A + βNs/AC)
]
kB
− [βNβ/C(d/H)B +H(β/C(s/N )B + βNs/BC)] kA
We thus arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6 The 2nd fundamental form χ˜ satisfies through 3.76 the
Codazzi equation:
(D/(k/ · h/))ABC − (D/(k/ · h/))BAC =[
1
2
(β/Aβ/C(d/H)D + β/Dβ/C(d/H)A − β/Aβ/D(d/H)C) +Hβ/Cs/AD
]
k/DB
−
[
1
2
(β/Bβ/C(d/H)D + β/Dβ/C(d/H)B − β/Bβ/D(d/H)C) +Hβ/Cs/BD
]
k/DA
+kA
(
(k/ · h/)BC − 1
2
HβNs/BC
)
− kB
(
(k/ · h/)AC − 1
2
HβNs/AC
)
+kA
(
(k/ · h/)BC − 1
2
HβNs/BC
)
− kB
(
(k/ · h/)AC − 1
2
HβNs/AC
)
Similarly, the conjugate 2nd fundamental form χ˜ satisfies through 3.77 the con-
jugate Codazzi equation:
(D/(k/ · h/))ABC − (D/(k/ · h/))BAC =[
1
2
(β/Aβ/C(d/H)D + β/Dβ/C(d/H)A − β/Aβ/D(d/H)C) +Hβ/Cs/AD
]
k/D
B
−
[
1
2
(β/Bβ/C(d/H)D + β/Dβ/C(d/H)B − β/Bβ/D(d/H)C) +Hβ/Cs/BD
]
k/
D
A
+kA
(
(k/ · h/)BC − 1
2
HβNs/BC
)
− kB
(
(k/ · h/)AC − 1
2
HβNs/AC
)
+kA
(
(k/ · h/)BC − 1
2
HβNs/BC
)
− kB
(
(k/ · h/)AC − 1
2
HβNs/AC
)
Note that there are no principal terms on the right hand sides of the Codazzi
equations as given by the above proposition.
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We proceed to the derivation of the Gauss equation. Here we must bring in
the curvature R of the acoustical spacetime (N , h). In [Ch-S] it was shown that
this acoustical curvature decomposes into:
Rµνκλ = Pµνκλ +Nµνκλ (3.198)
where Pµνκλ is the principal part, given by:
Pµνκλ =
1
2
(
(D2H)κνβλβµ + (D
2H)λµβκβν − (D2H)κµβλβν − (D2H)λνβκβµ
)
(3.199)
and Nµνκλ is the non-principal part, given by:
Nµνκλ = −η−2HAµνκλ − 1
2
η−2Bµνκλ − 1
4
ση−2Cµνκλ (3.200)
Here, η is the sound speed and:
Aµνκλ = sµλsνκ − sµκsνλ (3.201)
Bµνκλ = (dH)µξνκλ − (dH)νξµκλ + (dH)κξλµν − (dH)λξκµν (3.202)
Cµνκλ = ((dH)µβν − (dH)νβµ)((dH)κβλ − (dH)λβκ)) (3.203)
Moreover, in 3.202:
ξµκλ = sκµβλ − sλµβκ (3.204)
Let now R/ be the curvature of the (Su,u, h/) and let W , X , Y , Z be S
vectorfields. We have:
R/(W,X, Y, Z) = h/(W,R/(X,Y )Z) (3.205)
= h(W,D/XD/Y Z −D/YD/XZ −D/[X,Y ]Z)
= h(W,DXD/Y Z −DYD/XZ −D[X,Y ]Z)
By 3.26,
DXD/Y Z = DXDY Z − 1
2a
(
χ(Y, Z)DXL+ χ(Y, Z)DXL
)
−L
2
X(a−1χ(Y, Z))− L
2
X(a−1χ(Y, Z))
hence:
h(W,DXD/Y Z) = h(W,DXDY Z)− 1
2a
(χ(Y, Z)χ(X,W ) + χ(Y, Z)χ(X,W ))
(3.206)
Substituting this and a similar expression with X and Y interchanged in 3.205
and noting that
h(W,DXDY Z −DYDXZ −D[X,Y ]Z) = h(W,R(X,Y )Z) = R(W,Z,X, Y )
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we obtain the Gauss equation:
R/(W,Z,X, Y ) = R(W,Z,X, Y )− 1
2a
(
(χ(X,W )χ(Y, Z) + χ(X,W )χ(Y, Z)
− χ(Y,W )χ(X,Z)− χ(Y,W )χ(X,Z))(3.207)
Setting W = ΩA, Z = ΩB , X = ΩC , Y = ΩD and denoting
R/ABCD = R/(ΩA,ΩB,ΩC ,ΩD), RABCD = R(ΩA,ΩB,ΩC ,ΩD)
this reads:
R/ABCD = RABCD − 1
2a
(
χACχBD + χACχBD − χADχBC − χADχBC
)
(3.208)
We are now to substitute for
RABCD = RµνκλΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
BΩ
κ
CΩ
λ
D
from the formulas 3.198 - 3.204. We have
(D2H)AB = ΩA(ΩBH)− (DΩAΩB)H
and
(D/2H)AB = ΩA(ΩBH)− (D/ΩAΩB)H
therefore:
(D2H)AB − (D/2H)AB = −(DΩAΩB −D/ΩAΩB)H (3.209)
On the other hand, by 3.26:
DΩAΩB −D/ΩAΩB =
1
2a
(χ
AB
L+ χABL) (3.210)
Consequently:
(D2H)AB = (D/
2H)AB − 1
2a
(χ
AB
LH + χABLH) (3.211)
Substituting this in PABCD = PµνκλΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
BΩ
κ
CΩ
λ
D as given by 3.199 we obtain:
PABCD = P˜ABCD (3.212)
− 1
4a
(
χ
CB
β/Dβ/A + χDAβ/Cβ/B − χCAβ/Dβ/B − χDBβ/Cβ/A
)
LH
− 1
4a
(χCBβ/Dβ/A + χDAβ/Cβ/B − χCAβ/Dβ/B − χDBβ/Cβ/A)LH
where:
P˜ABCD = (3.213)
1
2
(
(D/2H)CBβ/Dβ/A + (D/
2H)DAβ/Cβ/B − (D/2H)CAβ/Dβ/B − (D/2H)DBβ/Cβ/A
)
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Then in regard to the right hand side of 3.208, substituting for χ and χ in terms
of χ˜ and χ˜ from 3.75 and 3.78 respectively the terms which are singular when
the product ρρ vanishes cancel and we obtain:
PABCD − 1
2a
(
χACχBD + χACχBD − χADχBC − χADχBC
)
(3.214)
= P˜ABCD − 1
2c
(
χ˜AC χ˜BD + χ˜AC χ˜BD − χ˜ADχ˜BC − χ˜ADχ˜BC
)
Also, NABCD = NµνκλΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
BΩ
κ
CΩ
λ
D is given by 3.200 - 3.204. Thus 3.208 yields
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7 The Gauss equation of the embedding of Su,u in the acous-
tical spacetime (N , h) takes the form:
R/ABCD = P˜ABCD − 1
2c
(
χ˜ACχ˜BD + χ˜AC χ˜BD − χ˜ADχBC − χ˜ADχ˜BC
)
+NABCD
where P˜ABCD is the principal part, given by:
P˜ABCD =
1
2
(
(D/2H)CBβ/Dβ/A + (D/
2H)DAβ/Cβ/B
− (D/2H)CAβ/Dβ/B − (D/2H)DBβ/Cβ/A
)
while NABCD is given by:
NABCD = −η−2HAABCD − 1
2
η−2BABCD − 1
4
ση−2CABCD
with
AABCD = s/ADs/BC − s/ACs/BD,
BABCD = (d/H)AξBCD − (d/H)BξACD + (d/H)CξDAB − (d/H)DξCAB,
CABCD = ((d/H)Aβ/B − (d/H)Bβ/A)((d/H)Cβ/D − (d/H)Dβ/C),
and
ξABC = s/BAβ/C − s/CAβ/B.
We remark that the Codazzi equations as well the 2nd variation and cross
variation equations can also be derived by appealing to the acoustical curva-
ture. In particular, the Codazzi equations for χ˜ and χ˜ can be derived by con-
sidering the acoustical curvature components R(Z,L,X, Y ) and R(Z,L,X, Y )
respectively, with Z, X , Y being arbitrary S vectorfields. The 2nd variation
equations for χ˜ and χ˜ can be derived by considering the acoustical curvature
components R(X,L, Y, L) and R(X,L, Y, L) respectively, with X , Y being ar-
bitrary S vectorfields. Also, the cross variation equations can be derived by
considering the acoustical curvature components R(X,L, Y, L) with X , Y being
arbitrary S vectorfields. However, these acoustical curvature components, like
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the component R(W,Z,X, Y ) which enters the Gauss equation (see 3.207) are
singular where the product ρρ, equivalently a, vanishes, the acoustical metric h
being degenerate there (see 2.44). The fact that these acoustical structure equa-
tions are actually regular where a vanishes will appear in such a derivation as
the result of delicate cancellations. In contrast, the manner in which we have es-
tablished Propositions 3.4 to 3.6 above, which avoids considering the acoustical
curvature, is straightforward. On the other hand in deriving the Gauss equation
in Proposition 3.7 appealing to the acoustical curvature cannot be avoided.
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Chapter 4
The Problem of the Free
Boundary
4.1 Analysis of the Boundary Conditions
We now consider the two boundary conditions on K stated in Section 1.6 : the
linear jump condition 1.370 and the nonlinear jump condition 1.371. Since along
K the vectorfields ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−1 (see 2.36) together with the vectorfield T
(see 2.28) constitute a frame field for K, the linear condition 1.370 is equivalent
to the conditions:
ΩµA△βµ = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (4.1)
together with the condition:
T µ△βµ = 0 (4.2)
Let us denote:
ǫ = Nµ△βµ, ǫ = Nµ△βµ (4.3)
Then according to 4.1 the vectorfield along K with rectangular components
(h−1)µν△βν is given by:
(h−1)µν△βν = − 1
2c
(ǫNµ + ǫNµ) (4.4)
Also, since T µ = Lµ + Lµ = ρNµ + ρNµ, 4.2 reads:
ρǫ+ ρǫ = 0 or: r :=
ρ
ρ
= − ǫ
ǫ
(4.5)
which in terms of the definitions 2.74 is expressed as:
r :=
λ
λ
= − ǫ
ǫ
(4.6)
Since the functions ρ, ρ are both positive, it follows that ǫ, ǫ have opposite
signs. Moreover, since K must have along its past boundary, which coincides
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with ∂−B, the past boundary of B, the same tangent hyperplane at each point
as B, and B is acoustically null outgoing along ∂−B, it follows that the ratio
r = ρ/ρ tends to zero as we approach ∂−B along K. Hence by the condition 4.5
the ratio ǫ/ǫ also tends to zero as we approach ∂−B along K.
We turn to the nonlinear jump condition 1.371. We have:
△(Gβµ) = G+βµ+ −G−βµ−
= (△G)βµ + (G−△G)△βµ
where for quantities defined on K by the future solution we omit the subscript
+ when there can be no misunderstanding. We then obtain:
△(Gβµ)△βµ = ν△G+ δ2(G−△G) (4.7)
the quantities ν and δ2 being defined by:
ν = βµ△βµ, δ2 = △βµ△βµ (4.8)
The quantity δ itself shall be defined in the sequel. Recall from 1.66 that βµ
stands for (g−1)µνβν . By 1.74, 1.77,
(h−1)µνβν = βµ(1 + σF ) = η−2βµ or βµ = η2(h−1)µνβν (4.9)
In view of the expression 4.4 we then obtain:
ν = η2(h−1)µνβµ△βν
= −η
2
2c
(βN ǫ+ βN ǫ) (4.10)
Let us also define the quantity:
µ = (h−1)µν△βµ△βν (4.11)
Substituting from the expression 4.4 we obtain:
µ = −1
c
ǫǫ (4.12)
Since ǫ, ǫ have opposite signs, µ is a positive quantity. By 1.74:
δ2 = ((h−1)µν + Fβµβν)△βµ△βν
= µ+ Fν2 (4.13)
therefore δ2 is a fortiori a positive quantity.
We have:
△σ = −βµ+β+µ + βµ−β−µ = −βµβµ + (βµ −△βµ)(βµ −△βµ)
= −2βµ△βµ +△βµ△βµ
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that is, in terms of the definitions 4.8, 4.11,
△σ = −2ν + δ2 = −2ν + µ+ Fν2 (4.14)
We have:
△G = G+ −G− = −
∫ 1
0
d
ds
G(σ − s△σ)ds
= K△σ (4.15)
where, denoting G′ = dG/dσ,
K(σ,△σ) =
∫ 1
0
G′(σ − s△σ)ds (4.16)
is a known smooth function of (σ,△σ).
Substituting 4.13 and 4.15, in which 4.14 is substituted, in 4.7, we conclude
that:
△(Gβµ)△βµ = Q (4.17)
where Q is a smooth function of (σ, µ, ν), given by:
Q = K(−2ν + µ+ Fν2)(ν − µ− Fν2) +G(µ+ Fν2) (4.18)
Here K stands for K(σ,△σ), with △σ given by 4.14, so this is a known smooth
function of (σ, µ, ν). From 4.16 we have, denoting G′′ = d2G/dσ2,
K(σ,△σ) = G′(σ)− 1
2
G′′(σ)△σ + (△σ)2K˜2(σ,△σ) (4.19)
where K˜2 is a smooth function of (σ,△σ). According to 1.71:
G′ =
1
2
GF hence G′′ =
1
2
G
(
F ′ +
1
2
F 2
)
(4.20)
where we denote F ′ = dF/dσ.
We have:
Q = Q0 + µQ1 + µ
2Q˜2 (4.21)
where
Q0 = Q|µ=0 , Q1 =
∂Q
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
(4.22)
and Q˜2 is a smooth function of (σ, µ, ν).
From 4.18,
Q0 = K0(−2ν + Fν2)(ν − Fν2) +GFν2 (4.23)
where
K0 = K(σ, △σ|µ=0) (4.24)
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with (see 4.14)
△σ|µ=0 = −2ν + Fν2 (4.25)
From 4.19 we then obtain:
K0(σ, ν) = G
′(σ) +G′′(σ)ν + ν2K˜0,2(σ, ν) (4.26)
where K˜0,2 is a smooth function of (σ, ν). Substituting 4.26 in 4.23, by 4.20 the
terms proportional to ν2 cancel while the terms proportional to ν3 are
(3G′F − 2G′′)ν3 = −G(F ′ − F 2)ν3
Now by 1.76, 1.77:
F ′ − F 2 = η−4H ′ (4.27)
where we denote H ′ = dH/dσ. Thus the terms in 4.23 proportional to ν3 are
−η−4GH ′ν3
and we conclude that:
Q0 = ν
3Qˆ0 where Qˆ0 = −η−4GH ′ + νQ˜0,4 (4.28)
where Q˜0,4 is a smooth function of (σ, ν).
From 4.18 (see 4.22):
Q1 = G+ (3ν − 2Fν2)K0 −K1(2ν − Fν2)(ν − Fν2) (4.29)
where we denote
K1 =
∂K
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
By 4.16, in view of the fact that by 4.14 ∂△σ/∂µ = 1, we have:
K1 =
∂K
∂△σ (σ, △σ|µ=0) = −
∫ 1
0
G′′(σ − s △σ|µ=0)sds (4.30)
This is a smooth function of (σ, ν).
Substituting 4.28 and 4.29 in 4.21 and setting:
µ = mν3 (4.31)
we see that the nonlinear jump condition Q = 0 (see 4.17) becomes:
Qˆ0(ν) +mQ1(ν) +m
2ν3Q˜2(mν
3, ν) = 0 (4.32)
the dependence of the coefficients Qˆ0, Q1, Q˜2 on σ being understood. At ν = 0
this reduces to:
Qˆ0(0) +mQ1(0) = 0 (4.33)
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Since by 4.28 and 4.29:
Qˆ0(0) = −η−4GH ′, Q1(0) = G (4.34)
this yields:
m|ν=0 := m0 = η−4H ′ (4.35)
Applying the implicit function theorem to 4.32 we then obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.1 There is an open ν-interval containing 0 and a smooth
function m(ν) defined in this interval with m(0) = m0 such that 4.32 has in the
said interval the unique solution m = m(ν).
Writing, in accordance with 4.5 or 4.6,
ǫ = −rǫ (4.36)
we express 4.10 and 4.12 in the form:
ν = −η
2
2c
(βN − rβN )ǫ, µ = 1
c
rǫ2 (4.37)
Substituting these in the equation
µ−m(σ, ν)ν3 = 0
this equation takes the form:
r +
η6
8c2
(βN − rβN )3ǫm
(
σ,−η
2
2c
(βN − rβN )ǫ
)
= 0 (4.38)
Together with the fact that r tends to 0 as we approach ∂−B along K, this
implies that the ratio r/ǫ tends to j0 as we approach ∂−B along K, where:
j0 = −η
6β3N
8c2
m0 = −η
2β3N
8c2
H ′ (4.39)
(see 4.35). Setting then:
r = sǫ (4.40)
equation 4.38 becomes:
s+
η6
8c2
(βN − sǫβN )3m
(
σ,−η
2
2c
(βN − sǫβN )ǫ
)
= 0 (4.41)
This equation is of the form:
s− i(κ, sǫ, ǫ) = 0 (4.42)
where i is a smooth function of (κ, sǫ, ǫ) with κ standing for the quadruplet:
κ = (σ, c, βN , βN ) (4.43)
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At ǫ = 0 we have:
i(κ, 0, 0) = j0(κ) (4.44)
Applying then the implicit function theorem to 4.42 we obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.2 There is an open ǫ-interval containing 0 and a smooth
function j(κ, ǫ) defined in this interval with j(κ, 0) = j0(κ) such that 4.42 has
in the said interval the unique solution
s = j(κ, ǫ)
Thus, the nonlinear jump condition 1.371 determines ǫ as a function of ǫ ac-
cording to
ǫ = −j(κ, ǫ)ǫ2
We now come to the quantity δ whose square is defined by the 2nd of 4.8.
We recall from Section 1.4 the covector field ξ defined along K such that at
each point on K the null space of ξ is the tangent space to K at the point
and ξ(V ) > 0 for any vector V at the point which points to the interior of
N , the domain of the new solution. Moreover ξ was normalized to be of unit
magnitude with respect to the Minkowski metric g (see 1.244). Then ξ♯, the
vectorfield along K corresponding to ξ through g, is the unit normal to K with
respect to g pointing to the interior of N , a space-like relative to g vectorfield.
Denoting then
β⊥± = β± · ξ♯ (4.45)
we define:
δ = △β⊥ (4.46)
Recalling from Section 1.6 that at each point on K the covectors ξ and △β are
colinear, we have △β = (△β⊥)ξ, that is:
△β = δξ (4.47)
Hence δ2 is indeed given by the 2nd of 4.8.
From 1.56, 1.246 we have:
β⊥± = −h±u⊥± (4.48)
hence by 1.249:
β⊥± = −fh±V±, f > 0 (4.49)
Therefore:
δ = −f△(hV ) (4.50)
Differentiating with respect to p at constant s we obtain:
d
dp
(hV ) = V 2 + h
dV
dp
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and by 1.262:
h
dV
dp
= −V
2
η2
Hence:
d
dp
(hV ) = −V 2
(
1
η2
− 1
)
< 0 (4.51)
It follows that the sign of △(hV ) is opposite to that of △p. Consequently, the
sign of δ is the same as that of △p, positive in the compressive case: △p > 0,
and negative in the depressive case: △p < 0. Recall here from Section 1.4 that
△p is positive or negative according as to whether H ′− is negative or positive.
4.2 The Transformation Functions and the Iden-
tification Equations
Recall from Section 2.5 that the free boundary K is represented from the point
of view of N , the domain of the new solution by:
K = {(τ, τ, ϑ) : τ ≥ 0, ϑ ∈ Sn−1} (4.52)
Thus a given point of K corresponds to a given pair (τ, ϑ) where τ ≥ 0 and
ϑ ∈ Sn−1. Now K \ ∂−K is contained in M, the domain of the prior maximal
classical development, and ∂−K, the past boundary of K, coincides with ∂−B,
the past boundary of B, which is part of the boundary of M. The point on
K \ ∂−K which is represented as (τ, τ, ϑ), τ > 0, ϑ ∈ Sn−1 from the point of
view of the new solution, must be identified with a point in M. Let (t, u′, ϑ′)
be the coordinates of this point from the point of view of the prior solution in
the acoustical coordinate system discussed in Sections 1.5 and 2.5. Now the
spatial rectangular coordinates x′i have been determined by the prior solution
as functions of (t, u′, ϑ′) in M. Suppose then that the rectangular coordinates
xµ are also determined in N , as functions of the acoustical coordinates (u, u, ϑ).
Consider the restrictions of these functions to the boundary K:
f(τ, ϑ) = x0(τ, τ, ϑ), gi(τ, ϑ) = xi(τ, τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n (4.53)
Now the rectangular coordinates of points which are identified must coincide.
Therefore, we must have:
t = f(τ, ϑ), x′i(t, u′, ϑ′) = gi(τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n (4.54)
That is, representing K and ∂−K by:
K = {(τ, ϑ) : τ ≥ 0, ϑ ∈ Sn−1}, ∂−K = {(0, ϑ) : ϑ ∈ Sn−1}, (4.55)
there must be a smooth function w on K and a smooth mapping ψ of K into
Sn−1 such that with
u′ = w(τ, ϑ), ϑ′ = ψ(τ, ϑ) (4.56)
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and t given by the 1st of 4.54 the n equations constituting the 2nd of 4.54 hold.
In other words, we have:
x′i(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ)) = gi(τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n : ∀(τ, ϑ) ∈ K (4.57)
Moreover, at each τ ≥ 0, ψ|S∗τ is a diffeomorphism of
S∗τ = {τ} × Sn−1 (4.58)
onto Sn−1, and, according to the discussion in Section 2.5, w is a negative
function decreasing with τ on K \ ∂−K and vanishes on ∂−K = S∗0 . Also, ψ|S∗0
is the identity. Since ∂−K coincides with ∂−B which is known from the prior
solution, the values of the functions f and gi on ∂−K are known, and we have:
gi(0, ϑ) = x′i(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ) : ∀ϑ ∈ Sn−1 (4.59)
We call w and ψ transformation functions and equations 4.57 identification
equations. The identification equations constitute a system of n equations in
n unknowns, namely w and the n− 1 functions representing the mapping ψ in
local coordinates on Sn−1.
Now, in the case of n = 2 spatial dimensions, choosing the unit of length so
that the perimeter of ∂−B is set equal to 2π, we achieve ∂−B to be isometric,
not merely diffeomorphic, to the standard S1. The universal cover of S1 being
R
1 which has affine structure, we can define the notion of a displacement on S1.
That is to say, ϑ may be set equal to the arc length (relative to the induced
metric h/) on ∂−B from an abritrary origin and a displacement is meant in terms
of arc length. We can then express ϑ′ as a sum:
ϑ′ = ϑ+ ϕ′ (4.60)
Then with 4.56, the identification equations 4.57 take the form:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = 0 : i = 1, 2 (4.61)
where:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ+ ϕ′)− gi(τ, ϑ) (4.62)
For n > 2 spatial dimensions, even though we may choose the unit of length
so that the area (volume) of ∂−B is set equal to that of the standard Sn−1, we
cannot achieve ∂−B to be isometric to the standard Sn−1, as in general (∂−B, h/)
is a Riemannian manifold of non-constant curvature. Moreover, there is no affine
structure associated to Sn−1. As a consequence, the notion of displacement on
∂−B cannot be canonically defined. Nevertheless this notion can be defined
relative to a given diffeomorphism of ∂−B onto Sn−1, and a given atlas for
Sn−1, for example a stereographic atlas. Such an atlas consists of two charts χ
and χ˜, with domains U and U˜ respectively. Let V and V˜ be the ranges of χ and
χ˜ respectively. These are domains in Rn−1, which we can take to be convex. If
ϑ ∈ U then ϑ is represented in the chart χ by
χ(ϑ) = (ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1) ∈ V
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and if ϑ ∈ U˜ then ϑ is represented in the chart χ˜ by
χ˜(ϑ) = (ϑ˜1, ..., ϑ˜n−1) ∈ V˜
And if ϑ ∈ U ⋂ U˜ , there are smooth functions
fA(ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1) : A = 1, ..., n− 1 on χ(U
⋂
U˜) ⊂ V
such that:
ϑ˜A = fA(ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1) : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (4.63)
In fact f = (f1, ..., fn−1) is a diffeomorphism of χ(U ⋂ U˜) ⊂ V onto
χ˜(U ⋂ U˜) ⊂ V˜ . Then with ϑ, ϑ′ ∈ U , ϑ′ is represented in the chart χ by
(ϑ′A = ϑA + ϕ′A : A = 1, ..., n− 1)
Likewise, with ϑ, ϑ′ ∈ U˜ , ϑ′ is represented in the chart χ˜ by
(˜ϑ′A = ϑ˜A + ϕ˜′A : A = 1, ..., n− 1)
Moreover, by 4.63, if ϑ, ϑ′ ∈ U ⋂ U˜ , we have:
ϑ˜A + ϕ˜′A = fA(ϑ1 + ϕ′1, ..., ϑn−1 + ϕ′n−1) : A = 1, ..., n− 1
Subtracting 4.63 we then obtain:
ϕ˜′A = fA(ϑ1+ϕ′1, ..., ϑn−1+ϕ′n−1)−fA(ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1) : A = 1, ..., n−1 (4.64)
The fA : A = 1, ..., n − 1 being smooth functions we have a Taylor expansion
of the ϕ˜′A : A = 1, ..., n − 1 in (ϕ′1, ..., ϕ′n−1), with remainder, to arbitrary
order, the coefficients being smooth functions of (ϑ1, ..., ϑn−1). We can then
think of a displacement ϕ′ as being represented in the chart χ by the compo-
nents (ϕ′1, ..., ϕ′n−1) and in the chart χ˜ by the components (ϕ˜′1, ..., ϕ˜′n−1) and
transforming under the change of charts according to 4.64. And we can think
of the point ϑ′ as resulting from the point ϑ by the displacement ϕ′ and write:
ϑ′ = ϑ+ ϕ′ (4.65)
Setting then as in 4.62:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ+ ϕ′)− gi(τ, ϑ) (4.66)
the identification equations take in general the form:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = 0 : i = 1, ..., n (4.67)
In treating the case n > 2 we proceed from this point in a given chart.
Consider the difference:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′))− F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, 0))
= x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ+ ϕ′)− x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
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This can be written as:∫ 1
0
d
ds
x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ+ sϕ′)ds = ϕ′A
∫ 1
0
Ω′iA(f(τ, ϑ), u
′, ϑ+ sϕ′)ds
Note that the displacement sϕ′ only has meaning in a given chart. Here,
Ω′iA =
∂x′i
∂ϑ′A
(4.68)
defined in M by the prior solution. Defining then:
GiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) =
∫ 1
0
Ω′iA(f(τ, ϑ), u
′, ϑ+ sϕ′)ds (4.69)
we have:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′))− F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, 0)) = ϕ′AGiA((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) (4.70)
Furthermore, setting:
Hi((τ, ϑ), u′) = F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, 0))
= x′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)− gi(τ, ϑ) (4.71)
we have the expression:
F i((τ, ϑ), (u′, ϕ′)) = Hi((τ, ϑ), u′) + ϕ′AGiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) (4.72)
At τ = 0 the solution of the identification equations 4.67 is:
u′ = 0, ϕ′A = 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 : at τ = 0 (4.73)
(see 4.59) and 4.69 reduces to:
GiA((0, ϑ), (0, 0)) = Ω
′i
A(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ) = Ω
′i
A
∣∣
∂−B (ϑ) (4.74)
As discussed in Section 2.5 the acoustical function u defined in N extends
across C the acoustical function u′ defined in M (see 2.171). The vectorfield
L′ defined by the prior solution being the tangent field to the generators of the
level sets of u′ parametrized by t = x0, we see that along C = C0, L′ must
coincide with N , which has the same properties relative to u:
L′ = N : along C0 (4.75)
Now, as discussed in Section 1.5, the coordinate ϑ′ is canonically defined in the
region in M which corresponds to the union of the generators of the C′u′ , the
level sets of u′, which intersect B, by the condition that ϑ′ is constant along
the invariant curves of B. In the region in M in question we have u′ ≤ 0.
The coordinate ϑ′ may be extended to the region inM where u′ > 0, the future
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boundary of which is C, by the condition that ϑ′ is constant along the generators
of C = C0.
Consider a point p ∈ C0. To p there corresponds a definite value of t of
the rectangular coordinate x0 and a definite common value of u = u′. Thus
p ∈ S0,u = C0
⋂
Cu and at the same time p ∈ S′t,u′ = Σt
⋂
C′u′ . At p we have
the frame (N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) which refers to the new solution, as well
as the frame (L′, Tˆ ′,Ω′A : A = 1, ..., n − 1) which refers to the prior solution.
Here
Tˆ ′ = κ′−1T ′ (4.76)
is the unit vector corresponding to T ′ (see Section 1.5). We shall find the
relation between the two frames. First, we have already noted 4.75. Concerning
the relation between the ΩA and the Ω
′
A we note, referring to Section 2.5, that:
ϑ = ϑ′ : along C0 (4.77)
The rectangular components of the ΩA are:
ΩµA =
∂xµ
∂ϑA
: at constant (u, u) ; µ = 0, ..., n (4.78)
while the rectangular components of the Ω′A are:
Ω′0A = 0, Ω
′i
A =
∂x′i
∂ϑ′A
: at constant (t, u′) ; i = 1, ..., n (4.79)
Since the rectangular coordinate functions coincide along C, that is
x0 = t and xi = x′i : i = 1, ..., n along C0
and u′ = u while ϑ′A = ϑA along C0, it follows that, along C0:
∂xi
∂ϑA
=
∂x′i
∂ϑ′A
+
∂x′i
∂t
∂t
∂ϑA
(4.80)
or, in view of the fact that
∂x′i
∂t
= L′i, (4.81)
which along C0 is equal to N
i,
Ω′A = ΩA − πAN : along C0 (4.82)
using the notation 3.45. We finally consider Tˆ ′. This is characterized by the con-
ditions that it is tangential to the Σt, h-orthogonal to the Ω
′
A : A = 1, ..., n−1, of
unit magnitude and inward pointing. Remark that the rectangular components
of the 1-form β, hence also of the acoustical metric h, are continuous across
C = C0. Expanding Tˆ ′ along C0 in the (N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) frame:
Tˆ ′ = a/AΩA + aN + aN (4.83)
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we have Tˆ ′x0 = 0 which reads:
a/AπA + a+ a = 0 (4.84)
We also have h(Tˆ ′,Ω′A) = 0 which by 4.82 reads:
h/ABa/
B + 2cπAa = 0 (4.85)
Lastly we have h(Tˆ ′, Tˆ ′) = 1, which reads:
h/ABa/
Aa/B − 4caa = 1 (4.86)
Solving 4.85 for a/A we obtain:
a/A = −2ca(h/−1)ABπB (4.87)
Substituting in 4.84 and solving for a we obtain:
a = −(1− 2c(h/−1)ABπAπB)a (4.88)
Substituting then 4.87 and 4.88 in 4.86 the last becomes:
4c(1− c(h/−1)ABπAπB)a2 = 1 (4.89)
Now by the expansion 2.73 of the components of the reciprocal acoustical metric
we have, in view of the definition 3.45 and the fact that N0 = N0 = 1,
1
c
− (h/−1)ABπAπB = −(h−1)00 = 1 + Fβ20 (4.90)
The right hand side is the function denoted by α−2 in [Ch-S] (see 1.331). Thus,
1
c
− (h/−1)ABπAπB = 1
α2
(4.91)
and 4.89 becomes:
4c2
α2
a2 = 1
Finally the condition that Tˆ ′ is inward pointing means a > 0. We then obtain:
a =
α
2c
(4.92)
which, together with 4.87 and 4.88 determine the coefficients of the expansion
4.83. Substituting for ΩA in terms of Ω
′
A from 4.82 this expansion with the
coefficients so determined takes the form:
Tˆ ′
α
+ (h/−1)ABπBΩ′A =
N −N
2c
(4.93)
Remark that here both sides are tangential to the Σt. Summarizing, we have
established the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.3 The frames (N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) and (L′, Tˆ ′,Ω′A :
A = 1, ..., n− 1) are related along C by:
L′ = N, Ω′A = ΩA − πAN,
Tˆ ′
α
+ (h/−1)ABπBΩ′A =
N −N
2c
Now, in the context of [Ch-S] we have the incoming acoustically null vector-
field
L′ =
1
2
α−1κ′L′ + T ′ (4.94)
which is h-orthogonal to the surfaces S′t,u′ = Σt
⋂
C′u′ and satisfies
L′u′ = 1 (4.95)
Substituting for T ′ in terms of Tˆ ′ from 4.76 in 4.94 we obtain:
L′ = κ′Lˆ′ where Lˆ′ =
1
2
α−1L′ + Tˆ ′ (4.96)
Along C0 we may substitute for Tˆ
′ from Proposition 4.3 in Lˆ′ to obtain, along
C0:
Lˆ′ = −α(h/−1)ABπBΩ′A +
1
2
(
1
α
− α
c
)
L′ +
α
2c
N (4.97)
Since u′ coincides with u along C0, we have:
Nu′ = Nu =
Lu
ρ
=
1
ρ
: along C0 (4.98)
Then, since Ω′Au
′ = L′u′ = 0, applying 4.97 to u′ we obtain:
Lˆ′u′ =
α
2λ
: along C0 (4.99)
hence, in view of the fact that ακ′ = µ′ (see 1.330),
L′u′ =
µ′
2λ
: along C0 (4.100)
Comparing with 4.95 yields the following (compare with 2.75).
Proposition 4.4 Along C the following relation holds:
λ =
1
2
µ′
the right hand side defined by the prior solution and the left hand side by the
new solution. Consequently, the derivatives of λ along C0 can all be obtained
from the corresponding derivatives of µ′ determined by the prior solution.
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In view of Proposition 4.4, multiplying by µ′ the expression for (N −N)/2c
along C0 given by Proposition 4.3 yields the relation:
T ′ + µ′
(
(h/−1)ABπBΩ′A +
L′
2c
)
= L : along C0 (4.101)
Now, since, according to the results of [Ch-S] quoted in Section 1.5, µ′ van-
ishes on the whole of B, in particular at ∂−B, and by 1.349 and the 2nd of
1.333:
T ′ =
∂
∂u′
− µ′ΞˆA ∂
∂ϑ′A
(4.102)
and, moreover,1.354 holds, we in fact have:
µ′|∂−B = T ′µ′|∂−B = 0 (4.103)
This implies:
T ′2µ′|∂−B =
∂2µ′
∂u′2
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
Hence, according to 1.359 the function k on ∂−B defined by:
k = T ′2µ′|∂−B (4.104)
is strictly positive.
By Proposition 4.4 and 4.102 along C0 we have:
T ′µ′ + µ′
(
(h/−1)ABπBΩ′Aµ
′ +
L′µ′
2c
)
= 2Lλ (4.105)
In particular at ∂−B by 4.103 it holds:
λ|∂−B = Lλ|∂−B = 0 (4.106)
Moreover, applying 4.102 again and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain, in
terms of the definition 4.104:
L2λ|∂−B =
1
2
k (4.107)
According to 1.344, ∂µ′/∂t < 0 on the whole of B, in particular at ∂−B.
Thus, in view of the 1st of 1.333:
L′ =
∂
∂t
(4.108)
the function l on ∂−B defined by:
l = L′µ′|∂−B (4.109)
is strictly negative. Moreover, from the propagation equation of [Ch-S] for µ′
along the integral curves of L′ we see that on the whole of B, where µ′ vanishes,
we have:
L′µ′ =
1
2
β2L′T
′H
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which, evaluated at ∂−B gives:
l =
1
2
β2NT
′H |∂−B (4.110)
The rectangular components βµ of the 1-form β being continuous across C = C0
their derivatives along C0 are also continuous. Applying then 4.102 to H and
evaluating the result at ∂−B we conclude that:
T ′H |∂−B = LH |∂−B (4.111)
Comparing with 4.110 we see that:
l =
1
2
β2NLH |∂−B (4.112)
Consider now the boundary condition 4.6, that is:
rλ = λ : along K (4.113)
Applying the vectorfield T = L+L, which is tangential to K, to this we obtain:
(Tr)λ + rTλ = Tλ : along K (4.114)
Let us evaluate this at ∂−B. By 4.40 and Proposition 4.2 r vanishes at ∂−B, as
the jump ǫ vanishes there. Moreover, by 4.106 Tλ = Lλ at ∂−B. The last is
given by the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3, which at ∂−B reduces
to Lλ = qλ, in view of the vanishing of λ there. Therefore 4.114 reduces at ∂−B
to:
(Tr − q)λ = 0 : at ∂−B (4.115)
Since r vanishes at ∂−B and is positive on K \ ∂−K, it follows that
Tr ≥ 0 : at ∂−B (4.116)
On the other hand, according to Proposition 3.3:
q =
1
4c
β2NLH
Comparing with 4.112 we see that:
cq|∂−B =
1
2
l < 0 (4.117)
We then conclude through 4.115 that:
λ = 0 : at ∂−B (4.118)
Consider now the functions f and gi : i = 1, ..., n (see 4.53). Since
T = L+ L = ρN + ρN,
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and on K :
T =
∂
∂τ
,
we have:
∂f
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) = (ρ+ ρ)(τ, τ, ϑ)
∂gi
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) = (ρN i + ρN i)(τ, τ, ϑ) : i = 1, ..., n (4.119)
The vanishing of λ and λ at ∂−B, just demonstrated, is equivalent to the van-
ishing of ρ and ρ there (see 2.74). As τ = 0 corresponds to ∂−K = ∂−B, it
follows, evaluating 4.119 at τ = 0, that:
∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0,
∂gi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : i = 1, ..., n (4.120)
Consider the functions Hi : i = 1, ..., n defined by 4.71. In view of the fact
that (see 4.108)
∂x′i
∂t
= L′i (4.121)
we have:
∂Hi
∂τ
((τ, ϑ), u′) = L′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
∂f
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)− ∂g
i
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) (4.122)
By 4.120 we then obtain:
∂Hi
∂τ
((0, ϑ), 0) = 0 (4.123)
By 4.102 and 4.76):
∂x′i
∂u′
= µ′Si (4.124)
where Si are the components of the vectorfield:
S = α−1Tˆ ′ + ΞˆAΩ′A (4.125)
which is tangential to the Σt and is defined by the prior solution. We then have:
∂Hi
∂u′
((τ, ϑ), u′) = (µ′Si)(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ) (4.126)
By virtue of the fact that µ′ vanishes at ∂−B we then obtain:
∂Hi
∂u′
((0, ϑ), 0) = 0 (4.127)
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Next, differentiating 4.122 with respect to τ we obtain:
∂2Hi
∂τ2
((τ, ϑ), u′) = Li(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
∂2f
∂τ2
(τ, ϑ)
+(L′L′i(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
(
∂f
∂τ
)2
(τ, ϑ)
−∂
2gi
∂τ2
(τ, ϑ) (4.128)
Applying T to 4.119 we obtain:
∂2f
∂τ2
(τ, ϑ) = (Tρ+ Tρ)(τ, τ, ϑ)
∂2gi
∂τ2
(τ, ϑ) = (N iTρ+N iTρ+ ρTN i + ρTN i)(τ, τ, ϑ) (4.129)
In view of the vanishing of λ and λ at ∂−B (see 4.106, 4.118) the propagation
equations for λ and λ of Proposition 3.3 evaluated at ∂−B give:
Lλ = Lλ = 0 : at ∂−B (4.130)
Together with 4.106 and 4.118 these imply, in view of 2.74 and the fact that
T = L+ L, that 4.129 reduce at τ = 0 to:
∂2f
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= Lρ|∂−B,
∂2gi
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= N iLρ|∂−B : i = 1, ..., n (4.131)
Since by the 1st of 4.120, the formula 4.128 reduces at (τ, u′) = (0, 0) to
∂2Hi
∂τ2
((0, ϑ), 0) = L′i(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ)
∂2f
∂τ2
(0, ϑ)− ∂
2gi
∂τ2
(0, ϑ)
recalling from Proposition 4.3 that N i = L′i along C0, in particular at ∂−B, we
then conclude that:
∂2Hi
∂τ2
((0, ϑ), 0) = 0 (4.132)
Differentiating 4.126 with respect to τ we obtain:
∂2Hi
∂τ∂u′
((τ, ϑ), u′) =
∂(µ′Si)
∂t
(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
∂f
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) (4.133)
Then by the 1st of 4.120:
∂2Hi
∂τ∂u′
((0, ϑ), 0) = 0 (4.134)
Differentiating 4.126 with respect to u′ we obtain:
∂2Hi
∂u′2
((τ, ϑ), u′) =
∂(µ′Si)
∂u′
(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ) (4.135)
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Since according to 4.103 (see 4.102):
µ′|∂−B =
∂µ′
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= 0 (4.136)
it follows that:
∂2Hi
∂u′2
((0, ϑ), 0) = 0 (4.137)
Recalling also that the functionsHi, being defined by 4.71, vanish at (τ, u′) =
(0, 0) by 4.59, the results 4.123, 4.127, and 4.132, 4.134, 4.137, imply that the
Taylor expansion of Hi((τ, ϑ), u′) in (τ ′, u′) at fixed ϑ begins with cubic terms.
By 4.73, the functions w and ψ which according to 4.56 express the solution of
the identification equations 4.67 satisfy:
w(0, ϑ) = 0, ψ(0, ϑ) = ϑ (4.138)
These functions being assumed smooth, the first implies that for the solution
of the identification equations u′ = O(τ), hence Hi = O(τ3). Then by 4.72,
4.74, and the fact that at each point p in the closure ofM, in particular at each
p ∈ ∂−B, the vectors Ω′A : A = 1, ..., n− 1 constitute a basis for TpS′t,u′ , hence
are linearly independent, we conclude that for the solution of the identification
equations ϕ′A = O(τ3). Thus, in the sense of the given chart (see 4.65) we have:
∂ψA
∂τ
(0, ϑ) =
∂2ψA
∂τ2
(0, ϑ) = 0 (4.139)
Let us then set:
∂w
∂τ
(0, ϑ) = v0(ϑ),
∂3ψA
∂τ3
(0, ϑ) = 6γA0 (ϑ) (4.140)
The function v0 must be non-positive, w being negative for τ > 0 and decreasing
with τ . For the solution of the identification equations we then have:
u′ = v0(ϑ)τ +O(τ2), ϕ′A = γA0 (ϑ)τ
3 +O(τ4) (4.141)
Going now back to 4.114 and applying T again we obtain:
2(Tr)Tλ+ rT 2λ+ λT 2r = T 2λ : along K (4.142)
At ∂−B this reduces to:
2(Tr)Tλ = T 2λ : at ∂−B (4.143)
Now, we have:
T 2λ = TLλ+ TLλ
Applying T to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3, we obtain,
since Tλ vanishes at ∂−B,
TLλ = qTλ : at ∂−B
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Also, we have:
TLλ = L2λ+ LLλ
By 2.17 LLλ = LLλ − Z · d/λ and d/λ vanishes at ∂−B = S0,0, while applying
L to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 we see that by the 2nd
of 4.130 and 4.106 LLλ vanishes at ∂−B. Combining, and recalling 4.107, we
obtain:
T 2λ = qTλ+
1
2
k : at ∂−B (4.144)
Inserting this in 4.143 yields the equation:
(2Tr − q)Tλ = 1
2
k : at ∂−B (4.145)
To determine then Tλ at ∂−B, we must determine Tr there. By 4.40 and
Proposition 4.2 we have:
Tr|∂−B = s0T ǫ|∂−B (4.146)
where
s0 = s|∂−B = j0(κ0), κ0 = κ|∂−B (4.147)
(κ being the quadruplet 4.43). From 4.3 we have, since the jumps △βµ vanish
at ∂−B,
T ǫ = NµT△βµ : at ∂−B (4.148)
Let us denote from now on by β′µ the rectangular components of the 1-form β
corresponding to the prior solution. These are smooth functions of (t, u′, ϑ′).
We can then write:
△βµ = βµ|K − β′µ
∣∣
K (4.149)
or, in view of 4.56, in terms of the (τ, ϑ) coordinates on K,
△βµ(τ, ϑ) = βµ(τ, τ, ϑ) − β′µ(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ)) (4.150)
Applying T = ∂/∂τ we then obtain:
(T△βµ)(τ, ϑ) = (Tβµ)(τ, τ, ϑ) −
(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ))
∂f
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)
−
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ))
∂w
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)
−
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′A
)
(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ))
∂ψA
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) (4.151)
By the 1st of 4.120 and by 4.139, 4.140 this reduces at τ = 0, that is at ∂−B to:
T△βµ|∂−B =
(
Tβµ − v0
∂β′µ
∂u′
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(4.152)
Now, in reference to 4.148 we have (see 3.42):
NµLβµ = ρsNN = 0 : at ∂−B
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hence:
NµTβµ = sNL : at ∂−B (4.153)
Also (see 4.102, 4.103),
∂β′µ
∂u′
= T ′β′µ = Lβ
′
µ : at ∂−B
the last equality by virtue of 4.101. Since β′µ = βµ along C, we have Lβ′µ = Lβµ
along C0. Therefore:
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
= sNL : at ∂−B (4.154)
Combining 4.153 and 4.154 we conclude through 4.152 and 4.148 that:
T ǫ = (1− v0)sNL : at ∂−B (4.155)
Substituting this as well as 4.39 in 4.146 yields:
Tr = − (1− v0)
8
η2
c2
β3N
dH
dσ
sNL : at ∂−B (4.156)
We shall presently relate the coefficient of 1 − v0 here to the negative function
l (see 4.112). We have:
LH = −2dH
dσ
βµLβµ where β
µ = (g−1)µνβν (4.157)
Now βµ being the rectangular components of a vectorfield which we may denote
by β♯, we can expand this vectorfield in the frame field (N,N,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−
1):
β♯ = b/AΩA + bN + bN (4.158)
If X is an arbitrary vectorfield, we have
h(β♯, X) = hµνβ
µXν
and from 1.75:
hµνβ
µ = (gµν +Hβµβν)β
µ = βν −Hσβν = η2βν (4.159)
(see 1.77). Hence, with X an arbitrary vectorfield,
h(β♯, X) = η2β ·X (4.160)
Substituting then the expansion 4.158 and setting X equal to ΩA : A = 1, ..., n−
1, N , N , successively, we determine the coefficients to be:
b/A = η2(h/−1)ABβ/B : A = 1, ..., n− 1, b = −η
2
2c
βN , b = −η
2
2c
βN (4.161)
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We conclude that the following expansion holds:
βµ = η2
(
(h/−1)ABβ/BΩ
µ
A −
1
2c
βNN
µ − 1
2c
βNN
µ
)
(4.162)
Substituting this in 4.157 yields:
LH = −2η2 dH
dσ
[
ρ
(
(h/−1)ABβ/B(s/N )A − 1
2c
βNsNN
)
− 1
2c
βNsNL
]
(4.163)
At ∂−B this reduces to:
LH =
η2
c
βN
dH
dσ
sNL : at ∂−B (4.164)
Comparing with 4.156 we see that:
Tr = − (1− v0)
8c
β2NLH : at ∂−B (4.165)
or, comparing with 4.112,
Tr = − (1− v0)
4c
l : at ∂−B (4.166)
Remark that the right hand side is positive at it should be. Comparing finally
with 4.117 we see that:
Tr = − (1− v0)
2
q : at ∂−B (4.167)
Substituting the result 4.167 in 4.145 yields:
Tλ = − k
2(2− v0)q = −
ck
(2− v0)l : at ∂−B (4.168)
Also, substituting this in 4.144 yields:
T 2λ =
(1− v0)k
2(2− v0) : at ∂−B (4.169)
By Proposition 4.2 and the fact that the jump ǫ vanishes at ∂−B we obtain:
T ǫ = 0 : at ∂−B (4.170)
Recalling the definitions 4.3 this is NµT△βµ = 0 : at ∂−B, or, in terms of 4.149,
NµTβµ = N
µTβ′µ : at ∂−B (4.171)
Now, we have NµLβµ = ρsNN which vanishes at ∂−B. Therefore 4.171 reduces
to:
sNL|∂−B = NµTβ′µ|∂−B (4.172)
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Along K we have:
Tβ′µ
∣∣
K =
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
∂f
∂τ
+
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
∂w
∂τ
+
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′A
∣∣∣∣
K
∂ψA
∂τ
(4.173)
By the 1st of 4.120, 4.139, 4.140 this reduces at ∂−B to:
Tβ′µ
∣∣
∂−B = v0 T
′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B (4.174)
Therefore:
NµTβ′µ|∂−B = v0L′µT ′β′µ|∂−B = v0T ′µL′β′µ|∂−B = 0 (4.175)
and by 4.172 we conclude that:
sNL|∂−B = 0 (4.176)
According to the conjugate of 4.163:
LH = −2η2 dH
dσ
[
ρ
(
(h/−1)ABβ/B(s/N )A − 1
2c
βNsNN
)
− 1
2c
βNsNL
]
(4.177)
Then by virtue of 4.176 we have:
LH |∂−B = 0 (4.178)
We proceed to calculate the 3rd derivatives of the functions Hi with re-
spect to (τ, u′) at (τ, u′) = (0, 0). Differentiating 4.128 with respect to τ and
evaluating the result at (τ, u′) = (0, 0) we obtain, in view of the 1st of 4.120,
∂3Hi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
= N i
∂3f
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
3gi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(4.179)
Applying T to 4.129 we obtain:
∂3f
∂τ3
= T 2ρ+ T 2ρ
∂3gi
∂τ3
= N iT 2ρ+N iT 2ρ+ 2(TN i)Tρ+ 2(TN i)Tρ
+ρT 2N i + ρT 2N i (4.180)
At τ = 0 the last reduces to:
∂3gi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= N2T 2ρ+N iT 2ρ+ 2(TN i)Tρ (4.181)
in view of the fact that Tρ vanishes at ∂−B. Substituting in 4.177 we obtain:
∂3Hi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
=
(
(N i −N i)T 2ρ− 2(TN i)Tρ)∣∣
∂−B (4.182)
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Here we must determine TN i at ∂−B. From the expansion 3.31 and from 3.57,
3.68, and the 1st of 3.47, we see that by virtue of 4.176, 4.178:
LN i|∂−B = 0 (4.183)
As for LN i we have the expansion 3.33. By Proposition 4.3, along C0 this takes
the form (see also 1st of 3.48):
LN i = n/AΩ′iA + n(N
i −N i) : along C0 (4.184)
Now, n/A is given by 3.92 which at ∂−B reduces to:
n/Bh/AB = −βNβ/ALH : at ∂−B (4.185)
Also, n is given by 3.61 which at ∂−B reduces to:
n =
1
4c
β2NLH : at ∂−B (4.186)
Defining then:
mA = (h/−1)AB
β/B
βN
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (4.187)
and comparing with 4.112 we see that:
n/A
∣∣
∂−B = −2lm
A, cn|∂−B =
l
2
(4.188)
Then in view of 4.183, 4.184 we obtain:
TN i|∂−B = l
(
−2mAΩ′iA +
N i −N i
2c
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(4.189)
Substituting this together with 4.168, 4.169 in 4.182 we obtain:
∂3Hi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
=
k
(2 − v0)
(
(1 + v0)
(N i −N i)
2c
− 4mAΩ′iA
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(4.190)
Now, by Proposition 4.3:
(N i −N i)
2c
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
=
(
Tˆ ′i
α
+ (h/−1)ABπBΩ′iA
)∣∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(4.191)
We shall express the right hand side in terms of:
Si0 := S
i
∣∣
∂−B and the Ω
′i
A0 := Ω
′i
A
∣∣
∂−B : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (4.192)
where S is the vectorfield defined by 4.125. For this purpose we must determine
ΞˆA|∂−B. By 1.350 we have
ΞˆA
∣∣∣
∂−B
=
∂ΞA/∂t|∂−B
∂µ′/∂t|∂−B
(4.193)
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in (t, u′, ϑ′) coordinates on M. By 4.109 the denominator here is l. As for
the numerator, by 1.333 it is −ΛA|∂−B, where Λ = ΛAΩ′A is the commutator
Λ = [L′, T ′]. To determine this we shall refer to results from Chapter 3 of [Ch-S].
We have (see page 62 of [Ch-S]):
ΛA = −(h/−1)AB(2ζ′B +Ω′Bµ′) (4.194)
On B, ζ′A reduces to (see page 76 of [Ch-S]):
ζ′A = −
1
2
(β′ · L′)(β′ · Ω′A)T ′H : on B (4.195)
This holds in particular at ∂−B, where by Proposition 4.3:
β′ · L′ = βN , β′ · Ω′A = β/A − πAβN
Comparing with 4.187 and 4.110 we then obtain:
ζ′A|∂−B = l(πA −mA) (4.196)
(where mA = h/ABm
B). Moreover, since µ′ vanishes at ∂−B, ΩAµ′ likewise
vanishes there, hence by Proposition 4.3:
Ω′Aµ
′ = −πAL′µ′ = −πAl : at ∂−B (4.197)
Substituting the results 4.196, 4.197 in 4.194 yields:
ΛA|∂−B = −l(πA −mA) (4.198)
(where πA = (h/−1)ABπB). As a consequence we obtain through 4.193:
ΞˆA
∣∣∣
∂−B
= πA − 2mA (4.199)
Comparing then with 4.125 we see that the right hand side of 4.191 is equal to:
Si0 + 2m
AΩ′iA0
and 4.191 becomes:
(N i −N i)
2c
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= Si0 + 2m
AΩ′iA0 (4.200)
Substituting this finally in 4.190 yields:
∂3Hi
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
=
k
(2− v0)
(
(1 + v0)S
i
0 − 2(1− v0)mAΩ′iA0
)
(4.201)
Next, differentiating 4.133 with respect to τ we obtain:
∂3Hi
∂τ2∂u′
((τ, ϑ), u′) =
∂(µ′Si)
∂t
(f(τ, ϑ, u′, ϑ)
∂2f
∂τ2
(τ, ϑ)
+
∂2(µ′Si)
∂t2
(f(τ, ϑ, u′, ϑ)
(
∂f
∂τ
)2
(τ, ϑ) (4.202)
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By the 1st of 4.120 and the fact that µ′ vanishes at ∂−B this reduces at (τ, u′) =
(0, 0) to:
∂3Hi
∂τ2∂u′
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
= lSi0
∂2f
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(4.203)
recalling 4.109. We have (see 1st of 4.129):
∂2f
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= Tρ|∂−B = −
k
(2− v0)l (4.204)
by 4.168. Substituting then gives:
∂3Hi
∂τ2∂u′
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
= − kS
i
0
(2− v0) (4.205)
Differentiating 4.135 with respect to τ we obtain:
∂3Hi
∂τ∂u′2
((τ, ϑ), u′) =
∂2(µ′Si)
∂t∂u′
(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)
∂f
∂τ
(τ, ϑ) (4.206)
In view of the 1st of 4.120 this reduces at (τ, ϑ) = (0, 0) to:
∂3Hi
∂τ∂u′2
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
= 0 (4.207)
Finally, differentiating 4.135 with respect to u′ we obtain:
∂3Hi
∂u′3
((τ, ϑ), u′) =
∂2(µ′Si)
∂u′2
(f(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ) (4.208)
Recalling 4.103, 4.104 this reduces at (τ, u′) = (0, 0) to:
∂3Hi
∂u′3
∣∣∣∣
(τ,u′)=(0,0)
= kSi0 (4.209)
Recalling the fact that for the solution of the identification equations u′ =
O(τ), the results 4.201, 4.205, 4.207, 4.209 imply that for the solution of the
identification equations:
Hi =
kSi0
6(2− v0)
{
(1 + v0)τ
3 − 3τ2u′ + (2− v0)u′3
}
− (1− v0)km
AΩ′iA0
3(2− v0) τ
3 +O(τ4) (4.210)
Recalling also that for the solution of the identification equations ϕ′A = O(τ3),
by 4.69, 4.74, for the solution of the identification equations we have:
GiA = Ω
′i
A0 +O(τ) (4.211)
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Therefore in view of 4.72, according to the identification equations 4.67 we have:
kSi0
6(2− v0)
{
(1 + v0)τ
3 − 3τ2u′ + (2− v0)u′3
}
− (1− v0)km
AΩ′iA0
3(2− v0) τ
3 + ϕ′AΩ′iA0 = O(τ
4) (4.212)
Substituting 4.141, multiplying by τ−3, and taking the limit τ → 0, we deduce:
k(1 − v0)3(1 + v0)
6(2− v0) S
i
0 +
(
γA0 −
kmA(1− v0)
3(2− v0)
)
Ω′iA0 = 0 (4.213)
Since the vectors S0, Ω
′
A : A = 1, ..., n − 1 are linearly independent, spanning
Σt at each point on ∂−B, the coefficients of Si0 and Ω′iA0 must separately vanish.
Since v0 ≤ 0 the first condition is equivalent to:
v0 = −1 (4.214)
Substituting this in the second condition yields:
γA0 =
2kmA
9
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (4.215)
In conclusion, we have established the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4 The solution of the identification equations 4.67 is of the
form:
u′ = vτ, ϕ′A = γAτ3
with:
v|τ=0 = −1, γ|τ=0 =
2kmA
9
Substituting 4.214 in 4.166 we obtain:
Tr|∂−B = −
l
2c0
where we denote: c0 = c|∂−B (4.216)
Substituting 4.214 in 4.168 and 4.169 we obtain:
Tλ|∂−B = −
c0k
3l
, T 2λ|∂−B =
k
3
(4.217)
Substituting finally 4.214 in 4.204 we obtain:
∂2f
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= − k
3l
(4.218)
In view of the 1st of 4.120, this implies:
f(τ, ϑ) = f(0, ϑ)−
(
k
6l
)
(ϑ)τ2 +O(τ3) (4.219)
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On the other hand, by 1.358 and 1.360:
t∗(u′, ϑ′) = t∗(0, ϑ′)−
(
k
2l
)
(ϑ′)u′2 +O(u′3) (4.220)
Since f(0, ϑ) = t∗(0, ϑ) and by Proposition 4.4
u′ = −τ +O(τ2), ϑ′ = ϑ+O(τ3)
comparing 4.219 with 4.220 we see that, at least in a neighborhood of B, K
does indeed lie in the past of B, in accordance with the conditions of the shock
development problem.
4.3 Regularization of the Identification Equa-
tions
Let us consider again the functions Hi : i = 1, ..., n defined by 4.71. Recalling
that the
N i0(ϑ) = L
′i
0 (ϑ) =
∂x′i
∂t
(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ) (4.221)
are known smooth functions on Sn−1 defined by the prior solution, and that by
4.59 the gi(0, ϑ) are likewise known smooth functions on Sn−1 defined by the
prior solution, let us define the functions:
△i(s, u′, ϑ) = x′i(f(0, ϑ) + s, u′, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)s (4.222)
So these are known smooth functions of their arguments, defined by the prior
solution. Setting
fˇ(τ, ϑ) = f(τ, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ), gˇi(τ, ϑ) = gi(τ, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ) (4.223)
let us also define the functions:
δi(τ, ϑ) = gˇi(τ, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)fˇ(τ, ϑ) (4.224)
So these are a priori unknown functions, depending on the new solution. Com-
paring 4.223, 4.224 with 4.71 we see that:
Hi((τ, ϑ), u′) = △i(fˇ(τ, ϑ), u′, ϑ)− δi(τ, ϑ) (4.225)
Consider the functions △i(s, u′, ϑ). By 4.59,
△i(0, 0, ϑ) = 0 (4.226)
and by 4.221,
∂△i
∂s
(0, 0, ϑ) = 0 (4.227)
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According to 4.124 we have:
∂△i
∂u′
(s, u′, ϑ) = (µ′Si)(f(0, ϑ) + s, u′, ϑ) (4.228)
In particular, by 4.103,
∂△i
∂u′
(0, 0, ϑ) = 0 (4.229)
Differentiating 4.228 with respect to s and evaluating the result at (s, u′) = (0, 0)
we obtain, in view of 4.109,
∂2△i
∂s∂u′
(0, 0, ϑ) = l(ϑ)Si0(ϑ) (4.230)
Differentiating 4.228 with respect to u′ and evaluating the result at (s, u′) =
(0, 0) we obtain, by 4.103,
∂2△i
∂u′2
(0, 0, ϑ) = 0 (4.231)
Let us denote:
∂2△i
∂s2
(0, 0, ϑ) = ai0(ϑ) (4.232)
These are known smooth functions on Sn−1, determined by the prior solution.
The above results 4.226, 4.227, 4.229, 4.230, 4.231, 4.232, imply that:
△i(s, u′, ϑ) = 1
2
ai0(ϑ)s
2 + l(ϑ)Si0(ϑ)su
′ +△′i(s, u′, ϑ) (4.233)
where the △′i(s, u′, ϑ) are known smooth functions of their arguments whose
Taylor expansion in (s, u′) begins with cubic terms. Furthermore, differentiating
4.228 twice with respect to u′ and evaluating the result at (s, u′) = (0, 0) we
obtain, by 4.103 and 4.104,
∂3△i
∂u′3
(0, 0, ϑ) = k(ϑ)Si0(ϑ) (4.234)
Let us denote:
∂3△i
∂s∂u′2
(0, 0, ϑ) = ai1(ϑ) (4.235)
∂3△i
∂s2∂u′
(0, 0, ϑ) = ai2(ϑ) (4.236)
∂3△i
∂s3
(0, 0, ϑ) = ai3(ϑ) (4.237)
These are all known smooth functions on Sn−1, determined by the prior solution.
Then 4.233 is precised to:
△i(s, u′, ϑ) = 1
2
ai0(ϑ)s
2 + l(ϑ)Si0(ϑ)su
′
+
1
6
ai3(ϑ)s
3 +
1
2
ai2(ϑ)s
2u′ +
1
2
ai1(ϑ)su
′2 +
1
6
k(ϑ)Si0(ϑ)u
′3
+△′′i(s, u′, ϑ) (4.238)
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where the △′′i(s, u′, ϑ) are known smooth functions of their arguments whose
Taylor expansion in (s, u′) begins with quartic terms.
We shall repeatedly apply the following standard lemma.
Lemma 4.1 Let f be a smooth function defined in an open set U in Rn which
is star-shaped relative to the origin. Suppose that f and its partial derivatives
of order up to k−1 vanish at the origin. Then there are smooth functions gi1...ik
defined in U such that
f(x) =
∑
i1,...,ik
xi1 · · · xikgi1...ik(x)
The functions gi1...ik are in fact given by
gi1...ik(x) =
∫ 1
0
{∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tk−1
0
∂kf
∂xi1 ...∂xik
(tkx)dtk...dt2
}
dt1
We apply the above lemma to the functions △′′i to conclude that there are
known smooth functions Ail : l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 of (s, u
′, ϑ) such that:
△′′i(s, u′, ϑ) = u′4Ai0(s, u′, ϑ)
+su′3Ai1(s, u
′, ϑ) + s2u′2Ai2(s, u
′, ϑ)
+s3u′Ai3(s, u
′, ϑ) + s4Ai4(s, u
′, ϑ) (4.239)
In view of the fact that:
fˇ(0, ϑ) =
∂fˇ
∂τ
(0, ϑ) = 0 (4.240)
we can set:
fˇ(τ, ϑ) = τ2fˆ(τ, ϑ) (4.241)
In fact by 4.219 we have:
fˆ(0, ϑ) = − k(ϑ)
6l(ϑ)
(4.242)
Setting then (see 4.225), according to Proposition 4.4:
s = fˇ(τ, ϑ) = τ2fˆ(τ, ϑ), u′ = τv
in 4.238, 4.239 we obtain:
△i(fˇ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) = τ3Si0(ϑ)v
[
l(ϑ)fˆ(τ, ϑ) +
1
6
k(ϑ)v2
]
(4.243)
+τ4
{
1
2
(
ai0(ϑ)fˆ (τ, ϑ) + a
i
1(ϑ)v
2
)
fˆ(τ, ϑ) +
1
2
τai2(ϑ)vfˆ
2(τ, ϑ)
+
1
6
τ2ai3(ϑ)fˆ
3(τ, ϑ) + v4Ai0(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τv3fˆ(τ, ϑ)Ai1(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τ2v2fˆ2(τ, ϑ)Ai2(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τ3vfˆ3(τ, ϑ)Ai3(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τ4fˆ4(τ, ϑ)Ai4(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
}
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Consider next the functions δi defined by 4.224. By 4.120, 4.131 we have:
δi(0, ϑ) =
∂δi
∂τ
(0, ϑ) =
∂2δi
∂τ2
(0, ϑ) = 0 (4.244)
We can therefore set:
δi(τ, ϑ) = τ3δˆi(τ, ϑ) (4.245)
In fact, by 4.179:
∂3δi
∂τ3
(0, ϑ) = −∂
3Hi
∂τ3
((0, ϑ), 0)
=
4k(ϑ)mA(ϑ)
3
Ω′iA0(ϑ) (4.246)
by 4.201 and 4.214. Hence, comparing with 4.215,
δˆi(0, ϑ) = γA0 (ϑ)Ω
′i
A0(ϑ) (4.247)
Consider now the functions GiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) defined by 4.69:
GiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) =
∫ 1
0
Ω′iA(f(τ, ϑ), u
′, ϑ+ rϕ′)dr (4.248)
We have:
GiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, 0)) = Ω′iA(f(τ, ϑ), u
′, ϑ) (4.249)
In particular:
GiA((0, ϑ), (0, 0)) = Ω
′i
A0(ϑ) (4.250)
Let us define the functions:
ΓiA(s, u
′, ϕ′, ϑ) =
∫ 1
0
Ω′iA(f(0, ϑ) + s, u
′, ϑ+ rϕ′)dr − Ω′iA0(ϑ) (4.251)
These are known smooth functions of their arguments, determined by the prior
solution, vanishing at (s, u′, ϕ′) = (0, 0, 0). We can then apply Lemma 4.1 to
conclude that there are known smooth functions ΘilA : l = 0, 1 and Φ
i
AB :
B = 1, ..., n− 1 of (s, u′, ϕ′, ϑ) such that:
ΓiA(s, u
′, ϕ′, ϑ) = sΘi0A(s, u
′, ϕ′, ϑ) + u′Θi1A(s, u
′, ϕ′, ϑ)
+ϕ′BΦiAB(s, u
′, ϕ′, ϑ) (4.252)
Comparing 4.248 with 4.251 we see that:
GiA((τ, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) = Ω′iA0(ϑ) + Γ
i
A(fˇ(τ, ϑ), u
′, ϕ′, ϑ) (4.253)
Substituting then 4.241 and
u′ = τv, ϕ′A = τ3γA
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according to Proposition 4.4, we obtain:
GiA((τ, ϑ), (τv, τ
3γ)) = Ω′iA0(ϑ) + τ
{
vΘi1A(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ)
+τ fˆ(τ, ϑ)Θi0A(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ)
+ τ2γBΦiAB(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ)
}
(4.254)
In view of the expressions 4.72, 4.225, 4.243, 4.245, 4.254 we arrive at the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.5 We have:
F i((τ, ϑ), (τv, τ3γ)) = τ3Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ))
where:
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = Si0(ϑ)v
[
l(ϑ)fˆ(τ, ϑ) +
1
6
k(ϑ)v2
]
+Ω′iA0(ϑ)γ
A − δˆi(τ, ϑ) + τEi((τ, ϑ), (v, γ))
the functions Ei being given by:
Ei((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) =
1
2
(
ai0(ϑ)fˆ(τ, ϑ) + a
i
1(ϑ)v
2
)
fˆ(τ, ϑ)
+
1
2
τai2(ϑ)vfˆ
2(τ, ϑ) +
1
6
τ2ai3(ϑ)fˆ
3(τ, ϑ)
+v4Ai0(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τv3fˆ(τ, ϑ)Ai1(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τ2v2fˆ2(τ, ϑ)Ai2(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τ3vfˆ3(τ, ϑ)Ai3(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τ4fˆ4(τ, ϑ)Ai4(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+γA
{
vΘi1A(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ) + τ fˆ(τ, ϑ)Θi0A(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ)
+ τ2γBΦiAB(τ
2fˆ(τ, ϑ), τv, τ3γ, ϑ)
}
where the ail : l = 0, 1, 2, 3 are known smooth functions of their argument,
the Ail : l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are known smooth functions of their three arguments,
and the ΘilA : l = 0, 1 and Φ
i
AB are known smooth functions of their four
arguments, all determined by the prior solution. The identification equations
4.67, with
u′ = τv, ϕ′ = τ3γ,
in accordance with Proposition 4.4, are then equivalent to their regularized form:
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = 0
Note that by 4.242, 4.247 at (τ, ϑ) = (0, ϑ) the solution of the regularized
identification equations is (v, γ) = (−1, γ0(ϑ)).
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Chapter 5
The Initial and Derived
Data
5.1 The Propagation Equations for λ and sNL
on C
Let us consider the initial data on C = C0 for the characteristic system 2.62
and for the wave system 2.91, 2.92. The unknowns in the characteristic system
are the n + 1 rectangular coordinate functions xµ : µ = 0, ..., n and the n − 1
components bA : A = 1, ..., n − 1 of the S vectorfield b. The unknowns in the
wave system are the n+1 rectangular components βµ : µ = 0, ..., n of the 1-form
β. The initial data for the characteristic system consist of the specification of
the xµ on C0, that is of the x
µ as functions of (u, ϑ) at u = 0. According to
the construction in Section 2.5, ϑ is constant along the generators of C0. These
being integral curves of L and L being given by the 2nd of 2.94, this means that
bA
∣∣
C0
= 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (5.1)
The 2nd of the characteristic system 2.62 then reduces on C0 to:
∂xi
∂u
= N i
∂t
∂u
: i = 1, ..., n : on C0 (5.2)
The initial data for the characteristic system determine the rectangular compo-
nents (see 2.47)
ΩµA =
∂xµ
∂ϑA
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (5.3)
of the vectorfields ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 along C0. The initial data for the wave
system consist of the specification of the βµ on C0, that is of the βµ as functions
of (u, ϑ) at u = 0. These determine the rectangular components hµν of the
acoustical metric along C0, as (see 1.75)
hµν = gµν +Hβµβν , H = H(σ), σ = −(g−1)µνβµβν (5.4)
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According to Section 2.2, the Nµ, Nµ, the rectangular components of the vec-
torfields N , N , are then determined along C0. Consequently, equations 5.2
constitute n constraints on the initial data for the characteristic system. We
can thus say that in regard to the initial data for the characteristic system
there is only one free function of (u, ϑ), and we can think of this function as
representing t on C0. Furthermore, the components of the induced metric (see
2.56)
h/AB = hµνΩ
µ
AΩ
ν
B (5.5)
on the S0,u sections of C0, are determined, as is the positive function (see 2.71)
c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν (5.6)
on C0. Also, ρ = Lt is determined:
ρ =
∂t
∂u
: on C0 (5.7)
hence so is λ = cρ (see 2.74). The last two of 2.92 along C0 read:
ρNµ
∂βµ
∂ϑA
− ΩµA
∂βµ
∂u
= 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1
ΩµA
∂βµ
∂ϑB
− ΩµB
∂βµ
∂ϑA
= 0 : A,B = 1, ..., n− 1 (5.8)
Moreover, by the 1st of 2.92, and the fact that (see 2.72) a = cρρ, equation 2.91
takes along C0 the form:
Nµ
∂βµ
∂u
− cρ(h/−1)ABΩµA
∂βµ
∂ϑB
= 0 (5.9)
Equations 5.8 and 5.9 constitute n(n − 1)/2 plus 1 algebraically independent
constraints on the initial data for the wave system. However only n of these
constraints are differentially independent. We can thus say that also in regard
to the initial data for the wave system there is only one free function of (u, ϑ),
and we can think of this function as representing φ on C0. For our problem the
initial data on C0 = C is induced by the prior solution and the constraints are
automatically satisfied.
According to the above, of the 1st derivatives of the xµ along C0 what is
not yet determined is the transversal derivative
∂t
∂u
= ρ : along C0 (5.10)
or equivalently the function λ = cρ. Once this is determined the transversal
derivatives ∂xi/∂u : i = 1, ..., n would be determined through the 1st of the
characteristic system 2.62, which reduces along C0 to:
∂xi
∂u
= N i
∂t
∂u
: i = 1, ..., n : on C0 (5.11)
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Also, of the 1st derivatives of the βµ along C0, these being expressed by the
components of the tensorfield s along C0 (see 3.36 - 3.43), what is not yet
determined is sNL, the transversal component of the transversal derivative.
Now λ satisfies along the generators of the Cu, in particular the generators
of C0, the propagation equation given by Proposition 3.3. On C0 this reads:
∂λ
∂u
= pλ+ qλ (5.12)
where:
p = m− 1
2c
(
βNβNLH +HβNsNL
)
, q =
1
4c
β2NLH (5.13)
Here it is important to distinguish the quantities which are already determined
by the data induced on C0 by the prior solution according to the above dis-
cussion, from the quantities not yet determined as they depend on the pair
(λ, sNL). Recall that m is given in terms of m, m/ by 3.47 (recall 3.45) and m,
m/ are given by 3.58, 3.69. We see that these are already determined, hence so
is m and p. On the other hand q is not yet determined. We have:
LH =
dH
dσ
Lσ, Lσ = −2βµLβµ (5.14)
Substituting for βµ from 4.162 we obtain:
Lσ =
η2
c
[(
βN trs/ − 2(h/−1)ABβ/B(s/N )A
)
λ+ βNsNL
]
(5.15)
This is a linear combination of λ and sNL, hence so is LH and q. We conclude
that the right hand side of 5.12 is a linear combination of λ and sNL, that is
this equation is of the form:
∂λ
∂u
= a11λ+ a12sNL : on C0 (5.16)
where the coefficients a11, a12 are smooth functions on C0 determined by the
data induced by the prior solution.
Before we proceed to derive the propagation equation for sNL along the
generators of C0, we first consider on C0 the 1st order acoustical quantities χ˜ ,
χ˜ which are related to the 2nd fundamental forms χ, χ by 3.75, 3.78 respectively,
as well as the S 1-forms η˜, η˜ which are related to the torsion forms η, η by 3.79,
3.82 respectively. From the definitions of the structure functions k/BA , kA, kA
through the expansion 3.29 and the definition of the structure functions k/
B
A
,
kA, kA through the expansion 3.30, we conclude, in view of the fact that the
Nµ, Nµ are known smooth functions of (u, ϑ) on C0, that so are these structure
functions. This is true in particular of k/BA , k/
B
A
. Then the relations 3.76, 3.77
show that χ˜, χ˜ are on C0 known smooth S tensorfields. Consequently, by the
relation 3.78 χ is on C0 a known smooth S tensorfield, while by the relation
3.75 and the expression 5.15 χ is on C0 a linear combination of λ and sNL with
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coefficients which are known smooth S tensorfields. Proposition 3.2 shows that
on C0 η˜ is a known smooth S 1-form, while η˜ − d/λ is a linear combination of
λ and sNL with coefficients which are known smooth S 1-forms. Then by the
relation 3.79 and the expression 5.15 η is on C0 a linear combination of λ and
sNL with coefficients which are known smooth S 1-forms, while by the relation
3.82 η − ρd/λ is on C0 such a linear combination.
We now proceed to derive the propagation equation for sNL along the gen-
erators of C0. We recall from Chapter 2 that the rectangular components βµ of
the 1-form β satisfy the wave equation associated to the conformal acoustical
metric:
h˜βµ = 0 with h˜ = Ωh, Ω =
(
G
η
)2/(n−1)
(5.17)
(see 2.108, 2.110). Now, for any function f on the n+ 1 dimensional spacetime
manifold N we have:
h˜f = Ω
−1
(
hf +
(n− 1)
2
h−1(d log Ω, df)
)
(5.18)
Applying this to the functions βµ, we conclude that by virtue of 5.17:
hβµ +
(n− 1)
2
h−1(d logΩ, dβµ) = 0 (5.19)
In regard to the 2nd term, since Ω = Ω(σ) we have:
d logΩ =
d log Ω
dσ
dσ
hence, substituting the expansion 2.38 of h−1,
h−1(d logΩ, dβµ) = − 1
2a
((Lσ)Lβµ + (Lσ)Lβµ) + (h/
−1)AB(ΩAσ)ΩBβµ (5.20)
Now, for any function f on N , hf is the trace relative to h of D2f = Ddf ,
the covariant relative to h Hessian of f :
hf = tr(h
−1 ·D2f) (5.21)
Substituting again the expansion 2.38 of h−1 and noting that D2f is symmetric
we obtain:
hf = −a−1(D2f)(L,L) + (h/−1)AB(D2f)(ΩA,ΩB) (5.22)
Now, for any pair X,Y of vectorfields on N we have:
(D2f)(X,Y ) = X(Y f)− (DXY )f (5.23)
Applying this taking X = L, Y = L we obtain, in view of 3.14,
(D2f)(L,L) = L(Lf)− 2η♯ · d/f (5.24)
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Applying 5.23 taking X = ΩA, Y = ΩB we obtain:
(D2f)(ΩA,ΩB) = ΩA(ΩBf)− (DΩAΩB)f (5.25)
On the other hand a formula similar to 5.23 holds for D/2f , the symmetric 2-
covariant S tensorfield which is the covariant Hessian of the restriction of f to
each of the Su,u relative to the induced metric h/:
(D/2f)(X,Y ) = X(Y f)− (D/XY )f (5.26)
where now X,Y are S vectorfields. Taking then X = ΩA, Y = ΩB we obtain:
(D/2f)(ΩA,ΩB) = ΩA(ΩBf)− (D/ΩAΩB)f (5.27)
Subtracting 5.27 from 5.25 and appealing to 3.26 then yields:
(D2f)(ΩA,ΩB) = (D/
2f)(ΩA,ΩB)− 1
2a
(
χ
AB
Lf + χABLf
)
(5.28)
Substituting finally 5.24 and 5.28 in 5.22 we obtain the following expression:
hf =
1
a
{
−L(Lf) + 2(h/−1)ABηBΩAf − 1
2
(
trχLf + trχLf
)}
+△/ f (5.29)
where △/ f = tr(h/−1 ·D/2f) is the Laplacian of the restriction of f to each of the
Su,u relative to the induced metric h/.
Substituting the expression 5.29 with βµ in the role of f in 5.19, substituting
also 5.20 and multiplying the resulting equation by −a = −c−1λλ yields the
equation:
L(Lβµ)− 2(h/−1)ABηBΩAβµ + 1
2
(
trχLβµ + trχLβµ
)− c−1λλ△/ βµ
+
(n− 1)
2
d logΩ
dσ
[
1
2
((Lσ)Lβµ + (Lσ)Lβµ)− c−1λλ(h/−1)AB(ΩBσ)ΩAβµ
]
= 0 (5.30)
This equation holds in particular on C0, where by 5.15 and the preceding dis-
cussion ηB, trχ, and Lσ are linear combinations of λ and sNL with coefficients
which are known smooth functions of (u, ϑ) defined by the data induced on C0
by the prior solution. We see then that on C0 5.30 is of the form:
L(Lβµ) + fµλ+ eµsNL + gLβµ = 0 (5.31)
where the coefficients fµ, eµ, and g are known smooth functions of (u, ϑ) on C0.
Let us multiply this equation by Nµ. Since
NµL(Lβµ) = LsNL − (Lµ)Lβµ,
substituting the expansion 3.33 we conclude that sNL satisfies on C0 the equa-
tion:
∂sNL
∂u
= a21λ+ a22sNL : on C0 (5.32)
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where the coefficients a21, a22 are given by:
a21 = c
−1n/A(s/N )A + trs/n−Nµfµ
a22 = n− g −Nµeµ (5.33)
(see 3.42). By 3.92, 3.61 and the 1st of 3.48 these are smooth functions on C0
defined by the data induced by the prior solution. Recalling from Chapter 4 the
results 4.118, 4.176 we arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 The pair of functions (λ, sNL) satisfy along the generators
of C0 the linear homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations:
∂λ
∂u
= a11λ+ a12sNL
∂sNL
∂u
= a21λ+ a22sNL
where the coefficients constitute a matrix function(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
which is a known smooth matrix function of (u, ϑ) defined by the data induced
on C0 by the prior solution. Since a given generator corresponds to a given
ϑ ∈ Sn−1 and initiates at u = 0 at the corresponding point on S0,0 = ∂−B, by
virtue of 4.118, 4.176 the initial data for the pair (λ, sNL) vanish. Consequently,
this pair of functions vanishes everywhere along C0.
We obtain a number of vanishing results on C0 as corollaries. First, Lβµ
vanish on C0 as follows by considering the evaluation on N
µ, Nµ, and the
ΩµA : A = 1, ..., n− 1. In fact, on any Cu we can express:
Lβµ = c
−1hµν
[(
(h/−1)AB(s/N )AΩνB −
1
2
trs/Nν
)
λ− 1
2
NνsNL
]
(5.34)
Next, the quantities which were shown to be linear combinations of λ and sNL
on C0, such as χ, η, η˜− d/λ, η− ρd/λ, all vanish everywhere along C0. But since
λ vanishes on C0, so do η˜ and η. Then in view of 3.16 Z likewise vanishes on
C0:
Z|C0 = 0 (5.35)
which by 2.35 means:
∂bA
∂u
∣∣∣∣
C0
= 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (5.36)
Next by 3.57, 3.68, and the 1st of 3.47, m/, m, m all vanish on C0. Then by the
expansion 3.31 so does LNµ:
LNµ|C0 = 0 (5.37)
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It then follows through Proposition 3.3 that p and Lλ vanish on C0:
Lλ|C0 = 0 (5.38)
Also, by 3.93, 3.62, and the 2nd of 3.48, n/, n, n all vanish on C0. Then by the
expansion 3.34 so does LNµ:
LNµ|C0 = 0 (5.39)
It follows by 3.90 that Lc vanishes on C0:
Lc|C0 = 0 (5.40)
Next, by 3.44 and Lemma 3.2 the S 1-form L/Lπ vanishes on C0:
L/Lπ|C0 = 0 (5.41)
By Proposition 3.4 and 3.5 the 2-covariant S tensorfields L/L(k/ ·h/) and L/L(k/ ·h/)
vanish on C0. By the relations 3.76, 3.77, in view of what has already been
shown, to demonstrate the vanishing of symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfields
L/Lχ˜ and L/Lχ˜ on C0, it suffices to show that the S 1-forms L/Lβ/, L/Ls/N , L/Ls/N
all vanish on C0. In the case of the first we have:
(L/Lβ/)(ΩA) = (LLβ/)(ΩA) = L(β(ΩA))− β([L,ΩA])
= L(βµΩ
µ
A)− βµ(LΩµA − ΩALµ) = βµΩALµ
= βµΩA(ρN
µ) = 0 : on C0
hence:
L/Lβ/|C0 = 0 (5.42)
by the vanishing of Lβµ and ρ on C0. In the case of the second we have:
(L/Ls/N )(ΩA) = L(s/N (ΩA))− s/N ([L,ΩA])
= L(NµΩAβµ)−Nµ(LΩA − ΩAL)βµ
= NµLΩAβµ −Nµ(LΩA − ΩAL)βµ
= NµΩALβµ = 0 : on C0
hence:
L/Ls/N |C0 = 0 (5.43)
by the vanishing of LNµ and Lβµ on C0. Similarly, in the case of the third we
have:
(L/Ls/N )(ΩA) = L(s/N (ΩA))− s/N ([L,ΩA])
= L(NµΩAβµ)−Nµ(LΩA − ΩAL)βµ
= NµLΩAβµ −Nµ(LΩA − ΩAL)βµ
= NµΩALβµ = 0 : on C0
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hence:
L/Ls/N |C0 = 0 (5.44)
by the vanishing of LNµ and Lβµ on C0. We conclude that indeed L/Lχ˜ and
L/Lχ˜ vanish everywhere along C0:
L/Lχ˜|C0 = L/Lχ˜
∣∣
C0
= 0 (5.45)
From the 2nd of these, together with 5.35, 5.38, 5.40, 5.42, in view of the relation
3.78 we deduce:
L/Lχ
∣∣
C0
= 0 (5.46)
We also note that
LβN |C0 = LβN
∣∣
C0
= 0 (5.47)
Moreover, we have
(L/Ls/ )(ΩA,ΩB) = L(s/ (ΩA,ΩB))− s/ ([L,ΩA],ΩB)− s/ (ΩA, [L,ΩB])
= L(ΩµAΩBβµ)− (LΩµA − ΩALµ)ΩBβµ − s/ (ΩA, [L,ΩB])
= (ΩAL
µ)(ΩBβµ) + Ω
µ
ALΩBβµ − ΩµA[L,ΩB]βµ
= (ΩA(ρN
µ))(ΩBβµ) + Ω
µ
AΩB(Lβµ)
Since both ρ and Lβµ vanish on C0, we conclude that:
L/Ls/ |C0 = 0 (5.48)
Also, since
LsNL = N
µLLβµ + (LN
µ)Lβµ
= NµLLβµ − s/N · Z + (LNµ)Lβµ
the above imply:
LsNL
∣∣
C0
= 0 (5.49)
Summarizing the above vanishing results on C0 we can say that the quan-
tities which represent 1st derivatives transversal to the Cu can be expressed
in terms of λ, sNL and their derivatives tangential to the Cu, hence all these
quantities vanish on C0 by virtue of Proposition 5.1.
We conclude the present section with a formula for L/TZ at ∂−B. By 5.35 this
coincides with L/LZ at ∂−B. The vanishing of χ on C0 is equivalent, according
to Proposition 3.1, to the vanishing of L/Lh/ on C0. Then by 3.16:
L/LZ = 2
(
(L/Lη)♯ − (L/Lη)♯
)
: on C0 (5.50)
Besides ρ, by 5.38, 5.40 also Lρ vanishes on C0. Moreover ρ itself vanishes at
∂−B. It then follows from 3.79, 3.82 that at ∂−B we have:
L/Lη = (Lρ)η˜, L/Lη = 1
4
(Lρ)βNβ/LH
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Moreover, by Proposition 3.2,
η˜ = −1
4
βNβ/LH : at ∂−B
Therefore:
L/Lη
∣∣
∂−B = − L/Lη|∂−B =
1
4
(Lρ)βNβ/LH
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(5.51)
Since on C0 Lρ = Tρ and by the 1st of 4.217
Tρ|∂−B = −
k
3l
,
in view of 4.112 and 4.187, we have:
(L/Lη)♯
∣∣
∂−B = −
(L/Lη)♯∣∣∂−B = −k6m (5.52)
We then conclude that
L/TZ|∂−B =
2k
3
m (5.53)
a relation which, together with 4.215, elucidates the role of the vectorfield m on
∂−B.
5.2 The Propagation Equations for the Higher
Order Derived Data Tmλ and TmsNL, m ≥ 1,
on C
Recall that λ satisfies along the generators of each Cu the propagation equation
of Proposition 3.3. Following the argument leading to 5.16 we similarly deduce
along the generators of each Cu the propagation equation
Lλ = a11λ+ a12sNL (5.54)
where the coefficient functions a11, a12 are given on any Cu by:
a11 = p+
λη2
4c2
dH
dσ
β2N
(
βN trs/ − 2h/−1(β/, s/N)
)
a12 =
λη2
4c2
dH
dσ
β3N (5.55)
(here η is the sound speed). Also, following the argument leading to 5.32 we
similarly deduce along the generators of each Cu the propagation equation
LsNL = a21λ+ a22sNL (5.56)
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where the coefficient functions a21, a22 are given on any Cu by 5.33, that is:
a21 = c
−1s/N · n/+ trs/n− fN
a22 = n− g − eN (5.57)
where we denote fN = N
µfµ, eN = N
µeµ. Following the argument leading to
5.31 we in fact find:
g =
1
2
trχ+
(n− 1)
4
d log Ω
dσ
Lσ (5.58)
fN = −c−1λNµ△/ βµ − 2c−1h/−1(η˜, s/N)
+
1
2
c−1λtrχ˜trs/ − (n− 1)
2
c−1λ
d logΩ
dσ
h/−1(d/σ, s/N )
+
1
4
c−1λη2
(
βN trs/ − 2h/−1(β/, s/N)
) [−2c−1βN dH
dσ
h/−1(β/, s/N)
+
(
|β/|2dH
dσ
+ (n− 1)d logΩ
dσ
)
trs/
]
(5.59)
eN =
1
4
c−1λη2βN
[
−2c−1βN dH
dσ
h/−1(β/, s/N)
+
(
|β/|2dH
dσ
+ (n− 1)d logΩ
dσ
)
trs/
]
(5.60)
(where |β/|2 = h/−1(β/, β/)).
In regard to the 1st of 5.55, from Proposition 3.3:
p = m− 1
2c
(
βNβNLH +HβNsNL
)
(5.61)
and m is given through m/, m by the 2nd of 3.47, while m is given by 3.58 and
m/ by 3.69. We see that m, hence also p, involves only derivatives tangential to
the Cu. We then conclude through 5.55 that the coefficients a11, a12 involve
only derivatives tangential to the Cu.
In regard to 5.57, consider first n/, n, and n. Since according to the expansion
3.29 we have:
k = − 1
2c
hµνN
νd/Nµ (5.62)
the S 1-from k involves only derivatives tangential to the Cu. Then by the
formula 3.92 (see also 3.42) so does the S vectorfield n/. By 3.61 this is also
true for the function n. Then by the 1st of 3.48 the function n likewise involves
only derivatives tangential to the Cu. Consider next g, fN , and eN , given by
5.58, 5.59, and 5.60, respectively. The first obviously involves only derivatives
tangential to the Cu. Showing that this is true also of the second and the third,
reduces to showing that χ˜ and η˜ involve only derivatives tangential to the Cu.
That this is true for χ˜ follows from the relation 3.76 and the fact that, in view
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of the definition of k/ through the expansion 3.29, k/ involves only derivatives
tangential to the Cu. That it is also true for η˜ follows from the relation 3.80
and the corresponding fact about n/ already established. Thus g, fN , and eN
involve only derivatives tangential to the Cu. We then conclude through 5.57
that the coefficients a21, a22 involve only derivatives tangential to the Cu.
In view of the definition of Z as the commutator [L,L] according to 2.17,
we have:
[L, T ] = Z (5.63)
Applying then T to both sides of equations 5.54, 5.56 we obtain the following
propagation equations for the pair Tλ, TsNL along the generators of each Cu:
LTλ = a11Tλ+ a12TsNL+
(1)
b1
LTsNL = a21Tλ+ a22TsNL+
(1)
b2 (5.64)
a linear system similar to 5.54, 5.56, which is however inhomogeneous, the
inhomogeneous terms being given by:
(1)
b1= Zλ+ (Ta11)λ+ (Ta12)sNL
(1)
b2= ZsNL + (Ta21)λ+ (Ta22)sNL (5.65)
Now, since the coefficients a11, a12, a21, a22 involve only derivatives tangential to
the Cu, their T -derivatives Ta11, Ta12, Ta21, Ta22 involve only 1st derivatives
transversal to the Cub, which can be expressed in terms of λ, sNL and their
derivatives tangential to the Cu. We conclude that
(1)
b1 ,
(1)
b2 , the inhomogeneous
terms in 5.64, involve only λ, sNL and their derivatives tangential to the Cu.
In particular on C0, by virtue of Proposition 5.1 we have:
(1)
b1=
(1)
b2= 0 : on C0 (5.66)
and in view of 5.1 the system reduces along the generators of C0 to the homo-
geneous linear system of ordinary differential equations
∂Tλ
∂u
= a11Tλ+ a12TsNL
∂TsNL
∂u
= a21Tλ+ a22TsNL (5.67)
Proceeding in this way, that is applying T repeatedly to both sides of 5.54,
5.56 we obtain an inhomogenenous linear system of propagation equations for
the pair Tmλ, TmsNL, m = 1, 2, 3, ...:
LTmλ = a11T
mλ+ a12T
msNL+
(m)
b1
LTmsNL = a21T
mλ+ a22T
msNL+
(m)
b2 (5.68)
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where the inhomogeneous terms are determined by the recursion relations:
(m)
b1 = T
(m−1)
b1 +ZT
m−1λ+ (Ta11)Tm−1λ+ (Ta12)Tm−1sNL
(m)
b2 = T
(m−1)
b2 +ZT
m−1sNL + (Ta21)Tm−1λ+ (Ta22)Tm−1sNL(5.69)
together with the conditions:
(0)
b1=
(0)
b2= 0 (5.70)
It follows by induction that
(m)
b1 ,
(m)
b2 depend on T
lλ, T lsNL for l = 0, ...,m−1 and
their derivatives tangential to the Cu. On C0, in view of 5.1, the system 5.68
reduces to the following inhomogeneous linear system of ordinary differential
equations along the generators of C0:
∂Tmλ
∂u
= a11T
mλ+ a12T
msNL+
(m)
b1
∂TmsNL
∂u
= a21T
mλ+ a22T
msNL+
(m)
b2 (5.71)
where the inhomogeneous terms
(m)
b1 ,
(m)
b2 depend on the previously determined
quantities T lλ, T lsNL for l = 0, ...,m − 1 and their derivatives tangential to
C0. The system 5.71 then allows us to determine recursively the higher order
derived data Tmλ, TmsNL, m = 1, 2, 3, ... on C0, once boundary conditions for
these on S0,0 = ∂−B have been provided.
5.3 The Boundary Conditions for the Higher
Order Derived Data and the Determination
of the T Derivatives of the Transformation
Functions on ∂−B
We proceed to deduce the boundary conditions for the 2nd derived data Tλ,
TsNL on ∂−B. In the case of Tλ we have already deduced the result, 1st of
4.217:
Tλ|∂−B = −
c0k
3l
(5.72)
What then remains to be determined at this level is TsNT at ∂−B. For, the
difference of sNL from sNT is (see 3.42):
sNL = λtrs/ (5.73)
which vanishes together with its T derivative at ∂−B. Along K we have:
sNT = N
µTβµ = N
µTβ′µ +N
µT△βµ (5.74)
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Applying T to this we obtain, along K,
TsNT = N
µT 2β′µ +N
µT 2△βµ + (TNµ)Tβ′µ + (TNν)T△βµ (5.75)
From the expression 4.4 for △βµ, noting that the jumps ǫ and ǫ vanish at ∂−B
and by Proposition 4.2 T ǫ vanishes there as well, we obtain:
T△βµ = − 1
2c
hµνN
νT ǫ : at ∂−B (5.76)
Since LNµ vanishes along C0,
TNµ = LNµ = n/AΩµA + nN
µ + nNµ : along C0
according to the expansion 3.33. Then by 5.76:
(TNµ)T△βµ = nT ǫ : at ∂−B (5.77)
Substituting for n at ∂−B from the 2nd of 4.188 and noting that by 4.155 and
Proposition 4.4 we have:
T ǫ|∂−B = 2 sNL
∣∣
∂−B (5.78)
we obtain:
(TNµ)T△βµ|∂−B =
l
c0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B (5.79)
By 4.173 and the fact that by the 1st of 4.120 and by Proposition 4.4:
∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0,
∂w
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= −1, ∂ψ
A
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂2ψA
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : A = 1, ..., n− 1
(5.80)
we obtain:
Tβ′µ
∣∣
∂−B = − T
′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = − Lβµ|∂−B (5.81)
the last equality by virtue of the relation 4.101, the continuity of the tangential
derivatives across C0, and the fact that µ
′ vanishes at ∂−B. It follows that:
(TNµ)Tβ′µ
∣∣
∂−B = − nsNL
∣∣
∂−B = −
l
2c0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B (5.82)
We turn to the first two terms on the right in 5.75. From the expression 4.4 for
△βµ, noting again that the jumps ǫ and ǫ vanish at ∂−B and by Proposition
4.2 T ǫ vanishes there as well, we deduce:
T 2△βµ = −1
2
c−1hµνNνT 2ǫ − T (c−1hµνNν)T ǫ
−1
2
c−1hµνNνT 2ǫ : at ∂−B (5.83)
Therefore:
NµT 2△βµ = −NµT (c−1hµνNν)T ǫ+ T 2ǫ : at ∂−B (5.84)
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Now, since hµνN
µNν = 0, we have:
−NµT (c−1hµνNν) = c−1hµνNνTNµ
Substituting for TNµ from above yields:
c−1hµνNνTNµ
∣∣
∂−B = −2 n|∂−B = −
l
c0
by the 2nd of 4.188. Hence 5.84 becomes:
NµT 2△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −
l
c0
T ǫ|∂−B + T 2ǫ
∣∣
∂−B (5.85)
By 4.36 and the fact that both r and ǫ vanish at ∂−B we have:
T 2ǫ = −2(Tr)T ǫ : at ∂−B (5.86)
Then in view of 4.216 we obtain simply:
NµT 2△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = 0 (5.87)
The first term on the right in 5.75 remains to be considered. Applying T to
4.173 we have, along K:
T 2β′µ
∣∣
K =
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
∂2f
∂τ2
+
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
∂2w
∂τ2
+
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′A
∣∣∣∣
K
∂2ψA
∂τ2
+
(
∂2β′µ
∂t2
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂f
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂t∂u′
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂w
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂t∂ϑ′A
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂ψA
∂τ
)
∂f
∂τ
+
(
∂2β′µ
∂u′∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂f
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂u′2
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂w
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂u′∂ϑ′A
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂ψA
∂τ
)
∂w
∂τ
+
(
∂2β′µ
∂ϑ′A∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂f
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂ϑ′A∂u′
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂w
∂τ
+
∂2β′µ
∂ϑ′A∂ϑ′B
∣∣∣∣∣
K
∂ψB
∂τ
)
∂ψA
∂τ
(5.88)
By Proposition 4.4:
∂2w
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 2
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(5.89)
Recalling also 4.218 and 5.81 we see that 5.88 reduces at ∂−B to:
T 2β′µ
∣∣
∂−B =
(
2
∂v
∂τ
∂β′µ
∂u′
− k
3l
∂β′µ
∂t
+
∂2β′µ
∂u′2
)∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(5.90)
Now, when considering NµT 2β′µ
∣∣
∂−B the first term in parenthesis on the right
does not contribute, for, as in 4.175 we have:
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= L′µT ′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = T
′µL′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = 0 (5.91)
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Therefore we obtain:
NµT 2β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = −
k
3l
L′µL′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B + L
′µT ′2β′µ
∣∣
∂−B := ξ (5.92)
a known smooth function on ∂−B defined by the prior solution. Combining the
results 5.79, 5.82, 5.87, and 5.92, we conclude through 5.75 that:
TsNT |∂−B =
l
2c0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.93)
This completes the derivation of the boundary conditions for the 2nd derived
data on ∂−B.
We proceed to the derivation of the boundary conditions for the 3rd and
higher order derived data Tmλ, TmsNL, m ≥ 2 on ∂−B. By virtue of 5.73 we
may replace the 2nd of these by TmsNT , because the difference involves at ∂−B
only the derived data of order up to m− 1. We shall see that the determination
of Tmλ on ∂−B is coupled to the determination of ∂m−1v/∂τm−1 at τ = 0
through the regularized identification equations of Proposition 4.5. As this
coupling first manifests itself in the case m = 2, namely boundary conditions
for the 3rd derived data, we shall first consider this case before proceeding to
the general higher order case.
Applying T 3 to the boundary condition 4.113 and evaluating the result at
∂−B we obtain, in view of the fact that both r and λ vanish at ∂−B,
3(Tr)T 2λ+ 3(Tλ)T 2r = T 3λ : at ∂−B (5.94)
In regard to the right hand side at ∂−B, L3λ is given along C0 by the data
induced by the prior solution. Also, by 5.39 L2Lλ vanishes along C0. Moreover,
in view of 5.36, LLλ = LLλ = 0 along C0, hence also LLLλ vanishes along C0
and LL2λ = LLLλ = 0 along C0 as well. Next, applying L to the propagation
equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and evaluating the result along C0 we obtain,
since p and λ vanish along C0,
L2λ = (Lp)λ+ qLλ : along C0 (5.95)
Applying L to this and evaluating the result at ∂−B gives, since λ and Lλ vanish
at ∂−B,
LL2λ = L(qLλ) : at ∂−B (5.96)
Here the right hand side is already determined along C0, being expressed in
terms of 2nd derived data. Moreover, in view of 5.37 along C0 we have LLLλ =
LL2λ. Finally, we have:
L2Lλ = L(LLλ− Zλ) = LLLλ− d/λ · L/LZ
which at ∂−B reduces to:
L2Lλ = LLLλ : at ∂−B (5.97)
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As a consequence of the above we can write:
T 3λ = L3λ+ ξ : at ∂−B (5.98)
where from now on we denote by ξ various known smooth functions on ∂−B
(represented as smooth functions on Sn−1). Applying L2 to the propagation
equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain,
in view of the fact that p, Lλ as well as Lq vanish along C0,
L3λ = qL2λ : at ∂−B (5.99)
Since along C0 we have T
2λ = L2λ, we then obtain from 5.98:
T 3λ = qT 2λ+ ξ : at ∂−B (5.100)
Substituting this in 5.94 then yields:
(3Tr − q)T 2λ+ 3(Tλ)T 2r = ξ : at ∂−B (5.101)
By 4.167, since v0 = −1 (4.214), we have:
Tr = −q = − l
2c0
: at ∂−B (5.102)
according to 4.216. Also, Tλ at ∂−B is given by the 1st of 4.217. Thus, what
remains to be determined is T 2r at ∂−B.
Applying T 2 to 4.40 and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain:
T 2r = s0T
2ǫ+ 2s1T ǫ : at ∂−B, where s1 = Ts|∂−B (5.103)
By 4.155, since v0 = −1, we have:
T ǫ = 2sNL : at ∂−B (5.104)
By Proposition 4.2 s1 is likewise a known smooth function on ∂−B, Tκ|∂−B
being a quadruplet of known smooth functions on ∂−B. Therefore we can write
5.103 as:
T 2r = s0T
2ǫ+ ξ : at ∂−B (5.105)
Now, since T 2βµ is determined along C0 in terms of the 2nd derived data, in
view of 5.90, we have:
T 2△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −2
∂v
∂τ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξµ = −2 ∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Lβµ|∂−B + ξµ (5.106)
(see 5.81) ξµ denoting again known smooth functions on ∂−B. Hence:
NµT 2△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −2
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.107)
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It follows that:
T 2ǫ
∣∣
∂−B = −2
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.108)
Substituting this in 5.105 and recalling from 4.146, 5.102, 5.104 that
2s0 sNL
∣∣
∂−B = −
l
2c0
(5.109)
we obtain:
T 2r
∣∣
∂−B =
l
2c0
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.110)
This is to be substituted in 5.101. In view of 5.102, taking also into account the
1st of 4.217 we then deduce:
T 2λ
∣∣
∂−B = −
c0k
4l
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.111)
To obtain an equation for (∂v/∂τ)|τ=0 we must appeal to the regular-
ized identification equations of Proposition 4.5. This requires that we express
(∂fˆ/∂τ)
∣∣∣
τ=0
and (∂δˆi/∂τ)
∣∣∣
τ=0
in terms of (∂v/∂τ)|τ=0. We have:
∂fˆ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
6
∂3f
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
6
T 3f
∣∣
∂−B (5.112)
According to the 1st of 4.180:
T 3f = T 2ρ+ T 2ρ
Since ρ and Z = [L,L] vanish along C0, L
2ρ, LLρ and LLρ likewise vanish
along C0, hence
T 2ρ = L2ρ along C0
Also, since Lc and Lλ vanish along C0 (see 5.38, 5.40) so does Lρ. It then
follows that LLρ and LLρ likewise vanish along C0, hence
T 2ρ = L2ρ+ L2ρ along C0
Consequently,
T 3f = L2ρ+ L2ρ+ L2ρ along C0 (5.113)
Moreover, since ρ and Lc vanish along C0, we have:
L2λ = cL2ρ along C0
and since ρ vanishes at ∂−B:
L2λ = cL2ρ at ∂−B
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Also, since ρ, Lρ both vanish at ∂−B, we have:
L2λ = cL2ρ at ∂−B
Consequently, we can write 5.113 in the form:
cT 3f
∣∣
∂−B = L
2λ
∣∣
∂−B + L
2λ
∣∣
∂−B + L
2λ
∣∣
∂−B (5.114)
Moreover, in analogy with the above we have:
L2λ = T 2λ along C0,
by 5.95 L2λ = qTλ at ∂−B, and L2λ is given along C0 by the data induced on
C0 by the prior solution. Therefore 5.114 takes the form:
cT 3f
∣∣
∂−B = T
2λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.115)
Substituting from 5.111 we obtain:
T 3f
∣∣
∂−B = −
k
4l
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.116)
which by 5.112 yields:
∂fˆ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= − k
24l
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.117)
We turn to (∂δˆi/∂τ)
∣∣∣
τ=0
. From 4.245 we have:
∂δˆi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
24
∂4δi
∂τ4
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
24
T 4δi
∣∣
∂−B (5.118)
and from 4.224:
T 4δi
∣∣
∂−B = T
4gi
∣∣
∂−B − N
iT 4f
∣∣
∂−B (5.119)
From 4.180 we deduce:
T 4gi −N iT 4f = 3(TN i)T 2ρ+ (N i −N i)T 3ρ+ ξi : at ∂−B
or:
c(T 4gi −N iT 4f) = 3(TN i)T 2λ+ (N i −N i)T 3λ+ ξi : at ∂−B (5.120)
where the ξi are known smooth functions on ∂−B. Now by 4.189 and 4.200:
TN i
∣∣
∂−B = lS
i
0 (5.121)
Taking into account the fact that by 5.100, 5.102:
T 3λ
∣∣
∂−B =
l
2c0
T 2λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.122)
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as well as 4.200, we then obtain:
c(T 4gi −N iT 4f)∣∣
∂−B = 4l
(
Si0 +
1
2
mAΩ′iA0
)
T 2λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ
i (5.123)
Substituting for T 2λ
∣∣
∂−B from 5.111 and substituting the result in 5.119 and
5.118 then yields:
∂δˆi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= − k
24
(
Si0 +
1
2
mAΩ′iA0
)
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξi (5.124)
To determine (∂v/∂τ)|τ=0 we substitute
v = v(τ, ϑ), γ = γ(τ, ϑ)
in the regularized identification equations
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = 0
of Proposition 4.5 and differentiate implicitly with respect to τ to obtain:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂v
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γA
∂γA
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
= 0 (5.125)
This is to be evaluated at τ = 0 using the result of Proposition 4.4:
v(0, ϑ) = v0(ϑ) = −1, γA(0, ϑ) = γA0 (ϑ) =
2k(ϑ)mA(ϑ)
9
From the expression for Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) of Proposition 4.5 we obtain:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) = S
i
0(ϑ)
[
l(ϑ)fˆ(0, ϑ+
1
2
k(ϑ)
]
=
k(ϑ)
3
Si0(ϑ) (5.126)
the 2nd equality by virtue of 4.242. Also:
∂Fˆ i
∂γA
((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) = Ω
′i
A0(ϑ) (5.127)
Moreover, we obtain:
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) = −Si0(ϑ)l(ϑ)
∂fˆ
∂τ
(0, ϑ)− ∂δˆ
i
∂τ
(0, ϑ)
+Ei((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) (5.128)
where:
Ei((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) =
1
2
(ai0(ϑ)fˆ (0, ϑ) + a
i
1(ϑ))fˆ (0, ϑ)
+Ai0(0, 0, ϑ)− γA0 (ϑ)Θi1A(0, 0, 0, ϑ) (5.129)
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are known smooth functions on Sn−1. Substituting 5.117 and 5.124 in 5.128
yields:
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) =
k(ϑ)
12
(
Si0(ϑ) +
1
4
mA(ϑ)Ω′iA0(ϑ)
)
∂v
∂τ
(0, ϑ) + ξi(ϑ)
(5.130)
Substituting this together with 5.126, 5.127, in 5.125 evaluated at τ = 0, results
in the equations:
k
12
(
5Si0 +
1
4
mAΩ′iA0
)
∂v
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+Ω′iA0
∂γA
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξi = 0 (5.131)
Now, at each point on ∂−B the spatial vectors
S0 = S
i
0
∂
∂xi
, Ω′A0 = Ω
′i
A0
∂
∂xi
: A = 1, ..., n− 1
constitute a basis for the spatial hyperplane Σt through the point. These vectors
are therefore linearly independent. Equations 5.131 constitute a spatial vector
equation. The S0-component of this equation determines (∂v/∂τ)|τ=0, after
which the ΩA0-components determine (∂γ
A/∂τ)
∣∣
τ=0
, in terms of known smooth
functions on Sn−1, that is on ∂−B. Substituting the first in 5.111 then so
determines T 2λ
∣∣
∂−B.
To complete the derivation of the boundary conditions for the 3rd derived
data on ∂−B, what remains to be done is to determine T 2sNT
∣∣
∂−B. By 5.108
T 2ǫ
∣∣
∂−B is now a known smooth function on ∂−B, and by 5.106 so is T 2△βµ
∣∣
∂−B.
By 5.90 T 2β′µ
∣∣
∂−B is likewise already determined. Applying then T to 5.75 and
evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain:
T 2sNT
∣∣
∂−B = N
µT 3β′µ
∣∣
∂−B + N
µT 3△βµ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.132)
Now from 4.4 we have, at ∂−B,
T 3△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −
hµν
2c
(
NνT 3ǫ+NνT 3ǫ
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
+ ξµ (5.133)
Since by Proposition 4.2 ǫ = −jǫ2, we have (see 4.147):
T 3ǫ
∣∣
∂−B = −6j0(κ0) T ǫ|∂−B T
2ǫ
∣∣
∂−B − 6(T ǫ|∂−B)
2 T j|∂−B (5.134)
these are now known smooth functions on ∂−B. Therefore 5.133 reduces to:
T 3△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −
hµν
2c
NνT 3ǫ
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
+ ξµ (5.135)
Multiplying by Nµ|∂−B then gives simply:
NµT 3△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = ξ (5.136)
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a known smooth function on ∂−B. We turn to the 1st term on the right in 5.132.
Applying T to 5.88 and evaluating the result at ∂−B, taking into account the
fact that by 5.115 (∂3f/∂τ3)
∣∣
τ=0
is now known, while
∂3w
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 3
∂2v
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂ψA
∂τ3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 6γA0 ,
we obtain:
T 3β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = 3
∂2v
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξµ (5.137)
In view of 5.91, multiplying by Nµ|∂−B then gives simply:
NµT 3β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = ξ (5.138)
a known smooth function on ∂−B. In view of the results 5.136 and 5.138 we
conclude through 5.132 that T 2sNT
∣∣
∂−B is now a known smooth function on
∂−B. This completes the derivation of the boundary conditions for the 3rd
derived data on ∂−B.
We proceed to the derivation of the boundary conditions at ∂−B for the
higher order derived data. At the m+ 1 th step we are to determine Tmλ and
TmsNT at ∂−B. This requires determining at the same time ∂m−1v/∂τm−1,
∂m−1γA/∂τm−1 at τ = 0, which brings in the regularized identification equa-
tions (Proposition 4.5) and involves ∂m−1fˆ/∂τm−1, ∂m−1δˆi/∂τm−1 at τ = 0.
These in turn depend on Tmλ at ∂−B.
The argument being inductive, at the m+1 th step we may assume that T kλ
and T ksNT at ∂−B for k = 0, ...,m− 1 have already been determined and are
represented as smooth functions on Sn−1. Also, ∂k−1v/∂τk−1, ∂k−1γA/∂τk−1
at τ = 0 for k = 1, ...,m− 1 have likewise already been determined. Moreover,
∂k−1fˆ /∂τk−1, ∂k−1δˆi/∂τk−1 at τ = 0 for k = 1, ...,m − 1 have similarly been
determined as well (inductive hypothesis).
Since the coefficients of the τk−1 term in the Taylor expansions of fˆ and δˆi
with respect to τ are
1
(k − 1)!
∂k−1fˆ
∂τk−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
and
1
(k − 1)!
∂k−1δˆi
∂τk−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
respectively, and these are at the same time the coefficients of the τk+1 term and
the τk+2 term in the Taylor expansions of f and δi with respect to τ respectively,
that is
1
(k + 1)!
∂k+1f
∂τk+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
and
1
(k + 2)!
∂k+2δi
∂τk+2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
it follows that:
∂k−1fˆ
∂τk−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
k(k + 1)
∂k+1f
∂τk+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(5.139)
∂k−1δˆi
∂τk−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
1
k(k + 1)(k + 2)
∂k+2δi
∂τk+2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(5.140)
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Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, at them+1 th step ∂k+1f/∂τk+1, ∂k+2δi/∂τk+2
at τ = 0 for k = 1, ...,m− 1 are known smooth functions on Sn−1.
Applying now Tm−1 to 4.173 and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain,
by virtue of the inductive hypothesis,
Tmβ′µ
∣∣
∂−B = m
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Lβµ|∂−B + ξµ (5.141)
(see 5.81) where we again denote by ξ various known smooth functions on Sn−1.
Since Tmβµ|∂−B are by the inductive hypothesis known smooth functions on
Sn−1 being determined by the up to the m th order derived data, it follows
that:
Tm△βµ|∂−B = −m
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Lβµ|∂−B + ξµ (5.142)
Since moreover T kNµ
∣∣
∂−B for k = 0, ...,m are likewise known smooth functions
on Sn−1, we conclude that:
Tmǫ|∂−B = −m
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
sNL
∣∣
∂−B + ξ (5.143)
Applying Tm to 4.40 and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain, again by virtue
of the inductive hypothesis,
Tmr|∂−B = s0 Tmǫ|∂−B + ξ (5.144)
Substituting 5.143 and taking into account 5.109 then yields:
Tmr|∂−B =
l
4c0
m
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.145)
We now apply Tm+1 to the boundary condition 4.113 and evaluate the result
at ∂−B. Since by virtue of the inductive hypothesis T kλ
∣∣
∂−B, T
k+1λ
∣∣
∂−B and
T kr
∣∣
∂−B for k = 1, ...,m− 1 are already known smooth functions, this gives:
(m+ 1)(Tr)Tmλ+ (m+ 1)(Tλ)Tmr = Tm+1λ+ ξ : at ∂−B (5.146)
Now, by virtue of the inductive hypothesis the derived data on C0 of order up
to m are determined by solving the system 5.71, with k = 0, ...,m in the role
of m, with the boundary conditions on S0,0 = ∂−B provided. Thus T kλ and
LT kλ are determined along C0 for k = 0, ...,m. Since
LT kλ− T kLλ =
k−1∑
l=0
T l(ZT k−1−lλ)
and (L/T )lZ on C0 for l = 0, ..., k − 1 is determined by the derived data on C0
of order up to k, it follows that T kLλ is determined on C0 for k = 0, ...,m. In
particular TmLλ|∂−B is a known smooth function. Therefore we can write:
Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B = T
mLλ|∂−B + ξ (5.147)
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Recall from Proposition 3.3 that
Lλ = pλ+ qλ
Since λ|∂−B = Tλ|∂−B = 0, we have:
Tm(pλ)|∂−B =
m∑
k=2
(
m
k
)
T kλ
∣∣
∂−B T
m−kp
∣∣
∂−B
so at most m − 2 T -derivatives of p, thus the derived data of order only up to
m− 1 is involved here. Similarly since λ|∂−B = 0, we have:
Tm(qλ)|∂−B = q|∂−B Tmλ|∂−B +
m−1∑
k=1
(
m
k
)
T kλ
∣∣
∂−B T
m−kq
∣∣
∂−B
and the sum is a known smooth function. It follows that:
Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B = q|∂−B T
mλ|∂−B + ξ (5.148)
Substituting this in 5.146 and recalling 5.102 we arrive at the relation:
(m+ 2)(Tr)Tmλ+ (m+ 1)(Tλ)Tmr = ξ : at ∂−B (5.149)
Substituting finally 5.145 and recalling 5.102 and the 1st of 4.217 we deduce:
Tmλ|∂−B = −
c0k
6l
m(m+ 1)
(m+ 2)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.150)
Next, we consider Tm+1f at ∂−B. We apply Tm to the equation (see 4.119):
cT f = λ+ λ : along K (5.151)
and evaluate the result at ∂−B. Noting that Tmλ|∂−B and T kc
∣∣
∂−B, T
kf
∣∣
∂−B
for k = 0, ...,m are, by virtue of the inductive hypothesis, known smooth func-
tions, we deduce:
cTm+1f
∣∣
∂−B = T
mλ|∂−B + ξ (5.152)
Substituting 5.150 we then obtain:
Tm+1f
∣∣
∂−B = −
k
6l
m(m+ 1)
(m+ 2)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.153)
which in view of 5.139 is equivalent to:
∂m−1fˆ
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= − k
6l
1
(m+ 2)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξ (5.154)
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Finally, we consider Tm+2δi at ∂−B. From the definition 4.224,
Tm+2δi
∣∣
∂−B = T
m+2gi
∣∣
∂−B − N
i
∣∣
∂−B T
m+2f
∣∣
∂−B (5.155)
We have (see 4.119):
cT gi = λN i + λN i : along K (5.156)
Multiplying by c−1, applying Tm+1 and evaluating the result at ∂−B we obtain,
since λ|∂−B = λ|∂−B = Tλ|∂−B = 0,
Tm+2gi
∣∣
∂−B = c
−1N iTm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B (5.157)
+
m∑
k=1
(
m+ 1
k
)
Tm+1−k(c−1N i)
∣∣
∂−B T
kλ
∣∣
∂−B
+ c−1N iTm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B
+
m∑
k=2
(
m+ 1
k
)
Tm+1−k(c−1N i)
∣∣
∂−B T
kλ
∣∣
∂−B
Here, T kλ
∣∣
∂−B for k = 1, ...,m − 1 and T kλ
∣∣
∂−B for k = 2, ...,m re already
determined. Furthermore, in the first sum we have Tm+1−k(c−1N i)
∣∣
∂−B, m+
1 − k ≤ m, which is already determined by the derived data of order up to m,
and in the second sum we have Tm+1−k(c−1N i)
∣∣
∂−B, m+1− k ≤ m− 1, which
is a fortiori so determined. Consequently, 5.157 is of the form:
Tm+2gi
∣∣
∂−B = c
−1N iTm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B (5.158)
+(m+ 1) T (c−1N i)
∣∣
∂−B T
mλ|∂−B
+ c−1N iTm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ
i
Similarly, we deduce from 5.151:
Tm+2f
∣∣
∂−B = c
−1Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B (5.159)
+(m+ 1) T (c−1)
∣∣
∂−B T
mλ|∂−B
+ c−1Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ
Substituting 5.158 and 5.159 in 5.155, the terms involving Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B cancel
and we obtain:
Tm+2δi
∣∣
∂−B = (m+ 1) c
−1TN i
∣∣
∂−B T
mλ|∂−B
+ c−1(N i −N i)∣∣
∂−B T
m+1λ
∣∣
∂−B + ξ
i (5.160)
Substituting for Tm+1λ
∣∣
∂−B in terms of T
mλ|∂−B from 5.148 this becomes:
Tm+2δi
∣∣
∂−B = c
−1 ((m+ 1)TN i + q(N i −N i))∣∣
∂−B T
mλ|∂−B + ξi (5.161)
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From 5.121, 5.102, and 4.200:
c−1
(
(m+ 1)TN i + q(N i −N i))∣∣
∂−B = c
−1
0 l
(
(m+ 2)Si0 + 2m
AΩ′iA0
)
(5.162)
Substituting this as well as 5.150 in 5.161 then yields:
Tm+2δi
∣∣
∂−B = −
k
6
m(m+ 1)
(m+ 2)
(
(m+ 2)Si0 + 2m
AΩ′iA0
) ∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ξi (5.163)
which in view of 5.145 is equivalent to:
∂m−1δˆi
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= −k
6
1
(m+ 2)
(
Si0 +
2mA
(m+ 2)
Ω′iA0
)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξi (5.164)
To determine (∂m−1v/∂τm−1)
∣∣
τ=0
we substitute
v = v(τ, ϑ), γ = γ(τ, ϑ)
in the regularized identification equations
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = 0,
differentiate implicitly with respect to τ m− 1 times and evaluate the result at
τ = 0. This gives:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γA
∂m−1γA
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
∂m−1Fˆ i
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+Rim−1 = 0 (5.165)
The remainder, Rim−1, is a sum of terms of the form:
∂k+p+rFˆ i
∂vk∂γA1 ...∂γAp∂τr
∂l1v
∂τ l1
...
∂lkv
∂τ lk
∂q1γA1
∂τq1
...
∂qpγAp
∂τqp
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(5.166)
where k + p + r = 2, ...,m − 1, k + p ≥ 1, and the li : i = 1, ..., k and the
qj : j = 1, ..., p are positive integers with:
k∑
i=1
li +
p∑
j=1
qj + r = m− 1 (5.167)
Since r ≤ m − 2 the first factor in 5.166 is a known smooth function on ∂−B.
Either k or p may vanish but not both. Each of the sums in 5.167 is at most
m− 1− r, so at most m− 2 if r ≥ 1. On the other hand if r = 0 then k+ p ≥ 2
so either p = 0 in which case k ≥ 2 hence maxi li ≤ m − 2, or k = 0 in which
case p ≥ 2 hence maxj qj ≤ m − 2, or both p and k are positive in which case
again
max
i
li ≤ m− 2, max
j
qj ≤ m− 2 (5.168)
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Thus in all cases 5.168 holds, therefore the other factors in 5.166 are all known
smooth functions on ∂−B. Consequently, we can write:
Rim−1 = ξ
i (5.169)
From the expression for Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) of Proposition 4.5 we deduce:
∂m−1Fˆ i
∂τm−1
((0, ϑ), (v0(ϑ), γ0(ϑ))) = −Si0(ϑ)l(ϑ)
∂m−1fˆ
∂τm−1
(0, ϑ)− ∂
m−1δˆi
∂τm−1
(0, ϑ)+ξi(ϑ)
(5.170)
Substituting 5.154 and 5.164 this becomes:
∂m−1Fˆ i
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
k
3(m+ 2)
(
Si0 +
mA
(m+ 2)
Ω′iA0
)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ ξi (5.171)
Substituting then 5.126, 5.127, 5.171, and 5.169, in 5.165, results in the spatial
vector equation:
k
3(m+ 2)
(
(m+ 3)Si0 +
mA
(m+ 2)
Ω′iA0
)
∂m−1v
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+Ω′iA0
∂m−1γA
∂τm−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+ξi = 0
(5.172)
The S0-component of this equation determines (∂
m−1v/∂τm−1)
∣∣
τ=0
, after which
the ΩA0-components determine (∂
m−1γA/∂τm−1)
∣∣
τ=0
, in terms of known smooth
functions on ∂−B. Substituting the first in 5.150 then so determines Tmλ|∂−B.
To complete the derivation of the boundary conditions for the m + 1 th
derived data on ∂−B, what remains to be done is to determine TmsNT |∂−B.
Applying Tm to 5.74 along K we obtain:
TmsNT = N
µTm+1β′µ +N
µTm+1△βµ (5.173)
+
m−1∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
(Tm−kNµ)T k+1β′µ
+
m−1∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
(Tm−kNµ)T k+1△βµ
This is to be evaluated at ∂−B. Since at this point
∂kv
∂τk
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂kγA
∂τk
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for k = 0, ...,m− 1
are already known smooth functions on Sn−1, by 5.141 with m + 1 in the role
of m we have:
Tm+1β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = (m+ 1)
∂mv
∂τm
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Lβµ|∂−B + ξµ (5.174)
Since NµLβµ|∂−B = λtrs/ |∂−B = 0 we then obtain simply:
NµTm+1β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = ξ (5.175)
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Applying Tm+1 to the expression 4.4 for △βµ and evaluating the result at ∂−B,
taking into account the facts that ǫ, ǫ as well as T ǫ vanish at ∂−B leads to the
conclusion that:
Tm+1△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −
hµν
2c
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(
NνTm+1ǫ
∣∣
∂−B + N
νTm+1ǫ
∣∣
∂−B
)
+ ξµ (5.176)
By Proposition 4.2,
ǫ = −jǫ2
Applying Tm+1 to this and evaluating the result at ∂−B only the terms where
each of the two ǫ factors receives at least one T survive. This means that each of
these factors receives at most m T . Now at this point (see 5.143) the T kǫ
∣∣
∂−B
for all k ≤ m have already been determined. It follows that the 2nd term
in parenthesis in 5.176 is a known smooth function on ∂−B. Therefore 5.176
simplifies to:
Tm+1△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = −
hµν
2c
NνTm+1ǫ
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
+ ξµ (5.177)
which implies:
NµTm+1△βµ
∣∣
∂−B = ξ (5.178)
In view of 5.175, 5.178 and the fact that the two sums in 5.173 are known
smooth functions on ∂−B, we conclude through 5.173 that TmsNT is determined
as a smooth function on ∂−B. This completes the derivation of the boundary
conditions for the m + 1 th derived data on ∂−B. The inductive step is then
complete and the inductive argument shows that the boundary conditions on
∂−B for the derived data up to any desired finite order are determined in terms
of known smooth functions on Sn−1. The linear system 5.71 then determines
the derived data of up to any desired finite order as known smooth functions on
C0.
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Chapter 6
The Variation Fields
6.1 The Bi-Variational Stress
We have seen in Section 1.2 that a variation φ˙ through solutions of a solution
φ of the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 satisfies the equation of variation 1.113,
which is simply the linear wave equation 1.117 corresponding to the conformal
acoustical metric h˜ of 1.114. The conformal factor Ω is given by 1.116 in the
case of 3 spatial dimensions and in the general case of n spatial dimensions
by 2.108. In Section 1.2 we defined the variational stress T˙ associated to a
variation φ˙ as a T 11 type tensorfield which is a quadratic form in dφ˙ given by
1.118. The divergence of T˙ with respect to h˜ verifies the identity 1.119, hence
by virtue of the equation of variation for any variation through solutions φ˙ the
corresponding tensorfield T˙ is divergence-free (1.120).
Now, M being the spacetime manifold, at an arbitrary point x ∈ M, T˙ (x)
is actually a quadratic form in dφ˙(x) = v˙ ∈ T ∗xM, with values in the linear
transformations of TxM, given according to 1.118 by:
T˙ (v˙) = v˙ ⊗ v˙♯h˜ − 1
2
(v˙ · v˙♯h˜)Ix (6.1)
Ix being the identity transformation in TxM. Here we view the metric h˜ at x
as an isomorphism h˜x : TxM→ T ∗xM and we denote by v˙♯h˜ the inverse image
of v˙ under this isomorphism. Then the variational stress tensorfield associated
to φ˙ is actually T˙ ◦ dφ˙, dφ˙ being a section of T ∗M, that is, a 1-form onM, and
the identity 1.119 reads:
D˜ · (T˙ ◦ dφ˙) = (h˜φ˙)dφ˙ (6.2)
Now, T˙ (x) being a quadratic form on T ∗xM there is a corresponding symmet-
ric bilinear form on T ∗xM defined through the quadratic form by polarization.
Denoting this symmetric bilinear form again by T˙ (x), we have, for an arbitrary
pair v˙′, v˙′′ ∈ T ∗xM:
T˙ (v˙′, v˙′′) =
1
2
(v˙′ ⊗ v˙′′♯h˜ + v˙′′ ⊗ v˙′♯h˜ − h˜−1(v˙′, v˙′′)Ix) (6.3)
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noting that:
v˙′ · v˙′′♯h˜ = h˜−1(v˙′, v˙′′) = v˙′′ · v˙′♯h˜
Then if φ˙′, φ˙′′ is a pair of variations we define the associated bi-variational
stress to be the T 11 -type tensorfield T˙ ◦ (dφ˙′, dφ˙′′). In terms of arbitrary local
coordinates on M this is given by:
T˙ µν =
1
2
(
∂ν φ˙
′(h˜−1)µκ∂κφ˙′′ + ∂ν φ˙′′(h˜−1)µκ∂κφ˙′ − (h˜−1)κλ∂κφ˙′∂λφ˙′′δµν
)
(6.4)
In analogy with 6.2 we readily deduce the identity:
D˜ · (T˙ ◦ (dφ˙′, dφ˙′′) = 1
2
(
(h˜φ˙
′)dφ˙′′ + (h˜φ˙
′′)dφ˙′
)
(6.5)
that is, in terms of arbitrary local coordinates,
D˜µT˙
µ
ν =
1
2
(
(h˜φ˙
′)∂ν φ˙′′ + (h˜φ˙
′′)∂ν φ˙′
)
(6.6)
In particular, if both φ˙′, φ˙′′ are variations through solutions, hence both satisfy
the equation of variation 1.113, the associated bi-variational stress tensorfield
T˙ ◦ (dφ˙′, dφ˙′′) is divergence-free.
Recall from Section 1.2 that the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 is the Euler-
Lagrange equation corresponding to the Lagrangian density 1.90. The La-
grangian is actually
L = Ldµg (6.7)
dµg being the volume form of the background Minkowski metric g. The La-
grangian is actually defined on the bundle
I+∗ =
⋃
x∈M
I∗+x (6.8)
where I∗+x is the interior of the positive cone in T ∗xM defined by gx. The bundle
I∗+ is an open subbundle of T ∗M. Then L(x) is a function on I∗+x while L(x)
is an assignment to each v ∈ I∗+x of a totally antisymmetric m-linear form in
TxM, where m = dimM. Given then a function φ on M such that at each
x ∈ M dφ(x) belongs to I∗+x , the composition L ◦ dφ is a top degree form on
M, and for any domain D ⊂M the action corresponding to φ and to D is the
integral ∫
D
L ◦ dφ (6.9)
The bi-variational stress is actually a concept of the general Lagrangian the-
ory of mappings of a manifold M into another manifold N (see the monograph
[Ch-A]). A Lagrangian in this theory is defined on the bundle
V =
⋃
(x,y)∈M×N
V(x,y) (6.10)
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where for each (x, y) ∈ M×N , V(x,y) is an open subset of L(TxM, TyN ), the
space of linear maps of TxM into TyN . The Lagrangian L at (x, y) ∈ M×N
is an assignment to each v ∈ V(x,y) of a totally antisymmetric m-linear form in
TxM, m = dimM. To represent things more simply we may choose a volume
form ǫ on M and write
L(x, y) = L(x, y)ǫ(x) (6.11)
where L(x, y) is a function on V(x,y). For each (x, y) ∈ M×N we define:
h(x, y) =
∂2L(x, y)
∂v2
(6.12)
At each v ∈ V(x,y) this is a symmetric bilinear form on L(TxM, TyN ). Given
local coordinates (xµ : µ = 1, ...,m) in M and (ya : a = 1, ..., n) in N , n =
dimN , we can expand an arbitrary v ∈ V(x,y) as:
v = vaµ dx
µ|x ⊗
∂
∂ya
∣∣∣∣
y
(6.13)
The coefficients (vaµ : µ = 1, ...,m; a = 1, ..., n) of the expansion constitute linear
coordinates on V(x,y). We can similarly expand an arbitrary v˙ ∈ L(TxM, TyN ).
In these coordinates on V(x,y), h(x, y) is represented by:
hµνab (x, y) =
∂2L(x, y)
∂vaµ∂v
b
ν
(6.14)
Given a mapping φ : M → N such that at each x ∈ M, dφ(x) belongs to
V(x,φ(x)), the composition L◦dφ is a top degree form onM, and for any domain
D ⊂M the action corresponding to φ and to D is the integral∫
D
L ◦ dφ (6.15)
Also, given such a mapping φ, h◦dφ is at each x ∈ M a symmetric bilinear form
on L(TxM, Tφ(x)N ). In particular we can take φ to be a solution of the Euler-
Lagrange equations deriving from the action 6.15. When such a background
solution φ is understood fixed, we may write h(x) for h(dφ(x)).
The bi-variational stress T˙ (x) at an arbitrary point x ∈M is then a symmet-
ric bilinear form on L(TxM, Tφ(x)N ) with values in the linear transformations
on TxM. Thus for an arbitrary pair (ξ,X) ∈ T ∗xM× TxM, T˙ (x)(ξ,X) is a
symmetric bilinear form on L(TxM, Tφ(x)N ) depending linearly on ξ and on X .
It is given by:
T˙ (x)(ξ,X) =
1
2
(h(x)(ξ ⊗ v˙′(X), v˙′′) + h(x)(v˙′, ξ ⊗ v˙′′)− ξ(X)h(x)(v˙′, v˙′′))
: ∀v˙′, v˙′′ ∈ L(TxM, Tφ(x)N ) (6.16)
This has already been defined in [Ch-A] and called there Noether transform of
the symmetric bilinear form h(x). In the above presentation we chose a volume
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form ǫ onM (see 6.11) to represent things more simply. But then T˙ depends on
the choice of ǫ. The actual bi-variational stress T˙ (x) at x ∈ M is a symmetric
bilinear form on L(TxM, Tφ(x)N ) with values in the linear maps of TxM into
∧m−1(TxM), the totally antisymmetric m − 1-linear forms on TxM. This is
related to T˙ (x) as follows. If X and X1, ..., Xm−1 are arbitrary vectors at x,
then:
(T˙ (x) ·X)(X1, ..., Xm−1) = ǫ(T˙ (x) ·X,X1, ..., Xm−1) (6.17)
This is independent of the choice of volume form ǫ on M. In terms of compo-
nents in local coordinates,
T˙ µν =
1
2
(
hµλab v˙
′a
ν v˙
′′b
λ + h
µλ
ab v˙
′′a
ν v˙
′b
λ − δµνhκλab v˙′aκ v˙′′bλ
)
(6.18)
and:
T˙ν,λ1...λm−1 = T˙ µν ǫµλ1...λm−1 (6.19)
In the framework of the general Lagrangian theory of mappings of a manifold
M into another manifold N , a variation φ˙ of a background solution φ of the
Euler-Lagrange equations is a section of the pullback bundle φ∗TN . To define
the derivative of φ˙ at x ∈ M as a linear map of TxM into Tφ(x)N requires a
connection in TN to define the horizontal part of dφ˙ and subtract it to obtain
the vertical part which defines Dφ˙, the covariant derivative of φ˙ with respect
to the pullback connection on φ∗TN . To formulate the equations of variation
satisfied by a variation through solutions φ˙ in fact requires the choice of such a
connection. If φ˙′, φ˙′′ is a pair of variations of the background solution φ then
T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) is a T 11 -type tensorfield on M. Given any vectorfield X on M,
T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) ·X is a vectorfield onM and T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) ·X is a m− 1-form
on M. The point is that if φ˙′, φ˙′′ are variations through solutions, then by
virtue of the equations of variation
d(T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) ·X) (6.20)
does not involve the 2nd derivatives of φ˙′, φ˙′′. Equivalently, the divergence
of the vectorfield T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) · X does not contain these 2nd derivatives.
Integrating then 6.20 on a domain in M and applying Stokes’ theorem, the
integral of T˙ ◦ (Dφ˙′, Dφ˙′′) · X on the boundary of the domain appears and a
useful integral identity for pairs of variations through solutions results. This
topic belongs to the general theory of compatible currents expounded in [Ch-A].
In the present monograph shall not pursue the general theory any further.
6.2 The Variation Fields V and the Associated
1-Forms (V )θµ
From this point on and throughout the remainder of this monograph indices
from the middle of the Greek alphabet, that is µ, ν, κ, λ, shall refer to rectangu-
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lar coordinates relative to an underlying Minkowskian structure on the space-
time manifold, while indices from the beginning of the Greek alphabet, that is
α, β, γ, δ, shall refer to components relative to arbitrary local coordinates on the
spacetime manifold. The indices from the middle of the Greek alphabet shall
be raised and lowered using the Minkowski metric g, while the indices from the
beginning of the Greek alphabet shall be raised and lowered using the conformal
acoustical metric h˜.
Let then xµ : µ = 0, ..., n be a system of rectangular coordinates and
X(µ) =
∂
∂xµ
: µ = 0, ..., n (6.21)
the corresponding vectorfields (see 2.99). These generate the spacetime trans-
lations, which are isometries of the underlying Minkowskian structure. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.4 these generate variations through solutions
φ˙µ = X(µ)φ = βµ : µ = 0, ..., n (6.22)
which coincide with the rectangular components of the 1-form β (see 2.109).
Taking then in 6.4 φ˙′ = φ˙µ, φ˙′′ = φ˙ν we obtain the bi-variational stress complex,
a symmetric matrix T˙µν of T
1
1 -type tensorfields on N (the spacetime manifold
is here N , the domain of the new solution) given in terms of components in
arbitrary local coordinates on N by:
T˙αβ,µν =
1
2
(
∂βφ˙µ(h˜
−1)αγ∂γ φ˙ν + ∂βφ˙ν(h˜−1)αγ∂γ φ˙µ − δαβ (h˜−1)γδ∂γ φ˙µ∂δφ˙ν
)
(6.23)
The φ˙µ : µ = 0, ..., n being variations through solutions satisfy the equation of
variations 1.117, that is, we have:
h˜φ˙µ = 0 : µ = 0, ..., n (6.24)
In Chapter 8 we shall consider higher order variations generated from these 1st
order variations by applying strings of commutation fields. These higher order
variations will satisfy an inhomogeneous version of 1.117. The bi-variational
stress complex is of the same form 6.23 for these higher order variations. With
a view toward extending the treatment to the higher order variations to be con-
sidered in Chapter 8, we allow the φ˙µ : µ = 0, ..., n to satisfy the inhomogeneous
equations:
h˜φ˙µ = ρµ : µ = 0, ..., n (6.25)
Then by 6.6 the divergence of the bi-variational stress complex is given by:
D˜αT˙
α
β,µν =
1
2
(
ρµ∂βφ˙ν + ρν∂βφ˙µ
)
(6.26)
The usefulness of the concept of bi-variational stress in the context of a free
boundary problem like ours, the free boundary here being the shock hypersurface
K, is in conjuction with the concept of variation fields to be presently introduced.
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A variation field is here simply a vectorfield V on N which along K is tangential
to K. This can be expanded in terms of the translation fields X(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n
(see 6.21)) as:
V = V µX(µ) (6.27)
The coefficients V µ : µ = 0, ..., n of the expansion are simply the components
of V in the rectangular coordinate system (xµ : µ = 0, ..., n). To the variation
field V we associate the column of 1-forms:
(V )θµ = dV µ : µ = 0, ..., n (6.28)
We call this column the structure form of V . To the variation field V and to a
solution φ of the nonlinear wave equation 1.87 we associate the 1-form:
(V )ξ = V µdφ˙µ (6.29)
We say that this is associated to φ because the φ˙µ : µ = 0, ..., n are the variations
of φ through translations. We remark that the 1-form (V )ξ is independent of the
choice of rectangular coordinate system. For, if (x′µ : µ = 0, ..., n) is another
rectangular coordinate system, there is a constant column c and a constant
matrix Λ such that:
x′µ = cµ + Λµνx
ν (6.30)
and we have:
gµνΛ
µ
κΛ
ν
λ = gκλ (6.31)
that is, Λ ∈ O(1, n). Therefore:
V ′µ = V x′µ = ΛµνV x
ν = ΛµνV
ν (6.32)
while X(µ) = Λ
ν
µX
′
(ν), that is:
X ′(µ) = (Λ
−1)νµX(ν) (6.33)
hence:
φ˙′µ = X
′
(µ)φ = (Λ
−1)νµX(ν)φ = (Λ
−1)νµφ˙ν (6.34)
Consequently,
V ′µdφ˙′µ = Λ
µ
νV
ν(Λ−1)κµdφ˙κ = δ
κ
νV
νdφ˙κ = V
νdφ˙ν (6.35)
Given now a variation field V , consider the T 11 -type tensorfield
(V )S given
by:
(V )Sαβ = T˙
α
β,µνV
µV ν (6.36)
Substituting for T˙αβ,µν from 6.23 we see that by virtue of the definition 6.29 we
have:
(V )Sαβ =
(V )ξβ(h˜
−1)αγ (V )ξγ − 1
2
δαβ (h˜
−1)γδ (V )ξγ (V )ξδ (6.37)
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In terms of the convention that indices from the beginning of the Greek alphabet
are raised and lowered using h˜, this can be written more simply as:
(V )Sαβ =
(V )ξβ
(V )ξα − 1
2
δαβ
(V )ξγ
(V )ξγ (6.38)
From the definition 6.29 we have, in view of the definition 6.28,
d (V )ξ = θµ ∧ dφ˙µ (6.39)
which can be written in the form:
D˜α
(V )ξβ − D˜β (V )ξα = (V )θµα ∂βφ˙µ − (V )θµβ ∂αφ˙µ (6.40)
Also, by 6.25 we have:
D˜α
(V )ξα = V µρµ +
(V )θµα ∂
αφ˙µ (6.41)
Using 6.40 and 6.41 we deduce from 6.38:
D˜α
(V )Sαβ =
(V )ξα
(
(V )θµα ∂βφ˙µ − (V )θµβ ∂αφ˙µ
)
+ (V )ξβ
(V )θµα ∂
αφ˙µ
+ (V )ξβ V
µρµ (6.42)
a formula which can also be deduced through 6.36 using 6.26 and 6.23.
A basic requirement on the set of variation fields V is that they span the
tangent space to K at each point. The simplest way to achieve this is to choose
one of the variation fields, which we shall denote by Y , to be at each point of
N in the linear span of N and N and along K colinear to T , and to choose the
other variation fields so that at each point of N they span the tangent space to
the surface Su,u though that point.
We thus set:
Y = γN + γN (6.43)
In view of the 2nd of 4.5, the requirement that Y is along K colinear to T
reduces to:
γ = rγ : along K (6.44)
With the definition 6.43, the structure form of Y is by 3.29 - 3.34 given by:
(Y )θ/µ = (γk/+ γk/) · d/xµ + (d/γ + γk + γk)Nµ + (d/γ + γk + γk)Nµ
(Y )θµL = (γm/+ γn/) · d/xµ + (Lγ + γm+ γn)Nµ + (Lγ + γm+ γn)Nµ
(Y )θµL = (γn/+ γm/) · d/xµ + (Lγ + γn+ γm)Nµ + (Lγ + γn+ γm)Nµ
(6.45)
Here, for any variation field V we denote by (V )θ/µ the S 1-form which is the
restriction of (V )θµ to the Su,u. Also, we have taken account of the fact that
ΩµA = ΩAx
µ = ΩA · d/xµ (6.46)
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Thus 3.29, 3.30 can be written in the form:
d/Nµ = k/ · d/xµ +Nµk +Nµk
d/Nµ = k/ · d/xµ +Nµk +Nµk (6.47)
3.31, 3.32 in the form:
LNµ = m/ · d/xµ +mNµ +mNµ
LN = m/ · d/xµ +mNµ +mNµ (6.48)
and 3.33, 3.34 in the form:
LNµ = n/ · d/xµ + nNµ + nNµ
LNµ = n/ · d/xµ + nNµ + nNµ (6.49)
Optimal estimates are obtained if we choose:
γ = 1 (6.50)
and require γ to be constant along the integral curves of L:
Lγ = 0 (6.51)
This, together with the boundary condition 6.44 defines γ on N . With these
choices the expressions 6.45 simplify accordingly. It is clear that r being a
smooth function on K (represented as a smooth function of (τ, ϑ)), γ defined in
this way is a smooth function of the acoustical coordinates.
We turn to the definition of the remaining variation fields. As noted above,
at each point ofN these must span the tangent space to the surface Su,u through
that point. Since the translation fields X(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n (see 6.21) span the
tangent space to the spacetime manifold at each point, a suitable definition for
these S-tangential variation fields is:
E(µ) = ΠX(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n (6.52)
where Π is the h-orthogonal projection to the Su,u. The rectangular components
of the vectorfields E(µ) are given by:
Eν(µ) = Π
ν
µ = δ
ν
µ +
1
2c
(NνNλ +NνNλ)hλµ (6.53)
They are smooth functions of the acoustical coordinates. The structure forms
(E(µ))θν of the variation fields E(µ) are deduced using 3.89 - 3.91, and 6.47 -
6.49.
In the case n = 2 there is a more natural choice for the remaining variation
fields. What we have called surfaces Su,u reduce in this case to curves, and
the unit tangent field E to these oriented curves is the natural choice for the
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remaining variation field (see Section 3.5). The structure forms (E)θµ are then
given by 3.171, 3.173, 3.178:
(E)θ/µ = e/Eµ + eNµ + eNµ
(E)θµL = f/E
µ + fNµ + fNµ
(E)θµL = f/E
µ + fNµ + fNµ (6.54)
The following remark is intended to ensure that a proper non-relativistic
limit can be extracted. Note that the variation fields E(µ) or, in the case n = 2,
E, have the physical dimensions of (length)−1. On the other hand, by reason
of the conditions N0 = N0 = 1 (see 2.58) the variation field Y has in the
non-relativistic theory the physical dimensions of (time)−1. However, adding
the energies associated to the different variation fields is meaningful only when
the different variation fields have the same physical dimensions. Choosing η0
to be the sound speed in a reference constant state, we must then replace Y
as defined above by η−10 Y , which has the physical dimensions of (length)
−1, in
its role as a variation field. In the non-relativistic theory we can choose the
relation of the unit of time to the unit of length so that η0 = 1, so formally
there is no change. In the relativistic theory however, the customary choice
of relation of these units is so that the speed of light is set equal to 1, which
would make η0 a very small positive constant when the reference constant state
is non-relativistic. Once we have made the point however it is straightforward
to make the necessary changes and we shall ignore the factor η−10 in the sequel.
We shall presently show that, for the fundamental variations 6.22, control of
all components of the associated 1-form (V )ξ for all variation fields V provides
control on all components of the symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield s (see 3.36).
Consider first the case n = 2, which is simpler. In this case, control of (E)ξ
means control of
(E)ξ(E) = s/ (6.55)
(E)ξ(L) = ρs/N (6.56)
(E)ξ(L) = ρs/N (6.57)
(s/ , s/N , s/N being in this case the scalars 3.157). Control of
(Y )ξ means control
of
(Y )ξ(E) = s/N + γs/N (6.58)
(Y )ξ(L) = sNL + γsNL (6.59)
(Y )ξ(L) = sNL + γsNL (6.60)
(see 6.43, 6.50). Now, by 3.158:
sNL = ρsNN = cρs/ , sNL = ρsNN = cρs/ (6.61)
Since s/ is already controlled through 6.55, we acquire control on sNL through
6.59 and on sNL through 6.60. We thus achieve control on all components of s.
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For n > 2 a similar argument applies with the variation fields E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n
in the role of E. That is, control of (E(µ))ξ for all µ = 0, ..., n means control of
(E(µ))ξ/ = E(µ) · s/ for all µ = 0, ..., n (6.62)
(E(µ))ξ(L) = ρs/N (E(µ)) for all µ = 0, ..., n (6.63)
(E(µ))ξ(L) = ρs/N (E(µ)) for all µ = 0, ..., n (6.64)
Since the E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n span the tangent space to the Su,u at each point, we
acquire full control on s/ through 6.62, on s/N through 6.63 and on s/N through
6.64. Also, control of (Y )ξ means control of
(Y )ξ/ = s/N + γs/N (6.65)
(Y )ξ(L) = sNL + γsNL (6.66)
(Y )ξ(L) = sNL + γsNL (6.67)
By 3.42:
sNL = ρsNN = cρtrs/ , sNL = ρsNN = sρtrs/ (6.68)
Since s/ is already controlled, 6.66 then gives us control on sNL and 6.67 gives
us control on sNL. Thus again we achieve control on all components of s.
6.3 The Fundamental Energy Identities
Given now a vectorfield X , which we call multiplier field, we consider the vec-
torfield (V )P associated to X and to a given variation field V through (V )S,
defined by:
(V )Pα = − (V )SαβXβ (6.69)
We call (V )P the energy current associated to X and to V . Let us denote by
(V )Q the covariant divergence of (V )P (with respect to the conformal acoustical
metric h˜):
D˜α
(V )Pα = (V )Q (6.70)
We have:
(V )Q = − (V )Sαβ D˜αXβ −XβD˜α (V )Sαβ (6.71)
Consider the T 20 -type tensorfield corresponding to
(V )S through the metric h˜:
(V )Sαβ = (V )Sαγ (h˜
−1)γβ (6.72)
Substituting from 6.38 we obtain:
(V )Sαβ = (V )ξα (V )ξβ − 1
2
(h˜−1)αβ(h˜−1)γδ (V )ξγ (V )ξδ (6.73)
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which shows the T 20 -type tensorfield to be symmetric. As a consequence, the
first term on the right in 6.71 can be written in the form:
− 1
2
(V )Sαβ
(
h˜αγD˜βX
γ + h˜βγD˜αX
γ
)
= −1
2
(V )Sαβ (X)π˜αβ (6.74)
Here we denote by (X)π˜ the deformation tensor of X relative to h˜:
(X)π˜ = LX h˜ (6.75)
that is, the rate of change of the metric h˜ under the flow generated by X on N .
The last equality in 6.76 is the identity:
(LX h˜)(Y, Z) = h˜(Y, D˜ZX) + h˜(Z, D˜YX) (6.76)
D˜ being the covariant derivative operator associated to h˜. Substituting also for
D˜α
(V )Sαβ from 6.42 in the second term on the right in 6.71 then yields:
(V )Q = (V )Q1 +
(V )Q2 +
(V )Q3 (6.77)
where:
(V )Q1 = −1
2
(V )Sαβ (X)π˜αβ (6.78)
(V )Q2 = − (V )ξαXβ
(
(V )θµα ∂βφ˙µ − (V )θµβ ∂αφ˙µ
)
− (V )ξβXβ (V )θµα ∂αφ˙µ (6.79)
(V )Q3 = − (V )ξβXβ V µρµ (6.80)
Equation 6.70 in arbitrary local coordinates reads:
1√
−deth˜
∂α
(√
−deth˜ (V )Pα
)
= (V )Q (6.81)
In particular in acoustical coordinates (u, u, ϑA : A = 1, ..., n − 1), expanding
(V )P in the associated coordinate frame field(
∂
∂u
,
∂
∂u
,
∂
∂ϑA
: A = 1, ..., n− 1
)
we have:
(V )P = (V )Pu
∂
∂u
+ (V )Pu
∂
∂u
+ (V )Pϑ
A ∂
∂ϑA
(6.82)
Also, by 1.114, 2.44,√
−deth˜ = Ω(n+1)/2√−deth, √−deth = 2a
√
deth/ (6.83)
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Thus, equation 6.81 expressed in acoustical coordinates reads:
1√
deth/
{
∂
∂u
(
2aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (V )Pu
)
+
∂
∂u
(
2aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (V )Pu
)
+
∂
∂ϑA
(
2aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (V )Pϑ
A
)}
= 2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q (6.84)
Let (V )P/ be the S-vectorfield:
(V )P/ = (V )Pϑ
A ∂
∂ϑA
(6.85)
We then have:
1√
deth/
∂
∂ϑA
(
2aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (V )Pϑ
A
)
= div/ (2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )P/) (6.86)
where we denote by div/ the covariant divergence on (Su,u, h/). Integrating equa-
tion 6.84 on Su,u, represented as S
n−1, with the measure:
dµh/ =
√
deth/dϑ1...dϑn−1 (6.87)
and noting that ∫
Su,u
div/ (2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )P/)dµh/ = 0 (6.88)
we obtain:
∂
∂u
(∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Pudµh/
)
+
∂
∂u
(∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Pudµh/
)
=
∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q (6.89)
Now, we can also expand the vectorfield (V )P in the frame field (L,L,ΩA : A =
1, ..., n− 1):
(V )P = (V )PLL+ (V )PLL+ (V )PAΩA (6.90)
Since (see 2.33, 2.36)
L =
∂
∂u
− bA ∂
∂ϑA
, L =
∂
∂u
+ bA
∂
∂ϑA
, ΩA =
∂
∂ϑA
: A = 1, ..., n− 1 (6.91)
comparing 6.90 with 6.82 we conclude that:
Pu = PL, Pu = PL, Pϑ
A
= PA + bA(PL − PL) : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (6.92)
As a consequence, equation 6.89 can be written in the form:
∂
∂u
(∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PLdµh/
)
+
∂
∂u
(∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PLdµh/
)
=
∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q (6.93)
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Let now, with u1 ≥ u1 ≥ 0, Ru1,u1 be the trapezoid in the (u, u) plane
defined by:
Ru1,u1 = {(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u1], u ∈ [0, u1]} (6.94)
We can also express Ru1,u1 as the union of the triangle:
Tu1 = {(u, u) : u ∈ [0, u], u ∈ [0, u1]} = Ru1,u1 (6.95)
with the rectangle [0, u1] × [u1, u1], the intersection of which is the segment
[0, u1]× {u1}:
Ru1,u1 = Tu1
⋃
([0, u1]× [u1, u1]) (6.96)
We denote by Ru1,u1 the region in N corresponding to Ru1,u1 :
Ru1,u1 =
⋃
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
Su,u (6.97)
This region is represented by Ru1,u1 × Sn−1.
We integrate equation 6.93 on the trapezoid Ru1,u1 . Let us denote:
F (u, u) =
∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PLdµh/ (6.98)
F (u, u) =
∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PLdµh/ (6.99)
With the notation 6.98 the first term on the left in 6.93 is:
∂F
∂u
To integrate this on Ru1,u1 we use the representation 6.96. We have:∫
Tu1
∂F
∂u
dudu =
∫ u1
0
{F (u, u)− F (0, u)}du,
∫
[0,u1]×[u1,u1]
∂F
∂u
dudu =
∫ u1
u1
{F (u1, u)− F (0, u)}du
Therefore we obtain:∫
Ru1,u1
∂F
∂u
dudu =
∫ u1
u1
F (u1, u)du+
∫ u1
0
F (u, u)du−
∫ u1
0
F (0, u)du (6.100)
With the notation 6.99 the second term on the left in 6.93 is:
∂F
∂u
To integrate this on Ru1,u1 we use the representation 6.94. We have:∫
Ru1,u1
∂F
∂u
dudu =
∫ u1
0
F (u, u1)du−
∫ u1
0
F (u, u)du (6.101)
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Denoting then also:
G(u, u) =
∫
Su,u
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Qdµh/ (6.102)
equation 6.93 integrated over Ru1,u1 is:∫ u1
0
F (u, u1)du +
∫ u1
u1
F (u1, u)du+
∫ u1
0
(F − F )(τ, τ)dτ
−
∫ u1
0
F (u, u)du =
∫
Ru1,u1
G(u, u)dudu (6.103)
Recall that on Cu the range of u is [0, u]. We denote by C
u1
u the part of Cu
obtained by imposing the restriction u ≤ u1 on the range of u. So if u1 ≥ u
this is no restriction and we have C
u1
u = Cu. In view of 6.99 first integral on
the left in 6.103 is an integral on C
u1
u1 . Using dµh/du as the measure on the Cu,
thus denoting, for an arbitrary function f on N ,
∫
C
u1
u
f =
∫ u1
0
(∫
Su,u
fdµh/
)
du (6.104)
the first integral on the left in 6.103 is:
(V )Eu1(u1) :=
∫
C
u1
u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PL (6.105)
Recall that on Cu we have u ≥ u. We denote by Cu1u the part of Cu obtained
by imposing the restriction u ≤ u1. In view of 6.98 the second integral on the
left in 6.103 is an integral on Cu1u1 . Using dµh/du as the measure on the Cu, thus
denoting, for an arbitrary function f on N ,
∫
C
u1
u
f =
∫ u1
u
(∫
Su,u
fdµh/
)
du (6.106)
the second integral on the left in 6.103 is:
(V )Eu1(u1) :=
∫
C
u1
u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PL (6.107)
Similarly, the fourth integral on the left in 6.103 is:
(V )Eu1(0) :=
∫
C
u1
0
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )PL (6.108)
In regard to the third integral on the left in 6.103, in view of 4.52 this is an
integral on Ku1 , where we denote by Kτ1 the part of K obtained by imposing
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the restriction τ ≤ τ1. Using dµh/dτ as the measure on K, thus denoting, for an
arbitrary function f on N ,
∫
Kτ1
=
∫ τ1
0
(∫
Sτ,τ
fdµh/
)
dτ (6.109)
in view of 6.98, 6.99, the third integral on the left in 6.103 is:
(V )Fu1 :=
∫
Ku1
2aΩ(n+1)/2
(
(V )PL − (V )PL
)
(6.110)
Finally, using dµh/dudu as the measure on N , thus denoting for an arbitrary
function f on N ,
∫
Ru1,u1
f =
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u
(∫
Su,u
dµh/
)
du
}
du (6.111)
=
∫ u1
0
{∫ u
0
(∫
Su,u
dµh/
)
du
}
du+
∫ u1
u1
{∫ u1
0
(∫
Su,u
dµh/
)
du
}
du
according to the representations 6.94 and 6.96 respectively, the integral on the
right in 6.103 is:
(V )Gu1,u1 :=
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q (6.112)
With the above definitions 6.105, 6.107, 6.108, 6.110, 6.112, equation 6.103
reads:
(V )Eu1(u1) + (V )Eu1(u1) + (V )Fu1 − (V )Eu1(0) = (V )Gu1,u1 (6.113)
This is the fundamental energy identity corresponding to the variation field V
and to the multiplier field X . We may call (V )Eu1(u) energy associated to Cu1u ,
(V )Eu1(u) energy associated to Cu1u , and we may call (V )Fτ1 flux associated to
Kτ1 .
Consider the integrants in the energies 6.105 and 6.107. These integrants
are the positive factor 2aΩ(n+1)/2 times (V )PL and (V )PL respectively. Taking
the h˜-inner product of 6.90 with L and with L we obtain:
2aΩ (V )PL = −h˜( (V )P,L), 2aΩ (V )PL = −h˜( (V )P,L) (6.114)
Now, from 6.69 we have:
− h˜αγ (V )P γ = (V )SαβXβ (6.115)
where
(V )Sαβ = h˜αγ
(V )Sγβ =
(V )ξα
(V )ξβ − 1
2
h˜αβ(h˜
−1)γδ (V )ξγ (V )ξδ (6.116)
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This is the T 02 -type tensorfield corresponding to
(V )S through h˜. It is sym-
metric. Denoting by (V )S this tensorfield rather than the original T 11 -type
tensorfield, we have by 6.115, for an arbitrary vectorfield Y on N ,
− h˜( (V )P, Y ) = (V )S(X,Y ) (6.117)
Taking in particular Y = L and Y = L we obtain by 6.114:
2aΩ (V )PL = (V )S(X,L), 2aΩ (V )PL = (V )S(X,L) (6.118)
As a consequence of the following proposition, the integrants in the energies
6.105 and 6.107 are positive-semidefinite if the multiplier field X is chosen to
be acoustically timelike future-directed.
Proposition 6.1 Let X,Y be a pair of future-directed non-spacelike vectors
at a point of (N , h˜). Then (V )S(X,Y ) is a positive-semidefinite quadratic form
in the covector (V )ξ at this point. Moreover, if X,Y are timelike then this
quadratic form is positive-definite.
Proof: If X and Y are not colinear, their linear span is a timelike plane P . If
on the other hand they are colinear, we can take P to be any timelike plane
containing X,Y . In both cases there are future-directed null vectors E+, E− in
P such that
h˜(E+, E−) = −2
and we have:
X = X+E+ +X
−E−, Y = Y +E+ + Y −E−
where X+, X−, Y +, Y − are all non-negative, all positive if X,Y are timelike.
Also, P⊥, the h˜-orthogonal complement of P , is a spacelike plane. We denote
by h˜/ the restriction of h˜ to P⊥, a positive-definite quadratic form on P⊥. Let
us denote:
(V )S++ =
(V )S(E+, E+),
(V )S+− = (V )S(E+, E−), (V )S−− = (V )S(E−, E−)
We then have:
(V )S(X,Y ) = X+Y + (V )S++ + (X
+Y − +X−Y +) (V )S+− +X−Y − (V )S−−
Note that the coefficients of (V )S++,
(V )S+−, (V )S−− here are all non-negative,
all positive if X,Y are timelike. Therefore the proposition follows if we show
that (V )S++,
(V )S+−, (V )S−− are all positive-semidefinite and their sum is
positive-definite. In fact, denoting
(V )ξ+ =
(V )ξ(E+),
(V )ξ− = (V )ξ(E−)
from 6.116 we have:
(V )S++ = (
(V )ξ+)
2, (V )S−− = ( (V )ξ−)2
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and, denoting by (V )ξ/ the restriction of (V )ξ to P⊥, we have:
h˜−1( (V )ξ, (V )ξ) = − (V )ξ+ (V )ξ− + h˜/
−1
( (V )ξ/, (V )ξ/)
hence:
(V )S+− = h˜/
−1
( (V )ξ/, (V )ξ/)
This being a positive-definite quadratic form on (P⊥)∗, the proposition follows.
As for the integrant in the flux 6.110, by 6.118 it is equal to the positive
factor Ω(n−1)/2 times:
(V )S(X,M), where: M = L− L (6.119)
is a normal to K pointing to the interior of N . In the next chapter we shall
investigate the conditions on the multiplier field X which make this flux inte-
grant coercive when (V )ξ satisfies on K the boundary condition to be discussed
in the next section.
6.4 The Boundary Condition on K for the 1-
Forms (V )ξ
We recall from Sections 1.4 and 4.1 the covector field ξ defined along K by
the conditions that at each point on K the null space of ξ is the tangent space
to K at the point, ξ(V ) > 0 for any vector V at the point which points to
the interior of N , and ξ is normalized to be of unit magnitude with respect to
the Minkowski metric g. Thus ξ♯, the vectorfield along K corresponding to ξ
through g, is the unit normal to K with respect to g pointing to the interior
of N . To avoid confusion with the 1-form (V )ξ, we denote here and in the
following the covector field ξ just referred to by ζ. We also recall the function δ
along K defined in the last part of Section 4.1. In the new notation, 4.47, which
contains the definition of δ, reads:
△β = δζ (6.120)
Consider now the jump condition, 1st of 1.242, which in the new notation
reads:
ζµ△Iµ = 0 (6.121)
Iµ being the components of the particle current:
Iµ = −Gβµ (6.122)
(see 1.56, 1.65). As we discussed in Section 1.6, 6.121 is equivalent to the
nonlinear jump condition 1.371. Let V be an arbitrary variation field. Then
V µ
∂
∂xµ
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is along K a differential operator interior to K. Therefore 6.121 implies:
V µ
∂
∂xµ
(ζν△Iν) = 0 : on K (6.123)
We have, from 6.122,
∂Iν
∂xµ
= −(g−1)νλG∂µβλ + 2dG
dσ
βνβλ∂µβλ
= −G(h−1)νλ∂µβλ = −G(h−1)νλ∂λβµ (6.124)
by the 1st of 4.20 and by 1.74. Hence:
V µ
∂Iν
∂xµ
= −G(h−1)νλ (V )ξλ (6.125)
Thus, along K we have:
V µ
∂Iν±
∂xµ
= −G±(h−1± )µν (V )ξ±µ (6.126)
Let us define along K:
Kµ± = G±(h
−1
± )
µνζν (6.127)
These are normals to K relative to the acoustical metric corresponding to the
future and the past solutions respectively, pointing to the interior of N . Then
by 6.126 we have, along K:
ζνV
µ ∂△Iν
∂xµ
= −Kµ+ (V )ξ+µ +Kµ− (V )ξ−µ (6.128)
Consider next
V µ
∂ζν
∂xµ
△Iν
which is the remainder of the left hand side of 6.123. By 6.120,
V µ
∂ζν
∂xµ
= V µ
∂
∂xµ
(△βν
δ
)
=
V µ
δ
∂△βν
∂xµ
− V
µ
δ2
△βν ∂δ
∂xµ
that is:
V µ
∂ζν
∂xµ
=
V µ
δ
∂△βν
∂xµ
− V
µ
δ
∂δ
∂xµ
ζν (6.129)
If we multiply this by △Iν the 2nd term does not contribute by virtue of the
condition 6.121. As for the 1st term, it is:
V µ
δ
(∂µβ+ν − ∂µβ−ν) = V
µ
δ
((∂νβµ)+ − (∂νβµ)−)
=
1
δ
( (V )ξ+ν − (V )ξ−ν) (6.130)
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Therefore we obtain, along K:
V µ
∂ζν
∂xµ
△Iν = △I
ν
δ
( (V )ξ+ν − (V )ξ−ν) (6.131)
Combining 6.128 with 6.131 we arrive through 6.123 at the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2 For any variation field V , the associated 1-form (V )ξ
satisfies the following boundary condition on K:
(V )ξ+(A+) =
(V )ξ−(A−)
where A± are the following vectorfields along K:
A± =
△I
δ
−K±
with K± being the normals to K defined by the future and past solution respec-
tively, the rectangular components of which are given by 6.127.
The next proposition plays a central role in the analysis of the coercivity of
the integrant in the flux 6.110.
Proposition 6.3 The vectorfield
△I
δ
defined on K\ ∂−B, is tangential to K and timelike future-directed with respect
to the acoustical metric defined by the future solution.
Proof: We begin by showing that at each point of K, the vectors u+, u−,
the fluid velocity of the future solution and the past solution respectively, and
ζ♯ the Minkowski unit normal to K directed toward the domain of the future
solution, all three lie in the same plane P , which is timelike relative to the
Minkowski metric. This statement has already been established in Section 1.4
in the context of the full shock development problem and follows directly from
the jump condition 1.250. However here we must establish the statement in
the context of the restricted shock development problem. Let again β♯ denote
the vector with rectangular components βµ = (g−1)µνβν . Then the linear jump
condition 1.370 is:
g(△β♯, X) = 0 : ∀X ∈ TK (6.132)
This means that there is a function α on K such that:
△β♯ = αζ♯ (6.133)
Since according to 1.56:
β♯ = −hu (6.134)
equation 6.133 reads:
h+u+ = h−u− − αζ♯ (6.135)
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hence (h being positive) at any point of K the three vectors u+, u−, ζ♯ at
the point do lie on the same plane. This plane P is timelike relative to the
Minkowski metric as it contains the timelike vectors u+, u−.
Let us denote by H the tangent hyperplane to K at the point in question.
Since K is a timelike hypersurface relative to the Minkowski metric, H is a
timelike hyperplane relative to g. The plane P is g-orthogonal toH as it contains
the g-normal to H vector ζ♯. The plane P being timelike, there is unique unit
future-directed timelike relative to g vector U in P which is orthogonal to ζ♯.
The vector U then belongs to H . We may expand u± as:
u± = a±U + b±ζ♯ (6.136)
Now the coefficients a±, b± are all positive. That this is so for a± is obvious by
the future-directed nature of u±. Noting that according to 1.246:
b± = u⊥± (6.137)
the positivity of b± is 1.247. The jump condition 1st of 1.242, which coincides
with 6.121, is 1.248, that is:
n+b+ = n−b− (6.138)
Then in view of 1.262 we have:
b+ < b− : in the compressive case △p > 0
b+ > b− : in the depressive case △p < 0 (6.139)
Now, u± are of unit magnitude relative to g, hence:
a± =
√
1 + b2± (6.140)
Since
I± = n±u± = n±a±U + n±b±ζ♯ (6.141)
we have, by 6.138:
△I := I+ − I− = (n+a+ − n−a−)U (6.142)
There are two questions to be answered here. The first question is: U is
timelike future-directed relative to g. Is it also timelike future-directed relative
to h+? Here h+ is the acoustical metric defined along K by the future solution.
The second question is: what is the sign of the coefficient of U in 6.142?
To answer the first question, consider h+µνU
µUν . From 1.54,
h+µν = gµν + (1 − η2+)u+µu+ν , where u+µ = gµνuν+ (6.143)
From 6.136, u+µU
µ = −a+. Hence, substituting,
h+µνU
µUν = −1 + (1 − η2+)a2+ (6.144)
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Here we bring in the fact that K is acoustically timelike relative to the future
solution (called 2nd determinism condition in Section 1.4), expressed by 1.280.
In view of 1.281 and 6.137 this reads:
(h−1+ )
µνζµζν = 1−
(
1
η2+
− 1
)
b2+ > 0 (6.145)
In view of 6.140 this is equivalent to:
a2+ <
1
1− η2+
(6.146)
which by 6.144 is in turn equivalent to:
h+µνU
µUν < 0 (6.147)
that is to U being timelike relative to h+. So either U is contained in the interior
of the future null cone of h+ or else it is contained in the interior of the past
null cone of h+. However, the null cone of h+ being contained in the null cone
of g, the second alternative implies that U is past-directed timelike relative to
g, contradicting what we already know. Thus only the first alternative remains
and we have answered the first question in the affirmative.
To answer the second question, the sign of n+a+−n−a−, we multiply by b+
to see that by virtue of 6.138 the sign in question is that of b−a+ − b+a−, or,
diving by a+a−, that of
b−
a−
− b+
a+
=
b−√
1 + b2−
− b+√
1 + b2+
by 6.140. Therefore by 6.139 the sign is positive in the compressive case and
negative in the depressive case.
We conclude that △I is relative to h+ future-directed timelike in the com-
pressive case, past-directed timelike in the depressive case. Recalling the con-
clusion reached at the end of Section 4.1 that δ is positive in the compressive
case and negative in the depressive case, the proposition then follows.
From this point, as in Section 4.1, for quantities defined on K by the future
solution we omit the subscript + when there can be no misunderstanding. We
thus write:
△Iµ = −△(Gβµ) = −G−△βµ − βµ△G (6.148)
Since the vectorfield △I is tangential to K it can be expanded in terms of the
frame field T,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1:
△I = (△I)T + (△I)AΩA (6.149)
and we have:
(△I)T = − 1
4a
h(△I, T ), (△I)A = (h/−1)ABh(△I,ΩB) (6.150)
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Now, we have:
hµνβ
µ = (gµν +Hβµβν)β
µ = (1 − σH)βν = η2βν (6.151)
hence:
hµνβ
µT ν = η2βνT
ν = η2βT ,
hµνβ
µΩνB = η
2βνΩ
ν
B = η
2β/B (6.152)
where in the first we have denoted βT = β(T ). Also, we have:
△βµ = ((h−1)µν + Fβµβν)△βν = (h−1)µν△βν + Fβµν (6.153)
recalling the 1st of the definitions 4.8. By virtue of the linear jump condition
1.370 we then obtain:
hµν△βµT ν = FνhµνβµT ν = Fνη2βT ,
hµν△βµΩνB = FνhµνβµΩνB = Fνη2β/B (6.154)
using 6.152. Comparing 6.148 - 6.150 with 6.152, 6.154 we see that △I is
proportional to the quantity:
Λ = △G+ FνG− (6.155)
In fact, by 6.148 and the 1st of 6.150, 6.152, 6.154:
(△I)T = η
2
4a
ΛβT (6.156)
while by 6.148 and the 2nd of 6.150, 6.152, 6.154:
(△I)A = −η2Λ(h/−1)ABβ/B (6.157)
In conclusion, we have deduced the following formula for the vectorfield △I:
△I = η
2
a
Λ
(
1
4
βTT − aβ/♯
)
(6.158)
where β/♯ stands for the S vectorfield corresponding through h/ to the S 1-form
β/:
β/♯ = (h/−1)ABβ/BΩA
Consider now the vectorfield K+ defined by 6.127. Omitting the subscript
+, it being clear that we are considering a quantity defined along K by the
future solution, the definition is:
K = GKˆ, where Kˆµ = (h−1)µνζν (6.159)
Now, the vectorfield Kˆ is an interior normal to K relative to (N , h). So is the
vectorfield:
M = L− L (6.160)
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Therefore there is a positive function κ on K such that:
M = 2κKˆ : on K (6.161)
Let us denote:
w = (h−1)µνζµζν (6.162)
By 6.145 w is a positive function on K. Since
h(M,M) = 4a, while h(Kˆ, Kˆ) = w (6.163)
it follows that:
w =
a
κ2
(6.164)
Consider next 6.120. By 4.4,
a△βµ = −1
2
hµν(ρǫL
ν + ρǫLν) (6.165)
According to 4.5, there is a function q defined by:
q = ρǫ = −ρǫ (6.166)
therefore 6.165 takes the form:
a△βµ = q
2
hµνM
ν (6.167)
or, substituting for M from 6.161 and the definition of Kˆ from 6.159,
a△β = qκζ (6.168)
Comparing with 6.120 we conclude that:
aδ = κq (6.169)
Going back to Proposition 6.2, denoting A+ simply by A and defining
B = κG−1A (6.170)
we have, by 6.159, 6.161 and 6.169,
B = B|| +B⊥ (6.171)
where B⊥, the part of the vectorfield B which is h-orthogonal to K (relative to
the future solution), is simply:
B⊥ = −1
2
M (6.172)
while B||, the part of the vectorfield B which is tangential to K, is:
B|| = Λˆ
(
1
4
βTT − aβ/♯
)
(6.173)
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with
Λˆ =
η2Λ
Gq
(6.174)
Let us also define
B− = κG−1A− (6.175)
Note that here while A− refers to the past solution, κ and G refer to the future
solution. Decomposing:
B− = B−|| +B−⊥ (6.176)
where B−|| is the part of B− which is tangential to K, while B−⊥ is the part of
B− which is h−- orthogonal to K (that is, relative to the past solution), B−||
coincides with B||:
B−|| = B|| (6.177)
but B−⊥ differs from B⊥, being instead given by:
B−⊥ = −1
2
M ′−, where M
′
− = 2κG
−1K− (6.178)
with K− given by 6.127.
Then the boundary condition for the 1-form (V )ξ of Proposition 6.2 takes
the form:
(V )ξ(B) = (V )b : on K (6.179)
where:
(V )b = (V )ξ−(B−) (6.180)
We shall presently analyze the behavior of the vectorfield B|| for small τ ,
that is in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K, using the results of Chapter 4. Since
G− = G−△G, we can write the definition 6.155 in the form:
Λ = (1− Fν)△G+ FνG (6.181)
Now, △G is expressed by 4.15 as K(σ,△σ)△σ with K(σ,△σ) given by 4.19.
Thus,
△G = G′△σ − 1
2
G′′(△σ)2 +O((△σ)3) (6.182)
By 4.20 this is:
△G = 1
2
GF△σ − 1
4
G
(
F ′ +
1
2
F 2
)
(△σ)2 +O((△σ)3) (6.183)
Since by 4.31 and Proposition 4.1 :
µ = O(ν3) (6.184)
4.14 implies:
△σ = −2ν + Fν2 +O(ν3) (6.185)
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Substituting this in 6.183 gives:
△G = −GFν −GF ′ν2 +O(ν3) (6.186)
Substituting this in 6.181 the terms linear in ν cancel and we obtain:
Λ = G(F 2 − F ′)ν2 + O(ν3) (6.187)
or, by 4.27,
Λ = −η−4GH ′ν2 +O(ν3) (6.188)
Next, from the 1st of 4.37, in view of 4.40 and Proposition 4.2,
ν = −η
2
2c
βN ǫ+O(ǫ
2) (6.189)
Actually ν is expressed as a smooth function of ǫ and the quadruplet (see 4.43)
(σ, c, βN , βN ) along K corresponding to the new solution. To find the form of ν
for small τ however we need to assume a bound for T 2ǫ in a neighborhood of
∂−B in K. Then, since ǫ vanishes at ∂−B we have:
ǫ = T ǫ|∂−B τ +O(τ2) (6.190)
From 4.214 and 4.155:
T ǫ|∂−B = 2sNL
∣∣
∂−B (6.191)
hence:
ǫ = 2sNL
∣∣
∂−B τ +O(τ
2) (6.192)
Substituting in 6.189 we obtain:
ν = −η
2
c
βNsNL
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) (6.193)
Now, by 4.164:
η2
c
βNsNL
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
=
LH
H ′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(6.194)
and according to 4.112:
1
2
β2NLH
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= l (6.195)
Therefore 6.193 takes the form:
ν = − 2l
H ′0
1
β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) where H ′0 = H
′|∂−B (6.196)
Substituting this in 6.188 we obtain:
Λ = −4G0l
2
H ′0
1
η4β4N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ2 +O(τ3) where G0 = G|∂−B (6.197)
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Next, to find the form of λ along K for small τ we need to assume a bound
for T 2λ in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K. Then since λ vanishes at ∂−B we have:
λ = Tλ|∂−B τ +O(τ2) : along K (6.198)
Substituting the 1st of 4.217 then gives:
λ = −c0k
3l
τ +O(τ2) : along K (6.199)
To find the form of λ along K for small τ we need to assume a bound for T 3λ
in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K. Then since λ, Tλ both vanish at ∂−B we have:
λ =
1
2
T 2λ
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ2 +O(τ3) : along K (6.200)
Substituting the 2nd of 4.217 then gives:
λ =
k
6
τ2 +O(τ3) : along K (6.201)
The above imply that along K:
ρ = − k
3l
τ +O(τ2)
ρ =
k
6c0
τ2 +O(τ3)
a = − k
2
18l
τ3 +O(τ4) (6.202)
The 2nd of these together with the fact that from 6.192, in view of 6.194, 6.195
we have:
ǫ =
4c0l
H ′0
1
η2β3N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) (6.203)
implies that the function q defined by 6.166 has for small τ the form:
q =
2kl
3H ′0
1
η2β3N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ3 +O(τ4) (6.204)
By 6.197 and 6.204 we obtain from 6.174:
Λˆ = −6l
k
1
βN
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ−1 +O(1) (6.205)
Consider now the expression 6.173 for B||. It constitutes a decomposition
of B||, a vectorfield tangential to K into a term proportional to T , thus h-
orthogonal to the Sτ,τ sections of K, and a S-vectorfield, thus tangential to
these sections. The coefficient of T is:
1
4
ΛˆβT =
1
2
+O(τ) (6.206)
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by 6.205, the fact that βT = ρβN + ρβN , and the first two of 6.202. Since
h(T, T ) = −4a 6.206 should be compared with (4a)−1/2 times the part of B||
which is S tangential, that is with:
− 1
2
Λˆ
√
aβ/♯ (6.207)
Here, the coefficient of β/♯ is:
− 1
2
Λˆ
√
a = −
√−2l
2
1
βN
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ1/2 +O(τ3/2) (6.208)
by 6.205 and the 3rd of 6.202.
We shall now derive a suitable expression for the vectorfield M ′− which de-
fines B−⊥ through 6.178. We have:
M ′− = 2κG
−1K− (6.209)
The vectorfield K− is defined by 6.127. In analogy with 6.159 we write:
K− = G−Kˆ−, where Kˆ
µ
− = (h
−1
− )
µνζν (6.210)
Then in view of 6.161 the difference M −M ′− is given by:
M −M ′− = 2κ
(
Kˆ − G−
G
Kˆ−
)
(6.211)
Since
h−1)µν − (h−1− )µν = Fβµβν − F−βµ−βν−
the rectangular components of the difference M −M ′− are:
Mµ −M ′µ− =
△G
G
Mµ − 2κG−
G
(
Fβµβν − F−βµ−βν−
)
ζν (6.212)
Consequently, denoting by J the vectorfield with rectangular components
Jµ = 2κ
(
Fβµβν − F−βµ−βν−
)
ζν (6.213)
equation 6.211 takes the form:
M −M ′− =
△G
G
M − G−
G
J (6.214)
We have:
βµβν − βµ−βν− = βµ△βν + βν△βµ −△βµ△βν (6.215)
Let us denote:
βµζµ = n (6.216)
Then in view of the fact that by 6.120
△βµζµ = δ (6.217)
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we obtain from 6.112:(
βµβν − βµ−βν−
)
ζν = δβ
µ + (n− δ)△βµ (6.218)
Then (in view of 6.216) 6.213 becomes:
Jµ = 2κ ((n△F + F−δ)βµ + F−(n− δ)△βµ) (6.219)
Consider now the function n which is defined on K. Recalling 6.134 and
the fact that u⊥ is positive, n is a negative function. We first relate n to the
positive function w defined by 6.162. Substituting (h−1)µν = (g−1)µν −Fβµβν ,
the definition 6.162 takes in terms of n the form:
w = 1− Fn2 (6.220)
Now, evaluating 6.120 on β♯ we obtain βµ△βµ = ν on the left (recall the
definition 1st of 4.8) and δn on the right, hence:
n =
ν
δ
(6.221)
Substituting this in 6.220 gives:
w = 1− Fν
2
δ2
(6.222)
Recalling 4.13 this is:
w =
µ
Fν2 + µ
(6.223)
We can use this expression to determine w. Then n is determined through w
by 6.220 and the fact that it is negative as:
n = − 1√
F
√
1− w (6.224)
We now decompose the vectorfield J , given by 6.219, into its parts J|| tan-
gential to K, and J⊥ h-orthogonal, that is h+-orthogonal, to K:
J = J|| + J⊥ (6.225)
Since J⊥ is colinear to M and h(M,M) = 4a (see 6.160), we have:
J⊥ = JMM, where JM = (4a)−1h(J,M) (6.226)
Also J|| can be decomposed into a part colinear to T and a part J/ which is an
S vectorfield defined on K:
J|| = JTT + J/ where JT = −(4a)−1h(J, T ) (6.227)
in view of the fact that h(T, T ) = −4a. Moreover, we can write:
J/ = JAΩA where J
A = (h/−1)ABh(J,ΩB) (6.228)
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We shall presently analyze the behavior of the vectorfield J for small τ , that is
in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K. This reduces to the analysis of the behavior of
the coefficients JM , JT , and JA, for small τ .
By 6.161 and 6.159,
h(J,M) = 2κζ(J) (6.229)
From 6.219 we obtain, in view of 6.216, 6.217,
ζ(J) = 2κ
(
n2△F + (2nδ − δ2)F−
)
(6.230)
In view of 6.164, the coefficient JM in 6.226 is:
JM =
1
w
(
n2△F + (2nδ − δ2)F−
)
(6.231)
Writing F− = F −△F , this reads:
JM =
1
w
(
(n− δ)2△F + (2nδ − δ2)F ) (6.232)
We first analyze the behavior of w, expressed by 6.223 for small τ . By 4.12
and Proposition 4.2:
µ =
j
c
ǫ3 (6.233)
Then in view of 4.39 and 6.203 we have:
µ = − 8l
3
H ′20
1
η4β6N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ3 +O(τ4) (6.234)
Substituting 6.196 and 6.234 in 6.223 yields:
w = − 2l
F0
1
η4β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) where F0 = F |∂−B (6.235)
This implies, through 6.224,
n = − 1√
F0
+O(τ) (6.236)
which in turn implies through 6.221, in view of 6.196,
δ =
ν
n
=
2
√
F0l
H ′0
1
β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) (6.237)
Since
△F = dF
dσ
△σ +O((△σ)2) (6.238)
by 4.14 and 6.196 we obtain:
△F = 4lF
′
0
H ′0
1
β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) where F ′0 = F
′|∂−B (6.239)
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The expressions 6.236, 6.237, and 6.239, give, recalling 4.27,
(n− δ)2△F + (2nδ − δ2)F = 4l
F0
1
η4β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2) (6.240)
In view of 6.235 and 6.240 we conclude through 6.232 that, simply:
JM = −2 +O(τ) (6.241)
Consider next JT (see 6.227). Writing F− = F −△F , 6.219 reads:
Jµ = 2κ {(n− δ)(βµ −△βµ)△F + (δβµ + (n− δ)△βµ)F} (6.242)
We have:
hµνβ
µT ν = (1− σH)βνT ν = η2βT (6.243)
and:
hµν△βµT ν = (gµν +Hβµβν)△βµT ν = △βνT ν +HνβT = HνβT (6.244)
by virtue of the linear jump condition 1.370 with X = T . We then obtain:
JT = − κ
2a
βT
{
(n− δ)(η2 −Hν)△F + (δη2 + (n− δ)Hν)F} (6.245)
By 6.236, 6.237, 6.239, and 6.196, taking also into account 4.27, we deduce:
(n− δ)(η2 −Hν)△F + (δη2 + (n− δ)Hν)F = − 4l√
F0
1
η2β2N
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ +O(τ2)
(6.246)
Using 6.164 we express the factor κ/a on the right in 6.245 as:
κ
a
=
1√
aw
(6.247)
Then by 6.235 and the 3rd of 6.202 we obtain:
κ
a
=
3
√
F0
k
η2βN
∣∣
∂−B τ
−2 +O(τ−1) (6.248)
Taking also into account that in view of the fact βT = ρβN + ρβN the first two
of 6.202 imply
βT = − k
3l
βN |∂−B τ +O(τ2) (6.249)
we then conclude through 6.245 that, simply:
JT = −2 +O(τ) (6.250)
Consider finally JA (see 6.228). We have:
hµνβ
µΩνB = (1− σH)βνΩνB = η2β/B (6.251)
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and:
hµν△βµΩνB = (gµν +Hβµβν)△βµΩνB = △βνΩνB +Hνβ/B = Hνβ/B (6.252)
by virtue of the linear jump condition 1.370 with X = ΩB. We then obtain:
JA = 2κ(h/−1)ABβ/B
{
(n− δ)(η2 −Hν)△F + (δη2 + (n− δ)Hν)F} (6.253)
Now, by 6.248 and the 3rd of 6.202:
κ = −k
√
F0
6l
η2βN
∣∣
∂−B τ +O(τ
2) (6.254)
This, together with 6.246 yields the conclusion that:
JA =
4k
3
(h/−1)AB
β/B
βN
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
τ2 +O(τ3) (6.255)
or, in terms of mA defined by 4.187,
JA =
4kmA
3
τ2 +O(τ3) (6.256)
We turn to the function (V )b, defined by 6.180, associated to each of the
variation fields V . We shall analyze the dependence of this function on the
derivatives of the transformation functions f, w, ψ, or equivalently fˆ , v, γ, intro-
duced in Chapter 4 (see 4.54, 4.56, 4.65, 4.223, 4.241, and Proposition 4.4). By
6.177 and 6.173,
B−|| = B|| = BT|| T +B
A
|| ΩA (6.257)
where
BT|| =
1
4
ΛˆβT =
1
2
+O(τ) (6.258)
by 6.206, while
BA|| = −aΛˆ(h/−1)ABβ/B = −
kmA
3
τ2 +O(τ3) (6.259)
by 6.205 and the 3rd of 6.202. By 6.178 and 6.214,
B−⊥ = −1
2
G−
G
(M + J) (6.260)
We then have:
B−⊥ = BM−⊥M +B
T
−⊥T +B
A
−⊥ΩA (6.261)
where
BM−⊥ = −
1
2
G−
G
(1 + JM ) =
1
2
+O(τ) (6.262)
by 6.241,
BT−⊥ = −
1
2
G−
G
JT = 1 +O(τ) (6.263)
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by 6.250, and
BA−⊥ = −
1
2
G−
G
JA = −2km
A
3
τ2 +O(τ3) (6.264)
Defining along K the vectorfield
Bˆ− = ρ−1B− (6.265)
the rectangular components of Bˆ− are given by:
Bˆµ− = Bˆ
N
−N
µ + Bˆ
N
−N
µ + BˆA−Ω
µ
A (6.266)
and in view of the above and also of the first two of 6.202 we have:
BˆN− = B
T
|| +B
T
−⊥ −BM−⊥ = 1 +O(τ) (6.267)
Bˆ
N
− =
ρ
ρ
(BT|| +B
T
−⊥ +B
M
−⊥) = −
l
c0
τ +O(τ2) (6.268)
BˆA− = ρ
−1(BA|| +B
A
−⊥) = 3lm
Aτ +O(τ2) (6.269)
Now, if X is any vectorfield along K, we have, for any variation field V ,
denoting as before by β′µ the rectangular components of the 1-form β corre-
sponding to the prior solution,
(V )ξ−(X) = V µXβ′µ
∣∣
K = X
µV β′µ
∣∣
K (6.270)
by 2.88. Hence, from the definition 6.180 and the expansion 6.266,
(V )b = BˆN− N
µρV β′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
N
− N
µρV β′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
A
− Ω
µ
AρV β
′
µ
∣∣
K (6.271)
Consider first the case V = Y . From 6.43, 6.44, 6.50, since according to 4.5
along K we have ρ = rρ, it holds:
ρY = T : along K (6.272)
Hence in the case V = Y we have:
(Y )b = BˆN− N
µTβ′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
N
− N
µTβ′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
A
− Ω
µ
ATβ
′
µ
∣∣
K (6.273)
Since the functions β′µ are known smooth functions of (t, u′, ϑ′) and along K we
have (see 4.54, 4.56, 4.65, 4.223, 4.241, and Proposition 4.4):
t = f(0, ϑ) + τ2fˆ(τ, ϑ)
u′ = τv(τ, ϑ)
ϑ′A = ϑA + τ3γA(τ, ϑ) : A = 1, ..., n− 1 (6.274)
while, along K, T = ∂/∂τ , we have:
Tβ′µ
∣∣
K =
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
(
τ2
∂fˆ
∂τ
+ 2τ fˆ
)
+
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
(
τ
∂v
∂τ
+ v
)
+
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′A
∣∣∣∣
K
(
τ3
∂γA
∂τ
+ 3τ2γA
)
(6.275)
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This expression is to be substituted in 6.273 to obtain (Y )b. The 2nd term
on the right in 6.275 depends most sensitively on the 1st derivatives of the
transformation functions fˆ , v, γ in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K, as it involves
the factor τ rather than the factor τ2 or τ3 as the 1st or 3rd term on the right
respectively. However, in assessing the contribution of this term to the 1st term
on the right in 6.273 we must take account of the fact that by Proposition 4.3,
4.102 and the 1st of 4.103 we have:
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= L′µT ′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = T
′µL′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = 0 (6.276)
consequently:
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
= O(τ) (6.277)
Similarly, in assessing the contribution of the 2nd term on the right in 6.275 to
the 3rd term on the right in 6.273 we must take into account the fact that by
Proposition 4.3, 4.102 and the 1st of 4.103 we have:
ΩµA
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= (Ω′µA + πAL
′µ)
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= T ′µ(Ω′Aβ
′
µ + πAL
′β′µ)
∣∣
∂−B = 0
(6.278)
consequently:
ΩµA
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
= O(τ) (6.279)
On the other hand, by 4.155:
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= sNL
∣∣
∂−B (6.280)
does not vanish. In view of the results 6.267 for the coefficients in 6.271, the
dominant contributions to 6.273 are three. First, the contribution of the 1st
term in 6.275 to the 1st term in 6.273. Second, the contribution of the 2nd term
in 6.275 to the 1st term in 6.273. And third, the similar contribution of the 2nd
term in 6.275 to the 2nd term in 6.273.
Consider next, in the case n > 2, the variation fields E(κ), defined by 6.53,
which are S vectorfields. Using 6.54 we can express these as:
E(κ) = E
A
(κ)ΩA where E
A
(κ) = (h/
−1)ABΩνBhκν (6.281)
Then in the case V = E(κ) from 6.271 we have:
(E(κ))b = (h/−1)ABhκνΩνBρ(Bˆ
N
−N
µ ΩAβ
′
µ
∣∣
K+Bˆ
N
−N
µ ΩAβ
′
µ
∣∣
K+Bˆ
C
−Ω
µ
C ΩAβ
′
µ
∣∣
K)
(6.282)
In view of 6.274 and the fact that ΩA = ∂/∂ϑ
A we have, denoting
f0(ϑ) = f(0, ϑ), (6.283)
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ΩAβ
′
µ
∣∣
K =
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
(
∂f0
∂ϑA
+ τ2
∂fˆ
∂ϑA
)
+
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ
∂v
∂ϑA
+
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′B
∣∣∣∣
K
(
δBA + τ
3 ∂γ
B
∂ϑA
)
(6.284)
This expression is to be substituted in 6.282 to obtain (E(κ))b. The 2nd term
on the right in 6.284 depends most sensitively on the 1st derivatives of the
transformation functions fˆ , v, γ in a neighborhood of ∂−B in K, as it involves
the factor τ rather than the factor τ2 or τ3 as the 1st or 3rd term on the
right respectively. This term contributes to the 1st, 3rd, and 2nd terms in the
parenthesis on the right in 6.282 with the coefficients 6.277, 6.279, and
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
respectively, the last being O(1) as 6.280 does not vanish. In view of the results
6.267 for the coefficients in 6.271, the dominant contributions to 6.282 are three.
First, the contribution of the 1st term in 6.284 to the 1st term in parenthesis
in 6.282. Second, the contribution of the 2nd term in 6.284 to the 1st term
in parenthesis in 6.282. And third, the similar contribution of the 2nd term in
6.284 to the 2nd term in parenthesis in 6.282. Note that here we have the partial
derivatives of the transformation functions with respect to ϑ and there is an
extra factor of ρ = O(τ) (see 1st of 6.202) on the right in 6.282 in comparison
with 6.273 where the partial derivatives of the transformation functions with
respect to τ are involved.
In the case n = 2 the variation field which is a S vectorfield is E, given by
3.150. In place of 6.282 we have in this case the simpler formula:
(E)b = h/−1/2ρ(BˆN−N
µ Ωβ′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
N
−N
µ Ωβ′µ
∣∣
K + Bˆ
E
−E
µ Ωβ′µ
∣∣
K) (6.285)
Otherwise everything is the same as above.
We remark that the transformation functions fˆ , v, γ being connected to the
coordinates t, u′, ϑ′ through 6.274, their first derivatives should be considered of
order 0 following the remark at the end of Section 2.2. However the way that
the transformation functions enter the energy estimates is through the boundary
condition 6.179 via the functions (V )b. Since the 1-forms (V )ξ are of order 1,
we shall consider the 1st derivatives of the transformation functions to be also
of order 1.
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Chapter 7
The Multiplier Field
7.1 Coercivity at the Boundary. The Choice of
Multiplier Field
Recall from Section 6.3 that the flux integrant is Ω(n−1)/2 times 6.119. Recall
also from Section 6.4 that the boundary condition for the 1-form (V )ξ is 6.179,
with the vectorfield B along K being given by 6.171 - 6.173. By Proposition
6.3 B|| is timelike future-directed relative to h. Thus, there is a timelike future-
directed vectorfield E0 of unit magnitude relative to h, which is colinear to
B||:
B|| = µ
√
aE0 (7.1)
where µ is a positive function on K. Let
En = − M
2
√
a
(7.2)
Then En is the unit, relative to h, outward, relative to N , normal to K. By
6.171, 6.172 we have:
B =
√
a(µE0 + En) (7.3)
Consider a given point p on K. Let Σp be the h-orthogonal complement of E0
in TpK, a n − 1 dimensional spacelike plane. Let (EA : A = 1, ..., n − 1) be a
basis for Σp which is orthonormal relative to h. Then we can express, at p,
h−1 = −E0 ⊗ E0 +
n∑
i=1
Ei ⊗ Ei (7.4)
Let us denote:
(V )ξ0 =
(V )ξ(E0),
(V )ξi =
(V )ξ(Ei) : i = 1, ..., n (7.5)
Setting then
(V )bˆ =
(V )b√
a
(7.6)
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in view of 7.3 the boundary condition 6.179 reads:
(V )ξn = −µ (V )ξ0 + (V )bˆ (7.7)
Recall from Section 6.3 that the multiplier field X is required to be timelike
future-directed relative to h. Expanding
X = X0E0 +
n∑
i=1
X iEi (7.8)
the requirement is:
X0 >
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(X i)2 (7.9)
Since (V )S(X,M) is linear inX as well asM , coercivity of (V )S(X,M) reduces,
in view of 7.2 to coercivity of − (V )S(Xˆ, En), where
Xˆ =
X
X0
= E0 +
n∑
i=1
Xˆ iEi, Xˆ
i =
X i
X0
: i = 1, ..., n (7.10)
and the requirement 7.9 becomes:
n∑
i=1
(Xˆ i)2 < 1 (7.11)
Denoting
(V )S0n =
(V )S(E0, En),
(V )Sin =
(V )S(Ei, En) : i = 1, ..., n (7.12)
since by 7.4:
h−1( (V )ξ, (V )ξ) = −( (V )ξ0)2 +
n∑
i=1
( (V )ξi)
2 (7.13)
we have, from 6.116:
(V )S0n =
(V )ξ0
(V )ξn
(V )SAn =
(V )ξA
(V )ξn : A = 1, ..., n− 1
(V )Snn =
1
2
(( (V )ξ0)
2 + ( (V )ξn)
2)− 1
2
n−1∑
A=1
( (V )ξA)
2 (7.14)
By 7.10,
− (V )S(Xˆ, En) = − (V )S0n −
n−1∑
A=1
XˆA (V )SAn − Xˆn (V )Snn (7.15)
Now, the coercivity of − (V )S(Xˆ, En) modulo the boundary condition 7.7 re-
duces to the positive-definiteness of the quadratic form in ( (V )ξ0,
(V )ξ1, ...,
(V )ξn−1)
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obtained by substituting for (V )ξn in terms of
(V )ξ0 in − (V )S(Xˆ, En) from
the homogeneous version of 7.7, that is, by substituting
(V )ξn = −µ (V )ξ0
Denoting the resulting quadratic form (1/2)q, we have:
µ( (V )ξ0)
2 +
n−1∑
A=1
µ (V )ξ0
(V )ξAXˆ
A (7.16)
−1
2
(
(1 + µ2)( (V )ξ0)
2 −
n−1∑
A=1
( (V )ξA)
2
)
Xˆn =
1
2
q
Let us denote:
XˆA = xA : A = 1, ..., n− 1 Xˆn = y (7.17)
Remark that (x1, ..., xn−1, y) are the components of the vector
n∑
i=1
Xˆ iEi
in the orthonormal basis (E1, ..., En) in the n dimensional spacelike hyperplane
Hp which is the h-orthogonal complement of E0 in TpN . The quadratic form q
is then given by:
q = α( (V )ξ0)
2 + 2 (V )ξ0
n−1∑
A=1
βA (V )ξA + γ
n−1∑
A=1
( (V )ξA)
2 (7.18)
where:
α = 2µ− (1 + µ2)y
βA = µxA : A = 1, ..., n− 1
γ = y (7.19)
We shall invoke the following elementary algebraic lemma.
Lemma 7.1 The quadratic form q is positive-definite if and only if:
γ > 0 and |β|2 − αγ < 0
Proof: Sufficiency: Setting
β =
n−1∑
A=1
βAEA,
(V )ζ =
n−1∑
A=1
(V )ξAEA
we have
n−1∑
A=1
βA (V )ξA = β · (V )ζ
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and
q = α( (V )ξ0)
2 + 2 (V )ξ0 β · (V )ζ + γ| (V )ζ|2
In view of the fact that
|β · (V )ζ| ≤ |β|| (V )ζ| ≤ |β|| (V )ζ|
if the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, then:
q ≥ α| (V )ξ0|2 − 2|β|| (V )ξ0|| (V )ζ|+ γ| (V )ζ|2
≥ α| (V )ξ0|2 − 2√αγ| (V )ξ0|| (V )ζ|+ γ| (V )ζ|2
=
(√
α| (V )ξ0| − √γ| (V )ζ|
)2
≥ 0
and the first inequality is strict unless one of | (V )ξ0|, | (V )ζ| vanishes. Therefore
q > 0 unless one of | (V )ξ0|, | (V )ζ| vanishes. But if q = 0 then √α| (V )ξ0| −√
γ| (V )ζ| = 0, and one of | (V )ξ0|, | (V )ζ| vanishes. Thus in this case | (V )ξ0|,
| (V )ζ| both vanish. We conclude that q is positive-definite.
Necessity: That the positivity of γ and α is necessary, is obvious by setting
(V )ξ0 = 0 and
(V )ζ = 0 respectively. Suppose then that |β|2 − αγ ≥ 0. Let us
set:
(V )ζ = − β|β| |
(V )ζ|, (V )ξ0 > 0
Then we have:
q = α| (V )ξ0|2 − 2|β|| (V )ξ0|| (V )ζ|+ γ| (V )ζ|2
= α(| (V )ξ0| − r−| (V )ζ|)(| (V )ξ0| − r+| (V )ζ|)
where
r± =
|β| ±√|β|2 − αγ
α
> 0
Therefore q < 0 for r−| (V )ζ| < | (V )ξ0| < r+| (V )ζ|.
In the notation 7.17, the condition 7.11 reads:
|x|2 + y2 < 1 (7.20)
with x = (x1, ..., xn−1) ∈ Rn−1, y ∈ R. So this condition defines the open unit
ball in Rn−1×R = Rn, the last representing the hyperplane Hp. The coefficients
of the quadratic form q being given here by 7.19 the necessary and sufficient
conditions of Lemma 7.1 here are:
y > 0 and F = µ2|x|2 − [2µ− (1 + µ2)y]y < 0 (7.21)
the function F being |β|2 − αγ. The 2nd of these conditions takes the form:
(1 + µ2)|x|2 + (1 + µ
2)2
µ2
(
y − µ
1 + µ2
)2
< 1 (7.22)
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This defines the interior of an oblate spheroid in Rn, centered at
y =
µ
1 + µ2
on the y axis (7.23)
with minor axis the y axis, minor radius
rm =
µ
1 + µ2
(7.24)
and major radius the radius
rM =
1√
1 + µ2
(7.25)
of the circle of intersection of the spheroid with the plane
y =
µ
1 + µ2
The spheroid is tangent to the plane y = 0. As a consequence, the 1st of
conditions 7.21 is redundant. Let us take as the pole on the unit sphere Sn−1
in Rn the point of intersection with the positive y axis. Letting ϑ being the
corresponding polar angle, on Sn−1 we have:
y = cosϑ, |x| = sinϑ, ϑ ∈ [0, π] (7.26)
and:
F = µ2 sin2 ϑ− [2µ− (1 + µ2) cosϑ] cosϑ = (µ− cosϑ)2 (7.27)
Since F ≥ 0 with equality if and only if cosϑ = µ, this means that the unit
sphere comprehends the spheroid, so the interior of the spheroid is contained
in the open unit ball. If µ > 1 the spheroid is contained in the open unit ball.
If µ = 1 the spheroid is tangent to the unit sphere at the pole. If µ < 1 the
spheroid is tangent to the unit sphere at the circle cosϑ = µ. Note from 7.24,
7.25 that:
rm
rM
=
µ√
1 + µ2
This increases from 0 to 1 as µ increases from 0 to ∞. Thus, as µ increases,
the spheroid becomes increasingly more spherical, becoming round in the limit
µ → ∞. And, as µ decreases, the spheroid becomes increasingly more oblate,
flattening out in the limit µ→ 0. Finally, from 7.23 the height y of the center of
the spheroid above the y = 0 plane increases with µ from 0 to 1 as µ increases
from 0 to 1, then decreases with µ from 1 to 0 as µ increases further from 1 to
∞.
From 7.1 µ is given by:
µ =
√
−a−1h(B||, B||) (7.28)
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Substituting for B|| from 6.173 we then obtain:
µ = µˆ
√
1− ε2 (7.29)
where
µˆ =
1
2
βT Λˆ, ε =
|β/|
βTˆ
(7.30)
with
Tˆ =
T
2
√
a
(7.31)
being the future-directed timelike vectorfield colinear to T which is of unit mag-
nitude relative to h. From 6.206 we have:
µˆ = 1 +O(τ) (7.32)
Also,
βTˆ =
1
2
√
c
(
1√
r
βN +
√
rβN
)
=
1√−2l βN |∂−B τ
−1/2 +O(τ1/2) (7.33)
by 4.216, hence:
ε = O(τ1/2) (7.34)
We then conclude through 7.29 that:
µ = 1 +O(τ) (7.35)
Lemma 7.1 leads at once to the following proposition (see 7.6, 7.7).
Proposition 7.1 Suppose that the point (x, y) ∈ Rn−1 × R defined by the
coefficients of the expansion 7.10 of the vectorfield Xˆ according to 7.17 lies in
the interior of the spheroid 7.22 and bounded away from the boundary. Then
there are positive constants C and C′ such that on K:
− (V )S(Xˆ, En) ≥ C−1
(
( (V )ξ0)
2 +
n−1∑
A=1
( (V )ξA)
2
)
− C′( (V )bˆ)2
Defining on K the vectorfield:
U = βTˆ Tˆ − β/♯ (7.36)
equation 6.173 takes the form:
B|| = aΛˆU (7.37)
Let V be the vectorfield on K:
V =
|β/|2
βTˆ
Tˆ − β/♯ (7.38)
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This vectorfield is h-orthogonal to U , hence spacelike, and we have:
h(V, V ) = |β/|2
(
1− |β/|
2
β2
Tˆ
)
that is:
|V | = |β/|
√
1− ε2 (7.39)
(see 7.30). Subtracting 7.38 from 7.36 yields:
Tˆ =
U − V
βTˆ (1− ε2)
(7.40)
Comparing 7.37 with 7.1 we see that:
U =
µ
Λˆ
√
a
E0 (7.41)
Substituting for µ from 7.29, noting that the 1st of 7.30 can be written in the
form:
µˆ = βTˆ Λˆ
√
a (7.42)
we obtain:
U = βTˆ
√
1− ε2E0 (7.43)
Now, we can choose the unit vector E1 of the orthonormal basis (EA : A =
1, ..., n−1) for Σp at any given point p ∈ K to be colinear and in the same sense
as V . Then by 7.39 we have:
V = βTˆ ε
√
1− ε2E1 (7.44)
Substituting 7.43 and 7.44 in 7.40 yields:
Tˆ =
E0 − εE1√
1− ε2 (7.45)
Let also Mˆ be the spacelike vectorfield which is colinear and in the same sense
as M and of unit magnitude relative to h:
Mˆ =
M
2
√
a
(7.46)
So, 7.2 reads:
Mˆ = −En (7.47)
We now choose the multiplier field X along K to be:
X = α0L+ L : along K (7.48)
where α0 is a positive constant. Then X is along K a future-directed timelike
vectorfield. Since (see 7.31, 7.46):
L =
1
2
(T −M) = √a(Tˆ − Mˆ), L = 1
2
(T +M) =
√
a(Tˆ + Mˆ) (7.49)
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the definition 7.48 reads:
X =
√
a[(α0 + 1)Tˆ − (α0 − 1)Mˆ ] (7.50)
or, substituting for Tˆ , Mˆ from 7.45, 7.47,
X =
√
a
(
(α0 + 1)
(E0 − εE1)√
1− ε2 + (α0 − 1)En
)
(7.51)
Consequently, for our choice 7.48 we have:
X0 =
√
a
(α0 + 1)√
1− ε2 (7.52)
and:
x1 = −ε, x2 = ... = xn−1 = 0; y =
(
α0 − 1
α0 + 1
)√
1− ε2 (7.53)
In view of 7.34, 7.35, Proposition 7.1 applies if we fix
α0 > 1 (7.54)
and restrict τ to τ ≤ τ0 for some suitably small positive τ0. Since by 7.46, 7.47,
7.52,
(V )S(X,M) = −2(α0 + 1)√
1− ε2 a
(V )S(Xˆ, En) (7.55)
Proposition 7.1 yields:
(V )S(X,M) ≥ aC−1
(
( (V )ξ0)
2 +
n−1∑
A=1
( (V )ξA)
2
)
− C′( (V )b)2 (7.56)
(see 7.6) for positive constants C and C′.
By 7.45 we have:
(V )ξTˆ =
(V )ξ0 − ε (V )ξ1√
1− ε2 (7.57)
Let e be a vectorfield along K which is tangential to the Sτ,τ sections of K and
of unit magnitude with respect to h. We can expand:
e = e0E0 +
n−1∑
A=1
eAEA (7.58)
We have h(Tˆ , e) = 0. Substituting for Tˆ from 7.45 this gives:
e0 = −εe1 (7.59)
We also have h(e, e) = 1, which reads:
− (e0)2 +
n−1∑
A=1
(eA)2 = 1 (7.60)
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Substituting for e0 from 7.59 this becomes:
(1− ε2)(e1)2 +
n−1∑
A=2
(eA)2 = 1 (7.61)
From 7.58,
(V )ξ/(e) = e0 (V )ξ0 +
n−1∑
A=1
eA (V )ξA
= e1( (V )ξ1 − ε (V )ξ0) +
n−1∑
A=2
eA (V )ξA (7.62)
by 7.59. By virtue of 7.61 it then follows that:
| (V )ξ/(e)| ≤
√√√√ ( (V )ξ1 − ε (V )ξ0)2
1− ε2 +
n−1∑
A=2
( (V )ξA)2 (7.63)
Setting
e =
(V )ξ/♯
| (V )ξ/| , we have
(V )ξ/(e) = | (V )ξ/|.
We thus obtain:
| (V )ξ/| ≤
√√√√ ( (V )ξ1 − ε (V )ξ0)2
1− ε2 +
n−1∑
A=2
( (V )ξA)2 (7.64)
In view of 7.57, 7.64, the inequality 7.56 implies:
(V )S(X,M) ≥ C−1
(
( (V )ξT )
2 + a| (V )ξ/|2
)
− C′( (V )b)2 (7.65)
for a different positive constant C. This is the desired coercivity inequality on
K.
From this point we set, in accordance with 7.54,
α0 = 3 (7.66)
Then by 7.53, in view of 7.34, 7.35, and 7.23, the point (x, y) in Rn defined by
X tends to the center of the spheroid as τ → 0. Moreover, we take 7.48 to hold
on all of N , that is we define the multiplier field X by:
X = 3L+ L : on N (7.67)
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7.2 The Deformation Tensor of the Multiplier
Field. The Error Integral Associated to (V )Q1
We now consider the deformation tensor (X)π of the vectorfield X relative to
h:
(X)π = LXh (7.68)
Since H˜ = Ωh, then (X)π˜, the deformation tensor of X relative to h˜ (see 6.75),
is expressed through (X)π by:
(X)π˜ = Ω (X)π + (XΩ)h (7.69)
To calculate (X)π we use the identity:
(LXh)(Y, Z) = h(Y,DZX) + h(Z,DYX) (7.70)
which applies to any triplet X,Y, Z of vectorfields on N . By 7.67 we have:
(X)π = 3 (L)π + (L)π (7.71)
Using the table 3.23 we then obtain:
(L)πLL = 0,
(L)πLL = 0,
(L)πLL = −2La
Also, defining for any vectorfield Y the S 1-forms (Y )π/L,
(Y )π/L by:
(Y )π/L(ΩA) =
(Y )π(L,ΩA),
(Y )π/L(ΩA) =
(Y )π(L,ΩA) (7.72)
we have:
(L)π/L = 0,
(L)π/L = 2η − 2η
Here in view of 3.16 the last is h/ · Z. Also, defining for any vectorfield Y the
symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield (Y )π/ by:
(Y )π/ (ΩA,ΩB) =
(Y )π(ΩA,ΩB) (7.73)
we have:
(L)π/ = 2χ
We combine the above results into the following table:
(L)πLL =
(L)πLL = 0,
(L)πLL = −2La
(L)π/L = 0,
(L)π/L = h/ · Z
(L)π/ = 2χ (7.74)
By conjugation we obtain the table:
(L)πLL =
(L)πLL = 0,
(L)πLL = −2La
(L)π/L = 0,
(L)π/L = −h/ · Z
(L)π/ = 2χ (7.75)
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From tables 7.74 and 7.75 we obtain through 7.71 the table:
(X)πLL =
(X)πLL = 0,
(X)πLL = −2Xa
(X)π/L = −h/ · Z, (X)π/L = 3h/ · Z
(X)π/ = 2(3χ+ χ) (7.76)
Moreover, by 7.69:
(X)π˜LL =
(X)π˜LL = 0,
(X)π˜LL = −2X(Ωa)
(X)π˜/L = −Ωh/ · Z, (X)π˜/L = 3Ωh/ · Z
(X)π˜/ = 2Ω(3χ+ χ) + (XΩ)h/ (7.77)
the S 1-forms (Y )π˜/L,
(Y )π˜/L, and the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield
(Y )π˜/
being defined for any vectorfield Y in analogy with 7.72, 7.73 with (Y )π˜ in the
role of (Y )π.
We turn to the error term (V )Q1, given by 6.78, which arises from
(X)π˜.
By 6.72 and 6.116:
(V )Sαβ = Ω−2(h−1)αγ(h−1)βδ (V )Sγδ (7.78)
and:
(V )Sαβ =
(V )ξα
(V )ξβ − 1
2
hαβ(h
−1)γδ (V )ξγ (V )ξδ (7.79)
Using then 7.77 we deduce the following expression for the error term (V )Q1:
2aΩ (V )Q1 = (a
−1Xa+Ω−1XΩ)a| (V )ξ/|2
−1
2
(V )ξL
(V )ξ/(Z) +
3
2
(V )ξL
(V )ξ/(Z)
−2(3χ+ χ) · a( (V )ξ/♯ ⊗ (V )ξ/♯ − 1
2
| (V )ξ/|2h/−1)
−(3trχ+ trχ) (V )ξL (V )ξL (7.80)
Now, by 6.105, 6.114, 6.117, with X defined by 7.67, the energy (V )Eu1(u)
is:
(V )Eu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2 (V )S(X,L)
=
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2(3 (V )SLL + (V )SLL)
=
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2(3( (V )ξL)2 + a| (V )ξ/|2) (7.81)
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Also, by 6.107, 6.114, 6.117, with X defined by 7.67, the energy (V )Eu1(u) is:
(V )Eu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2 (V )S(X,L)
=
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2(3 (V )SLL + (V )SLL)
=
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2(3a| (V )ξ/|2 + ( (V )ξL)2) (7.82)
Recall from Proposition 5.1 that λ vanishes on C0. Integrating then from
C0 along the integral curves of T (see 2.34) we obtain (acoustical coordinates):
λ(u, u, ϑ) =
∫ u
0
(Tλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ)dτ (7.83)
Recall also that according to the 1st of 4.217:
(Tλ)(0, 0, ϑ) =
(
−c0k
3l
)
(ϑ) (7.84)
It follows that along C0:
(Tλ)(0, u, ϑ) =
(
−c0k
3l
)
(ϑ) +O(u) (7.85)
Integrating T 2λ from C0 along the integral curves of T gives, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(Tλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ) = (Tλ)(0, u− u, ϑ)+
∫ τ
0
(T 2λ)(τ ′, u− u+ τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′ (7.86)
Assuming a bound on T 2λ in Ru1,u1 , the integral here is O(τ). Substituting for
the 1st term on the right from 7.85 then yields, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(Tλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ) =
(
−c0k
3l
)
(ϑ) +O(u) (7.87)
Substituting this on the right in 7.83 we conclude that:
λ(u, u, ϑ) =
(
−c0k
3l
)
(ϑ)u+O(uu) (7.88)
Recall next that Lλ vanishes on C0 (see 5.39). Integrating then from C0
along the integral curves of T we obtain:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) =
∫ u
0
(TLλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ)dτ (7.89)
Since
TLλ = T 2λ− TLλ = T 2λ− LLλ+ Zλ− L2λ
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in view of 5.36 and 5.39 we have:
TLλ = T 2λ− L2λ : on C0 (7.90)
Recall that according to 4.107 and the 2nd of 4.217:
(T 2λ)(0, 0, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
3
, (L2λ)(0, 0, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
2
(7.91)
It follows that along C0:
(TLλ)(0, u, ϑ) = −k(ϑ)
6
+O(u) (7.92)
Integrating T 2Lλ from C0 along the integral curves of T gives, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(TLλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ) = (TLλ)(0, u− u, ϑ) +
∫ τ
0
(T 2Lλ)(τ ′, u− u+ τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
(7.93)
Assuming a bound on T 2Lλ in Ru1,u1 , the integral here is O(τ). Substituting
for the 1st term on the right from 7.92 then yields, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(TLλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ) = −k(ϑ)
6
+O(u) (7.94)
Substituting this on the right in 7.89 we conclude that:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) = −k(ϑ)
6
u+O(uu) (7.95)
Integrating from C0 along the integral curves of T we also obtain:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) = (Lλ)(0, u − u, ϑ) +
∫ u
0
(TLλ)(τ, u − u+ τ, ϑ)dτ (7.96)
By 4.106, 4.107, along C0 we have:
(Lλ)(0, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
2
u+O(u2) (7.97)
Since
TLλ = L2λ+ LLλ = L2λ+ LLλ− Zλ
in view of 5.36 and 5.39 we have:
TLλ = L2λ : on C0 (7.98)
It follows in view of 4.107 that along C0:
(TLλ)(0, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
2
+O(u) (7.99)
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Integrating T 2Lλ from C0 along the integral curves of T gives, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(TLλ)(τ, u − u+ τ, ϑ) = (TLλ)(0, u− u, ϑ) +
∫ τ
0
(T 2Lλ)(τ ′, u− u+ τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
(7.100)
Assuming a bound on T 2Lλ in Ru1,u1 , the integral here is O(τ). Substituting
for the 1st term on the right from 7.99 then yields, for all τ ∈ [0, u]:
(TLλ)(τ, u − u+ τ, ϑ) = k(ϑ)
2
+O(u) (7.101)
Substituting this as well as 7.97 on the right in 7.96 we conclude that:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
2
u+O(u2) (7.102)
Adding 7.95 and 7.102 we obtain:
(Tλ)(u, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
6
(3u− u) +O(u2) (7.103)
Integrating from C0 along the integral curves of T gives:
λ(u, u, ϑ) = λ(0, u− u, ϑ) +
∫ u
0
(Tλ)(τ, u− u+ τ, ϑ)dτ (7.104)
Substituting 7.103 and taking into account the fact that by 4.106, 4.107, we
have, along C0:
λ(0, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
4
u2 +O(u3)
we conclude that:
λ(u, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
12
(3u2 − u2) +O(u3) (7.105)
We collect the above results into the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2 Assuming a bound on T 2λ in Ru1,u1 we have:
λ(u, u, ϑ) =
(
−c0k
3l
)
(ϑ)u+O(uu) : in Ru1,u1
Assuming a bound on T 2Lλ in Ru1,u1 we have:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) = −k(ϑ)
6
u+O(uu) : in Ru1,u1
Assuming a bound on T 2Lλ in Ru1,u1 we have:
(Lλ)(u, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
2
u+O(u2) : in Ru1,u1
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Moreover, under both of the last two assumptions we have:
λ(u, u, ϑ) =
k(ϑ)
12
(3u2 − u2) +O(u3) : in Ru1,u1
Let us introduce the following notation. Let g be a positive function and
f another function on the same domain. We write f ∼ g if there are positive
constants Cm and CM such that: Cmg ≤ f ≤ CMg. By Proposition 7.2 we then
have:
λ ∼ u, λ ∼ u2 (7.106)
Now, we may assume that:
c ∼ 1, Ω ∼ 1 (7.107)
these being satisfied by the restrictions of these functions to C0. The above
imply that:
ρ ∼ u, ρ ∼ u2, a ∼ uu2 (7.108)
Since the Lβµ vanish on C0 (first corollary of Proposition 5.1), assuming a
bound on TLβµ in Ru1,u1 we obtain:
Lβµ = O(u), hence LH = O(u) (7.109)
Then in view of the 1st of 7.106, q/λ is bounded, where the function q is defined
in the statement of Proposition 3.3. Then from Proposition 3.3:
Lλ
λ
is bounded (7.110)
We now consider the error integral (V )Gu1,u11 corresponding to (V )Q1 (see
6.112):
(V )Gu1,u11 =
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q1 (7.111)
We shall consider the contribution to this error integral of each of the five terms
in the expression 7.80, starting from the last. The contribution of this 5th term
is:
−
∫
Ru1,u1
(3trχ+ trχ)Ω(n−1/2s(V )ξL V )ξL (7.112)
Assuming bounds on trχ, trχ, this is bounded in absolute value by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
√
3Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|| (V )ξL|
≤ C
(∫
Ru1,u1
3Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2
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By 7.81, 7.82,∫
Ru1,u1
3Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2 =
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
3Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du (7.113)
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2 =
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du (7.114)
Substituting above we conclude that 7.112 is bounded in absolute value by:
C
(∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du
)1/2
(7.115)
Assuming bounds on |χ| and |χ| the contribution of the 4th term in 7.80 to
the error integral 7.111 is bounded in absolute value by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
3Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2 ≤ C
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du (7.116)
by 7.82.
We turn to the contributions of the 2nd and 3rd terms in 7.80. In view of
the fact that Z vanishes on C0 (see 5.36), assuming a bound on |L/TZ| in Ru1,u1
we deduce:
|Z| = O(u) in Ru1,u1 (7.117)
Then in view of the 3rd of 7.108 the contribution of the 3rd term in 7.80 to the
error integral 7.111 is bounded in absolute value by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
uΩ(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|| (V )ξ/|
≤ C
∫
Ru1,u1
2
√
3Ω(n−1)/2
√
u
u
| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/|
≤ C
∫
Ru1,u1
2
√
3√
u
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/| : since u ≤ u
=
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
2
√
3Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/|
}
du√
u
≤
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u) du√
u
(7.118)
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by 7.81. By 7.117 and the 3rd of 7.108 the contribution of the 2nd term in 7.80
to the error integral 7.111 is bounded in absolute value by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
uΩ(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|| (V )ξ/|
≤ C
∫
Ru1,u1
2
√
3Ω(n−1)/2
√
u
u
| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/|
≤ C
∫
Ru1,u1
2
√
3√
u
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/| : since u ≤ u
=
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
2
√
3Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|
√
a| (V )ξ/|
}
du√
u
≤
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u) du√
u
(7.119)
by 7.82.
Finally we consider the contribution of the 1st term in 7.80 to the error
integral 7.111. Consider first the coefficient:
a−1Xa+Ω−1XΩ = λ−1Xλ+ λ−1Xλ− c−1Xc+Ω−1XΩ (7.120)
In view of 7.107, assuming bounds on Xc, XΩ, the last two terms in 7.120
are bounded. Therefore the partial contribution of these terms through the 1st
term in 7.80 is bounded as the contribution of the 4th term by 7.116. Since
Xλ = 3Lλ+ Lλ and by Proposition 7.2 Lλ is nonpositive for suitably small u,
we only have to consider the partial contribution of
λ−1Lλ ∼ u−1 (7.121)
(see Proposition 7.2). The partial contribution of this term, which is nonnega-
tive, is then bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
u−1Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2 = C
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2
}
du
u
≤ C
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du
u
(7.122)
by 7.81.
Since Xλ = 3Lλ+Lλ, in view of 7.110 we only have to consider the partial
contribution of 3λ−1Lλ, which since
λ−1Lλ ∼ u−1 (7.123)
(see 7.87, 7.88) is nonnegative and bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
3u−1Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2 = C
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
3Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2
}
du
u
≤ C
∫ u1
0
Eu1(u)du
u
(7.124)
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by 7.82.
The integrals on the right in 7.122 and 7.124 are borderline error integrals.
In Chapter 9 the method shall be introduced by which such integrals can be
handled .
7.3 The Error Integral Associated to (V )Q2
We turn to the error integral (V )Gu1,u12 corresponding to (V )Q2 (see 6.112):
(V )Gu1,u12 =
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ(n+1)/2 (V )Q2 (7.125)
where (V )Q2 is given by 6.79. Here we shall place the fundamental variations
6.22 in the role of the φ˙µ. For these fundamental variations we have shown
at the end of Section 6.2 that control of all components of the associated 1-
form (V )ξ for all variation fields V provides control on all components of the
symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield s. A similar statement will hold for the higher
order variations defined in Chapter 8. The analogous error integral (V )Gu1,u12
corresponding to these higher order variations will then be handled in the same
manner.
We begin by quantifying in terms of the energies (V )E , (V )E the control on
the components of s discussed at the end of Section 6.2. Consider first the case
n = 2. By 6.55, 6.56, 6.57, and 7.81, 7.82:∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2
{
3(ρs/N)
2 + as/ 2
}
= (E)Eu1(u) (7.126)∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2
{
3as/ 2 + (ρs/N )
2
}
= (E)Eu1(u) (7.127)
By 6.61, equations 6.59, 6.60 take the form:
sNL + cργs/ =
(Y )ξL (7.128)
γsNL + cρs/ =
(Y )ξL (7.129)
Since, by 7.81, 7.82,∫
C
u1
u
3Ω(n−1)/2( (Y )ξL)2 ≤ (Y )Eu1(u),
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (Y )ξL)2 ≤ (Y )Eu1(u)
(7.130)
and s/ is controlled by 7.126, 7.127, we acquire control on sNL and sNL through
7.128, 7.129.
We note that since
r ∼ τ : on K (7.131)
6.44, 6.50, and 6.51 imply:
γ ∼ u ∼√ρ : on N (7.132)
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For n > 2 we shall make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2 a) Let ζ be an S 1-form. We then have:∑
µ
(ζ(E(µ))
2 ≥ |ζ|2
b) Let ζ be a 2-covariant S tensorfield. We then have:∑
µ
|E(µ) · ζ|2 ≥ |ζ|2
Proof: a) Let us denote by ζν the rectangular components of ζ. Then by 6.53
we have:
ζ(E(µ)) = ζνE
ν
(µ) = ζν
(
δνµ +
1
2c
(NνNλ +NνNλ)hλµ
)
= ζµ (7.133)
since ζνN
ν = ζνN
ν = 0. Hence:∑
µ
(ζ(E(µ))
2 =
∑
µ
(ζµ)
2 (7.134)
On the other hand, since
(h/−1)µν = (h−1)µν +
1
2c
(NµNν +NµNν) (7.135)
for the same reason,
|ζ|2 := h/−1(ζ, ζ) = (h/−1)µνζµζν = (h−1)µνζµζν (7.136)
But, denoting ζµβ
µ = κ, we have:
(h−1)µνζµζν = (g−1)µνζµζν−Fκ2 ≤ (g−1)µνζµζν := −(ζ0)2+
∑
i
(ζi)
2 ≤
∑
µ
(ζµ)
2
(7.137)
b) Let us denote by ζλν the rectangular components of ζ. Then by 6.53 the
rectangular components of E(µ) · ζ are given by:
(E(µ) · ζ)ν = Eλ(µ)ζλν = ζµν (7.138)
since Nλζλν = N
λζλν = 0. Hence:∑
µ
|E(µ) · ζ|2 =
∑
µ
(h/−1)νλ(E(µ) · ζ)ν(E(µ) · ζ)λ =
∑
µ
(h/−1)νλζµνζµλ (7.139)
On the other hand, denoting κν = β
µζµν , we have:
|ζ|2 = (h/−1)µκ(h/−1)νλζµνζκλ = (h−1)µκ(h/−1)νλζµνζκλ
= (g−1)µκ(h/−1)νλζµνζκλ − F (h/−1)νλκνκλ
≤
∑
µ
(h/−1)νλζµνζµλ (7.140)
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By virtue of the above lemma and 6.62, 6.63, 6.64 we have:∑
µ
| (E(µ))ξ/|2 ≥ |s/ |2 (7.141)
∑
µ
( (E(µ))ξ(L))2 ≥ ρ2|s/N |2 (7.142)
∑
µ
( (E(µ))ξ(L))2 ≥ ρ2|s/N |2 (7.143)
hence, comparing with 7.81, 7.82,∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2
{
ρ2|s/N |2 + a|s/ |2
} ≤∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u) (7.144)
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2
{
ρ2|s/N |2 + a|s/ |2
} ≤∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u) (7.145)
By 6.68, equations 6.66, 6.67 take the form:
sNL + cργtrs/ =
(Y )ξ(L) (7.146)
γsNL + cρtrs/ =
(Y )ξ(L) (7.147)
Since, by 7.81, 7.82,∫
C
u1
u
3Ω(n−1)/2( (Y )ξL)2 ≤ (Y )Eu1(u),
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (Y )ξL)2 ≤ (Y )Eu1(u)
(7.148)
and, in view of the elementary algebraic inequality
|s/ |2 ≥ 1
n− 1(trs/ )
2 (7.149)
trs/ is controlled by 7.144, 7.145, we acquire control on sNL, sNL through 7.146,
7.147.
The expression 6.79 with the fundamental variations 6.22 in the role of the
φ˙µ, reads, recalling that in 6.79 the indices from the beginning of the Greek
alphabet are raised with respect to h˜,
Ω (V )Q2 = −(h−1)αγ (V )ξγXβ
(
(V )θµα∂ββµ − (V )θµβ∂αβµ
)
− (V )ξβXβ(h−1)αγ (V )θµα∂γβµ (7.150)
Substituting the expansion 2.38 of h−1 and denoting, in accordance with the
definition 3.36 of s,
Lβµ = sµL, Lβµ = sµL, d/βµ = s/µ (7.151)
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we obtain:
aΩ (V )Q2 = 3
(V )ξL
(
(V )θµLsµL − ah/−1( (V )θ/µ, s/µ)
)
(7.152)
+3a
(
−h/−1( (V )ξ/, (V )θ/µ)sµL + h/−1( (V )ξ/, s/µ) (V )θµL
)
+ (V )ξL
(
(V )θµLsµL − ah/−1( (V )θ/µ, s/µ)
)
+a
(
−h/−1( (V )ξ/, (V )θ/µ)sµL + h/−1( (V )ξ/, s/µ) (V )θµL
)
In the above we can expand, as in 6.45,
(V )θµL =
(V )θ/L · d/xµ + (V )θNLNµ + (V )θNL Nµ
(V )θµL =
(V )θ/L · d/xµ + (V )θNLNµ + (V )θNL Nµ
(V )θ/µ = (V )θ/ · d/xµ + (V )θ/NNµ + (V )θ/NNµ (7.153)
Here (V )θ/L,
(V )θ/L are S vectorfields,
(V )θ/N , (V )θ/N are S 1-forms, and (V )θ/
is a T 11 -type S tensorfield. In terms of the above expansions we can express, in
view of 6.68,
(V )θµLsµL = cρ
(V )θNL trs/ +
(V )θ
N
L sNL + ρ
(V )θ/L · s/N
(V )θµLsµL =
(V )θNL sNL + cρ
(V )θ
N
L trs/ + ρ
(V )θ/L · s/N (7.154)
and:
(V )θ/µsµL =
(V )θ/NsNL + cρ
(V )θ/Ntrs/ + ρ (V )θ/ · s/N
(V )θ/µsµL = cρ
(V )θ/Ntrs/ + (V )θ/NsNL + ρ
(V )θ/ · s/N (7.155)
Moreover, we can express:
h/−1( (V )θ/µ, s/µ) = h/−1( (V )θ/N , s/N ) + h/−1( (V )θ/N , s/N) + tr( (V )θ/ · s/ )
(V )θµLs/µ =
(V )θ/L · s/ + (V )θNL s/N + (V )θNL s/N
(V )θµLs/µ =
(V )θ/L · s/ + (V )θNL s/N + (V )θNL s/N (7.156)
In the following we shall estimate the error integral 7.125 in terms of the
energies, using only the assumption that for each of the variation fields V :
| (V )θ/ |, | (V )θ/N |, | (V )θ/N | : are bounded
| (V )θ/L|, (V )θNL , (V )θNL : are bounded
| (V )θ/L|, (V )θNL , (V )θNL : are O(u) (7.157)
For each of the variation fields V these assumptions follow from the fact that
the rectangular components V µ are smooth functions of the acoustical coordi-
nates and that the LV µ vanish on C0 by virtue of the vanishing corollaries of
Proposition 5.1. See 6.45 for V = Y , 6.53 for V = E(µ) (for n > 2), 6.54 for
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V = E (case n = 2). We shall show the estimates for n > 2, the case n = 2
being similar but simpler.
By 7.108 and the 3rd of 7.157 we have, from the 1st of 7.154,
| (V )θµLsµL| ≤ C(a|s/ |+ ρ|sNL|+ a|s/N |) (7.158)
By the 2nd of 7.157 we have, from the 2nd of 7.154,
| (V )θµLsµL| ≤ C(|sNL|+ ρ|s/ |+ ρ|s/N |) (7.159)
By the 1st of 7.157 we have, from 7.155,
| (V )θ/µsµL| ≤ C(|sNL|+ ρ|s/ |+ ρ|s/N |) (7.160)
| (V )θ/µsµL| ≤ C(ρ|s/ |+ |sNL|+ ρ|s/N |) (7.161)
Moreover, by the 1st of 7.157 we have, from the 1st of 7.156,
|h/−1( (V )θ/µ, s/µ)| ≤ C(|s/N |+ |s/N |+ |s/ |) (7.162)
By 7.108 and the 3rd of 7.157 we have, from the 2nd of 7.156,
| (V )θµLs/µ| ≤ Cρ(|s/ |+ |s/N |+ |s/N |) (7.163)
and by the 2nd of 7.157 we have, from the 3rd of 7.156,
| (V )θµLs/µ| ≤ C(|s/ |+ |s/N |+ |s/N |) (7.164)
By 7.159 and 7.162, the contribution of the 1st term in 7.152 to the error
integral 7.125 is bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|(|sNL|+ ρ|s/ |+ ρ|s/N |+ a|s/N |) (7.165)
By 7.160 and 7.163 the contribution of the 2nd term in 7.152 to the error integral
7.125 is bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|(|sNL|+ ρ|s/ |+ ρ|s/N |+ ρ|s/N |) (7.166)
By 7.158 and 7.162, the contribution of the 3rd term in 7.152 to the error integral
7.125 is bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|(ρ|sNL|+ a|s/ |+ a|s/N |+ a|s/N |) (7.167)
Finally, by 7.161 and 7.164 the contribution of the 4th term in 7.152 to the error
integral 7.125 is bounded by:
C
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|(|sNL|+ |s/ |+ |s/N |+ |s/N |) (7.168)
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To estimate 7.165 and 7.166 we first note that by 7.146 and the fact that by
7.108 and 7.132 ργ ∼ ρ√ρ ∼ √ρ√a and √ρ ∼ √u while u ≤ u, we have:
||sNL||L2(Cu1u ) ≤ || (Y )ξL||L2(Cu1u ) + C
√
u||√as/ ||L2(Cu1u ) (7.169)
Hence, by 7.144 and the 1st of 7.148:
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2s2NL ≤ C
(
(Y )Eu1(u) + u
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)
(7.170)
In regard then to the partial contribution of the 1st term in parenthesis in
7.165, by 7.170 we have:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL||sNL| ≤ (7.171)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2s2NL
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(
(Y )Eu1(u) + u
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du
To estimate the partial contribution of the 2nd term in parenthesis in 7.165 we
note that by 7.108
ρ ∼
√
ρ
ρ
√
a ∼
√
u
u
√
a
and u ≤ u, hence:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|ρ|s/ | ≤ (7.172)
C
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a|s/ |2
)1/2
du√
u
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(Y )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du√
u
by 7.144. The partial contribution of the 3rd term in parenthesis in 7.165 is
estimated in a straightforward manner using 7.144:
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|ρ|s/N | ≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(Y )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du
(7.173)
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Finally, the partial contribution of the 4th term in parenthesis in 7.165 is esti-
mated using 7.145:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|a|s/N | ≤ (7.174)
(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a2|s/N |2
)1/2
≤ C
(∫ u1
0
(V )Eu1(u)du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u2
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)du
)1/2
since a ∼ ρρ and ρ ∼ u.
In regard to 7.166 we remark from 7.81 that the L2(C
u1
u ) bounds for
√
a (V )ξ/
and (V )ξL in terms of
√Eu1(u) are similar. Thus the partial contributions of
the first three terms in parenthesis in 7.166 are estimated in the same way as
the partial contributions of the corresponding terms in 7.165. In fact they are
depressed relative to the former by the small factor
√
a. As for the partial
contribution of the 4th term in 7.166, we estimate using 7.82 and 7.145 as
follows: ∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ|ρ|s/N | ≤ (7.175)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
a| (V )ξ/|2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
aρ2|s/N |2
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2√
udu
where we have used the fact that
aρ2
ρ2
∼ ρ
3
ρ
∼ u
3
u2
and u3/u2 ≤ u.
To estimate 7.167 we first note that by 7.147, in view of the fact that by
7.108 and 7.132
ρ
γ
∼ u
u
,
ρρ
γ
∼ a
γ
∼ √ρ√a,
we have:
ρ|sNL| ≤ C(| (Y )ξL|+√ρ
√
a|s/ |) (7.176)
Hence by 7.82 and 7.145:
∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2ρ2s2NL ≤ C
(
(Y )Eu1(u) +
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)
(7.177)
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In regard then to the partial contribution of the 1st term in parenthesis in 7.167,
by 7.177 we have:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|ρ|sNL| ≤ (7.178)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
ρ2s2NL
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(Y )Eu1(u)
)1/2(
(Y )Eu1(u) +
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du
The partial contribution of the 2nd term in parenthesis in 7.167 is estimated
using 7.145 by:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|a|s/ | ≤ (7.179)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a2|s/ |2
)1/2
du
≤ Cu1
∫ u1
0
(
(Y )Eu1(u)
)1/2(
(Y )Eu1(u) +
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2√
udu
(relative to 7.145 there is an extra factor of a ∼ uu2 in the 2nd integral on Cu1u ).
The partial contribution of the 3rd term in parenthesis in 7.167 is estimated
using 7.144 as follows:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|a|s/N | ≤ (7.180)
(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a2|s/N |2
)1/2
≤ C
(∫ u1
0
(V )Eu1(u)du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u4
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)du
)1/2
for, in the 2nd integral, since a2 ∼ ρ2ρ2 there is an extra factor of ρ2 ∼ u4
relative to 7.144. Finally, the partial contribution of the 4th term in parenthesis
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in 7.167 is estimated using 7.145:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2| (V )ξL|a|s/N | ≤ (7.181)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2( (V )ξL)2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
a2|s/N |2
)1/2
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
udu
for, in the 2nd integral, since a2 ∼ ρ2ρ2 there is an extra factor of ρ2 ∼ u2
relative to 7.145.
To estimate 7.168 we first note that by 7.147, in view of the fact that by
7.108 and 7.132 √
a
γ
∼ √ρ, ρ
γ
∼√ρ,
we have: √
a|sNL| ≤ C(√ρ| (Y )ξL|+√ρ√a|s/ |) (7.182)
Hence by 7.82 and 7.145:∫
C
u1
u
as2NL ≤ C
(
u (Y )Eu1(u) + u21
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)
(7.183)
In regard then to the partial contribution of the 1st term in parenthesis in 7.168,
by 7.183 we have:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/||sNL| ≤ (7.184)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
a| (V )ξ/|2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
as2NL
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(
u (Y )Eu1(u) + u21
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du
The partial contribution of the 2nd term in parenthesis in 7.168 is estimated
using 7.145 in a straightforward manner:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/||s/ | ≤ (7.185)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a|s/ |2
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du
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We turn to the partial contribution of the 3rd term in parenthesis in 7.168. We
estimate this using 7.144 as follows:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/||s/N | ≤ (7.186)
(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2
a
ρ
| (V )ξ/|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2aρ|s/N |2
)1/2
≤ C
(∫ u1
0
(V )Eu1(u)du
u
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u2
∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)du
)1/2
since ρ ∼ u while aρ ∼ ρρ2 ∼ u2ρ2. Here the 1st integral on the right is a bor-
derline integral. Finally, the partial contribution of the 4th term in parenthesis
in 7.168 is estimated using 7.145 as follows:∫
Ru1,u1
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/||s/N | ≤ (7.187)
∫ u1
0
(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a| (V )ξ/|2
)1/2(∫
C
u1
u
Ω(n−1)/2a|s/N |2
)1/2
du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(
(V )Eu1(u)
)1/2(∑
µ
(E(µ))Eu1(u)
)1/2
du√
u
since, comparing with 7.145, a/ρ2 ∼ ρ/ρ ∼ u/u2 and the last is not greater than
1/u.
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Chapter 8
The Commutation Fields
8.1 The Commutation Fields and the Higher Or-
der Variations
We shall presently define the higher order variations. As noted in Chapter 6, the
higher order variations are generated by applying to the fundamental variations
6.22, namely to the βµ : µ = 0, ...n, a string of commutation fields C. The
commutation fields C are vectorfields on N which along K are tangential to
K. This is required so that the 1-forms (V )ξ associated to these higher order
variations and to the variation fields V satisfy to principal terms the boundary
condition of Proposition 6.2, or equivalently 6.179 - 6.180. Moreover, we require
that at each point on K the set of commutation fields C spans the tangent
space to K at the point. Together with the analogous requirement on the set
of variation fields (see Section 6.2), this ensures control on all derivatives of the
βµ when the wave system (see Section 2.3) is imposed.
As first of the commutation fields we take the vectorfield T . The remaining
commutation fields are required to span the tangent space to the Su,u at each
point. In the case n = 2 only one remaining commutation field is needed and we
take this to be the vectorfield E. For n > 2 we take the remaining commutation
fields to be the E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n. We note that E in the case n = 2 and the
E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n for n > 2, play a dual role being both commutation fields
as well as variation fields. These are however complemented by T in the set of
commutation fields, whereas they are complemented by Y in the set of variation
fields. As we have seen in Chapter 6, the error terms in the energy identities
associated to a variation field V are generated by the corresponding structure
forms (V )θµ = dV µ, V µ : µ = 0, ..., n being the rectangular components of V .
On the other hand, as we shall presently see, the error terms in the energy iden-
tities associated to a commutation field C are generated by the corresponding
deformation tensors (C)π˜ = LC h˜ through the source functions ρµ. (See Section
6.3, in particular 6.77 - 6.80.)
In the case n = 2 a higher order variation (m,l)φ˙µ corresponds to a pair
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of non-negative integers (m, l), not both zero, where m is the number of T
commutation fields and l the number of E commutation fields applied. It is
defined by:
(m,l)φ˙µ = E
lTmβµ (8.1)
(0,0)φ˙µ = βµ being the fundamental variations 6.22. For n > 2 a higher order
variation (m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ corresponds to a non-negative integer m and to a string
ν1...νl of length l, where each index νi : i = 1, ..., l belongs to {0, ..., n}. It is
defined by:
(m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
mβµ (8.2)
8.2 The Recursion Formulas for the Source Func-
tions
The higher order variations satisfy inhomogeneous wave equations of the form
6.25. More precisely:
h˜
(m,l)φ˙µ =
(m,l)ρµ : in the case n = 2 (8.3)
h˜
(m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ =
(m,ν1...νl)ρµ : for n > 2 (8.4)
where the source functions (m,l)ρµ,
(m,ν1...νl)ρµ shall be recursively determined
using the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1 Let ψ be a solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation
h˜ψ = ρ
and let C be an arbitrary vectorfield. Then
(C)ψ = Cψ
satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation
h˜
(C)ψ = (C)ρ
where the source function (C)ρ is related to the source function ρ by:
(C)ρ = Cρ+ d˜iv (C)J +
1
2
t˜r (C)π˜ρ
Here (C)J is the commutation current associated to ψ and C, a vectorfield,
given in arbitrary local coordinates by:
(C)Jα =
(
(C)π˜αβ − 1
2
(h˜−1)αβ t˜r (C)π˜
)
∂βψ
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with
(C)π˜αβ = (h˜−1)αγ(h˜−1)βδ (C)π˜γδ
(C)π˜ being LC h˜, the Lie derivative of the metric h˜ with respect to C.
Proof: Let fs be the local 1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by
C. Denoting by f∗s the corresponding pullback, we have:
f∗s h˜
f∗sψ = f
∗
s
(
h˜ψ
)
= f∗s ρ (8.5)
Now, in arbitrary local coordinates we have:
h˜ψ =
1√
−deth˜
∂α
(√
−deth˜(h˜−1)αβ∂βψ
)
(8.6)
and:
f∗s h˜
f∗sψ =
1√
−detf∗s h˜
∂α
(√
−detf∗s h˜((f∗s h˜)−1)αβ∂βf∗sψ
)
(8.7)
Let us differentiate the expression 8.7 with respect to s at s = 0. In view of the
facts that:
d
ds
f∗s h˜
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= LC h˜ = (C)π˜,
d
ds
√
−detf∗s h˜
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
1
2
√
−deth˜t˜r (C)π˜,
d
ds
((f∗s h˜)
−1)αβ
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= − (C)π˜αβ
and:
d
ds
f∗sψ
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
d
ds
ψ ◦ fs
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= Cψ
we obtain:
d
ds
f∗s h˜
f∗sψ
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= −1
2
t˜r (C)π˜
1√
−deth˜
∂α
(√
−deth˜(h˜−1)αβ∂βψ
)
+
1√
−deth˜
∂α
{
1
2
t˜r (C)π˜
√
−deth˜(h˜−1)αβ∂βψ (8.8)
−
√
−deth˜ (C)π˜αβ∂βψ +
√
−deth˜(h˜−1)αβ∂β(Cψ)
}
In view of 8.6, a similar expression with Cψ in the role of ψ, and the fact that:
1√
−deth˜
∂α
(√
−deth˜ (C)Jα
)
= d˜iv (C)J
8.8 is:
d
ds
f∗s h˜
f∗sψ
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= −1
2
t˜r (C)π˜h˜ψ − d˜iv (C)J +h˜(Cψ) (8.9)
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On the other hand by 8.5 this is equal to:
d
ds
f∗s ρ
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
d
ds
ρ ◦ fs
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= Cρ (8.10)
Comparing 8.9 with 8.10 the lemma follows.
To derive a recursion formula for the sources (m,l)ρµ, or
(m,ν1...νl)ρµ, we
define the rescaled sources:
(m,l)ρ˜µ = Ωa
(m,l)ρµ : in the case n = 2 (8.11)
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ = Ωa
(m,ν1...νl)ρµ : for n > 2 (8.12)
The reason why we rescale the sources in this way is that the operator Ωah˜
is regular in terms of the frame field (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n− 1) even where a
vanishes, in contrast to the operator h˜. To see this we first remark that since√
−deth˜ = Ω(n+1)/2√−deth, (h˜−1)αβ = Ω−1(h−1)αβ
the expression 8.6 gives, for an arbitrary function ψ,
h˜ψ = Ω
−1
hψ +
(n− 1)
2
Ω−2h−1(dΩ, dψ) (8.13)
Now, hψ is the trace relative to h of D
2ψ, the covariant relative to h Hessian
of ψ. Thus by the expansion 2.38 of h−1 in terms of the frame field (L,L,ΩA :
A = 1, ..., n− 1) we have:
hψ = a
−1D2ψ(L,L) + (h/−1)ABD2ψ(ΩA,ΩB) (8.14)
Moreover,
D2ψ(L,L) = L(Lψ)− (DLL)ψ = L(Lψ)− 2η♯ · d/ψ (8.15)
by 3.15. Alternatively, we can express
D2ψ(L,L) = L(Lψ)− (DLL)ψ = L(Lψ)− 2η♯ · d/ψ (8.16)
by 8.14. Furthermore, we have:
D2ψ(ΩA,ΩB) = ΩA(ΩBψ)− (DΩAΩB)ψ (8.17)
On the other hand, D/2ψ the covariant Hessian relative to h/ of the restriction of
ψ to each Su,u, a symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield, is given by:
D/2ψ(ΩA,ΩB) = ΩA(ΩBψ)− (D/ΩAΩB)ψ (8.18)
Subtracting 8.18 from 8.17 and using the fact that by 3.26:
DΩAΩB = D/ΩAΩB +
1
2a
(χ
AB
L+ χABL) (8.19)
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we obtain:
D2ψ(ΩA,ΩB) = D/
2ψ(ΩA,ΩB)− 1
2a
(χ
AB
Lψ + χABLψ) (8.20)
Substituting 8.15, or 8.16, and 8.20 yields:
ahψ = −L(Lψ) + 2η♯ · d/ψ + a△/ h/ψ −
1
2
(trχLψ + trχLψ) (8.21)
or:
ahψ = −L(Lψ) + 2η♯ · d/ψ + a△/ h/ψ −
1
2
(trχLψ + trχLψ) (8.22)
where △/ h/ψ is the covariant Laplacian relative to h/ of the restriction of ψ to
each Su,u, the trace relative to h/ of D/
2ψ. These expressions show that ah,
in contrast to h, is a regular operator in terms of the frame field (L,L,ΩA :
A = 1, ..., n− 1), thus a regular operator in acoustical coordinates, even where
a vanishes. By 8.13 and the expansion 2.38 we have:
Ωah˜ψ = ahψ +
(n− 1)
2
Ω−1
(
−1
2
((LΩ)Lψ + (LΩ)Lψ) + ah/−1(d/Ω, d/ψ)
)
(8.23)
Consequently, Ωah˜, in contrast to h˜, is a regular operator even where a
vanishes.
Going now back to Lemma 8.1 we define:
ρ˜ = Ωaρ, (C)ρ˜ = Ωa (C)ρ (8.24)
Then according to the lemma (C)ρ˜ is related to ρ˜ by:
(C)ρ˜ = Cρ˜+ (C)σ + (C)δρ˜ (8.25)
where we denote:
(C)σ = Ωad˜iv (C)J (8.26)
and:
(C)δ =
1
2
t˜r (C)π˜ − a−1Ca− Ω−1CΩ (8.27)
Here (C)σ is associated to the commutation field C and to the variation ψ.
Consider first the case n = 2. Then with (m,l)φ˙µ, given by 8.1 in the role
of ψ, we have (m,l)ρµ,
(m,l)ρ˜µ in the role of ρ, ρ˜ respectively. Let us denote
by (C,m,l)σµ the function
(C)σ as above associated to the commutation field C
and to the variation (m,l)φ˙µ. Taking C = T we have
(m+1,l)φ˙µ in the role of
(C)ψ and (m+1,l)ρ˜µ in the role of
(C)ρ˜. Also, taking C = E we have (m,l+1)φ˙µ
in the role of (C)ψ and (m,l+1)ρ˜µ in the role of
(C)ρ˜. Then in the first case
8.25 takes the form of the recursion formula:
(m+1,l)ρ˜µ = T
(m,l)ρ˜µ +
(T,m,l)σµ +
(T )δ (m,l)ρ˜µ (8.28)
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and in the second case 8.25 takes the form of the recursion formula:
(m,l+1)ρ˜µ = E
(m,l)ρ˜µ +
(E,m,l)σµ +
(E)δ (m,l)ρ˜µ (8.29)
Given the fact that
(0,0)ρ˜µ = 0 (8.30)
as (0,0)φ˙µ = βµ satisfies the homogeneous wave equation relative to h˜, the
recursion formulas 8.28, 8.29 determine (m,l)ρ˜µ for all pairs of non-negative
integers (m, l). In fact 8.28 with l = 0 first determines (m,0)ρ˜µ for any m, after
which 8.29 determines (m,l)ρ˜µ for any l.
For n > 2, with (m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ, given by 8.2 in the role of ψ, we have
(m,ν1...νl)ρµ,
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in the role of ρ, ρ˜ respectively. Let us denote by
(C,m,ν1...νl)σµ the
function (C)σ as above associated to the commutation field C and to the vari-
ation (m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ. Taking C = T we have
(m+1,ν1...νl)φ˙µ in the role of
(C)ψ
and (m+1,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in the role of
(C)ρ˜. Also, taking C = E(νl+1) we have
(m,ν1...νl+1)φ˙µ in the role of
(C)ψ and (m,ν1...νl+1)ρ˜µ in the role of
(C)ρ˜. Then
in the first case 8.27 takes the form of the recursion formula:
(m+1,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ = T
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ +
(T,m,ν1...νl)σµ +
(T )δ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ (8.31)
and in the second case 8.27 takes the form of the recursion formula:
(m,ν1...νl+1)ρ˜µ = E(νl+1)
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ+
(E(νl+1),m,ν1...νl)σµ+
(E(νl+1))δ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ
(8.32)
Given again the fact that
(0)ρ˜µ = 0 (8.33)
as (0)φ˙µ = βµ satisfies the homogeneous wave equation relative to h˜, the recur-
sion formulas 8.31, 8.32 determine (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ for all non-negative integers m
and all νi ∈ {0, ..., n}, i = 1, ..., l, l being any positive integer. In fact 8.31 with
l = 0 first determines (m)ρ˜µ for anym, after which 8.32 determines
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ
for any l.
Consider now (C)σ (see 8.26). We express d˜iv (C)J in acoustical coordinates
using the formulas 6.70, 6.81, 6.82, and 6.84, with the vectorfield (C)J in the role
of the vectorfield (V )P . Expanding then in terms of the acoustical coordinate
frame field (∂/∂u, ∂/∂u, ∂/∂ϑA : A = 1, ..., n− 1):
(C)J = (C)Ju
∂
∂u
+ (C)Ju
∂
∂u
+ (C)Jϑ
A ∂
∂ϑA
(8.34)
we have:
(C)σ =
Ω−(n−1)/2√
deth/
{
∂
∂u
(
aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (C)Ju
)
(8.35)
+
∂
∂u
(
aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (C)Ju
)
+
∂
∂ϑA
(
aΩ(n+1)/2
√
deth/ (C)Jϑ
A
)}
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We can also expand the vectorfield (C)J as:
(C)J = C)JLL+ (C)JLL+ (C)J/ (8.36)
where
(C)J/ = (C)JAΩA (8.37)
is a S vectorfield. So 8.36 with 8.37 substituted is the expansion of (C)J in
terms of the frame field (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1). In view of the relations
6.91, comparing with 8.34 we conclude that:
(C)Ju = (C)JL, (C)Ju = (C)JL, (C)Jϑ
A
= (C)JA + bA( (C)JL − (C)JL)
(8.38)
in analogy with 6.92. Substituting these in 8.35 and recalling again 6.91 we
obtain:
(C)σ = Ω−(n−1)/2
{
L(Ω(n+1)/2a (C)JL) + L(Ω(n+1)/2a (C)JL)
+div/ (Ω(n+1)/2a (C)J/)
}
(8.39)
+
Ω√
deth/
(
∂
√
deth/
∂u
− ∂
∂ϑA
(
√
deth/bA)
)
a (C)JL
+
Ω√
deth/
(
∂
√
deth/
∂u
+
∂
∂ϑA
(
√
deth/bA)
)
a (C)JL
To express the last two terms we note that
1√
deth/
(
∂
√
deth/
∂u
− ∂
∂ϑA
(
√
deth/bA)
)
=
1
2
(h/−1)BC
(
∂h/BC
∂u
− bA ∂h/BC
∂ϑA
)
− ∂b
A
∂ϑA
=
1
2
(h/−1)BCLh/BC − ∂b
A
∂ϑA
On the other hand, since
[L,ΩB] = [−bAΩA,ΩB] = (ΩBbA)ΩA,
we have:
h/([L,ΩB],ΩC) + h/(ΩB, [L,ΩC ]) = h/ACΩBb
A + h/ABΩCb
A
Hence:
1
2
(h/−1)BC (h/([L,ΩB],ΩC) + h/(ΩB, [L,ΩC ])) = ΩAbA =
∂bA
∂ϑA
Since
(L/Lh/)BC = Lh/BC − h/([L,ΩB],ΩC)− h/(ΩB, [L,ΩC ]),
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we then conclude that:
1
2
(h/−1)BC(Lh/BC)− ∂b
A
∂ϑA
=
1
2
(h/−1)BC(L/Lh/)BC = (h/−1)BCχBC = trχ
(see Proposition 3.1). Consequently:
1√
deth/
(
∂
√
deth/
∂u
− ∂
∂ϑA
(
√
deth/bA)
)
= trχ (8.40)
Similarly we deduce:
1√
deth/
(
∂
√
deth/
∂u
+
∂
∂ϑA
(
√
deth/bA)
)
= trχ (8.41)
In view of 8.40 and 8.41 the expression 8.39 simplifies to:
(C)σ = Ω−(n−1)/2
{
L(Ω(n+1)/2a (C)JL) + L(Ω(n+1)/2a (C)JL)
+div/ (Ω(n+1)/2a (C)J/)
}
+Ω
(
trχa (C)JL + trχa (C)JL
)
(8.42)
We shall now express the components of a (C)J in terms of the components
of the deformation tensor (C)π˜ in the (L,L,ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1) frame. In
analogy with 7.72, 7.73 with the conformal acoustical metric h˜ in the role of the
acoustical metric h we define the S 1-forms (C)π˜/L,
(C)π˜/L by:
(C)π˜/L(ΩA) =
(C)π˜(L,ΩA),
(C)π˜/L(ΩA) =
(C)π˜(L,ΩA) (8.43)
and the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfield (C)π˜/ by:
(C)π˜/(ΩA,ΩB) =
(C)π˜(ΩA,ΩB) (8.44)
Noting then that in the definition of (C)J given in the statement of Lemma 8.1
the indices in (C)π˜αβ are raised with respect to h˜, we deduce:
Ω2a (C)JL =
1
4a
(C)π˜LLLψ +
1
4
tr (C)π˜/Lψ − 1
2
h/−1( (C)π˜/L, d/ψ)(8.45)
Ω2a (C)JL =
1
4a
(C)π˜LLLψ +
1
4
tr (C)π˜/Lψ − 1
2
h/−1( (C)π˜/L, d/ψ)(8.46)
Ω2a (C)J/ = −1
2
(C)π˜/
♯
LLψ −
1
2
(C)π˜/
♯
LLψ +
1
2
(C)π˜LL(d/ψ)
♯
+a
(
(C)π˜/
♯ − 1
2
tr (C)π˜/I
)
· (d/ψ)♯ (8.47)
In 8.47 if θ is any 2-covariant S tensorfield, we define θ♯ to be the T 11 type S
tensorfield defined by:
h/(X, θ♯ · Y ) = θ(X,Y ) : for any pair of S vectorfields X,Y (8.48)
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Also I stands for the T 11 type S tensorfield which at any p ∈ Su,u is the iden-
tity transformation in TpSu,u. Note finally that by 7.69, which holds for any
vectorfield X , we have:
(C)π˜LL = Ω
(C)πLL,
(C)π˜LL = Ω
(C)πLL
(C)π˜LL = Ω(
(C)πLL − 2aΩ−1CΩ)
(C)π˜/L = Ω
(C)π/L,
(C)π˜/L = Ω
(C)π/L
(C)π˜/ = Ω( (C)π/ +Ω−1(CΩ)h/) (8.49)
8.3 The Deformation Tensors of the Commuta-
tion Fields
Consider now the deformation tensors (C)π of the commutation fields C. For
C = T from tables 7.74 and 7.75 we obtain:
(T )πLL =
(T )πLL = 0,
(T )πLL = −2Ta
(T )π/L = −ζ, (T )π/L = ζ : where ζE = Z
(T )π/ = 2(χ+ χ) (8.50)
In the case n = 2 the other commutation field is E. From 3.153 we deduce,
in view of 3.152,
(E)πLL =
(E)πLL = 0,
(E)πLL = −2Ea
(E)π/L = −χ, (E)π/L = −χ
(E)π/ = 0 (8.51)
For n > 2 the remaining commutation fields are the E(µ) : µ = 0, ..., n. We
shall presently determine the deformation tensors of these. First, we apply the
identity 7.70 with E(µ) in the role of X . Setting (Y, Z) = (L,L), we obtain,
since E(µ) is a S vectorfield,
(E(µ))π(L,L) = 2h(DLE(µ), L) = −2h(E(µ), DLL) = 0 (8.52)
the integral curves of L being geodesics. Similarly,
(E(µ))π(L,L) = 0 (8.53)
Setting next (Y, Z) = (L,L) in 7.70 we have, since E(µ) is a S vectorfield,
(E(µ))π(L,L) = h(DLE(µ), L) + h(DLE(µ), L)
= −h(E(µ), DLL)− h(E(µ), DLL)
= −2(η + η) ·E(µ) = −2E(µ)a (8.54)
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by 3.14, 3.15 and 3.17, 3.18. Note that the above depend only on the fact
that E(µ) is a S vectorfield. To determine
(E(µ))π/L,
(E(µ))π/L we proceed in a
different manner. We have:
(E(µ))π(ΩA, L) = (LE(µ)h)(ΩA, L)
= E(µ)(h(ΩA, L))− h([E(µ),ΩA], L]− h(ΩA, [E(µ), L])
= h(ΩA, [L,E(µ)]) (8.55)
since ΩA as well as [E(µ),ΩA] are S vectorfields, hence h-orthogonal to L. Thus,
we can write:
(E(µ))π/♯L = [L,E(µ)] (8.56)
Now, we can expand:
E(µ) = E
A
(µ)ΩA (8.57)
Taking the h - inner product with ΩB, in view of the definition 6.52 (see 6.21)
the left hand side becomes:
h(∂/∂xµ,ΩB) = hµνΩ
ν
B
while the right hand side becomes EA(µ)h/AB. It follows that the coefficients in
8.57 are given by:
EA(µ) = hµν(h/
−1)ABΩνB (8.58)
As a consequence, 8.57 takes the form:
E(µ) = hµν(d/x
ν)♯ (8.59)
which constitutes an alternative expression for E(µ). In view of this expression
we have:
[L,E(µ)] = hµν(L/L(h/−1)) · d/xν + hµνh/−1 · d/Lxν
+(Lhµν)(d/x
ν)♯ (8.60)
By Proposition 3.1,
hµνL/L(h/−1) · d/xν = −2χ♯ ·E(µ) (8.61)
By the 1st of 6.47,
d/(Lxν) = d/(ρNν) = ρd/Nν +Nνd/ρ (8.62)
= ρ(k/ · d/xν + kNν + kNν) +Nνc−1(d/λ− c−1λd/c)
Also,
(Lhµν)(d/x
ν)♯ = βµ(β/
♯LH + ρHs/♯N) + β/
♯Lβµ (8.63)
We substitute in 8.62 for d/c from 3.89 for d/λ in terms of η˜ from Proposition 3.2
and for k/ in terms of χ˜ from 3.76. Substituting the result as well as 8.61, 8.63
in 8.60, and taking into account the fact that by 6.53 we can express
β/ ·E(µ) = βµ + hµν
2c
(βNN
ν + βNN
ν) (8.64)
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we deduce (see 8.56):
(E(µ))π/L = −χ · E(µ) + 1
c
hµνN
ν η˜ +H(Lβµ)β/ (8.65)
+
1
2
{(
βµ − hµνN
ν
2c
βN
)
LH + ρβNE(µ)H
}
β/− 1
2
ρβNβµd/H
Similarly,
(E(µ))π/L = −χ · E(µ) + 1
c
hµνN
ν η˜ +H(Lβµ)β/ (8.66)
+
1
2
{(
βµ − hµνN
ν
2c
βN
)
LH + ρβNE(µ)H
}
β/− 1
2
ρβNβµd/H
Finally (setting (Y, Z) = (ΩA,ΩB) in 7.70) we have:
(E(µ))π(ΩA,ΩB) = h(DΩAE(µ),ΩB) + h(DΩBE(µ),ΩA)
= h/(D/ΩAE(µ),ΩB) + h/(D/ΩBE(µ),ΩA) (8.67)
In view of the expression 8.59 we have:
h/(D/ΩAE(µ),ΩB) = (d/hµν · ΩA)(d/xν · ΩB) + hµν(D/2xν)(ΩA,ΩB) (8.68)
According to 3.113:
D/2xν =
1
2c
(χ˜Nν + χ˜Nν)− γ˜ν (8.69)
and according to 3.109:
γ˜ν = γ/CΩνC + γ˜
NNν + γ˜NNν (8.70)
From 3.106 in view of 8.59 we obtain:
hµνγ/
CΩνC = −
1
2
β/⊗ β/E(µ)H (8.71)
+
1
2
(β/ · E(µ))(β/⊗ d/H + d/H ⊗ β/+ 2Hs/ )
Also, according to 3.108:
γ˜N = − 1
4c
βN (β/⊗ d/H + d/H ⊗ β/+ 2Hs/ )
γ˜N = − 1
4c
βN (β/⊗ d/H + d/H ⊗ β/+ 2Hs/ ) (8.72)
Taking into account 8.64 we then conclude that:
hµνD/
2xν =
hµν
2c
(χ˜Nν + χ˜Nν) +
1
2
β/⊗ β/E(µ)H
−1
2
βµ(β/⊗ d/H + d/H ⊗ β/+ 2Hs/ ) (8.73)
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Also, we have:
d/hµν = βµβνd/H +H(βmud/βν + βνd/βµ)
and (see 2.88):
d/xν ⊗ d/βν = s/ = d/βν ⊗ d/βν
Hence:
d/hµν ⊗ d/xν = βµ(d/H ⊗ β/+Hs/ ) +Hd/βµ ⊗ β/
d/xν ⊗ d/hµν = βµ(β/⊗ d/H +Hs/ ) +Hβ/⊗ d/βµ (8.74)
Combining 8.73, 8.74 we conclude through 8.67, 8.68 that:
(E(µ))π/ =
1
c
hµνN
νχ˜+
1
c
hµνN
νχ˜
+(E(µ)H)β/⊗ β/+H(β/⊗ d/βµ + d/βµ ⊗ β/) (8.75)
In conclusion, equations 8.52, 8.53, 8.54, 8.65, 8.66, 8.75 give all components of
(E(µ))π.
We note that the definition 8.59 implies the following commutation relation:
[E(µ), E(ν)]f = hµκ(d/x
κ, d/hνλ)h/(d/x
λ, d/f)h/ − hνλ(d/xλ, d/hµκ)h/(d/xκ, d/f)h/
+
{
D/2xλ · (d/xκ)♯ −D/2xκ · (d/xλ)♯} · (d/f)♯ (8.76)
for an arbitrary function f on N .
Now, from 8.50 - 8.53 we have:
(C)πLL =
(C)πLL = 0 : for all commutation fields C (8.77)
We see then (in view of 8.49) from 8.45, 8.46 that a (C)JL, a (C)JL are, like
a (C)J/, regular even where a vanishes, and this holds for all commutation fields
C.
Since by 8.49:
t˜r (C)π˜ = −a−1 (C)πLL + tr (C)π/ + (n+ 1)Ω−1CΩ (8.78)
the functions (C)δ, defined by 8.27, are expressed as:
(C)δ = − 1
2a
( (C)πLL + 2Ca) +
1
2
tr (C)π/ +
(n− 1)
2
Ω−1CΩ (8.79)
From 8.50, 8.51, 8.54 we see that:
(C)πLL + 2Ca = 0 : for all commutation fields C (8.80)
Consequently the functions (C)δ are regular even where a vanishes, for all
commutation fields C. It then follows that the recursion formulas 8.28, 8.29
are likewise regular even where a vanishes.
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8.4 The Principal Acoustical Error Terms
We have seen in Chapter 3 that the irreducible 1st order acoustical quantities
are χ˜, χ˜ and the first derivatives of λ, λ. However of the last Lλ, Lλ are
not 1st order acoustical because they are expressed by Proposition 3.3 as 1st
order quantities not containing 1st order acoustical terms. We thus take the
irreducible 1st order acoustical quantities to be:
χ˜, χ˜, d/λ, d/λ, Tλ, Tλ (8.81)
All other 1st order acoustical quantities can be expressed in terms of these. In
the following we shall denote by [ ]P.A. the principal acoustical part, that is for
a quantity of order k the part of the quantity containing the kth order acoustical
terms. Consider the 1st order quantity d/c. From 3.89 we see that:
[d/c]P.A. = [c(k + k)]P.A. (8.82)
In view of the fact that by 3.53, 3.54 the principal acoustical parts of k, k vanish,
we obtain from 3.46:
[k]P.A. = −[k/ · π]P.A., [k]P.A. = −[k/ · π]P.A. (8.83)
Now, by 3.76, 3.77:
[k/]P.A. = χ˜
♯, [k/]P.A. = χ˜
♯ (8.84)
Hence:
[k]P.A. = −χ˜ · π♯, [k]P.A. = −χ˜ · π♯ (8.85)
Substituting in 8.82 we obtain:
[d/c]P.A. = −c(χ˜+ χ˜) · π♯ (8.86)
Consider the 1st order acoustical quantity Tc. From 3.90, 3.91, we see that,
in view of the fact that by 3.47 in conjunction with 3.57, 3.58, 3.68, 3.69 the
principal acoustical parts of m, m vanish,
[Tc]P.A. = [c(n+ n)]P.A. (8.87)
Also, in view of the fact that by 3.61, 3.62 the principal acoustical parts of n, n
vanish, we obtain from 3.48:
[n]P.A. = −[n/ · π]P.A., [n]P.A. = −[n/ · π]P.A. (8.88)
Now, by 3.92, 3.93, in view of 8.85:
[n/]P.A. = 2(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)♯, [n/]P.A. = 2(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)♯ (8.89)
Hence:
[n]P.A. = −2(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯) · π♯, [n]P.A. = −2(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯) · π♯ (8.90)
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Substituting in 8.87 we obtain:
[Tc]P.A. = −2c
(
d/λ+ d/λ+ (λχ˜+ λχ˜) · π♯) · π♯ (8.91)
Consider next the 1st order quantities d/a, Ta. Writing
a = c−1λλ (8.92)
(see 2.72, 2.74) in view of 8.86, 8.91 we obtain:
[d/a]P.A. = ρd/λ+ ρd/λ+ a(χ˜+ χ˜) · π♯
[Ta]P.A. = ρTλ+ ρTλ+ 2a
(
d/λ+ d/λ+ (λχ˜+ λχ˜) · π♯) · π♯ (8.93)
Consider next the 1st order quantities η˜, η˜. By 3.80, 3.81 together with 8.89:
[η˜]P.A. = d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯, [η˜]P.A. = d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯ (8.94)
Since by 3.79, 3.82:
[η]P.A. = ρ[η˜]P.A., [η]P.A. = ρ[η˜]P.A. (8.95)
it then follows by 3.16 that:
[Z]P.A. = 2
(
ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯)♯ (8.96)
Note also that by 3.75, 3.78:
[χ]P.A. = ρχ˜, [χ]P.A. = ρχ˜ (8.97)
Now, the deformation tensors of the commutation fields are also 1st order
quantities. Let us determine the principal acoustical parts. In view of 8.77,
8.80 we only need to to consider the components (C)π/L,
(C)π/L,
(C)π/ , for each
commutation field C. From 8.50, in view of 8.96, 8.97 we obtain:
[ (T )π/L]P.A. = −2
(
ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯)
[ (T )π/L]P.A. = 2
(
ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯)
[ (T )π/ ]P.A. = 2(ρχ˜+ ρχ˜) (8.98)
In the case n = 2 from 8.51 we obtain:
[ (E)π/L]P.A. = −ρχ˜, [ (E)π/L]P.A. = −ρχ˜, [ (E)π/ ]P.A. = 0 (8.99)
For n > 2 from 8.65, 8.66, 8.75, in view of 8.94, 8.97 we obtain:
[ (E(µ))π/L]P.A. = −ρχ˜ · E(µ) + 1
c
hµνN
ν(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
[ (E(µ))π/L]P.A. = −ρχ˜ · E(µ) + 1
c
hµνN
ν(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
[ (E(µ))π/ ]P.A. =
1
c
hµνN
νχ˜+
1
c
hµνN
ν χ˜ (8.100)
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We now consider the rescaled sources 8.11, 8.12 for m + l = 1. In the case
n = 2, by 8.30 these are given by 8.28, 8.29 with (m, l) = (0, 0) as:
(1,0)ρ˜µ =
(T,0,0)σµ,
(0,1)ρ˜µ =
(E,0,0)σµ (8.101)
For n > 2, by 8.33 these are similarly given by 8.31, 8.32 with (m, l) = (0, 0) as:
(1)ρ˜µ =
(T,0)σµ,
(0,ν)ρ˜µ =
(E(ν),0)σµ (8.102)
The right hand sides in 8.101, 8.102 correspond to (C)σ, defined by 8.26 C being
T,E in the case n = 2, T,E(ν) : ν = 0, ..., n for n > 2 and with the fundamental
variations βµ in the role of ψ. Now
(C)σ is expressed by 8.42, the components
of (C)J being expressed by 8.45 - 8.47. So here (C)J is a quantity of order 1
and (C)σ is a quantity of order 2. Consequently the rescaled sources are for
m + l = 1 quantities of order 2. Let us determine their principal acoustical
parts.
From 8.45 - 8.47 and 8.80 with C = T , together with 8.98 and the 2nd of
8.93 we find:
[Ωa (T )JL]P.A. =
1
2
(ρtrχ˜+ ρtrχ˜)Lψ (8.103)
− (ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯) · (d/ψ)♯
[Ωa (T )JL]P.A. =
1
2
(ρtrχ˜+ ρtrχ˜)Lψ (8.104)
+
(
ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯) · (d/ψ)♯
[Ωa (T )J/]P.A. =
(
ρd/λ− ρd/λ+ a(χ˜− χ˜) · π♯)♯ (Lψ − Lψ) (8.105)
+a
(
2(ρχ˜+ ρχ˜)♯ − (ρtrχ˜+ ρtrχ˜)I) · (d/ψ)♯
−{(ρTλ+ ρTλ) + 2a (d/λ+ d/λ+ (λχ˜+ λχ˜) · π♯) · π♯} (d/ψ)♯
In the case n = 2, from 8.45 - 8.47 and 8.80 with C = E, together with 8.99
and the 1st of 8.93 we find:
[Ωa (E)JL]P.A. =
1
2
ρχ˜Eψ (8.106)
[Ωa (E)JL]P.A. =
1
2
ρχ˜Eψ (8.107)
[Ωa (E)J/]P.A. =
1
2
ρχ˜Lψ +
1
2
ρχ˜Lψ (8.108)
− (ρd/λ+ ρd/λ+ a(χ˜+ χ˜)π)Eψ
recalling from Section 3.5 that in the case n = 2, for any function f on N , d/f
is Ef (in particular we have 3.159).
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For n > 2, from 8.45 - 8.47 and 8.80 with C = E(ν), together with 8.100 and
the 1st of 8.93 we find:
[Ωa (E(ν))JL]P.A. =
hνκ
4c
(Nκtrχ˜+Nκtrχ˜) (8.109)
+
1
2
(
ρχ˜ ·E(ν) − hνκ
c
Nκ(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
)
· (d/ψ)♯
[Ωa (E(ν))JL]P.A. =
hνκ
4c
(Nκtrχ˜+Nκtrχ˜) (8.110)
+
1
2
(
ρχ˜ ·E(ν) − hνκ
c
Nκ(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
)
· (d/ψ)♯
[Ωa (E(ν))J/]P.A. =
1
2
(
ρχ˜ ·E(ν) − hνκ
c
Nκ(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
)♯
Lψ (8.111)
+
1
2
(
ρχ˜ · E(ν) − hνκ
c
Nκ(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π♯)
)♯
Lψ
− (ρE(ν)λ+ ρE(ν)λ+ a(χ˜+ χ˜)(E(ν), π♯)) (d/ψ)♯
+
ahνκ
c
(
Nκ
(
χ˜♯ − 1
2
trχ˜I
)
+Nκ
(
χ˜♯ − 1
2
trχ˜I
))
· (d/ψ)♯
Consider now the 1st of 8.102. This reduces in the case n = 2 to the 1st
of 8.101, the difference being only in the notation. Here (T,0)σµ is given by
8.42 with C = T and ψ = βµ. In general, we denote the commutation current
corresponding to C and to βµ by
(C)Jµ. By 8.42 we then have:
[ (1)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [L(Ωa
(T )JLµ )]P.A. + [L(Ωa
(T )JLµ )]P.A. + [div/ (Ωa
(T )J/µ)]P.A.
(8.112)
Now, the 1st derivatives of (C)Jµ are quantities of 2nd order. In determining
their principal acoustical parts we must take into account the following. First
that, as already noted, by Proposition 3.3 the principal acoustical parts of Lλ,
Lλ vanish, hence so do the principal acoustical parts of the 1st derivatives of
Lλ, Lλ. It follows that we may take the irreducible 2nd derivatives of λ, λ to
be:
D/2λ, D/2λ, d/Tλ, d/Tλ, T 2λ, T 2λ (8.113)
Second that by Proposition 3.4 the principal acoustical parts of L/Lχ˜, L/Lχ˜ van-
ish. Third, that by Proposition 3.5:
[L/Lχ˜]P.A. = [D/n/ · h/]P.A. = 2D/2λ+ 2λ[D/χ˜]P.A · π♯ (8.114)
[L/Lχ˜]P.A. = [D/n/ · h/]P.A. = 2D/2λ+ 2λ[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯ (8.115)
by 8.89. In terms of components in the (ΩA : A = 1, ..., n − 1) frame field for
the Su,u, the AB components of the 2nd terms in 8.114, 8.115 are:
2λ[D/Aχ˜BC ]P.A.π
C , 2λ[D/Aχ˜BC ]P.A.π
C
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Finally that by Proposition 3.6:
[D/Aχ˜BC −D/Bχ˜AC ]P.A. = 0, [D/Aχ˜BC −D/Bχ˜AC ]P.A. = 0 (8.116)
As a consequence the remaining irreducible 2nd order acoustical quantities can
be taken to be:
D/χ˜, D/χ˜ (8.117)
modulo however 8.116. Taking the trace of equations 8.116 relative to AC yields:
[div/ χ˜− d/trχ˜]P.A. = 0, [div/ χ˜− d/trχ˜]P.A. = 0 (8.118)
Taking the trace of 8.114, 8.115 and using 8.118 we obtain:
[Ltrχ˜]P.A. = 2△/ λ+ 2λd/trχ˜ · π♯ (8.119)
[Ltrχ˜]P.A. = 2△/ λ+ 2λd/trχ˜ · π♯ (8.120)
Taking account of the above we deduce from 8.103 - 8.105 (noting that
ρλ = ρλ = a):
[L(Ωa (T )JLµ )]P.A. = (ρ△/ λ+ ad/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ + ρd/Tλ · d/βµ
+2a
(
D/2λ+ λ[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(π♯, (d/βµ)
♯) (8.121)
[L(Ωa (T )JLµ )]P.A. = (ρ△/ λ+ ad/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ + ρd/Tλ · d/βµ
+2a
(
D/2λ+ λ[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(π♯, (d/βµ)
♯) (8.122)
[div/ (Ωa (T )J/µ)]P.A. =
(
ρ△/ λ− ρ△/ λ+ a(d/trχ˜− d/trχ˜) · π♯) (Lβµ − Lβµ)
+a(ρd/trχ˜+ ρd/trχ˜) · (d/βµ)♯ − (ρd/Tλ+ ρd/Tλ) · (d/βµ)♯
−2a(D/2λ+D/2λ)(π♯, (d/βµ)♯) (8.123)
−2aλ[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(π♯, π♯)− 2aλ[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(π♯, π♯)
In summing 8.121, 8.122, 8.123 to obtain [ (1)ρ˜µ]P.A. according to 8.112, we see
that the terms in d/Tλ, d/Tλ cancel. The terms in D/2λ, D/2λ likewise cancel. As
for the terms in D/χ˜, D/χ˜, we note that
[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(π
♯, π♯) = (d/βµ)
A[D/Aχ˜BC ]P.A.π
BπC
while
([D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯)(π♯, (d/βµ)♯) = [D/Bχ˜AC ]P.A.πBπC(d/βµ)A
hence by the 1st of 8.116:
[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(π
♯, π♯) = ([D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯)(π♯, (d/βµ)♯) (8.124)
Similarly, by the 2nd of 8.116:
[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(π
♯, π♯) = ([D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯)(π♯, (d/βµ)♯) (8.125)
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We see then that the terms in [D/χ˜]P.A., [D/χ˜]P.A. cancel as well. What remains
is:
[ (1)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρ△/ λ Lβµ + ρ△/ λ Lβµ (8.126)
+ad/trχ˜ · (π♯Lβµ + ρ(d/βµ)♯) + ad/trχ˜ · (π♯Lβµ + ρ(d/βµ)♯)
Note the absence of the 2nd order acoustical quantities d/Tλ, d/Tλ and T 2λ, T 2λ.
Consider now the 2nd of 8.101 (case n = 2). Here (E,0,1)σµ is given by 8.42
with C = E and ψ = βµ. By 8.42 we then have:
[ (0,1)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [L(Ωa
(E)JLµ )]P.A. + [L(Ωa
(E)JLµ )]P.A. + [div/ (Ωa
(E)J/µ)]P.A.
(8.127)
Taking account of 8.114, 8.115 which in the case n = 2 reduce to:
[Lχ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2λπEχ˜ (8.128)
[Lχ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2λπEχ˜ (8.129)
we deduce from 8.106 - 8.108:
[L(Ωa (E)JLµ ]P.A. = (ρE
2λ+ aπEχ˜)Eβµ (8.130)
[L(Ωa (E)JLµ ]P.A. = (ρE
2λ+ aπEχ˜)Eβµ (8.131)
[div/ (Ωa (E)J/µ]P.A. =
1
2
ρEχ˜ Lβµ +
1
2
ρEχ˜ Lβµ (8.132)
− (ρE2λ+ ρE2λ+ aπ(Eχ˜+ Eχ˜))Eβµ
Adding, the terms in E2λ, E2λ cancel, and we obtain:
[ (0,1)ρ˜µ]P.A. =
1
2
ρEχ˜ Lβµ +
1
2
ρEχ˜ Lβµ (8.133)
Consider finally the 2nd of 8.102 (case n > 2). Here (E(ν),0)σµ is given by
8.42 with C = E(ν) and ψ = βµ. By 8.42 we then have:
[ (0,ν)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [L(Ωa
(E(ν))JLµ )]P.A.+[L(Ωa
(E(ν))JLµ )]P.A.+[div/ (Ωa
(E(ν))J/µ)]P.A.
(8.134)
Taking into account 8.114, 8.115, 8.119, 8.120 we deduce from 8.109 - 8.110:
[L(Ωa (E(ν))JLµ )]P.A. =
hνκN
κ
2c
(△/ λ+ λd/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ (8.135)
+ρ(D/2λ)(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯) + a
(
[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯)
[L(Ωa (E(ν))JLµ )]P.A. =
hνκN
κ
2c
(△/ λ+ λd/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ (8.136)
+ρ(D/2λ)(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯) + a
(
[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯)
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To calculate [div/ (Ωa (E(ν))J/µ)]P.A. from 8.111, we use the following. First, that
by the 1st of 8.118, if X is a S vectorfield of order 0 we have:
[div/ (χ˜ ·X)♯]P.A. = [div/ χ˜]P.A. ·X = Xtrχ˜ (8.137)
Similarly, by the 2nd of 8.118:
[div/ (χ˜ ·X)♯]P.A. = [div/ χ˜]P.A. ·X = Xtrχ˜ (8.138)
In particular the above apply taking X = E(ν), π
♯. Second, that:
[div/
(
(E(ν)λ)(d/ψ)
♯
)
]P.A. = (D/
2λ)(E(ν), (d/ψ)
♯)
[div/
(
(E(ν)λ)(d/ψ)
♯
)
]P.A. = (D/
2λ)(E(ν), (d/ψ)
♯) (8.139)
Third that:
[div/ (χ˜(E(ν), π
♯)(d/ψ)♯)]P.A. = [D/(d/ψ)♯χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π
♯)
[div/ (χ˜(E(ν), π
♯)(d/ψ)♯)]P.A. = [D/(d/ψ)♯χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π
♯) (8.140)
And fourth that by 8.118:
[div/ ((χ˜♯ − (1/2)trχ˜I) · (d/ψ)♯)]P.A. = [div/ χ˜− (1/2)d/trχ˜]P.A. · d/ψ
= (1/2)d/trχ˜ · (d/ψ)♯
[div/ ((χ˜♯ − (1/2)trχ˜I) · (d/ψ)♯)]P.A. = [div/ χ˜− (1/2)d/trχ˜]P.A. · d/ψ
= (1/2)d/trχ˜ · (d/ψ)♯ (8.141)
We obtain:
div/ (Ωa (E(ν))J/µ) =
1
2
ρ(E(ν)trχ˜)Lβµ − hνκN
κ
2c
(△/ λ+ λd/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ
+
1
2
ρ(E(ν)trχ˜)Lβµ − hνκN
κ
2c
(△/ λ+ λd/trχ˜ · π♯)Lβµ
−ρ(D/2λ)(E(ν), (d/βµ)♯)− ρ(D/2λ)(E(ν), (d/βµ)♯)
−a[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π♯)− a[D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π♯)
+
ahνκ
2c
(Nκd/trχ˜+Nκd/trχ˜) · (d/βµ)♯ (8.142)
In summing 8.135, 8.136, and 8.142 to obtain (0,ν)ρ˜µ according to 8.134, the
terms in D/2λ, △/ λ, D/2λ, △/ λ cancel. Also, noting that by 8.116 we have:(
[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯) = [D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π
♯)(
[D/χ˜]P.A. · π♯
)
(E(ν), (d/βµ)
♯) = [D/(d/βµ)♯ χ˜]P.A.(E(ν), π
♯)
the terms involving [D/χ˜]P.A., [D/χ˜]P.A. likewise cancel. Moreover, the terms
involving d/trχ˜ · π♯, d/trχ˜ · π♯ cancel as well. What remains is:
(0,ν)ρ˜µ =
1
2
ρ(E(ν)trχ˜)Lβµ +
1
2
ρ(E(ν)trχ˜)Lβµ
+
ahνκ
2c
(Nκd/trχ˜+Nκd/trχ˜) · (d/βµ)♯ (8.143)
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Now, the higher order variations (m,l)φ˙µ in the case n = 2,
(m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ for
n > 2, given by 8.1, 8.2 respectively, are quantities of order m + l, so the 1-
forms (V ;m,l)ξ, (V ;m,ν1..νl)ξ associated to these and to the variation field V are
quantities of order m+ l+1. So are the corresponding rescaled sources (m,l)ρ˜µ,
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ. The principal acoustical error terms in the energy identities cor-
responding to (m,l)φ˙µ (case n = 2),
(m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ (for n > 2) are contained in
(V ;m,l))Q3,
(V ;m,ν1...νl)Q3 given by 6.80 with
(m,l)φ˙µ,
(m,ν1...νl)φ˙µ in the role
of φ˙ and (m,l)ρ˜µ,
(m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ in the role of ρ˜µ. The multiplier field X having
been fixed by 7.67, we have:
Ωa (V ;m,l)Q3 = −(3 (V ;m,l)ξL + (V ;m,l)ξL)V µ (m,l)ρ˜µ : for n = 2
(8.144)
Ωa (V ;m,ν1...νl)Q3 = −(3 (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξL + (V ;m,ν1...νl)ξL)V µ ((m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ
: for n > 2 (8.145)
In view of the recursion formulas 8.28, 8.29 in the case n = 2, and 8.31, 8.32 for
n > 2, we have, in the case n = 2:
[ (0,l)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [E
l−1 (0,1)ρ˜µ]P.A. (8.146)
[ (m,l)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [E
lTm−1 (1,0)ρ˜µ]P.A. : for m ≥ 1
and for n > 2:
[ (0,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [E(νl)...E(ν2)
(0,ν1)ρ˜µ]P.A. (8.147)
[ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ]P.A. = [E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1 (1)ρ˜]P.A. : for m ≥ 1
From 8.133 and 8.126, which in the case n = 2 takes the form:
[ (1,0)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρE
2λ Lβµ + ρE
2λ Lβµ (8.148)
+aEχ˜ (πLβµ + ρEβµ) + aEχ˜ (πLβµ + ρEβµ)
we then obtain, in the case n = 2:
[ (0,l)ρ˜µ]P.A. =
1
2
ρElχ˜ Lβµ +
1
2
ρElχ˜ Lβµ (8.149)
[ (m,l)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρE
l+2Tm−1λ Lβµ + ρEl+2Tm−1λ Lβµ
+aEl+1[Tm−1χ˜]P.A. (πLβµ + ρEβµ)
+aEl+1[Tm−1χ˜]P.A. (πLβµ + ρEβµ) : for m ≥ 1 (8.150)
In the last, for m ≥ 2 we must appeal to 8.128, 8.129 to determine [Tm−1χ˜]P.A.,
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[Tm−1χ˜]P.A.. From 8.143 and 8.126 we obtain, through 8.147, for n > 2:
[ (0,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ]P.A. =
1
2
ρ(E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜)Lβµ +
1
2
ρ(E(νl)...E(ν1)trχ˜)Lβµ
+
ahν1,κ
2c
(
Nκd/(E(νl)...E(ν2)trχ˜) +N
κd/(E(νl)...E(ν2)trχ˜)
) · (d/βµ)♯
(8.151)
[ (m,ν1...νl)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρ(E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ) Lβµ
+ρ(E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ Lβµ
+ad/(E(νl)...E(ν1)[T
m−1trχ˜]P.A.) · (π♯Lβµ + ρ(d/βµ)♯)
+ad/(E(νl)...E(ν−1[T
m−1trχ˜]P.A.) · (π♯Lβµ + ρ(d/βµ)♯) : for m ≥ 1
(8.152)
where in the last, for m ≥ 2 we must appeal to 8.119, 8.120 to determine
[Tm−1χ˜]P.A., [Tm−1χ˜]P.A..
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Chapter 9
The Power Series
Approximation Method
9.1 Setup of the Truncated Power Series
From this point we shall focus on the case n = 2, except in Chapter 11. All
the arguments, with the exception of the top order estimates for the acoustical
functions, readily extend to the case n > 2. The top order estimates for the
acoustical functions in the case n > 2 is the topic of Chapter 11.
Let τ be the parameter along the integral curves of T , measured from C0.
Let us also introduce the parameter σ which is constant along the integral curves
of T and equal to u on C0. We then have:
τ = u u = τ
σ = u− u u = σ + τ (9.1)
Noting that the vectorfield T , being expressed in coordinates (u, u, ϑ) by 2.34,
is expressed in terms of (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates simply by:
T =
∂
∂τ
(9.2)
we define the Nth order approximants the xµ, b, and the βµ by the power series
expansions in τ , truncated at order N :
xµN (τ, σ, ϑ) =
N∑
n=0
1
n!
(T nxµ)(0, σ, ϑ)τn
bN (τ, σ, ϑ) =
N∑
n=0
1
n!
(T nb)(0, σ, ϑ)τn
βµ,N (τ, σ, ϑ) =
N∑
n=0
1
n!
(T nβµ)(0, σ, ϑ)τ
n (9.3)
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expressed in (τ, σ, ϑ)). It is important to note in connection with the first of the
above that the (τ, σ, ϑ) or equivalently the u, u, ϑ) coordinates are fixed and what
is being approximated is the functions expressing the rectangular coordinates
in terms of these. The βµ,N together with the x
µ
N define a 1-form on N by:
βN = βµ,Ndx
µ
N (9.4)
This is the Nth approximant 1-form β.
Defining, in analogy with 2.129, σN the Nth approximant σ function, by:
σN = −(g−1)µνβµ,Nβν,N (9.5)
We then set:
HN = H(σN ) (9.6)
and define the rectangular components hµν,N ofNth approximant acoustical
metric in analogy with 1.75 by:
hµν,N = gµν +HNβµ,Nβν,N (9.7)
The hµν,N together with the x
µ
N define the Nth approximant acoustical metric:
hN = hµν,Ndx
µ
N ⊗ dxνN (9.8)
a Lorentzian metric on N . The inverse of 9.7 is:
(h−1N )
µν = (g−1)µν − FNβµNβνN (9.9)
where:
FN = F (σN ) (9.10)
The vectorfield Ω is defined by the 3rd of 3.148, so like the vectorfield T , it
is independent of the approximation:
T =
∂
∂u
+
∂
∂u
, Ω =
∂
∂ϑ
(9.11)
However, the rectangular coordinates being given by the first of 9.3, ΩµN , the
rectangular components of Ω, do depend on the approximation:
ΩµN = Ωx
µ
N =
∂xµN
∂ϑ
(9.12)
and so does the induced metric h/N , which is given in analogy with 3.149 by:
h/N = hµν,NΩ
µ
NΩ
ν
N (9.13)
This being the squared magnitude of Ω relative to the Nth approximant metric,
the corresponding unit vectorfield is:
EN =
1√
h/N
Ω (9.14)
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This is then the Nth approximant version of the vectorfield E (see 3.150). The
Nth approximant versions of the vectorfields L, L are given by:
LN =
∂
∂u
− bN ∂
∂ϑ
, LN =
∂
∂u
+ bN
∂
∂ϑ
(9.15)
in analogy with the first two of 3.148. In analogy with the commutation relations
3.154 we have:
[LN , EN ] = −χNEN [LN , EN ] = −χNEN
[LN , LN ] = ZN (9.16)
Here,
χN =
1
2h/N
(LNh/N − 2h/NΩbN) χN =
1
2h/N
(LNh/N + 2h/NΩbN ) (9.17)
and ZN is the vectorfield:
ZN = −(TbN)Ω = ζNEN (9.18)
(see 8.50). The first variational formulas 3.4, 3.5 reduce to 9.17 in the case
n = 2 when the S vectorfield bN∂/∂ϑ is placed in the role of the S vectorfield
b, and the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfields h/Ndϑ ⊗ dϑ, h/NχNdϑ ⊗ dϑ,
h/NχNdϑ⊗dϑ are placed in the roles of the symmetric 2-covariant S tensorfields
h/, χ, χ respectively. Also, 2.35 reduces to 9.18 in the case n = 2 when the S
vectorfield bN∂/∂ϑ is placed in the role of the S vectorfield b.
In analogy with the construction of Section 2.2, we define the components
NµN by the conditions:
hµν,NN
µ
NΩ
ν
N = 0, hµν,NN
µ
NN
ν
N = 0, N
0
N = 1 (9.19)
together with the condition that the vectorfield with rectangular components
NµN be outgoing. We also define the components N
µ
N by the conditions:
hµν,NN
µ
NΩ
ν
N = 0, hµν,NN
µ
NN
ν
N = 0, N
0
N = 1 (9.20)
together with the condition that the vectorfield with rectangular components
NµN be incoming. (See 2.49, 2.51, 2.52, 2.58, 2.59.) Finally, we define the Nth
approximant functions ρN , ρN by:
ρN = LN tN , ρN = LN tN : where tN = x
0
N (9.21)
(see 2.61).
We remark that from the results of Chapter 5 the coefficients of the expan-
sions 9.3 are known smooth functions of (σ, ϑ), hence the Nth approximants
xµN , bN , βµ,N are in (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates Nth degree polynomials in τ with coef-
ficients which are known smooth functions of (σ, ϑ). Moreover, σN and HN are
known positive smooth functions of (τ, σ, ϑ) or equivalently of (u, u, ϑ). Then
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hµν,N are known smooth functions representing the rectangular components of
a Lorentzian metric, and FN and the components (h
−1
N )
µν of the inverse are
likewise known smooth functions. Also NµN , N
µ
N defined according to the above
through hµν,N by 9.20, 9.21 are also known smooth functions. Moreover ρN
and ρ
N
are known smooth functions, in fact polynomials in τ of degree 2N with
coefficients which are known smooth functions of (σ, ϑ). Finally since NµN , N
µ
N
and
EµN =
ΩµN√
h/N
(9.22)
constitute a null frame for hµν,N , we have the expansion:
(h−1N )
µν = − 1
2cN
(NµNN
ν
N +N
µ
NN
ν
N) + E
µ
NE
ν
N (9.23)
where, recalling from 2.71 the function c:
c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν (9.24)
cN is the corresponding Nth approximant function:
cN = −1
2
hµν,NN
µ
NN
ν
N (9.25)
9.2 Estimates for the Quantities by which the
Nth Approximants fail to satisfy the Char-
acteristic and Wave Systems
Now the Nth approximants 9.3 do not satisfy with 9.15, 9.21 and NµN , N
µ
N
defined as above the characteristic system 2.62. That is, the quantities
LNx
i
N − ρNN iN := εiN
LNx
i
N − ρNN
i
N := ε
i
N (9.26)
do not vanish. By the above, the quantities εiN , ε
i
N are known smooth functions
of (τ, σ, ϑ). We shall presently estimate them.
By 9.2 if f is a arbitrary function on N in (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates we have
T nf =
∂nf
∂τn
, T nf |C0 =
∂nf
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.27)
By 9.3 we have:
∂nxµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nxµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nbN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nb
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nβµ,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nβµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.28)
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It follows that:
∂nhµν,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nhµν
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.29)
and:
∂nΩµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nΩµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.30)
Lemma 9.1 We have:
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N
Proof: Taking n = 0 in 9.29, 9.30 and comparing 9.19, 9.20 with 2.49, 2.51, 2.52
we conclude that on C0 N
µ
N and N
µ
N are subject to the same conditions as N
µ
and Nµ respectively. Since these conditions possess a unique solution, it follows
that:
NµN |τ=0 = Nµ|τ=0 , NµN |τ=0 = Nµ|τ=0 (9.31)
We proceed by finite induction. Let
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ...,m, where 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 (9.32)
Differentiating 2.49, 2.51, 2.52 with respect to τ at τ = 0 m+1 times, with Nµ,
Nµ in the role of Mµ, we obtain:
hµν |τ=0
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Ων |τ=0 +Am = 0,
2hµν |τ=0
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Nν |τ=0 +Bm = 0,
∂m+1N0
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.33)
and
hµν |τ=0
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Ων |τ=0 +Am = 0,
2hµν |τ=0
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Nν |τ=0 +Bm = 0,
∂m+1N0
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.34)
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Here Am depends on:
∂nhµν
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nΩµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ...,m+ 1
and on:
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ...,m
and Bm depends on:
∂nhµν
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ...,m+ 1
and on:
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ...,m
Moreover, Am and Bm are the same as Am and Bm respectively but with N
µ
in the role of Nµ.
Differentiating 9.19, 9.20 with respect to τ at τ = 0 m+ 1 times we obtain,
in view of 9.29, 9.30 for n = 0 and 9.31,
hµν |τ=0
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Ων |τ=0 +Am,N = 0,
2hµν |τ=0
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Nν |τ=0 +Bm,N = 0,
∂m+1N0N
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.35)
and
hµν |τ=0
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Ων |τ=0 +Am,N = 0,
2hµν |τ=0
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Nν |τ=0 +Bm,N = 0,
∂m+1N0N
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.36)
Here Am,N is the same as Am but with
∂nhµν,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nΩµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m+ 1
in the role of
∂nhµν
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nΩµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m+ 1
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and
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m
in the role of
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m
Then by 9.29, 9.30 and the inductive hypothesis 9.32:
Am,N = Am (9.37)
Also, Bm,N is the same as Bm but with
∂nhµν,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m+ 1
in the role of
∂nhµν
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m+ 1
and
∂nNµN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m
in the role of
∂nNµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: n = 0, ...,m
Then by 9.29 and the inductive hypothesis 9.32:
Bm,N = Bm (9.38)
Similarly, placing NµN in the role of N
µ
N we deduce, using the inductive hypoth-
esis 9.32,
Am,N = Am, Bm,N = Bm (9.39)
In view of 9.37, 9.38, 9.39, we see, comparing 9.35, 9.36 with 9.33, 9.34 that
∂m+1NµN/∂τ
m+1
∣∣
τ=0
, ∂m+1NµN/∂τ
m+1
∣∣
τ=0
satisfy the same linear systems of
equations as ∂m+1Nµ/∂τm+1
∣∣
τ=0
, ∂m+1Nµ/∂τm+1
∣∣
τ=0
respectively. Noting
that the corresponding homogeneous systems admit only the trivial solution, it
follows that:
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂m+1NµN
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂m+1Nµ
∂τm+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.40)
and the inductive step is complete.
Lemma 9.1 implies that:
∂ncN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nc
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.41)
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Since from 9.1 we have:
∂
∂u
=
∂
∂τ
− ∂
∂σ
,
∂
∂u
=
∂
∂σ
(9.42)
the vectorfields L, L are expressed in (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates by:
L =
∂
∂τ
− ∂
∂σ
− b ∂
∂ϑ
, L =
∂
∂σ
+ b
∂
∂ϑ
(9.43)
and their Nth approximant versions 9.15 by:
LN =
∂
∂τ
− ∂
∂σ
− bN ∂
∂ϑ
, LN =
∂
∂σ
+ bN
∂
∂ϑ
(9.44)
It then follows from the first two of 9.28, that:
∂n(LNx
i
N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxi)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂n(LNx
i
N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxi)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.45)
and, through 9.21, that:
∂nρN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nρ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂nρ
N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nρ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.46)
The above together with Lemma 9.1 imply, in view of the definitions 9.26,
∂nεiN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxi − ρN i)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂nεiN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxi − ρN i)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N (9.47)
The quantities εiN , ε
i
N being known smooth functions of (τ, σ, ϑ) it follows that
there are known smooth functions εˆiN , εˆ
i
N of the same such that:
εiN = τ
N εˆiN , ε
i
N = τ
N+1εˆiN (9.48)
To simplify the notation we introduce the following.
Definition 9.1: Let f be a known smooth function of (τ, σ, ϑ) and let p be a
non-negative integer. We write:
f = O(τp)
if there is another known smooth function fˆ of (τ, σ, ϑ) such that:
f = τpfˆ
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Note that according to this definition, if n = 0, ..., p andm, l are non-negative
integers we have:
∂n+m+lf
∂τn∂σm∂ϑl
= O(τp−n)
In the sense of the above definition we can state the results 9.48 in the
following form.
Proposition 9.1 We have:
εiN = O(τ
N ), εiN = O(τ
N+1)
In the following we take, in accordance with 9.21, 9.26, ε0N = ε
0
N = 0.
By 9.22, 9.12 we have:
ENx
µ
N = E
µ
N (9.49)
The question arises to find the vectorfields NN , NN such that:
NNx
µ
N = N
µ
N , NNx
µ
N = N
µ
N (9.50)
To answer this we consider the system 9.26 with the 0-component included:
LNx
µ
N = ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N
LNx
µ
N = ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N (9.51)
Now EµN , N
µ
N , N
µ
N constitute the rectangular components of a frame field.
Therefore, the rectangular components V µ of an arbitrary vectorfield can be
expanded as:
V µ = V EN E
µ
N + V
N
N N
µ
N + V
N
N N
µ
N (9.52)
and by 9.13, 9.19, 9.20, 9.25 we have:
V EN = hµν,NV
µEνN
V NN = −
1
2cN
hµν,NV
µNνN
V
N
N = −
1
2cN
hµν,NV
µNνN (9.53)
Placing then εµN , ε
µ
N in the role of V
µ we expand:
εµN = ε
E
NE
µ
N + ε
N
NN
µ
N + ε
N
NN
µ
N
εµN = ε
E
NE
µ
N + ε
N
NN
µ
N + ε
N
NN
µ
N (9.54)
Substituting these expansions in 9.51 and then substituting 9.49, 9.50 yields the
following linear system for the vectorfields NN , NN :
(ρN + ε
N
N )NN + ε
N
NNN = LN − εENEN
εNNNN + (ρN + ε
N
N )NN = LN − εENEN (9.55)
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Solving gives:
NN =
(ρ
N
+ ε
N
N )(LN − εENEN )− εNN (LN − εENEN )
(ρN + εNN )(ρN + ε
N
N )− εNNεNN
NN =
(ρN + ε
N
N )(LN − εENEN )− εNN (LN − εENEN )
(ρN + εNN )(ρN + ε
N
N )− εNNεNN
(9.56)
We turn to the wave system, expressed in general form by 2.88, 2.86:
dβµ ∧ dxµ = 0 (9.57)
h−1(dβµ, dxµ) = 0 (9.58)
Now, the Nth approximants 9.3 together with 9.58 fail to satisfy this system.
That is, defining in regard to 9.57 the 2-form (see 1.60:
ωN = −dβN = dxµN ∧ dβµ,N (9.59)
this 2-form does not vanish. Also, defining first aN , the Nth approximant
function a, in analogy with 2.72, by:
aN = cNρNρN (9.60)
and then defining in regard to 9.58 the quantity:
δN = aNh
−1
N (dx
µ
N , dβµ,N ) (9.61)
this quantity does not vanish. The components of ωN in the (LN , LN ,Ω) frame
are:
ωLL,N = (LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N − (LNxµN )LNβµ,N
ωLΩ,N = (LNx
µ
N )Ωβµ,N − (ΩxµN )LNβµ,N
ωLΩ,N = (LNx
µ
N )Ωβµ,N − (ΩxµN )LNβµ,N (9.62)
The quantities ωLL,N , ωLΩ,N , ωLΩ,N and δN are known smooth functions of
(τ, σ, ϑ). We shall presently estimate them.
We begin with 9.62. Noting that by 9.44
LNx
µ
N =
∂xµN
∂τ
− ∂x
µ
N
∂σ
− bN ∂x
µ
N
∂ϑ
, LNx
µ
N =
∂xµN
∂σ
+ bN
∂xµN
∂ϑ
(9.63)
and
LNβµ,N =
∂βµ,N
∂τ
− ∂βµ,N
∂σ
− bN ∂βµ,N
∂ϑ
, LNβµ,N =
∂βµ,N
∂σ
+ bN
∂βµ,N
∂ϑ
(9.64)
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9.28 imply:
∂n(LNx
µ
N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂n(LNx
µ
N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lxµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.65)
and:
∂n(LNβµ,N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂n(LNβµ,N )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Lβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.66)
Consequently:
∂nωLL,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n((Lxµ)Lβµ − (Lxµ)Lβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂nωLΩ,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n((Lxµ)Ωβµ − (Ωxµ)Lβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂nωLΩ,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n((Lxµ)Ωβµ − (Ωxµ)Lβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N
(9.67)
The quantities ωLL,N , ωLΩ,N , ωLΩ,N being known smooth functions of (τ, σ, ϑ)
the results 9.67 yield the following proposition.
Proposition 9.2 We have:
ωLL,N = O(τ
N ), ωLΩ,N = O(τ
N ), ωLΩ,N = O(τ
N+1)
We turn to 9.61. Actually we shall first estimate
δ′N = aNh
′−1
N (dx
µ
N , dβµ,N ) (9.68)
where h′N is another Nth approximant metric, defined as follows. Consider first
the exact acoustical metric h. It can be viewed as being given by:
h = hµνdx
µ ⊗ dxν (9.69)
where the components hµν are given by 1.75. This way of viewing h gives rise
to the Nth approximant hN given by 9.8. However h can also be viewed in a
different way. Given h/, we define E according to 3.150 and consider the co-frame
field (ζ, ζ, ζ/) (basis 1-forms) dual to the frame field (L,L,E):
ζ = du, ζ = du, ζ/ =
√
h/(dϑ+ b(du− du)) (9.70)
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(see 3.148). Given then also a, we can view h as being given by:
h = −2a(ζ ⊗ ζ + ζ ⊗ ζ) + ζ/⊗ ζ/ (9.71)
Similarly, in regard toNth approximants, we consider the co-frame field (ζN , ζN , ζ/N)
dual to the frame field (LN , LN , EN ) (see 9.14, 9.15):
ζN = du, ζN = du, ζ/N =
√
h/N (dϑ+ bN(du − du)) (9.72)
We then define h′N , a different Nth approximant acoustical metric, by:
h′N = −2aN(ζN ⊗ ζN + ζN ⊗ ζN ) + ζ/N ⊗ ζ/N (9.73)
(aN being given by 9.60). Note that both Nth approximant metrics hN and h
′
N
are smooth metrics on the manifold N , that is their components in the (u, u, ϑ)
coordinates are smooth functions of these coordinates. The Nth approximant
metric h′N being adapted to the frame field (LN , LN , EN ), we have:
h′N (LN , LN ) = h
′
N (LN , LN ) = 0,
h′N (LN , EN ) = h
′
N(LN , EN ) = 0,
h′N (LN , LN ) = −2aN , h′N (EN , EN ) = 1 (9.74)
The inverse h′−1N is then given by:
h′−1N = −
1
2aN
(LN ⊗ LN + LN ⊗ LN) + EN ⊗ EN
= − 1
2aN
(LN ⊗ LN + LN ⊗ LN ) + h/−1N Ω⊗ Ω (9.75)
We then have:
δ′N = −
1
2
((LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N + (LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N ) + aNh/
−1
N (Ωx
µ
N )Ωβµ,N (9.76)
From 9.41, 9.46 we deduce, through 9.60,
∂naN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂na
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.77)
Also, from 9.29, 9.30 we deduce, through 9.13,
∂nh/N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nh/
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.78)
Using 9.65, 9.66, 9.77, 9.78, we deduce:
∂nδ′N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n
∂τn
{
−1
2
((Lxµ)Lβµ + (Lx
µ)Lβµ)− ah/−1(Ωxµ)Ωβµ
}∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.79)
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The quantity δ′N being a known smooth function of (τ, σ, ϑ) the result 9.79
yields the following lemma.
Lemma 9.2 We have:
δ′N = O(τ
N )
To estimate then δN what remains to be done is to estimate the difference
h−1N − h′−1N . Now, while the components of h′N in the frame field (LN , LN , EN )
are given by 9.74, the components of hN in the same frame field are given by:
hN (LN , LN) = hµν,N (LNx
µ
N )(LNx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )(ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N )
= 2hµν,NρNN
µ
Nε
ν
N + hµν,Nε
µ
Nε
ν
N := δLL,N (9.80)
hN (LN , LN ) = hµν,N (LNx
µ
N )(LNx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )(ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N )
= 2hµν,NρNN
µ
Nε
ν
N + hµν,Nε
µ
Nε
ν
N := δLL,N (9.81)
hN (LN , EN ) = hµν,N (LNx
µ
N )(ENx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )E
ν
N
= hµν,Nε
µ
NE
ν
N := δLE,N (9.82)
hN(LN , EN ) = hµν,N (LNx
µ
N )(ENx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )E
ν
N
= hµν,Nε
µ
NE
ν
N := δLE,N (9.83)
hN (LN , LN ) = hµν,N (LNx
µ
N )(LNx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N)(ρNN
µ
N + ε
ν
N )
= −2aN + hµν,N (ρNNµNενN + ρNN
µ
Nε
ν
N ) + hµν,Nε
µ
Nε
ν
N
:= −2aN + δLL,N (9.84)
hN (EN , EN ) = hµν,N (ENx
µ
N )(ENx
ν
N ) =
hµν,NΩ
µ
NΩ
ν
N
h/N
= 1 (9.85)
by 9.26 and 9.19, 9.20. Defining then the smooth 2-covariant symmetric tensor-
field δh,N on N by:
δh,N = δLL,NζN ⊗ ζN + δLLζN ⊗ ζN + δLL,N (ζN ⊗ ζN + ζN ⊗ ζN )
+δLE,N(ζN ⊗ ζ/N + ζ/N ⊗ ζN ) + δLE,N (ζN ⊗ ζ/N + ζ/N ⊗ ζN )
(9.86)
the two Nth approximant acoustical metrics are related by:
hN = h
′
N + δh,N (9.87)
Proposition 9.1 yields the following estimates for the components of δh,N :
δLL,N = O(τ
N+1), δLL,N = ρNO(τ
N+1), δLL,N = O(τ
N+2) + ρ
N
O(τN )
δLE,N = O(τ
N ), δLE,N = O(τ
N+1) (δEE,N = 0) (9.88)
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We note that the quadratic error terms are absorbed because N shall be chosen
sufficiently large. Here we have used the fact that since ρ vanishes on C0 we
have:
ρN = O(τ) (9.89)
In fact by the 1st of 4.217:
∂ρ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
= − k
3l
(9.90)
which is positive. This implies that under a suitable restriction on u = τ + σ
there is a positive constant C such that:
ρN ≥ C−1τ (9.91)
In the estimates 9.88 we have kept the factor ρ
N
where appropriate. We have:
ρ
N
= ρ
∣∣
τ=0
+ τ
∂ρ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
τ2
2
∂2ρ
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+O(τ3) (9.92)
By 4.106, 4.107, 4.130 and the 2nd of 4.217:
ρ
∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
= 0,
∂ρ
∂σ
∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
= 0,
∂2ρ
∂σ2
∣∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
=
k
2c0
∂ρ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
= 0,
∂2ρ
∂τ∂σ
∣∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
=
k
2c0
∂2ρ
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣∣
(τ,σ)=(0,0)
=
k
3c0
(9.93)
Hence:
ρ
∣∣
τ=0
+ τ
∂ρ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
τ2
2
∂2ρ
∂τ2
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
k
12c0
(3σ2 + 6στ + 2τ2) +O(u3) (9.94)
Substituting in 9.92 we conclude that:
ρ
N
=
k
12c0
(3u2 − u2) +O(u3) (9.95)
which implies that under a suitable restriction on u = τ + σ there is a positive
constant C such that:
ρ
N
≥ C−1u2 (9.96)
Now 9.92 implies that if m,n, l are non-negative integers there are constants
Cm,n,l such that:∣∣∣∣∣ ∂
m+n+lρ
N
∂τm∂σn∂ϑl
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cm,n,l


u2 : if m+ n = 0
u : if m+ n = 1
1 : if m+ n ≥ 2
(9.97)
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This together with 9.96 implies that if m,n, l are non-negative integers there
are constants Cm,n,l such that:∣∣∣∣∣∂
m+n+l(ρ−1
N
)
∂τm∂σn∂ϑl
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cm,n,l u−2−m−n (9.98)
On the other hand, 9.89 together with 9.91 implies that if m,n, l are non-
negative integers there are constants Cm,n,l such that:∣∣∣∣∂m+n+l(ρ−1N )∂τm∂σn∂ϑl
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cm,n,l τ−1−m (9.99)
In fact for any positive integer p we can write:
ρ−1N O(τ
p) = O(τp−1) (9.100)
in the sense of Definition 9.1.
Let us now define the symmetric 2-contravariant tensorfield δ′h,N by:
h−1N = h
′−1
N + δ
′
h,N (9.101)
In terms of rectangular components 9.75 reads:
(h′−1N )
µν = − 1
2aN
(LµNL
ν
N + L
µ
NL
ν
N) + E
µ
NE
ν
N
= − 1
2aN
(
(ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )(ρNN
µ
N + ε
ν
N ) + (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )(ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N)
)
+EµNE
ν
N (9.102)
the last by 9.51. Comparing with 9.23 we then obtain for the rectangular com-
ponents of δ′µνh,N :
δ′µνh,N =
1
2cN
{
1
ρN
(εµNN
ν
N +N
µ
Nε
ν
N ) +
1
ρ
N
(NµNε
ν
N + ε
µ
NN
ν
N )
+
1
ρNρN
(εµNε
ν
N + ε
µ
Nε
ν
N )
}
(9.103)
Substituting the expansions 9.54 gives the following expansion for δ′h,N in the
frame field NN , NN , EN :
δ′h,N = δ
′NN
N NN ⊗NN + δ′NNN NN ⊗NN + δ′NNN (NN ⊗NN +NN ⊗NN )
+δ′NEN (NN ⊗ EN + EN ⊗NN ) + δ′NEN (NN ⊗ EN + EN ⊗NN )
+δ′EEN EN ⊗ EN (9.104)
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with:
δ′NNN =
εNN
cNρN
(
1 +
εNN
ρN
)
= ρ−1
N
O(τN+1)
δ
′NN
N =
ε
N
N
cNρN
(
1 +
ε
N
N
ρ
N
)
= O(τN−1)
δ
′NN
N =
1
2cN
(
εNN
ρN
+
ε
N
N
ρ
N
+
(εNNε
N
N + ε
N
Nε
N
N )
ρNρN
)
= O(τN−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1)
δ′NEN =
1
2cNρN
(
εEN +
(εNNε
E
N + ε
N
Nε
E
N )
ρN
)
= ρ−1
N
O(τN+1)
δ
′NE
N =
1
2cNρN
(
εEN +
(ε
N
Nε
E
N + ε
N
Nε
E
N)
ρ
N
)
= O(τN−1)
δ′EEN =
εENε
E
N
cNρNρN
= ρ−1
N
O(τ2N ) (9.105)
Substituting for NN , NN from 9.56 in 9.104 we obtain the expansion of δ
′
h,N in
the frame field LN , LN , EN :
δ′h,N = δ
′LL
N LN ⊗ LN + δ′LLN LN ⊗ LN + δ′LLN (LN ⊗ LN + LN ⊗ LN)
+δ′LEN (LN ⊗ EN + EN ⊗ LN) + δ′LEN (LN ⊗ EN + EN ⊗ LN )
+δ′EEN EN ⊗ EN (9.106)
and 9.105 give:
δ′LLN = ρ
−1
N
O(τN−1), δ′LLN = ρ
−2
N
O(τN−1)
δ
′LL
N = ρ
−1
N
O(τN−2) + ρ−2
N
O(τN )
δ′LEN = ρ
−1
N
O(τN ), δ
′LE
N = ρ
−1
N
O(τN−1)
δ′EEN = ρ
−1
N
O(τ2N ) (9.107)
We now consider:
aNδ
′
h,N(dx
µ
N , dβµ,N )
We write:
(LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N + (LNx
µ)LNβµ,N = 2(LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N − ωLL,N ,
(LNx
µ
N )ENβµ,N + (ENx
µ
N )LNβµ,N = 2(LNx
µ
N )ENβµ,N − ωLE,N ,
where ωLE,N = h/
−1/2
N ωLΩ,N ,
(LNx
µ
N )ENβµ,N + (ENx
µ
N )LNβµ,N = 2(LNx
µ
N )ENβµ,N − ωLE,N ,
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where ωLE,N = h/
−1/2
N ωLΩ,N , and we express LNx
µ
N , LNx
µ
N using 9.26 (ε
0
N =
ε0N = 0). This gives:
aNδ
′
h,N (dx
µ
N , dβµ,N ) =
aN
{
δ′LLN (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N)LNβµ,N + δ
′LL
N (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )LNβµ,N
+δ
′LL
N
(
2(ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N)LNβµ,N − ωLL,N
)
+δ′LEN (2(ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )ENβµ,N − ωLE,N)
+δ
′LE
N
(
2(ρ
N
NµN + ε
µ
N )ENβµ,N − ωLE,N
)
+δ′EEN (ENx
µ
N )ENβµ,N
}
(9.108)
Substituting the estimates 9.107, by virtue of Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 the
quadratic error terms are absorbed, and we obtain:
aNδ
′
h,N(dx
µ
N , dβµ,N ) = O(τ
N ) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+2) (9.109)
Combining finally this result with Lemma 9.2 (see 9.61, 9.101) we deduce the
following.
Proposition 9.3 We have:
δN = O(τ
N ) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+2)
9.3 Estimates for the Quantities by which the
Nth Approximants fail to satisfy the Bound-
ary Conditions
In connection with the Nth approximants xµN we define, in analogy with 4.53,
in terms of (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates:
fN (τ, ϑ) = x
0
N (τ, 0, ϑ), g
i
N(τ, ϑ) = x
i
N (τ, 0, ϑ) : i = 1, 2 (9.110)
Having determined, in Section 5.3,
∂nv
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nγ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 2 (9.111)
we define the Nth order approximants of the transformation functions by:
vN (τ, ϑ) =
N−2∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nv
∂τn
(0, ϑ)
γN (τ, ϑ) =
N−2∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nγ
∂τn
(0, ϑ) (9.112)
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and (see 4.53, 4.60 and Proposition 4.4):
wN (τ, ϑ) = τvN (τ, ϑ)
ψN (τ, ϑ) = ϑ+ τ
3γN(τ, ϑ) (9.113)
We then set, in analogy with 4.150,
△Nβµ(τ, ϑ) = βµ,N (τ, 0, ϑ)− β′µ(fN (τ, ϑ), wN (τ, ϑ), ψN (τ, ϑ)) (9.114)
where the βµ,N are in terms of (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates, while the β
′
µ, which refer
to the prior solution, are known smooth functions of (t, u′, ϑ′).
Let us recall the linear boundary conditions 4.1, 4.2:
Ωµ△βµ = 0 (9.115)
T µ△βµ = 0 (9.116)
The Nth approximants of Ωµ and T µ are ΩµN given by 9.12 and T
µ
N given
similarly by:
T µN = Tx
µ
N =
∂xµN
∂τ
(9.117)
Now, the Nth approximants 9.114 together with ΩµN , T
µ
N do not satisfy the
boundary conditions 9.115, 9.116. That is, the quantities
ΩµN△Nβµ := ιΩ,N (9.118)
T µN△Nβµ := ιT,N (9.119)
do not vanish. By the above, the quantities ιΩ,N , ιT,N are known smooth func-
tions of (τ, ϑ). We shall presently estimate them.
By virtue of the 3rd of the definitions 9.3 we have, in (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates,
∂n(βµ,N (τ, 0, ϑ))
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(βµ(τ, 0, ϑ))
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.120)
By virtue of 9.110 and the 1st of the definitions 9.3 we have:
∂nfN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nf
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N
∂ngiN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂ngi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.121)
By virtue of the definitions 9.112 we have:
∂nvN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nv
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 2
∂nγN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nγ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 2 (9.122)
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It then follows from the definitions 9.113 that:
∂nwN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nw
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
∂nψN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nψ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N + 1 (9.123)
The 1st of 9.123 holds also for n = N−1 because ∂N−1vN/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
, ∂N−1v/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
are not involved. Also, the 2nd of 9.123 holds also for n = N − 1, N,N + 1
because neither ∂N−1γN/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
, ∂N−1γ/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
, nor ∂NγN/∂τ
N
∣∣
τ=0
,
∂Nγ/∂τN
∣∣
τ=0
, or ∂N+1γN/∂τ
N+1
∣∣
τ=0
, ∂N+1γ/∂τN+1
∣∣
τ=0
are involved.
Now, 9.123 together with the 1st of 9.121 imply:
∂n
∂τn
β′µ(fN (τ, ϑ), wN (τ, ϑ), ψN (τ, ϑ))
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.124)
=
∂n
∂τn
(β′µ(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ))
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1
In the case n = N , since from 9.112 ∂N−1vN/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
vanishes, while ∂N−1v/∂τN−1
∣∣
τ=0
may not vanish, we have:
∂NwN
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
Nw
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= −N ∂
N−1v
∂τN−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.125)
hence:
∂N
∂τN
β′µ(fN (τ, ϑ), wN (τ, ϑ), ψN (τ, ϑ))
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
N
∂τN
(β′µ(f(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ))
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= −N ∂β
′
∂u′
(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ)
∂N−1v
∂τN−1
(0, ϑ) (9.126)
Equations 9.120 together with 9.124, 9.126 imply, through 9.114,
∂n△Nβµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n△βµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.127)
and:
∂N△Nβµ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂N△βµ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+N
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
∂N−1v
∂τN−1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.128)
recalling that ∂−B is represented in (t, u′, ϑ′) coordinates as the graph:
∂−B = {(f(0, ϑ), 0, ϑ) : ϑ ∈ S1} (9.129)
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Now, 9.30 together with 9.127 imply (see 9.118:
∂nιΩ,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(Ωµ△βµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.130)
Moreover, since by Proposition 4.3, 4.102 and 4.103:(
Ωµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
=
(
(Ω′µ + πL′µ)T ′β′µ
)∣∣
∂−B =
(
T ′µ(Ω′β′µ + πL
′β′µ)
)∣∣
∂−B = 0
(9.131)
in view of 9.128 we also obtain:
∂N ιΩ,N
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂N(Ωµ△βµ)
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.132)
Next, by 9.110, 9.117, along K we have:
T 0N =
∂fN
∂τ
, T iN =
∂giN
∂τ
: i = 1, 2 (9.133)
hence along K, by 9.121:
∂nT µN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nT µ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.134)
Noting that:
△βµ|τ=0 = 0 (9.135)
and that by 4.120:
T µ|τ=0 = 0 (9.136)
9.127 and 9.134 imply:
∂nιT,N
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(T µ△βµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N (9.137)
The quantities ιΩ,N , ιT,N being known smooth functions of (τ, ϑ) equations
9.130, 9.132, and 9.137 yield the following.
Proposition 9.4 We have:
ιΩ,N = O(τ
N+1), ιT,N = O(τ
N+1)
Let us define, in analogy with 4.3:
ǫN = N
µ
N△Nβµ, ǫN = NµN△Nβµ (9.138)
Applying 9.52, 9.53 taking
V µ = (h−1N )
µν△Nβν
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we have, by 9.118 and the definitions 9.138,
V EN =
ιΩ,N√
h/N
V NN = −
ǫN
2cN
, V
N
N = −
ǫN
2cN
we conclude that:
△Nβµ = hµν,N
{
− 1
2cN
(ǫNN
ν
N + ǫNN
ν
N ) +
ΩνN
h/N
ιΩ,N
}
(9.139)
Multiplying this with T µN the left hand side becomes ιT,N according to 9.119
and we obtain:
ιT,N = hµν,NT
µ
N
{
− 1
2cN
(ǫNN
ν
N + ǫNN
ν
N ) +
ΩνN
h/N
ιΩ,N
}
(9.140)
Since from 9.44, 9.117, and 9.26:
T µN = Tx
µ
N = LNx
µ
N + LNx
µ
N
= ρNN
µ
N + ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N + ε
µ
N (9.141)
where (see 9.21):
ε0N = ε
0
N = 0 (9.142)
we then deduce:
ιT,N = νN + hµν,N (ε
µ
N + ε
µ
N )
{
− 1
2cN
(ǫNN
ν
N + ǫNN
ν
N ) +
ΩνN
h/N
ιΩ,N
}
(9.143)
where νN is the quantity:
νN = ǫNρN + ǫNρN (9.144)
In view of 9.143, Propositions 9.1 and 9.4 together with the fact that:
ǫN = O(τ), ǫN = O(τ
2) (9.145)
imply:
νN = O(τ
N+1) (9.146)
However, a better estimate for νN can in fact be derived. From the definitions
9.138, by Lemma 9.1 and 9.127 we obtain:
∂nǫN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nǫ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
,
∂nǫN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nǫ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (9.147)
Moreover, since by Proposition 4.3, 4.102, 4.103:(
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
=
(
L′µT ′β′µ
)∣∣
∂−B =
(
T ′µL′β′µ
)∣∣
∂−B = 0 (9.148)
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in view of 9.128 we also obtain:
∂N ǫN
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂Nǫ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.149)
Then, in view of the facts that:
ρ|τ=0 = 0, ǫ|τ=0 =
∂ǫ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.150)
9.147, 9.149 together with 9.46 imply:
∂n(ρN ǫN )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(ρǫ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N + 1 (9.151)
For, by 9.150, for a non-vanishing term at least two derivatives must fall on ǫN , ǫ
leaving at most N − 1 derivatives to fall on ρN , ρ, and at least one derivative
must fall on ρN , ρ leaving at most N derivatives to fall on ǫN , ǫ. Similarly, in
view of the facts that:
ρ
∣∣
τ=0
=
∂ρ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0, ǫ|τ=0 = 0 (9.152)
9.147 together with 9.46 imply:
∂n(ρ
N
ǫN )
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(ρǫ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N + 1 (9.153)
For, by 9.152, for a non-vanishing term at least two derivatives must fall on
ρ
N
, ρ leaving at most N − 1 derivatives to fall on ǫ, and at least one derivative
must fall on ǫN , ǫ leaving at most N derivatives to fall on ρN , ρ. Adding 9.151
and 9.153 yields:
∂nνN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(ρǫ + ρǫ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N + 1 (9.154)
(see 4.5). The quantity νN being a known smooth function of (τ, ϑ) this yields
the following proposition, which improves the estimate 9.146.
Proposition 9.5 We have:
νN = O(τ
N+2)
Let us define, in analogy with the 2nd of 4.5,
rN = − ǫN
ǫN
(9.155)
Let us also define:
νˆN =
cNνN
ǫN
(9.156)
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Also, in analogy with 2.74,
λN = cNρN , λN = cNρN (9.157)
The definition 9.144 can then we written in the form:
rNλN = λN − νˆN (9.158)
Comparing with 4.113 we see that νˆN is the quantity by which the boundary
condition 4.113 fails to be satisfied by the Nth approximants. Now by 4.156
and 4.215:
∂ǫ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 2 sNL
∣∣
∂−B (9.159)
and by 4.164 and 4.112:
η2
2c
β3N
dH
dσ
sNL
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= l (9.160)
is a smooth strictly negative function on ∂−B, hence sNL
∣∣
∂−B is a smooth
nowhere vanishing function on ∂−B of sign opposite to that of (dH/dσ)|∂−B.
Since
ǫN |τ=0 = ǫ|τ=0 = 0,
∂ǫN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂ǫ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
and ǫN is a known smooth function of (τ, ϑ), it follows that:
ǫN (τ, ϑ) = τ
(
2 sNL
∣∣
∂−B (ϑ) +O(τ)
)
(9.161)
hence, with a suitable restriction on the size of τ we may conclude that τ/ǫN is
a known smooth function of (τ, ϑ). Then Proposition 9.5 gives:
νˆN = O(τ
N+1) (9.162)
We turn to the nonlinear boundary condition 1.371. Actually, we have shown
in Proposition 4.2 that this condition is equivalent to:
ǫ+ j(κ, ǫ)ǫ2 = 0 (9.163)
where κ stands for the quadruplet 4.43:
κ = (σ, c, βN , βN ) : along K (9.164)
and j is a given smooth function of its arguments. Defining then in connection
with the Nth approximants:
κN = (σN , cN , βN,N , βN,N ) : along K (9.165)
where
βN,N = βµ,NN
µ
N , βN,N = βµ,NN
µ
N (9.166)
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the point is to estimate the quantity:
ǫN + j(κN , ǫN )ǫ
2
N := dN (9.167)
by which 9.163 fails to be satisfied by the Nth approximants. By the 3rd of
9.28, Lemma 9.1, and 9.41:
∂nκN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nκ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N (9.168)
Noting that in applying ∂n/∂τn|τ=0 to the 2nd term on the left hand side of
9.167, a non-vanishing term results only when each of the two ǫN factors receives
at least one derivative leaving at most n−1 derivatives to fall on the other factor,
using 9.147, 9.149 we deduce:
∂ndN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n(ǫ + j(κ, ǫ)ǫ2)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N (9.169)
which, in view of the fact that dN is a known smooth function of (τ, ϑ) yields
the following proposition.
Proposition 9.6 We have:
dN = O(τ
N+1)
9.4 Estimates for the Quantities by which the
Nth Approximants fail to satisfy the Identi-
fication Equations
Let us define, in reference to 9.110, in analogy with 4.223, 4.224, 4.241, 4.245,
fˇN (τ, ϑ) = fN (τ, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ), gˇiN(τ, ϑ) = giN(τ, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ) (9.170)
δiN (τ, ϑ) = gˇ
i
N(τ, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)fˇN (τ, ϑ) (9.171)
fˆN(τ, ϑ) = τ
−2fˇN (τ, ϑ), δˆiN(τ, ϑ) = τ
−3δiN(τ, ϑ) (9.172)
We then define, in analogy with the expressions of Proposition 4.5 (here we are
considering the case of 2 spatial dimensions):
Fˆ iN ((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = S
i
0(ϑ)v
[
l(ϑ)fˆN(τ, ϑ) +
1
6
k(ϑ)v2
]
(9.173)
+Ω′i0 (ϑ)γ − δˆiN (τ, ϑ) + τEiN ((τ, ϑ), (v, γ))
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the functions EiN being given by:
EiN ((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) =
1
2
(
ai0(ϑ)fˆN (τ, ϑ) + a
i
1(ϑ)v
2
)
fˆN (τ, ϑ)
+
1
2
τai2(ϑ)vfˆ
2
N (τ, ϑ) +
1
6
τ2ai3(ϑ)fˆ
3
N (τ, ϑ) (9.174)
+v4Ai0(τ
2fˆN(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τv
3fˆN(τ, ϑ)A
i
1(τ
2fˆN(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τ2v2fˆ2N(τ, ϑ)A
i
2(τ
2fˆN(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ) + τ
3vfˆ3N(τ, ϑ)A
i
3(τ
2fˆN(τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+τ4fˆ4N (τ, ϑ)A
i
4(τ
2fˆN (τ, ϑ), τv, ϑ)
+γ
{
vΘi1(τ
2fˆN (τ, ϑ), τv, τ
3γ, ϑ) + τ fˆN (τ, ϑ)Θ
i
0(τ
2fˆN(τ, ϑ), τv, τ
3γ, ϑ)
+ τ2γΦi(τ2fˆN (τ, ϑ), τv, τ
3γ, ϑ)
}
If we insert, from 9.112,
v = vN (τ, ϑ), γ = γN (τ, ϑ)
into Fˆ iN , the resulting quantities
Fˆ iN ((τ, ϑ), (vN (τ, ϑ), γN (τ, ϑ))) := D
i
N(τ, ϑ) (9.175)
do not vanish, signifying that the Nth approximants fail to satisfy the identi-
fication equations. We shall presently estimate these quantities, which are by
their definition known smooth functions of (τ, ϑ).
According to the definitions of fN , g
i
N through 9.110 and the 1st of 9.3 these
are polynomials of degree N in τ . In fact:
fN =
N∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nf
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
, giN =
N∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂ngi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.176)
In view of 4.120 we then have:
fˇN =
N∑
n=2
τn
n!
∂nf
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
, gˇiN =
N∑
n=2
τn
n!
∂ngi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.177)
The first gives:
fˆN =
N−2∑
n=0
τn
(n+ 2)!
∂n+2fˇ
∂τn+2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.178)
On the other hand, since fˇ = τ2fˆ , applying ∂n+2/∂τn+2
∣∣
τ=0
only when exactly
2 derivatives fall on the factor τ2 do we obtain non-vanishing terms, hence:
∂n+2fˇ
∂τn+2
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= (n+ 2)(n+ 1)
∂nfˆ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.179)
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Substituting in 9.178 then yields:
fˆN =
N−2∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nfˆ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.180)
Next, substituting the expansions 9.177 in 9.171, the n = 2 terms cancel by
4.131, hence we obtain:
δˆiN =
N−3∑
n=0
τn
(n+ 3)!
∂n+3δi
∂τn+3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.181)
On the other hand, since δi = τ3δˆi, applying ∂n+3/∂τn+3
∣∣
τ=0
only when exactly
3 derivatives fall on the factor τ3 do we obtain non-vanishing terms, hence:
∂n+3δi
∂τn+3
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= (n+ 3)(n+ 2)(n+ 1)
∂nδˆi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.182)
Substituting in 9.181 then yields:
δˆiN =
N−3∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nδˆi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.183)
Here we encounter a difficulty. For, while according to 9.180 the partial deriva-
tives of fˆN with respect to τ of order up to N − 2 agree at τ = 0 with those of
fˆ , the partial derivatives of δˆiN with respect to τ of order only up to N−3 agree
at τ = 0 with those of δˆi. In fact the partial derivatives of δˆiN with respect to τ
of order N − 2 vanish. On the other hand, as we have shown in Section 5.3, the
pair (∂nv/∂τn|τ=0 , ∂nγ/∂τn|τ=0 is derived from the linear equations obtained
by setting to zero the nth derivative of Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))) with respect
to τ at τ = 0. Therefore for n = N − 2, corresponding to the last terms in the
expansions 9.112, ∂N−2δˆi/∂τN−2
∣∣∣
τ=0
besides ∂N−2fˆ /∂τN−2
∣∣∣
τ=0
is required.
To overcome the difficulty we must redefine δˆiN to include the n = N − 2
term. That is, we must redefine δiN to include the term:
τN+1
(N + 1)!
∂N+1δi
∂τN+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.184)
Nevertheless we must show that this term depends only on the Nth approxi-
mants. In fact we have, along K:
∂gˇi
∂τ
=
∂xi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
K
=
(
Lxi + Lxi
)∣∣
K =
(
ρN i + ρN i
)∣∣
K
∂fˇ
∂τ
=
∂t
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
K
= (Lt+ Lt)|K =
(
ρ+ ρ
)∣∣
K (9.185)
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Therefore we have:
∂N+1δi
∂τN+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂N (ρN i + ρN i)
∂τN
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
−N i0
∂N(ρ+ ρ)
∂τN
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.186)
=
N∑
n=1
(
N
n
)
∂N−nρ
∂τN−n
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
∂nN i
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
∂N(ρ(N i −N i0))
∂τN
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Since ∂Nρ/∂τN
∣∣
τ=0
cancels, by 9.46 and Lemma 9.1 this corresponds to what
is obtained using the Nth approximants, that is we have:
∂N+1δi
∂τN+1
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= (9.187)
N∑
n=1
(
N
n
)
∂N−nρN
∂τN−n
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
∂nN iN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
+
∂N(ρ
N
(N iN −N i0))
∂τN
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
Redefining then δiN by adding the term 9.184 as given by 9.187 we achieve:
δiN =
N+1∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nδi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
, δˆiN =
N−2∑
n=0
τn
n!
∂nδˆi
∂τn
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(9.188)
Then in view of 9.112, 9.180 and the 2nd of 9.188, the partial derivatives of the
left hand side of 9.175 with respect to τ of order up to N − 2 vanish at τ = 0
as these agree with the corresponding derivatives of Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ)))
at τ = 0. This yields the following.
Proposition 9.7 We have:
DiN = O(τ
N−1)
9.5 Estimates for the Quantity by which the βµ,N
fail to satisfy the Wave Equation relative to
h˜N and to h˜
′
N
We shall apply the following extension of Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 9.8 Let (M, g) be a n+1 dimensional Lorentzian manifold and
β a 1-form on M satisfying:
dβ = −ω, divg(Gβ) = ρ
where with
σ = −g−1(β, β) > 0,
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G > 0 is a given function of σ such that
2
G
dG
dσ
> 0.
Here divg is the divergence operator associated to the metric g. Let X be a
vectorfield generating a 1-parameter group of isometries of (M, g). With η > 0
defined by
1
η2
= 1 +
2
G
dG
dσ
,
so η < 1, and H > 0 by
σH = 1− η2,
let h, h˜ be the Lorentzian metrics:
h = g +Hβ ⊗ β, h˜ = Ωh, Ω =
(
G
η
)2/(n−1)
Then the function β(X) satisfies the equation:
h˜β(X) = κX
where κX is the function:
κX = divh˜iXω +
(
η2
Gn+1
)1/(n−1)
Xρ
Here divh˜ is the divergence operator associated to the metric h˜.
Proof: We go through the proof of Proposition 2.1 and make the necessary
changes as required by the more general assumptions on β. First, 2.135 changes
to:
∇µAµ = ρ (9.189)
As a consequence, 2.138 changes to:
dα = ρǫ (9.190)
and, in view of the fact that LXǫ = 0, 2.139 changes to:
dLXα = (Xρ)ǫ (9.191)
Moreover, 2.142 changes to:
LXβ = dβ(X)− iXω (9.192)
As a consequence, 2.145 changes to:
XG = −GFg−1(β, dβ(X) − iXω) (9.193)
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Then 2.146 changes to:
LX(Gβ) = G
(
dβ(X)− iXω − Fg−1(β, dβ(X) − iXω)
)
(9.194)
We then apply 2.147 taking θ = dβ(X) − iXω to obtain 2.148 with B the
vectorfield:
B = h−1 · (dβ(X)− iXω) (9.195)
As a consequence, 2.162 changes to:
LXα = ⋆(dβ(X)− iXω) (9.196)
Since 2.139 has been changed to 9.191, we now obtain:
d ⋆(dβ(X)− iXω) = (Xρ)ǫ (9.197)
Since by 2.156, 2.160
ǫ = η−1e = η−1Ω−(n+1)/2e˜,
9.197 is equivalent to:
h˜β(X) = divh˜iXω + η
−1Ω−(n+1)/2Xρ (9.198)
which in view of the definition of Ω is the conclusion of the proposition.
Taking in the above proposition (M, g) to be the Minkowski spacetime and
taking the 1-form βN (see 9.4) in the role of the 1-form β, then we have σN , GN ,
HN and ηN in the roles of σ, G, H and η, and the Nth approximant acoustical
metric hN (see 9.8) in the role of the Lorentzian metric h. Also, we have
ΩN =
(
GN
ηN
)2/(n−1)
, h˜N = ΩNhN (9.199)
in the roles of the conformal factor Ω and the Lorentzian metric hN respectively.
Moreover, we have ωN (see 9.59) in the role of ω and GNa
−1
N δN in the role of
ρ. Taking the translation fields X(µ) (see 6.21), we have the functions βµ,N in
the role of the function β(X) and the conclusion of the proposition is:
h˜N
βµ,N = κµ,N (9.200)
where:
κµ,N = divh˜N iX(µ)ωN +
(
η2N
Gn+1N
)1/(n−1)
X(µ)(GNa
−1
N δN ) (9.201)
We proceed to estimate κµ,N in the case n = 2.
We first expand the translation fields X(µ) in the (LN , LN , EN ) frame:
X(µ) = X
L
µ,NLN +X
L
µ,NLN +X
E
µ,NEN (9.202)
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To determine the coefficients we first note that by 9.74:
h′N(X(µ), LN) = −2aNXLµ,N
h′N(X(µ), LN ) = −2aNXLµ,N
h′N(X(µ), EN ) = X
E
µ,N (9.203)
On the other hand we have (see 9.26):
hN (X(µ), LN) = hµν,N (LNx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N)
hN (X(µ), LN ) = hµν,N (LNx
ν
N ) = hµν,N (ρNN
ν
N + εNN
ν
N )
hN (X(µ), EN ) = hµν,N (ENx
µ
N ) = hµν,NE
ν
N (9.204)
Now, by 9.87, 9.86 and the expansion 9.202, the differences of the left hand sides
of 9.162 from the left hand sides of 9.204 are given by:
δh,N(X(µ), LN) = δLL,NX
L
µ,N + δLL,NX
L
µ,N + δLE,NX
E
µ,N
δh,N(X(µ), LN ) = δLL,NX
L
µ,N + δLL,NX
L
µ,N + δLE,NX
E
µ,N
δh,N(X(µ), EN ) = δLE,NX
L
µ,N + δLE,NX
L
µ,N + δEE,NX
E
µ,N
Equating these to the differences of the right hand sides we obtain for each
µ = 0, 1, 2 the following system of 3 linear equations for the 3 coefficients XLµ,N ,
X
L
µ,N , X
E
µ,N :
−2aNXLµ,N = hµν,N (ρNNνN + ενN ) (9.205)
−δLL,NXLµ,N − δLL,NXLµ,N − δLE,NXEµ,N
−2aNXLµ,N = hµν(ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N ) (9.206)
−δLL,NXLµ,N − δLL,NXLµ,N − δLE,NXEµ,N
XEµ,N = hµν,NE
ν
N (9.207)
−δLE,NXLµ,N − δLE,NXLµ,N
It follows that, neglecting terms of the form ρ−1
N
O(τN+1),
ρNX
L
µ,N = O(1), ρNX
L
µ,N = O(1), X
E
µ,N = O(1) (9.208)
The estimates 9.208 for the coefficients of the expansion 9.202 of X(µ), to-
gether with Proposition 9.3 allow us to estimate the 2nd term on the right in
9.201. To state the estimate in as simple form as possible we introduce the
following definition.
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Definition 9.2 Let f be a known function of (τ, σ, ϑ) which is smooth except
possibly at τ = σ = 0 and let p, q be non-negative integers. We write:
f = O(u−qτp)
if for each triplet of non-negative integers m,n, l with m ≤ p there is a constant
Cm,n,l such that: ∣∣∣∣ ∂m+n+lf∂τm∂σn∂ϑl
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cm,n,lu−q−nτp−m
Using then 9.98 we deduce, in regard to the 2nd term on the right in 9.201,
(
η2N
Gn+1N
)1/(n−1)
X(µ)(GNa
−1
N δN ) = O(u
−2τN−3) +O(u−5τN−1) (9.209)
We turn to the 1st term on the right in 9.201. We have:
(iX(µ)ωN )(LN ) = X
L
µ,NωLL,N +X
E
µ,NωEL,N
(iX(µ)ωN )(LN ) = X
L
µ,NωLL,N +X
E
µ,NωEL,N
(iX(µ)ωN )(EN ) = X
L
µ,NωLE,N +X
L
µ,NωLE,N
From Proposition 9.2 and 9.167 we then deduce:
(iX(µ)ωN )(LN ) = ρ
−1
N
O(τN )
(iX(µ)ωN )(LN ) = O(τ
N−1)
(iX(µ)ωN )(EN ) = O(τ
N−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1) (9.210)
To determine the 1st term on the right in 9.201, we recall that if (M, g) is
an arbitrary 3-dimensional Lorentzian manifold and ξ is an arbitrary 1-form on
M, divgξ is the function defined by:
d ∗gξ = ǫdivgξ (9.211)
where ǫ is the volume form of g and ∗gξ is the Hodge dual of ξ relative to g,
the 2-form on M defined by:
∗gξ(X,Y ) = ǫ(g−1 ·ξ,X, Y ) : for any pair X,Y of vectorfields on M (9.212)
To determine then the 1st term on the right in 9.201 we must place (N , h˜N ) in
the role of the Lorentzian manifold (M, g) and the 1-form iX(µ)ωN in the role
of the 1-form ξ. Consider first the Lorentzian metrics h′N , hN on N . Let e′N ,
eN be the corresponding volume forms. With
TN =
1
2
√
aN
(LN + LN ), MN =
1
2
√
aN
(LN − LN ),
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(TN ,MN , EN ) is a positive orthonormal frame relative to h
′
N (see 9.74). There-
fore
e′N (TN ,MN , EN ) = 1
which implies:
e′N (LN , LN , EN ) = −2aN (9.213)
Similarly, (NµN , N
µ
N , E
µ
N ) are the rectangular components of a null frame relative
to hN with
hµν,NN
µ
NN
ν
N = −2cN , hµν,NEµNEνN = 1
It follows that:
eµνλ,NN
µ
NN
ν
NE
λ
N = −2cN (9.214)
or:
eµνλ,NρNN
µ
NρNN
ν
NE
λ
N = −2aN (9.215)
Now, by 9.26,
ρNN
µ
N = L
µ
N − εµN , ρNN
µ
N = L
µ
N − εµN
Substituting in 9.215 we then obtain:
eN (LN , LN , EN ) = −2aN + vN (9.216)
where:
vN = −ρNeµνλ,Nε
µ
NN
ν
NE
λ
N − ρNeµνλ,NNµNενNEλN
−eµνλ,NεµNενNEλN (9.217)
In view of the fact that (see 2.156):
eµνλ,N = ηN ǫµνλ (9.218)
where ǫµνλ are the rectangular components of the volume form ǫ of the Minkowski
metric g, namely the fully antisymmetric 3-dimensional symbol, Proposition 9.1
implies that:
vN = ρNO(τ
N ) +O(τN+2) (9.219)
Let us set:
ξ = iX(µ)ωN (9.220)
and consider h′−1N · ξ. We can expand:
h′−1N · ξ = (h′−1N · ξ)LLN + (h′−1N · ξ)LLN + (h′−1N · ξ)EEN (9.221)
By 9.75 and the estimates 9.210 we obtain:
(h′−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN )
2aN
= ρ−1
N
O(τN−2)
(h′−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN )
2aN
= ρ−2
N
O(τN−1)
(h′−1N · ξ)E = ξ(EN ) = O(τN−1) + ρ−1N O(τN+1) (9.222)
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Then 9.212 with h′N in the role of g gives:
(
∗h′
N ξ)(LN , LN ) = (h
′−1
N · ξ)Ee′N (EN , LN , LN ) = −2aNξ(EN )
= ρ
N
O(τN ) +O(τN+2)
(
∗h′
N ξ)(LN , EN ) = (h
′−1
N · ξ)Le′N (LN , LN , EN ) = −ξ(LN ) = ρ−1N O(τN )
(
∗h′
N ξ)(LN , EN ) = (h
′−1
N · ξ)Le′N (LN , LN , EN ) = ξ(LN ) = O(τN−1)
(9.223)
Next, we consider h−1N · ξ. We similarly expand:
h−1N · ξ = (h−1N · ξ)LLN + (h−1N · ξ)LLN + (h−1N · ξ)EEN (9.224)
Since by 9.101,
h−1N · ξ = h′−1N · ξ + δ′h,N · ξ (9.225)
we have, by 9.106, 9.223,
(h−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN )
2aN
+ δ′LLN ξ(LN ) + δ
′LL
N ξ(LN ) + δ
′LE
N ξ(EN )
(h−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN)
2aN
+ δ
′LL
N ξ(LN ) + δ
′LL
N ξ(LN ) + δ
′LE
N ξ(EN )
(h−1N · ξ)E = ξ(EN ) + δ′LEN ξ(LN ) + δ′LEN ξ(LN ) + δ′EEN ξ(EN ) (9.226)
hence, by the estimates 9.107 and 9.210:
(h−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN )
2aN
+ ρ−1
N
O(τ2N−3) + ρ−2
N
O(τ2N−1)
(h−1N · ξ)L = −
ξ(LN )
2aN
+ ρ−2
N
O(τ2N−2) + ρ−3
N
O(τ2N )
(h−1N · ξ)E = ξ(EN ) + ρ−1N O(τ2N−2) + ρ−2N O(τ2N ) (9.227)
Then 9.212 with hN in the role of g gives, in view of 9.216 and the estimates
9.210, 9.219,
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , LN ) = (h
−1
N · ξ)EeN(EN , LN , LN )
= −2aNξ(EN ) +O(τ2N−1) + ρ−1N O(τ2N+1)
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , EN ) = (h−1N · ξ)LeN (LN , LN , EN )
= −ξ(LN ) + ρ−1N O(τ2N−1) + ρ−2N O(τ2N+1)
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , EN ) = (h
−1
N · ξ)LeN (LN , LN , EN )
= ξ(LN ) +O(τ
2N−2) + ρ−1
N
O(τ2N ) (9.228)
or, again by the estimates 9.210,
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , LN ) = ρNO(τ
N ) +O(τN+2) + ρ−1
N
O(τ2N+1)
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , EN ) = ρ−1N O(τ
N ) + ρ−2
N
O(τ2N+1)
( ∗hN ξ)(LN , EN ) = O(τ
N−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τ2N ) (9.229)
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Since (see 9.199):
∗h˜N ξ = Ω1/2N
∗hN ξ =
GN
ηN
∗hN ξ (9.230)
we also have:
(
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , LN ) = ρNO(τ
N ) +O(τN+2) + ρ−1
N
O(τ2N+1)
(
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , EN ) = ρ−1N O(τ
N ) + ρ−2
N
O(τ2N+1)
(
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , EN ) = O(τ
N−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τ2N ) (9.231)
According to 9.211 with h˜N in the role of g:
divh˜N ξ =
(d
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , LN , EN )
e˜N (LN , LN , EN )
(9.232)
and by 9.216:
e˜N (LN , LN , EN ) = Ω
3/2
N eN (LN , LN , EN ) =
(
GN
ηN
)3
(−2aN + vN ) (9.233)
The 1-form ξ being given by 9.220, 9.232 is the 1st term on the right in 9.201.
Now, if θ is an arbitrary 2-form on an arbitrary manifold M, dθ, the exterior
derivative of θ, is given by:
(dθ)(X,Y, Z) = X(θ(Y, Z)) + Y (θ(Z,X)) + Z(θ(X,Y ))
−θ([X,Y ], Z)− θ([Y, Z], X)− θ([Z,X ], Y ) (9.234)
where X,Y, Z is an arbitrary triplet of vectorfields on M. Taking the manifold
N in the role ofM, the 2-form ∗h˜N ξ in the role of θ and the triplet of vectorfields
LN , LN , EN in the role of X,Y, Z, we obtain:
(d
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , LN , EN ) = LN(
∗h˜N ξ(LN , EN )) + LN (
∗h˜N ξ(EN , LN))
+EN (
∗h˜N ξ(LN , LN ))
− ∗h˜N ξ([LN , LN ], EN )− ∗h˜N ξ([LN , EN ], LN)
− ∗h˜N ξ([EN , LN ], LN )
Substituting from the commutation relations 9.16 this becomes:
(d
∗h˜N ξ)(LN , LN , EN ) = LN(
∗h˜N ξ(LN , EN ))− LN ( ∗h˜N ξ(LN , EN ))
+EN (
∗h˜N ξ(LN , LN ))
+χN
∗h˜N ξ(LN , EN )− χN
∗h˜N ξ(LN , EN ) (9.235)
Using the estimates 9.231, we then deduce through 9.232, 9.233, in view of the
fact that by 9.219
1− vN
2aN
= 1 +O(τN−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1) (9.236)
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the following estimate in regard to the 1st term on the right in 9.201:
divh˜N (iX(µ)ωN ) = O(u
−2τN−3) +O(u−5τN−1) (9.237)
Combining finally this estimate with the estimate 9.209 for the 2nd term on the
right in 9.201 yields the following proposition.
Proposition 9.9 In the sense of Definition 9.2 we have:
κµ,N = O(u
−2τN−3) +O(u−5τN−1)
Defining, in analogy with 8.11 the rescaled functions
κ˜µ,N = ΩNaNκµ,N (9.238)
we have, according to 9.200,
ΩNaNh˜Nβµ,N = κ˜µ,N (9.239)
and by Proposition 9.9:
κ˜µ,N = O(τ
N−2) +O(u−3τN ) (9.240)
Let now f be a smooth function on N , that is a C∞ function of the coor-
dinates (u, u, ϑ) or equivalently of the coordinates (τ, σ, ϑ). We want to express
the difference:
aΩh˜f − aNΩNh˜N f (9.241)
Consider first the difference:
ahf − aNhN f = ahf − aNh′N f − aN (hN f −h′N f) (9.242)
Now, if (M, g) is an arbitrary Lorentzian manifold an f an arbitrary function
on M, then
gf = tr(g
−1 ·Ddf) (9.243)
D being the covariant derivative operator associated to g, soDdf is the covariant
Hessian of f relative to g a symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield on M. If X,Y is
an arbitrary pair of vectorfields on M we have:
(Ddf)(X,Y ) = (DXdf)(Y ) = X(Y f)− (DXY )f = (Ddf)(Y,X)
Placing then (N , h) in the role of (M, g) and recalling that (see 2.38, 3.150):
h−1 = − 1
2a
(L⊗ L+ L⊗ L) + E ⊗ E (9.244)
we deduce:
ahf = −{L(Lf)− (DLL)f}+ a{E(Ef)− (DEE)f}
= −{L(Lf)− (DLL)f}+ a{E(Ef)− (DEE)f} (9.245)
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Substituting for the connection coefficients of D in the frame field (L,L,E) from
3.151, 3.153 yields:
ahf = −L(Lf) + aE(Ef)− 1
2
(χLf + χLf) + 2ηEf
= −L(Lf) + aE(Ef)− 1
2
(χLf + χLf) + 2ηEf (9.246)
Now, the co-frame field (ζN , ζN , ζ/N ) (see 9.72) being dual to the frame field
(LN , LN , EN ) (see 9.14, 9.15), the metric h
′
N , defined by 9.73, bears the same
relation to the frame field (LN , LN , EN ) and to the positive functions aN , h/N as
the metric h bears to the frame field (L,L,E) and to the positive functions a, h/.
It follows that, denoting by D′N the covariant derivative operator associated to
h′N , the connection coefficients of D
′
N in the frame field (LN , LN , EN ) are given,
in analogy to 3.151, 3.153 by:
D′N,LNLN = a
−1
N (LNaN )LN D
′
N,LLN = a
−1
N (LNaN )LN
D′N,LNLN = 2ηNEN D
′
N,LN
LN = 2ηNEN
D′N,ENLN = χNEN + a
−1
N ηNLN D
′
N,EN
LN = χNE + a
−1
N ηNLN
(9.247)
D′N,LNEN = a
−1
N ηNLN D
′
N,LN
EN = a
−1
N ηNLN
D′N,ENEN = (2aN )
−1(χ
N
LN + χNLN ) (9.248)
Here χN , χN are defined by 9.17, so the first two of 9.16, which are the analogues
of the fist two of 3.154, hold, and ηN , ηN are defined by the analogue of 3.152:
ηN + ηN = ENaN (9.249)
and by:
ηN − ηN =
1
2
ζN (9.250)
with ζN defined by 9.18 and the last of 9.16. That the connection coefficients of
D′N in the frame field (LN , LN , EN ) are given by 9.247, 9.248 is a consequence
of the fact that the connection coefficients of a torsion-free metric connection in
a given frame field are determined by the metric coefficients in the frame field,
here given by 9.74, and the commutation relations of the frame field, here given
by 9.16.
Using 9.247, 9.248 we deduce in analogy with 9.246:
aNh′
N
f = −LN (LNf) + aNEN (ENf)−
1
2
(χ
N
LNf + χNLNf) + 2ηNENf
= −LN(LNf) + aNEN (ENf)−
1
2
(χ
N
LNf + χNLNf) + 2ηNENf
(9.251)
The first difference on the right in 9.242 is then obtained by subtracting 9.251
from 9.246.
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We turn to the second difference on the right in 9.242, namely
aN (hN f −h′N f)
To estimate this we recall the fact that if f is an arbitrary function on an
arbitrary Lorentzian manifold (M, g) we have:
gf = divgdf (9.252)
and divgdf is given by 9.211 with the 1-form df in the role of the 1-form ξ.
Placing N in the role of M and hN , eN or h′N , e′N in the roles of g, ǫ, we have:
d ∗hNdf = eNhN f, d
∗h′Ndf = e′Nh′N f (9.253)
In view of 9.213, 9.216 we then deduce:
aN (hN f −h′N f) =
−1
2
(
1− vN
2aN
)−1 {
(d( ∗hN df − ∗h′N df))(LN , LN , EN )
−vNh′
N
f
}
(9.254)
Now from the first members of equations 9.224, 9.228, together with 9.225 and
9.213, 9.216 we obtain:
( ∗hN df − ∗h′N df)(LN , LN ) = −2aN
(
1− vN
2aN
)
(δ′h,N · df)E + vN (h′−1N · df)E
( ∗hN df − ∗h′N df)(LN , EN ) = 2aN
(
1− vN
2aN
)
(δ′h,N · df)L − vN (h′−1N · df)L
( ∗hN df − ∗h′N df)(LN , EN ) = −2aN
(
1− vN
2aN
)
(δ′h,N · df)L + vN (h′−1N · df)L
(9.255)
We have:
2aN(δ
′
h,N · df)E = 2aN(δ′LEN LNf + δ′LEN Lf + δ′EEN ENf)
2aN(δ
′
h,N · df)L = 2aN (δ′LLN LNf + δ′LLN LNf + δ′LEN ENf)
2aN(δ
′
h,N · df)L = 2aN (δ′LLN LNf + δ′LLN Lf + δ′LEN ENf (9.256)
Since f is a C∞ function of (τ, σ, ϑ) the estimates 9.107 then imply:
2aN (δ
′
h,N · df)E = O(τN )
2aN (δ
′
h,N · df)L = ρ−1N O(τN ) +O(τN−1)
2aN (δ
′
h,N · df)L = O(τN−1) + ρ−1N O(τN+1) (9.257)
In regard to the second terms in equations 9.255 we have:
2aN(h
′−1
N ·df)E = 2aNENf, 2aN (h′−1N ·df)L = −LNf, 2aN (h′−1N ·df)L = −LNf
(9.258)
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and by 9.219:
vN
2aN
= O(τN−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1) (9.259)
Defining the 2-form:
θ = ∗hNdf − ∗h′Ndf (9.260)
the estimates 9.257 together with the above yield, through 9.255,
θ(LN , LN ) = O(τ
N )
θ(LN , EN ) = ρ
−1
N
O(τN ) +O(τN−1)
θ(LN , EN ) = O(τ
N−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1) (9.261)
We now apply the formula 9.234. In view of the commutation relations 9.16 we
obtain:
(dθ)(LN , LN , EN ) = LN (θ(LN , EN )) + LN (θ(EN , LN)) + EN (θ(LN , LN ))
+χ
N
θ(EN , LN )− χNθ(EN , LN ) (9.262)
Taking into account the fact that
LNρN = O(τ) as LNρN
∣∣∣
τ=0
= Lρ
∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (9.263)
hence
LN (ρ
−1
N
) = ρ−2
N
O(τ) (9.264)
the estimates 9.261 imply:
LN(θ(LN , EN )) = O(τ
N−2) + ρ−1
N
O(τN ) + ρ−2
N
O(τN+2)
LN (θ(EN , LN)) = ρ
−1
N
O(τN ) +O(τN−1)
EN (θ(LN , LN )) = O(τ
N ) (9.265)
Also, taking into account the fact that
χN = O(τ) as χN |τ=0 = χ|τ=0 = 0 (9.266)
we have:
χ
N
θ(EN , LN ) = ρ
−1
N
O(τN ) +O(τN−1)
χNθ(EN , LN ) = O(τ
N ) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+2) (9.267)
We conclude that:
(dθ)(LN , LN , EN ) = O(τ
N−2) + ρ−1
N
O(τN ) + ρ−2
N
O(τN+2) (9.268)
This controls the first term in parenthesis on the right in 9.254. As for the
second term, we note that by the formula 9.251, aNh′
N
f is a C∞ function of
(τ, σ, ϑ). Then by 9.259 this term is
O(τN−1) + ρ−1
N
O(τN+1)
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In conclusion, we have established the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3 Let f be a known C∞ function of the coordinates (τ, σ, ϑ). We
then have:
aN (hN f −h′N f) = O(τN−2) + ρ−1N O(τN ) + ρ−2N O(τN+2)
We now turn to the difference 9.241. We express this in analogy with 9.242
as:
aΩh˜f−aNΩNh˜N f = aΩh˜f−aNΩNh˜′N f−aNΩN (h˜N f−h˜′N f) (9.269)
We shall apply the following. If (M, g) is an arbitrary n + 1 dimensional
Lorentzian manifold, and Ω an arbitrary positive function on M, then with
g˜ the conformal metric g˜ = Ωg we have, for any function f on M,
Ωg˜f = gf +
(n− 1)
2
Ω−1g−1(dΩ, df) (9.270)
Applying this placing N in the role of M, so here n = 2, and placing h, Ω or
h′N , ΩN in the roles of g and Ω respectively, we obtain:
aΩh˜f = ahf +
1
2
Ω−1 (−(1/2)((LΩ)Lf + (LΩ)Lf) + a(EΩ)Ef)
aNΩNh˜′
N
f = aNh′
N
f +
1
2
Ω−1N (−(1/2)((LNΩN )LNf + (LNΩN)LNf)
+aN (ENΩN )ENf) (9.271)
The above together with 9.246, 9.251 allow us to express the difference
aΩh˜f − aNΩNh˜′
N
f
As for
aNΩN (h˜N f −h˜′N f)
we apply 9.270 placing N in the role ofM, hN or h′N in the roles of g, and ΩN
in the role of Ω, to obtain:
aNΩNh˜N f = aNhN f +
1
2
Ω−1N aNh
−1
N (dΩN , df)
aNΩNh˜′N
f = aNh′
N
f +
1
2
Ω−1N aNh
′−1
N (dΩN , df) (9.272)
Taking the difference gives, in view of 9.101,
aNΩN (h˜N f −h˜′N f) = aN ((hN f − h′Nf)
+
1
2
Ω−1N aNδ
′
h,N (dΩN , df) (9.273)
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The fact that ΩN is a C
∞ function of the coordinates (τ, σ, ϑ) which is bounded
from below by a positive constant together with the estimates 9.107 imply:
1
2
Ω−1N aNδ
′
h,N(dΩN , df) = ρ
−1
N
O(τN ) +O(τN−1) (9.274)
Combining this with Lemma 9.3 yields the following.
Lemma 9.4 Let f be a known C∞ function of the coordinates (τ, σ, ϑ). We
then have:
aNΩN (h˜N f −h˜′N f) = O(τ
N−2) + ρ−1
N
O(τN ) + ρ−2
N
O(τN+2)
Placing in the above lemma the known smooth functions βµ,N in the role of
f and recalling 9.239, 9.240 yields the following proposition.
Proposition 9.10 We have:
ΩNaNh˜′
N
βµ,N = κ˜
′
µ,N
where
κ˜′µ,N = O(τ
N−2) +O(u−3τN )
in the sense of Definition 9.2.
9.6 The Variation Differences (m,l) ˇ˙φµ and the Rescaled
Source Differences (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ
Recalling the fundamental variations 6.22, we define the fundamental variation
differences:
ˇ˙
φµ = βµ − βµ,N (9.275)
Since
Ωah˜βµ = 0, ΩNaNh˜′N
βµ,N = κ˜
′
µ,N
the fundamental variation differences satisfy:
Ωah˜
ˇ˙φµ = −(Ωah˜ − ΩNaNh˜′
N
)βµ,N − κ˜′µ,N (9.276)
Here on the right hand side the 1st term is estimated through 9.271, and 9.246,
9.251 with βµ,N in the role of f , while the 2nd term is estimated by Proposition
9.10.
Similarly, recalling the higher order variations 8.1, we define the higher order
variation differences:
(m,l) ˇ˙φµ = E
lTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N (9.277)
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By 8.3 and 8.11:
Ωah˜(E
lTmβµ) =
(m,l)ρ˜µ (9.278)
the rescaled sources (m,l)ρ˜µ being determined by the recursion 8.28 with l = 0,
that is:
(m+1,0)ρ˜µ = Tˆ
(m,0)ρ˜µ +
(T,m,0)σµ (9.279)
and the homogeneous initial condition 8.30:
(0,0)ρ˜µ = 0 (9.280)
followed by the recursion 8.29:
(m,l+1)ρ˜µ = Eˆ
(m,l)ρ˜µ +
(E,m,l)σµ (9.281)
In 9.279 and 9.281 we denote, for any commutation field C, here T or E, by Cˆ
the operator, acting on functions,
Cˆ = C + (C)δ (9.282)
the 2nd term being a multiplication operator.
The ElNT
mβµ,N similarly satisfy equations of the form:
ΩNaNh˜′N
(ElNT
mβµ,N ) =
(m,l)ρ˜′µ,N (9.283)
which follow from the equation of Proposition 9.10 by applying Lemma 8.1 with
the metric h˜′N in the role of the metric h˜. Then
(C)π˜ is replaced by:
(C)π˜N = LC h˜′N (9.284)
and (C)J , the commutation current associated to ψ and C, is replaced by
(C)JN , a vectorfield given in arbitrary local coordinates by:
(C)JN =
(
(C)π˜αβN −
1
2
(h˜′−1N )
αβ t˜r (C)π˜N
)
∂βψ (9.285)
where
(C)π˜N = (h˜
′−1
N )
αγ(h˜′−1N )
βδ (C)π˜γδ,N , t˜r
(C)π˜N = (h˜
′−1
N )
αβ π˜αβ,N (9.286)
With these replacements, Lemma 8.1 states that if ψ is a solution of
h˜′
N
ψ = ρ
and C is an arbitrary vectorfield, then
(C)ψ = Cψ
satisfies the equation
h˜′
N
(C)ψ = (C)ρ
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where
(C)ρ = Cρ+ d˜ivN
(C)JN +
1
2
t˜r (C)π˜Nρ
d˜ivN being the covariant divergence operator associated to the metric h˜
′
N . Defin-
ing then, in analogy with 8.24,
ρ˜ = ΩNaNρ,
(C)ρ˜ = ΩNaN
(C)ρ (9.287)
(C)ρ˜ is related to ρ˜ according to the lemma by:
(C)ρ˜ = Cρ˜+ (C)σN +
(C)δN ρ˜ (9.288)
where
(C)σN = ΩNaN d˜ivN
(C)JN (9.289)
and
(C)δN =
1
2
t˜r (C)π˜N − a−1N CaN − Ω−1N CΩN (9.290)
The function (C)σN is associated to the commutation field C and to the function
ψ through the metric h˜′N .
From the above we deduce for the functions (m,l)ρ˜′µ,N (see 9.283), in analogy
with Section 8.2, the recursion formulas:
(m+1,0)ρ˜′µ,N = TˆN
(m,0)ρ˜′µ,N +
(T,m,0)σµ,N (9.291)
(m,l+1)ρ˜′µ,N = EˆN
(m,l)ρ˜′µ,N +
(EN ,m,l)σµ,N (9.292)
Here TˆN and EˆN are the operators:
TˆN = T +
(T )δN , EˆN = EN +
(EN )δN (9.293)
Also, (T,m,0)σN is the function
(C)σN , as above, associated to the commutation
field C = T and to the function Tmβµ,N , and
(EN ,m,l)σN is the function
(C)σN ,
as above, associated to the commutation field C = EN and to the function
ElNT
mβµ,N . In contrast to the recursion 9.279, the initial condition for the
recursion 9.291 is inhomogeneous, as according to Proposition 9.10 we have:
(0,0)ρ˜′µ,N = κ˜
′
µ,N (9.294)
To the recursions 9.279, 9.281 and the recursions 9.291, 9.292 we shall apply
the following elementary lemma on linear recursions.
Lemma 9.5 Let (yn : n = 0, 1, 2, ...) be a given sequence in a space X and
A a linear operator in X . Suppose that (xn : n = 0, 1, 2, ...) is a sequence in X
satisfying the recursion:
xn+1 = Axn + yn
Then for each n = 0, 1, 2, ... we have:
xn = A
nx0 +
n−1∑
m=0
An−1−mym
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Applying this lemma to the recursion 9.279, in view of the homogeneous
initial condition 9.280 we deduce:
(m,0)ρ˜µ =
m−1∑
n=0
Tˆm−1−n (T,n,0)σµ (9.295)
Applying then the lemma to the recursion 9.281 we deduce:
(m,l)ρ˜µ = Eˆ
l (m,0)ρ˜µ +
l−1∑
k=0
Eˆl−1−k (E,m,k)σµ (9.296)
Substituting for (m,0)ρ˜µ from 9.295 then yields:
(m,l)ρ˜µ =
m−1∑
n=0
EˆlTˆm−1−n (T,n,0)σµ +
l−1∑
k=0
Eˆl−1−k (E,m,k)σµ (9.297)
Applying Lemma 9.5 to the recursion 9.292, in view of the inhomogeneous initial
condition 9.294 we deduce:
(m,0)ρ˜′µ,N = Tˆ
m
N κ˜
′
µ,N +
m−1∑
n=0
Tˆm−1−nN
(T,n,0)σµ,N (9.298)
Applying then Lemma 9.5 to the recursion 9.293 we deduce:
(m,l)ρ˜′µ,N = Eˆ
l
N
(m,0)ρ˜′µ,N +
l−1∑
k=0
Eˆl−1−kN
(EN ,m,k)σµ,N (9.299)
Substituting for (m,0)ρ˜′µ,N from 9.298 then yields:
(m,l)ρ˜′µ,N = Eˆ
l
N Tˆ
m
N κ˜
′
µ,N +
m−1∑
n=0
EˆlN Tˆ
m−1−n
N
(T,n,0)σµ,N
+
l−1∑
k=0
Eˆl−1−kN
(EN ,m,k)σµ,N (9.300)
We can write this in the form:
(m,l)ρ˜′µ,N = Eˆ
l
N Tˆ
m
N κ˜
′
µ,N +
(m,l)ρ˜µ,N (9.301)
where (m,l)ρ˜µ,N is the solution of the recursions 9.292, 9.293 with the inho-
mogeneous initial condition 9.294 replaced by the corresponding homogeneous
one:
(0,0)ρ˜µ,N = 0 (9.302)
Thus, we have:
(m,l)ρ˜µ,N =
m−1∑
n=0
EˆlN Tˆ
m−1−n
N
(T,n,0)σµ,N +
l−1∑
k=0
Eˆl−1−kN
(EN ,m,k)σµ,N (9.303)
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In conclusion, we have established the following proposition.
Proposition 9.11 The variation differences (m,l) ˇ˙φµ satisfy
Ωah˜
(m,l) ˇ˙φµ =
(m,l) ˇ˜ρµ
where the rescaled source differences (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ are given by:
(m,l) ˇ˜ρµ = −(Ωah˜ −ΩNh˜′
N
)ElNT
mβµ,N +
(m,l)ρ˜µ − (m,l)ρ˜µ,N − EˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N
with (m,l)ρ˜µ,
(m,l)ρ˜µ,N given by 9.297, 9.303 respectively.
We remark that the first term in (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ is estimated through 9.271, and
9.246, 9.251 with the known C∞ function ElNT
mβµ,N in the role of f , while the
last term is estimated through Proposition 9.10.
We denote
(C)πN = LCh′N (9.304)
Recalling from Chapter 8 that in the case n = 2 we denote
(C)πLL =
(C)π(L,L), (C)πLL =
(C)π(L,L), (C)πLL =
(C)π(L,L)
(C)π/L =
(C)π(L,E), (C)π/L =
(C)π(L,E), (C)π/ = (C)π(E,E)
the components of (C)π in the (L,L,E) frame, we similarly denote
(C)πLL,N =
(C)πN (LN , LN),
(C)πLL,N =
(C)πN (LN , LN )
(C)πLL,N =
(C)πN (LN , LN )
(C)π/L,N =
(C)πN (LN , EN ),
(C)π/L,N =
(C)πN (LN , EN )
(C)π/N =
(C)π(EN , EN ) (9.305)
the components of (C)πN in the (LN , LN , EN ) frame. Since with X,Y an
arbitrary pair of vectorfields we have:
(C)πN (X,Y ) = C(h
′
N (X,Y ))− h′N ([C,X ], Y )− h′N (X, [C, Y ]) (9.306)
taking C equal to T or EN and selecting the pair X,Y out of the frame field
(LN , LN , EN ), by reason of the commutation relations 9.16 and table 9.74, we
deduce tables for the components of (T )πN and
(EN )πN analogous to the tables
8.50 and 8.51:
(T )πLL,N =
(T )πLL,N = 0,
(T )πLL,N = −2TaN
(T )π/L,N = −ζN , (T )π/L,N = ζN
(T )π/N = 2(χN + χN ) (9.307)
(EN )πLL,N =
(EN )πLL,N = 0,
(EN )πLL,N = −2ENaN
(EN )π/L,N = −χN , (EN )π/L,N = −χN
(EN )π/N = 0 (9.308)
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Since h˜′N = ΩNh
′
N , we have:
(C)π˜N = ΩN
(C)πN + (CΩN )h
′
N (9.309)
Hence, the components of (C)π˜N in the frame field (LN , LN , EN ) are given in
terms of the components of (C)πN by:
(C)π˜LL,N = ΩN
(C)πLL,N ,
(C)π˜LL,N = ΩN
(C)πLL,N
(C)π˜LL,N = ΩN (
(C)πLL,N − 2aNΩ−1N CΩN )
(C)π˜/L,N = ΩN
(C)π/L,N ,
(C)π˜/L,N = ΩN
(C)π/L,N
(C)π˜/N = ΩN (
(C)π/N +Ω
−1
N CΩN ) (9.310)
(compare with 8.49). Since
t˜r (C)π˜N = −a−1N (C)πLL,N + (C)π/N + 3Ω−1N CΩN (9.311)
(compare with 8.78, here n = 2) the functions (C)δN , defined by 9.290 are
expressed as:
(C)δN = − 1
2aN
( (C)πLL,N + 2CaN ) +
1
2
(C)π/N +
1
2
Ω−1N CΩN (9.312)
(compare with 8.79, here n = 2). From tables 9.307, 9.308 we see that:
(C)πLL,N + 2CaN = 0 : for both commutation fields C = T,EN (9.313)
(compare with 8.80). Therefore 9.312 reduces to:
(C)δN =
1
2
(C)π/N +
1
2
Ω−1N CΩN (9.314)
Consequently, the functions (C)δN are smooth functions of the coordinates
(τ, σ, ϑ) for both commutation fields C = T,EN . Proposition 9.10 then im-
plies the following estimate in regard to the last term in (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ as given by
Proposition 9.11:
EˆlN Tˆ
m
N κ˜
′
µ,N = O(τ
N−m−2) +O(u−3τN−m) (9.315)
9.7 The Difference 1-Forms (V ;m,l)ξˇ. The Dif-
ference Energies and the Difference Energy
Identities
To the variation differences (m,l)
ˇ˙
φµ : µ = 0, 1, 2 and to each of the two variation
fields V = Y,E we associate the difference 1-form:
(V ;m,l)ξˇ = V µd (m,l) ˇ˙φµ (9.316)
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(see Section 6.2). To the 1-form (V ;m,l)ξˇ we associate, in analogy with 6.116
(or 7.79), the symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield:
(V ;m,l)Sˇ = (V ;m,l)ξˇ ⊗ (V ;m,l)ξˇ − 1
2
h˜−1( (V ;m,l)ξˇ, (V ;m,l)ξˇ)h˜ (9.317)
With the multiplier field X fixed according to 7.67, we define, in analogy with
6.69, the difference energy current, the vectorfield given in arbitrary local coor-
dinates by:
(V ;m,l)Pˇα = − (V ;m,l)SˇαβXβ (9.318)
Here, as in Chapter 6, indices from the beginning of the Greek alphabet are
raised with respect to h˜. In particular,
(V ;m,l)Sˇαβ = (h˜
−1)αγ (V ;m,l)Sˇγβ (9.319)
We then have, in analogy with 6.70,
D˜α
(V ;m,l)Pˇα = (V ;m,l)Qˇ (9.320)
where, in view of Proposition 9.11, (V ;m,l)Qˇ is given, in analogy with 6.77 -
6.80, by:
(V ;m,l)Qˇ = (V ;m,l)Qˇ1 +
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2 +
(V ;m,l)Qˇ3 (9.321)
where:
(V ;m,l)Qˇ1 = −1
2
(V ;m,l)Sˇαβ (X)π˜αβ (9.322)
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2 = − (V ;m,l)ξˇαXβ
(
(V )θµα ∂β
(m,l) ˇ˙φµ − (V )θµβ ∂α (m,l) ˇ˙φµ
)
− (V ;m,l)ξˇβXβ (V )θµα ∂α (m,l) ˇ˙φµ (9.323)
(V ;m,l)Qˇ3 = − (V ;m,l)ξˇβXβ V µ(Ωa)−1 (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ (9.324)
indices from the beginning of the Greek alphabet being raised with respect to
h˜. In particular,
(V ;m,l)Sˇαβ = (h˜−1)αγ(h˜−1)βδ (V ;m,l)Sˇγδ (9.325)
(V ;m,l)ξˇα = (h˜−1)αβ (V ;m,l)ξˇβ , ∂α (m,l)
ˇ˙φµ = (h˜
−1)αβ∂β (m,l)
ˇ˙φµ
From 9.320 we deduce following the same path as that leading from 6.70 to
6.113, the (m, l) difference energy identity associated to the variation field V :
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Fˇu1 − (V ;m,l)Eˇ
u1
(0) = (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1
(9.326)
Here (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1), (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) are the (m, l) difference energies, associ-
ated to the variation field V , defined in analogy to 6.105, 6.107 by (here n = 2):
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) :=
∫
C
u1
u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)PˇL (9.327)
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(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) :=
∫
C
u1
u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)PˇL (9.328)
Also, (V ;m,l)Fˇu1 is the (m, l) difference flux associated to the variation field V ,
defined in analogy to 6.110 by:
(V ;m,l)Fˇu1 :=
∫
Ku1
2aΩ3/2
(
(V ;m,l)PˇL − (V ;m,l)PˇL
)
(9.329)
Finally, (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 is the (m, l) difference error integral associated to the
variation field V , defined in analogy to 6.112 by:
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 :=
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)Qˇ (9.330)
The multiplier field X being fixed according to 7.67, we have, in analogy with
7.81, 7.82,
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω1/2(3( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2 + a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2) (9.331)
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u) =
∫
C
u1
u
Ω1/2(3a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2 + ( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2) (9.332)
Also, by the analogues of 6.114, 6.117 we have:
(V ;m,l)Fˇτ1 =
∫
Kτ1
Ω1/2 (V ;m,l)Sˇ(X,M) (9.333)
M being the interior normal 6.160 to K, so with X fixed according to 7.67, the
analogue of the coercivity inequality 7.65 applies:
(V ;m,l)Sˇ(X,M) ≥ C−1
(
( (V ;m,l)ξˇT )
2 + a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2
)
−C′( (V ;m,l)bˇ)2 (9.334)
where, in analogy with 6.179, 6.180, (V ;m,l)bˇ represents the boundary values on
K of (V ;m,l)ξˇ(B):
(V ;m,l)ξˇ(B) = (V ;m,l)bˇ : on K (9.335)
The functions (V ;m,l)bˇ shall be analyzed in Chapter 13. Defining then
(V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ1 = V ;m,l)Fˇτ1 + 2C′
∫
Kτ1
Ω1/2( (V ;m,l)bˇ)2 (9.336)
C′ being the constant in the last term in 9.334, we have:
(V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ1 ≥ C−1
∫
Kτ1
Ω1/2
(
( (V ;m,l)ξˇT )
2 + a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2
)
+C′
∫
Kτ1
Ω1/2( (V ;m,l)bˇ)2 (9.337)
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Now, by 6.171 - 6.173:
L = B −
(
1
4
ΛˆβT − 1
2
)
T + aΛˆβ/E (9.338)
hence by 9.335:
(V ;m,l)ξˇL =
(V ;m,l)bˇ−
(
1
4
ΛˆβT − 1
2
)
(V ;m,l)ξˇT + aΛˆβ/
(V ;m,l)ξˇ/ (9.339)
In view of 6.206, 6.208 we can assume that:∣∣∣∣12ΛˆβT − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cτ, √a|Λˆ| ≤ Cτ1/2 : in Kδ (9.340)
It then follows from 9.335, 9.337 that:∫
Kτ1
(
( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2 + ( (V ;m,l)ξˇL)
2 + a( (V ;m,l)ξˇ/)2
)
≤ C (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ1 (9.341)
for a different constant C.
Now, the definition of the Nth order approximants 9.3 implies, through 9.277
that:
(m,l) ˇ˙φµ
∣∣∣
C0
= 0 : if N ≥ m (9.342)
hence for both V = Y,E:
(V ;m,l)ξˇ/
∣∣∣
C0
= (V ;m,l)ξˇL
∣∣∣
C0
= 0 : if N ≥ m (9.343)
Choosing then N ≥ m, we have, from 9.332,
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(0) = 0 (9.344)
Therefore the (m, l) difference energy identity 9.326 reduces to:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Fˇu1 = (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1 (9.345)
Finally, we define the weighted quantities:
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
u−2amu−2bm (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u) (9.346)
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
u−2amu−2bm (V ;m,l)Eˇu(u) (9.347)
and:
(V ;m,l)A(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
τ−2(am+bm) (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′τ (9.348)
the exponents am, bm being non-negative real numbers which are non-increasing
with m. Remark that (u1, u1) ∈ Ru2,u2 , that is u2 ≥ u1 and u2 ≥ u1, implies:
(V ;m,l)B(u2, u2) ≥ (V ;m,l)B(u1, u1), (V ;m,l)B(u2, u2) ≥ (V ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
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and τ2 ≥ τ1 implies:
(V ;m,l)A(τ2) ≥ (V ;m,l)A(τ1)
We also define:
(m,l)B = max
V=Y,E
(V ;m,l)B, (m,l)B = max
V=Y,E
(V ;m,l)B (9.349)
[m,l]B = max
i=0,...,m
(i,l+m−i)B, [m,l]B = max
i=0,...,m
(i,l+m−i)B (9.350)
and:
(m,l)A = max
V=Y,E
(V ;m,l)A, [m,l]A = max
i=0,...,m
(i,l+m−i)A (9.351)
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Chapter 10
The Top Order Acoustical
Estimates in the Case d = 2
10.1 Regularization of the Propagation Equa-
tions for χ˜ and χ˜
The variation differences (m,l) ˇ˙φµ, defined by 9.277, being of order m + l, the
difference 1-forms (V ;m,l)ξˇ, defined by 9.316, are of order m+ l + 1, hence the
(m, l) difference energies (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u), (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u), defined by 9.331, 9.332,
are of order m+ l + 1. Let n+ 1 be the order of the top order estimates to be
considered. Then for the top order difference energies we have m+ l = n. The
associated difference error integral, defined by 9.330, is, in view of 9.321, the
sum:
(V ;m,l)Gu1,u1 = (V ;m,l)G
u1,u1
1 +
(V ;m,l)G
u1,u1
2 +
(V ;m,l)G
u1,u1
3 (10.1)
where:
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1i =
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)Qˇi : i = 1, 2, 3 (10.2)
the (V ;m,l)Qˇi : i = 1, 2, 3 being given by 9.322, 9.323, 9.324. The difference
error integral containing the top order acoustical quantities is (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u13 ,
which according to 9.324 is given by (X has been fixed by 7.67):
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u13 = −2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2(3 (V ;m,l)ξˇL +
(V ;m,l)ξˇL)V
µ (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ (10.3)
The principal acoustical part of (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ is given by 8.149, 8.150. Since here
m+ l = n, the top order, n+ 1, acoustical quantities appearing are:
for m = 0 : Elχ˜, Elχ˜
for m ≥ 1 : El+2Tm−1λ, El+2Tm−1λ (10.4)
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The quantities ET n−1λ, ET n−1λ, or T nλ, T nλ, do not appear.
We must estimate the top order acoustical quantities 10.4, or more precisely
their difference from the corresponding Nth approximants, in terms of the top
order difference energies. In view of the 1st of the relations 3.161, to control
the departure of χ˜ from its initial values on C0 we must use the 2nd variation
equation 3.184, this equation being a propagation equation along the integral
curves of L (these intersect in the past C0). Similarly, in view of the 2nd of the
relations 3.161, to control the departure of χ˜ from its boundary values on K we
must use the 2nd variation equation 3.185, this equation being a propagation
equation along the integral curves of L (these intersect in the past K). The
principal term on the right hand side of equation 3.184 is the order 2 term Em/.
Similarly, the principal term on the right hand side of equation 3.185 is the
order 2 term Em/. To estimate Elχ˜, Elχ˜ requires that we commute equations
3.184, 3.185 respectively with El. The principal terms on the right will then be
El+1m/, El+1m/ respectively, which are of order l+ 2. At the top order we have
l = n, so these principal terms, being then of order n+ 2, cannot be controlled
in terms of the top order energies. The only way in which this difficulty can be
overcome is if we can show that there are suitable 1st order quantities v and v
such that the differences
Em/ − Lv and Em/ − Lv (10.5)
are quantities of 1st order. The terms Lv and Lv can then be brought to the
left hand sides of equations 3.184 and 3.185 obtaining in this way propagation
equations for the quantities k/− v and k/ − v along the integral curves of L and
L respectively, with right hand sides which are only of order 1.
According to 3.68 (see also 3.155) we have:
m/ = −βNβ/LH + 1
2
ρβ2NEH −Hβ/sNL (10.6)
Note that the principal factors of the 1st and 3rd terms are both L derivatives.
Applying E we then obtain, to principal terms,
[Em/]P.P =
[
L(−βNβ/EH −Hβ/s/N) + 1
2
ρβ2NE
2H
]
P.P.
(10.7)
Now, suppose that:
[hH ]P.P. = 0 (10.8)
Then by 9.246 with H in the role of f we can write:
[aE2H ]P.P. = [LLH ]P.P. (10.9)
Since a = ρλ (see 2.72, 2.74) this implies:[
1
2
ρβ2NE
2H
]
P.P.
=
[
L
(
1
2λ
β2NLH
)]
P.P.
(10.10)
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We can then set:
v =
1
2λ
β2NLH − βNβ/EH −Hβ/s/N (10.11)
to achieve our objective in the case of Em/. By the 1st of 3.161 we then have:
k/ − v = χ˜− 1
2
λβ2NLH + βNβ/EH (10.12)
However the function v is singular at ∂−B where λ vanishes. To obtain a regular
function we multiply by λ, defining instead:
θ = λ(k/ − v) = λχ˜+ f (10.13)
where
f = −1
2
β2NLH + λβNβ/EH (10.14)
As a consequence θ satisfies a propagation equation along the integral curves of
L of the form:
Lθ = R (10.15)
where R is a quantity of order 1.
In a similar manner we deduce using 3.69, that is
m/ = −βNβ/LH + 1
2
ρβ2N −Hβ/sNL (10.16)
that, provided that 10.8 holds, the function
v =
1
2λ
β2NLH − βNβ/EH −Hβ/s/N (10.17)
which is conjugate to v, achieves our objective in the case of Em/. By the 2nd
of 3.161 we then have:
k/ − v = χ˜− 1
2
λβ2NLH + βNβ/EH (10.18)
However the function v is singular at C0 where λ vanishes. To obtain a regular
function we multiply by λ, defining instead:
θ = λ(k/ − v) = λχ˜+ f (10.19)
where
f = −1
2
β2NLH + λβNβ/EH (10.20)
As a consequence θ satisfies a propagation equation along the integral curves of
L of the form:
Lθ = R (10.21)
where R is a quantity of order 1.
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It remains for us to establish 10.8. In fact, more precisely, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 10.1 We have:
hH =
(
H ′′ − (1/2)Ω−1Ω′H ′)h−1(dσ, dσ) − 2H ′(g−1)µνh−1(dβµ, dβν)
where H and Ω being a functions of σ we denote
H ′ =
dH
dσ
, H ′′ =
d2H
dσ2
and Ω′ =
dΩ
dσ
Proof: Since H is a function of σ we have:
dH = H ′dσ, h˜H = H
′
h˜σ +H
′′h˜−1(dσ, dσ)
Moreover, since
σ = −(g−1)µνβµβν
we have:
h˜σ = −2(g−1)µνβνh˜βµ − 2(g−1)µν h˜−1(dβµ, dβν)
Now the first term vanishes as h˜βµ = 0, therefore this simplifies to:
h˜σ = −2(g−1)µν h˜−1(dβµ, dβν) (10.22)
Substituting above we then obtain:
h˜H = −2H ′(g−1)µν h˜−1(dβµ, dβν) +H ′′h˜−1(dσ, dσ) (10.23)
On the other hand, by 9.270, taking (N , h) in the role of (M, g) and H in the
role of f , we have:
Ωh˜H = hH + (1/2)Ω
−1h−1(dΩ, dH)
Substituting 10.23 and taking account of the fact that both Ω and H being
functions of σ we have
h−1(dΩ, dH) = Ω′H ′h−1(dσ, dσ)
yields the lemma.
We shall presently discern the principal acoustical part of the order 1 quan-
tity R (see 10.15). We have (see 10.13):
R = λLk/− L(λv) + (Lλ)k/ (10.24)
The principal term in Lk/ being, according to 3.184, Em/, let us first consider
λEm/−L(λv). From 10.6 and 10.11, using the first of the commutation relations
3.154 and the fact that by 9.246:
LLH − aE2H = −ahH − (1/2)(χLH + χLH) + 2ηEH (10.25)
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we deduce:
λEm/ − L(λv) = −λχβ/(βNEH +Hs/N) (10.26)
+
1
2
β2N
[
ahH +
1
2
(χLH + χLH)− 2ηEH
]
+λ
[
−(LH)E(βNβ/) + 1
2
(EH)E(ρβ2N )− (Lβµ)E(Hβ/Nµ)
]
−1
2
(LH)L(β2N ) + (EH)L(λβNβ/) + (Eβµ)L(λHβ/N
µ)
This being of order 1, its principal acoustical (P.A.) part means the part con-
taining order 1 acoustical terms. According to Lemma 10.1:
ahH = (H
′′ − (1/2)Ω−1Ω′H ′)(−(Lσ)Lσ + a(Eσ)Eσ)
−2H ′(g−1)µν(−(Lβµ)Lβν + a(Eβµ)Eβν) (10.27)
so this is of order 1 with vanishing P.A. part. By 3.155 and 3.57, 10.6 and the
1st of 3.47,
[LNµ]P.A. = 0 hence [LβN ]P.A. = 0 (10.28)
By 3.173, 3.175 - 3.177,
[LEµ]P.A. = c
−1(Eλ+ πλχ˜)Nµ hence [Lβ/]P.A. = c−1(Eλ+ πλχ˜)βN (10.29)
By 3.46, 3.53, 3.54, and 3.161, we have:
[k]P.A. = −π[k/]P.A. = −πχ˜, [k]P.A. = −π[k/]P.A. = −πχ˜ (10.30)
By 3.155 and the 1st of 10.30,
[ENµ]P.A. = χ˜(E
µ − πNµ) hence [EβN ]P.A. = χ˜(β/− πβN ) (10.31)
Also, by 3.171, 3.172,
[EEµ]P.A. =
1
2c
(χ˜Nµ + χ˜Nµ) hence [Eβ/]P.A. =
1
2c
(χ˜βN + χ˜βN) (10.32)
Since by the 2nd of 3.162 and of 3.165
[η]P.A. = ρ[η˜]P.A. = ρ(Eλ− λ[k]P.A.)
substituting from the 2nd of 10.30 we obtain:
[η]P.A. = ρEλ+ aπχ˜ (10.33)
Moreover, by 3.163 and 10.30:
[Ec]P.A. = c[k + k]P.A. = −cπ(χ˜+ χ˜) (10.34)
hence:
[Eρ]P.A. = [E(c
−1λ]P.A. = c−1Eλ+ πρ(χ˜+ χ˜) (10.35)
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Using the above results we deduce from 10.26:
[λEm/ − L(λv)]P.A. =
(
1
2
β2NEH +HβNs/N
)
ρEλ (10.36)
+
{
1
4
ρβ2NLH − ρ
(
1
2
βNβN + cβ/(β/− πβN )
)
LH − 1
2
aπβ2NEH
+H
[
−2aβ/s/N + ρ
(
cπβ/− 1
2
βN
)
sNL
]}
χ˜
+
{
−1
4
ρβ2NLH +
1
2
aπβ2NEH +HβN
(
aπs/N − 1
2
ρsNL
)}
χ˜
Going back to 10.24, we now consider the contributions of the remaining terms
on the right in 3.184 to [R]P.A.. In regard to the 2nd term we have, according
to 3.106 in the case of 2 spatial dimensions,
γ/ =
1
2
β/2EH +Hβ/s/ hence [γ/]P.A. = 0 (10.37)
The results above allow us to determine the contributions of the remaining
terms. Combining with 10.36 and recalling Proposition 3.3 we arrive at, simply:
[R]P.A. = −aχ˜2 +
(
2qλ+ (2p− β/2LH)λ) χ˜ (10.38)
Denoting by R˜ the remainder:
R˜ = R− [R]P.A. (10.39)
R˜ is of order 1 with vanishing principal acoustical part. A straightforward
calculation shows that R˜ is of the form:
R˜ = cµνLL(Lβµ)Lβν + λc
µν
LE(Lβµ)Eβν
+λcµνLE(Lβµ)Eβν + λλc
µν
EE(Eβµ)Eβν (10.40)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0.
Similarly we arrive at analogous results for the conjugate function R, the
right hand side of 10.21:
R = [R]P.A. + R˜ (10.41)
where:
[R]P.A. = −aχ˜2 +
(
2qλ+ (2p− β/2LH)λ) χ˜ (10.42)
and R˜ is of the form:
R˜ = cµνLL(Lβµ)Lβν + λc
µν
LE(Lβµ)Eβν
+λcµνLE(Lβµ)Eβν + λλc
µν
EE(Eβµ)Eβν (10.43)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0.
We summarize the above in the following proposition.
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Proposition 10.1 The quantities:
θ = λχ˜+ f, θ = λχ˜+ f
where
f = −1
2
β2NLH + λβNβ/EH, f = −
1
2
β2NLH + λβNβ/EH
satisfy the following regularized propagation equations:
Lθ = R, Lθ = R
where
R = [R]P.A. + R˜, R = [R]P.A. + R˜
are of order 1, their principal acoustical parts being given by
[R]P.A. = −aχ˜2 +
(
2Lλ− β/2(LH)λ) χ˜
[R]P.A. = −aχ˜2 +
(
2Lλ− β/2(LH)λ) χ˜
and the remainders R˜, R˜ are of the form 10.40, 10.43 respectively.
Note that the only 1st order acoustical quantity appearing in R is χ˜, that is
θ itself, and the only 1st order acoustical quantity appearing in R is χ˜, that is
θ itself.
10.2 Regularization of the Propagation Equa-
tions for E2λ and E2λ
The quantities λ and λ satisfy the propagation equations of Proposition 3.3.
The equation for λ being a propagation equation along the integral curves of
L controls the departure of λ from its initial values on C0. The equation for λ
being a propagation equation along the integral curves of L controls the depar-
ture of λ from its boundary values on K. While the quantities λ and λ are of
order 0, the right hand sides of these propagation equations are of order 1, and
it is not possible to regularize these equations in the way that we regularized
the propagation equations for χ˜ and χ˜. However, seeing that what must be
estimated at the top order are the quantities 10.4, what is required is to reg-
ularize the propagation equations for E2λ and E2λ. These follow by applying
E2 to the propagation equations of Proposition 3.3 and using the first two of
the commutation relations 3.154, which imply:
[L,E2] = [L,E]E + E[L,E] = −χE2 − EχE
[L,E2] = [L,E]E + E[LE] = −χE2 − EχE
We thus obtain the propagation equations:
L(E2λ) = −2χE2λ− (Eχ)Eλ+ pE2λ+ qE2λ
+λE2p+ λE2q + 2(Ep)Eλ+ 2(Eq)Eλ (10.44)
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L(E2λ) = −2χE2λ− (Eχ)Eλ+ pE2λ+ qE2λ
+λE2p+ λE2q + 2(Ep)Eλ+ 2(Eq)Eλ (10.45)
The principal terms on the right in 10.44 are the terms λE2p, λE2q. The
principal terms on the right in 10.45 are the terms λE2p, λE2q. These terms
are all of order 3.
Consider first equation 10.44. The function p is given in the statement of
Proposition 3.3:
p = m− 1
2c
(βNβNLH +HβNsNL) (10.46)
m being given in terms of m/ and m by the 1st of 3.47:
m = −πm/−m (10.47)
and m is given by 3.57:
m =
1
4c
(β2NLH + 2HβNsNL) (10.48)
while m/ is given by 10.6. Thus p is given by:
p = −πm/− 1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN )LH − 1
2c
H(βN + βN )sNL (10.49)
Applying E2 we then obtain, to principal terms,
[E2p]P.P. = −π[E2m/]P.P. (10.50)
−
[
L
(
1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN)E
2H +
1
2c
H(βN + βN )N
µE2βµ
)]
P.P.
Now, we have shown in the previous section that with v defined by 10.11 λEm/−
L(λv) is a quantity of 1st order. It follows that λE2m/ − LE(λv) is a quantity
of 2nd order. We can therefore write:
[λE2p]P.P. = [Lw1]P.P. (10.51)
Here w1 is the function:
w1 = −π[E(λv)]P.P − λ
(
1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN)E
2H +
1
2c
H(βN + βN )N
µE2βµ
)
(10.52)
where by 10.11:
[E(λv)]P.P. =
1
2
β2NELH − λ(βNβ/E2H +Hβ/NµE2βµ) (10.53)
Next, the function q is also given in the statement of Proposition 3.3:
q =
1
4c
β2NLH (10.54)
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Applying E2 we then obtain, to principal terms,
[E2q]P.P. =
[
1
4c
β2NE
2LH
]
P.P.
(10.55)
Multiplying then by λλ = ca we have:
[λλE2q]P.P. =
[
1
4
β2NaE
2LH
]
P.P.
=
[
1
4
β2NL(aE
2H)
]
P.P.
(10.56)
Now by 10.25 and 10.27 (Lemma 10.1) aE2H − LLH is of order 1. We can
therefore write:
[λλE2q]P.P. = [Lw2]P.P. (10.57)
where w2 is the function:
w2 =
1
4
β2NL
2H (10.58)
Let us define the function:
j = λw1 + w2 (10.59)
Then according to the above we have:
[λ(λE2p+ λE2q)]P.P. = [Lj]P.P. (10.60)
In regard then to equation 10.44, the quantity:
ν = λE2λ− j (10.61)
satisfies a propagation equation along the integral curves of L of the form:
Lν = K (10.62)
where K is a quantity of order 2. Note that according to 10.59 and 10.52, 10.53,
10.58, the function j is given by:
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λπβ2NELH
+λ2
{
βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN )
]
E2H
+H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
NµE2βµ
}
(10.63)
In regard to equation 10.45 we deduce in a similar manner that the quantity:
ν = λE2λ− j (10.64)
with j given by:
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λπβ2NELH
+λ2
{
βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(2βN + βN )
]
E2H
+H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
NµE2βµ
}
(10.65)
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satisfies a propagation equation along the integral curves of L of the form:
Lν = K (10.66)
where K is a quantity of order 2.
We shall presently discern the principal acoustical part of the order 2 quan-
tity K, that is the part containing order 2 acoustical terms. Let us define, in
connection with 10.52:
j0 = −λ2
(
βN (βN + 2βN )
4c
E2H +
(βN + βN )
2c
NµE2βµ
)
(10.67)
Consider first
P1 := λ
2E2p+ πλ2E2m/− Lj0 (10.68)
Since p is given by 10.49, we have:
[P1]P.A. = −λ2m/[E2π]P.A. − λ2 (LH)
4
[
E2
(
βN (βN + 2βN )
c
)]
P.A.
+
λ2
4c
βN (βN + 2βN)
[
[L,E2]H
]
P.A.
−λ
2H
2
[
E2
(
(βN + βN)
c
Nµ
)]
P.A.
Lβµ
+
λ2H
2c
(βN + βN )N
µ
[
[L,E2]βµ
]
P.A.
(10.69)
By 3.113 and 3.167 with x0 = t in the role of f we have:
[E2π]P.A. =
1
2c
(Eχ˜+ Eχ˜) (10.70)
By 10.31 and its conjugate we have:
[E2βN ]P.A. = (β/ − πβN )Eχ˜, [E2βN ]P.A. = (β/− πβN )Eχ˜ (10.71)
and:
[E2Nµ]P.A. = (E
µ − πNµ)Eχ˜ (10.72)
Also, by 10.34,
[E2c]P.A. = −cπ(Eχ˜+ Eχ˜) (10.73)
We then obtain:[
E2
(
βN (βN + 2βN)
c
)]
P.A.
(10.74)
=
1
c
{
(2(βN + βN )β/− πβ2N )Eχ˜+ (2βNβ/+ πβ2N )Eχ˜
}
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and: [
E2
(
(βN + βN )
c
Nµ
)]
P.A.
Lβµ
=
1
c
{[
(β/+ πβN )sNL + (βN + βN )(ρs/N − πsNL)
]
Eχ˜
+(β/+ πβN )sNLEχ˜
}
(10.75)
The first of the commutation relations 3.154 implies:[
[L,E2]H
]
P.A.
= −ρ(EH)Eχ˜ (10.76)
and:
Nµ
[
[L,E2]βµ
]
P.A.
= −ρs/NEχ˜ (10.77)
Using the above results and recalling also the expression 10.6 for m/ we obtain
the following:
[P1]P.A. = λ
2
{[
−πβ
2
N
4c
LH − β
2
N
4c
ρEH − πβN
2c
HsNL
]
Eχ˜
+
[
1
4c
(−2β/βN + πβ2N )LH −
βN
2c
(βN + βN )ρEH
+
πβN
2c
HsNL − (βN + βN )
c
Hρs/N
]
Eχ˜
}
(10.78)
Next, let us define:
j1 = πλ
(
−1
2
β2NELH + λβ/(βNE
2H +HNµE2βµ)
)
(10.79)
We then have (see 10.52, 10.53):
j0 + j1 = λw1 (10.80)
Consider:
P2 := −πλ
(
λ2E2m/− LE(λv)) (10.81)
In view of 10.68 we then have:
P1 + P2 = λ
2E2p− L(λw1)
+L(πλE(λv) + j1)− L(πλ)E(λv) (10.82)
Now, by 10.11 and 10.79:
πλE(λv) + j1 = πλβN (EβN )LH − πλβ/(βNEH +Hs/N)Eλ
−πλ2 [(βNEβ/+ β/EβN )EH + β/s/NEH
+Hs/NEβ/+Hβ/(EN
µ)Eβµ] (10.83)
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This is a 1st order quantity. We must find the principal acoustical part of
its L derivative, a 2nd order quantity. By the propagation equation for λ of
Proposition 3.3 LEλ has vanishing principal acoustical part. Also, by 10.31
ENµ and EβN only involve the 1st order acoustical quantity χ˜ and by the 2nd
variation equation 3.184 Lχ˜ has vanishing principal acoustical part. It then
follows that:
[L(πλE(λv) + j1)]P.A. = −πλ2(βNEH +Hs/N)[LEβ/]P.A. (10.84)
By 10.32 and the fact that Lχ˜ has vanishing P.A. part,
[LEβ/]P.A. =
βN
2c
[Lχ˜]P.A. =
βN
c
(E2λ+ πλEχ˜) (10.85)
the last by 8.129. We therefore have:
[L(πλE(λv) + j1)]P.A. = −
πλ2βN
c
(βNEH +Hs/N)(E
2λ+ πλEχ˜) (10.86)
We then conclude through 10.82 that:[
λ2E2p− L(λw1)
]
P.A
= [P1]P.A. + [P2]P.A. (10.87)
+
πλ2βN
c
(βNEH +Hs/N)(E
2λ+ πλEχ˜)
Since Em/ has vanishing P.A. part, the P.A. part of P2 is readily deduced from
10.36:
[P2]P.A = −πλ
{(
1
2
β2NEH +HβNs/N
)
ρE2λ (10.88)
+
[
−1
4
ρβ2NLH +
1
2
aπβ2NEH +HβN
(
aπs/N − 1
2
ρsNL
)]
Eχ˜
+
[
1
4
ρβ2NLH − ρ
(
1
2
βNβN + cβ/(β/− πβN )
)
LH
−1
2
aπβ2NEH +H
(
−2aβ/s/N + ρ
(
cπβ/− 1
2
βN
)
sNL
)]
Eχ˜
}
Consider finally (see 10.58):
Q := λλE2q − Lw2 (10.89)
By 10.57 this is a quantity of order 2. We have:[
λλE2q − 1
4
β2NaE
2LH
]
P.A.
= λλ(LH)
[
E2
(
β2N
4c
)]
P.A.
(10.90)
= λλ(LH)
{
βN
4c
(2β/− πβN )Eχ˜+ πβ
2
N
4c
Eχ˜
}
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the last by 10.73 and the 1st of 10.71. Moreover, by the 2nd of the commutation
relations 3.154, [
[aE2, L]H
]
P.A.
= aρ(EH)Eχ˜ (10.91)
On the other hand, applying L to 10.25 we obtain:
[
L(aE2H)− LL2H]
P.A.
=
[
1
2
((LH)Lχ+ (LH)Lχ)− 2(EH)Lη
]
P.A.
(10.92)
Now, by the 2nd variation equation 3.185 the P.A. part of Lχ˜ vanishes, while
by 8.128:
[Lχ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2πλEχ˜ (10.93)
Also, by 10.33 in view of the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3
and the 2nd variation equation 3.185, the P.A. part of Lη vanishes. We then
conclude through 10.92 that:[
L(aE2H)− LL2H]
P.A.
= ρ(LH)(E2λ+ πλEχ˜) (10.94)
Using the above results we deduce through 10.89:
[Q]P.A. =
λβ2N
4c
(LH)E2λ+
(
aπβ2N
4
LH +
aλβ2N
4c
EH
)
Eχ˜
+
aβ/βN
2
(LH)Eχ˜ (10.95)
Now, by 10.87 and 10.89 we have, in view of 10.59,[
λ(λE2p+ λE2q)− Lj]
P.A.
= [P1]P.A. + [P2]P.A. + [Q]P.A. (10.96)
+
πλ2βN
c
(βNEH +Hs/N)(E
2λ+ πλEχ˜)
Substituting 10.78, 10.88, and 10.95, yields:[
λ(λE2p+ λE2q)− Lj]
P.A.
=
λ2π
2c
β2N (EH)E
2λ+
λ
4c
β2N (LH)E
2λ
+
aπ
4
β2N (LH + 2πλEH)Eχ˜ (10.97)
+λ
[
λ
βN
2c
(
β/− π
2
βN
)
LH
+λ
(
β/
(
πβ/− π2βN − βN
2c
)
+
πβN
4c
(βN + 2βN)
)
LH
−aβN
2
(
(βN + βN )
c
− π2βN
)
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2c
− πβ/
)
(−2as/N + πλsNL)
]
Eχ˜
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To this must be added the terms
(Lλ− 2χλ)E2λ− λρ(Eλ)Eχ˜ + λpE2λ+ λqE2λ
to obtain the principal acoustical part of K. This yields:
[K]P.A. = 2(pλ+ qλ− χλ)E2λ+ λβ
2
N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ
+λAEχ˜+ aAEχ˜ (10.98)
where the coefficients A and A are given by:
A = −λ
c
Eλ+
λβN
2c
(
β/− π
2
βN
)
LH
+λ
[
β/
(
πβ/ − π2βN − βN
2c
)
+
πβN
4c
(βN + 2βN)
]
LH
−aβN
2
(
(βN + βN )
c
− π2βN
)
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2c
− πβ/
)
(−2as/N + πλsNL) (10.99)
and:
A =
πβ2N
4
(LH + 2πλEH) (10.100)
Denoting by K˜ the remainder:
K˜ = K − [K]P.A. (10.101)
K˜ is of order 2 with vanishing principal acoustical part. A straightforward
calculation shows that the principal part of K˜ is of the form:
[K˜]P.P. =
[
λ(Lλ)dµ1,EE + λλ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EE + λ
2(Eλ)dµ3,EE
+λ2λχ˜dµ4,EE + λ
2λχ˜dµ5,EE
+λλdµν6,EELβν + λ
2dµν7,EELβν + λ
2λdµν8,EEEβν
]
E2βµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ2,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ3,EL
+λdµν4,ELLβν + λ
2dµν5,ELEβν
]
ELβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
3,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
4,EL
+λdµν5,ELLβν + λd
µν
6,ELLβν + λλd
µν
7,ELEβν
]
ELβµ
+
[
dµν1,LLLβν + λd
µν
2,LLEβν
]
L2βµ (10.102)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0.
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Similarly, we arrive at analogous results for the conjugate function K, the
right hand side of 10.66:
K = [K]P.A. + K˜ (10.103)
Here:
[K]P.A. = 2(pλ+ qλ− χλ)E2λ+
λβ2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ
+λAEχ˜+ aAEχ˜ (10.104)
where the coefficients A and A are given by:
A = −λ
c
Eλ+
λβN
2c
(
β/− π
2
βN
)
LH
+λ
[
β/
(
πβ/ − π2βN − βN
2c
)
+
πβN
4c
(βN + 2βN)
]
LH
−aβN
2
(
(βN + βN )
c
− π2βN
)
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2c
− πβ/
)
(−2as/N + πλsNL) (10.105)
and:
A =
πβ2N
4
(LH + 2πλEH) (10.106)
Also, the principal part of K˜ is of the form:
[K˜]P.P. =
[
λ(Lλ)dµ1,EE + λλ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EE + λ
2(Eλ)dµ3,EE
+λ2λχ˜dµ4,EE + λ
2λχ˜dµ5,EE
+λλdµν6,EELβν + λ
2dµν7,EELβν + λ
2λdµν8,EEEβν
]
E2βµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ2,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ3,EL
+λdµν4,ELLβν + λ
2dµν5,ELEβν
]
ELβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
3,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
4,EL
+λdµν5,ELLβν + λd
µν
6,ELLβν + λλd
µν
5,ELEβν
]
ELβµ
+
[
dµν1,LLLβν + λd
µν
2,LLEβν
]
L2βµ (10.107)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0.
We summarize the above in the following proposition.
Proposition 10.2 The quantities:
ν = λE2λ− j, ν = λE2λ− j
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where
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λπβ2NELH
+λ2
{
βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN )
]
E2H
+H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
NµE2βµ
}
and
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λπβ2NELH
+λ2
{
βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(2βN + βN )
]
E2H
+H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
NµE2βµ
}
satisfy the following regularized propagation equations:
Lν = K, Lν = K
where
K = [K]P.A. + K˜, K = [K]P.A. + K˜
are of order 2, and their principal acoustical parts are given by:
[K]P.A. = 2(Lλ− χλ)E2λ+ λβ
2
N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ
+λAEχ˜+ aAEχ˜
and:
[K]P.A. = 2(Lλ− χλ)E2λ+
λβ2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ
+λAEχ˜+ aAEχ˜
with the coefficients A,A and A,A being given by 10.99, 10.100 and 10.105,
10.106 respectively. Also, the principal parts of the remainders K˜, K˜ are of the
form 10.102, 10.107 respectively.
10.3 The Structure Equations for the Nth Ap-
proximants
In the present section we shall derive analogues for the Nth approximants of the
acoustical structure equations of Chapter 3 for the case of 2 spatial dimensions
and of the regularized propagation equations of the preceding two sections.
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We begin with the analogues of the propagation equations for λ, λ of Propo-
sition 3.3, together with the analogue of the equation for ζ. As we have seen
in Section 3.3, these three equations are together deduced from the character-
istic system 2.62 by applying L to the equation for Lxµ, L to the equation for
Lxµ and subtracting. For the Nth approximants the characteristic system is
replaced by the system 9.26:
LNx
µ
N = ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N
LNx
µ
N = ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N , where ε
0
N = ε
0
N = 0 (10.108)
(see Proposition 9.1). Applying LN to the first equation and LN to the second,
we can express the right hand sides in terms of the (EνN , N
µ
N , N
µ
N ) frame, defining
analogues of the 5th and 6th of 3.155:
LNN
µ
N = n/NE
µ
N + nNN
µ
N + nNN
µ
N
LNN
µ
N = n/NE
µ
N + nNN
µ
N + nNN
µ
N (10.109)
and defining also, in regard to the error terms:
LNε
µ
N = ε
E
L,NE
µ
N + ε
N
L,NN
µ
N + ε
N
L,NN
µ
N
LNε
µ
N = εL,NE
µ
N + ε
N
L,NN
µ
N + ε
N
L,NN
µ
N (10.110)
We then obtain:
LNLNx
µ
N = (ρNn/N + ε
E
L,N )E
µ
N + (LNρN + ρNnN + ε
N
L,N )N
µ
N
+(ρNnN + ε
N
L,N)N
µ
N
LNLNx
µ
N = (ρNn/N + ε
E
L,N )E
µ
N + (ρNnN + ε
N
L,N)N
µ
N
+(LNρN + ρNnN + ε
N
L,N)N
µ
N (10.111)
Subtracting, results, in view of the 3rd of the commutation relations 9.16, in
the following: (
−ζN + ρNn/N − ρNn/N + ε
E
L,N − εEL,N
)
EµN
+
(
LNρN + ρNnN − ρNnN + εNL,N − εNL,N
)
NµN
+
(
−LNρN − ρNnN + ρNnN − ε
N
L,N + ε
N
L,N
)
NµN = 0 (10.112)
This represents three equations, the vanishing of the coefficients of EµN , N
µ
N ,
and NµN .
The vanishing of the coefficient of EµN is the following equation for ζN :
ζN = ρNn/N − ρNn/N + ε
E
L,N − εEL,N (10.113)
We shall presently determine n/N , n/N . According to 10.109:
n/N = hµν,NE
µ
NLNN
ν
N , n/N
= hµν,NE
µ
NLNN
ν
N (10.114)
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In view of the fact that hµν,NE
µ
NN
ν
N = 0, we have:
n/
N
= −hµν,N (LNEµN )NνN − (LNhµν,N )EµNNνN (10.115)
Now, by the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16:
LNE
µ
N = ENL
µ
N − χNEµN = EN (ρNNµN + εµN )− χNEµN (10.116)
We expand ENN
µ
N and ENN
µ
N in the (E
µ
N , N
µ
N , N
µ
N ) frame in analogy with the
first two of 3.155:
ENN
µ
N = k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N
ENN
µ
N = k/N
EµN + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N (10.117)
We also expand the error term:
ENε
µ
N = ε
E
E,NE
µ
N + ε
N
E,NN
µ
N + ε
N
E,NN
µ
N (10.118)
We then obtain, through 10.116,
hµν,N (LNE
µ
N )N
ν
N = −2cN(ENρN + ρNkN + εNE,N) (10.119)
(see 9.25). By 9.11 we have:
(LNhµν,N )E
µ
NN
ν
N = (LNHN )β/NβN,N (10.120)
+HN
{
EµN (LNβµ,N )βN,N + β/NN
ν
NLNβν,N
}
where we denote:
β/N = E
µ
Nβµ,N , βN,N = N
µ
Nβµ,N , βN,N = N
µ
Nβµ,N (10.121)
In view of the 2nd of 9.62 we can write:
EµNLNβµ,N = L
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N
= (ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )ENβµ,N − ωLE,N
= ρNs/N,N + ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N (10.122)
where we denote:
s/N,N = N
µ
NENβµ,N , s/N,N = N
µ
NENβµ,N (10.123)
Substituting the above in 10.120 and the result, together with 10.119, in 10.115
we obtain:
n/
N
= 2cN(ENρN + ρNkN + ε
N
E,N)− β/NβN,NLNHN
−HNβN,N (ρNs/N,N + εµNENβµ,N − ωLE,N)
−HNβ/NNνNLNβν,N (10.124)
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Similarly, we obtain the conjugate equation:
n/N = 2cN(ENρN + ρNkN + ε
N
E,N)− β/NβN,NLNHN
−HNβN,N
(
ρ
N
s/N,N + ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N
)
−HNβ/NNνNLNβν,N (10.125)
Substituting 10.125 and 10.124 in 10.113, and writing
ρ
N
NνNLNβν,N − ρNNνNLNβν,N =
(LNx
ν
N )LNβν,N − (LNxνN )LNβν,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N
= −ωLL,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N
using the 1st of 9.62 we obtain:
ζN = 2cN (ρNENρN − ρNENρN ) + 2cNρNρN (kN − kN )
+β/N(βN,NρNLNHN − βN,NρNLNHN )
+ρNρNHN (βN,Ns/N,N − βN,Ns/N,N) + εζ,N (10.126)
where:
εζ,N = ε
E
L,N − εEL,N − ωLL,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N
+2cN(ρNε
N
E,N − ρNεNE,N) +HN (βN,NρNε
µ
N − βN,NρNεµN )ENβµ,N
+HN (βN,NρNωLE,N − βN,NρNωLE,N) (10.127)
Using Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 we deduce:
εζ,N = O(τ
N ) (10.128)
Next we shall determine kN and kN . Since N
0
N = N
0
N = 1, the expansions
10.117 imply, in analogy with 3.46,
k/NπN + kN + kN = 0, k/
N
πN + kN + kN = 0 (10.129)
where:
πN = E
0
N = EN tN (10.130)
Consider then kN . This is determined through kN and k/N by the 1st of 10.129.
In regard to kN , we have:
kN = − 1
2cN
hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )N
ν
N =
1
4cN
(ENhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N
By 9.13 we have:
(ENhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N = β
2
N,NENHN + 2HNβN,Ns/N,N (10.131)
We thus obtain:
kN =
1
4cN
(β2N,NENHN + 2HNβN,Ns/N,N) (10.132)
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which is analogous to 3.53. In regard to k/ we define, in analogy with the 1st of
3.161,
χ˜N = k/N +HNβ/Ns/N,N (10.133)
We proceed to relate χ˜N to χN as defined by the 1st of 9.17. Since h/N is
defined by 9.13 we have:
LNh/N − 2h/NΩbN = 2hµν,N
(
∂ΩµN
∂u
− bN ∂Ω
µ
N
∂ϑ
− ∂bN
∂ϑ
ΩµN
)
ΩνN
+
(
∂hµν,N
∂u
− bN ∂hµν,N
∂ϑ
)
ΩµNΩ
ν
N (10.134)
On the other hand, we have:
∂(LNx
µ
N )
∂ϑ
=
∂
∂ϑ
(
∂xµN
∂u
− bN ∂x
µ
N
∂ϑ
)
=
∂
∂u
(
∂xµN
∂ϑ
)
− bN ∂
∂ϑ
(
∂xµN
∂ϑ
)
− ∂bN
∂ϑ
∂xµN
∂ϑ
=
∂ΩµN
∂u
− bN ∂Ω
µ
N
∂ϑ
− ∂bN
∂ϑ
ΩµN (10.135)
Therefore the 1st term on the right in 10.134 is:
2hµν,N
∂(LNx
µ
N )
∂ϑ
ΩνN = 2hµν,N
∂
∂ϑ
(ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N )Ω
ν
N
= 2hµν,NρN
∂NµN
∂ϑ
ΩνN + 2hµν,N
∂εµN
∂ϑ
ΩνN
= 2h/NρNhµν,N (ENN
µ
N )E
ν
N + 2h/Nhµν,N (ENε
µ
N )E
ν
N
= 2h/N(ρNk/N + ε
E
E,N) (10.136)
(by 10.117, 10.118). Also, the 2nd term on the right in 10.134 is:
(LNhµν,N )Ω
µ
NΩ
ν
N = h/N
{
(LNHN )β/
2
N + 2HNβ/NE
µ
NLNβµ,N
}
= h/N
{
(LNHN )β/
2
N + 2HNβ/N ((ρNs/N,N + ε
µ
NENβµ,N )− ωLE,N)
}
(10.137)
by the 2nd of 9.62. Substituting 10.136 and 10.137 in 10.134 we conclude
through the 1st of 9.17, in view of 10.133, that:
χN = ρN χ˜N +
1
2
β/2NLNHN + εχ,N (10.138)
(compare with the 1st of 3.160) where
εχ,N = ε
E
E,N +HNβ/N(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N) (10.139)
Using Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 we deduce:
εχ,N = O(τ
N ) (10.140)
In a similar manner, we derive through the 2nd of 9.17 the conjugate equation:
χ
N
= ρ
N
χ˜
N
+
1
2
β/2NLNHN + εχ,N (10.141)
(compare with the 2nd of 3.160) where χ˜
N
is defined in analogy with the 2nd
of 3.161 by:
χ˜
N
= k/
N
+HNβ/Ns/N,N (10.142)
and
εχ,N = ε
E
E,N +HNβ/N(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N ) (10.143)
Using Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 we deduce:
εχ,N = O(τ
N+1) (10.144)
We now go back to the 1st of 10.129. By 10.132 and 10.133 this gives:
kN = −πN χ˜N + πNβ/NHNs/N,N
−β
2
N,N
4cN
ENHN − βN,N
2cN
HNs/N,N (10.145)
Similarly, by the 2nd of 10.129, the conjugate of 10.132, which reads:
kN =
1
4cN
(β2N,NENHN + 2HNβN,Ns/N,N) (10.146)
and 10.142, we obtain:
kN = −πN χ˜N + πNβ/NHNs/N,N
−β
2
N,N
4cN
ENHN − βN,N
2cN
HNs/N,N (10.147)
(the conjugate of 10.145).
The difference kN − kN substituted in 10.126 from 10.147, 10.145, gives us
an explicit expression for ζN . Equations 9.239, 9.240 then determine ηN , ηN .
Also, 10.147, 10.145 substituted in 10.125, 10.124 give us explicit expressions for
n/, n/. To express these quantities in terms of ENλN , ENλN (see 9.157) however
requires that we also calculate ENcN . From 9.25,
ENcN = −1
2
(ENhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N −
1
2
hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )N
ν
N −
1
2
hµν,NN
µ
N (ENN
ν
N)
= −1
2
βN,NβN,NENHN − 1
2
HN (βN,Ns/N,N + βN,Ns/N,N )
+cN (kN + kN ) (10.148)
and we can substitute for the sum kN + kN from 10.147, 10.145.
We now consider the other two equations represented by 10.112, namely the
vanishing of the coefficients of NµN and N
µ
N :
LNρN + ρNnN − ρNnN + εNL,N − εNL,N = 0 (10.149)
LNρN + ρNnN − ρNnN + ε
N
L,N − εNL,N = 0 (10.150)
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These will yield propagation equations for λN , λN analogous to those of Propo-
sition 3.3. To derive these we must first calculate LNcN , LNcN . We expand
LNN
µ
N and LNN
µ
N in the (E
µ
N , N
µ
N , N
µ
N ) frame, in analogy with the 3rd and
4th of 3.155:
LNN
µ
N = m/NE
µ
N +mNN
µ
N +mNN
µ
N (10.151)
LNN
µ
N = m/N
EµN +mNN
µ
N +mNN
µ
N (10.152)
From 9.25,
LNcN = −1
2
(LNhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N −
1
2
hµν,N (LNN
µ
N )N
ν
N −
1
2
hµν,NN
µ
N (LNN
ν
N )
= −1
2
βN,NβN,NLNHN − 1
2
HN (βN,NsNL,N + βN,NN
ν
NLNβν,N )
+cN (mN + nN ) (10.153)
Here, we denote:
sNL,N = N
µ
NLNβµ,N , sNL,N = N
µ
NLNβµ,N (10.154)
Similarly, we obtain the conjugate equation:
LNcN = −
1
2
βN,NβN,NLNHN −
1
2
HN (βN,NsNL,N + βN,NN
ν
NLNβν,N )
+cN(mN + nN ) (10.155)
Using equation 10.150 together with equation 10.153 to derive an equation for
LNλN , the terms in nN cancel and we obtain:
LNλN = pNλN + nNλN −
1
2
HNβN,NρNN
ν
NLNβν,N + ε
N
L,N − εNL,N (10.156)
where:
pN = mN − 1
2cN
(βN,NβN,NLNHN +HNβN,NsNL,N) (10.157)
Now, from the 1st of 10.109,
nN = − 1
2cN
hµν,N (LNN
µ
N )N
ν
N =
1
4cN
(LNhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N
=
1
4cN
{
β2N,NLNHN + 2HNβN,NN
ν
NLNβν,N
}
(10.158)
Setting then:
qN =
1
4cN
β2N,NLNHN (10.159)
equation 10.156 takes the form:
LNλN = pNλN + qNλN (10.160)
+
1
2
HNβN,N
{
ρNN
ν
NLNβν,N − ρNN
ν
NLNβν,N
}
+ ε
N
L,N − εNL,N
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Here, the term in parenthesis is:
(LNx
ν
N )LNβν,N − (LNxνN )LNβν,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N
= ωLL,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N
by the first of 9.62. We conclude that λN satisfies the propagation equation:
LNλN = pNλN + qNλN + ελ,N (10.161)
where:
ελ,N = ε
N
L,N − εNL,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N + ωLL,N (10.162)
Using Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 we deduce:
ελ,N = O(τ
N ) (10.163)
Similarly, using equation 10.149 together with equation 10.155 we derive the
conjugate equation, which is the following propagation equation for λN :
LNλN = pNλN + qNλN + ελ,N (10.164)
Here:
p
N
= mN −
1
2cN
(βN,NβN,NLNHN +HNβN,NsNL,N), qN =
1
4cN
β2N,NLNHN
(10.165)
and:
ελ,N = ε
N
L,N − εNL,N − ενNLNβν,N + ενNLNβν,N − ωLL,N (10.166)
Using Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 we deduce:
ελ,N = O(τ
N ) (10.167)
The coefficients mN and mN which enter 10.157 and 10.165 respectively, are
determined through the coefficients m/N , mN and m/N , mN respectively, by the
relations
m/NπN +mN +mN = 0, m/NπN +mN +mN = 0 (10.168)
which follow from 10.151, 10.152 in view of N0N = N
0
N = 1. As for m/N we have:
m/N = hµν,N (LNN
µ
N )E
ν
N = −(LNhµν,N )NµNEνN − hµν,NNµNLNEνN (10.169)
In view of the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16 we have:
hµν,NN
µ
NLNE
ν
N = hµν,NN
µ
NENL
ν
N = hµν,NN
µ
NEN (ρNN
ν
N + ε
ν
N )
= ρNhµν,NN
µ
NENN
ν
N − 2cNεNE,N
= −1
2
ρN (ENhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N − 2cNεNE,N (10.170)
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We then obtain:
m/N = −βN,Nβ/NLNHN + 1
2
ρNβ
2
N,NENHN −HNβ/NsNL,N
+HNβN,N(ωLE,N − εµNENβµ,N )− 2cNεNE,N (10.171)
(compare with 3.68). Similarly, we have the conjugate equation:
m/
N
= −βN,Nβ/NLNHN +
1
2
ρ
N
β2N,NENHN −HNβ/NsNL,N
+HNβN,N (ωLE,N − εµNENβµ,N )− 2cNεNE,N (10.172)
(compare with 3.69). For mN we have:
mN = − 1
2cN
hµν,N (LNN
µ
N )N
ν
N =
1
4cN
(LNhµν,N )N
µ
NN
ν
N
hence:
mN =
1
4cN
(β2N,NLNHN + 2HNβN,NsNL,N) (10.173)
and by conjugation:
mN =
1
4cN
(β2N,NLNHN + 2HNβN,NsNL,N ) (10.174)
We proceed to derive the analogues of the 2nd variation equations 3.184,
3.185 for the Nth approximants. We shall follow a somewhat different approach
than that of Chapter 3, which relies more on the (E,N,N) frame and on the
expansions 3.171, 3.173, 3.178, besides the expansions 3.155. This approach
yields the following form of the 2nd variation equations:
Lk/ = Em/− χk/+m/e/+mk/+mk/ + k/f/− 2c(kf + kf) (10.175)
+(β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N) +Hβ/(ρs/Nk/ + sNLk + ρsNNk)
Lk/ = Em/− χk/+m/e/+mk/+mk/ + k/f/− 2c(kf + kf) (10.176)
+(β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N) +Hβ/(ρs/Nk/ + sNLk + ρsNNk)
From the 1st of 3.170 and of 3.172 we see that:
e/+ γ/ = 0 (10.177)
Taking account also of the formulas 3.174 and their conjugates we see that
equations 10.175, 10.176 indeed coincide with equations 3.184, 3.185.
According to the 1st of the expansions 10.117 we have:
k/N = hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )E
ν
N (10.178)
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Applying LN to this we obtain:
LNk/N = hµν,N (LNENN
µ
N )E
ν
N + hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )(LNE
ν
N )
+(LNhµν,N )(ENN
µ
N )E
ν
N (10.179)
By the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16 the 1st term on the right is:
hµν,N (ENLNN
µ
N )E
ν
N − χNk/N (10.180)
Applying EN to 10.151 we obtain:
ENLNN
µ
N = (ENm/N )E
µ
N + (ENmN )N
µ
N + (ENmN )N
µ
N
+m/N (e/NE
µ
N + eNN
µ
N + eNN
µ
N )
+mN (k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N )
+mN (k/
N
EµN + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N ) (10.181)
Here, besides the expansions 10.117 we have also substituted the expansion:
ENE
µ
N = e/NE
µ
N + eNN
µ
N + eNN
µ
N (10.182)
Consequently, 10.180, the 1st term on the right in 10.179, is:
ENm/N +m/Ne/N +mNk/N +mNk/
N
− χNk/N (10.183)
Consider next the 2nd term on the right in 10.179. We expand LNE
µ
N in the
(EµN , N
µ
N , N
µ
N) frame:
LNE
µ
N = f/NE
µ
N + fNN
µ
N + fNN
µ
N (10.184)
Substituting the expansions 1st of 10.117 and 10.184 we find that the 2nd term
on the right in 10.179 is:
k/Nf/N − 2cN(kNfN + kNfN ) (10.185)
In regard finally to the 3rd term on the right in 10.179, substituting the expan-
sion 1st of 10.117 we obtain that this term is:
(LNhµν,N )(k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N )E
ν
N =
k/N
(
β/2NLNHN + 2β/NHNE
µ
NLNβµ,N
)
+kN (β/NβN,NLNHN +HN (β/NsNL,N + βN,NE
µ
NLNβµ,N ))
+kN
(
β/NβN,NLNHN +HN (β/NN
µ
NLNβµ,N + βN,NE
µ
NLNβµ,N )
)
(10.186)
Using also the 2nd of 9.62 to express EµNLNβµ,N in terms of s/N,N , we conclude
that k/N satisfies the following Nth approximant version of the 2nd variation
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equation 10.175:
LNk/N = ENm/N − χNk/N +m/Ne/N +mNk/N +mNk/
N
+k/Nf/N − 2cN(kNfN + kNfN )
+(β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(β/NLNHN + ρNs/N,N)
+HNβ/N (ρNs/N,Nk/N + sNL,NkN + sNL,NkN ) + εLk/,N
(10.187)
Here,
sNL,N = N
µ
NLNβµ,N (10.188)
and,
εLk/,N = HN (2β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N) = O(τN )
(10.189)
the estimate following from Propositions 9.1 and 9.2. In a similar manner we
arrive at the conclusion that k/
N
satisfies the following Nth approximant version
of the 2nd variation equation 10.176:
LNk/N
= ENm/
N
− χ
N
k/
N
+m/
N
e/N +mNk/N
+mNk/N
+k/
N
f/
N
− 2cN(kNfN + kNfN)
+(β/Nk/
N
+ βN,NkN + βN,NkN)(β/NLNHN + ρNs/N,N)
+HNβ/N(ρNs/N,Nk/N
+ sNL,NkN + sNL,Nk) + εLk/,N
(10.190)
Here,
sNL,N = N
µ
NLNβµ,N (10.191)
and,
εLk/,N = HN (2β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N) = O(τN+1)
(10.192)
the estimate following from Propositions 9.1 and 9.2. In deriving 10.190 we have
used the conjugate of the expansion 10.184:
LNE
µ
N = f/NE
µ
N + fNN
µ
N + fNN
µ
N (10.193)
Note in regard to 10.188, 10.191 that by 9.76 and 9.62 we have:
1
2
(ρ
N
sNL,N + ρNsNL,N )− aNs/N = −δ′N −
1
2
(εµNLNβµ,N + ε
µ
NLNβµ,N )
= O(τN )
1
2
(ρ
N
sNL,N − ρNsNL,N ) = −1
2
ωLL,N − 1
2
(εµNLNβµ,N − εµNLNβµ,N )
= O(τN ) (10.194)
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the estimates following from Propositions 9.1, 9.2 and Lemma 9.2. Here,
s/N = E
µ
NENβµ,N (10.195)
The coefficient e/N , which appears in 10.187 and 10.190, is given according to
the expansion 10.182 by:
e/N = hµν,N (ENE
µ
N )E
ν
N = −
1
2
(ENhµν,N )E
µ
NE
ν
N
EN being of unit magnitude with respect to hN . We thus obtain:
e/N = −1
2
β/2NENHN − β/HNs/N (10.196)
(compare with the 1st of 3.172). As for the coefficients f/N , fN , fN , which appear
in 10.187, these are determined through the commutation relation, 1st of 9.16,
which implies:
LNE
µ
N − ENLµN = −χNEµN
substituting LµN = ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N and the expansions for ENN
µ
N (1st of 10.117)
and for ENε
µ
N (10.118) . We obtain:
f/N = ρNk/N −χN + εEE,N , fN = ENρN + ρNkN + εNE,N , fN = ρNkN + εNE,N
(10.197)
(compare with 3.174). The coefficients f/
N
, f
N
, f
N
, which appear in 10.190, are
given by the conjugates of these formulas:
f/
N
= ρ
N
k/
N
−χ
N
+ εEE,N , fN = ENρN + ρNkN + ε
N
E,N , fN = ρNkN + ε
N
E,N
(10.198)
We proceed to derive analogues of the cross variation equations 3.186, 3.187
for the Nth approximants. Following the approach just used yields the following
form of the cross variation equations:
Lk/ = En/− χk/+ n/e/+ nk/+ nk/+ k/f/− 2c(kf + kf) (10.199)
+(β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N) +Hβ/(ρs/Nk/ + ρsNNk + sNLk)
Lk/ = En/− χk/+ n/e/+ nk/+ nk/+ k/f/− 2c(kf + kf) (10.200)
+(β/k/+ βNk + βNk)(β/LH + ρHs/N) +Hβ/(ρs/Nk/ + ρsNNk + sNLk)
In view of 10.177 and also of formulas 3.174 and their conjugates, equations
10.199, 10.200 are seen to coincide with equations 3.186, 3.187.
Applying LN to 10.178 we obtain:
LNk/N = hµν,N (LNENN
µ
N )E
ν
N + hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )(LNE
ν
N )
+(LNhµν,N )(ENN
µ
N )E
ν
N (10.201)
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By the 2nd of the commutation relations 9.16 the 1st term on the right is:
hµν,N (ENLNN
µ
N )E
ν
N − χNk/N (10.202)
Applying EN to the 1st of 10.109 we obtain:
ENLNN
µ
N = (ENn/N )E
µ
N + (ENnN)N
µ
N + (ENnN )N
µ
N
+n/N(e/NE
µ
N + eNN
µ
N + eNN
µ
N )
+nN(k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N )
+nN (k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N ) (10.203)
Consequently, 10.202, the 1st term on the right in 10.201, is:
ENn/N + n/Ne/N + nNk/N + nNk/
N
− χ
N
k/N (10.204)
Consider next the 2nd term on the right in 10.201. The expansion of LNE
µ
N in
the (EµN , N
µ
N , N
µ
N ) frame is the conjugate of 10.184:
LNE
µ
N = f/NE
µ
N + fNN
µ
N + fNN
µ
N (10.205)
Substituting the expansions 1st of 10.117 and 10.205 we find that the 2nd term
on the right in 10.201 is:
k/Nf/N − 2cN (kNfN + kNfN ) (10.206)
In regard finally to the 3rd term on the right in 10.201, substituting the expan-
sion 10.151 we obtain that this term is:
(LNhµν,N )(k/NE
µ
N + kNN
µ
N + kNN
µ
N )E
ν
N =
k/N
(
β/2NLNHN + 2β/NHNE
µ
NLNβµ,N
)
+kN
(
β/NβN,NLNHN +HN (β/NsNL,N + βN,NE
µ
NLNβµ,N )
)
+kN
(
β/NβN,NLNHN +HN (β/NsNL,N + βN,NE
µ
NLNβµ,N )
)
(10.207)
Using also the 3rd of 9.62 to express EµNLNβµ,N in terms of s/N,N , we conclude
that k/N satisfies the following Nth approximant version of the cross variation
equation 10.199:
LNk/N = ENn/N − χNk/N + n/Ne/N + nNk/N + nNk/N
+k/Nf/
N
− 2cN(kNfN + kNfN )
+(β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(β/NLNHN + ρNs/N,N )
+HNβ/N (ρNs/N,Nk/N + sNL,NkN + sNL,NkN ) + εLk/,N
(10.208)
Here:
εLk/,N = HN (2β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N ) = O(τN+1)
(10.209)
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the estimate following from Propositions 9.1 and 9.2. In a similar manner we
arrive at the conclusion that k/
N
satisfies the following Nth approximant version
of the cross variation equation 10.200:
LNk/N = ENn/N − χNk/N + n/Ne/N + nNk/N + nNk/N
+k/
N
f/N − 2cN (kNfN + kNfN)
+(β/Nk/N + βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(β/NLNHN + ρNs/N,N)
+HNβ/N(ρNs/N,Nk/N + sNL,NkN + sNL,NkN ) + εLk/,N
(10.210)
Here:
εLk/,N = HN (2β/Nk/N
+ βN,NkN + βN,NkN )(ε
µ
NENβµ,N − ωLE,N) = O(τN )
(10.211)
the estimate following from Propositions 9.1 and 9.2.
We proceed to derive analogues for the Nth approximant quantities:
θN = λN χ˜N + fN
θN = λN χ˜N + fN (10.212)
where:
fN = −1
2
β2N,NLNHN + λNβN,Nβ/NENHN
f
N
= −1
2
β2N,NLNHN + λNβN,Nβ/NENHN (10.213)
of the regularized propagation equations of Proposition 10.1.
Recall that the argument leading to the regularized propagation equation
for θ starts from the observation that the principal term on the right hand side
of the 2nd variation equation 3.184, equivalently 10.175, is the term Em/. The
corresponding term on the right hand side of the analogous equation for the
Nth approximants, equation 10.187, is the term ENm/N . The argument leading
to the propagation equation for θ of Proposition 10.1 relies on Lemma 10.1 to
express the principal term Em/ as Lv up to a 1st order remainder. Now, while
m/ is given by 10.6, m/N is given by 10.171, an analogous formula for the Nth
approximants with a O(τN ) error term. A similar argument then applies to
express ENm/N as LNvN up to a suitable remainder, where in analogy with the
definition 10.11 of v,
vN =
1
2λN
β2N,NLNHN − βN,Nβ/NENHN −HNβ/Ns/N,N (10.214)
However the analogue of Lemma 10.1 concerns h˜′
N
HN therefore we must con-
sider:
h˜′
N
σN = −2(g−1)µνβν,Nh˜′
N
βµ,N − 2(g−1)µν h˜′−1N (dβµ,N , dβν,N )
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Since, according to Proposition 9.10:
h˜′N
βµ,N = Ω
−1
N a
−1
N κ˜
′
µ,N
this is:
h˜′N
σN = −2(g−1)µν
(
βν,NΩ
−1
N a
−1
N κ˜
′
µ,N + h˜
′−1
N (dβµ,N , dβν,N )
)
As a consequence, the analogue of Lemma 10.1 for the Nth approximants is:
h′
N
HN =
(
H ′′N − (1/2)Ω−1N Ω′NH ′N
)
h′−1N (dσN , dσN ) (10.215)
−2H ′N(g−1)µν
(
βν,Na
−1
N κ˜
′
µ,N + h
′−1
N (dβµ,N , dβν,N )
)
where (see 9.7):
H ′N =
(
dH
dσ
)
(σN ), H
′′
N =
(
d2H
dσ2
)
(σN ), Ω
′
N =
(
dΩ
dσ
)
(σN ) (10.216)
Then in the role of 10.27 for the Nth approximants we have:
aNh′
N
HN =
(
H ′′N − (1/2)Ω−1N Ω′NH ′N
)
(−(LNσN )LNσN + aN (ENσN )ENσN )
−2H ′N(g−1)µν (−(LNβµ,N )LNβν,N + aN (ENβµ,N )ENβν,N )
−2H ′N(g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N (10.217)
and, by 9.251, we have:
LNLNHN−aNE2NHN = −aNh′NHN−(1/2)(χNLNHN+χNLNHN )+2ηNENHN
(10.218)
in place of 10.25. As a consequence of the additional last term on the right in
10.217, λNENm/N − LN (λNvN ) has an additional term of the form:
−β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
compared to the result of Section 10.1 for λEm/−L(λv). We are thus led to the
conclusion that θN satisfies a propagation equation of the form:
LNθN = RN + λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N (10.219)
where
RN = [RN ]P.A. + R˜N (10.220)
with
[RN ]P.A. = −aN χ˜2N +
(
2LNλN − β/2N(LNHN )λN
)
χ˜N (10.221)
and the remainder R˜N given, up to O(τ
N ) error terms resulting from εµN , ε
µ
N ,
ωLL,N , ωLE,N , ωLE,N and δ
′
N (see Propositions 9.1, 9.2 and Lemma 9.2), by
what corresponds to the expression 10.40 for the Nth approximants. The 2nd
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term on the right in 10.219 is contributed by the error term in 10.187. By
Proposition 9.10 the 3rd term on the right in 10.219 is
O(τN−2) +O(u−3τN )
By conjugation, we conclude that θN satisfies a propagation equation of the
form:
LNθN = RN + λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N (10.222)
where
RN = [RN ]P.A. + R˜N (10.223)
with
[RN ]P.A. = −aN χ˜2N +
(
2LNλN − β/2N (LNHN )λN
)
χ˜
N
(10.224)
and the remainder R˜N given, up to O(τ
N ) error terms resulting from εµN , ε
µ
N ,
ωLL,N , ωLE,N , ωLE,N and δ
′
N (see Propositions 9.1, 9.2 and Lemma 9.2), by
what corresponds to the expression 10.43 for the Nth approximants.
We finally derive analogues for the Nth approximant quantities:
νN = λNE
2
NλN − jN
νN = λNE
2
NλN − jN (10.225)
where:
jN =
1
4
β2N,NL
2
NHN −
1
2
λNπNβ
2
N,NENLNHN (10.226)
+λ2N
{
βN,N
[
πNβ/N − 1
4cN
(βN,N + 2βN,N )
]
E2NHN
+HN
[
πNβ/N − 1
2cN
(βN,N + βN,N )
]
NµNE
2
Nβµ,N
}
and:
j
N
=
1
4
β2N,NL
2
NHN −
1
2
λNπNβ
2
N,NENLNHN (10.227)
+λ2N
{
βN,N
[
πNβ/N − 1
4cN
(2βN,N + βN,N )
]
E2NHN
+HN
[
πNβ/N − 1
2cN
(βN,N + βN,N)
]
NµNE
2
Nβµ,N
}
Recall that the argument leading to the regularized propagation equation
for ν focusds on the terms λE2p+λE2q, the principal terms on the right in the
propagation equation 10.44 for E2λ. The quantity p being given by 10.49, we
expressed λE2p as Lw1 to principal terms, with w1 defined by 10.51, the point
being that λE2m/ is by the preceding argument equal to LE(λv) to principal
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terms. When a similar argument is applied to the Nth approximants to express
λNE
2
Nm/N in terms of LNEN (λNvN ), an additional term of the form
πNβ
2
N,NEN
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
results. Also, the quantity q being given by 10.54, we expressed λλE2q as Lw2 to
principal terms, with w2 defined by 10.58. When a similar argument is applied
to the Nth approximants to express λNλNE
2
NqN , an additional term of the
form
−(1/2)β2N,NLN
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
results. We are thus led to the conclusion that νN satisfies a propagation equa-
tion of the form:
LNνN = KN + λNE
2
Nελ,N (10.228)
+β2N,N (πNλNEN − (1/2)LN )
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
where
KN = [KN ]P.A. + K˜N (10.229)
with
[KN ]P.A. = 2(LNλN − χNλN )E2NλN
+
λNβ
2
N,N
4cN
(LNHN + 2πNλNENHN )E
2
NλN
+λNANEN χ˜N + aNANEN χ˜N (10.230)
the coefficients AN , AN being analogues for the Nth approximants of the coef-
ficients A, A given by 10.99, 10.100. The principal part of the remainder K˜N is
given by what corresponds to the expression 10.102 for the Nth approximants.
The 2nd term on the right in 10.228 is contributed by the error term in 10.161.
By Proposition 9.10 the 3rd term on the right in 10.228 is
O(τN−2) +O(u−3τN )
By conjugation, we conclude that ν satisfies a propagation equation of the form:
LNνN = KN + λNE
2
Nελ,N (10.231)
+β2N,N (πNλNEN − (1/2))LN)
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
where
KN = [KN ]P.A. + K˜N (10.232)
with
[KN ]P.A. = 2(LNλN − χNλN )E2NλN
+
λNβ
2
N,N
4cN
(LNHN + 2πNλNENHN )E
2
NλN
+λNANEN χ˜N + aNANEN χ˜N (10.233)
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the coefficients AN , AN being analogues for the Nth approximants of the coeffi-
cients A, A given by 10.105, 10.106. The principal part of the remainder K˜N is
given by what corresponds to the expression 10.107 for the Nth approximants.
The 2nd term on the right in 10.231 is contributed by the error term in 10.164.
By Proposition 9.10 the 3rd term in 10.231 is:
O(τN−3) +O(u−3τN−1)
10.4 The Propagation Equations for θˇl, θˇl and
for νˇm,l, νˇm,l
To control the higher order quantities Elχ˜, Elχ˜, we introduce the higher order
versions
θl = λE
lχ˜+ Elf, θl = λE
lχ˜+ Elf (10.234)
of the quantities θ, θ of Proposition 10.1. Setting l = n these will control the
top order quantities in the 1st line of 10.4 (m = 0). To control the higher order
quantities El+1Tmλ, El+1Tmλ, where l ≥ 1, we introduce the higher order
versions
νm,l = λE
l−1TmE2λ−El−1Tmj, νm,l = λEl−1TmE2λ−El−1Tmj (10.235)
of the quantities ν, ν of Proposition 10.2. Setting m + l = n, the quantities
νm−1,l+1, νm−1,l+1 control the top order quantities in the 2nd line of 10.4
(m ≥ 1). The higher order quantities θl, θl will be shown to satisfy higher
order versions of the regularized propagation equations of Proposition 10.1.
Similarly, the higher order quantities νm,l, νm,l will be shown to satisfy higher
order versions of the regularized propagation equations of Proposition 10.2. We
proceed to define the analogous higher order quantities:
θl,N = λNE
l
N χ˜N + E
l
NfN ,
θl,N = λNE
l
N χ˜N + E
l
NfN (10.236)
and:
νm,l,N = λNE
l−1
N T
mE2NλN − El−1N TmjN ,
νm,l,N = λNE
l−1
N T
mE2NλN − El−1N TmjN (10.237)
for the Nth approximants. We shall show that θl,N , θl,N satisfy higher order
versions of the propagation equations 10.219, 10.222 respectively, while νm,l,N ,
νm,l,N satisfy higher order versions propagation equations 10.228, 10.231 re-
spectively. Defining finally the acoustical difference quantities:
θˇl = θl − θl,N , θˇl = θl − θl,N (10.238)
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and:
νˇm,l = νm,l − νm,l,N , νˇm,l = νm,l − νm,l,N (10.239)
we shall deduce the corresponding propagation equations, on the basis of which
the appropriate estimates shall be derived.
To derive the propagation equation for θl we must apply E
l to the propa-
gation equation for θ of Proposition 10.1. In view of the expression for [R]P.A.,
El[R]P.A is the sum of:
El
(
(2Lλ− β/2λLH)χ˜) = (2Lλ− β/2λLH)Elχ˜+Al (10.240)
and:
El
(−aχ˜2) = El−1 (−2aχ˜Eχ˜− (Ea)χ˜2) = −2aχ˜Elχ˜+Bl (10.241)
In 10.240, the remainderAl is of order l+1 but has vanishing principal acoustical
part. In fact, since Lλ = pλ+ qλ, the principal part of Al is:
[Al]P.P. =
[
2λElq + λ(2Elp− β/2ElLH)]
P.P.
χ˜ (10.242)
In 10.241, the remainder Bl is of order l. To derive a formula for L(E
lθ) we
must also consider the commutator [L,El]θ. We apply the following general
formula for linear operators A, B:
[A,Bn] =
n−1∑
m=0
Bm[A,B]Bn−1−m (10.243)
In view of the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154 we then obtain:
[L,El]θ =
l−1∑
k=0
Ek[L,E]El−1−kθ
= −
l−1∑
k=0
Ek(χEl−kθ) = −lχElθ + Cl (10.244)
where the remainder Cl is of order l. Taking also into account that by the 1st
of 3.160:
2aχ˜+ β/2λH = 2λχ
we deduce the equation:
L(Elθ) = (2Lλ− 2λχ)Elχ˜− lχElθ
+Al +Bl + Cl + E
lR˜ (10.245)
Consider now the difference:
Dl = E
lθ − θl =
l∑
k=1
(
l
k
)
(Ekλ)El−kχ˜ (10.246)
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This difference is of order l. We have:
LDl =
l∑
k=1
(
l
k
){
(LEkλ)El−kχ˜+ (Ekλ)LEl−kχ˜
}
(10.247)
which is of order l + 1 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. Only the
extreme terms k = 1, k = l in the sum in 10.247 contribute to the principal
part. Since
[LElλ]P.P. = [λE
lp+ λElq]P.P.
and by equation 10.175, the 1st of 3.161 and 10.6:
[LEl−1χ˜]P.P. = [−β/βNElLH + (1/2)ρβ2NEl+1H ]P.P.
we obtain:
[LDl]P.P. =
[
l(Eλ)
(−β/βNElLH + (1/2)ρβ2NEl+1H)
+χ˜
(
λElp+ λElq
)]
P.P.
(10.248)
Substituting
Elθ = θl +Dl, E
lχ˜ =
θl − Elf
λ
in equation 10.245 we arrive at the following propagation equation for θl:
Lθl =
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θl − 2Lλ
λ
Elf + R˜l (10.249)
where:
R˜l = E
lR˜+ 2χElf +Al +Bl + Cl − LDl − lχDl (10.250)
Note that R˜l is of order l+1 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. In fact,
from 10.40, 10.242, 10.248, together with the expressions for p, q of Proposition
3.3 and the expression for f of Proposition 10.1, we find:
[R˜l]P.P. =
(
λ(Eλ)cµ1,E + λλχ˜c
µ
2,E + λλc
µν
3,E(Eβν)
+λcµν4,E(Lβν) + λc
µν
5,E(Lβν)
)
El+1βµ
+
(
(Eλ)cµ1,L + λχ˜c
µ
2,L + λc
µν
3,L(Eβν) + c
µν
4,L(Lβν)
)
ElLβµ
+
(
λχ˜cµ1,L + λc
µν
2,L(Eβν) + c
µν
3,LLβν
)
ElLβµ (10.251)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0. Similarly, we deduce the
following propagation equation for θl:
Lθl =
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θl −
2Lλ
λ
Elf + R˜l (10.252)
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where R˜l is of order l + 1 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. In fact,
[R˜l]P.P. =
(
λ(Eλ)cµ1,E + λλχ˜c
µ
2,E + λλc
µν
3,E(Eβν)
+λcµν4,E(Lβν) + λc
µν
5,E(Lβν)
)
El+1βµ
+
(
(Eλ)cµ1,L + λχ˜c
µ
2,L + λc
µν
3,L(Eβν) + c
µν
4,L(Lβν)
)
ElLβµ
+
(
λχ˜cµ1,L + λc
µν
2,L(Eβν) + c
µν
3,LLβν
)
ElLβµ (10.253)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0.
From the propagation equation 10.219 for the Nth approximant quantity
θN , following the same argument as above which leads from the propagation
equation for θ of Proposition 10.1 to equation 10.249, we deduce, using the 1st
of the commutation relations 9.16 in the role of the 1st of the commutation
relations 3.154, the following propagation equation for the Nth approximant
quantity θl,N :
LNθl,N =
(
2LNλN
λN
− (l + 2)χN
)
θl,N − 2LNλN
λ
ElNfN + R˜l,N
+ElN
(
λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
(10.254)
the last term resulting from the two error terms on the right in 10.219. Here
R˜l,N is the analogue of R˜l for the N approximants. Similarly, we deduce from
the propagation equation 10.222 for θN the following propagation equation for
θl,N :
LNθl,N =
(
2LNλN
λN
− (l + 2)χ
N
)
θl,N −
2LNλN
λ
ElNfN + R˜l,N
+ElN
(
λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
(10.255)
the last term resulting from the two error terms on the right in 10.222. Here
R˜l,N is the analogue of R˜l for the N approximants.
Finally, subtracting equation 10.254 from equation 10.249 we arrive at the
following propagation equation for the acoustical difference quantity θˇl defined
by the 1st of 10.238:
Lθˇl −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θˇl =
−
{
L− LN − 2Lλ
λ
+
2LNλN
λN
+ (l + 2)(χ− χN )
}
θl,N
− (2Lλ)
λ
Elf +
(2LNλN )
λN
ElNfN + R˜l − R˜l,N
−ElNεθ,N (10.256)
where we denote by εθ,N the error term:
εθ,N = λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N (10.257)
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Also, subtracting equation 10.255 from equation 10.252 we arrive at the follow-
ing propagation equation for the acoustical difference quantity θˇl defined by the
2nd of 10.238:
Lθˇl −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θˇl =
−
{
L− LN −
2Lλ
λ
+
2LNλN
λN
+ (l + 2)(χ− χ
N
)
}
θl,N
− (2Lλ)
λ
Elf +
(2LNλN )
λN
ElNfN + R˜l − R˜l,N
−ElNεθ,N (10.258)
where we denote by εθ,N the error term:
εθ,N = λNεLk/,N − β2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N (10.259)
We remark that the 1st term on the right in each of 10.256, 10.258 is only of order
1, the quantities θl,N , θl,N being known smooth functions of the coordinates
(u, u, ϑ).
We turn to the quantities νm,l, νm,l defined by 10.235. However before
we are ready to derive propagation equations for these higher order quantities,
we must first re-express the 2nd term in [K]P.A. as given in the statement of
Proposition 10.2, namely the term:
λβ2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ (10.260)
For, this term as it stands will generate a term in the propagation equation for
νm,l the contribution of which cannot properly be estimated. We must similarly
re-express the 2nd term in [K]P.A. as given in the statement of Proposition 10.2,
namely the term:
λβ2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH)E2λ (10.261)
Let us set:
q′ =
β2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH) (10.262)
Then the term 10.260 is:
λq′E2λ (10.263)
Now, since λ = cρ = cLt we have:
Eλ = cELt+ ρEc
and, by the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154,
ELt = LEt+ χEt = Lπ + χπ
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Therefore:
Eλ = cLπ + cχπ + ρEc (10.264)
Substituting for Ec from 3.163 in which k and k are substituted from 3.46, 3.53,
3.54 and 3.161, that is:
k = −πχ˜− β
2
N
4c
EH +
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
Hs/N
k = −πχ˜− β
2
N
4c
EH +
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
Hs/N (10.265)
to obtain:
Ec = −cπ(χ˜+ χ˜)− 1
4
(βN + βN )
2EH
+H
(
cπβ/− 1
2
(βN + βN )
)
(s/N + s/N ) (10.266)
yields:
Eλ = cLπ − λπχ˜+ F (10.267)
where
F =
1
2
cπβ/2LH − λ
4c
(βN + βN )
2EH
+λH
(
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN )
)
(s/N + s/N ) (10.268)
is of order 1 but has vanishing principal acoustical part. Note that by 3.167
with t in the role of f and 3.113 for µ = 0:
Eπ =
1
2c
(χ˜+ χ˜)− γ˜0 (10.269)
where, according to 3.109,
γ˜0 = γ/π + γ˜N + γ˜N (10.270)
hence, substituting from 3.170,
γ˜0 =
1
2
β/
(
πβ/− 1
c
(βN + βN )
)
EH
+H
(
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN )
)
s/ (10.271)
In particular, since
[γ˜0]P.A. = 0 (10.272)
we have:
[Eπ]P.A. =
1
2c
(χ˜+ χ˜) (10.273)
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Applying E to 10.267 we obtain:
E2λ = cLEπ − λπEχ˜+ F1 (10.274)
where
F1 = EF + (Ec)Lπ + (cχ− λχ˜)Eπ − (Eλ)πχ˜ (10.275)
is of order 2 with vanishing P.A. part. In fact [F1]P.P. = [EF ]P.P. is of the form:
[F1]P.P. = λc
µ
0E
2βµ + c
µ
1ELβµ (10.276)
where the coefficients are regular and of order 0. In view of the expression
10.274 for E2λ the term 10.260, that is 10.263, takes the form:
L(λcq′Eπ)− λλq′πEχ˜+ F2 (10.277)
where
F2 = λq
′F1 − L(λcq′)Eπ (10.278)
is of order 2 with vanishing P.A. part. Replacing the 2nd term in [K]P.A. as
given in the statement of Proposition 10.2, namely the term 10.260, by its equal
10.277, we see that in view of 10.100 and 10.262 the terms in Eχ˜ cancel and we
obtain:
[K]P.A. = [K
′]P.A. + F2 (10.279)
where:
[K ′]P.A. = 2(Lλ− χλ)E2λ+ L(λcq′Eπ) + λAEχ˜ (10.280)
Defining then:
K˜ ′ = K˜ + F2 (10.281)
we have:
K = [K ′]P.A. + K˜ ′ (10.282)
Moreover it is evident that [K˜ ′]P.P. is of the same form as [K˜]P.P., given by
10.102. An analogous treatment of 10.261, the 2nd term in [K]P.A. as given in
the statement of Proposition 10.2, yields the conclusion that:
K = [K ′]P.A. + K˜
′
(10.283)
where:
[K′]P.A. = 2(Lλ− χλ)E2λ+ L(λcq′Eπ) + λAEχ˜ (10.284)
where
q′ =
β2N
4c
(LH + 2πλEH) (10.285)
and [K˜
′
]P.P. is of the same form as [K˜]P.P., given by 10.107. In the following we
shall consider the propagation equations for ν and ν of Proposition 10.2 in their
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fully regularized form, that is with K expressed by 10.282, [K ′]P.A. by 10.280,
and K expressed by 10.283, [K ′]P.A. by 10.284.
To derive the propagation equation for νm,l, we first apply T
m to the fully
regularized propagation equation for ν = ν0,1 to deduce the propagation equa-
tion for νm,1. From 10.280 we obtain:
Tm[K ′]P.A. = 2(Lλ− χλ)TmE2λ+ LTm(λcq′Eπ)
+λATmEχ˜+Mm (10.286)
where the remainder Mm is of order m + 1. In fact, since by the 3rd of the
commutation relations 3.154 and the general formula 10.243 we have:
[Tm, L] =
m−1∑
i=0
T iζETm−1−i (10.287)
Mm is given by:
Mm =
m−1∑
i=0
T i(ζE(Tm−1−i(λcq′Eπ))) + 2
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
)
(T i(Lλ− χλ))Tm−iE2λ
+
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
)
T i(λA)Tm−iEχ˜ (10.288)
To derive a formula for L(Tmν) we must also consider the commutator [L, Tm]ν.
By 10.287 this is:
[L, Tm]ν = −
m−1∑
i=0
T i(ζETm−1−iν) = −mζETm−1ν +Nm (10.289)
where the remainder Nm is of order m+ 1. We thus deduce the equation:
L(Tmν) = 2(Lλ− χλ)TmE2λ+ LTm(λcq′Eπ) (10.290)
+λATmEχ˜−mζETm−1ν +Mm +Nm + TmK˜ ′
Consider the difference:
Gm = T
mν − νm,1 =
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
)
(T iλ)Tm−iE2λ (10.291)
This difference is of order m+ 1. We have:
LGm =
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
){
(LT iλ)Tm−iE2λ+ (T iλ)LTm−iE2λ
}
(10.292)
which is of order m+ 2 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. Only the
term i = 1 contributes to the principal part:
[LGm]P.P. = m(Tλ)[LT
m−1E2λ]P.P. = m(Tλ)
[
λE2Tm−1p+ λE2Tm−1q
]
P.P.
(10.293)
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Substituting
L(Tmν) = Lνm,1 + LGm
in equation 10.290 we arrive at the following propagation equation for νm,1:
Lνm,1 = 2(Lλ− χλ)TmE2λ+ LTm(λcq′Eπ) (10.294)
+λATmEχ˜−mζETm−1ν +Mm +Nm − LGm + TmK˜ ′
Next, we apply El−1 to this equation. Using
[El−1, L] =
l−2∑
k=0
EkχEl−1−k (10.295)
as follows from the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154 and the general
formula 10.243, to re-express El−1 applied to the 2nd term on the right in
10.294, we obtain:
El−1Lνm,1 = 2(Lλ− χλ)El−1TmE2λ+ L(El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ))
+λAEl−1TmEχ˜−mζElTm−1ν + Um,l
+El−1(Mm +Nm − LGm + TmK˜ ′) (10.296)
where:
Um,l = 2
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
)
Ek(Lλ− χλ)El−1−kTmE2λ
+
l−2∑
k=0
Ek(χEl−1−kTm(λcq′Eπ))
+
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
)
Ek(λA)El−1−kTmEχ˜
−m
l−1∑
k=1
(
l− 1
k
)
(Ekζ)El−kTm−1ν (10.297)
is of order m + l. The term El−1(Mm + Nm) is also of order m + l, while the
remaining terms on the right in 10.296 are of top order m+ l+1. Consider the
difference:
Fm,l = E
l−1νm,1 − νm,l =
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
)
(Ekλ)El−1−kTmE2λ (10.298)
This difference is of order m+ l. We have:
LFm,l =
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
){
(LEkλ)El−1−kTmE2λ+ (Ekλ)LEl−1−kTmE2λ
}
(10.299)
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which is of order m+ l + 1 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. Only
the term k = 1 contributes to the principal part:
[LFm,l]P.P. = (l − 1)(Eλ)[λElTmp+ λElTmq]P.P. (10.300)
Now, by 10.295 we have:
El−1Lνm,1 = LEl−1νm,1 +
l−2∑
k=0
Ek(χEl−1−kνm,1)
= LEl−1νm,1 + (l − 1)χEl−1νm,1 + Vm,l (10.301)
where Vm,l is of order m+ l. Substituting this as well as
El−1νm,1 = νm,l + Fm,l
on the left in 10.296 we obtain the following propagation equation for νm,l:
Lνm,l =
(
2
Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
νm,l + 2
Lλ
λ
El−1Tmj + L(El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ))
+λAEl−1TmEχ˜−mζElTm−1ν + K˜ ′m,l (10.302)
where:
K˜ ′m,l = E
l−1TmK˜ ′ − El−1LGm − LFm,l − 2χEl−1Tmj
+El−1(Mm +Nm) + Um,l − Vm,l − (l − 1)χFm,l (10.303)
(the quantities in the 1st line on the right are of order m + l + 1, those in the
2nd of order m+ l).
We shall finally re-express the quantities El−1TmEχ˜ and ElTm−1ν in the
4th and 5th terms on the right in 10.302 in terms of νm−i,l+i : i = 1, ...,m and
θm,l. Consider first the quantity E
lTm−1ν. We have,
Tm−1ν = Tm−1(λE2λ− j) = νm−1,1 +
m−1∑
i=1
(
m− 1
i
)
(T iλ)Tm−1−iE2λ
Also,
Elνm−1,1 = νm−1,l+1 +
l∑
k=1
(
l
k
)
(Ekλ)El−kTm−1E2λ
Hence:
ElTm−1ν = νm−1,l+1 +Wm,l (10.304)
where
Wm,l = E
l
(
m−1∑
i=1
(
m− 1
i
)
(T iλ)Tm−1−iE2λ
)
+
l∑
k=1
(
l
k
)
(Ekλ)El−kTm−1E2λ (10.305)
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is of order m+ l.
Consider next the quantity El−1TmEχ˜. We shall first express T nEχ˜ for any
positive integer n. Consider T χ˜. In view of the 1st of 3.161 we can express T χ˜
in terms of Tk/ = Lk/ + Lk/, and Lk/ is expressed by the 2nd variation equation
10.175, Lk/ by the cross variation equation 10.199 as:
Lk/ = Em/ + I, Lk/ = En/+ J (10.306)
where I and J are quantities of order 1. Recall that m/ is of order 1 with
vanishing P.A. part, while from the 1st of 3.164, substituting
k = −πχ˜− β
2
N
4c
EH +
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
Hs/N (10.307)
(see 10.245), we obtain:
n/ = 2Eλ+ 2πλχ˜+ n˜/ (10.308)
where
n˜/ = λ
[
βN
2c
(βN + 2βN )EH − 2
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
Hs/N
]
− βNβ/LH (10.309)
is of order 1 with vanishing P.A. part. Consequently:
T χ˜ = 2E2λ+ 2πλEχ˜+ Em/ + En˜/+ T (β/Hs/N)
+χ˜E(2πλ) + I + J (10.310)
Here the first two terms on the right constitute the principal acoustical part
(compare with 8.128), the next three terms are of order 2 but with vanishing
P.A. parts, while the last three terms are only of order 1. Since by the first two
of the commutation relations 3.154 we have:
TEχ˜ = ET χ˜− (χ+ χ)Eχ˜
10.310 implies:
TEχ˜ = 2E3λ+ 2πλE2χ˜+ S (10.311)
where S is of order 3 but with vanishing P.A. part:
S = E2m/+E2n˜/+ET (β/Hs/N)+
(
2E(2πλ)− (χ+ χ))Eχ˜+χ˜E2(2πλ)+EI+EJ
(10.312)
The first three terms on the right contain the principal part of S. We apply T n
to 10.311 to obtain:
T n+1Eχ˜ = 2πλET nEχ˜+ 2ET nE2λ+ Sn (10.313)
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where:
Sn = T
nS +
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
T i(2πλ)T n−iE2χ˜
−2πλ
n−1∑
i=0
T i
(
(χ+ χ)ET n−1−iEχ˜
)
−2
n−1∑
i=0
T i
(
(χ+ χ)ET n−1−iE2λ
)
(10.314)
The last two sums represent [E, T n]Eχ˜ and [E, T n]E2λ, the commutator [E, T n]
being expressed using the general formula 10.243 and the first two of the com-
mutation relations 3.154. The first term on the right in 10.314 is of order n+3
while each of the three sums is of order n+2. Now, equation 10.313 represents
a linear recursion to which Lemma 9.5 applies taking
xn = T
nEχ˜, A = 2πλE, yn = 2ET
nE2λ+ Sn
The conclusion is:
T nEχ˜ = (2πλE)nEχ˜+
n−1∑
i=0
(2πλE)n−1−i
(
2ET iE2λ+ Si
)
(10.315)
Setting then n = m in 10.315 and applying El−1 gives:
El−1TmEχ˜ = El−1(2πλE)mEχ˜+ 2
m−1∑
i=0
El−1(2πλE)m−1−iET iE2λ
+
m−1∑
i=0
El−1(2πλE)m−1−iSi (10.316)
Now, with n an arbitrary positive integer the operator
On−1 = (2πλE)n − (2πλ)nEn (10.317)
is of order n− 1 and vanishes for n = 1. In fact, the principal part of On−1 is
the operator:
[On−1]P.P. = n(2πλ)n−1(E(2πλ))En−1 (10.318)
We can then write 10.316 in the form:
El−1TmEχ˜ = (2πλ)mEl+mχ˜+ 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iEl−1+m−iT iE2λ+ Sm,l
(10.319)
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where:
Sm,l =
m−1∑
i=0
El−1(2πλE)m−1−iSi (10.320)
+El−1Om−1Eχ˜+ 2
m−2∑
i=0
El−1Om−2−iET iE2λ
+
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
)
Ek ((2πλ)m)El−k+mχ˜
+2
m−1∑
i=0
l−1∑
k=1
(
l − 1
k
)
Ek
(
(2πλ)m−1−i
)
El−1−k+m−iT iE2λ
Here, each of the terms in the first sum is of top order, m + l + 1, while the
remaining sums are all of order m+ l. Finally, in view of the definitions, 1st of
10.234, 10.235, we can express 10.319 in the form:
λEl−1TmEχ˜ = (2πλ)mθl+m + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iνi,l+m−i (10.321)
+λSm,l − (2πλ)mEl+mf + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iEl−1+m−iT ij
We substitute for the 4th and 5th terms on the right in 10.302 from 10.321
and 10.304 to bring the propagation equation for νm,l to its final form:
Lνm,l =
(
2
Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
νm,l + 2
Lλ
λ
El−1Tmj + L(El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ))
+A
{
(2πλ)mθl+m + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iνi,l+m−i
}
−mζνm−1,l+1
+K˜ ′′m,l (10.322)
where:
K˜ ′′m,l = K˜
′
m,l −mζWm,l (10.323)
+A
{
λSm,l − (2πλ)mEl+mf + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iEl−1+m−iT ij
}
A straightforward calculation shows that the principal part of K˜ ′′m,l is of the
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form:
[K˜ ′′m,l]P.P. =
[
λ(Lλ)dµ1,EE + λλ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EE + λ
2(Eλ)dµ3,EE
+λλ2χ˜dµ4,EE + λλ
2χ˜dµ5,EE
+λλdµν6,EELβν + λ
2dµν7,EELβν + λλ
2dµν8,EEEβν
]
El+1Tmβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ2,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ3,EL
+λdµν4,ELLβν + λ
2dµν5,ELEβν
]
ElTmLβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
3,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
4,E,L
+λdµν5,ELLβν + λd
µν
6,ELLβν + λλd
µν
7,ELEβν
]
ElTmLβµ
+
[
λχ˜dµ1,LL + d
µν
2,LLLβν + λd
µν
3,LL
]
El−1TmL2βµ
+(Tλ)
[
λλgµEEE
l+2Tm−1βµ + λg
µ
ELE
l+1Tm−1Lβµ + λg
µ
ELE
l+1Tm−1Lβµ
]
+A
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−i
{(
λ2eµ1,EE + λλe
µ
2,EE
)
El+1+m−iT iβµ + λe
µ
ELE
l+m−iT iLβµ
+λeµELE
l+m−iT iLβµ + e
µ
LLE
l−1+m−iT iL2βµ
}
(10.324)
Here the term proportional to Tλ represents−[El−1LGm]P.P. (see 10.303), while
the sum represents the principal part of the terms in parenthesis in 10.323. The
coefficients d, g, and e, are all regular and of order 0.
Similarly, we deduce the conjugate propagation equation for νm,l:
Lνm,l =
(
2
Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
νm,l + 2
Lλ
λ
El−1Tmj + L(El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ))
+A
{
(2πλ)mθl+m + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iνi,l+m−i
}
+mζνm−1,l+1
+K˜
′′
m,l (10.325)
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the principal part of K˜
′′
m,l being given by:
[K˜
′′
m,l]P.P. =
[
λ(Lλ)dµ1,EE + λλ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EE + λ
2(Eλ)dµ3,EE
+λλ2χ˜dµ4,EE + λλ
2χ˜dµ5,EE
+λλdµν6,EELβν + λ
2dµν7,EELβν + λλ
2dµν8,EEEβν
]
El+1Tmβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ2,EL + λ
2χ˜dµ3,EL
+λdµν4,ELLβν + λ
2dµν5,ELEβν
]
ElTmLβµ
+
[
λ(Eλ)dµ1,EL + λ(Eλ)d
µ
2,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
3,EL + λλχ˜d
µ
4,E,L
+λdµν5,ELLβν + λd
µν
6,ELLβν + λλd
µν
7,ELEβν
]
ElTmLβµ
+
[
λχ˜dµ1,LL + d
µν
2,LLLβν + λd
µν
3,LL
]
El−1TmL2βµ
+(Tλ)
[
λλgµ
EE
El+2Tm−1βµ + λgµELE
l+1Tm−1Lβµ + λgµELE
l+1Tm−1Lβµ
]
+A
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−i
{(
λ2eµ1,EE + λλe
µ
2,EE
)
El+1+m−iT iβµ + λe
µ
ELE
l+m−iT iLβµ
+λeµELE
l+m−iT iLβµ + e
µ
LLE
l−1+m−iT iL2βµ
}
(10.326)
the coefficients d, g, and e being all regular and of order 0.
To derive from the propagation equation 10.228 for νN a propagation equa-
tion for the higher order Nth approximant quantity νm,l,N , we follow the same
argument as above which leads from the propagation equation for ν of Proposi-
tion 10.2 to the propagation equation 10.322 for νm,l. Thus, we first re-express
the 2nd term in [Kn]P.A. as given by 10.230, namely the term
λN q
′
NE
2
NλN , where q
′
N =
β2N,N
4cN
(LNHN + 2πNλNENHN ) (10.327)
using the analogue of 10.267 for the Nth approximants:
ENλN = cNLNπN − λNπN χ˜N + FN (10.328)
FN being given by the analogue of 10.268 for the Nth approximants. To es-
tablish 10.328 we substitute formulas 10.145, 10.147 for kN , kN , which are
analogous to formulas 10.265 for k, k, into equation 10.148 for ENcN , which is
analogous to equation 3.163 for Ec. A decomposition for KN analogous to the
decomposition 10.282 for K results:
KN = [K
′
N ]P.A. + K˜
′
N (10.329)
with [K ′N ]P.A. analogous to [K
′]P.A.:
[K ′N ]P.A. = 2(LN − χNλN )E2NλN + LN(λN cNq′NENπN ) + λNANEN χ˜N
(10.330)
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We then follow the argument leading to the propagation equation 10.302 with
the commutation relations 9.16 in the role of the commutation relations 3.154.
The argument expressing in 10.304 ElTm−1ν in terms of νm−1,l+1 applies to
express ElNT
m−1νN in terms of νm−1,l+1,N . The next argument, which leads
to the expression in 10.321 of λEl−1TmEχ˜ in terms of θl+m and νi,l+m−i for
i = 0, ...,m− 1 likewise applies to express λNEl−1N TmEN χ˜N in terms of θl+m,N
and νi,l+m−i,N for i = 0, ...,m − 1. However, in view of the fact that LNk/N ,
LNk/N are given by 10.187, 10.209 respectively, and these equations contain
the error terms εLk/,N , εLk/,N , given by 10.189, 10.209 respectively, in replacing
equations 10.306 by
LNk/N = ENm/N + IN , LNk/N = ENn/N + JN (10.331)
the remainders IN , JN must be understood to include the error terms εLk/,N ,
εLk/,N respectively. In conclusion, νm,l,N satisfies the Nth approximant analogue
of the propagation equation 10.322:
LNνm,l,N =
(
2
LNλN
λN
− (l + 1)χN
)
νm,l,N + 2
LNλN
λN
El−1N T
mjN
+LN(E
l−1
N T
m(λN cNq
′
NENπN ))
+AN
{
(2πNλN )
mθl+m,N + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πNλN )
m−1−iνi,l+m−i,N
}
−mζNνm−1,l+1,N + K˜ ′′m,l,N + El−1N Tmεν,N (10.332)
where εν,N is the error term in 10.228:
εν,N = λNE
2
Nελ,N + β
2
N,N (πNλNEN − (1/2)LN )
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
(10.333)
In 10.332, K˜ ′′m,l,N is the analogue of K˜
′′
m,l for the Nth approximants. The error
term satisfies the estimate:
El−1N T
mεν,N = O(τ
N−2−m) +O(u−3τN−m) (10.334)
Similarly, we derive from the propagation equation 10.231 for νN the fol-
lowing propagation equation for the higher order Nth approximant quantity
νm,l,N :
LNνm,l,N =
(
2
LNλN
λN
− (l + 1)χ
N
)
νm,l,N + 2
LNλN
λN
El−1N T
mj
N
+LN (E
l−1
N T
m(λNcNq
′
N
ENπN ))
+AN
{
(2πNλN )
mθl+m,N + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πNλN )
m−1−iνi,l+m−i,N
}
+mζNνm−1,l+1,N + K˜
′′
m,l,N + E
l−1
N T
mεν,N (10.335)
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where εν,N is the error term in 10.231:
εν,N = λNE
2
Nελ,N + β
2
N,N (πNλNEN − (1/2)LN)
(
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,N κ˜′µ,N
)
(10.336)
In 10.335, K˜
′′
m,l,N is the analogue of K˜
′′
m,l for the Nth approximants. The error
term satisfies the estimate:
El−1N T
mεν,N = O(τ
N−3−m) +O(u−3τN−1−m) (10.337)
Finally, subtracting equation 10.332 from equation 10.322 we arrive at the
following propagation equation for the acoustical difference quantity νˇm,l defined
by the 1st of 10.239:
Lνˇm,l −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
νˇm,l
−L (El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ)− El−1N Tm(λN cNq′NENπN ))
=
2Lλ
λ
El−1Tmj − 2LNλN
λN
El−1N T
mjN + K˜
′′
m,l − K˜ ′′m,l,N
−mζνˇm−1,l+1 +A
{
(2πλ)mθˇl+m + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iνˇi,l+m−i
}
−
{
L− LN − 2Lλ
λ
+
2LNλN
λN
+ (l + 1)(χ− χN )
}
νm,l,N
+(L− LN )El−1N Tm(λNcNq′NENπN )−m(ζ − ζN )νm−1,l+1,N
+2
m−1∑
i=0
{
A(2πλ)m−1−i −AN (2πNλN )m−1−i
}
νi,l+m−i,N
+ {A(2πλ)m −AN (2πNλN )m} θl+m,N − El−1N Tmεν,N (10.338)
Also, subtracting equation 10.335 from equation 10.325 we arrive at the follow-
ing propagation equation for the acoustical difference quantity νˇm,l defined by
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the 2nd of 10.239:
Lνˇm,l −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
νˇm,l
−L
(
El−1Tm(λcq′Eπ)− El−1N Tm(λNcNq′NENπN )
)
=
2Lλ
λ
El−1Tmj − 2LNλN
λN
El−1N T
mj
N
+ K˜
′′
m,l − K˜
′′
m,l,N
+mζνˇm−1,l+1 +A
{
(2πλ)mθˇl+m + 2
m−1∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−1−iνˇi,l+m−i
}
−
{
L− LN −
2Lλ
λ
+
2LNλN
λN
+ (l + 1)(χ− χ
N
)
}
νm,l,N
+(L− LN )El−1N Tm(λNcNq′NENπN ) +m(ζ − ζN )νm−1,l+1,N
+2
m−1∑
i=0
{
A(2πλ)m−1−i −AN (2πNλN )m−1−i
}
νi,l+m−i,N
+
{
A(2πλ)m − AN (2πNλN )m
}
θl+m,N − El−1N Tmεν,N (10.339)
We remark that the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th terms on the right in each of
10.338, 10.339 are only of order 1, the quantities νm,l,N , νm,l,N and θl,N , θl,N
being known smooth functions of the coordinates (u, u, ϑ).
10.5 Estimates for θˇl
Consider the propagation equation 10.256 for θˇl. Let us denote the right hand
side by Sˇl, so the equation reads:
Lθˇl −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θˇl = Sˇl
or:
L(λ−2θˇl) + (l + 2)χ(λ−2θˇl) = λ−2Sˇl (10.340)
We shall integrate this equation along the integral curves of L. Since (see 1st
of 2.33)
L =
∂
∂u
− b ∂
∂ϑ
in (u, u, ϑ) coordinates the integral curve of L through (0, u, ϑ′) ∈ C0 is:
u 7→ (u, u,Φu,u(ϑ′)) (10.341)
where Φu,u(ϑ
′) is the solution of:
dΦu,u(ϑ
′)
du
= −b(u, u,Φu,u(ϑ′)), Φ0,u(ϑ′) = ϑ′ (10.342)
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The mapping
ϑ′ 7→ ϑ = Φu,u(ϑ′) (10.343)
is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of S1, Φ0,u being the identity on
S1. We can use (u, u, ϑ′) as coordinates on N in place of the (u, u, ϑ). Recall
Section 2.1, equations 2.18 - 2.22. These coordinates are adapted to the flow of
L, ϑ′ being constant along the integral curves of L. Hence in these coordinates
L is simply given by:
L =
∂
∂u
(10.344)
and E is given by:
E =
1√
h/′
∂
∂ϑ′
(10.345)
where h/′dϑ′ ⊗ dϑ′ is the induced metric on the Su,u in the same coordinates.
The first of the commutation relations 3.154 in the (u, u, ϑ′) coordinates reads:
∂h/′
∂u
= 2χh/′ (10.346)
and we have:
h/′|u=0 = h/|u=0 as Φ0,u = id (10.347)
Integrating then 10.346 from C0 we obtain:
h/′(u, u, ϑ′) = h/(0, u, ϑ′)e2
∫
u
0
χ(u′,u,ϑ′)du′ (10.348)
In view of 10.346, equation 10.340 can be written in (u, u, ϑ′) coordinates in the
form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2θˇl
)
= h/′(l+2)/2λ−2Sˇl (10.349)
Integrating then from C0, noting that
θˇl
∣∣
C0
= 0 (10.350)
we obtain:(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2θˇl
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =
∫ u1
0
(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2Sˇl
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du (10.351)
Before we proceed to analyze 10.351, we make the following remark on the
L2 norm of the restriction to Su,u of a function on N . If f is a function on S1
its L2 norm is:
||f ||L2(S1) =
√∫
ϑ′∈S1
f2(ϑ′)dϑ′ (10.352)
On the other hand, if f is a function on N and we represent f in (u, u, ϑ′)
coordinates, the L2 norm of f on Su,u is:
||f ||L2(Su,u) =
√∫
ϑ′∈S1
(
f2
√
h/′
)
(u, u, ϑ′)dϑ′ (10.353)
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√
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)dϑ′ being the element of arc length on Su,u. Comparing 10.353
with 10.352 we see that:
||f ||L2(Su,u) =
∥∥∥(fh/′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
(10.354)
Here g being an arbitrary function on N we denote by g(u, u) the restriction of
g to Su,u represented in terms of the ϑ
′ coordinate.
With the above remark in mind, we rewrite 10.351 in the form:(
θˇlh/
′1/4
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) = (10.355)∫ u1
0
(
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2l+3)/4(
λ(u1, u, ϑ
′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′)
)2 (
Sˇlh/
′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du
Now, by 10.348: √
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)√
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
= e−
∫
u1
u
χ(u′,u,ϑ′)du′ (10.356)
Assuming then a bound on χ of the form:
sup
Su,u
|χ| ≤ Cu : ∀u ∈ [0, u1] (10.357)
we have:
e−
1
2C(u
2
1−u2) ≤
√
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)√
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
≤ e 12C(u21−u2) (10.358)
Therefore: (
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2l+3)/4
≤ k (10.359)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1.
By Proposition 7.2 λ is non-increasing along the integral curves of L, hence:(
λ(u1, u, ϑ
′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′)
)2
≤ 1 (10.360)
In view of the above, 10.355 implies:∣∣∣(θˇlh/′1/4) (u1, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ ≤ k
∫ u1
0
∣∣∣(Sˇlh/′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ du (10.361)
Taking L2 norms with respect to ϑ′ ∈ S1 this implies:∥∥∥(θˇlh/′1/4) (u1, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∫ u1
0
∥∥∥(Sˇlh/′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du (10.362)
or, in view of 10.354:
‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖Sˇl‖L2(Su,u)du (10.363)
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We shall presently estimate the contribution of the principal terms in Sˇl, the
right hand side of 10.256, to the integral on the right in 10.363. These principal
terms are the two difference terms:
− 2Lλ
λ
(
Elf − ElNfN
)
+ R˜l − R˜l,N (10.364)
In fact, since by Proposition 7.2:
− 2Lλ
λ
∼ λ
λ
∼ u
u2
(10.365)
the first of the two difference terms 10.364 makes, as we shall see, the leading
contribution. In fact the leading contribution comes from the 1st term in f as
given by Proposition 10.1, that is from:
− 1
2
β2N
(
ElLH − ElNLNHN
)
(10.366)
More precisely, since
LH = H ′Lσ = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνLβµ
hence
[ElLH ]P.P. = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνElLβµ
and similarly for the Nth approximants, the leading contribution comes from
the principal part of 10.366 which is:
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.367)
Now, if X is an arbitrary vectorfield on N we can expand X in the (E,N,N)
frame, so if Xµ are the rectangular components of X we have:
Xµ = XEEµ +XNNµ +XNNµand: (10.368)
XE = hµνX
µEν , XN = −(1/2c)hµνXµNν , XN = −(1/2c)hµνXµNν
and for arbitrary θµ we have:
Xµθµ = X
EEµθµ +X
NNµθµ +X
NNµθµ (10.369)
In particular, for Xµ = (g−1)µνβν we have:
hµνX
µ = (1− σH)βν = η2βν
(η being here the sound speed). Hence for arbitrary θµ it holds:
(g−1)µνβνθµ = η2
(
β/Eµθµ − (1/2c)βNNµθµ − (1/2c)βNNµθµ
)
(10.370)
It follows that 10.367 is expressed as:
β2NH
′η2
{
β/EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.371)
−(1/2c)βNNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )− (1/2c)βNNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
}
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As we shall see, it is the 3rd term in parenthesis which makes the leading partial
contribution. In view of 10.365 this partial contribution to the integral on the
right in 10.363 is bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.372)
Now, according to the definition 9.277 of the higher order variation differ-
ences we have:
Elβµ − ElNβµ,N = (0,l) ˇ˙φµ (10.373)
Thus, according to the definition 9.316 for each of the two variation fields V =
Y,E we have:
V µd(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (V ;0,l)ξˇ (10.374)
In particular taking V = Y we have:
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,l)ξˇL (10.375)
Here, in view of the definition 9.332 the right hand side is bounded in L2(Cuu)
norm by C
√
(Y ;0,l)Eˇu(u). To estimate the first term on the left in L2(Cuu) norm
we use the fact that:
NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ (10.376)
This allows us to express:
NµLElβµ = N
µElLβµ + terms of order l
= El(NµLβµ) + terms of order l
= El(λEµEβµ) + terms of order l
= λEµEl+1βµ + terms of order l (10.377)
Similarly for the Nth approximants, but in this case there is a error term:
ElN
(
ρ−1N (−δ′N − ωLL,N)
)
= O(τN−1) (10.378)
Writing also NµNLNE
l
Nβµ,N as N
µLElNβµ,N up to the 0th order term
(NµL−NµNLN )ElNβµ,N , we express in this way
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
λEµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = λ (E;0,l)ξˇ/ (10.379)
by 10.374 for V = E. In view of the definition 9.332, we have:
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Cuu) ≤ C
√
(E;0,l)Eˇu(u) (10.380)
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Recalling 7.106 - 7.108, 7.132, the above imply that:
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤ g0(u, u) + g1(u, u) (10.381)
where g0 and g1 are non-negative functions of (u, u) such that, neglecting lower
order terms, ∫ u1
u
u2g20(u, u)du ≤ C (Y ;0,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) (10.382)
while:
u
∫ u1
u
g21(u, u)du ≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) (10.383)
Then 10.372 is bounded by:
C (G0(u1, u) +G1(u1, u)) (10.384)
where:
Gi(u1, u) = u
−2
∫ u1
0
gi(u, u)udu : i = 0, 1 (10.385)
We shall bound
‖Gi(u1, ·)‖L2([u1,u1]) :=
√∫ u1
u1
G2i (u1, u)du : for i = 0, 1 (10.386)
which, through 10.363, bound the contribution of 10.372 to the L2(Cu1u1) of θˇl.
We have (Schwartz inequality):
G20(u1, u) ≤ u−4
∫ u1
0
u2du ·
∫ u1
0
g20(u, u)du
=
1
3
u31
u4
∫ u1
0
g20(u, u)du (10.387)
Hence: ∫ u1
u1
G20(u1, u)du ≤
1
3
u31
∫ u1
u1
{∫ u1
0
g20(u, u)du
}
du
u4
=
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
u−4g20(u, u)du
}
du (10.388)
(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, u1]:∫ u1
u1
u−4g20(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
u−6du
= u−61
∫ u1
u1
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′ + 6
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
u−7du
(10.389)
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Since u1 ≥ u, by 10.382 we have, for all u ∈ [u1, u1]:∫ u
u1
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′ ≤
∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
≤ C (Y ;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1) · u2a0u2b0 (10.390)
in view of the definition 9.347. Then, assuming that
b0 > 3 (10.391)
10.389 is bounded by:
C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0
{
u2b0−61 + 6
(u2b0−61 − u2b0−61 )
(2b0 − 6)
}
(10.392)
Taking in fact
b0 ≥ 4 (10.393)
we have a bound of 10.389 by:
C (Y,0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b0−61 (10.394)
Then by 10.388:∫ u1
u1
G20(u1, u)du ≤ C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2b0−61 u31
∫ u1
0
u2a0du
=
C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u41
u61
(10.395)
The last factor u41/u
6
1 is homogeneous of degree -2. This signifies, as we shall
see, that the contribution is borderline. To control it we shall have to choose a0
appropriately large so that the coefficient C/(2a0 + 1) is suitably small.
Consider next G1. We have (Schwartz inequality):
G21(u1, u) ≤ u−4
∫ u1
0
udu ·
∫ u1
0
ug21(u, u)du
=
1
2
u21
u4
∫ u1
0
ug21(u, u)du (10.396)
Hence: ∫ u1
u1
G21(u1, u)du ≤
1
2
u21
∫ u1
u1
{∫ u1
0
ug21(u, u)du
}
du
u4
=
1
2
u21
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
u−4ug21(u, u)du
}
du (10.397)
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(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, u1]:∫ u1
u1
u−4ug21(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
ug21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−4du
= u−41
∫ u1
u1
ug21(u, u
′)du′ + 4
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
ug21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−5du
(10.398)
Since u1 ≥ u, by 10.383 we have, for all u ∈ [u1, u1]:∫ u
u1
ug21(u, u
′)du′ ≤
∫ u
u
ug21(u, u
′)du′
≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1) · u2a0u2b0 (10.399)
in view of the definition 9.347. Then 10.398 is bounded by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0
{
u2b0−41 + 4
(u2b0−41 − u2b0−41 )
(2b0 − 4)
}
≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b0−41 (10.400)
(in view of 10.393), and by 10.397:∫ u1
u1
G21(u1, u)du ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2b0−41 u21
∫ u1
0
u2a0du
=
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u31
u41
(10.401)
The last factor u31/u
4
1 is homogeneous of degree -1, which is one degree better
than borderline. Restricting ourselves to Rδ,δ the contribution will come with
an extra factor of δ and can be absorbed in the energy estimates by choosing δ
appropriately small.
We have now treated the partial contribution of the 3rd term in parenthesis
in 10.371, which is the leading term. The partial contribution of the 2nd term
is treated in the same way as the 1st term on the left in 10.375. Here we have
an extra factor of γ ∼ u, therefore in place of 10.381 we have:
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤ Cug1(u, u) (10.402)
Then the partial contribution of this term to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by 10.401
with an extra u21 factor, that is by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u31
u21
(10.403)
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The last factor being homogeneous of degree 1, this is 3 degrees better than
borderline, so the contribution will come with an extra factor of δ3. As for the
partial contribution of the 1st term in parenthesis in 10.371, since by 10.374 for
V = E we have:
EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (E;0,l)ξˇL (10.404)
this partial contribution to the integral on the right in 10.363 is bounded by
CG2(u, u), where, as in 10.385,
G2(u1, u) = u
−2
∫ u1
0
g2(u, u)udu
and here:
g2(u, u) = ‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (10.405)
so in view of the definition 9.332 we have:∫ u1
u
g22(u, u)du ≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) (10.406)
(compare with 10.382). The corresponding partial contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 )
is then bounded by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u41
u41
(10.407)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 0, this is 2 degrees better than
borderline, so the contribution will come with an extra factor of δ2. This com-
pletes the treatment of the leading contribution to ‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ), which is that
of the term 10.366, through the expression 10.371. Comparing 10.395, 10.403,
10.407, we see that the dominant contribution is that of the N -component, the
least that of the N -component, while that of the E-component is intermediate,
the extra factors being homogeneous of degree -2, 1, and 0 respectively.
We turn to the contribution coming from the 2nd term in f as given by
Proposition 10.1, that is from:
λβNβ/(E
l+1H − El+1N HN ) (10.408)
Here, in comparison with 10.366 we have an extra factor of λ ∼ u2. We consider
the principal part of 10.408, which is:
− λβNβ/H ′(g−1)µνβνE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.409)
(compare with 10.367). By 10.370 this is expressed as:
−λβNβ/H ′η2
{
β/EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.410)
−(1/2c)βNNµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )− (1/2c)βNNµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
}
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Because of the extra factor of λ the contribution of this to the integral on the
right in 10.363 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
‖EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu
+
∫ u1
0
‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu
+
∫ u1
0
‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.411)
Since
EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (E;0,l)ξˇ/
the first integral is:
G˜1(u1, u) =
∫ u1
0
g˜1(u, u)udu (10.412)
where:
g˜1(u, u) = ‖ (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u) (10.413)
We have (Schwartz inequality):
G˜21(u1, u) ≤
∫ u1
0
udu ·
∫ u1
0
g˜21(u, u)udu
=
1
2
u21
∫ u1
0
g˜21(u, u)udu (10.414)
Hence: ∫ u1
u1
G˜21(u1, u)du ≤
1
2
u21
∫ u1
u1
{∫ u1
0
g˜21(u, u)udu
}
du
=
1
2
u21
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
g˜21(u, u)udu
}
du (10.415)
(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, u1]:∫ u1
u1
ug˜21(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−2du
= u−21
∫ u1
u1
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′ + 2
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−3du
(10.416)
By 10.380, since a ∼ u2u, for all u ∈ [u, u1 and all u ∈ [0, u1] we have:∫ u
u
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′ ≤ C‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Cuu) (10.417)
≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b0
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Noting that since u1 ≥ u we have∫ u
u1
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′ ≤
∫ u
u
u′2ug˜21(u, u
′)du′,
we then conclude that 10.416 is bounded by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0
{
u2b0−21 + 2
(u2b0−21 − u2b0−21 )
(2b0 − 2)
}
≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b0−21 (10.418)
(in view of 10.393), and by 10.415:∫ u1
u1
G˜21(u1, u)du ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2b0−21 u21
∫ u1
0
u2a0du
=
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u31
u21
(10.419)
This bounds the contribution of the 1st of the integrals 10.411 to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ).
The last factor in 10.419 being homogeneous of degree 1, which is 3 degrees
better than borderline, this contribution will come with an extra factor of δ3.
Consider next the contribution of the 2nd of the integrals 10.411. Since
ρ ∼ u this integral is bounded by a constant multiple of the integral∫ u1
0
‖LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.420)
To estimate this we use the fact that:
LµEβµ = E
µLβµ (10.421)
This allows us to express:
LµEl+1βµ = E
l(LµEβµ) + terms of order l
= El(EµLβµ) + terms of order l
= EµElLβµ + terms of order l
= EµLElβµ + terms of order l (10.422)
Similarly for the Nth approximants, but in this case there is a error term:
ElNωLE,N = O(τ
N ) (10.423)
Writing also LµNE
l+1
N βµ,N as L
µEElNβµ,N up to the 0th order term
(LµE − LµNEN )ElNβµ,N , we express in this way
LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
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up to lower order terms as:
EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (E;0,l)ξˇL (10.424)
by 10.374 for V = E. We can then bound the integral 10.420 in terms of:∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤
√
u1‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ C√u1
√
(E;0,l)Eˇu1(u)
≤ C√u1
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1) · ua01 ub0 (10.425)
in view of 9.331 and the definition 9.346. This bounds the contribution to
‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u) for all u ∈ [u1, u1]. The corresponding contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 )
is then bounded by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1) · u2a0+11
∫ u1
u1
u2b0du
≤ C
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2b0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 · u1u1 (10.426)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 2, which is 4 degrees better than
borderline, this contribution will come with an extra factor of δ4.
Consider finally the contribution of the 3rd of the integrals 10.411. Since
ρ ∼ u2 this is bounded by a constant multiple of
u−2
∫ u1
0
‖LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.427)
To estimate this we use the fact that:
LµEβµ = E
µLβµ (10.428)
(conjugate of 10.421). This allows us to express:
LµEl+1βµ = E
l(LµEβµ) + terms of order l
= El(EµLβµ) + terms of order l
= EµElLβµ + terms of order l
= EµLElβµ + terms of order l (10.429)
Similarly for the Nth approximants, but in this case there is a error term:
ElNωLE,N = O(τ
N+1) (10.430)
Writing also LµNE
l+1
N βµ,N as L
µEElNβµ,N up to the 0th order term
(LµE − LµNEN )ElNβµ,N , we express in this way
LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
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up to lower order terms as:
EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (E;0,l)ξˇL (10.431)
by 10.374 for V = E. Then in view of 10.405 the integral 10.427, neglecting
lower order terms, is bounded by G2(u1, u). The contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) is
then bounded as in 10.407 by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u41
u41
(10.432)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 0, which is 2 degrees better than
borderline, this contribution will come with an extra factor of δ2. This completes
the treatment of the contribution to ‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ) of the term 10.408, through
the expression 10.410. Comparing 10.419, 10.426, 10.432, we see again that
the dominant contribution is that of the N -component, the least that of the
N -component, while that of the E-component is intermediate, the extra factors
being homogeneous of degree 0, 2, and 1 respectively.
We now consider the remaining principal terms in Sˇl, the right hand side of
10.256, which are contained in
R˜l − R˜L,N (10.433)
From 10.251, the principal part of this is of the form:(
λ(Eλ)cµ1,E + λλχ˜c
µ
2,E + λλc
µν
3,E(Eβν)
+λcµν4,E(Lβν) + λc
µν
5,E(Lβν)
)
E(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
+
(
(Eλ)cµ1,L + λχ˜c
µ
2,L + λc
µν
3,L(Eβν) + c
µν
4,L(Lβν)
)
L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
+
(
λχ˜cµ1,L + λc
µν
2,L(Eβν) + c
µν
3,LLβν
)
L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
(10.434)
In reference to the formula 10.369, we take Xµ to be each of the coefficients
cµ1,E, c
µ
2,E , c
µν
3,EEβν , c
µν
4,ELβν , c
µν
5,ELβν ,
cµ1,L, c
µ
2,L, c
µν
3,LEβν , c
µν
4,LLβν ,
cµ1,L, c
µν
2,LEβν , c
µν
3,LLβν
Then 10.434 is expressed as a linear combination of
NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ), EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
with appropriate coefficients. Assuming then that in Rδ,δ it holds:
|Eλ| ≤ Cλ, |χ˜| ≤ C (10.435)
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and:
|Eβµ| ≤ C, |Lβµ| ≤ Cλ, |Lβµ| ≤ C : µ = 0, 1, 2 (10.436)
as is valid for the corresponding Nth approximants, we conclude that 10.434 is
pointwise bounded by:
Cλ
{|EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|+ |NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
+|NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
}
+C
{|EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|+ |NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
+|NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
}
+Cλ
{|EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|+ |NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
+|NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )|
}
(10.437)
therefore the contribution of 10.434, through the integral on the right in 10.363,
to ‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u) is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
{‖EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) + ‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
+‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
}
udu
+
∫ u1
0
{‖EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) + ‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
+‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
}
du
+
∫ u1
0
{‖EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) + ‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
+‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
}
udu
(10.438)
Here the first integral coincides with the sum 10.411, which has already been
treated. The third integral is similar to what is contributed by 10.371, but
whereas 10.371 contributes with an extra λ−1 ∼ u−2 factor, here this factor is
missing (see 10.372). As a result we obtain a bound for the contribution of this
integral to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1) by:
Cu2a01 u
2b0
1
(2a0 + 1)
(
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
u41
u21
+ (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u31
)
(10.439)
which is 4 degrees better than borderline.
What remains to be considered is the 2nd of the integrals 10.438. The
contribution to this integral of the 1st term in the integrant is:∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤
√
u1‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ √u1
√
(E;0,l)Eˇu1(u)
≤
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)ua0+
1
2
1 u
b0 (10.440)
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by 9.331 and 9.346. This bounds the contribution to ‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u). The corre-
sponding contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1) is then bounded by:
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2b0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 · u1u1 (10.441)
which is 4 degrees better than borderline. Next, we consider the contribution
to the 2nd of the integrals 10.438 of the 3rd term in the integrant, that is we
consider the integral:∫ u1
0
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.442)
To estimate this integral, we use the fact that:
NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ (10.443)
This allows us to express:
NµLElβµ = N
µElLβµ + terms of order l
= El(NµLβµ) + terms of order l
= El(λEµEβµ) + terms of order l
= λEµEl+1βµ + terms of order l (10.444)
(10.443 and 10.444 are the conjugates of 10.376 and 10.377). Similarly for the
Nth approximants, but in this case there is an error term:
ElN
(
ρ−1
N
(−δ′N + ωLL,N)
)
= O(u−2τN ) (10.445)
Writing also NµNLNE
l
Nβµ,N as N
µLElNβµ,N up to the 0th order term
(NµL−NµNLN)ElNβµ,N , we express in this way
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
λEµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = λ (E;0,l)ξˇ/ (10.446)
Since λ ∼ u we can then estimate the integral 10.442, up to lower order terms,
in terms of the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)udu = G˜1(u, u) (10.447)
(see 10.412). Therefore the contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by 10.419,
which is 3 degrees better than borderline. Finally, we have the contribution to
the 2nd of the integrals 10.438 of the 2nd term in the integrant:∫ u1
0
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.448)
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To estimate this we write:
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,l)ξˇL − γNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.449)
The partial contribution to the integral 10.448 of the 2nd term on the right is
similar to the integral 10.442, but here, since γ ∼ u, there is an extra u factor.
So this contribution is bounded in terms of uG˜1(u1, u), and the corresponding
contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) by:
C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 · u31
which is 5 degrees better than borderline. As for the partial contribution to the
integral 10.448 of the 1st term on the right in 10.449, this is:∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤
√
u1‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ √u1
√
(Y ;0,l)Eˇu1(u)
≤
√
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)ua0+
1
2
1 u
b0 (10.450)
This bounds the contribution to ‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u). The corresponding contribution
to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) is then bounded by:
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2b0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 · u1u1 (10.451)
which is 4 degrees better than borderline.
We remark that 10.426, 10.441 and 10.451 while not the dominant of the
contributions below the borderline, the last factor in these being u1u1 while in
10.401 the last factor is u31u
−4
1 , the last factor in these three dominates near
C0 having the least power of u1. Now, while the only way to estimate 10.448
is through 10.449 leading to the estimate 10.451, 10.420 can alternatively be
estimated by writing:
NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,l)ξˇ/ − γNµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.452)
and using the fact that∫ u
u
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u′ )uu′2du′ ≤ C‖
√
a (Y ;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Cuu)
≤ C (Y ;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b0 (10.453)
The contribution of the 1st term on the right in 10.452 through 10.420 to
‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1) is then shown to be bounded by:
C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u31
u21
(10.454)
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Here the last factor is homogeneous of degree 1 which is worse than the last
factor of 10.426, however the last factor here is better than the last factor in
10.426 in a suitable neighborhood of C0. The contribution of the 2nd term on
the right in 10.452 to ‖θˇl‖L2(Su1,u) is similar to 10.427 but with a u factor, since
γ ∼ u. The corresponding contribution to ‖θˇl‖2L2(Cu1u1) is then bounded as in
10.432 but with a last factor of u41/u
2
1. A similar estimate is obtained in place
of 10.441 for the contribution of∫ u1
0
‖EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)du
if we use
EµLβµ = L
µEβµ = ρN
µEβµ
to express EµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) up to lower order terms as
ρNµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = ρ
(
(Y ;0,l)ξˇ/− γNµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
)
We summarize the above results in the following proposition.
Proposition 10.3 Under the assumptions 10.435, 10.436 the top order acous-
tical difference quantity θˇl, l = n, satisfies to principal terms the following
estimate on the Cu:
‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ u
a0
1 u
b0
1

C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
· u
2
1
u31
+C
√
max{ (0,l)B(u1, u1), (0,l)B(u1, u1)} ·
u
1/2
1
u1
}
Actually, the coefficient of the second term in parenthesis in the above esti-
mate is of the form: (
1√
2a0 + 1
+
1√
2b0 + 1
)
C (10.455)
but this refinement is not needed in the following.
As we shall see in Section 10.8, the quantity θˇl satisfies a boundary condition
on K which involves the quantity θˇl. To control appropriately the boundary
values of θˇl on K we need to derive an appropriate estimate for θˇl in L2(Kτ ).
Setting u1 = u in 10.363 we have:
‖θˇl‖L2(Su,u) ≤ k
∫ u
0
‖Sˆl‖L2(Su,u)du (10.456)
and what we want to estimate is:
‖θˇl‖2L2(Kτ ) =
∫ τ
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.457)
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We shall consider the leading contribution to the integral on the right in 10.456,
which is that of the 3rd term in parenthesis in 10.371 and comes from 10.366
through 10.367. This contribution is bounded by 10.372 with u1 = u, that is
by:
Cu−2
∫ u
0
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.458)
Recalling 10.381 - 10.385, 10.458 is bounded by:
C(G0(u, u) +G1(u, u)) (10.459)
Setting u1 = u in 10.387 we obtain:
G20(u, u) ≤
1
3
u−1
∫ u
0
g20(u, u)du (10.460)
Hence: ∫ τ
0
G20(u, u)du ≤
1
3
∫ τ
0
{∫ u
0
g20(u, u)du
}
du
u
=
1
3
∫ τ
0
{∫ τ
u
u−1g20(u, u)du
}
du (10.461)
(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, τ ]:∫ τ
u
u−1g20(u, u)du =
∫ τ
u
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
u−3du
= τ−3
∫ τ
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′ + 3
∫ τ
u
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
u−4du
(10.462)
By 10.382 with (u, u′) in the role of (u1, u) we have, for all u ∈ [u, τ ]:∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′ ≤ C (Y ;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (Y ;0,l)B(τ, τ) · u2a0u2b0 (10.463)
in view of the definition 9.347. Then 10.462 is bounded by:
C (Y ;0,l)B(τ, τ)u2a0
{
τ2b0−3 + 3
(τ2b0−3 − u2b0−3)
(2b0 − 3)
}
(10.464)
In view of 10.393 we have a bound of 10.462 by:
C (Y,0,l)B(τ, τ)u2a0τ2b0−3 (10.465)
Then by 10.461:∫ τ
0
G20(u, u)du ≤
C (Y ;0,l)B(τ, τ)
(2a0 + 1)
· τ2(a0+b0) · τ−2 (10.466)
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The last factor τ−2 being of degree -2 signifies that the contribution is borderline.
We shall also estimate the contribution of G1. Setting u1 = u in 10.396 we
obtain:
G21(u, u) ≤
1
2
u−2
∫ u
0
ug21(u, u)du (10.467)
Hence: ∫ u1
0
G21(u, u)du ≤
1
2
∫ τ
0
{∫ u
0
ug21(u, u)du
}
du
u2
=
1
2
∫ τ
0
{∫ τ
u
uu−2g21(u, u)du
}
du (10.468)
(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, τ ]:∫ τ
u
uu−2g21(u, u)du =
∫ τ
u
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
ug21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−2du
= τ−2
∫ τ
u
ug21(u, u
′)du′ + 2
∫ τ
u
(∫ u
u
ug21(u, u
′)du′
)
u−3du
(10.469)
By 10.383 with (u, u′) in the role of (u1, u) we have, for all u ∈ [u, τ ]:∫ u
u
ug21(u, u
′)du′ ≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (E;0,l)B(τ, τ) · u2a0u2b0 (10.470)
in view of the definition 9.347. Then 10.469 is bounded by:
C (E;0,l)B(τ, τ)u2a0
{
τ2b0−2 + 2
(τ2b0−2 − u2b0−2)
(2b0 − 2)
}
≤ C (E;0,l)B(τ, τ)u2a0τ2b0−2 (10.471)
(in view of 10.393), and by 10.468:
∫ τ
0
G21(u, u)du ≤
C (E;0,l)B(τ, τ)
(2a0 + 1)
· τ2(a0+b0) · τ−1 (10.472)
The last factor τ−1 being of degree -1, which is one degree better than borderline,
this contribution to ‖θˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) will come with an extra factor of δ.
Finally, all other contributions to ‖θˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) will come with extra factors of
δ2 at least. We thus deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 10.4 Under the assumptions 10.435, 10.436 the top order acous-
tical difference quantity θˇl, l = n, satisfies to principal terms the following
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estimate on K:
‖θˇl‖L2(Kτ) ≤ τa0+b0

C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(τ, τ)
2a0 + 1
· 1
τ
+C
√
max{ (0,l)B(τ, τ), (0,l)B(τ, τ)} · 1
τ1/2
}
10.6 Estimates for νˇm−1,l+1
Consider now the propagation equation 10.338 for νˇm,l. Let us denote:
τˇm,l = E
l−1Tm(λcq′Eπ)− El−1N Tm(λNcNq′NENπN ) (10.473)
This is a quantity of order m + l. Also, let us add to both sides of equation
10.338 the term: (
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
τˇm,l (10.474)
Denoting the resulting right hand side with the term 10.474 added by Mˇm,l, the
equation reads:
L(νˇm,l − τˇm,l)−
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
(νˇm,l − τˇm,l) = Mˇm,l (10.475)
Actually, comparing 10.235 with 10.4 we see that what is involved in the (m, l)
difference energy estimates for m ≥ 1 is νˇm−1,l+1. Being at the top order, we
havem+l = n, m = 1, ..., n. Thus we consider equation 10.475 with (m−1, l+1)
in the role of (m, l):
L(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)−
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
= Mˇm−1,l+1
: m+ l = n, m = 1, ..., n (10.476)
This is exactly of the same form as the equation preceding 10.340, with the
quantity νˇm−1,l+1− τˇm−1,l+1 in the role of the quantity θˇl and Mˇm−1,l+1 in the
role of Sˇl. Equation 10.476 can then be written, in analogy with 10.349, in the
(u, u, ϑ′) coordinates, which are adapted to the flow of L, in the form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
)
= h/′(l+2)/2λ−2Mˇm−1,l+1 (10.477)
Integrating from C0, noting that:
νˇm−1,l+1|C0 = τˇm−1,l+1|C0 = 0 (10.478)
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we obtain:(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′)
=
∫ u1
0
(
h/′(l+2)/2λ−2Mˇm−1,l+1
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du
(10.479)
Following the argument leading from 10.351 to the inequality 10.363 we deduce
from 10.479, in the same way, the inequality:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du (10.480)
The quantity τˇm−1,l+1 is of order m + l = n. We shall presently estimate
the contribution of the principal terms in Mˇm−1,l+1 to the integral on the right
in 10.480. These principal terms, which are of order m+ l+1 = n+ 1, are (see
10.338) the two difference terms:
2Lλ
λ
(
ElTm−1j − ElNTm−1jN
)
+ K˜ ′′m−1,l+1 − K˜ ′′m−1,l+1,N (10.481)
as well as the terms:
− (m− 1)ζνˇm−2,l+2 +A
{
(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m + 2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−2−iνˇi,l+m−i
}
(10.482)
which involve the top order acoustical quantities entering the (i, l + m − i)
difference energy estimates for i = 0, ...,m − 1. In fact, in view of 10.365, the
first of the two difference terms 10.481 makes the leading contribution. This
comes from the 1st term in j as given by Proposition 10.2, that is from:
1
4
β2N (E
lTm−1L2H − ElNTm−1L2NHN ) (10.483)
more precisely from the principal part of this which is (compare with 10.367):
− 1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβν(ElTm−1L2βµ − ElNTm−1L2Nβµ,N ) (10.484)
Here, recalling that
T = L+ L = LN + LN
we write:
L2βµ = LTβµ − LLβµ, L2Nβµ,N = LNTβµ,N − LNLNβµ,N (10.485)
To treat the 2nd terms in each of 10.485 we recall from Section 9.5 that
Ωah˜βµ = 0, ΩNaNh˜′
N
βµ,N = κ˜
′
µ,N
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where κ˜′µ,N satisfies the estimate of Proposition 9.10. Also (see 9.271), that
Ωah˜βµ is equal to ahβµ up to 1st order terms, and ΩNaNh˜′
N
βµ,N is equal
to aNh′
N
βµ,N up to the corresponding Nth approximant terms. Moreover (see
9.246, 9.251), that ahβµ is equal to −LLβµ + aE2βµ up to 1st order terms,
and aNh′
N
βµ,N is equal to −LNLNβµ,N +aNE2Nβµ,N up to the corresponding
Nth approximant terms. Consequently, we can express LLβµ as aE
2βµ up
to 1st order terms, and we can express LNLNβµ,N as aNE
2
Nβµ,N up to the
correspondingNth approximant terms minus the error term κ˜′µ,N which satisfies
the estimate of Proposition 9.10.
The contribution of the 1st terms in 10.485 to 10.484 is, to principal terms,
− 1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) (10.486)
while the contribution of the 2nd terms in 10.485 to 10.484 is, according to the
above, given to principal terms by:
1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνaE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.487)
It is 10.486 which makes the leading contribution to the integral on the right in
10.480. In view of 10.370 this contribution is bounded by a constant multiple of
u−2
∫ u1
0
{‖EµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) (10.488)
+‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
+‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)
}
udu
As usual, the dominant contribution is that of the N component, 3rd term in
the integrant, which as we shall see is borderline.
We begin the estimates with the E component, 1st term in the integrant.
According to the definition 9.316 for each of the variation fields V = Y,E we
have:
V µd(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) = (V ;m,l)ξˇ (10.489)
In particular taking V = E we have:
EµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) = (E;m,l)ξˇL (10.490)
Therefore the 1st term in the integrant in 10.488 contributes G(u1, u), where,
as in 10.385,
G(u1, u) = u
−2
∫ u1
0
g(u, u)udu
and here:
g(u, u) = ‖ (E;m,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (10.491)
so in view of the definition 9.332 we have:∫ u1
u
g2(u, u)du ≤ C (E;m,l)Eˇu1(u) (10.492)
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As in 10.388 it holds:∫ u1
u1
G2(u1, u)du ≤
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
u−4g2(u, u)du
}
du (10.493)
Here, in regard to the interior integral we have, for all u ∈ [0, u1]:∫ u1
u1
u−4g2(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
g2(u, u′)du′
)
u−4du
= u−41
∫ u1
u1
g2(u, u′)du′ + 4
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
g2(u, u′)du′
)
u−5du
(10.494)
Since u1 ≥ u, by 10.492 we have, for all u ∈ [u1, u1]:∫ u
u1
g2(u, u′)du′ ≤
∫ u
u
g2(u, u′)du′
≤ C (E;m,l)Eˇu(u) ≤ C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1) · u2amu2bm
(10.495)
in view of the definition 9.347. Then assuming that bm > 2, 10.494 is bounded
by:
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)u2am
{
u2bm−41 + 4
(u2bm−41 − u2bm−41 )
(2bm − 4)
}
or, taking bm ≥ 3, simply by:
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)u2amu2bm−41
Then by 10.493:∫ u1
u1
G2(u1, u)du ≤
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u41
u41
(10.496)
(compare with 10.407). This bounds the contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1−τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1 ).
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 0 signifies that this contribution is
2 degrees better than borderline, hence will come with an extra factor of δ2.
We turn to the contribution of the 2nd term in the integrant in 10.488, the
N component. Here we use 10.376 which in analogy with 10.377 allows us to
express:
NµLElTmβµ = N
µElTmLβµ + terms of order l +m = n
= ElTm(NµLβµ) + terms of order n
= ElTm(λEµEβµ) + terms of order n
= λEµEl+1Tmβµ + terms of order n (10.497)
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and similarly for the Nth approximants, but with error term:
ElNT
m
(
ρ−1N (−δ′N − ωLL,N)
)
= O(τN−1−m) (10.498)
Writing also NµNLNE
l
NT
mβµ,N as N
µLElNT
mβµ,N up to the 0th order term
(NµL−NµNLN )ElNTmβµ,N we express in this way
NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
λEµE(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) = λ (E;m,l)ξˇ/ (10.499)
by 10.489 for V = E. In view of the definition 9.332 we have:
‖√a (E;m,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Cuu) ≤ C
√
(E;m,l)Eˇu(u) (10.500)
Since λ ∼ u2, λ ∼ u, a ∼ u2u, the 2nd term in the integrant in 10.488 has a
contribution bounded by CG˜(u1, u) where:
G˜(u1, u) = u
−1
∫ u1
0
g˜(u, u)
√
udu, g˜(u, u) = ‖√a (E;m,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u) (10.501)
thus by 10.500: ∫ u
u
g˜2(u, u′)du′ ≤ C (E;m,l)Eˇu(u) (10.502)
We have (Schwartz inequality):
G˜2(u1, u) ≤ u−2
∫ u1
0
udu ·
∫ u1
0
g˜2(u, u)du
=
1
2
u21
u2
∫ u1
0
g˜2(u, u)du (10.503)
Hence: ∫ u1
u1
G˜2(u1, u)du ≤
1
2
u21
∫ u1
u1
{∫ u1
0
g˜2(u, u)du
}
du
u2
=
1
2
u21
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
u−2g˜2(u, u)du
}
du (10.504)
(reversing the order of integration). In regard to the interior integral we have,
for all u ∈ [0, u1]:∫ u1
u1
u−2g˜2(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
g˜2(u, u′)du′
)
u−2du
= u−21
∫ u1
u1
g˜2(u, u′)du′ + 2
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
g˜2(u, u′)du′
)
u−3du
(10.505)
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By 10.502 in view of the definition 9.347 we have:∫ u
u1
g˜2(u, u′)du′ ≤ C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)u2amu2bm (10.506)
It follows that 10.505 is bounded by:
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)u2am
{
u2bm−21 + 2
(u2bm−21 − u2bm−21 )
(2bm − 2)
}
≤ C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)u2amu2bm−21 (10.507)
the last by virtue of the assumption above that bm > 2. Substituting in 10.504
we then obtain:∫ u1
u−1
G˜2(u1, u)du ≤
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u31
u21
(10.508)
(compare with 10.403). This bounds the contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1 ).
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 1 signifies that this contribution is
3 degrees better than borderline, hence will come with an extra factor of δ3.
We turn finally to the dominant contribution, that of the 3rd term in the
integrant in 10.488, the N component. By 10.489 with V = Y we have:
NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) + γNµL(ElTm − ElNTmβµ,N ) = (Y ;m,l)ξˇL
(10.509)
Since γ ∼ u, this implies:
u‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
{
‖ (Y ;m,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) + ‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)
}
(10.510)
By the preceding, the 2nd term on the right is bounded, up to lower order terms,
by:
Cu√
u
g˜(u, u)
with g˜ as in 10.501. We are then led to a conclusion analogous to 10.381 -
10.385, namely that:
‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤ g0(u, u) + g1(u, u) (10.511)
where g0(u, u) is equal to Cu
−1‖ (Y ;m,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) hence by 9.332 satisfies∫ u1
u
u2g20(u, u)du ≤ C (Y ;m,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) (10.512)
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while g1(u, u) is equal, neglecting lower order terms, to (C/
√
u)g˜(u, u), hence
by 10.502 satisfies
u
∫ u1
u
g21(u, u)du ≤ C (E;m,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) (10.513)
The contribution of 3rd term in the integrant in 10.488 is then bounded by:
C(G0(u1, u) +G1(u, u)) (10.514)
where:
Gi(u1, u) = u
−2
∫ u1
0
gi(u, u)udu : i = 0, 1 (10.515)
We thus have a complete analogy with 10.381 - 10.385. Therefore we deduce,
assuming that
bm ≥ 4 (10.516)
(see 10.393), in analogy with 10.395, the estimate:
∫ u1
u1
G20(u1, u)du ≤
C (Y ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u41
u61
(10.517)
This is the borderline contribution, the last factor being homogeneous of degree
-2. To control it we shall have to choose am appropriately large so that the
coefficient C/(2am + 1) is suitably small. We also deduce, in analogy with
10.401, the estimate:∫ u1
u1
G21(u1, u)du ≤
C (E;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u31
u41
(10.518)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree -1, which is one degree better than
borderline, this contribution will come with an extra factor of δ.
We turn to the contribution of 10.487 to the integral on the right in 10.480.
Here we shall only consider the dominant contribution, that of theN component,
which is bounded by a constant multiple of
u−2
∫ u1
0
‖aNµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.519)
Here, writing aNµ = λLµ, we use 10.428 which in analogy with 10.429 allows
us to express:
LµEl+2Tm−1βµ = LµEl+1Tm−1Eβµ + terms of order l +m = n
= El+1Tm−1(LµEβµ) + terms of order n
= El+1Tm−1(EµLβµ) + terms of order n
= Eµ(El+1Tm−1Lβµ + terms of order n
= EµLEl+1Tm−1βµ + terms of order n (10.520)
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and similarly for the Nth approximants, but with an error therm:
El+1N T
m−1ωLE,N = O(τN+2−m) (10.521)
Writing also LµNE
l+2
N T
m−1βµ,N as LµEEl+1N T
m−1βµ,N up to the 0th order term
(LµE − LµNEN )El+1N Tm−1βµ,N , we express in this way
LµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
EµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL (10.522)
by 10.490 with (m− 1, l+ 1) in the role of (m, l). Then, neglecting lower order
terms, since λ ∼ u, 10.519 is bounded by CF (u1, u), where
F (u1, u) = u
−2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)u2du (10.523)
We have (Schwartz inequality):
F 2(u1, u) ≤
1
5
u51
u4
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.524)
and (reversing the order of integration):
∫ u1
u1
F 2(u1, u)du ≤
1
5
u51
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)u−4du
}
du
(10.525)
Here, the interior integral is equal to:
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′)du′
)
u−4du (10.526)
= u−41
∫ u1
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du
′
+4
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′
)
u−5du
Now, in view of the definitions 9.332 and 9.347 we have:∫ u
u
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′ = ‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Cuu)
≤ C (E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu(u) ≤ (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1u2bm−1
(10.527)
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It follows that 10.526 is bounded by:
C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1
{
u
2bm−1−4
1 + 4
(u
2bm−1−4
1 − u2bm−1−41 )
(2bm−1 − 4)
}
≤ C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1u2bm−1−41 (10.528)
since by 10.516 and the non-increasing property of the bm we have bm−1 ≥ 4.
Substituting in 10.525 the estimate 10.528 for the interior integral yields:
∫ u1
u1
F 2(u1, u)du ≤
C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 ·
u61
u41
(10.529)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 2, in view of the non-increasing
property of the exponents am, bm, this contribution is at least 4 degrees better
than borderline hence will come with an extra factor of at least δ4.
We have now completed the investigation of the contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1−
τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cuu1 ) of the term 10.483, which arises from the 1st term in j as given
by Proposition 10.2.
We now briefly consider the contributions of the terms which arise from the
2nd and 3rd terms in j as given by Proposition 10.2. These have extra factors
of λ and λ2 respectively therefore it is obvious that these contributions will be
far from borderline. The principal part of the term arising from the 2nd term
in j is:
1
2
πλβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.530)
We consider the dominant contribution of this to the integral on the right in
10.480, which is that of the N component. Since λ ∼ u2, this contribution is
bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
‖NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.531)
Now, by 10.489 with V = Y and (m− 1, l+ 1) in the role of (m, l),
NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+γNµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
= (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL (10.532)
The contribution of the right hand side dominates that of the 1st term on the left
(compare 10.395 with 10.401 in regard to 10.375). Since γ ∼ u, this contribution
to 10.531 is bounded by a constant multiple of
F1(u1, u) = u
−1
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.533)
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We have (Schwartz inequality):
F 21 (u1, u) ≤
1
3
u31
u2
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.534)
and (reversing the order of integration):
∫ u1
u1
F 21 (u1, u)du ≤
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)u−2du
}
du
(10.535)
The interior integral is equal to:
∫ u1
u1
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u1
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′
)
u−2du (10.536)
= u−21
∫ u1
u1
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′)du
′
+2
∫ u1
u1
(∫ u
u1
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′)du′
)
u−3du
In view of the definitions 9.332 and 9.347 we have:∫ u
u
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du
′ = ‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Cuu)
≤ C (Y ;m−1,l+1)Eˇu(u) ≤ (Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1u2bm−1
(10.537)
hence 10.536 is bounded by:
C (Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1
{
u
2bm−1−2
1 + 2
(u
2bm−1−2
1 − u2bm−1−21 )
(2bm−1 − 2)
}
≤ C (Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1u2bm−1−21 (10.538)
Substituting in 10.535 the estimate 10.538 for the interior integral yields:∫ u1
u1
F 21 (u1, u)du ≤
C (Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 ·
u41
u21
(10.539)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 2, in view of the non-increasing
property of the exponents am, bm, this contribution is at least 4 degrees better
than borderline hence will come with an extra factor of at least δ4.
The principal part of the term arising from the 3rd term in j is:
λ2
{
−βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN)
]
(g−1)µνβν +H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
Nµ
}
·E(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.540)
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We shall consider the dominant partial contribution from this to the integral on
the right in 10.480, that of the N component. Since λNµ = cLµ this contribu-
tion is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
‖LµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.541)
which (see 10.522) up to lower order terms is:∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)udu := F2(u1, u) (10.542)
We have (Schwartz inequality):
F 22 (u1, u) ≤
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.543)
and (reversing the order of integration):
∫ u1
u1
F 22 (u1, u)du ≤
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
}
du
≤ 1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
≤ Cu31
∫ u1
0
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)du
≤ Cu31
∫ u1
0
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)u2am−1u2bm−11 du
=
C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 · u41 (10.544)
by 9.332 and 9.347. The last factor being of degree 4, in view of the non-
increasing property of the exponents am, bm, this contribution is at least 6
degrees better than borderline hence will come with an extra factor of at least
δ6.
We now consider the contribution of the principal part of the difference term
K˜ ′′m−1,l+1 − K˜ ′′m−1,l+1,N (10.545)
(see 10.481) to the integral on the right in 10.480. Augmenting the assumptions
10.435, 10.436 with the assumption that in Rδ,δ it holds:
|Lλ| ≤ Cu, |Eλ| ≤ Cλ, |χ˜| ≤ C (10.546)
we deduce from 10.324 that the principal part of 10.545 can be written in the
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form:
[K˜ ′′m−1,l+1 − K˜ ′′m−1,l+1,N ]P.P. =
uukµ1E(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+u2kµ2L(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+ukµ3L(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+ukµ4 (E
lTm−1L2βµ − ElNTm−1L2Nβµ,N )
+u
[
uu2k′µ1 E(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
+u2k′µ2 L(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
+uk′µ3 L(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
]
+
m−2∑
i=0
(hu2)m−2−iu
{
u3k′′µ1 E(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+u2k′′µ2 L(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+u2k′′µ3 L(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+k′′µ4 (E
l−1+m−iT iL2βµ − El−1+m−iN T iL2Nβµ,N )
}
(10.547)
Here the coefficients k, k′, k′′ and the function h in the sum are bounded by
a constant. We have used the fact that by virtue of the assumptions 10.435,
10.436 the coefficient A defined by 10.99 satisfies:
|A| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (10.548)
Consider first the first four terms on the right in 10.547. The 4th term
is similar to the term 10.484. But whereas 10.484 is multiplied in 10.481 by
2Lλ/λ and −Lλ ∼ u, in 10.547 the coefficient of the 4th term is bounded
by Cu. Thus, since λ ∼ u2, while the dominant contribution of 10.484 to
‖νˇm−1,l+1−τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1) is the borderline contribution 10.517, the dominant
contribution of the 4th term in 10.547 is bounded by:
C (Y ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u41
u21
(10.549)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 2 which is 4 degrees better than
borderline, this will come with an extra factor of δ4. As for the 3rd term in
10.547 this is similar to the term 10.530. Moreover since 10.530 is multiplied
by 2Lλ/λ and we have an extra λ factor and in 10.547 the coefficient of the 3rd
term is bounded by Cu, the contributions are comparable. Thus (see 10.539)
the dominant contribution of the 3rd term is bounded by:
C (Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 ·
u41
u21
(10.550)
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which will come with an extra factor of at least δ4. Consider next the 2nd
term in 10.547. The dominant partial contribution of this term is that of the N
component which, up to a bounded coefficient, is:
u2NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
so the corresponding contribution to the integral on the right in 10.480 is
bounded by a constant multiple of:
u2
∫ u1
0
‖NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.551)
To estimate this we use 10.443, which allows us to express:
NµLEl+1Tm−1βµ = NµEl+1Tm−1Lβµ + terms of order l +m = n
= El+1Tm−1(NµLβµ) + terms of order n
= El+1Tm−1(λEµEβµ) + terms of order n
= λEµEl+2Tm−1βµ + terms of order n (10.552)
Similarly for the Nth approximants, but in this case there is an error term:
El+1N T
m−1
(
ρ−1
N
(−δ′N + ωLL,N0
)
= O(u−2τN+1−m) (10.553)
We express in this way
NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
λEµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = λ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/ (10.554)
Since λ ∼ u we can then estimate 10.551 in terms of
u2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.555)
This is analogous to 10.447 but with an extra u2 factor. The contribution to
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1) is then bounded analogously to 10.419 but with
an extra u41 factor, that is by:
C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 · u31u21 (10.556)
which is at least 7 degrees better than borderline. However in the case of the
2nd term in 10.547, which is what we are presently considering, this being an L
derivative, we must also consider the N component, that is:
u2NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.557)
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which can only be estimated by writing, in analogy with 10.449,
NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/ (10.558)
−γNµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
Here the 2nd term is the N component whose contribution we have already
estimated but with an extra γ ∼ u factor. As for the 1st term, its contribution
to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:
u2
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ u2
√
u1‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu2√u1
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)uam−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+2
(10.559)
The corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1−τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1) is then bounded
by:
C (Y ;m−1,l+1)B
(2bm−1 + 5)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 · u1u51 (10.560)
Comparing with 10.556 we see that while here the last factor is of degree 6
rather than 5, it dominates the last factor in 10.556 in a suitable neighborhood
of C0.
The first term on the right in 10.547 is similar to the term 10.540. But
whereas 10.540 is multiplied in 10.481 by 2Lλ/λ so the overall coefficient is
2λLλ which is bounded by Cuu2, in 10.547 the coefficient of the 1st term is
bounded by Cuu. It follows that the contribution of this term to the integral
on the right in 10.480 is bounded by:
Cu−1F˜2(u1, u) (10.561)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1− τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded
by (see 10.544):
C (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 1)
· u2am−11 u2bm−11 ·
u41
u21
(10.562)
The last factor being homogeneous of degree 2, which is 4 degrees better than
borderline, this contribution will come with an extra factor of δ4.
Consider next the 5th term on the right in 10.547. Here we have three terms
in the square bracket which are analogous to the first three terms on the right
in 10.547 but with (m − 2, l + 2) in the role of (m − 1, l + 1). Taking account
of the overall factor u, the coefficients of the three terms in the square bracket
have extra factors of u2, u, u, respectively, relative to the coefficients of the first
three terms in 10.547. We then deduce (see 10.562, 10.556 and 10.560, 10.550)
that the dominant contributions of these terms to ‖νˇm−1,l+1− τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1 )
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are bounded by:
C (E;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
(2am−2 + 1)
· u2am−21 u2bm−21 · u41u21, (10.563)
u
2am−2
1 u
2bm−2
1
(
C (E;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
(2am−2 + 1)
· ·u31u41
+
C (Y ;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
(2bm−2 + 5)
· u1u71
)
, (10.564)
C (Y ;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
(2am−2 + 1)
· u2am−21 u2bm−21 · u41 (10.565)
respectively.
We finally turn to the sum in 10.547. Here we have four terms in the curly
bracket which are analogous to the first four terms on the right in 10.547 but with
(i, l+m−i) in the role of (m−1, l+1). Taking account of the overall factor u, the
coefficients of the four terms in the curly bracket have extra factors of u2, u, u2,
1, respectively, relative to the coefficients of the first four terms in 10.547. Taking
also into account the overall factor (hu2)m−2−i we then deduce (see 10.562,
10.556 and 10.560, 10.550, 10.549) that the dominant partial contributions of
these terms, through the ith term in the sum, to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Cu1u1 )
are bounded by:
C (E;i,l+m−i)B(u1, u1)
(2ai + 1)
· u2ai1 u2bi1 · u41u21(Mu21)2(m−2−i), (10.566)
u2ai1 u
2bi
1 (Mu
2
1)
2(m−2−i)
(
C (E;i,l+m−i)B(u1, u1)
(2ai + 1)
· u51u21
+
C (Y ;i,l+m−i)B(u1, u1)
(2bi + 5)
· u31u51
)
,(10.567)
C (Y ;i,l+m−i)B(u1, u1)
(2ai + 1)
· u2ai1 u2bi1 · u41u21(Mu21)2(m−2−i), (10.568)
C (Y ;i+1,l+m−i−1)B(u1, u1)
(2ai+1 + 1)
· u2ai+11 u2bi+11 ·
u41
u21
(Mu21)
2(m−2−i)
(10.569)
whereM is the bound for |h| in Rδ,δ. Then, since taking δ small enough so that
Mδ2 ≤ 1/2 we have
m−2∑
i=0
(Mu21)
m−2−i ≤
∞∑
j=0
(Mδ2)j ≤ 2,
the contribution of the sum in 10.547 to ‖νˇm−1,l+1−τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded
by, recalling the definitions 9.349, 9.350,
C
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)} · uam−11 ubm−11 ·
u
3/2
1
u
1/2
1
(10.570)
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We finally consider the contribution of the terms 10.482 to the integral on the
right in 10.480. From the above results all other contributions to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 −
τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) are bounded by:
uam1 u
bm
1
{
C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u
2
1
u31
(10.571)
+C0
√
max{ (m,l)B(u1, u1), (m,l)B(u1, u1)} ·
u
3/2
1
u21
+C1
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)} · u1/21 u1/21
}
Here we have taken into account the non-increasing property of the exponents
am, bm with m.
Now, 10.482 is equal up to lower order terms to ym−1,l+1, where:
ym−1,l+1 = −(m− 1)ζ(νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2) (10.572)
+A
{
(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m + 2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−2−i(νˇi,l+m−i − τˇi,l+m−i)
}
Since ym−1,l+1 involves the νˇi,l+m−i − τˇi,l+m−i for i = 0, ...,m − 2, we must
proceed by induction. In the case m = 1 10.572 reduces to:
y0,l+1 = Aθˇl+1 (10.573)
In view of 10.548 the contribution of this to the integral on the right in 10.480
is bounded by a constant multiple of:
∫ u1
0
u‖θˇl+1‖L2(Su,u)du ≤
(
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
‖θˇl+1‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
(10.574)
It follows that the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇ0,l+1 − τˇ0,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is
bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
3/2
1
(∫ u1
0
‖θˇl+1‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(10.575)
Substituting from Proposition 10.3, with l + 1 in the role of l (there l = n
while here l+1 = n) and u in the role of u1, the estimate for ‖θˇl+1‖L2(Cu1u ), we
conclude, in view of the monotonicity properties of the functions (V ;m,l)B(u, u),
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(V ;m,l)B(u, u), that this is bounded by:
ua01 u
b0
1
{
C
√
(Y ;0,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 5)(2a0 + 1)
u41
u31
(10.576)
+C
√
max{ (0,l+1)B(u1, u1), (0,l+1)B(u1, u1)}
(2a0 + 2)
u
5/2
1
u1
}
≤ C
′
√
2a0 + 2
√
max{ (0,l+1)B(u1, u1), (0,l+1)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 ·
u
5/2
1
u
3/2
1
Adding then this bound for the contribution of 10.573 to 10.571 with m = 1 we
conclude that:
‖νˇ0,l+1 − τˇ0,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1) ≤ u
a1
1 u
b1
1
{
C
√
(Y ;1,l)B(u1, u1)
(2a1 + 1)
· u
2
1
u31
+C
√
max{ [1,l]B(u1, u1), [1,l]B(u1, u1)} ·
u
1/2
1
u1
}
(10.577)
(recall the definitions 9.350). Suppose then, as the inductive hypothesis, that
for some m ∈ {2, ..., n} and all j = 1, ...,m− 1 the following estimate holds for
all (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ:
‖νˇj−1,l+m−j+1 − τˇj−1,l+m−j+1‖L2(Cu1u1) ≤ u
aj
1 u
bj
1
{
C
√
(Y ;j,l+m−j)B(u1, u1)
(2aj + 1)
· u
2
1
u31
+Cj,l+m−j
√
max{ [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1), [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1)} ·
u
1/2
1
u1
}
(10.578)
for certain constants Cj,l+m−j to be determined recursively. Now, assumptions
10.435, 10.436 and 10.546 imply that:
|ζ| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (10.579)
Then the contribution of the 1st term in 10.572 to the integral on the right in
10.480 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
u‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ (10.580)(
1
3
u31
∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
It follows that the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 )
is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
3/2
1
(∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(10.581)
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Substituting the estimate 10.578 for j = m − 1 with u in the role of u1, we
conclude, in view of the monotonicity properties of the functions (V ;m,l)B(u, u),
(V ;m,l)B(u, u), that this is bounded by:
u
am−1
1 u
bm−1
1
{
C
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(2am−1 + 5)(2am−1 + 1)
· u
4
1
u31
+Cm−1,l+1
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)}
(2am−1 + 2)
· u
5/2
1
u1
}
≤ Cm−1,l+1√
2am−1 + 2
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)} ·
u
5/2
1
u
3/2
1
(10.582)
as we can assume that:
Cm−1,l+1 ≥
√
(2am−1 + 2)
(2am−1 + 5)(2am−1 + 1)
(10.583)
In view of 10.582, the contribution of the sum in 10.572 to the integral on the
right in 10.480 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
m−2∑
i=0
(
Πu2
)m−2−i ∫ u1
0
u‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇi,l+m−i‖L2(Su,u)du (10.584)
where Π is a fixed positive bound for |2πλ/u2| in Rδ,δ. It follows that the
corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by a
constant multiple of:
u
3/2
1
m−2∑
i=0
(
Πu21
)m−2−i (∫ u1
0
‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇi,l+m−i‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(10.585)
Substituting the estimate 10.578 in the simplified form:
‖νˇj−1,l+m−j+1 − τˇj−1,l+m−j+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤(
C√
2aj + 1
+ Cj,l+m−j
)√
max{ [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1), [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1)}
·uaj1 ubj1 ·
u
1/2
1
u
3/2
1
(10.586)
for j = i + 1, i = 0, ...,m − 2 with u in the role of u1, taking into account the
non-decreasing property of the exponents am, bm with m, and taking Πδ
2 ≤ 1/2
so that
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu21)
m−2−i ≤
∞∑
j=0
(Πδ2)j ≤ 2,
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we deduce that 10.585 is bounded by:
2√
2am−1 + 2
(
C√
2am−1 + 1
+ C[m−1,l+1]
)
·
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)} · uam−11 ubm−11 ·
u
5/2
1
u
3/2
1
(10.587)
where
C[m−1,l+1] = max
i=0,...,m−2
Ci+1,l+m−i−1 (10.588)
Finally we have the contribution of the term
A(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m
in 10.572 to the integral on the right in 10.480. This is bounded by a constant
multiple of:
(Πu2)m−1
∫ u1
0
u‖θˇl+m‖L2(Su,u)du (10.589)
It follows that the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 )
is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
3/2
1 (Πu
2
1)
m−1
(∫ u1
0
‖θˇl+m‖2L2(Cu1u1 )du
)1/2
(10.590)
Substituting from Proposition 10.3, with l+m in the role of l (there l = n while
here l + m = n) and u in the role of u1, the estimate for ‖θˇl+m‖L2(Cu1u ), we
conclude that this is bounded by:
C′√
2a0 + 2
√
max{ (0,l)B(u1, u1), (0,l)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · (Πu21)m−1
u
5/2
1
u
3/2
1
(10.591)
The contribution of ym−1,l+1 through the integral on the right in 10.480 to
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is then bounded by a constant multiple of the
sum of 10.582, 10.587 and 10.591. Combining with the bound 10.571 for all
other contributions to ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) yields 10.578 for j = m,
completing the inductive step, if we define Cm,l according to:
Cm,l = C0 + C1 +
Cδ3/2√
2am−1 + 1
C[m−1,l+1] (10.592)
This is a recursion which determines the coefficients Cm,l. Choosing δ small
enough or am−1 large enough so that the coefficient of C[m−1,l+1] on the right
is not greater than 1/2, this recursion together with the fact that from 10.577
with l +m− 1 in the role of l we can take:
C1,l+m−1 = C (10.593)
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implies that Cm,l is bounded by a constant C which is independent of m and l.
We have thus proved the following proposition.
Proposition 10.5 Under the assumptions 10.435, 10.436, and 10.546, the top
order acoustical difference quantities νˇm−1,l+1, m = 1, ..., n, m + l = n, satisfy
to principal terms the following estimates on the Cu:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ u
am
1 u
bm
1
{
C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
· u
2
1
u31
+C
√
max{ [m,l]B(u1, u1), [m,l]B(u1, u1)} ·
u
1/2
1
u1
}
As we shall see in Section 10.8, the quantity νˇm−1,l+1 satisfies a boundary
condition on K which involves the quantity νˇm−1,l+1. To control appropriately
the boundary values of νˇm−1,l+1 on K we need to derive an appropriate estimate
for νˇm−1,l+1 in L2(Kτ ). Setting u1 = u in 10.480 we have:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u) ≤ k
∫ u
0
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du (10.594)
and what we want to estimate is:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Kτ ) =
∫ τ
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.595)
We shall consider the leading contribution to the integral on the right in 10.594,
which is that of the N component of 10.486 (see 10.488) and comes from 10.483
through 10.484. This contribution is bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u
0
‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)udu (10.596)
Recalling 10.511 - 10.515, 10.596 is bounded by:
C(G0(u, u) +G1(u, u)) (10.597)
This is completely analogous to 10.456. We therefore deduce, in analogy with
10.463, the estimate:∫ τ
0
G20(u, u)du ≤
C (Y ;m,l)B(τ, τ)
(2am + 1)
· τ2(am+bm) · τ−2 (10.598)
The last factor τ−2 being of degree -2 signifies that the contribution is borderline.
We also deduce, in analogy with 10.469 the estimate:∫ τ
0
G21(u, u)du ≤
C (E;m,l)B(τ, τ)
(2am + 1)
· τ2(am+bm) · τ−1 (10.599)
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The last factor τ−1 being of degree -1, which is one degree better than borderline,
this contribution to ‖νˇm−1,l+1− τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Kτ ) will come with an extra factor
of δ.
Finally, all other contributions to ‖νˇm−1,l+1−τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Kτ ) will come with
extra factors of δ2 at least. We thus deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 10.6 Under the assumptions 10.435, 10.436, and 10.546, the top
order acoustical difference quantities νˇm−1,l+1, m = 1, ..., n, m + l = n, satisfy
to principal terms the following estimates on Kτ :
‖νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τam+bm
{
C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(τ, τ)
(2am + 1)
· 1
τ
+C
√
max{ [m,l]B(τ, τ), [m,l]B(τ, τ)} · 1
τ1/2
}
10.7 Estimates for θˇl and νˇm−1,l+1 in Terms of
their Boundary Values on K
Consider now the propagation equation 10.260 for θˇl. Let us denote the right
hand side by Sˇl, so that the equation reads:
Lθˇl −
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
θˇl = Sˇl
or:
L(λ−2θˇl) + (l + 2)χ(λ
−2θˇl) = λ
−2Sˇl (10.600)
We shall integrate this equation along the integral curves of L. Since (see 2nd
of 2.33)
L =
∂
∂u
+ b
∂
∂ϑ
in (u, u, ϑ) coordinates the integral curve of L through (u, u, ϑ′′) ∈ K is:
u 7→ (u, u,Φu,u(ϑ′′)) (10.601)
where Φu,u(ϑ
′′) is the solution of:
dΦu,u(ϑ
′′)
du
= b(u, u,Φu,u(ϑ
′′)), Φu,u(ϑ
′′) = ϑ′′ (10.602)
The mapping
ϑ′′ 7→ ϑ = Φu,u(ϑ′′) (10.603)
is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of S1. We can use (u, u, ϑ′′) as
coordinates on N in place of the (u, u, ϑ). Recall Section 2.1, equations 2.23 -
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2.27. These coordinates are adapted to the flow of L, ϑ′′ being constant along
the integral curves of L. Hence in these coordinates L is simply given by:
L =
∂
∂u
(10.604)
and E is given by:
E =
1√
h/′′
∂
∂ϑ′′
(10.605)
where h/′′dϑ′′ ⊗ dϑ′′ is the induced metric on the Su,u in the same coordinates.
The second of the commutation relations 3.154 in the (u, u, ϑ′′) coordinates
reads:
∂h/′′
∂u
= 2χh/′′ (10.606)
and we have:
h/′′|u=u = h/|u=u as Φu,u = id (10.607)
Integrating then 10.606 from K we obtain:
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′) = h/(u, u, ϑ′′)e2
∫
u
u
χ(u,u′,ϑ′′)du′ (10.608)
In view of 10.606, equation 10.600 can be written in (u, u, ϑ′′) coordinates in
the form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2θˇl
)
= h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2Sˇl (10.609)
Integrating from K we obtain:(
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2θˇl
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =
(
h/(l+2)/2λ−2θˇl
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2Sˇl
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du (10.610)
Before we proceed to analyze 10.610, we make the following remark on the
L2 norm of the restriction to Su,u of a function on N . If f is a function on S1
its L2 norm is:
‖f‖L2(S1) =
√∫
ϑ′′∈S1
f2(ϑ′′)dϑ′′ (10.611)
On the other hand, if f is a function on N and we represent f in (u, u, ϑ′′)
coordinates, the L2 norm of f on Su,u is:
‖f‖L2(Su,u) =
√∫
ϑ′′∈S1
(
f2
√
h/′′
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)dϑ′′ (10.612)
√
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)dϑ′′ being the element of arc length on Su,u. Comparing 10.612
with 10.611 we see that:
‖f‖L2(Su,u) =
∥∥∥(fh/′′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
(10.613)
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Here g being an arbitrary function on N we denote by g(u, u) the restriction of
g to Su,u represented in terms of the ϑ
′′ coordinate.
With the above remark in mind, we rewrite 10.610 in the form:(
θˇlh/
′′1/4
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =(
h/(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2l+3)/4(
λ(u, u1, ϑ
′′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′′)
)2 (
θˇh/1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2l+3)/4(
λ(u, u1, ϑ
′′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′′)
)2 (
Sˇlh/
′′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du
(10.614)
Now, by 10.608: √
h/(u, u, ϑ′′)√
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
= e−
∫
u1
u
χ(u,u,ϑ′′)du,
√
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)√
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
= e−
∫
u1
u
χ(u,u′,ϑ′′)du′ (10.615)
Assuming then a bound on χ of the form:
sup
Su,u
|χ| ≤ C : ∀u ∈ [u, u1] (10.616)
we have:
e−C(u1−u) ≤
√
h/(u, u, ϑ′′)√
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
≤ eC(u1−u),
e−C(u1−u) ≤
√
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)√
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
≤ eC(u1−u) (10.617)
Recall the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3. By the 2nd of the
assumptions 10.436 we have:
|q| ≤ Cλ : in Rδ,δ (10.618)
It then follows that:
|Lλ| ≤ Cλ : in Rδ,δ (10.619)
Integrating along the integral curves of L we then obtain:
e−C(u1−u) ≤ λ(u, u1, ϑ
′′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′′)
≤ eC(u1−u)
e−C(u1−u) ≤ λ(u, u1, ϑ
′′)
λ(u, u, ϑ′′)
≤ eC(u1−u) (10.620)
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In view of the above, 10.614 implies:∣∣∣(θˇlh/′′1/4) (u, u1, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ ≤ k ∣∣∣(θˇlh/1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣
+k
∫ u1
u
∣∣∣(Sˇlh/′′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ du (10.621)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1. Taking L
2 norms with respect to ϑ′′ ∈ S1
this implies: ∥∥∥(θˇlh/′′1/4) (u, u1)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∥∥∥(θˇlh/1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
+k
∫ u1
u
∥∥∥(Sˇlh/′′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du (10.622)
or, in view of 10.613 (see also 10.607):
‖θˇl‖L2(Su,u1 ) ≤ k‖θˇl‖L2(Su,u) + k
∫ u1
u
‖Sˇl‖L2(Su,u)du (10.623)
Taking then L2 norms with respect to u ∈ [0, u1], since(∫ u1
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Su,u1)du
)1/2
= ‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ),(∫ u1
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
= ‖θˇl‖L2(Ku1)
we obtain:
‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖θˇl‖L2(Ku1 )+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖Sˇl‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(10.624)
We shall presently estimate the contribution of the principal terms in Sˇl,
the right hand side of 10.260, to
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖Sˇl‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(10.625)
the 2nd term in 10.624. The 1st term, which represents the contribution of the
boundary values of θˇl on K, shall be estimated in the next section.
The principal terms in Sˇl are the two difference terms:
− 2Lλ
λ
(Elf − ElNfN) + R˜l − R˜L,N (10.626)
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In view of 10.619, here, in contrast to 10.364, the coefficient of the first difference
term is bounded. Consider first the partial contribution of the 1st term in f as
given by Proposition 10.1:
− 1
2
β2N (E
lLH − ElNLNHN ) (10.627)
the principal part of which is:
1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.628)
As noted in the previous section, the dominant contribution is that of the N
component. This contribution to the integral on the right in 10.623 is bounded
by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.629)
As in 10.438 we express
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as
λ (E;0,l)ξˇ/
Then the square of 10.629 reduces up to lower order terms to:
(∫ u1
u
‖λ (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
(10.630)
Since λ ∼ u, λ ∼ u2, a ∼ uu2, this is bounded by (Schwartz inequality):
Cu
(∫ u1
u
u−1‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
≤ (10.631)
Cu
∫ u1
u
u−2du ·
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du
≤ C‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖Cu1u ≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇ
u1
(u) ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b01
by virtue of the definitions 9.332 and 9.347. Then, integrating with respect to
u ∈ [0, u1] we conclude that the corresponding contribution to 10.625 is bounded
by:
C
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 (10.632)
However, while the contribution of the N component is the dominant contribu-
tion overall, that is is terms of the degree of the extra factor, as in 10.451, it is
contribution of the N component which has the least extra power of u1, hence
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dominates in a suitable neighborhood of C0. This contribution to the integral
on the right in 10.623 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.633)
To estimate this we write:
NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,l)ξˇL − γNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
Since γ ∼ u the contribution of the 2nd term is similar to 10.629 but with
an extra u factor. As for the contribution of the 1st term we have (Schwartz
inequality):(∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
≤ u1
∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.634)
Integrating with respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we have, reversing the order of integration,∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
}
du
=
∫ u1
0
{∫ min{u,u1}
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
}
du
=
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
(Y ;0,l)Eˇu1(u)du ≤ C (Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a01 ·
u2b0+11
2b0 + 1
(10.635)
by virtue of the definitions 9.331 and 9.346. It follows that this contribution to
10.625 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2b0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 (10.636)
We turn to the partial contribution of the 2nd term in f as given by Propo-
sition 10.1:
λβNβ/(E
l+1H − El+1N HN ) (10.637)
the principal part of which is:
− 2λβNβ/H ′(g−1)µνβνE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.638)
We shall estimate the partial contribution of the N component. Since λ ∼ u
this contribution to the integral on the right in 10.623 is bounded by a constant
multiple of:
u
∫ u1
u
‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.639)
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To estimate this we write Nµ = ρ−1Lµ and express
LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
as in 10.431 up to lower order terms as
(E;0,l)ξˇL
Then since ρ ∼ u2 the square of 10.639 is bounded up to lower order terms by
a constant multiple of:
u2
(∫ u1
u
u−2‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
(10.640)
≤ u2
∫ u1
u
u−4du · .
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
≤ 1
3
u−1‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1 (E;0,l)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cu2a0−1u2b01 (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
by the Schwartz inequality and the definitions 9.332 and 9.347. Integrating with
respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we conclude that the corresponding contribution to 10.625
is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0
· ua01 ub01 (10.641)
Here the extra factor is simply 1, so this dominates 10.632. This is in fact the
dominant contribution to 10.625. The partial contribution of the E component
of 10.638 to the integral on the right in 10.623 is bounded by a constant multiple
of
u
∫ u1
u
‖EµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.642)
which since a ∼ uu2 is in turn bounded by a constant multiple of:
√
u
∫ u1
u
u−1‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (10.643)
The square of this is bounded by:
u
∫ u1
u
u−2du ·
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du ≤ ‖
√
a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
≤ C (E;0,l)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C (E;0,l)B(u1, u1)u2a0u2b01 (10.644)
by the Schwartz inequality and the definitions 9.332 and 9.347. Integrating with
respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we conclude that the corresponding contribution to 10.625
is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 (10.645)
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which is similar to 10.632. As for the partial contribution of the N component
of 10.638, this is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.646)
Expressing LµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) as in 10.424 as (E;0,l)ξˇL up to lower order
terms, we estimate this in terms of:∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (10.647)
the square of which is bounded by:
u1
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du (10.648)
This is similar to 10.634 with E in the role of Y . Therefore this contribution to
10.625 is bounded by 10.636 with E in the role of Y , that is by:
C
√
(E;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2b0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 (10.649)
We now turn to the other difference term in 10.626, namely:
R˜l − R˜l,N (10.650)
From 10.253, the principal part of this is of the form:(
λ(Eλ)cµ1,E + λλχ˜c
µ
2,E + λλc
µν
3,E(Eβν)
+λcµν4,E(Lβν) + λc
µν
5,E(Lβν)
)
E(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
+
(
(Eλ)cµ1,L + λχ˜c
µ
2,L + λc
µν
3,L(Eβν) + c
µν
4,L(Lβν)
)
L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
+
(
λχ˜cµ1,L + λc
µν
2,L(Eβν) + c
µν
3,LLβν
)
L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
(10.651)
The assumptions 10.435, 10.436, 10.546 then imply that this is of the form:
uu2kµ1E(E
lβµ − ElNβµ,N ) + ukµ2L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) + kµ3L(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )
(10.652)
the coefficients k being bounded by a constant. Here the 1st term is similar to
the term 10.638 but with an extra u2 factor, while the 3rd term is similar to the
term 10.628. Thus only the second term needs to be treated. We shall consider
the dominant contribution, that of the N component. This contribution to the
integral on the right in 10.623 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
∫ u1
u
‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.653)
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To estimate this we write:
γNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,l)ξˇL −NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N ) (10.654)
Since γ ∼ u it follows that 10.653 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
∫ u1
u
u−1‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+u
∫ u1
u
u−1‖NµL(βµ − ElNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.655)
The square of the first term here is bounded by:
u2
∫ u1
u
u−2du ·
∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du ≤ u‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu (Y ;0,l)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cu2a0+1u2b01 B(u1, u1) (10.656)
therefore the corresponding contribution to 10.625 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1 (10.657)
As for the second term in 10.655 expressing NµL(Elβµ−ElNβµ,N ) as in 10.379
as λ (E;0,l)ξˇ/ up to lower order terms, this term is seen to be bounded by a
constant multiple of:
√
u
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (10.658)
the square of which is bounded by:
uu1
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du = uu1‖
√
a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cuu1 (E;0,l)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cu2a0+1u2b0+11 (10.659)
therefore the corresponding contribution to 10.625 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u1/21 (10.660)
We summarize the above results, in simplified form, in the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 10.7 The top order acoustical difference quantities θˇl satisfy to
principal terms the following estimate on the Cu:
‖θˇl‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖θˇl‖L2(Ku1) + C
√
max{ (0,l)B(u1, u1), (0,l)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01
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Consider now the propagation equation 10.339 for νˇm,l. Let us denote:
τˇm,l = E
l−1Tm(λcq′Eπ)− El−1N Tm(λNcNq′NENπN ) (10.661)
This is a quantity of order m + l. Also, let us add to both sides of equation
10.339 the term: (
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
τˇm,l (10.662)
Denoting the resulting right hand side with the term 10.662 added by Mˇm,l,
the equation reads:
L(νˇm,l − τˇm,l)−
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 1)χ
)
(νˇm,l − τˇm,l) = Mˇm,l (10.663)
Actually, comparing 10.235 with 10.4 we see that what is involved in the (m, l)
difference energy estimates for m ≥ 1 is νˇm−1,l+1. Being at the top order, we
havem+l = n, m = 1, ..., n. Thus we consider equation 10.664 with (m−1, l+1)
in the role of (m, l):
L(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)−
(
2Lλ
λ
− (l + 2)χ
)
(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
= Mˇm−1,l+1
: m+ l = n, m = 1, ..., n (10.664)
This is exactly of the same form as the equation preceding 10.600, with the
quantity νˇm−1,l+1− τˇm−1,l+1 in the role of the quantity θˇl and Mˇm−1,l+1 in the
role of Sˇl. Equation 10.664 can then be written, in analogy with 10.609, in the
(u, u, ϑ′′) coordinates, which are adapted to the flow of L, in the form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
)
= h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2Mˇm−1,l+1 (10.665)
(Equations 10.661 - 10.665 are the conjugates of equations 10.473 - 10.477.)
Integrating from K we obtain:(
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′)
=
(
h/(l+2)/2λ−2(νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1)
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
h/′′(l+2)/2λ−2Mˇm−1,l+1(u, u, ϑ
′′)du (10.666)
Following the argument leading from 10.610 to the inequality 10.623 we deduce
from 10.666, in the same way, the inequality:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u1 ) ≤ ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)
+
∫ u1
u
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du (10.667)
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Taking then L2 norms with respect to u ∈ [0, u1], since(∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Su,u1 )du
)1/2
= ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ),(∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
= ‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Ku1 )
we obtain:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Ku1 )
+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(10.668)
The quantity τˇm−1,l+1 is of order m + l = n. We shall presently estimate
the contribution of the principal terms in Mˇm−1,l+1 to{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(10.669)
The first term on the right in 10.668, which represents the boundary values of
νˇm−1,l+1 on K, shall be estimated in the next section. The principal terms in
Mˇm−1,l+1 (see 10.339) are the two difference terms:
2Lλ
λ
(
ElTm−1j − ElNTm−1jN
)
+ K˜
′′
m−1,l+1 − K˜
′′
m−1,l+1,N (10.670)
as well as the terms:
(m− 1)ζνˇm−2,l+2+A
{
(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m + 2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−2−iνˇi,l+m−i
}
(10.671)
which involve the top order acoustical quantities entering the (i, l + m − i)
difference energy estimates for i = 0, ...,m− 1. In view of 10.619, in 10.670, in
contrast to 10.481, the coefficient of the 1st term is bounded. Consider first the
partial contribution of the 1st term in j as given by Proposition 10.2:
1
4
β2N (E
lTm−1L2H − ElNTm−1L2NHN ) (10.672)
the principal part of which is:
− 1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβν(ElTm−1L2βµ − ElNTm−1L2Nβµ,N ) (10.673)
Recalling that
T = L+ L = LN + LN
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we write:
L2βµ = LTβµ − LLβµ, L2Nβµ,N = LNTβµ,N − LNLNβµ,N (10.674)
The contribution of the 1st terms in 10.674 to 10.673 is, to principal terms:
− 1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) (10.675)
while the contribution of the 2nd terms in 10.674 to 10.673 is, following the
argument of the paragraph after 10.485, seen to be given to principal terms by:
1
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνaE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.676)
The dominant partial contribution from 10.675 to the integral on the right in
10.667 is that of the N component, which is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.677)
To estimate this we use 10.443 to express
NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as
λ (E;m,l)ξˇ/
Then the square of 10.677 reduces up to lower order terms to:
(∫ u1
u
‖λ (E;m,l)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
(10.678)
This is similar to 10.630 with (m, l) in the role of (0, l). Then the contribution
to 10.669 is bounded by (see 10.632):
C
√
(E;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
· uam1 ubm1 · u1/21 (10.679)
We also consider the partial contribution of the N component of 10.675. This
contribution to the integral on the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant
multiple of: ∫ u1
u
‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.680)
To estimate this we write:
NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N ) = (Y ;m,l)ξˇL − γNµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )
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Since γ ∼ u the contribution of the 2nd term is similar to 10.677 but with an
extra u factor. As for the contribution of the 1st term, this is treated as in
10.634 - 10.636, (m, l) being placed here in the role of (0, l). We conclude that
this contribution to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2bm + 1
· uam1 ubm1 · u3/21 (10.681)
Similarly, the partial contribution of the E component of 10.675 to the integral
on the right in 10.667 being bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖ (E;m,l)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
the corresponding contribution to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2bm + 1
· uam1 ubm1 · u3/21 (10.682)
Note that the extra factor in 10.681, 10.682, although of higher degree, domi-
nates the extra factor in 10.679 in a suitable neighborhood of C0, as in 10.636
compared to 10.632. The dominant partial contribution from 10.676 to the in-
tegral on the right in 10.667, that of the N component, which is bounded by a
constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖aNµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.683)
As in the treatment of 10.519 we write aNµ = λLµ and express
LµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
up to lower order terms as:
EµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL
Then since λ ∼ u, 10.683 is seen to be bounded, up to lower order terms, by a
constant multiple of:
u
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (10.684)
which is in turn bounded by:
u
√
u1‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
√
u1
√
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam−1+1ubm−1+ 121
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
(10.685)
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We then conclude that the corresponding contribution to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 3
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u3/21 u1/21 (10.686)
We now briefly consider the contributions of the terms which arise from the
2nd and 3rd terms in j as given by Proposition 10.2. These have extra factors
of λ and λ2 respectively therefore it is obvious that these contributions will be
dominated by the contributions already considered. The principal part of the
term arising from the 2nd term in j is:
1
2
πλβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.687)
The dominant contribution of this, that of the N component, to the integral on
the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖λNµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.688)
which is bounded in terms of (see 10.552 - 10.554):∫ u1
u
‖λ2 (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (10.689)
This is bounded by a constant multiple of
u3/2
∫ u1
u
u−1‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ u3/2
(∫ u1
u
u−2du
)1/2
‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu
√
Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam−1+1ubm−11 (E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) (10.690)
The corresponding contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 3
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u3/21 (10.691)
The principal part of the term arising from the 3rd term in j is:
λ2
{
−βN
[
πβ/− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN)
]
(g−1)µνβν +H
[
πβ/− 1
2c
(βN + βN)
]
Nµ
}
·E(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) (10.692)
The dominant contribution of this, that of the N component, to the integral on
the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖λ2NµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.693)
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which, since λ ∼ u, ρ ∼ u2 and u ≤ u, is in turn bounded by a constant multiple
of: ∫ u1
u
‖LµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.694)
which (see 10.522) up to lower order terms is:∫ u1
u1
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ u1/21 ‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/21
√
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u) (10.695)
≤ Cuam−1ubm−1+ 121
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
The corresponding contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 1
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u1/21 u1/21 (10.696)
We now turn to the other difference term in 10.670, namely:
K˜
′′
m−1,l+1 − K˜
′′
m−1,l+1,N (10.697)
Augmenting the assumptions 10.435, 10.436, 10.546 with the assumption that
in Rδ,δ it holds:
|Lλ| ≤ C (10.698)
we deduce from 10.326 that the principal part of 10.697 can be written in the
form:
[K˜
′′
m−1,l+1 − K˜
′′
m−1,l+1,N ]P.P. =
u2kµ1E(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+u2kµ2L(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+ukµ3L(E
l+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
+kµ4 (E
lTm−1L2βµ − ElNTm−1L2Nβµ,N )
+
[
u2uk′µ1 E(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
+uk′µ2 L(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
+u2k′µ3 L(E
l+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
]
+
m−2∑
i=0
(hu)m−2−iu
{
uuk′′µ1 E(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+uk′′µ2 L(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+uk′′µ3 L(E
l+m−iT iβµ − El+m−iN T iβµ,N )
+k′′µ4 (E
l−1+m−iT iL2βµ − El−1+m−iN T iL2Nβµ,N )
}
(10.699)
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Here the coefficients k, k′, k′′ and the function h in the sum are bounded by
a constant. We have used the fact that by virtue of the assumptions 10.435,
10.436 the coefficient A defined by 10.105 satisfies:
|A| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (10.700)
Consider first the first four terms on the right in 10.699. The 4th term is
similar to the term 10.673. The 3rd term is similar to the term 10.687. The
dominant partial contribution from the 2nd term, that of the N component, to
the integral on the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u2
∫ u1
u
‖NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.701)
To estimate this we write:
γNµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL (10.702)
−NµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
The 2nd term on the right can be expressed up to lower order terms as λ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/.
Its contribution to 10.701 is then up to lower order terms bounded by a constant
multiple of:
u3/2
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ u3/2u1/21
(∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
= u3/2u
1/2
1 ‖
√
a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu3/2u1/21
√
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam−1+ 32ubm−1+ 121
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) (10.703)
This partial contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 4
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u21u1/21 (10.704)
On the other hand, the contribution of the 1st term on the right in 10.702 to
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10.701 is bounded by:
u2
∫ u1
u
u−1‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ u2
(∫ u−1
u
u−2du
)1/2 (∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
≤ u3/2‖ (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu3/2
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam−1+ 32ubm−11
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) (10.705)
and the contribution to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 4
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u21 (10.706)
We turn to the 1st term on the right in 10.699. Since ρ ∼ u2 the contribution of
the N component to the integral on the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant
multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖LµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.707)
which (see 10.522) up to lower order terms is:∫ u1
u
‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (10.708)
This is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
√
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam−1ubm−1+ 121
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) (10.709)
The corresponding contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1 + 1
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u1/21 u1/21 (10.710)
Here, we also need to consider the contribution of the E and N components
because these contributions will dominate that of the N component in a suitable
neighborhood of C0. Since
EµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/
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and a ∼ uu2, the contribution of the E component to the integral on the right
in 10.667 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u−1/2
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ u−1/21
(∫ u1
u
u2du
)1/2(∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du
)1/2
=
1√
3
u
−1/2
1 u
3/2
1 ‖
√
a (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1/21 u3/21
√
(E;m−1,l+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam−1− 121 ubm−1+
3
2
1
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) (10.711)
The corresponding contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u3/21 (10.712)
The contribution of the N component to the integral on the right in 10.667 is
bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
u2‖NµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.713)
To estimate this we write:
NµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N ) = (Y ;m−1,l+1)ξˇ/ (10.714)
−γNµE(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
The partial contribution of the 2nd term on the right is similar to that of the
N component but with an extra u factor, while the partial contribution of the
1st term on the right is estimated in the same way as 10.711 with Y in the role
of E, hence the corresponding contribution to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)
2am−1
· uam−11 ubm−11 · u3/21 (10.715)
Summarizing, the contribution to 10.669 of the first four terms on the right in
10.699 is bounded by:
C
√
max{ (m,l)B(u1, u1), (m,l)B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1/21 (10.716)
+C
√
max{ (m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1), (m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1)} · uam−11 ubm−11 · u1
Consider next the 5th term on the right in 10.699, which consists of the three
terms in the square bracket. The first of these terms is similar to the 1st term
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on the right in 10.699, but with (m − 2, l + 2) in the role of (m− 1, l + 1) and
with an extra u factor. Hence the partial contribution of this term to 10.669 is
bounded by:
C
√
max{ (m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1), (m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)} ·uam−21 ubm−21 ·u1u1 (10.717)
The second of the terms in the square bracket is similar to the 2nd term on the
right in 10.699, but with (m− 2, l+2) in the role of (m− 1, l+1) and with one
less u factor. It follows, in view of 10.704, 10.706 that the partial contribution
of this term to 10.669 is bounded by:
C
√
(m−1,l+1)B(u1, u1) · uam−21 ubm−21 · u1 (10.718)
Finally the third term in the square bracket is similar to the 3rd term on the
right in 10.699, but with (m− 2, l+2) in the role of (m− 1, l+1) and with the
factor u2 in place of the factor u. The partial contribution of the N component
of this term to the integral on the right in 10.667 is bounded by a constant
multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖λNµL(El+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.719)
Comparing with 10.688 - 10.694 we conclude that this is bounded up to lower
order terms by:
Cu1/2
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m−2,l+2)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (10.720)
≤ Cu1/2
(∫ u1
u
u2du
)1/2
‖√a (E;m−2,l+2)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/2u3/21
√
Eˇu1(u) ≤ uam−2+ 12ubm−2+ 321 (E;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
The corresponding contribution to 10.669 is then bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
2am−2 + 2
· uam−21 u2bm−21 · u1u3/21 (10.721)
Here we must also consider the partial contributions of theN and E components.
The contribution of the N component to the integral on the right in 10.667 is
bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
‖λNµL(El+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (10.722)
To estimate this we write:
NµL(El+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N ) = (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL (10.723)
−γNµL(El+2Tm−2βµ − El+2N Tm−2βµ,N )
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The partial contribution to 10.722 of the 2nd term on the right is similar to
10.720 but with an extra u1 factor, as γ ∼ u. On the other hand, the partial
contribution to 10.722 of the 1st term on the right is bounded in square by a
constant multiple of:
(∫ u1
u
u2‖ (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
≤ 1
5
u51 ·
∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
(10.724)
Integrating with respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we have, reversing the order of integration,∫ u1
0
{∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
}
du
=
∫ u1
0
{∫ min{u,u1}
0
‖ (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
}
du
=
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m−2,l+2)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du ≤ C
∫ u1
0
(Y ;m−2,l+2)Eˇu1(u)du
≤ C (Y ;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)u2am−21 ·
u
2bm−2+1
1
2bm−2 + 1
(10.725)
(compare with 10.635). Hence the corresponding contribution to 10.669 is
bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
2bm−2 + 1
· uam−21 ubm−21 · u31 (10.726)
Similarly, the contribution to 10.669 of the E component is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)
2bm−2 + 1
· uam−21 ubm−21 · u31 (10.727)
Summarizing, the contribution to 10.669 of the 5th term on the right in 10.699
is bounded by:
C
√
max{ (m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1), (m−2,l+2)B(u1, u1)} · uam−21 ubm−21 · u1 (10.728)
We finally turn to the sum in 10.699. Here we have four terms in the curly
bracket which are analogous to the first four terms in 10.699 but with (i, l+m−i)
in the role of (m−1, l+1). The coefficients of the four terms in the curly bracket
have extra factors of u2/u ≤ u, 1, u, u, respectively, relative to the coefficients
of the first four terms in 10.699. Taking also into account the overall factor
(hu)m−2−i we then deduce that the contribution of the sum in 10.699 to 10.669
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is bounded by:
C
m−2∑
i=0
(Mu1)
m−2−i
{√
max{ (i,l+m−i)B, (i,l+m−i)B} · uai1 ubi1 · u1u1
+
√
max{ (i+1,l−1+m−i)B, (i+1,l−1+m−i)B} · uai+11 ubi+11 · u1u1/21
}
(10.729)
M being the bound for h in Rδ,δ. In view of the non-increasing with m property
of the exponents am, bm, the curly parenthesis here is for each i = 0, ...,m− 2
bounded by:√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B, [m−1,l+1]B} · uam−11 ubm−11 · u1u1/21
Since, taking δ small enough so that Mδ ≤ 1/2 we have
m−2∑
i=0
(Mu1)
m−2−i ≤
∞∑
j=0
(Mδ)j ≤ 2,
we conclude that 10.729 is bounded by:
C
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)}·uam−11 ubm−11 ·u1u1/21 (10.730)
We finally come to the contribution to 10.669 of the terms 10.671. Now,
10.671 is equal up to lower order terms to y
m−1,l+1, where:
y
m−1,l+1 = (m− 1)ζ(νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2) (10.731)
+A
{
(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m + 2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)m−2−i(νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i)
}
The results derived above (10.679, 10.681, 10.682, 10.686, 10.691, 10.696, 10.716,
10.728, 10.731) can be summarized in the following estimate for 10.669:
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖Mˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
≤
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖yˇ
m−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
√
max{ [m,l]B(u1, u1), [m,l]B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1/21
(10.732)
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Substituting this in 10.668 we obtain:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Ku1) (10.733)
+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖y
m−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
√
max{ [m,l]B(u1, u1), [m,l]B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1/21
Since y
m−1,l+1 involves the νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i for i = 0, ...,m− 2, we must
proceed by induction. In the case m = 1 10.731 reduces to:
y
0,l+1
= Aθˇl+1 (10.734)
In view of 10.700, with C the bound for |A|/u in Rδ,δ, the 2nd term on the right
in 10.733 is for m = 1 bounded by kC times:
{∫ u1
0
u2
(∫ u1
u
‖θˇl+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
≤ u1/21
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖θˇl+1‖L2(Su,u)du
)
u2du
}1/2
= u
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
(∫ min{u,u1}
0
u2‖θˇl+1‖2L2(Su,u)du
)
du
}1/2
= u
1/2
1 u1
{∫ u1
0
‖θˇl+1‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(10.735)
Substituting from Proposition 10.7, with l+1 in the role of l (there l = n while
here l + 1 = n) and u in the role of u1, the estimate for ‖θˇl+1‖L2(Cu1u ), we
conclude, in view of the monotonicity properties of the functions (m,l)B(u, u),
(m,l)B(u, u), that 10.735 is bounded by:
ku1u1‖θˇl+1‖L2(Ku1 ) (10.736)
+Cua01 u
b0
1
√
max{ (0,l+1)B(u1, u1), (0,l+1)B(u1, u1)}
2b0 + 1
· u1u1
Substituting the resulting bound for the 2nd term on the right in 10.733 in the
case m = 1 we conclude that:
‖νˇ0,l+1 − τˇ0,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖νˇ0,l+1 − τˇ0,l+1‖L2(Ku1) + C0u1u1‖θˇl+1‖L2(Ku1)
+C1u
a1
1 u
b1
1
√
max{ [1,l]B(u1, u1), [1,l]B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(10.737)
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Here,
C0 = k
2C (10.738)
Suppose then, as the inductive hypothesis, that for some m ∈ {2, ..., n} and
all j = 1, ...,m− 1 the following estimate holds for all (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ:
‖νˇj−1,l+m−j+1 − τˇ j−1,l+m−j+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖νˇj−1,l+m−j+1 − τˇ j−1,l+m−j+1‖L2(Ku1 )
+Cj−1u1u1(Πu1)
j−1‖θˇl+m‖L2(Ku1 )
+C′j−1u1u1
j−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
j−2−i‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖L2(Ku1)
+Cj,l+m−ju
aj
1 u
bj
1
√
max{ [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1), [j,l+m−j]B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(10.739)
for certain constants Cj,l+m−j to be determined recursively. Here Π is a fixed
positive bound for |2πλ/u| in Rδ,δ. Now, by 10.579, denoting by C′ the bound
for |ζ|/u in Rδ,δ the contribution of the 1st term in 10.731 to the 2nd term on
the right in 10.733 is bounded by (m− 1)kC′ times:{∫ u1
0
u2
(∫ u1
u
‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(10.740)
≤ u1/21 u1
{∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(see 10.735). Substituting the estimate 10.739 for j = m− 1 with u in the role
of u1, we deduce, taking account of the monotonicity properties of the functions
(m,l)B(u, u), (m,l)B(u, u), that 10.740 is bounded by:
ku1u1‖νˇm−2,l+2 − τˇm−2,l+2‖L2(Ku1) + Cm−2(u1u1)2(Πu1)m−2‖θˇl+m‖L2(Ku1)
+C′m−2(u1u1)
2
m−3∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−3−i‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖L2(Ku1 )
+
Cm−1,l+1√
2bm−1 + 2
u
am−1
1 u
bm−1
1
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)} · u1u3/21
(10.741)
Next, the contribution of the sum in 10.731 to the 2nd term on the right in
10.733 is bounded by 2kC times:
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−i
{∫ u1
0
u2
(∫ u1
u
‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
≤ u1/21 u1
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−i
{∫ u1
0
‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(10.742)
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(see 10.735). Substituting the estimate 10.739 for j = i + 1 = 1, ...,m− 1 with
u in the role of u1, we deduce, taking account of the monotonicity properties of
the functions (m,l)B(u1, u1), (m,l)B(u1, u1) and of the non-increasing with m
property of the exponents am, bm, that 10.742 is bounded by:
ku1u1
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−i‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖L2(Ku1 )
+
(
m−2∑
i=0
Ci
)
u21u
2
1(Πu1)
m−2‖θˇl+m‖L2(Ku1)
+u21u
2
1
m−2∑
i=1
i−1∑
k=0
C′i(Πu1)
m−3−k‖νˇk,l+m−k − τˇk,l+m−k‖L2(Ku1)
+u1u1 · uam−11 ubm−11
(
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−iCi+1,l+m−i−1
)
·
√
max{ [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1), [m−1,l+1]B(u1, u1)}
2bm−1 + 1
(10.743)
Here the double sum is, reversing the order of summation,
m−3∑
k=0
(
m−2∑
i=k+1
C′i
)
(Πu1)
m−3−k‖νˇk,l+m−k − τˇk,l+m−k‖L2(Ku1) (10.744)
Finally, we have the contribution of the term A(2πλ)m−1θˇl+m in 10.731 to the
2nd term on the right in 10.733. This contribution is bounded by kC times:
(Πu1)
m−1
{∫ u1
0
u2
(∫ u1
u
‖θˇl+m‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
≤ u1/21 u1(Πu1)m−1
{∫ u1
0
‖θˇl+m‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(10.745)
Substituting from Proposition 10.7, with l+m in the role of l (there l = n while
here l + m = n) and u in the role of u1, the estimate for ‖θˇl+m‖L2(Cu1u ), we
conclude, in view of the monotonicity properties of the functions (m,l)B(u, u),
(m,l)B(u, u), that 10.745 is bounded by:
ku1u1(Πu1)
m−1‖θˇl+m‖L2(Ku1) (10.746)
+Cu1u1(Πu1)
m−1 · ua01 ub01
√
max{ (0,l+1)B(u1, u1), (0,l+1)B(u1, u1)}
2b0 + 1
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The above, that is 10.741, 10.743 (noting 10.744), 10.746, multiplied by the
constants (m−1)kC′, 2kC, kC, respectively, and summed, bound the 2nd term
on the right in 10.733. Substituting this bound in 10.733 yields 10.739 for j = m
completing the inductive step, if we define Cm−1, C′m−1, Cm,l according to:
Cm−1 = k2C + (m− 1)kC′Π−1δCm−2 + 2kCΠ−1δ
(
m−2∑
i=0
Ci
)
(10.747)
C′m−1 = 2k
2C + (m− 1)kC′Π−1δC′m−2 + 2kCΠ−1δ
(
m−2∑
i=1
C′i
)
(C′0 = 0)
(10.748)
Cm,l = C +
(m− 1)kC′δ2√
2bm−1 + 2
Cm−1,l+1 + kCCδ
3/2(Πδ)m−1
+
2kCδ3/2√
2bm−1 + 1
(
m−2∑
i=0
(Πδ)m−2−iCi+1,l+m−i−1
)
(10.749)
These are recursions which determine the coefficients Cm−1, C′m−1, Cm,l. In
regard to the recursion 10.749, taking Πδ ≤ 12 and defining
C [m−1,l+1] = max
i=0,...,m−2
Ci+1,l+m−i−1 (10.750)
we have:
m−2∑
i=0
(Πδ)m−2−iCi+1,l+m−i−1 ≤ 2C[m−1,l+1] (10.751)
hence 10.749 implies:
Cm,l ≤ C
(
1 +
kC
2m−1
δ3/2
)
+
kδ3/2√
2bm−1 + 1
[
4C + (m− 1)C′δ1/2
]
C [m−1,l+1] (10.752)
Choosing bm−1 large enough so that the coefficient of C [m−1,l+1] on the right is
not greater than 1/2, this recursive inequality together with the fact that from
10.737 with l +m− 1 in the role of l we can take:
C1,l+m−1 = C1 (10.753)
in turn implies that Cm,l is bounded by a constant C which is independent of
m and l. We have thus proved the following proposition.
Proposition 10.8 The top order acoustical difference quantities νˇm−1,l+1,
m = 1, ..., n, m+ l = n, satisfy to principal terms the following estimates on the
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Cu:
‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖νˇm−1,l+1 − τˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Ku1)
+Cm−1u1u1(Πu1)
m−1‖θˇl+m‖L2(Ku1 )
+C′m−1u1u1
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−i‖νˇi,l+m−i − τˇ i,l+m−i‖L2(Ku1 )
+Cuam1 u
bm
1
√
max{ [m,l]B(u1, u1), [m,l]B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
10.8 Boundary Conditions on K and Prelimi-
nary Estimates for θˇl and νˇm−1,l+1 on K
The boundary condition for λ on K has been established in Section 4.1. It is
equation 4.6:
rλ = λ : on K (10.754)
Here r is the jump ratio (recall 4.3):
r = − ǫ
ǫ
where ǫ = Nµ△βµ, ǫ = Nµ△βµ (10.755)
This is a positive function on K, vanishing at ∂−K = ∂−B, and expressed in
terms of the jump ǫ through 4.40 and Proposition 4.2.
Up to this point we have not established an analogous boundary condition
for χ˜. What we have done in Chapter 5 is to add the 2nd variation and cross
variation equations for χ˜ (see 10.176, 10.200) to express T χ˜. This gives T χ˜ to
principal acoustical terms as 2E2λ+2πλEχ˜ (see 8.129). This equation restricted
to K determines χ˜ on K, λ being given on K by the boundary condition 10.754,
in view of the fact that χ˜ at ∂−K = ∂−B is provided as part of the initial data.
In Chapter 5 we actually applied T k to this equation and evaluated the result at
∂−B obtaining in this way T kχ˜
∣∣
∂−B for k = 1, 2, .... This way of determining χ˜
on K involves however a loss of one derivative and for this reason is inapplicable
at the top order.
To derive the boundary condition for χ˜ on K which applies also at the top
order, we consider the jump condition 4.1. In the case of 2 spatial dimensions
this reduces to:
Eµ△βµ = 0 (10.756)
Applying E to this we obtain:
(EEµ)△βµ + EµE△βµ = 0
Substituting for EEµ from 3.171 this becomes, in view of 10.756 and the defi-
nitions of ǫ, ǫ from 10.755,
eǫ+ eǫ + EµE△βµ = 0 (10.757)
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Substituting for e, e from 3.172 and taking account of the definition of r from
10.755 we deduce:
r
(
χ˜+ βN (β/EH +Hs/ )
)
= χ˜+ βN(β/EH +Hs/ ) +
2c
ǫ
EµE△βµ (10.758)
This is the appropriate boundary condition for χ˜ on K.
The analogue of the boundary condition 10.754 for the Nth approximants
is equation 9.158:
rNλN = λN − νˆN where νˆN = O(τN+1) (10.759)
the second being the estimate 9.162. To deduce the analogue of the boundary
condition 10.758 for the Nth approximants we similarly consider equation 9.118
in the form:
EµN△Nβµ,N = ιE,N where ιE,N =
ιΩ,N√
h/N
= O(τN+1) (10.760)
the estimate according to Proposition 9.4. Applying EN to this we obtain:
(ENE
µ
N )△Nβµ,N + EµNEN△Nβµ,N = 0
Substituting for ENE
µ
N the expansion 10.182 this becomes, in view of 10.760
and the definitions 9.138,
eN ǫN + eN ǫN + E
µ
NEN△Nβµ,N = −e/N ιE,N (10.761)
The coefficient e/N is given by 10.196. In regard to the coefficient eN we have:
2cNeN = −hµν,NNνNENEµN
= hµν,N (ENN
µ
N )E
µ
N + (ENhµν,N )E
µ
NN
ν
N
By the 1st of 10.117 and by 10.142,
hµν,N (ENN
ν
N )E
µ
N = k/N = χ˜N −HNβ/Ns/N,N
Also,
(ENhµν,N )E
µ
NN
ν
N = (ENHN )β/NβN,N +HN (s/NβN,N + s/N,Nβ/N)
Hence we obtain:
2cNeN = χ˜N + βN,N (β/NENHN +HNs/N) (10.762)
Similarly,
2cNeN = χ˜N + βN,N(β/NENHN +HNs/N) (10.763)
Substituting 10.762, 10.763 in 10.761 and taking account of the definition 9.155
of rN we deduce the boundary condition satisfied by χ˜N :
rN χ˜N = χ˜N + (βN,N − rNβN,N )(β/NENHN +HNs/N)
+2cN
EµNEN△Nβµ,N
ǫN
+ 2cN
e/N ιE,N
ǫN
(10.764)
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From the boundary conditions 10.758 for χ˜ and 10.754 for λ and the bound-
ary conditions 10.764 and 10.759 satisfied by χ˜
N
and λN we shall deduce the
boundary conditions for the top order acoustical difference quantities θˇl, l = n
and νˇm−1,l+1, m = 1, ..., n, m + l = n. Applying E
l, l = n to the boundary
condition 10.758 we obtain:
rElχ˜ = Elχ˜+ (βN − rβN )(β/El+1H +HEµEl+1βµ)
+2c
EµEl+1△βµ
ǫ
+ Ll : on K (10.765)
where Ll is of lower order, that is of order l = n. Similarly, applying ElN to
10.764 we obtain:
rNE
l
N χ˜N = E
l
N χ˜N + (βN,N − rNβN,N )(β/NEl+1N HN +HNEµNEl+1N βµ,N )
+2cN
EµNE
l+1
N △Nβµ,N
ǫN
+ Ll,N + ElN (2cN ǫ−1N e/N ιE,N ) (10.766)
where Ll,N corresponds to Ll for the Nth approximants. In view of 10.754,
equation 10.765 takes in terms of the definitions 10.234 of θl, θl the form:
θl − Elf = r−2(θl − Elf) + λr−1(βN − rβN )(β/El+1H +HEµEl+1βµ)
+2cλǫ−1r−1EµEl+1△βµ + λr−1Ll (10.767)
Also, in view of 10.759, equation 10.766 takes in terms of the definitions 10.236
of θl,N , θl,N the form:
θl,N − ElNfN = r−2N [1− (νˆN/λN )](θl,N − ElNfN)
+λNr
−1
N (βN,N − rNβN,N )(β/NEl+1N HN +HNEµNEl+1N βµ,N )
+2cNλN ǫ
−1
N r
−1
N E
µ
NE
l+1
N △Nβµ,N + λNr−1N Ll,N
+λNr
−1
N E
l
N (2cN ǫ
−1
N e/N ιE,N ) (10.768)
Subtracting then 10.768 from 10.767 we deduce the following boundary condi-
tion for θˇl on K:
θˇl = r
−2(θˇl − Elf + ElNfN) + Elf − ElNfN
+λr−1(βN − rβN )
[
β/(El+1H − El+1N HN )
+H(EµEl+1βµ − EµNEl+1N βµ,N )
]
+2cλǫ−1r−1(EµEl+1△βµ − EµNEl+1N △Nβµ,N ) + Lˇl + εl,N
(10.769)
where Lˇl consists of lower order acoustical difference quantities and:
εl,N = r
−2
N (νˆN/λN )(θl,N − ElNfN )− λNr−1N ElN (2cN ǫ−1N e/N ιE,N ) = O(τN−3)
(10.770)
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Applying ElTm−1E2, m = 1, ..., n, m+ l = n, to 10.754 we obtain:
rElTm−1E2λ = ElTm−1E2λ− λElTm−1E2r +Nm,l (10.771)
where Nm,l is of lower order, that is of order m + l = n. Similarly, applying
ElNT
m−1E2N to 10.759 we obtain:
rNE
l
NT
m−1E2NλN = E
l
NT
m−1E2NλN − λNElNTm−1E2NrN
+Nm,l,N − ElNTm−1E2N νˆN (10.772)
where Nm,l,N corresponds to Nm,l for the Nth approximants. In view of 10.754
equation 10.771 takes in terms of the definitions 10.235 of νm,l, νm,l the form:
νm−1,l+1+E
lTm−1j = r−2(νm−1,l+1+ElTm−1j)−λ2r−1ElTm−1E2r+λr−1Nm,l
(10.773)
Also, in view of 10.759, equation 10.772 takes in terms of the definitions 10.237
of νm,l,N , νm,l,N the form:
νm−1,l+1,N + E
l
NT
m−1j
N
= r−2N [1− (νˆN/λN )](νm−1,l+1,N + ElNTm−1jN )
−λ2Nr−1N ElNTm−1E2N rN + λNr−1N Nm,l,N
−λNr−1N ElNTm−1E2N νˆN (10.774)
Subtracting then 10.774 from 10.773 we deduce the following boundary condi-
tion for νˇm−1,l+1 on K:
νˇm−1,l+1 = r
−2(νˇm−1,l+1 + ElTm−1j − ElNTm−1jN )
−ElTm−1j + ElNTm−1jN
−λ2r−1(ElTm−1E2r − ElNTm−1E2N rN ) + Nˇm,l + εm,l,N
(10.775)
where Nm,l consists of lower order acoustical difference quantities and:
εm,l,N = r
−2
N (νˆN/λN )(νm−1,l+1,N + E
l
NT
m−1jN )
−λNr−1N ElNTm−1E2N νˆN = O(τN+2−m) (10.776)
We shall presently estimate the contribution of the principal terms on the
right in 10.769 and 10.775 in L2(Kτ1). Recalling 4.216, fixing a constant k > 1
we introduce the fundamental assumption:
− l
2c0k
τ ≤ r ≤ − lk
2c0
τ : in Kδ (10.777)
Consider the 1st term on the right in 10.769. By assumption 10.777 we have:
‖r−2θˇl‖2L2(Kτ1) ≤ C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖θˇl‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
d
dτ
(∫ τ
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )
)
dτ ′ (10.778)
= C
{
τ−41
∫ τ1
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ + 4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5
(∫ τ
0
‖θˇl‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
}
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Substituting the estimate for ‖θˇl‖L2(Kτ ) of Proposition 10.4 we then obtain:
‖r−2θˇl‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ τa0+b01

C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
· 1
τ31
+C0,l
√
max{ (0,l)B(τ1, τ1), (0,l)B(τ1, τ1)} · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
(10.779)
since 2a0 + 2b0 − 6 > 0 in view of 10.393. In regard to
‖r−2(Elf − ElNfN )‖L2(Kτ1)
the leading contribution comes from 10.366, in fact from the N component of
10.369. By assumption 10.777 this contribution is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖NµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.780)
To estimate this we use 10.377. Since γ ∼ τ on K, 10.780 is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖γNµL(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.781)
By 9.341 and 9.348 the contribution to this of the right hand side of 10.377 is
bounded in square by:
C
∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−6
d
dτ
(∫ τ
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−61
∫ τ1
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ + 6
∫ τ1
0
τ−7
(∫ τ
0
‖ (Y ;0,l)ξˇL‖2Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
}
≤ C (Y ;0,l)A(τ1)τ2a0+2b0−61 (10.782)
As for the contribution to 10.781 of the 1st term on the left hand side of 10.377,
recalling 10.379 and noting that along K λ ∼ τ2, λ ∼ τ , a ∼ τ3, this is up to
lower order terms bounded in square by:
C
∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2Sτ,τ))dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−5
d
dτ
(∫ τ
0
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−51
∫ τ1
0
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2Sτ,τ))dτ + 5
∫ τ1
0
τ−6
(∫ τ
0
‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
}
≤ C (E;0,l)A(τ1)τ2a0+2b0−51 (10.783)
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by 9.341 and 9.348. We conclude that 10.780 is bounded by:
Cτa0+b01
{√
(Y ;0,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ31
+
√
(0,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
(10.784)
Of the remaining terms on the right hand side of 10.769, apart from the 4th,
which involves the difference EµEl+1△βµ−EµNEl+1N △Nβµ,N , it is the 3rd term
which contains the leading contribution. This contribution is bounded by, in
view of 10.772,
C
(∫ τ1
0
‖NµE(Elβµ − ElNβµ,N )‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.785)
Since along K ρ ∼ τ2, this is bounded up to lower order terms by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.786)
which by 9.341 and 9.348 is bounded in square by:
C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
d
dτ
(∫ τ
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−41
∫ τ1
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
+4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5
(∫ τ
0
‖ (E;0,l)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
}
≤ C (E;0,l)A(τ1)τ2a0+2b0−41 (10.787)
Consider next the 1st term on the right in 10.775. By assumption 10.777 we
have:
‖r−2νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
d
dτ
(∫ τ
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )
)
dτ ′ (10.788)
= C
{
τ−41
∫ τ1
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
+4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5
(∫ τ
0
‖νˇm−1,l+1‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
}
Substituting the estimate for ‖νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Kτ ) of Proposition 10.6 we then ob-
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tain:
‖r−2νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ τam+bm1

C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(τ1, τ1)
2am + 1
· 1
τ31
+Cm,l
√
max{ [m,l]B(τ1, τ1), [m,l]B(τ1, τ1)} · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
(10.789)
since 2am + 2bm − 6 > 0 in view of 10.516. In regard to
‖r−2(ElTm−1j − ElNTm−1jN )‖L2(Kτ1 )
the leading contribution comes from 10.486, in fact from the N its component.
This contribution is bounded by, in view of 10.772,
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.790)
This is analogous to 10.780 with (m, l) in the role of (0, l). We conclude that
10.790 is bounded by:
Cτam+bm1
{√
(Y ;m,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ31
+
√
(m,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
(10.791)
In regard to
‖ElTm−1j − ElNTm−1jN‖L2(Kτ1)
the leading contribution comes from 10.669, in fact from its N component. This
contribution is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
‖NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.792)
Using 10.443 to express
NµL(ElTmβµ − ElNTmβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as
λ (E;m,l)ξˇ/
and noting that along K λ ∼ τ while √a ∼ τ3/2, 10.792 is seen to be bounded
up to lower order terms by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−1‖√a (E;m,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ Cτam+bm1
√
(E;m,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ
1/2
1
(10.793)
(compare with 10.783).
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We finally turn to the terms involving the jump △βµ, that is the 4th term
on the right in 10.769 and the 3rd term on the right in 10.775. The last involves
△βµ since by 4.40 and Proposition 4.2:
r = j(κ, ǫ)ǫ, ǫ = Nµ△βµ (10.794)
(recall that κ stands for the quadruplet 4.43). We can assume that j is bounded
on Kδ:
|j| ≤ C : on Kδ (10.795)
In view of 10.777 it then follows that the coefficient 2cλǫ−1r−1 of the 4th term
on the right in 10.769 is bounded by Cτ−1. Hence the contribution of this term
to ‖θˇl‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by a constant multiple of:(∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖EµEl+1△βµ − EµNEl+1N △Nβµ,N‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.796)
Now, from 4.150 and 9.114:
EµEl+1△βµ − EµNEl+1N △Nβµ,N = (EµEl+1βµ − EµNEl+1N βµ,N )
∣∣
K
−(EµEl+1β′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ) − EµNEl+1N β′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN ))
(10.797)
the transformation functions f , w, ψ and their Nth approximants being func-
tions on K (thus represented as functions of (τ, ϑ)). The principal part of the
1st term on the right in 10.797 is (E;0,l)ξˇ/
∣∣∣
K
, and its contribution to 10.796 is by
9.341 and 9.348 bounded in square by a constant multiple of (recall that a ∼ τ3
along K):∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖√a (E;0,l)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ ≤ C (E;0,l)A(τ1)τ2a0+2b0−51 (10.798)
(see 10.783). In regard to the 2nd term on the right in 10.797, we recall from
3.148, 3.150, 9.14 that:
E =
1√
h/
Ω, EN =
1√
h/N
Ω, Ω =
∂
∂ϑ
(10.799)
We also recall from Chapter 4 (see 4.223, 4.241, 4.56, 4.65 and Proposition 4.4)
that:
f(τ, ϑ) = f(0, ϑ) + τ2fˆ(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ) = τv(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ) = ϑ+ τ3γ(τ, ϑ)
(10.800)
We then have:
∂
∂ϑ
(β′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ)) =
(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
(
∂f(0, ϑ)
∂ϑ
+ τ2
∂fˆ(τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ ∂v(τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
(
1 + τ3
∂γ(τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
)
(10.801)
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Also recall from Chapter 9 (see 9.113 and 1st of 9.170, 9.172) that:
fN (τ, ϑ) = f(0, ϑ) + τ
2fˆN (τ, ϑ),
wN (τ, ϑ) = τvN (τ, ϑ), ψN (τ, ϑ) = ϑ+ τ
3γN (τ, ϑ) (10.802)
We then have:
∂
∂ϑ
(β′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN )) =
(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )
(
∂f(0, ϑ)
∂ϑ
+ τ2
∂fˆN (τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )τ ∂vN (τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )
(
1 + τ3
∂γN (τ, ϑ)
∂ϑ
)
(10.803)
Defining then:
ˇˆ
f = fˆ − fˆN , vˇ = v − vN , γˇ = γ − γN (10.804)
the principal part of the 2nd term on the right in 10.797 is:
−h/−(l+1)/2Eµ
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ2Ωl+1 ˇˆf +
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τΩl+1vˇ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ3Ωl+1γˇ
}
(10.805)
Now, by Proposition 4.3:
Ωµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= (Ω′µ + πL′µ)T ′β′µ
∣∣
∂−B = T
′µ(Ω′β′µ + πL
′β′µ)
∣∣
∂−B = 0
(10.806)
Therefore we can assume that:∣∣∣∣Eµ
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cτ : on Kδ (10.807)
It then follows that the contribution of 10.805 to 10.796 is bounded by:
C‖τΩl+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C‖τΩl+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C‖τ2Ωl+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1) (10.808)
We finally consider the 3rd term on the right in 10.775. In view of 10.777 and
the fact that along K λ ∼ τ , the coefficient λ2r−1 of this term is bounded by
Cτ . Hence the contribution of this term to ‖νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Kτ1) is, to principal
terms, bounded by a constant multiple of:(∫ τ1
0
τ2‖El+2Tm−1r − El+2N Tm−1rN‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(10.809)
Now, from 9.155 and 9.167 we have, in analogy with 10.794:
rN = j(κN , ǫN )ǫN − dˆN (10.810)
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where κN stands for the quadruplet of approximants 9.165 while
dˆN =
dN
ǫN
= O(τN ) (10.811)
by Proposition 9.6. The leading part of
El+2Tm−1r − El+2N Tm−1rN
is:
j(κ, ǫ)
(
El+2Tm−1ǫ− El+2N Tm−1ǫN
)
and the principal part of this is j(κ, ǫ) times:
NµEl+2Tm−1△βµ −NµNEl+2N Tm−1△Nβµ,N
+△βµEl+2Tm−1Nµ −△Nβµ,NEl+2N Tm−1NµN (10.812)
Here, the first difference is:
NµEl+2Tm−1△βµ −NµNEl+2N Tm−1△Nβµ,N =
(NµEl+2Tm−1βµ −NµNEl+2N Tm−1βµ,N )
∣∣
K
−(NµEl+2Tm−1β′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ) −NµNEl+2N Tm−1β′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN))
(10.813)
The 1st term on the right in 10.813, multiplied by ρ
∣∣
K ∼ τ2, is to principal
terms equal to:
EµL(El+1Tm−1βµ − El+1N Tm−1βµ,N )
∣∣
K =
(E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL
∣∣∣
K
and its contribution to 10.809 is by 9.341 and 9.348 bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖ (E;m−1,l+1)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ C
√
(E;m−1,l+1)A(τ1) · τam−1+bm−1−11 (10.814)
In the case m = 1 (l = n − 1) the principal part of 2nd term on the right in
10.813 is equal to:
−h/−(l+2)/2Nµ
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ2Ωl+2 ˇˆf +
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τΩl+2vˇ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ3Ωl+2γˇ
}
(10.815)
(compare with 10.805), the contribution of which to 10.809 is bounded by:
C‖τ3Ωl+2 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C‖τ2Ωl+2vˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C‖τ4Ωl+2γˇ‖L2(Kτ1) (10.816)
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In the case m > 1 we use 10.800 and 10.802 to express:
∂
∂τ
(β′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ)) =
(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
(
τ2
∂fˆ(τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ 2τ fˆ(τ, ϑ)
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
(
τ
∂v(τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ v(τ, ϑ)
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)
(
τ3
∂γ(τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ 3τ2γ(τ, ϑ)
)
(10.817)
and:
∂
∂τ
(β′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN )) =
(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )
(
τ2
∂fˆN (τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ 2τ fˆN (τ, ϑ)
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )
(
τ
∂vN (τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ vN (τ, ϑ)
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (fN , wN , ψN )
(
τ3
∂γN (τ, ϑ)
∂τ
+ 3τ2γN (τ, ϑ)
)
(10.818)
Then in terms of the definitions 10.804 the principal part of the 2nd term on
the right in 10.813 is in the case m > 1 given by:
−Nµh/−(l+2)/2
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωl+2
(
τ2Tm−1 ˇˆf
+2(m− 1)τTm−2 ˇˆf + (m− 1)(m− 2)Tm−3 ˇˆf
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωl+2 (τTm−1vˇ + (m− 1)Tm−2vˇ)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωl+2 (τ3Tm−1γˇ + 3(m− 1)τ2Tm−2γˇ
+3(m− 1)(m− 2)τTm−3γˇ + (m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)Tm−4γˇ)}
(10.819)
Here we have kept the lower order T derivatives of
ˇˆ
f , vˇ, γˇ, as these are multiplied
by correspondingly lower powers of τ . That is, the power of τ minus the power
of T is 3−m for all three terms involving ˇˆf , 2−m for the two terms involving
vˇ, 4−m for all four terms involving γˇ. It then follows that the contribution of
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10.819 to 10.809 is bounded by:
C
(
‖τ3Ωl+2Tm−1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ) + 2(m− 1)‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−2 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 )
+(m− 1)(m− 2)‖τΩl+2Tm−3 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 )
)
+C
(‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1) + (m− 1)‖τΩl+2Tm−2vˇ‖L2(Kτ1))
+C
(‖τ4Ωl+2Tm−1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + 3(m− 1)‖τ3Ωl+2Tm−2γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
+3(m− 1)(m− 2)‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−3γˇ‖L2(Kτ1)
+(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)‖τΩl+2Tm−4γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
)
(10.820)
We finally consider the second difference in 10.812:
△βµEl+2Tm−1Nµ −△Nβµ,NEl+2N Tm−1NµN (10.821)
Here we shall only consider the contribution of the principal acoustical part. By
3.155, 3.161:
[ENµ]P.A. = χ˜(E
µ − πNµ) (10.822)
Also, by 3.155, 3.164:
[TNµ]P.A. = (2Eλ+ 2πλχ˜)(E
µ − πNµ) (10.823)
Moreover, we have (see 8.129):
[T χ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2πλEχ˜ (10.824)
It then follows that for m > 1:
[Tm−1Nµ]P.A. =
{
2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)iEi+1Tm−2−iλ+ (2πλ)m−1Em−2χ˜
}
(Eµ−πNµ)
(10.825)
Similarly for the Nth approximants (see Section 10.3). We then conclude that
the principal acoustical part of 10.821 can be put into the form:
−πǫλ−1θˇl+1 : for m = 1
−πǫλ−1
{
2
m−2∑
i=0
(2πλ)iνˇm−2−i,l+2+i + (2πλ)
m−1θˇl+m
}
: for m > 1
(10.826)
(recall that m + l = n). The corresponding contribution to 10.809 is then
bounded by:
Cτ1‖θˇl+1‖L2(Kτ1 ) : for m = 1
Cτ1
{
2
m−2∑
i=0
(Πτ1)
i‖νˇm−2−i,l+2+i‖L2(Kτ1) + (Πτ1)m−1‖θˇl+m‖L2(Kτ1)
}
: for m > 1
(10.827)
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Recall the definition of the quantity Π just after 10.739. Here we may take Π to
be a fixed positive bound for |2πλ/τ | on Kδ. Note that the case m = 1 can be
included in the case m > 1 (in the case m = 1 the sum vanishes by definition).
We summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 10.9 The boundary values on K of the top order acoustical
difference quantities θˇl, l = n, and νˇm−1,l+1, m = 1, ..., n, l = n−m, satisfy to
principal terms the following estimates:
‖θˇl‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ τa0+b01

C
√
(Y ;0,l)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
· 1
τ31
+C
√
max{ (0,l)B(τ1, τ1), (0,l)B(τ1, τ1)} · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
+τa0+b01
{
C
√
(Y ;0,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ31
+ C
√
(0,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
+C‖τΩl+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1) + C‖τΩl+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C‖τ2Ωl+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1)
‖νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ Cτ1
{
(Πτ1)
m−1‖θˇl+m‖L2(Kτ1)
+2
m−2∑
i=0
(Πτ1)
i‖νˇm−2−i,l+2+i‖L2(Kτ1)
}
+τam+bm1

C
√
(Y ;m,l)B(τ1, τ1)
2am + 1
· 1
τ31
+C
√
max{ [m,l]B(τ1, τ1), [m,l]B(τ1, τ1)} · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
+τam+bm1
{
C
√
(Y ;m,l)A(τ1) · 1
τ31
+ C
√
[m,l]A(τ1) · 1
τ
5/2
1
}
+C
(
‖τ3Ωl+2Tm−1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1) + 2(m− 1)‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−2 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1)
+(m− 1)(m− 2)‖τΩl+2Tm−3 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 )
)
+C
(‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1) + (m− 1)‖τΩl+2Tm−2vˇ‖L2(Kτ1))
+C
(‖τ4Ωl+2Tm−1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + 3(m− 1)‖τ3Ωl+2Tm−2γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
+3(m− 1)(m− 2)‖τ2Ωl+2Tm−3γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
+(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)‖τΩl+2Tm−4γˇ‖L2(Kτ1)
)
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Chapter 11
Outline of the Top Order
Acoustical Estimates for
more than 2 Spatial
Dimensions.
In treating the shock development problem in more than 2 spatial dimensions,
there is only one essential change in our approach, everything else carrying over
in a straightforward manner. This change is in regard to the top order acoustical
estimates treated in Chapter 10 in the case of two spatial dimensions. In the
present chapter we shall discuss this essential change without going into the
details of the estimates, which, after this presentation, can be carried out in a
straightforward manner following the argument of Chapter 10.
We recall that in Chapters 2 - 8 we addressed the problem in any number
of spatial dimensions. In Chapter 9 we restricted ourselves to the case of 2
spatial dimensions and the treatment in Chapter 10 was in this framework. The
restriction to 2 spatial dimensions will be restored in the chapters succeeding
the present one, namely Chapters 12 - 14, with the exception of the last part of
the last section of Chapter 14, where we shall discuss the obvious change in the
derivation of pointwise estimates from L2 estimates on the Su,u as a result of
the different form of the Sobolev inequality in higher dimensions and how the
corresponding Sobolev constant is deduced using the bootstrap assumptions. In
Chapters 2 - 8, where we addressed the general problem, we denoted by n the
number of spatial dimensions. However in Chapters 9 and 10, where we focused
on the case of 2 spatial dimensions, we denoted by n = m+ l the length of the
commutation string, that is of ElTm, at the top order. To avoid confusion we
denote from now on the number of spatial dimensions by d.
We shall first derive the higher dimensional analogue of Proposition 10.1.
The point is that in higher dimensions only the propagation equation for trχ˜
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which corresponds to the trace of the the 2nd variation equation for χ˜ of Propo-
sition 3.4 can be regularized. We denote:
k/♭ = k/ · h/ (11.1)
This is a 2-covariant S tensorfield given by 3.76:
k/♭ = χ˜+
1
2
βNβ/ ∧ d/H −Hs/N ⊗ β/ (11.2)
and satisfying the 2nd variation equation of Proposition 3.4. Taking the trace
of 11.2 we obtain:
trk/♭ = trχ˜−H(β/, s/N) (11.3)
where for arbitrary p-covariant S tensorfields α, β we denote by (α, β) their
inner product relative to h/:
(α, β) = (h/−1)A1B1 · · · (h/−1)ApBpαA1...ApβB1...Bp (11.4)
Note that trk/♭ = trk/ is the trace of k/ as a linear transformation in TqSu,u at
each point q, while trχ˜ = trχ˜♯ is the trace of χ˜♯ as such a linear transformation.
The 1st variation equations of Proposition 3.1 imply:
L(trk/♭) = tr(L/Lk/♭)− 2(χ, k/♭) (11.5)
As noted earlier, the principal term on the right in the 2nd variation equation
for k/♭ is the order 2 term D/m/♭ where:
m/♭ = −βN(LH)β/+ 1
2
ρβ2Nd/H −HsNLβ/ (11.6)
by 3.68. Therefore taking the trace the principal term is div/ m/. As in the proof
of Proposition 10.1, the regularization of this propagation equation for trχ˜ is by
finding a 1st order quantity v such that the difference
div/ m/− Lv (11.7)
is a quantity of 1st order. Now, from 11.6 we deduce:
[div/ m/]P.P. =
[
L(β/,−βNd/H −Hs/N) + 1
2
ρβ2N△/H
]
P.P.
(11.8)
To express the last term on the right as L applied to a 1st order quantity up to
a 1st order remainder we appeal to Lemma 10.1, which in d spatial dimensions
takes the form:
Lemma 11.1 We have:
hH =
(
H ′′ − ((d− 1)/2)Ω−1Ω′H ′)h−1(dσ, dσ) − 2H ′(g−1)µνh−1(dβµ, dβν)
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where H and Ω being a functions of σ we denote
H ′ =
dH
dσ
, H ′′ =
d2H
dσ2
and Ω′ =
dΩ
dσ
The proof is the same, the conformal transformation formula 9.270 applying
with d in the role of n.
Since for any function f on N ,
hf = tr(h
−1 ·Ddf),
substituting the expansion 2.38 of h−1 we obtain:
hf = −a−1(Ddf)(L,L) + (h/−1)AB(Ddf)(ΩA,ΩB) (11.9)
Since for any pair of vectorfields X , Y on N ,
(Ddf)(X,Y ) = X(Y f)− (DXY )f,
taking X = L, Y = L we obtain, by 3.23:
(Ddf)(L,L) = L(Lf)− 2(η, d/f) (11.10)
Also, taking X = ΩA, Y = ΩB, these being S vectorfields 3.26 applies and we
obtain:
(Ddf)(ΩA,ΩB) = (D/d/f)(ΩA,ΩB)− 1
2a
(χ
AB
Lf + χABLf) (11.11)
and, taking the trace:
(h/−1)AB(Ddf)(ΩA,ΩB)− 1
2a
(trχLf + trχLf) (11.12)
Substituting then 11.10 and 11.12 in 11.9 yields the formula:
a△/ f − L(Lf) = ahf + 1
2
(trχLf + trχLf)− 2(η, d/f) (11.13)
The formula 11.13 applies in particular taking f = H and in this case shows
that by virtue of Lemma 11.1 that
a△/H − L(LH)
is actually of order 1. Let us in fact define the quantity:
M =
1
2
β2N (a△/H − L(LH)) (11.14)
so this is actually a 1st order quantity. Going then back to 11.8 the last term
on the right is[
λ−1M +
1
2λ
β2NL(LH)
]
P.P.
=
[
L
(
1
2λ
β2NLH
)]
P.P.
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as λ−1M does not contribute to the principal part. Setting then:
v =
1
2λ
β2NLH − (β/, βNd/H +Hs/N ) (11.15)
the difference 11.7 is indeed a quantity of 1st order. By 11.3,
λ(trk/♭ − v) = λtrχ˜+ f := θ (11.16)
where
f := −1
2
β2NLH + λβN (β/, d/H) (11.17)
(compare with 10.13, 10.14). The 1st order quantity θ then satisfies a propaga-
tion equation of the form:
Lθ = R (11.18)
where R is again a 1st order quantity (compare with 10.15).
We shall now discern the principal acoustical part of R. We have, by 11.5,
R = λtr(L/Lk/♭)− L(λv)− 2λ(χ, k/♭) + (Lλ)trk/♭ (11.19)
We first discern the principal acoustical part of the 1st order quantity
λdiv/ m/− L(λv)
(see 11.7). Taking the divergence of 11.6 we obtain:
div/ m/ = −βN (β/, d/LH)−H(β/,Nµd/Lβµ) + 1
2
ρβ2N△/H +R1 (11.20)
where R1 is a quantity of order 1 which up to a remainder with vanishing
principal acoustical part is given by:
R1 = − [βNdiv/ β/+ (β/, d/βN)]LH
+
1
2
β2N (d/ρ, d/H) + ρβN (d/βN , d/H)
−HsNLdiv/ β/−H(β/, d/Nµ)Lβµ (11.21)
On the other hand, multiplying 1.15 by λ and applying L we obtain:
L(λv) =
1
2
β2NL(LH)− λ [βN (β/, d/LH) +H(β/,Nµd/Lβµ)] + λR2 (11.22)
where R2 is a quantity of order 1 which up to a remainder with vanishing
principal acoustical part is given by:
R2 = 2ρχ˜
♯♯(β/, βNd/H +Hs/N)− (L/Lβ/, βNd/H +Hs/N) (11.23)
Subtracting 11.22 from λ times 11.20, yields, in view of the definition 11.14,
λdiv/ m/ − L(λv) =M + λ(R1 −R2) (11.24)
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Now, by 11.13 with H in the role of f :
M =
1
2
β2N
[
ahH +
1
2
(trχLH + trχLH)− 2(η, d/H)
]
(11.25)
and by Lemma 11.1hH is an order 1 quantity with vanishing order 1 acoustical
part. In view of the fact that by Proposition 3.2
[η]P.A. = ρ(d/λ+ λχ˜ · π) (11.26)
we obtain:
[M ]P.A. =
1
4
(ρtrχ˜LH + ρtrχ˜LH)− ρβ2N (d/λ, d/H)− aβ2N χ˜♯♯(π, d/H) (11.27)
To obtain the principal acoustical parts of R1 and R2 we use the following
formulas, which are readily deduced from the results of Chapter 3:
[D/β/]P.A. =
1
2c
(βN χ˜+ βN χ˜)
[d/βN ]P.A. = χ˜
♯ · (β/ − βNπ)
[L/Lβ/]P.A. = βNd/ρ+ ρχ˜♯ · (β/− βNπ) (11.28)
In view of 11.19, 11.24, to arrive at the formula for [R]P.A. we must add to the
above λ times the trace of the remaining terms in the 2nd variation equation
of Proposition 3.4 after the removal of the principal term D/m/, as well as the
last two terms in 11.19. We arrive in this way at the following extension of
Proposition 10.1 to higher dimensions.
Proposition 11.1 The 1st order quantities:
θ = λtrχ˜+ f, θ = λtrχ˜+ f
where
f = −1
2
β2NLH + λβN (β/, d/H), f = −
1
2
β2NLH + λβN (β/, d/H)
satisfy the following regularized propagation equations:
Lθ = R, Lθ = R
where R, R are again quantities of order 1, their principal acoustical parts being
given by
[R]P.A. = −a|χ˜|2 + 2(Lλ)trχ˜− λ(LH)χ˜♯♯(β/, β/)
[R]P.A. = −a|χ˜|2 + 2(Lλ)trχ˜− λ(LH)χ˜♯♯(β/, β/)
We note in connection with the boundary condition for θ on K, that it follows
from the boundary condition for trχ˜, which, as in the case d = 2 (see 10.756 -
10.758), in turn follows from the boundary condition 4.1. The last reads:
△βµ d/xµ = 0 (11.29)
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Applying D/ to this gives:
△βµ D/2xµ + d/△βµ ⊗ d/xµ = 0 (11.30)
Now D/2xµ is expressed in terms of χ˜, χ˜ by 3.113:
D/2xµ =
1
2c
(χ˜Nµ + χ˜Nµ)− γ˜µ (11.31)
where by 3.109:
γ˜µ = γ/ · d/xµ + γ˜NNµ + γ˜NNµ (11.32)
In view of the boundary condition 11.29, the 1st term in 11.32 does not con-
tribute to the 1st term in 11.30. The other two terms in 11.32 are given by
3.107:
γ˜N = − 1
2c
βNα/, γ˜
N = − 1
2c
βNα/ where α/ =
1
2
(β/⊗d/H+d/H⊗β/+2Hs/ ) (11.33)
Substituting the above in 11.31 we obtain the boundary condition for χ˜:
r(χ˜ + βNα/) = χ˜+ βNα/+
2c
ǫ
d/△βµ ⊗ d/xµ (11.34)
(note that the last term is symmetric).
Next we shall derive the higher dimensional analogue of Proposition 10.2.
The point again is that in higher dimensions only the propagation equation
for △/ λ which is derived from the propagation equation for λ of Proposition
3.3 can be regularized. To derive the propagation equation for △/ λ, we must
derive a formula for the commutator [L,△/ ] applied to an arbitrary function f
on N . The required formula is most readily derived using the representation,
described in Section 2.1 (see 2.18 - 2.21), which is adapted to the flow of L. This
representation was also used in Section 10.5 and 10.6 (see 10.341 - 10.347) in
the case d = 2 the corresponding coordinate on S1 being denoted there by ϑ′.
Here the argument is intrinsic to a given Cu consequently there is no confusion
if, in the context of the representation adapted to the flow of L on the given
Cu, we denote by (ϑ
A : A = 1, ..., d− 1) the corresponding local coordinates on
Sd−1. We then have:
L =
∂
∂u
, h/ = h/ABd/ϑ
A ⊗ d/ϑB, L/Lh/ = ∂h/AB
∂u
d/ϑA ⊗ d/ϑB (11.35)
hence according to the 1st variation equations of Proposition 3.1 :
∂h/AB
∂u
= 2χAB (11.36)
and, if Γ/CAB are the connection coefficients on (Su,u, h/) in these coordinates,
∂Γ/CAB
∂u
= D/Aχ
C
B +D/Bχ
C
A −D/CχAB (11.37)
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The right hand side of 11.37 represents a type S12 S tensorfield, that is, at each
Su,u a section of the tensor bundle⋃
q∈Su,u
S12(TqSu,u)
over Su,u, where S
1
2(TqSu,u) denotes the space of symmetric bilinear forms on
TqSu,u with values in TqSu,u. Since in the above local coordinates we have, for
an arbitrary function f on N ,
△/ f = (h/−1)AB
(
∂2f
∂ϑA∂ϑB
− Γ/CAB
∂f
∂ϑC
)
(11.38)
we then obtain:
∂
∂u
△/ f = −2χAB(D/2f)AB −XA(d/f)A +△/ ∂f
∂u
(11.39)
where:
XA = 2D/BχAB − (d/trχ)A (11.40)
The above and a similar argument for the conjugate quantities establishes the
following lemma.
Lemma 11.2 : For an arbitrary function f on N we have:
[L,△/ ]f = −2χ♯♯ ·D/2f −Xf
[L,△/ ]f = −2χ♯♯ ·D/2f −Xf
where X , X are the S vectorfields given by:
XA = 2D/BχAB − (d/trχ)A
XA = 2D/BχA
B
− (d/trχ)A
Note that the S vectorfields X , X are quantities of order 2 and that by the
Codazzi equations of Proposition 3.6 their principal acoustical parts are given
by (see 8.118):
[X ]P.A = ρ(d/trχ˜)
♯, [X]P.A. = ρ(d/trχ˜)
♯ (11.41)
Applying △/ to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and using
Lemma 11.2 we deduce the following propagation equation for △/ λ :
L(△/ λ) = −2χ♯♯ ·D/2λ−Xλ+ p△/ λ+ q△/ λ
+λ△/ p+ λ△/ q + 2(d/p, d/λ) + 2(d/q, d/λ) (11.42)
The principal part of the right hand side is contained in the order 3 terms:
λ△/ p+ λ△/ q
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As in the proof of Proposition 10.2, the regularization of this propagation equa-
tion for △/ λ is by finding a 2nd order quantity w1 such that the difference
Pˆ := λ△/ p− Lw1 (11.43)
is a quantity of 2nd order, and by finding a 2nd order quantity w2 such that the
difference
Q := λλ△/ q − Lw2 (11.44)
Setting then, as in 10.59,
j = λw1 + w2 (11.45)
a quantity of order 2, the difference
λ(λ△/ p+ λ△/ q)− Lj (11.46)
is a quantity of 2nd order, hence multiplying 11.42 by λ and subtracting Lj
from both sides we obtain a regularized propagation equation for the quantity
ν = λ△/ λ− j (11.47)
In fact w1 and w2 will have vanishing principal acoustical parts, hence so will
j.
Now, p is given in accordance with Proposition 3.3 by 10.46, m being given
in terms of m/ and m by the 1st of 3.47:
m = −π ·m/ −m (11.48)
Recall that in higher dimensions π = d/t is a S 1-form while m/ is a S vectorfield,
however m, a scalar, is still given in accordance with 3.57 by 10.48. The higher
dimensional analogue of the formula 10.49 for p is then:
p = −π ·m/− 1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN )LH − 1
2c
H(βN + βN )sNL (11.49)
This formula gives:
[△/ p]P.P. = −
[
π♯ · △/m/♭
]
P.P.
(11.50)
−
[
L
(
1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN )△/H + 1
2c
H(βN + βN )N
µ△/ βµ
)]
P.P.
In deducing a formula for △/m/♭ from 11.6, to assess the contribution of the 2nd
term we use the fact that for any function f on N we have:
△/ (d/f)− d/(△/ f) = Ric/ · (d/f)♯ (11.51)
a general fact in Riemannian geometry, realized for the Riemannian manifold
(Su,u, h/). Here, Ric/ is the Ricci curvature of (Su,u, h/), which by the Gauss
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equation of Proposition 3.7 is a quantity of order 2 with vanishing principal
acoustical part. We apply 11.51 with H in the role of f . This yields:
△/m/♭ = − [L/L (β/(βN△/H +HNµ△/ βµ))]P.P. +
[
1
2
ρβ2Nd/△/H
]
P.P.
(11.52)
Multiplying then by λ we substitute
1
2
β2Nad/△/H =
1
2
β2Nd/L(LH)+d/M+(LLH)d/
(
1
2
β2N
)
−(△/H)d/
(
1
2
β2Na
)
(11.53)
from 11.14. Here the last two terms on the right, like the 2nd term, are of order
2. We then conclude that:
[λ△/m/♭ − L/Lξ/]P.P. = 0 (11.54)
where ξ is the S 1-form
ξ =
1
2
β2Nd/(LH)− λβ/ (βN△/H +HNµ△/ βµ) (11.55)
Therefore by 11.50 setting:
w1 = −π♯ · ξ − λ
(
1
4c
βN (βN + 2βN)△/H + 1
2c
H(βN + βN )N
µ△/ βµ
)
(11.56)
that is:
w1 = −1
2
β2Nπ
♯ · d/H
+λβN
[
(π, β/)− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN )
]
△/H
+λ
[
(π, β/)− 1
2c
(βN + βN )
]
HNµ△/ βµ (11.57)
the difference 11.43 is indeed a quantity of order 2.
Consider next q, given by 10.54:
q =
1
4c
β2NLH (11.58)
Applying △/ and multiplying by λλ = ca the principal part is, in view of Lemma
11.2,
[λλ△/ q]P.P. =
[
1
4
β2NaL△/H
]
P.P.
=
1
2
[
L
(
1
2
β2Na△/H
)]
P.P.
(11.59)
Here we substitute
L
(
1
2
β2Na△/H
)
=
1
2
β2NL(L
2H)+
1
2
LM+
1
2
β2NZLH+(LLH)d/
(
1
2
β2N
)
(11.60)
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from 11.14. Here the last two terms on the right, like the 2nd term, are of order
2. Setting then:
w2 =
1
4
β2NL
2H (11.61)
the difference 11.44 is indeed a quantity of order 2. Then with j defined accord-
ing to 11.45, thus by 11.57 and 11.61 being a 2nd order quantity with vanishing
principal acoustical part, the 2nd order quantity ν defined by 11.47 satisfies a
propagation equation of the form:
Lν = K (11.62)
where K is again a 2nd order quantity.
We shall now discern the principal acoustical part of K. From 11.42 - 11.44
we have:
K = −2λχ♯♯ ·D/2λ+ (Lλ+ pλ)△/ λ− λXλ+ λq△/ λ
+λPˆ +Q− (Lλ)w1 + 2λ(d/p, d/λ) + 2λ(d/q, d/λ) (11.63)
The principal acoustical part of the first four terms is obvious, while the last
three terms have vanishing principal acoustical part. Thus, what remains to be
determined is the principal acoustical part of Pˆ and of Q.
Revisiting the argument showing that with w1 defined by 11.57 Pˆ is actually
a quantity of order 2, we find:
Pˆ = −π♯ · d/M + λ
[
−m/ · △/ π − (π, d/H)
2
△/
(
β2Nλ
c
)
+ S1 − S2
]
(11.64)
where S1 and S2 are quantities of order 2 which up to a remainder with vanishing
principal acoustical part are given by:
S1 =
βN
4c
(βN + 2βN )[L,△/ ]H + H
2c
(βN + βN )N
µ[L,△/ ]βµ
− (LH)
4
△/
(
βN (βN + 2βN)
c
)
− H(Lβµ)
2
△/
(
(βN + βN )N
µ
c
)
(11.65)
S2 = (π, β/) (βN [L,△/ ]H +HNµ[L,△/ ]βµ)
−π♯ · ((LH)△/ (βNβ/) +H(Lβµ)△/ (β/Nµ)) (11.66)
To obtain the principal acoustical part of △/ π, which appears in 11.64, we recall
from Chapter 3 that π = d/x0 and by 3.113:
△/ x0 = 1
2c
(trχ˜+ trχ˜)− trγ˜0 (11.67)
where by 3.109, in view of 3.106, 3.108, γ˜µAB is of order 1 with vanishing principal
acoustical part, hence:
[△/ x0]P.A. = 1
2c
(trχ˜+ trχ˜) (11.68)
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The formula 11.51 then implies that:
[△/ π]P.A. =
1
2c
(d/trχ˜+ d/trχ˜) (11.69)
To obtain the principal acoustical parts of S1 and S2 we use, besides Lemma
11.2, the following formulas, which are readily deduced from the results of Chap-
ter 3:
[△/Nµ]P.A. = (d/trχ˜, d/xµ −Nµπ)[
c−1△/ c]
P.A.
= −(π, d/trχ˜+ d/trχ˜)
[△/ β/]P.A. =
1
2c
(βNd/trχ˜+ βNd/trχ˜)
[△/ βN ]P.A. = (β/− βNπ, d/trχ˜)[△/ β/N ]P.A. = (β/− βNπ, d/trχ˜) (11.70)
The principal acoustical part of d/M , which appears in 11.64, is obtained directly
from 11.27. We arrive in this way at the conclusion that [Pˆ ]P.A. is of the form:[
Pˆ
]
P.A.
= B1△/ λ+B2 ·D/2λ
+A1,1 · d/trχ˜+A1,2 ·D/χ˜+A1 · d/trχ˜ (11.71)
Here:
B1 = −1
2
ρβ2N (π, d/H)
B2 =
1
2
ρβ2N
(
π♯ ⊗ (d/H)♯ + (d/H)♯ ⊗ π♯) (11.72)
and:
A1,1 = −1
2
aβ2N
(
1
2c
(d/H)♯ + (π, d/H)π♯
)
A1,2 =
1
2
aβ2Nπ
♯ ⊗ (π♯ ⊗ (d/H)♯ + (d/H)♯ ⊗ π♯) (11.73)
(note that A1,2 and D/χ˜ are sections of dual tensor bundles over the Su,u).
Moreover, the coefficient A1 is a S vectorfield of the form:
A1 = −ρ
4
β2N (LH)π
♯ + aA1,1 + λA
µ
1,2Lβµ (11.74)
where A1,1 and A1,2 are of order 1 with vanishing order 1 acoustical part.
Revisiting the argument showing that with w2 defined by 11.61 Q is actually
a quantity of order 2, we find:
Q =
1
2
LM + S3 (11.75)
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where S3 is a quantity of order 2 which up to a remainder with vanishing
principal acoustical part is given by:
S3 =
ac
4
(LH)△/
(
β2N
c
)
− a
4
β2N [L,△/ ]H (11.76)
The principal acoustical part of LM is obtained directly from 11.27. To obtain
the principal acoustical part of S3 we use Lemma 11.2 and the formulas 11.70.
We arrive in this way at the conclusion that [Q]P.A. is of the form:
[Q]P.A. = qλ△/ λ+A2 · d/trχ˜+A2 · d/trχ˜ (11.77)
where:
A2 =
a
2
βN (LH)β/
♯
A2 =
a
4
β2N
(
(LH)π♯ + ρ(d/H)♯
)
(11.78)
Taking into account the above results 11.71 - 11.77 we arrive through 11.63
at the following expression for [K]P.A. which extends 10.98 - 10.100 to higher
dimensions:
[K]P.A. = 2(Lλ)△/ λ− 2λχ♯♯ ·D/2λ+
(
λA− a(d/λ)♯) · d/trχ˜
+λq△/ λ+ λ
2β2N
2c
{
2(D/2λ)(π♯, (d/H)♯)− (π, d/H)△/ λ}
+λλq(π, d/trχ˜)− 1
2
aλβ2N (π, d/H)(π, d/trχ˜)
+aλβ2N (D/π♯χ˜)(π
♯, (d/H)♯) (11.79)
where:
A = A1 + λ
−1A2
=
λ
2c
βN (LH)
(
β/♯ − 1
2
βNπ
♯
)
+ aA1,1 + λA
µ
1,2Lβµ (11.80)
However, the estimates involving ν in Chapter 10 where not deduced using
the form 10.98 of [K]P.A., which appears in the statement of Proposition 10.2,
but rather the form 10.280 (the function F2 is of order 2 but with vanishing
P.A. part) as the sum of Lτ where
τ = λcq′Eπ (11.81)
(q′ being defined by 10.262) and a remainder which depends only on E2λ and
Eχ˜, the dependence on E2λ and Eχ˜ having been absorbed in the term Lτ .
Transferring this term to the left hand side a propagation equation for the
quantity ν − τ results, and it is on on the basis of this equation that the asso-
ciated estimates of Chapter 10 were derived (see Section 10.6, 10.473 - 10.476).
Although τ is a 1st order quantity so this is a lower order correction to ν, it
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results in making the derivation of the estimates considerably easier. We shall
presently show that this correction extends to higher dimensions.
We begin with the higher dimensional analogue of 10.264. Recalling that
λ = cρ = cLt we have:
d/λ = cd/Lt+ (Lt)d/c
Since d/Lt = L/Ld/t = L/Lπ, this is:
d/λ = cL/Lπ + ρd/c (11.82)
Applying D/ to 11.82 and taking account of the fact that [d/c]P.A. = −c(χ˜♯+χ˜♯)·π
we obtain:
D/2λ = cD/(L/Lπ)− λD/
(
(χ˜♯ + χ˜♯) · π) (11.83)
Now the formula 11.37 implies:
(D/(L/Lπ))AB − (L/L(D/π))AB = (D/AχBC +D/BχAC −D/CχAB)πC (11.84)
hence:
[(D/(L/Lπ))AB − (L/L(D/π))AB]P.A. =
[
ρ(D/Aχ˜BC +D/Bχ˜AC −D/Cχ˜AB)πC
]
P.A.
In view of the Codazzi equations of Proposition 3.6 this simplifies to:
[(D/(L/Lπ))AB − (L/L(D/π))AB]P.A. =
[
ρπCD/Cχ˜AB
]
P.A.
that is:
D/(L/Lπ)− L/L(D/π) = ρD/π♯χ˜+ F1 (11.85)
where F1 is of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part. In regard to the 2nd term
on the right in 11.83 we have:[
D/
(
(χ˜♯ + χ˜♯) · π)
AB
]
P.A.
=
[
(D/Aχ˜BC +D/Aχ˜BC)π
C
]
P.A.
=
[
πC(D/Cχ˜AB +D/Cχ˜AB
]
P.A.
the last again by virtue of the Codazzi equations of Proposition 3.6. That is:
D/
(
(χ˜♯ + χ˜♯) · π) = D/π♯χ˜+D/π♯χ˜+ F2 (11.86)
where F2 is of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part. Substituting 11.85 and 11.86
in 11.83 we obtain the extension of the formula 10.274 to higher dimensions:
D/2λ = cL/L(D/π)− λD/π♯χ˜+ F (11.87)
where
F = cF1 − λF2
is again of order 2 with vanishing P.A. part.
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Going now back to 11.79, recalling that aλ = λ2λ/c, the last term combines
with the first part of the 5th term to:
λ2β2N
c
(D/2λ+ λD/π♯χ˜)(π
♯, (d/H)♯)
= λ2β2N (L/L(D/π))(π♯, (d/H)♯) + F3 (11.88)
where we have substituted for D/2λ from 11.87. Here
F3 =
λ2β2N
c
F (π♯, (d/H)♯)
is again of order 2 with vanishing P.A. part. To evaluate (L/L(D/π))(π♯, (d/H)♯) we
recall from Section 3.1 that if X , Y is a pair of S vectorfields and θ a 2-covariant
S tensorfield we have:
(L/Lθ)(X,Y ) = (LLθ)(X,Y )
= L(θ(X,Y ))− θ([L,X ], Y )− θ(X, [L, Y ])
Here we have π♯, (d/H)♯ in the role of X , Y and L/L(D/π) in the role of θ. Then
[L, π♯] = −2χ♯♯ · π + (L/Lπ)♯
is of order 1, while
[L, (d/H)♯] = −2χ♯♯ · d/H + (d/LH)♯
is of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part. We conclude that:
(L/L(D/π))(π♯, (d/H)♯) = L
(
(D/π♯π
♯) · d/H)+ F3 (11.89)
where F3 is of order 2 with vanishing P.A. part. Here we recall the following fact
in Riemannian geometry: if f is a function on a Riemannian manifold (M, g)
and
X = (df)♯ (11.90)
is the corresponding gradient vectorfield, then ∇XX , the acceleration of the
integral curves of X , is given by:
∇XX = 1
2
(
d(|df |2))♯ (11.91)
Taking then (Su,u, h/) in the role of (M, g) and t in the role of f hence π♯ in the
role of X , we obtain:
D/π♯π
♯ =
1
2
(
d/(|π|2))♯ (11.92)
Therefore 11.89 takes the form:
(L/L(D/π))(π♯, (d/H)♯) = 1
2
L
(
d/H, d/(|π|2))+ F3 (11.93)
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Consequently 11.88 is equal to:
L
{
1
2
λ2β2N
(
d/H, d/(|π|2))}+ F4 (11.94)
where F4 is of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part.
Going going again back to 11.79, the next to last term combines with the
second part of the 5th term to:
−1
2
λ2β2N
c
(π, d/H)
(△/ λ+ λπ♯trχ˜)
= −1
2
λ2β2N (π, d/H)
{
L(div/ π) + χ♯♯ ·D/π + trF
c
}
= −1
2
L
{
λ2β2N (π, d/H)div/ π
}
+ F5 (11.95)
where we have substituted for △/ λ from the trace of 11.87. Here again F5 is
of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part. Also, the 4th and 6th terms in 11.79
combine to:
qλ
(△/ λ+ λπ♯trχ˜)
= cqλ
{
L(div/ π) + χ♯♯ ·D/π + trF
c
}
= L (cqλdiv/ π) + F6 (11.96)
by the same substitution, the function F6 being of order 2 with vanishing P.A.
part.
In conclusion, we have succeeded to express the sum of all the terms in
11.79 which involve D/2λ, D/χ˜ in the form Lτ up to a remainder which is of order
2 but with vanishing principal acoustical part. We arrive in this way at the
following extension of Proposition 10.2, as reformulated by 10.279 - 10.282 and
their conjugates, to higher dimensions.
Proposition 11.2 The 2nd order quantities:
ν = λ△/ λ− j, ν = λ△/ λ− j
where
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λβ2Nπ
♯ · d/H
+λ2
{
βN
[
(π, β/)− 1
4c
(βN + 2βN )
]
△/H
+H
[
(π, β/)− 1
2c
(βN + βN )
]
Nµ△/ βµ
}
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and
j =
1
4
β2NL
2H − 1
2
λβ2Nπ
♯ · d/H
+λ2
{
βN
[
(π, β/)− 1
4c
(2βN + βN )
]
△/H
+H
[
(π, β/)− 1
2c
(βN + βN )
]
Nµ△/ βµ
}
together with the 1st order quantities:
τ = λcqdiv/ π +
1
2
λ2β2N
{(
d/H, d/(|π|2))− (π, d/H)div/ π}
τ = λcqdiv/ π +
1
2
λ2β2N
{(
d/H, d/(|π|2))− (π, d/H)div/ π}
satisfy the following regularized propagation equations:
L(ν − τ) = I, L(ν − τ ) = I
where I, I are quantities of order 2, their principal acoustical parts being given
by
[I]P.A. = 2(Lλ)△/ λ− 2λχ♯♯ ·D/2λ+ (λA− a(d/λ)♯) · d/trχ˜
[I]P.A. = 2(Lλ)△/ λ− 2λχ♯♯ ·D/2λ+ (λA− a(d/λ)♯) · d/trχ˜
(Here A is given by 11.80 and A by its conjugate.)
Going back to Proposition 11.1 we introduce the S 1-forms:
θ1 = λd/trχ˜+ d/f, θ1 = λd/trχ˜+ d/f (11.97)
These are quantities of order 2. It then follows from Proposition 11.1 that these
quantities satisfy propagation equations of the form:
L/Lθ1 = R1, L/Lθ1 = R1 (11.98)
where R1, R1 are likewise S 1-forms which are quantities of order 2 and we
have:
[R1]P.A. = [d/R]P.A. = 2(Lλ)d/trχ˜− a
[
d/
(|χ˜|2)]
P.A.
− λ(LH) [d/ (χ˜♯♯(β/, β/))]
P.A.
[R1]P.A. = [d/R]P.A. = 2(Lλ)d/trχ˜− a
[
d/
(|χ˜|2)]
P.A.
− λ(LH) [d/ (χ˜♯♯(β/, β/))]
P.A.
(11.99)
By 8.133 to control the P.A. part of the (0, l) sources as in the 1st of 8.147 we
take strings of commutation fields E(ν) of length l − 1, defining the S 1-forms:
(ν1...νl−1)θl = λd/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)
+ d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f
)
(ν1...νl−1)θl = λd/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)
+ d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f
)
(11.100)
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These are quantities of order l + 1. It then follows that these quantities satisfy
propagation equations of the form:
L/L (ν1...νl−1)θl = (ν1...νl−1)Rl
L/L (ν1...νl−1)θl = (ν1...νl−1)Rl (11.101)
where (ν1...νl−1)Rl,
(ν1...νl−1)Rl are likewise S 1-forms which are quantities of
order l + 1 and we have:[
(ν1...νl−1)Rl
]
P.A.
=
[
d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)R
)]
P.A.
= 2(Lλ)d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)− a [d/ (E(νl−1)...E(ν1) (|χ˜|2))]P.A.
−λ(LH) [d/ (E(νl−1)...E(ν1) (χ˜♯♯(β/, β/)))]P.A.
(11.102)
[
(ν1...νl−1)Rl
]
P.A.
=
[
d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)R
)]
P.A.
= 2(Lλ)d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜
)− a [d/ (E(νl−1)...E(ν1) (|χ˜|2))]P.A.
−λ(LH) [d/ (E(νl−1)...E(ν1) (χ˜♯♯(β/, β/)))]P.A.
(11.103)
By 8.126 to control the P.A. part of the (m, l) sources as in the 2nd of
8.147 we take strings of commutation fields of length m + l − 1 of the form
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1, defining the functions:
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 = λE(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1j
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 = λE(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1j
(11.104)
These are quantities of order m+ l + 1. We also define the functions:
(ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1 = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1τ
(ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1 = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1τ (11.105)
which are quantities of order m+ l. It then follows from Proposition 11.2 that
these quantities satisfy propagation equations of the form:
L
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1
)
= (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
L
(
(ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)τm−1,l+1
)
= (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
(11.106)
where (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1, (ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1 are quantities of order m + l + 1 and
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we have:[
(ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
]
P.A.
=
[
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1I
]
P.A.
− (m− 1)Z (ν1...νl)νm−2,l+1
= 2(Lλ)E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− 2λ [E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1 (χ♯♯ ·D/2λ)]P.A.
+(λA− a(d/λ)♯) · [d/(E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1trχ˜)]P.A. − (m− 1)Z (ν1...νl)νm−2,l+1
(11.107)
[
(ν1...νl)Im−1,l+1
]
P.A.
=
[
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1I
]
P.A.
+ (m− 1)Z (ν1...νl)νm−2,l+1
= 2(Lλ)E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− 2λ [E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1 (χ♯♯ ·D/2λ)]P.A.
+(λA− a(d/λ)♯) · [d/(E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1trχ˜)]P.A. + (m− 1)Z (ν1...νl)νm−2,l+1
(11.108)
Proceeding as in Chapter 10 we then consider the analogous propagation
equations for the corresponding Nth approximants. These contain error terms
similar to those in 10.254, 10.255, 10.332, 10.335. Subtracting, we then obtain
propagation equations for the acoustical difference quantities:
(ν1...νl−1)θˇl =
(ν1...νl−1)θl − (ν1...νl−1)θl,N
(ν1...νl−1)θˇl =
(ν1...νl−1)θl − (ν1...νl−1)θl,N (11.109)
where at the top order l = n, and:
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 = (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1,N
(ν1...νˇl)νˇm−1,l+1 = (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1 − (ν1...νl)νm−1,l+1,N (11.110)
where at the top order m = 1, ..., n, l = n −m. These propagation equations
are treated in a similar manner as the corresponding equations in Chapter 10,
after the essential replacements to be presently discussed are made.
Consider the last two terms on the right in 11.102, 11.103. In regard to the
next to last term in 11.102, we have:[
E(ν(l−1) ...E(ν1)
(|χ˜|2)]
P.A.
= 2(χ˜,L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜) (11.111)
hence this term is:
− 2a
(
χ˜, D/L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜
)
(11.112)
In regard to the last term in 11.102, we have:
[
E(ν(l−1) ...E(ν1)
(
χ˜♯♯(β/, β/)
)]
P.A.
=
(
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜
)♯♯
(β/, β/) (11.113)
hence this term is:
− λ(LH)
(
D/L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜
)♯♯
(β/, β/) (11.114)
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Then, differences from the corresponding Nth approximants being taken, the
last two terms in 11.102 become, up to lower order terms,
− 2a
(
χ˜, D/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1
)
− λ(LH)
(
D/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1
)♯♯
(β/, β/) (11.115)
Similarly, differences from the corresponding Nth approximants being taken,
the last two terms in 11.103 become, up to lower order terms,
− 2a
(
χ˜, D/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1
)
− λ(LH)
(
D/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1
)♯♯
(β/, β/) (11.116)
In the above we denote:
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1 = L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜− L/E(νl−1),N ...L/E(ν1),N χ˜N
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1 = L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜− L/E(νl−1),N ...L/E(ν1),N χ˜N
(11.117)
the vectorfields E(µ),N being the Nth approximant versions of the vectorfields
E(µ). To estimate the contribution of 11.115 to the integral on the right in
10.363 we must estimate:
‖λD/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1‖L2(Su,u) (11.118)
Similarly, to estimate the contribution of 11.116 to the integral on the right in
10.623 we must estimate:
‖λD/ (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1‖L2(Su,u) (11.119)
We shall show below how to estimate 11.118 in terms of:
‖ (ν1...νl−1)θˇl‖L2(Su,u) (11.120)
and how to estimate 11.119 in terms of:
‖ (ν1...νl−1)θˇl‖L2(Su,u) (11.121)
using elliptic theory on Su,u in connection with the Codazzi equations (Propo-
sition 3.6).
Consider the second term on the right in each of 11.107, 11.108. In regard
to the second term in 11.107, we have:[
E(ν(l) ...E(ν1)T
m−1 (χ˜♯♯ ·D/2λ)]
P.A.
= χ˜♯♯ ·D/2(E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1λ) (11.122)
hence this term is:
− 2λχ˜♯♯ ·D/2(E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1λ) (11.123)
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Then, differences from the corresponding Nth approximants being taken, the
second term in 11.107 becomes, up to lower order terms,
− 2λχ˜♯♯ ·D/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l (11.124)
Similarly, differences from the corresponding Nth approximants being taken,
the second term in 11.108 becomes, up to lower order terms,
− 2λχ˜♯♯ ·D/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l (11.125)
In the above we denote:
(ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1λ− E(νl),N ...E(ν1),NTm−1λN
(ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l = E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1λ− E(νl),N ...E(ν1),NTm−1λN
(11.126)
To estimate the contribution of 11.124 to the integral on the right in 10.480 we
must estimate:
‖λD/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l‖L2(Su,u) (11.127)
To estimate the contribution of 11.125 to the integral on the right in 10.667 we
must estimate:
‖λD/2 (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l‖L2(Su,u) (11.128)
We shall show below how to estimate 11.127 in terms of:
‖ (ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u) (11.129)
and how to estimate 11.128 in terms of:
‖ (ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1‖L2(Su,u) (11.130)
using elliptic theory on Su,u.
The essential replacements then consist of the replacement of 11.118, 11.119
by their bounds in terms of 11.120, 11.121 in assessing their contributions to
the integrals in 10.363, 10.623, and of the replacement of 11.127, 11.128 by
their bounds in terms of 11.129, 11.130 in assessing their contributions to the
integrals in 10.480, 10.667.
The Codazzi equations of Proposition 3.6 are of the form, in terms of com-
ponents, writing k/AB for (k/♭)AB (see 11.2):
D/Ak/BC −D/Bk/AC = lABC
D/Ak/BC −D/Bk/AC = lABC (11.131)
where lABC , lABC are the components, antisymmetric in the first two indices,
of type ∧2,1 S tensorfields l, l, sections at each Su,u of the tensor bundle⋃
q∈Su,u
∧2,1(TqSu,u)
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over Su,u, where ∧2,1(TqSu,u) denotes the space of antisymmetric bilinear forms
on TqSu,u with values in T
∗
q Su,u. The S tensorfields l, l are only of order 1.
Substituting the expression 11.2 of k/♭, k/♭
in terms of χ˜, χ˜, equations 11.131
become:
D/Aχ˜BC −D/Bχ˜AC = ψABC
D/Aχ˜BC −D/Bχ˜AC = ψABC (11.132)
where ψABC , ψABC are the components of S tensorfields ψ, ψ of the same
type which are of order 2 but with vanishing P.A. part. We apply the string
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) to equations 11.132 and note the fact that the commutator
[D/,L/E(µ)] applied to a S tensorfield of any type can be expressed in terms of:
(E(µ))π/C1,AB =
1
2
(
D/A
(E(µ))π/CB +D/B
(E(µ))π/CA −D/C (E(µ))π/AB
)
(11.133)
the Lie derivative of the Su,u connection Γ/ (compare with 11.37) with respect
to the S vectorfield E(µ). Here (see 8.67):
(E(µ))π/ = L/E(µ)h/ (11.134)
is a quantity of order 1 expressed by 8.75. Hence (E(µ))π/1, a type S
1
2 S tensor-
field, is of order 2. We obtain:
D/A
(
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1)χ˜
)
BC
−D/B
(
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜
)
AC
=
(
(ν1...νl−1)ψl−1
)
ABC
D/A
(
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1)χ˜
)
BC
−D/B
(
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1) χ˜
)
AC
=
(
(ν1...νl−1)ψ
l−1
)
ABC
(11.135)
where (ν1...νl−1)ψl−1, (ν1...νl−1)ψl−1 are type ∧2,1 S tensorfields of order l + 1,
with [
(ν1...νl−1)ψl−1
]
P.P.
=
[
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1)ψ
]
P.P.[
(ν1...νl−1)ψ
l−1
]
P.P.
=
[
L/E(νl−1) ...L/E(ν1)ψ
]
P.P.
(11.136)
Analogous equations hold for the Nth approximants. Taking differences then
yields, in view of the definitions 11.117,
D/A
(
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1
)
BC
−D/B
(
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1
)
AC
=
(
(ν1...νl−1)ψˇl−1
)
ABC
+ ε/ABC,N
D/A
(
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1
)
BC
−D/B
(
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1
)
AC
=
(
(ν1...νl−1)ψˇ
l−1
)
ABC
+ ε/ABC,N
(11.137)
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where (ν1...νl−1)ψˇl−1, (ν1...νl−1)ψˇl−1 are difference quantities of order l+1 with
vanishing principal acoustical parts, and
ε/N , ε/N = O(τ
N+1) (11.138)
correspond to the errors by which the Nth aproximants fail to satisfy the Co-
dazzi equations (see Lemma 9.1). Each of 11.137 constitutes an elliptic sys-
tem on Su,u, the first for
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1 given its trace and the second for
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1 given its trace. We note that by virtue of the definitions 11.117
these traces are up to lower order terms given by:
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜− E(νl−1),N ...E(ν1),NtrN χ˜N
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)trχ˜− E(νl−1),N ...E(ν1),NtrN χ˜N (11.139)
respectively. (Here trN signifies the trace of the corresponding through h/N T
1
1
type S tensorfields.) In view of the definitions 11.100 and 11.109 applying λd/
to the 1st of 11.139 and λd/ to the 2nd, we obtain, up to a 0th order term,
(ν1...νl−1)θˇl − d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f − E(νl−1),N ...E(ν1),NfN
)
(ν1...νl−1)θˇl − d/
(
E(νl−1)...E(ν1)f − E(νl−1),N ...E(ν1),NfN
)
(11.140)
respectively. We are now in a position to apply to each of 11.137 the following
lemma.
Lemma 11.3 Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold. We denote by
dµg and by ∇ the associated volume element and covariant derivative operator.
Let θ be a symmetric 2-covariant tensorfield on M satisfying the system, in
terms of components in an arbitrary local frame field,
∇iθjk −∇jθik = fijk
where f is a type ∧2,1 tensorfield onM. Let also µ be an arbitrary non-negative
weight function on M. Then the following integral inequality holds:∫
M
µ2
{
1
2
|∇θ|2 +Ricijθikθjk −Rijklθikθjl
}
dµg ≤∫
M
{
µ2
(
|dtrθ + trf |2 + 1
2
|f |2 + |trf |2
)
+ 3|dµ|2|θ|2
}
dµg
Here Rijkl are the components of the curvature tensor of (M, g), Ricij =
(g−1)klRikjl those of the Ricci curvature, and f is the 1-form on M with com-
ponents (trf)i = (g
−1)jkfjik.
Proof: We have (indices are lowered and raised with respect to gij and (g
−1)ij):
|f |2 = fijkf ijk = (∇iθjk)(∇iθjk) + (∇jθik)(∇jθik)
−(∇jθik)(∇iθjk)− (∇iθjk)(∇jθik)
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that is:
|f |2 = 2|∇θ|2 − 2(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) (11.141)
In regard to the 2nd term on the right we write:
(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) = ∇j(θik∇iθjk)− θik∇j∇iθjk (11.142)
and we have:
∇j∇iθjk −∇i∇jθjk = Ricliθlk +Rkljiθjl (11.143)
Hence, substituting in 11.142,
(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) = ∇j(θik∇iθjk)− θik∇i∇jθjk
−Ricliθikθlk −Rkljiθikθjl (11.144)
In regard to the 2nd term on the right we write:
θik∇i∇jθjk = ∇i(θik∇jθjk)− (∇iθik)(∇jθjk) (11.145)
Defining then the vectorfield J with components
J i = θjk∇jθik − θik∇jθjk (11.146)
we arrive at the identity:
(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) = ∇iJ i + (∇iθik)(∇jθjk)
−Ricliθikθlk −Rkljiθikθjl (11.147)
Next we contract the equations with (g−1)ik to obtain:
∇iθij −∇jtrθ = (trf)j (11.148)
As a consequence the 2nd term on the right in 11.147 is:
|dtrθ + trf |2
Substituting, 11.147 takes the form:
(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) = divJ + |dtrθ + trf |2
−Ricliθikθlk −Rkljiθikθjl (11.149)
On the other hand from 11.141 we have:
(∇jθik)(∇iθjk) = |∇θ|2 − 1
2
|f |2 (11.150)
Equating the two expressions yields the identity:
|∇θ|2 = divJ + |dtrθ + trf |2 + 1
2
|f |2
−Ricijθikθjk +Rijklθikθjl (11.151)
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We multiply this identity by µ2 and integrate overM. Writing
µ2divJ = div(µ2J)− 2µJ · dµ
The integral overM of div(µ2J) vanishesM being a compact manifold without
boundary. Hence: ∫
M
µ2divJdµg = −2
∫
M
µ(J · dµ)dµg (11.152)
Moreover, in view of 11.146 we can bound:
|J | ≤ |θ| (|∇θ|+ |trf |) (11.153)
therefore:
−2
∫
M
µ(J · dµ)dµg ≤
∫
M
µ|J ||dµ|dµg
≤ 2
∫
M
|dµ||θ| (µ|∇θ|+ µ|trf |) dµg (11.154)
Applying the inequalities
2|dµ||θ|µ|∇θ| ≤ 1
2
µ2|∇θ|2 + 2|dµ|2|θ|2
2|dµ||θ|µ|trf | ≤ µ2|trf |2 + |dµ|2|θ|2
we then obtain:
−2
∫
M
µ(J · dµ)dµg ≤ (11.155)∫
M
{
µ2
(
1
2
|∇θ|2 + |trf |2
)
+ 3|dµ|2|θ|2
}
dµg
In view of 11.152, 11.154, integrating µ2 times 11.151 over M yields the con-
clusion of the lemma.
We apply Lemma 11.3 with the Riemannian manifold (Su,u, h/) in the role
of (M, g). The curvature terms are controlled through the Gauss equations of
Proposition 3.7. In connection with the 1st of 11.137 we take (ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χl−1 in
the role of θ and λ in the role of µ. In connection with the 2nd of 11.137 we take
(ν1...νl−1) ˇ˜χ
l−1 in the role of θ and λ in the role of µ. In view of 11.139, 11.140,
we then obtain the desired estimates of 11.118, 11.119 in terms of 11.120, 11.121
respectively.
To estimate 11.127, 11.128 in terms of 11.129, 11.130 we apply the string
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1 to △/ λ, △/ λ and recall the definitions 11.104. Lemma 11.2
implies, in view of the last of 8.50, comparing with 11.37 and its conjugate and
with 11.133, that for an arbitrary function f on N :
[T,△/ ]f = − (T )π/ ♯♯ ·D/2f − tr (T )π/1 · d/f (11.156)
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where:
(T )π/C1,AB =
1
2
(
D/A
(T )π/CB +D/B
(T )π/CA −D/C (T )π/AB
)
(tr (T )π/1)
A = D/B (T )π/AB − 1
2
D/Atr (T )π/ (11.157)
Similarly we deduce, in view of 11.133, that for an arbitrary function f on N :
[E(µ),△/ ]f = − (E(µ))π/ ♯♯ ·D/2f − tr (E(µ))π/1 · d/f (11.158)
where:
(tr (E(µ))π/1)
A = D/B (E(µ))π/AB − 1
2
D/Atr (E(µ))π/ (11.159)
Using the above we obtain:
△/E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1λ = E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ+ (ν1...νl)cm−1,l
△/E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1λ = E(νl)...E(ν1)Tm−1△/ λ+ (ν1...νl)cm−1,l
(11.160)
where the remainders (ν1...νl)cm−1,l, (ν1...νl)cm−1,l are of orderm+ l only. Sim-
ilar formulas hold for the corresponding Nth approximants. Taking differences
we obtain, in view of the definitions 11.126,[
△/ (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l
]
P.P.
=[
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl,N)...E(ν1,N)Tm−1△/NλN
]
P.P.[
△/ (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l
]
P.P.
=[
E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1△/ λ− E(νl,N)...E(ν1,N)Tm−1△/NλN
]
P.P.
(11.161)
therefore, in view of the definitions 11.104 and 11.110:
λ△/ (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l =
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 + E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1j − E(νl,N)...E(ν1,N)Tm−1jN
+λ (ν1...νl)nˇm−1,l+1
λ△/ (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l =
(ν1...νl)νˇm−1,l+1 + E(νl)...E(ν1)T
m−1j − E(νl,N)...E(ν1,N)Tm−1jN
+λ (ν1...νl)nˇm−1,l+1
(11.162)
where the difference quantities (ν1...νl)nˇm−1,l+1, (ν1...νl)nˇm−1,l+1 are of order
m + l only. We are now in a position to apply to each of 11.162 the following
lemma.
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Lemma 11.4 Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and let φ be a
function on M satisfying the equation:
△gφ = ρ
Let also µ be an arbitrary non-negative weight function on M. Then the fol-
lowing integral inequality holds:∫
M
µ2
{
1
2
|∇2φ|2 +Ric((dφ)♯, (dφ)♯)
}
dµg ≤
∫
M
{
2µ2ρ2 + 3|dµ|2|θ|2} dµg
Proof: We have:
|∇2φ|2 = (∇i∇jφ)(∇i∇jφ) = ∇i(∇jφ∇i∇jφ)−∇jφ△g∇jφ (11.163)
In regard to the 2nd term on the right we have (see 11.51):
△gdφ − d△gφ = Ric · (dφ)♯
Therefore, by virtue of the equation satisfied by φ, the 2nd term on the right in
11.163 is:
−∇iφ∇iρ− Ricij∇iφ∇jφ
= −∇i(ρ∇iφ) + ρ△gφ− Ricij∇iφ∇jφ (11.164)
and the 2nd term in the last expression is ρ2. Substituting then in 11.163 we
arrive at the identity:
|∇2φ|2 = divI + ρ2 − Ric((dφ)♯, (dφ)♯) (11.165)
where I is the vectorfield with components:
Ii = ∇jφ∇i∇jφ− ρ∇iφ (11.166)
We multiply the identity 11.165 by µ2 and integrate over M. Writing
µ2divI = div(µ2I)− 2µI · dµ
The integral overM of div(µ2I) vanishesM being a compact manifold without
boundary. Hence: ∫
M
µ2divIdµg = −2
∫
M
µ(I · dµ)dµg (11.167)
Moreover, in view of 11.166 we can bound:
|I| ≤ |dφ| (|∇2φ|+ |ρ|) (11.168)
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therefore:
−2
∫
M
µ(I · dµ)dµg ≤
∫
M
µ|I||dµ|dµg
≤ 2
∫
M
|dµ||dφ| (µ|∇2φ|+ µ|ρ|) dµg (11.169)
Applying the inequalities
2|dµ||dφ|µ|∇2φ| ≤ 1
2
µ2|∇2φ|2 + 2|dµ|2|dφ|2
2|dµ||dφ|µ|ρ| ≤ µ2|ρ|2 + |dµ|2|ρ|2
we then obtain:
−2
∫
M
µ(I · dµ)dµg ≤ (11.170)∫
M
{
µ2
(
1
2
|∇2φ|2 + |ρ|2
)
+ 3|dµ|2|dφ|2
}
dµg
In view of 11.167, 11.170, integrating µ2 times 11.165 over M yields the con-
clusion of the lemma.
We apply Lemma 11.4 with the Riemannian manifold (Su,u, h/) in the role
of (M, g). The curvature term is controlled through the Gauss equations of
Proposition 3.7. In connection with the 1st of 11.162 we take (ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l in
the role of φ and λ in the role of µ. In connection with the 2nd of 11.162 we take
(ν1...νl)λˇm−1,l in the role of φ and λ in the role of µ. This yields the desired
estimates of 11.127, 11.128 in terms of 11.129, 11.130 respectively.
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Chapter 12
The Top Order Estimates
for the Transformation
Functions and the Next to
Top Order Acoustical
Estimates
12.1 The Propagation Equations for the Next
to Top Order Acoustical Difference Quanti-
ties ( (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (n−1) ˇ˜χ) and ( (m,n−m)λˇ, (m,n−m)λˇ)
: m = 0, ..., n
Recall the transformation functions f , w, ψ introduced in Chapter 4, Section
4.2. These are functions on K which to each point (τ, ϑ) on K associate a point
(t, u′, ϑ′) in the domain of the prior solution by:
t = f(τ, ϑ), u′ = w(τ, ϑ), ϑ′ = ψ(τ, ϑ)
(see 4.53 - 4.57). The transformation functions are subject to the identification
equations 4.57 which express the condition that the rectangular coordinates of
identified points coincide. The regularized form of the identification equations
is given in Section 4.3, Proposition 4.5 in terms of the re-scaled transformation
functions fˆ , v, γ, related to the original functions by:
f(τ, ϑ) = f(0, ϑ) + τ2fˆ(τ, ϑ), w(τ, ϑ) = τv(τ, ϑ), ψ(τ, ϑ) = ϑ+ τ3γ(τ, ϑ)
The corresponding Nth approximants fˆN , vN , γN where introduced in Chap-
ter 9, Sections 9.3 (see 9.110 - 9.113) and 9.4 (see 9.170 - 9.172). In Section
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9.3 estimates where derived for the quantities by which the jumps 9.114 de-
fined through these Nth approximants fail to satisfy the boundary conditions
(see Propositions 9.4, 9.5, 9.6), and in Section 9.4 estimates where derived for
the quantities by which the Nth approximants fail to satisfy the regularized
identification equations (see Proposition 9.7).
Let us define the differences:
ˇˆ
f = fˆ − fˆN , vˇ = v − vN , γˇ = γ − γN (12.1)
The main objective of the present chapter is to derive estimates for the top order
derivatives of these transformation function differences. Since (see 9.2, 9.11)
T =
∂
∂τ
, Ω =
∂
∂ϑ
(12.2)
this means estimates for:
(Tm+1Ωn−m ˇˆf, Tm+1Ωn−mvˇ, Tm+1Ωn−mγˇ) : m = 0, ..., n
as well as for:
(Ωn+1
ˇˆ
f,Ωn+1vˇ,Ωn+1γˇ)
As we shall see, the derivation of these estimates necessarily involves the deriva-
tion of approriate estimates for the next to top order acoustical difference quan-
tities, that is for:
(l−1) ˇ˜χ = El−1χ˜− El−1N χ˜N , (l−1) ˇ˜χ = El−1χ˜− El−1N χ˜N : for l = n (12.3)
and for:
(m,l)λˇ = ElTmλ− ElNTmλN , (m,l)λˇ = ElTmλ− ElNTmλN
: for m = 0, ..., n; m+ l = n (12.4)
The derivation of these next to top order acoustical estimates is the other ob-
jective of the present chapter.
In this first section we shall derive the propagation equations satisfied by
the quantities 12.3 and 12.4. In regard to the quantities 12.3 we begin with the
2nd variation equations 10.175, 10.176 and the corresponding equations 10.187,
10.190 satisfied by the Nth approximants.
We shall first bring the 2nd variation equation 10.175 to a suitable form.
In the following we shall denote by R a generic term of order 1 with vanishing
order 1 acoustical part. By the 1st of 3.161 we have:
Lχ˜ = Lk/+ L(Hβ/s/N)
Using the facts, from Chapter 3, that [LNµ]P.A. = 0, while:
[LEµ]P.A. = [f ]P.A.N
µ = (c−1Eλ+ πρχ˜)Nµ (12.5)
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(see 3.173, 3.175 - 3.177), we deduce:
L(Hβ/s/N) = Hβ/N
µLEβµ +H(c
−1Eλ+ πρχ˜)βNs/N +R (12.6)
The principal term on the right hand side of 10.175 is the term Em/, and m/ is
given by 10.6. Using the facts, from Chapter 3, that:
[ENµ]P.A. = χ˜(E
µ − πNµ) (12.7)
[EEµ]P.A. =
1
2c
(χ˜Nµ + χ˜Nµ) (12.8)
(see 3.171, 3.172) and, since ρ = c−1λ and by 3.163
c−1[Ec]P.A. = [k + k]P.A. = −π(χ˜+ χ˜), (12.9)
that:
[Eρ]P.A. = c
−1Eλ+ πρ(χ˜+ χ˜) (12.10)
we deduce:
Em/ = −βNβ/ELH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
2H −Hβ/NµELβµ
+
1
2c
β2N (EH)Eλ+
1
2
βN
[
−1
c
(βNLH +HsNL) + πρβNEH
]
χ˜
+
{(
−β/2 + πβ/βN − 1
2c
βNβN
)
LH + ρβN
(
β/− 1
2
πβN
)
EH
+H
(
πβ/− 1
2c
βN
)
sNL −Hρβ/s/N
}
χ˜+R (12.11)
Using the results of Chapter 3 we also find that the remainder of the right hand
side of 10.175, after the principal term Em/ has been subtracted, is given by:
−βN
2c
(βNEH + 2Hs/N)Eλ
+
βN
2
[
1
2c
(βNLH + 2HsNL)− πρ(βNEH + 2Hs/N)
]
χ˜
+
{
m− πβ/βNLH + 1
2
πρβ2NEH − πHβ/sNL + 2ρHβ/s/N
}
χ˜− ρχ˜2
+R (12.12)
Adding 12.6, 12.11, 12.12 and noting that by the first of the commutation
relations 3.154 we have:
Nµ(LEβµ − ELβµ) = −χs/N ,
and also recalling the definition of the function p from the statement of Propo-
sition 3.3, we bring the 2nd variation equation 10.175 to the desired form:
Lχ˜ = Aχ˜− ρχ˜2 +Aχ˜− βNβ/ELH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
2H +R (12.13)
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where:
A = p− β/2LH + ρβNβ/EH (12.14)
A = −β
2
N
4c
LH (12.15)
Note that the terms in Eλ cancel.
Similarly, using 10.142, 10.184, the 1st of 10.117, 10.182, 10.148 together with
10.145, 10.146, and noting also that by the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16
we have
NµN (LNENβµ,N − ENLNβµ,N ) = −χNs/N,N
while χN is related to χ˜N by 10.138, we bring the Nth approximant 2nd varia-
tion equation 10.187 to the analogous form:
LN χ˜N = AN χ˜N − ρN χ˜2N +AN χ˜N − βN,Nβ/NENLNHN +
1
2
ρNβ
2
NE
2
NHN
+RN + εLχ˜,N (12.16)
where:
AN = pN − β/2NLNHN + ρNβN,Nβ/NENHN (12.17)
AN = −
β2N,N
4cN
LNHN (12.18)
RN is the Nth approximant version of R in 12.13, and:
εLχ˜,N = εLk/,N −HNβ/Nεχ,N = O(τN ) (12.19)
by 10.140 and 10.189.
In a similar manner we bring the conjugate 2nd variation equation, 10.176
to the form:
Lχ˜ = Aχ˜− ρχ˜2 +Aχ˜− βNβ/ELH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
2H +R (12.20)
where:
A = p− β/2LH + ρβNβ/EH (12.21)
A = −β
2
N
4c
LH (12.22)
and R is a quantity of order 1 with vanishing order 1 acoustical part. Equa-
tion 12.20 is the conjugate of equation 12.13. We also similarly bring the Nth
approximant conjugate 2nd variation equation 10.190 to the form conjugate to
12.16:
LN χ˜N = AN χ˜N − ρN χ˜2N +AN χ˜N − βN,Nβ/NENLNHN +
1
2
ρ
N
β2NE
2
NHN
+RN + εLχ˜,N (12.23)
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where:
AN = pN − β/2NLNHN + ρNβN,Nβ/NENHN (12.24)
AN = −
β2N,N
4cN
LNHN (12.25)
RN is the Nth approximant version of R in 12.20, and:
εLχ˜,N = εLk/,N −HNβ/Nεχ,N = O(τN+1) (12.26)
by 10.144 and 10.192.
Applying En−1 to equation 12.13 and using the 1st of the commutation
relations 3.154, which implies that:
[L,En−1]χ˜ = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−i
(
χEi+1χ˜
)
we deduce the following propagation equation for En−1χ˜:
LEn−1χ˜ = (A− (n+ 1)χ)En−1χ˜+AEn−1χ˜
−βNβ/EnLH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H +Rn−1 (12.27)
where Rn−1 is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Rn−1 is only of order n− 1. Similarly, applying En−1N to equation 12.16 and
using the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16, which implies that:
[LN , E
n−1
N ]χ˜N = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−iN
(
χNE
i+1
N χ˜N
)
we deduce:
LNE
n−1
N χ˜N = (AN − (n+ 1)χN )En−1N χ˜N +ANEn−1N χ˜N
−βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN +Rn−1,N
+En−1N εLχ˜,N (12.28)
where Rn−1,N is the Nth approximant version of Rn−1. Subtracting equation
12.28 from 12.27 we arrive at the following propagation equation for the acous-
tical difference quantity (n−1) ˇ˜χ defined by the 1st of 12.3:
L (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n+ 1)χ (n−1) ˇ˜χ = A (n−1) ˇ˜χ+A (n−1) ˇ˜χ
− (L− LN − A+AN + (n+ 1)(χ− χN ))En−1N χ˜N + (A−AN )En−1N χ˜N
−βNβ/EnLH + βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H − 1
2
ρNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
+Rn−1 −Rn−1,N − En−1N εLχ˜,N (12.29)
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Applying likewise En−1 to equation 12.20 and using the 2nd of the commu-
tation relations 3.154, which implies that:
[L,En−1]χ˜ = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−i
(
χEi+1χ˜
)
we deduce the following propagation equation for En−1χ˜ (the conjugate of
12.27):
LEn−1χ˜ =
(
A− (n+ 1)χ)En−1χ˜+AEn−1χ˜
−βNβ/EnLH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H +Rn−1 (12.30)
where Rn−1 is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Rn−1 is only of order n− 1. Similarly, applying En−1N to equation 12.23 and
using the 2nd of the commutation relations 9.16, which implies that:
[LN , E
n−1
N ]χ˜N = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−iN
(
χ
N
Ei+1N χ˜N
)
we deduce:
LNE
n−1
N χ˜N =
(
AN − (n+ 1)χN
)
En−1N χ˜N +ANE
n−1
N χ˜N
−βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρ
N
β2N,NE
n+1
N HN +Rn−1,N
+En−1N εLχ˜,N (12.31)
where Rn−1,N is the Nth approximant version of Rn−1. Subtracting equation
12.31 from 12.30 we arrive at the following propagation equation for the acous-
tical difference quantity (n−1) ˇ˜χ defined by the 2nd of 12.3:
L (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n+ 1)χ (n−1) ˇ˜χ = A (n−1) ˇ˜χ+A (n−1) ˇ˜χ
−
(
L− LN −A+AN + (n+ 1)(χ− χN )
)
En−1N χ˜N + (A−AN )En−1N χ˜N
−βNβ/EnLH + βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H − 1
2
ρ
N
β2N,NE
n+1
N HN
+Rn−1 −Rn−1,N − En−1N εLχ˜,N (12.32)
We now turn to the quantities 12.4. In regard to these quantities we must
first deduce from the propagation equations of Proposition 3.3 propagation equa-
tions for Eλ, Eλ and for Tλ, Tλ.
Applying E to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and using
the first of the commutation relations 3.154 we obtain:
LEλ+ χEλ = pEλ+ qEλ+ λEp+ λEq (12.33)
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The principal terms on the right are contained in Ep, Eq. The quantities p and
q being of 1st order with vanishing 1st order acoustical part, Ep and Eq are of
2nd order with vanishing 2nd order acoustical part. The principal part of Eq
is:
[Eq]P.P. =
1
4c
β2NELH (12.34)
In regard to Ep we first consider Em. By 3.47, 3.57, 3.68 :
m = −πm/ −m
= π(βNβ/LH − 1
2
ρβ2NEH +Hβ/sNL)
− 1
4c
(β2NLH + 2HβNsNL) (12.35)
The principal part of Em is:
[Em]P.P. = βN
(
πβ/− βN
4c
)
ELH − 1
2
πρβ2NE
2H
+H
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
NµELβµ (12.36)
The difference p−m being given by:
p−m = − 1
2c
(βNβNLH +HβNsNL) (12.37)
the principal part of Ep− Em is:
[Ep− Em]P.P. = − 1
2c
(βNβNELH + βNN
µELβµ) (12.38)
The principal part of Ep is then:
[Ep]P.P. = βN
(
πβ/− βN
4c
− βN
2c
)
ELH − 1
2
πρβ2NE
2H
+H
(
πβ/− (βN + βN )
2c
)
NµELβµ (12.39)
We must also determine the principal acoustical parts of the remainders
Eq − [Eq]P.P., Ep− [Ep]P.P.
that is the terms in these remainders containing acoustical quantities of order
1. Using 12.7, which implies:
[EβN ]P.A. = (β/− πβN )χ˜ (12.40)
and 12.9, we find that the principal acoustical part of the remainderEq−[Eq]P.P.
is:
βN
2c
(LH)
[(
β/− π
2
βN
)
χ˜+
π
2
βN χ˜
]
(12.41)
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To determine the principal acoustical part of the remainder Ep − [Ep]P.P. we
first determine the principal acoustical part of the remainder Em − [Em]P.P..
Using 10.275, together with 12.7, which besides 12.40 also implies:
[ENµ]P.A.Lβµ = (ρs/N − πsNL)χ˜, (12.42)
12.8, which implies:
[Eβ/]P.A. =
1
2c
(βN χ˜+ βN χ˜), (12.43)
12.9 and 12.10, we find that the principal acoustical part of the remainder
Em− [Em]P.P. is given by:
− π
2c
β2N (EH)Eλ
+
[
βN
2c
(
β/+
π
2
βN
)
LH − 1
2
ρβ2N
(
1
2c
+ π2
)
EH +
Hβ/
2c
sNL
]
χ˜
+
{
π
(
β/2 − πβ/βN + β
2
N
4c
+
βNβN
2c
)
LH
+ρβN
[
−πβ/+ 1
2
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+πH
(
(βN + βN )
2c
− πβ/
)
sNL +H
(
πβ/− βN
2c
)
ρs/N
}
χ˜ (12.44)
Using also the fact, from Chapter 3, that:
[ENµ]P.A. = χ˜(E
µ − πNµ) (12.45)
(conjugate of 12.7) which implies:
[EβN ]P.A. = (β/− πβN )χ˜ (12.46)
(conjugate of 12.40), we find from 12.37, 12.38 that the principal acoustical part
of the remainder Ep− Em− [Ep− Em]P.P. is given by:
− β/
2c
(βNLH +HsNL)χ˜− βN
2c
(β/LH +Hρs/N)χ˜ (12.47)
Adding 12.44 and 12.47 we obtain the principal acoustical part of the remainder
Ep− [Ep]P.P. as:
− π
2c
β2N (EH)Eλ
+
[
πβ2N
4c
LH − 1
2
ρβ2N
(
1
2c
+ π2
)
EH
]
χ˜
+
{(
πβ/2 − π2β/βN − β/βN
2c
+
πβ2N
4c
+
πβNβN
2c
)
LH
+ρβN
[
−πβ/+ 1
2
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2c
− πβ/
)
(πsNL − ρs/N)
}
χ˜ (12.48)
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Defining then
q˜ =
β2N
4c
(LH − 2πλEH) (12.49)
(compare with 10.264) we conclude from the above that equation 12.33 takes
the form:
LEλ = (p− χ)Eλ+ q˜Eλ+Bχ˜+Bχ˜
+
ρ
4
β2NELH + ρβN
(
cπβ/ − βN
4
− βN
2
)
ELH
−π
2
aβ2NE
2H + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµELβµ
+S (12.50)
Here:
B = β2N
[
πρ
4
LH +
πρ
4
LH − 1
2
a
(
π2 +
1
2c
)
EH
]
(12.51)
B =
ρ
2
βN
(
β/− π
2
βN
)
LH
+ρ
(
cπβ/2 − cπ2β/βN − 1
2
β/βN +
π
4
β2N +
π
2
βNβN
)
LH
+aβN
[
−πβ/+ 1
2
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2
− cπβ/
)(
πρsNL − a
c
s/N
)
(12.52)
and S is of order 1, with no order 1 acoustical quantities occurring in S.
Applying E to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and using
the second of the commutation relations 3.154 we derive in a similar manner
the conjugate equation:
LEλ = (p− χ)Eλ + q˜Eλ+Bχ˜+Bχ˜
+
ρ
4
β2NELH + ρβN
(
cπβ/ − βN
4
− βN
2
)
ELH
−π
2
aβ2NE
2H + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµELβµ
+S (12.53)
Here:
q˜ =
β2N
4c
(LH − 2πλEH) (12.54)
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(compare with 10.287) and:
B = β2N
[
πρ
4
LH +
πρ
4
LH − 1
2
a
(
π2 +
1
2c
)
EH
]
(12.55)
B =
ρ
2
βN
(
β/− π
2
βN
)
LH
+ρ
(
cπβ/2 − cπ2β/βN − 1
2
β/βN +
π
4
β2N +
π
2
βNβN
)
LH
+aβN
[
−πβ/+ 1
2
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
2
− cπβ/
)(
πρsNL − a
c
s/N
)
(12.56)
and S is of order 1, with no order 1 acoustical quantities occurring in S.
Applying T to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and using
the fact that by the third of the commutation relations 3.154
[L, T ] = −ζE
we obtain:
LTλ+ ζEλ = pTλ+ qTλ+ λTp+ λTq (12.57)
The principal terms on the right are contained in Tp, Tq. The quantities p and
q being of 1st order with vanishing 1st order acoustical part, Tp and Tq are of
2nd order with vanishing 2nd order acoustical part. The principal part of Tq is:
[Tq]P.P. =
1
4c
β2NTLH (12.58)
In regard to Tp we first consider Tm. From 12.35 the principal part of Tm is:
[Tm]P.P. = βN
(
πβ/− βN
4c
)
TLH − 1
2
πρβ2NTEH
+H
(
πβ/ − βN
2c
)
NµTLβµ (12.59)
The difference p−m being given by 12.37, the principal part of Tp− Tm is:
[Tp− Tm]P.P. = − 1
2c
(βNβNTLH + βNN
µTLβµ) (12.60)
The principal part of Tp is then:
[Tp]P.P. = βN
(
πβ/− βN
4c
− βN
2c
)
TLH − 1
2
πρβ2NTEH
+H
(
πβ/− (βN + βN)
2c
)
NµTLβµ (12.61)
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We must also determine the principal acoustical parts of the remainders
Tq − [Tq]P.P., T p− [Tp]P.P.
that is the terms in these remainders containing acoustical quantities of order
1. From the 3rd and 5th of 3.155 we have:
[TNµ]P.A. = [LN
µ]P.A = [n/]P.A.(E
µ − πNµ) (12.62)
(taking account of 3.61 and the 1st of 3.48). Similarly, from the 4th and 6th of
3.155 we have:
[TNµ]P.A. = [LN
µ]P.A. = [n/]P.A.(E
µ − πNµ) (12.63)
(taking account of 3.62 and the 2nd of 3.48). Introducing the quantities:
µ = Eλ+ πλχ˜, µ = Eλ+ πλχ˜ (12.64)
from 3.164 we have:
[n/]P.A. = 2µ, [n/]P.A. = 2µ (12.65)
Therefore 12.62, 12.63 take the form:
[TNµ]P.A. = 2µ(E
µ − πNµ), [TNµ]P.A. = 2µ(Eµ − πNµ) (12.66)
These imply:
[TβN ]P.A. = 2µ(β/− πβN ), [TβN ]P.A. = 2µ(β/− πβN ) (12.67)
and:
[TNµ]P.A.Lβµ = 2µ(ρs/N − πsNL) (12.68)
Moreover by 3.90, 3.91,
c−1[Tc]P.A. = [n+ n]P.A. = −π[n/+ n/]P.A. = −2π(µ+ µ) (12.69)
hence, since ρ = c−1λ,
[Tρ]P.A. = c
−1Tλ+ 2πρ(µ+ µ) (12.70)
Using 12.67 and 12.69 we find that the principal acoustical part of the remainder
Tq − [Tq]P.P. is:
βN
c
(LH)
[(
β/− π
2
βN
)
µ+
π
2
βNµ
]
(12.71)
To determine the principal acoustical part of the remainder Tp − [Tp]P.P. we
first determine the principal acoustical part of the remainder Tm − [Tm]P.P..
By 3.173, 3.178:
TEµ = (f/+ f/)Eµ + (f + f)Nµ + (f + f)Nµ (12.72)
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and by 3.175 - 3.177, 3.179 - 3.181:
[f/]P.A. = 0, [f ]P.A. = c
−1µ, [f ]P.A. = 0
[f/]P.A. = 0, [f ]P.A. = 0, [f ]P.A. = c
−1µ (12.73)
Hence:
[TEµ]P.A. = c
−1µNµ + c−1µNµ (12.74)
The 0-component of this is (see 3.159):
[Tπ]P.A. = c
−1(µ+ µ) (12.75)
Also 12.74 implies:
[Tβ/]P.A. = c
−1(βNµ+ βNµ) (12.76)
Using the 1st of 12.67 and 12.68, 12.69, 12.70 and 12.75, 12.76 we find that the
principal acoustical part of Tm− [Tm]P.P. is given by:
− π
2c
β2N (EH)Tλ
+
[
βN
c
(
β/+
π
2
βN
)
LH − ρβ2N
(
π2 +
1
2c
)
EH +
Hβ/
c
sNL
]
µ
+
{
π
(
2β/2 − 2πβ/βN + β
2
N
2c
+
βNβN
c
)
LH
+ρβN
[
−2πβ/+
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+πH
(
(βN + βN )
c
− 2πβ/
)
sNL +H
(
2πβ/− βN
c
)
ρs/N
}
µ
(12.77)
Using 12.67, 12.68, 12.69 we find from 12.37, 12.60 that the principal part of
the remainder Tp− Tm− [Tp− Tm]P.P. is given by:
− β/
c
(βNLH +HsNL)µ− βN
c
(β/LH +Hρs/N) (12.78)
Adding 12.77 and 12.78 we obtain the principal part of the remainder Tp −
[Tp]P.P. as:
− π
2c
β2N (EH)Tλ
+
[
πβ2N
2c
LH − ρβ2N
(
1
2c
+ π2
)
EH
]
µ
+
{(
2πβ/2 − 2π2β/βN − β/βN
c
+
πβ2N
2c
+
πβNβN
c
)
LH
+ρβN
[
−2πβ/+
(
π2 − 1
2c
)
βN
]
EH
+H
(
(βN + βN )
c
− 2πβ/
)
(πsNL − ρs/N)
}
µ (12.79)
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We conclude from the above, in view of the definitions 12.49, 12.51, 12.52, that
equation 12.57 takes the form:
LTλ = pTλ+ q˜T λ− ζEλ + 2Bµ+ 2Bµ
+
ρ
4
β2NTLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
TLH
−π
2
aβ2NTEH + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµTLβµ
+Q (12.80)
Here Q is of order 1, with no order 1 acoustical quantities occurring in Q.
Applying T to the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and using
the fact that by the third of the commutation relations 3.154
[L, T ] = ζE
we derive in a similar manner the conjugate equation:
LTλ = pTλ+ q˜T λ+ ζEλ + 2Bµ+ 2Bµ
+
ρ
4
β2NTLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
TLH
−π
2
aβ2NTEH + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµTLβµ
+Q (12.81)
where Q is of order 1, with no order 1 acoustical quantities occurring in Q.
Applying EN to the propagation equation 10.161 for the Nth approximant
quantity λN and using the first of the commutation relations 9.16 we obtain the
Nth approximant version of equation 12.33:
LNENλN +χNENλN = pNENλN +qNENλN+λNENpN +λNENqN +ENελ,N
(12.82)
Proceeding from this equation following the path leading from equation 12.33
to equation 12.50, using the results of Section 10.3 in place of the results of
Chapter 3, we deduce the Nth approximant version of equation 12.50:
LNENλN = (pN − χN )ENλN + q˜NENλN +BN χ˜N +BN χ˜N
+
ρN
4
β2N,NENLNHN
+ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
ENLNHN
−πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
2
NHN
+ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNENLNβµ,N
+SN + εEλ,N (12.83)
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Here:
q˜N =
β2N,N
4cN
(LNHN − 2πNλNENHN ) (12.84)
BN = β
2
N,N
[
πNρN
4
LNHN +
πNρN
4
LNHN − 1
2
aN
(
π2N +
1
2cN
)
ENHN
]
(12.85)
BN =
ρN
2
βN,N
(
β/N − πN
2
βN,N
)
LNHN
+ρ
N
(
cNπNβ/
2
N − cNπ2Nβ/NβN,N −
1
2
β/NβN,N +
πN
4
β2N,N +
πN
2
βN,NβN,N
)
LNHN
+aNβN,N
[
−πNβ/N + 1
2
(
π2N −
1
2cN
)
βN,N
]
ENHN
+HN
(
(βN,N + βN,N )
2
− cNπNβ/N
)(
πNρNsNL,N −
aN
cN
s/N,N
)
(12.86)
Also, SN is the Nth approximant version of S, and εEλ,N is an error term
satisfying the estimate:
εEλ,N = O(τ
N ) (12.87)
Similarly, we deduce the Nth approximant version of the conjugate equation
12.53:
LNENλN = (pN − χN )ENλN + q˜NENλN +BN χ˜N +BN χ˜N
+
ρ
N
4
β2N,NENLNHN + ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
E NLbNHN
−πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
2
NHN + ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNENLNβµ,N
+SN + εEλ,N (12.88)
Here:
q˜
N
=
β2N,N
4cN
(LNHN − 2πNλNENHN ) (12.89)
BN = β
2
N,N
[
πNρN
4
LNHN +
πNρN
4
LNHN −
1
2
aN
(
π2N +
1
2cN
)
ENHN
]
(12.90)
BN =
ρ
N
2
βN,N
(
β/N − πN
2
βN,N
)
LNHN
+ρN
(
cNπNβ/
2
N − cNπ2Nβ/NβN,N −
1
2
β/NβN,N +
πN
4
β2N,N +
πN
2
βN,NβN,N
)
LNHN
+aNβN,N
[
−πNβ/N + 1
2
(
π2N −
1
2cN
)
βN,N
]
ENHN
+HN
(
(βN,N + βN,N )
2
− cNπNβ/N
)(
πNρNsNL,N − aN
cN
s/N,N
)
(12.91)
Also, SN is the Nth approximant version of S, and εEλ,N is an error term
satisfying the estimate:
εEλ,N = O(τ
N ) (12.92)
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Applying T to the propagation equation 10.161 for the Nth approximant
quantity λN and using the fact that by the third of the commutation relations
9.16 (see 9.18):
[LN , T ] = −ζNEN ,
we obtain the Nth approximant version of equation 12.57:
LNTλN + ζNENλN = pNTλN + qNTλN + λNTpN + λNTqN (12.93)
Proceeding from this equation following the path leading from equation 12.57
to equation 12.80 , using the results of Section 10.3 in place of the results of
Chapter 3, and defining the Nth approximant version of the quantities µ, µ (see
12.64)
µN = ENλ+ πNλN χ˜N , µN = ENλN + πNλN χ˜N , (12.94)
we deduce the Nth approximant version of equation 12.80:
LNTλN = pNTλN + q˜NTλN − ζNENλN + 2BNµN + 2BNµN
+
ρN
4
β2N,NTLNHN −
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NTENHN
+ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
TLNHN
+ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N)
2
)
NµNTLNβµ,N
+QN + εTλ,N (12.95)
Here QN is the Nth approximant version of Q and εTλ,N is an error term
satisfying the estimate:
εTλ,N = O(τ
N−1) (12.96)
Similarly, we deduce the Nth approximant version of the conjugate equation
12.81:
LNTλN = pNTλN + q˜NTλN + ζNENλN + 2BNµN + 2BNµN
+
ρ
N
4
β2N,NTLNHN −
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NTENHN
+ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
TLNHN
+ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNTLNβµ,N
+Q
N
+ εTλ,N (12.97)
Here Q
N
is the Nth approximant version of Q and εTλ,N is an error term
satisfying the estimate:
εTλ,N = O(τ
N−1) (12.98)
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Applying En−1 to equation 12.50 and using the 1st of the commutation
relations 3.154, which implies that:
[L,En−1]Eλ = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−i(χEi+2λ)
we deduce the following propagation equation for Enλ:
LEnλ = (p− nχ)Enλ+ q˜Enλ+ (B − ρEλ)En−1χ˜+BEn−1χ˜
+
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
+Sn−1 (12.99)
where Sn−1 is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Sn−1 is only of order n− 1. Similarly, applying En−1N to equation 12.83 and
using the 1st of the commutation relations 9.16, which implies that:
[LN , E
n−1
N ]ENλN = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−iN (χNE
i+2
N λN )
we deduce:
LNE
n
NλN = (pN − nχN )EnNλN + q˜NEnNλN
+(BN − ρNENλN )En−1N χ˜N +BNEn−1N χ˜N
+
ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
−πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
+ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
+Sn−1,N + En−1N εEλ,N (12.100)
where Sn−1,N is the Nth approximant analogue of Sn−1. Subtracting equa-
tion 12.100 from 12.99 we arrive at the following propagation equation for the
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acoustical difference quantity (0,n)λˇ defined by the 1st of 12.4 for m = 0, l = n:
L (0,n)λˇ = (p− nχ) (0,n)λˇ+ q˜ (0,n)λˇ+ (B − ρEλ)s(n−1) ˇ˜χ+B (n−1) ˇ˜χ
−(L− LN − p+ pN + n(χ− χN ))EnNλN + (q˜ − q˜N )EnNλN
+(B −BN − ρEλ+ ρNENλN )En−1N χ˜N +BEn−1N ˇ˜χN
+
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
−ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
+Sn−1 − Sn−1,N − En−1N εEλ,N (12.101)
Applying likewise En−1 to equation 12.53 and using the 2nd of the commu-
tation relations 3.154, which implies that:
[L,En−1]Eλ = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−i(χEi+2λ)
we deduce the following propagation equation for Enλ (the conjugate of 12.99):
LEnλ = (p− nχ)Enλ+ q˜Enλ+ (B − ρEλ)En−1χ˜+BEn−1χ˜
+
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
+Sn−1 (12.102)
where Sn−1 is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Sn−1 is only of order n− 1. Similarly, applying En−1N to equation 12.88 and
using the 2nd of the commutation relations 9.16, which implies that:
[LN , E
n−1
N ]ENλN = −
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−iN (χNE
i+2
N λN )
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we deduce:
LNE
n
NλN = (pN − nχN )EnNλN + q˜NEnNλN
+(BN − ρNENλN )E
n−1
N χ˜N +BNE
n−1
N χ˜N
+
ρ
N
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
−πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
+ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
+Sn−1,N + E
n−1
N εEλ,N (12.103)
where Sn−1,N is the Nth approximant analogue of Sn−1. Subtracting equa-
tion 12.103 from 12.102 we arrive at the following propagation equation for the
acoustical difference quantity (0,n)λˇ defined by the 2nd of 12.4 for m = 0, l = n:
L (0,n)λˇ = (p− nχ) (0,n)λˇ+ q˜ (0,n)λˇ+ (B − ρEλ) (n−1) ˇ˜χ+B (n−1) ˇ˜χ
−(L− LN − p+ pN + n(χ− χN ))EnNλN + (q˜ − q˜N )EnNλN
+(B −BN − ρEλ+ ρNENλN )En−1N χ˜N +BEn−1N ˇ˜χN
+
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
−ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
+Sn−1 − Sn−1,N − En−1N εEλ,N (12.104)
For m = 1, ..., n, we apply Tm−1 to 12.80 and use the fact that by the 3rd
of the commutation relations 3.201:
[L, Tm−1]Tλ = −
m−2∑
j=0
Tm−2−j(ζET j+1λ)
Also, in view of 8.128, 8.129 we have:
[T χ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2πλEχ˜ (12.105)
[T χ˜]P.A. = 2E
2λ+ 2πλEχ˜ (12.106)
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Using these we establish by induction that for m = 1, ..., n:
[Tm−1µ]P.A. =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)jEj+1Tm−1−jλ+
1
2
(2πλ)mEm−1χ˜
:= µm−1 (12.107)
[Tm−1µ]P.A. =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)jEj+1Tm−1−jλ+
1
2
(2πλ)mEm−1χ˜
:= µ
m−1 (12.108)
We then deduce the following propagation equation for Tmλ, m = 1, ..., n:
LTmλ = pTmλ+ q˜Tmλ−mζETm−1λ+ 2Bµm−1 + 2Bµm−1
+
ρ
4
β2NT
mLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
TmLH
−π
2
aβ2NT
mEH + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµTmLβµ
+Qm−1 (12.109)
where Qm−1 is of order m, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Qm−1 is only of order m − 1. We then apply En−m to 12.109 and use the
fact that by the 1st of the commutation relations 3.201:
[L,En−m]Tmλ = −
n−m−1∑
i=0
En−m−1−i(χEi+1Tmλ)
Noting that:
[En−mµm−1]P.A. =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)jEn−m+j+1Tm−1−jλ+
1
2
(2πλ)mEn−1χ˜
:= µm−1,n−m (12.110)
[En−mµ
m−1]P.A. =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)jEn−m+j+1Tm−1−jλ+
1
2
(2πλ)mEn−1χ˜
:= µ
m−1,n−m (12.111)
we deduce the following propagation equation for En−mTmλ:
LEn−mTmλ = (p− (n−m)χ)En−mTmλ+ q˜En−mTmλ
−mζEn−m+1Tm−1λ+ 2Bµm−1,n−m + 2Bµm−1,n−m
+
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH + ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
En−mTmLH
−π
2
aβ2NE
n−mTmEH + ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEn−mTmLβµ
+Qm−1,n−m (12.112)
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where Qm−1,n−m is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity oc-
curring in Qm−1,n−m is only of order n − 1. Similarly applying first Tm−1 to
equation 12.95 and then applying En−mN to the resulting equation, we deduce
the analogous equation for the Nth approximants:
LNE
n−m
N T
mλN = (pN − (n−m)χN )En−mN TmλN + q˜NEn−mN TmλN
−mζNEn−m+1N Tm−1λN + 2BNµm−1,n−m,N + 2BNµm−1,n−m,N
+
ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN
+ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
En−mN T
mLNHN
−πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n−m
N T
mENHN
+ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N)
2
)
NµNE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+Qm−1,n−m,N + En−mN T
m−1εTλ,N (12.113)
Here, the quantities µm−1,n−m,N , µm−1,n−m,N are the Nth approximant ver-
sions of the quantities µm−1,n−m, µm−1,n−m:
µm−1,n−m,N =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πNλN )
jEn−m+j+1N T
m−1−jλN +
1
2
(2πNλN )
mEn−1N χ˜N
(12.114)
µ
m−1,n−m,N =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πNλN )
jEn−m+j+1N T
m−1−jλN +
1
2
(2πNλN )
mEn−1N χ˜N
(12.115)
and Qm−1,n−m,N is the Nth approximant version of Qm−1,n−m. Subtracting
equation 12.113 from 12.112 we arrive at the following propagation equation
for the acoustical difference quantity (m,n−m)λˇ defined by the 1st of 12.4 for
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m = 1, ..., n, l = n−m:
L (m,n−m)λˇ = (p− (n−m)χ) (m,n−m)λˇ+ q˜ (m,n−m)λˇ−mζ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ
+2Bµˇm−1,n−m + 2Bµˇm−1,n−m
+(L− LN + p− pN − (n−m)(χ− χN ))En−mN TmλN
+(q˜ − q˜N )En−mN TmλN −m(ζ − ζN )En−m+1N Tm−1λN
+2(B −BN )µm−1,n−m,N + 2(B −BN )µm−1,n−m,N
+
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
En−mTmLH
−ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
En−mN T
mLNHN
−π
2
aβ2NE
n−mTmEH +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n−m
N T
mENHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+Qm−1,n−m −Qm−1,n−m,N − En−mN Tm−1εTλ,N (12.116)
Here we have introduced the acoustical difference quantities:
µˇm−1,n−m = µm−1,n−m−µm−1,n−m,N , µˇm−1,n−m = µm−1,n−m−µm−1,n−m,N
(12.117)
By 12.110, 12.111 and 12.114, 12.115:
µˇm−1,n−m =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ+
1
2
(2πλ)m (n−1) ˇ˜χ
+
m−1∑
j=0
(
(2πλ)j − (2πNλN )j
)
En−m+j+1N T
m−1−jλN
+
1
2
((2πλ)m − (2πNλN )m)En−1N χ˜N (12.118)
µˇ
m−1,n−m =
m−1∑
j=0
(2πλ)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ+
1
2
(2πλ)m (n−1) ˇ˜χ
+
m−1∑
j=0
(
(2πλ)j − (2πNλN )j
)
En−m+j+1N T
m−1−jλN
+
1
2
((2πλ)m − (2πNλN )m)En−1N χ˜N (12.119)
In a similar manner we deduce the propagation equation for the acoustical
difference quantity (m,n−m)λˇ defined by the 2nd of 12.4 for m = 1, ..., n, l =
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n−m, the conjugate of 12.116:
L (m,n−m)λˇ = (p− (n−m)χ) (m,n−m)λˇ+ q˜ (m,n−m)λˇ+mζ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ
+2Bµˇ
m−1,n−m + 2Bµˇm−1,n−m
+(L− LN + p− pN − (n−m)(χ− χN ))E
n−m
N T
mλN
+(q˜ − q˜
N
)En−mN T
mλN +m(ζ − ζN )En−m+1N Tm−1λN
+2(B −BN )µm−1,n−m,N + 2(B −BN )µm−1,n−m,N
+
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
En−mTmLH
−ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
En−mN T
mLNHN
−π
2
aβ2NE
n−mTmEH +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n−m
N T
mENHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+Q
m−1,n−m −Qm−1,n−m,N − En−mN Tm−1εTλ,N (12.120)
HereQ
m−1,n−m is of order n, but the highest order acoustical quantity occurring
in Q
m−1,n−m is only of order n− 1, and Qm−1,n−m,N is the Nth approximant
version of Q
m−1,n−m.
12.2 Estimates for ( (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (n−1) ˇ˜χ) and ( (0,n)λˇ, (0,n)λˇ)
In the next section we shall derive estimates for (ΩnT
ˇˆ
f,ΩnT vˇ, TΩnT γˇ). As we
shall see, the derivation of these estimates necessarily involves the derivation of
appropriate estimates on K for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and (0,n)λˇ, which in turn involve the
derivation of appropriate estimates for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and for (0,n)λˇ respectively.
We begin with the derivation of the estimates for (n−1) ˇ˜χ. We consider the
propagation equation for (n−1) ˇ˜χ, equation 12.29. Let us denote the right hand
side by (n−1)Fˇ , so this equation reads:
L (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n+ 1)χ (n−1) ˇ˜χ = (n−1)Fˇ (12.121)
Here as in Section 10.3 we use the (u, u, ϑ′) coordinates on N which are adapted
to the flow of L. In view of 10.346, equation 12.121 takes in these coordinates
the form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′(n+1)/2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
= h/′(n+1)/2 (n−1)Fˇ (12.122)
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Integrating then from C0, noting that
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
∣∣∣
C0
= 0 (12.123)
we obtain:(
h/′(n+1)/2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =
∫ u1
0
(
h/′(n+1)/2 (n−1)Fˇ
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du (12.124)
In view of the remark 10.354 we rewrite this in the form:(
(n−1) ˇ˜χh/′1/4
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =∫ u1
0
(
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2n+1)/4 (
(n−1)Fˇ h/′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du
By 10.359 we have: (
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2n+1)/4
≤ k (12.125)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1. Therefore 12.124 implies:∣∣∣( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/′1/4) (u1, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ ≤ k
∫ u1
0
∣∣∣( (n−1)Fˇ h/′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ du (12.126)
Taking L2 norms with respect to ϑ′ ∈ S1 this implies:
∥∥∥( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/′1/4) (u1, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∫ u1
0
∥∥∥( (n−1)Fˇ h/′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du
(12.127)
or, in view of 10.354:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.128)
We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to the integral on the
right in 12.128. Consider first the nth order acoustical difference terms:
A (n−1) ˇ˜χ+A (n−1) ˇ˜χ (12.129)
The coefficients A and A being given by 12.14 and 12.15 respectively, the as-
sumptions 10.436 imply:
|A|, |A| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (12.130)
It follows that the contribution of the terms 12.129 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.131)
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Here the first can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality 12.128. We
shall show in the sequel that the second can also be absorbed.
The other leading contributions are those of the principal difference terms:
− βNβ/EnLH + βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H − 1
2
ρNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN
(12.132)
Here we must keep track not only of the actually principal terms, namely those
containing the derivatives of the βµ of order n+1, but also of the terms contain-
ing acoustical quantities of order n. As we shall see the dominant contribution
comes from the 2nd difference term. In fact, since
EH = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνEβµ, hence [En+1H ]P.P. = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνEn+1βµ
and similarly for the Nth approximants, the actual principal difference term in
question is:
− ρβ2NH ′(g−1)µνβνEn+1βµ + ρNβ2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEn+1N βµ,N (12.133)
By the formula 10.370 and an analogous formula for the Nth approximants,
12.133 is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
−β2Nβ/η2H ′ρEµEn+1βµ + β2N,Nβ/Nη2NH ′NρNEµNEn+1N βµ,N
+β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn+1βµ − β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
+β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn+1βµ − β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
(12.134)
The dominant contribution is that of the N component difference. To estimate
this we write:
ρNµEn+1βµ = L
µEn+1βµ (12.135)
= En(LµEβµ)− (EnLµ)Eβµ −
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(EiLµ)En+1−iβµ
Here the sum is of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part. Such terms
can be ignored. As for the 2nd term on the right, we have, since Lµ = ρNµ, by
the conjugates of 12.7 and 12.10:
[(EnLµ)Eβµ]P.A. = c
−1s/NEnλ+ πρs/NEn−1χ˜+ ρs/En−1χ˜ (12.136)
Since LµEβµ = E
µLβµ, the 1st term on the right in 12.135 is:
En(EµLβµ) = E
µEnLβµ (12.137)
+(EnEµ)Lβµ +
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(EiEµ)En−iLβµ
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Here the sum is of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part, hence can
be ignored. As for the 2nd term on the right, by 12.8 we have:
[(EnEµ)Lβµ]P.A. =
1
2
(
c−1sNLEn−1χ˜+ ρs/En−1χ˜
)
(12.138)
Finally, by the 2nd of the commutation relations 3.154 the 1st term on the right
in 12.137 is:
EµLEnβµ + E
µ
n−1∑
i=0
En−1−i(χEi+1βµ)
= EµLEnβµ + s/E
n−1χ+ Eµ
n−1∑
j=1
(
n− 1
j
)
(En−1−jχ)Ej+1βµ
+Eµ
n−1∑
i=1
En−1−i(χEi+1βµ) (12.139)
Here the two sums on the right are of order n with vanishing principal acoustical
part, hence can be ignored. Since
[En−1χ]P.A. = ρEn−1χ˜
we conclude from the above that
ρNµEn+1βµ
is, up to terms which can be ignored, given by:
EµLEnβµ +
1
2
ρs/En−1χ˜+
(
1
2c
sNL − πρs/N
)
En−1χ˜− 1
c
s/NE
nλ (12.140)
Similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the last the differences 12.134 is given by:
β3N
2c
η2H ′
{
ρ
ρ
(E;0,n)ξˇL +
1
2
ρs/ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ
(sNL
2λ
− πs/N
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− ρ
λ
s/N
(0,n)λˇ
}
(12.141)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.128 is bounded by:
C
u2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+
C
u2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+
C
u2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.142)
Here the 2nd integral is the same as the 2nd integral in 12.131. The 3rd integral
is the same as the 1st integral in 12.131, but here this comes with the factor
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u−2 which makes the contribution borderline. As for the contribution of the 4th
integral in 12.142, we shall show in the sequel that this contribution, like that
of the 2nd integral, can be absorbed.
In regard to 12.128, we shall estimate ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) and ‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ).
We shall make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 12.1 Let f be a non-negative function on Rδ,δ.
a) For all (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ we have:∥∥∥∥
∫ u1
0
f(u, ·)du
∥∥∥∥
L2(u1,u1)
≤
∫ u1
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u1,u1)du
b) Let us define on [0, δ] the function:
g(u) =
∫ u
0
f(u, u)du
Then for all τ ∈ [0, δ] we have:
‖g‖L2(0,τ) ≤
∫ τ
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,τ)du
Proof: Part a is standard. To establish part b we extend for each u ∈ [0, τ ] the
function f(·, u) to [0, τ ] by defining:
f(u, u) =
{
f(u, u) : if u ∈ [0, u]
0 : if u ∈ (u, τ ]
}
We then have:
g(u) =
∫ τ
0
f(u, u)du : u ∈ [0, τ ]
It follows that:
‖g‖L2(0,τ) ≤
∫ τ
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(0,τ)du
Since
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(0,τ) =
∫ τ
0
f
2
(u, u)du =
∫ τ
u
f2(u, u)du = ‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u,τ)
part b then follows.
In regard to the contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1) of the first of 12.142, we
set:
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (12.143)
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We have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u1,u1) =
∫ u1
u1
f2(u, u)du ≤
∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du
= u2
∫ u1
u
u−4‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
= u2
∫ u1
u
u−4
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′
)
du
= u2
{
u−41
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
+4
∫ u1
u
u−5
(∫ u
u
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′
)
du
}
≤ Cu2
{
u−41
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5 (E;0,n)Eˇu(u)du
}
≤ Cu2a0+2
{
u2b0−41 + 4
(u2b0−41 − u2b0−4)
(2b0 − 4)
}
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤ Cu2a0+2u2b0−41 (E;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.144)
by 9.332, 9.347 and the condition 10.393. Then by Lemma 12.1a the contribution
to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) of the first of 12.142 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)ub0−21
∫ u1
0
ua0+1du ≤ C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 ·
u21
u21
(12.145)
On the other hand, setting u1 = u in 12.128 and taking the L
2 norm with
respect to u on [0, τ ] yields:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k
{∫ τ
0
(∫ u
0
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(12.146)
Since by 12.144 with τ in the role of u1 we have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u,τ) =
∫ τ
u
f2(u, u)du ≤ Cu2a0+2τ2b0−4 (E;0,n)B(τ, τ) (12.147)
by Lemma 12.1b the contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) of the first of 12.142 is
bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)τb0−2
∫ τ
0
ua0+1du ≤ C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0 (12.148)
In regard to the contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) of the third of 12.142 we set:
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.149)
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In analogy with 12.144 we obtain:∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du = u2
{
u−41 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}
(12.150)
hence applying Lemma 12.1a the contribution in question is seen to be bounded
by:
∫ u1
0
u
{
u−41 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du (12.151)
Also, replacing u1 by τ and applying Lemma 12.1b the corresponding contribu-
tion to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) is seen to be bounded by:
∫ τ
0
u
{
τ−4‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cτu) + 4
∫ τ
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du (12.152)
Consider now the first of the differences 12.134, the E component difference.
Up to terms which can be ignored this difference is:
− β2Nβ/η2H ′
√
ρ
λ
√
a (E;0,n)ξˇ/ (12.153)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.128 is bounded by:
C
u
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (12.154)
Setting then:
f(u, u) =
√
uu−1‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u) (12.155)
we have: ∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du = u
∫ u1
u
u−2‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du
= u
∫ u1
u
u−2
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u′ )du′
)
du
= u
{
u−21
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du
+2
∫ u1
u
u−3
(∫ u
u
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u′ )du
′
)
du
}
≤ Cu
{
u−21
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) + 2
∫ u1
u
u−3Eˇu(u)du
}
≤ Cu2a0+1
{
u2b0−21 + 2
(u2b0−21 − u2b0−2)
(2b0 − 2)
}
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤ Cu2a0+1u2b0−21 (E;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.156)
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by 9.332 and 9.347. Then by Lemma 12.1a the contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
of 12.154 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)ub0−11
∫ u1
0
ua0+
1
2 du ≤ C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)(
a0 +
3
2
) · ua01 ub01 · u3/21u1
(12.157)
Here the last factor, u
3/2
1 /u1, is homogeneous of degree 1/2. This is to be
compared with 12.145 where the last factor u21/u
2
1 is homogeneous of degree 0.
Consider finally the second of the differences 12.134, the N component differ-
ence. Following a sequence of formulas which are the conjugates of the formulas
in the sequence 12.135 - 12.140 we conclude that
ρNµEn+1βµ
is, up to terms which can be ignored, given by:
EµLEnβµ − 1
2
ρs/En−1χ˜−
(
1
2c
sNL + πρs/N
)
En−1χ˜− 1
c
s/NE
nλ (12.158)
Similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the second the differences 12.134 is given by:
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′
{
(E;0,n)ξˇL − 1
2
ρs/ (n−1) ˇ˜χ−
(
1
2c
sNL + πρs/N
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− 1
c
s/N
(0,n)λˇ
}
(12.159)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.128 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1)χ˜‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.160)
Here the 2nd integral is the same as the 3rd integral in 12.142 but with an extra
factor of u2, hence its contribution can be absorbed. The 3rd integral is the
same as the 2nd integral in 12.142. As for the contribution of the 4th integral
in 12.160, we shall show in the sequel that this contribution, like that of the 3rd
integral, can be absorbed. Finally, the 1st integral in 12.160 is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cua0+ 121 ub0
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.161)
hence its contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u1/21 (12.162)
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Note that here the last factor, u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1 , is homogeneous of degree 1.
Consider next the 1st of the principal difference terms 12.132. Since
LH = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνLβµ, hence [EnLH ]P.P. = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ
and similarly for the Nth approximants, the actual principal difference term in
question is:
2βNβ/H
′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ − 2βN,Nβ/NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N (12.163)
By the formula 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants,
12.163 is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
2βNβ/
2η2H ′EµEnLβµ − 2βN,Nβ/2Nη2NH ′NEµNEnNLNβµ,N
−βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ + βN,Nβ/N
βN,N
cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
−βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ − βN,Nβ/N βN,N
cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
(12.164)
To estimate the contribution of the N component difference we write:
NµEnLβµ = E
n(NµLβµ)− (EnNµ)Lβµ −
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(EiNµ)En−iLβµ
(12.165)
Here the sum is of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part, hence can
be ignored. As for the 2nd term on the right, by the conjugate of 12.7 we have:
[(EnNµ)Lβµ]P.A. = ρ(s/N − πcs/ )En−1χ˜ (12.166)
Since NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ, the 1st term on the right in 12.165 is:
En(λEµEβµ) = λE
µEn+1βµ + (E
nλ)s/ + λ(EnEµ)Eβµ (12.167)
+
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(Eiλ)(En−iEµ)Eβµ +
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(Ei(λEµ))En+1−iβµ
Here the two sums are of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part, hence
can be ignored. As for the 3rd term on the right, by 12.8 we have:
[(EnEµ)Eβµ]P.A. =
1
2c
(s/NE
n−1χ˜+ s/NEn−1χ˜) (12.168)
We conclude from the above that
NµEnLβµ
is, up to terms which can be ignored, given by:
λEµEn+1βµ + s/E
nλ− ρ
(
s/N
2
− πcs/
)
En−1χ˜+ ρ
s/N
2
En−1χ˜ (12.169)
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Similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the last the differences 12.164 is given by:
−βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′
{
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ + s/ (0,n)λˇ− ρ
(
s/N
2
− πcs/
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ
s/N
2
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.170)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.128 is bounded by:
C
u
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.171)
Here the 1st term coincides with 12.154. The 2nd term coincides with the 4th
term in 12.160. The 3rd term coincides with the 2nd term in 12.142. Comparing
the 4th term with the 3rd term in 12.142 we see that the contribution of this
term here can be absorbed.
Consider next the first of the differences 12.164, the E component difference.
To estimate this we use the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154 to express
EµEnLβµ as:
EµLEnβµ +
n−1∑
i=0
EµEn−1−i(χEi+1βµ)
= EµLEnβµ + s/E
n−1χ+
n−1∑
j=1
(
n− 1
j
)
(En−1−jχ)EµEj+1βµ
+
n−1∑
i=1
EµEn−1−i(χEi+1βµ) (12.172)
Here the two sums on the right are of order n with vanishing principal acoustical
part, hence can be ignored. Since
[En−1χ]P.A. = ρEn−1χ˜
we conclude from that, up to terms which can be ignored, EµEnLβµ is:
EµLEnβµ + ρs/E
n−1χ˜ (12.173)
A similar formula holds for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the first the differences 12.164 is given by:
2βNβ/
2η2H ′
(
(E;0,n)ξˇL + ρs/
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(12.174)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.128 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.175)
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Here the 1st term coincides with the 1st term in 12.160 while the contribution
of the 2nd term can be absorbed.
Consider finally the second of the differences 12.164, the N component dif-
ference. To estimate this we use the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154 to
express NµEnLβµ as:
NµLEnβµ +
n−1∑
i=0
NµEn−1−i(χEi+1βµ)
= NµLEnβµ + s/NE
n−1χ+
n−1∑
j=1
(
n− 1
j
)
(En−1−jχ)NµEj+1βµ
+
n−1∑
i=1
NµEn−1−i(χEi+1βµ) (12.176)
Again the two sums are of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part and
can be ignored. Then NµEnLβµ is, up to terms which can be ignored,
NµLEnβµ + ρs/NE
n−1χ˜ (12.177)
A similar formula holds for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the second of the differences 12.164 is given by:
− βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′
{
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + ρs/N (n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.178)
The contribution of the 2nd term in parenthesis to the integral on the right in
12.128 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.179)
which coincides with the 2nd term in 12.175 and can be absorbed. To estimate
the contribution of the 1st term in parenthesis in 12.178 we use the fact that
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇL (12.180)
In regard to the 2nd term on the left, we can express NµL(Enβµ−EnNβµ,N ) as
NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N − ρs/NEn−1χ˜+ ρNs/N,NEn−1N χ˜N
up to terms which can be ignored. Since γ ∼ u, the contribution of the 1st of
these differences is bounded by u times 12.171 while the contribution of the 2nd
difference is bounded by u times 12.179. Therefore the contribution of the 2nd
term on the left in 12.180 can be absorbed. We are left with the contribution of
the right hand side of 12.180, through the 1st term in parenthesis in 12.178, to
the integral on the right in 12.128. This contribution is bounded by a constant
multiple of: ∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ u1/21 ‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/21
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0+ 121 ub0
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.181)
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hence its contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u1/21 (12.182)
(compare with 12.162).
Now, in regard to the contribution of the integral∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
through the 2nd of 12.131, 12.142 and the 3rd of 12.160, 12.171 to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1),
we remark that this is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1 sup
u∈[u1,u1]
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) (12.183)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) by a constant multiple
of:
τ sup
u∈[0,τ ]
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu ) (12.184)
Similarly, in regard to the contribution of the integral∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
through the 4th of 12.160 and the 2nd 12.171 to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1), we remark
that this is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1 sup
u∈[u1,u1]
‖ (n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) (12.185)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) by a constant multiple
of:
τ sup
u∈[0,τ ]
‖ (n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cuu ) (12.186)
Also, in regard to the contribution of
1
u2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
through the 4th of 12.142 to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1), setting
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)
we deduce in analogy with 12.149 - 12.152 that this contribution is bounded by
a constant multiple of:∫ u1
0
u
{
u−41 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du (12.187)
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and the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) by a constant multiple
of: ∫ τ
0
u
{
τ−4‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cτu) + 4
∫ τ
u
u−5‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du (12.188)
We combine the above results in the form in which they will be used in the
sequel in the following lemma.
Lemma 12.2 The next to the top order acoustical quantity ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu)
satisfies to principal terms the following inequality:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1) ≤
C
∫ u1
0
u
{
u−41 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du
+C
∫ u1
0
u
{
u−41 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du
+Cu
1/2
1 u
1/2
1 sup
u∈[u1,u1]
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
+Cu
1/2
1 u
1/2
1 sup
u∈[u1,u1]
‖ (n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 ·
u21
u21
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1/21
Moreover, ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) satisfies:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤
C
∫ τ
0
u
{
τ−4‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cτu) + 4
∫ τ
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du
+C
∫ τ
0
u
{
τ−4‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cτu) + 4
∫ τ
u
u−5‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
}1/2
du
+Cτ sup
u∈[0,τ ]
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )
+Cτ sup
u∈[0,τ ]
‖ (n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cuu )
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)} · τa0+b0 · τ1/2
We turn to the derivation of the estimates for (0,n)λˇ. We consider the
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propagation equation for (0,n)λˇ, equation 12.101. This equation takes the form:
L (0,n)λˇ+ nχ (0,n) (0,n)λˇ = (0,n)Gˇ (12.189)
In terms of the (u, u, ϑ′) coordinates on N , which are adapted to the flow of L,
this reads:
∂
∂u
(
h/′n/2 (0,n)λˇ
)
= h/′n/2 (0,n)Gˇ (12.190)
Integrating from C0, noting that
(0,n)λˇ
∣∣∣
C0
= 0 (12.191)
we obtain:(
h/′n/2 (0,n)λˇ
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =
∫ u1
0
(
h/′n/2 (0,n)Gˇ
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du (12.192)
In view of the remark 10.354 we rewrite this in the form:(
(0,n)λˇh/′1/4
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =∫ u1
0
(
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2n−1)/4 (
(0,n)Gˇh/′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du
By 10.358 we have: (
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
h/′(u1, u, ϑ′)
)(2n−1)/4
≤ k (12.193)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1. Therefore 12.192 implies:∣∣∣( (0,n)λˇh/′1/4) (u1, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ ≤ k
∫ u1
0
∣∣∣( (0,n)Gˇh/′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ du (12.194)
Taking L2 norms with respect to ϑ′ ∈ S1 this implies:
∥∥∥( (0,n)λˇh/′1/4) (u1, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∫ u1
0
∥∥∥( (0,n)Gˇh/′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du
(12.195)
or, in view of 10.354:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.196)
We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to the integral on the
right in 12.196. Consider first the nth order acoustical difference terms:
p (0,n)λˇ+ q˜ (0,n)λˇ+ (B − ρEλ) (n−1) ˇ˜χ+B (n−1) ˇ˜χ (12.197)
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The coefficients B and B being given by 12.52 and 12.51 respectively, the as-
sumptions 10.435, 10.436 imply:
|B|, |B| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (12.198)
It follows that the contribution of the terms 12.197 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.199)
Here the first can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality 12.196. The
third can likewise be absorbed. We shall see that the second gives a borderline
contribution and the same holds for the fourth.
The other leading contributions are those of the principal difference terms:
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
−ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N)
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN (12.200)
Here we must keep track not only of the actually principal terms, namely those
containing derivatives of the βµ of order n+1, but also of the terms containing
acoustical quantities of order n. The terms of order n with vanishing principal
acoustical part can be ignored. As we shall see the dominant contribution comes
from the 1st of the four difference terms in 12.200. In fact, since
LH = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνLβµ, hence [EnLH ]P.P. = −2H ′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ
and similarly for the Nth approximants, the actual principal difference term in
question is:
− ρ
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ +
ρN
2
β2N,NH
′
N (g
−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N (12.201)
By the formula 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants,
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12.201 is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
−1
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′ρEµEnLβµ +
1
2
β2N,Nβ/Nη
2
NH
′
NρNE
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEnLβµ − 1
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEnLβµ − 1
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
(12.202)
The dominant contribution is that of the N component difference. To estimate
it we must use the fact that
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇL (12.203)
Since the 1st term on the left is related to the N component difference, the
second of the differences 12.202, we begin with that difference. To estimate its
contribution we follow the argument leading from 12.165 to 12.169 but with the
original quantities replaced by their conjugates to conclude that
NµEnLβµ
is, up to terms which can be ignored, given by:
λEµEn+1βµ + s/E
nλ− ρ
(
s/N
2
− πcs/
)
En−1χ˜+ ρ
s/N
2
En−1χ˜ (12.204)
Similarly for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms which can be
ignored the second of the differences 12.202 is given by:
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρ
{
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ + s/ (0,n)λˇ− ρ
(
s/N
2
− πcs/
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ
s/N
2
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.205)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.196 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.206)
Here the 2nd term coincides with the 1st term in 12.199 and can be absorbed.
Comparing the 3rd and 4th terms with the corresponding terms in 12.199 we
see that the contributions of these terms here can be absorbed. As for the 1st
term, setting
f(u, u) =
√
uu‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u) (12.207)
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we have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u1,u1) =
∫ u1
u1
f2(u, u)du ≤
∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du
≤ uu21
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Su,u)du = uu21‖
√
a (E;0,n)ξ/‖2L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cuu21 (E;0,n)Eˇ
u1
(u) ≤ Cu2a0+1u2b0+21 (E;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.208)
Then by Lemma 12.1a the contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) of the 1st of 12.206
is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)ub0+11
∫ u1
0
ua0+
1
2 du ≤ C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)(
a0 +
3
2
) · ua0+ 321 ub0+11
(12.209)
On the other hand, setting u1 = u in 12.196 and taking the L
2 norm with
respect to u on [0, τ ] yields:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k
{∫ τ
0
(∫ u
0
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(12.210)
Since by 12.208 with τ in the role of u1 we have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u,τ) =
∫ τ
u
f2(u, u)du ≤ Cu2a0+1τ2b0+2 (E;0,n)B(τ, τ) (12.211)
by Lemma 12.1b the contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) of 1st of 12.206 is bounded
by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)τb0+1
∫ τ
0
ua0+
1
2 du ≤ C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)(
a0 +
3
2
) · τa0+b0+ 52 (12.212)
We turn to the last of the differences 12.202, the N component difference.
By the 2nd of the commutation relations 3.154 we have:
EnLβµ = LE
nβµ +
n−1∑
i=0
En−1−i(χEi+1βµ)
= LEnβµ + (Eβµ)E
n−1χ+
n−1∑
j=1
(
n− 1
j
)
(En−1−jχ)Ej+1βµ
+
n−1∑
i=1
(χEi+1βµ) (12.213)
The two sums on the right can be ignored being of order n with vanishing
principal acoustical part. Hence
NµEnLβµ
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is equal to:
NµLEnβµ + s/NρE
n−1χ˜ (12.214)
up to terms which can be ignored. Similarly for the Nth approximants. It
follows that up to terms which can be ignored the last of the differences 12.202
is given by:
β3N
4c
η2H ′ρ
{
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + ρs/N (n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.215)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.196 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.216)
Here the 2nd term coincides with the 4th term in 12.206 and can be absorbed.
To estimate the 1st term we appeal to 12.203. Since γ ∼ u, this term is then
seen to be bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (12.217)
In regard to the 2nd term here we can express NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) as
NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N − ρs/NEn−1χ˜+ ρNs/N,NEn−1N χ˜N
up to terms which can be ignored. Hence the contribution of the 2nd term in
12.217 is bounded in terms of:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.218)
Here the 2nd term can be absorbed (compare with the 4th of 12.199) while the
1st is similar to the contribution of the N component difference but with an
extra u−1 factor, hence is bounded in terms of 12.206 but with an extra u−1
factor. Then, up to terms which can be absorbed, 12.218 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
the contribution of which to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)(
a0 +
3
2
) · ua0+ 321 ub01 (12.219)
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(compare with 12.209) and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)(
a0 +
3
2
) · τa0+b0+ 32 (12.220)
(compare with 12.212). What remains to be considered is then the first of
12.217. Setting
f(u, u) = uu−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (12.221)
we have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u1,u1) =
∫ u1
u1
f2(u, u)du ≤
∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du
= u2
∫ u1
u
u−2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
= u2
∫ u1
u
u−2
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′)du′
)
du
= u2
{
u−21
∫ u1
u
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u)du
+2
∫ u1
u
u−3
(∫ u
u
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Su,u′)du′
)
du
}
≤ Cu2
{
u−21
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) + 2
∫ u1
u
u−3 (Y ;0,n)Eˇu(u)du
}
≤ Cu2a0+2
{
u2b0−21 + 2
(u2b0−21 − u2b0−2)
(2b0 − 2)
}
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤ Cu2a0+2u2b0−21 (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.222)
by 9.332, 9.347 (and 10.393). Then by Lemma 12.1a the contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1)
of the first of 12.217 is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)ub0−11
∫ u1
0
ua0+1du ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 ·
u21
u1
(12.223)
On the other hand, in view of 12.210, since by 12.222 with τ in the role of u1
we have:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(u,τ) =
∫ τ
u
f2(u, u)du ≤ Cu2a0+2τ2b0−2 (Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ) (12.224)
by Lemma 12.1b the contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) of the first of 12.217 is
bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)τb0−1
∫ τ
0
ua0+1du ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0+1 (12.225)
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Consider finally the first of the differences 12.202, the E component differ-
ence. Using 12.213 we find that, up to terms which can be ignored, this is
expressed as:
− 1
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′ρ
(
(E;0,n)ξˇL + ρs/
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(12.226)
The contribution of this to the integral 12.196 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.227)
Here the contribution of the 2nd term can be absorbed, while the contribution
of the 1st term to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is shown to be bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 · u21 (12.228)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0+2 (12.229)
We turn to the second of the principal difference terms 12.200. In fact the
actual principal difference term in question is:
−2ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ
+2ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N
(12.230)
This is similar to 12.163 but with extra ρ, ρ
N
factors. It is expressed as the sum
of differences of E, N , and N components:
−2ρβ/η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′EµEnLβµ
+2ρ
N
β/Nη
2
NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NE
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEnLβµ
−ρ
N
βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEnLβµ
−ρ
N
βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
(12.231)
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which is similar to the differences 12.164 but with extra ρ, ρ
N
factors. The
contribution of the N component difference to the integral on the right in 12.196
is then bounded by Cu2 times 12.171, that is by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.232)
Here the last three can be absorbed while the contribution of the first to
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) can be shown to be bounded by (see 12.154 - 12.157):
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)(
a0 +
3
2
) · ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1 (12.233)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)(
a0 +
3
2
) · τa0+b0+ 52 (12.234)
The contribution of the E component difference to the integral on the right in
12.196 is bounded by Cu2 times 12.175, that is by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.235)
Here the 2nd term can be absorbed while the 1st term is bounded according to
12.161 by:
Cu
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0+2
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.236)
It follows that the corresponding contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded
by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 5
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u5/21 (12.237)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2b0 + 5
· τa0+b0+3 (12.238)
Finally the contribution of the N component difference to the integral on the
right in 12.196 is, up to terms which can be absorbed, bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cua0+
1
2
1 u
b0+2
1
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (12.239)
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by 12.181. It follows that the corresponding contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is
bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 5
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u5/21 (12.240)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2b0 + 5
· τa0+b0+3 (12.241)
The third of the principal difference terms 12.200 is similar to the N com-
ponent difference in 12.231.
We finally consider the fourth of the principal difference terms 12.200. In
fact the actual principal difference term in question is:
πaβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn+1βµ − πNaNβ2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEn+1N βµ,N (12.242)
This is similar to 12.133 but, since a = cρρ, aN = cNρNρN , with extra ρ, ρN
factors. It is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
aβ/η2πβ2NH
′EµEn+1βµ − aNβ/Nη2NπNβ2N,NH ′NEµNEn+1N βµ,N
−aβN
2c
η2πβ2NH
′NµEn+1βµ + aN
βN,N
2cN
η2NπNβ
2
N,NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
−aβN
2c
η2πβ2NH
′NµEn+1βµ + aN
βN,N
2cN
η2NπNβ
2
N,NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
(12.243)
which is similar to the differences 12.134 but with extra ρ, ρ
N
factors. The
contribution of the N component difference to the integral on the right in 12.196
is then bounded by Cu2 times 12.142, that is by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.244)
Here the last three can be absorbed while the contribution of the first to
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) can be shown to be bounded by (see 12.143 - 12.145):
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 · u21 (12.245)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0+2 (12.246)
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The contribution of the E component difference to the integral on the right in
12.196 is bounded by Cu2 times 12.154, that is by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du (12.247)
the contribution of which to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by (see 12.155 - 12.157):
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)(
a0 +
3
2
) · ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1 (12.248)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)(
a0 +
3
2
) · τa0+b0+ 52 (12.249)
Finally, the contribution of the N component difference to the integral on the
right in 12.196 is bounded by Cu2 times 12.160, that is by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1)χ˜‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu2
∫ u
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.250)
Here the last three can be absorbed while the contribution of the first to
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by (see 12.161, 12.162):
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 5
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u5/21 (12.251)
and to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2b0 + 5
· τa0+b0+3 (12.252)
Returning to 12.199, in regard to the 1st and 3rd terms we set
f(u, u) = u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) and f(u, u) = u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.253)
respectively. Then since
‖f(u, )˙‖L2(u,u1) ≤ u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) and ‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,u1) ≤ u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
(12.254)
respectively, applying Lemma 12.1a we obtain that the contributions of these
terms to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) are bounded by
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )du and C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du (12.255)
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respectively. Also, setting u1 = τ in 12.254 and applying Lemma 12.1b we
obtain that the corresponding contributions to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) are bounded by
C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cτu)du and C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cτu)du (12.256)
respectively.
We combine the above results in the form in which they will be used in the
sequel in the following lemma.
Lemma 12.3 The next to the top order acoustical quantity ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu)
satisfies to principal terms the following inequality:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ C
{∫ u1
u1
(∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
{∫ u1
u1
(∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
· ua01 ub01 ·
u21
u1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u1
Moreover ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) satisfies:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
{∫ τ
0
(∫ u
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
{∫ τ
0
(∫ u
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
+C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cτu)du+ C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cτu)du
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
· τa0+b0 · τ
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)} · τa0+b0 · τ3/2
We turn to the derivation of estimates for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and for (n−1)λˇ in N in
terms of their boundary values on K. We begin with the derivation of the esti-
mate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ. We consider the propagation equation for (n−1) ˇ˜χ, equation
12.32. Let us denote the right hand side by (n−1)Fˇ , so this equation reads:
L (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n+ 1)χ (n−1) ˇ˜χ = (n−1)Fˇ (12.257)
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Here as in Section 10.7 we use the (u, u, ϑ′′) coordinates on N which are adapted
to the flow of L. In view of 10.606, equation 12.257 takes in these coordinates
the form:
∂
∂u
(
h/′′(n+1)/2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
= h/′′(n+1)/2 (n−1)Fˇ (12.258)
Integrating from K we obtain:(
h/′′(n+1)/2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =
(
h/′′(n+1)/2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′(n+1)/2 (n−1)Fˇ
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du (12.259)
In view of the remark 10.613 we rewrite this in the form:
(
(n−1) ˇ˜χh/′′1/4
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =
(
h/(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2n+1)/4
(n−1) ˇ˜χ(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2n+1)/4 (
(n−1)Fˇ h/′′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du
(12.260)
In view of 10.617 this implies:∣∣∣( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/′′1/4) (u, u1, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ ≤ k ∣∣∣( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣
+k
∫ u1
u
∣∣∣( (n−1)Fˇ h/′′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ du (12.261)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1. Taking L
2 norms with respect to ϑ′′ ∈ S1
we obtain:∥∥∥( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/′′1/4) (u, u1)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∥∥∥( (n−1) ˇ˜χh/1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
+k
∫ u1
u
∥∥∥( (n−1)Fˇ h/′′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du (12.262)
or, in view of 10.613 (see also 10.607):
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u1 ) ≤ k‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) + k
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.263)
Taking then L2 norms with respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we obtain:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Ku1) (12.264)
+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
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We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(12.265)
Consider first the nth order acoustical acoustical difference terms:
A (n−1) ˇ˜χ+A (n−1) ˇ˜χ (12.266)
The coefficients A and A being given by 12.21 ad 12.22 respectively, the as-
sumptions 10.436 imply:
|A|, |A| ≤ C : in Rδ,δ (12.267)
It follows that the contribution of the terms 12.266 to the integral on the right
in 12.263 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.268)
Here the first can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality 12.263 while
the second is bounded by C
√
u1‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its contribution to 12.265
is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
(12.269)
We shall see in the sequel that this can be absorbed.
The other leading contributions are those of the principal difference terms:
− βNβ/EnLH + βN,Nβ/NEnNLNHN +
1
2
ρβ2NE
n+1H − 1
2
ρ
N
β2N,NE
n+1
N HN
(12.270)
Here again we must keep track not only of the actually principal terms, namely
those containing derivatives of the βµ of order n+1, but also of the terms con-
taining acoustical quantities of order n. The terms of order n with vanishing
principal acoustical part can be ignored. As we shall see the dominant contri-
bution comes from the 1st of the difference terms 12.270. The actual principal
difference term in question is:
2βNβ/η
2H ′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ − 2βN,Nβ/Nη2NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N
(12.271)
By 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants this is expressed
as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
2βNβ/
2η2H ′EµEnLβµ − 2βN,Nβ/2Nη2NH ′NEµNEnNLNβµ,N
−βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ + βN,Nβ/N
βN,N
cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
−βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ + βN,Nβ/N
βN,N
cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
(12.272)
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The dominant contribution is that of the N component difference. To estimate
it we must use 12.203, which suggests that we consider first the N component
difference. By 12.204 and a similar expression for the Nth approximants, the
N component difference is seen to be given by
−βNβ/βN,N
c
η2H ′
{
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ + s/ (0,n)λˇ− ρ
(
s/N
2
− πcs/
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ
s/N
2
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.273)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.263 is bounded by:
C√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.274)
Here the last two terms are dominated by the corresponding terms in 12.268,
while the second is bounded by C
√
u1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its contribution to
12.265 is bounded by:
u
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
(12.275)
On the other hand the first of 12.274 is bounded by:
Cu
3/2
1
u1/2
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu
3/2
1
u1/2
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cu
3/2
1
u1/2
ua0ub01
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(12.276)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 (12.277)
We turn to the N component difference, last of 12.272. By 12.213 - 12.215 this
is given by, up to terms which can be ignored,
− βNβ/βN
c
η2H ′
{
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + ρs/N (n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.278)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.279)
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The second is dominated by the corresponding term in 12.268. As for the first,
by 12.203, in view of the fact that γ ∼ u, this term is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
u−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u−1‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (12.280)
The second of 12.280 is bounded by
C
∫ u1
u
u−1‖NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.281)
(compare with 12.218). Here the 2nd term is dominated by the corresponding
term in 12.268, while (see 12.273) the 1st is bounded by:
C√
u
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
u−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
u
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.282)
In the above the last two terms are dominated by the corresponding terms in
12.268. The 2nd term is bounded by (Schwartz inequality)
C
(∫ u1
u
u−2du
)1/2
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu−1/2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ),
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by
C
{∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.283)
The 1st term is bounded by
Cu
1/2
1
u1/2
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu
1/2
1
u1/2
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
u1/2
ua0ub01
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(12.284)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 (12.285)
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What remains to be considered in regard to the N component difference is the
first of 12.280. This is bounded by (Schwartz inequality)
C
(∫ u1
u
u−2du
)1/2
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1/2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0− 12ub01
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
· ua01 ub01 (12.286)
Finally, up to terms which can be ignored, the E component difference, first of
12.272, is given by (see 12.226):
2βNβ/
2η2H ′
{
(E;0,n)ξˇL + ρs/
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.287)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.263 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.288)
Here the 2nd term is dominated by the corresponding term in 12.268 while the
1st term is bounded by
Cu
1/2
1 ‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/21
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0ub0+ 121
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u1/21 (12.289)
Consider next the 2nd of the principal difference terms 12.270. The actual
principal difference term in question is:
−ρβ2Nη2H ′(g−1)µνβνEn+1βµ+ρNβ2N,Nη2NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NE
n+1
N βµ,N (12.290)
By the formula 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants
this is expressed as a sum of differences of E, N and N componets:
−β2Nβ/η2H ′ρEµEn+1βµ + β2N,Nβ/Nη2NH ′NρNE
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
+β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn+1βµ − β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
+β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn+1βµ − β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n+1
N βµ,N
(12.291)
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We first consider the N component difference. In view of 12.140 we can express
this as:
β2NβN
2c
η2H ′
{
(E;0,n)ξˇL +
1
2
ρs/ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
(sNL
2c
− πρs/N
)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− s/N
c
(0,n)λˇ
}
(12.292)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.263 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.293)
Here the 2nd is dominated by while the 2nd coincides with the corresponding
terms in 12.268. The 4th coincides with the 2nd term in 12.274. The 1st term
coincides with the 1st term in 12.288.
We turn to the N component difference, second of 12.291. This is given by
β3N
2c
η2H ′ρNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.294)
up to terms which can be ignored. We have:
NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/ − γNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.295)
Since γ ∼ u, the contribution of the 2nd term on the right in 12.295, through
12.294, to the integral on the right in 12.263 is bounded by Cu1 times the
corresponding contribution of the N component difference estimated above. The
contribution of the 1st term on the right is bounded by:
C√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du ≤
C√
u
(∫ u1
u
u2du
)1/2
‖√a (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu
3/2
1
u1/2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) (12.296)
hence its contribution to 12.265 is bounded by:
Cu
3/2
1
(∫ u1
0
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u)
u
du
)1/2
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21
(12.297)
Finally the E component difference, first of 12.291, is given by
− β2Nβ/η2H ′ρ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ (12.298)
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up to terms which can be ignored. Therefore its contribution to 12.265 is simi-
larly bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 (12.299)
Absorbing the first of 12.268 in the integral inequality 12.263, we summarize
the above results in the form in which they will be used in the sequel in the
following lemma.
Lemma 12.4 The next to the top order acoustical quantity ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )
satisfies to principal terms the following inequality:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Ku1)
+Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
+C
{∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01
Here k is again a constant greater than 1 but which can be chosen as close
to 1 as we wish by suitably restricting δ.
We turn to the derivation of the estimate for (0,n)λˇ. We consider the prop-
agation equation for (0,n)λˇ, equation 12.104. This equation takes the form:
L (0,n)λˇ+ nχ (0,n) (0,n)λˇ = (0,n)Gˇ (12.300)
In terms of the (u, u, ϑ′′) coordinates on N , which are adapted to the flow of L,
this reads:
∂
∂u
(
h/′′n/2 (0,n)λˇ
)
= h/′′n/2 (0,n)Gˇ (12.301)
Integrating from K we obtain:(
h/′′n/2 (0,n)λˇ
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =
(
h/′′n/2 (0,n)λˇ
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′n/2 (0,n)Gˇ
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du (12.302)
In view of the remark 10.613 we rewrite this in the form:
(
(0,n)λˇh/′′1/4
)
(u, u1, ϑ
′′) =
(
h/(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2n−1)/4
(0,n)λˇ(u, u, ϑ′′)
+
∫ u1
u
(
h/′′(u, u, ϑ′′)
h/′′(u, u1, ϑ′′)
)(2n−1)/4 (
(0,n)Gˇh/′′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′′)du
(12.303)
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In view of 10.617 this implies:∣∣∣( (0,n)λˇh/′′1/4) (u, u1, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ ≤ k ∣∣∣( (0,n)λˇh/1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣
+k
∫ u1
u
∣∣∣( (0,n)Gˇh/′′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′′)∣∣∣ du (12.304)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1. Taking L
2 norms with respect to ϑ′′ ∈ S1
we obtain: ∥∥∥( (0,n)λˇh/′′1/4) (u, u1)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∥∥∥( (0,n)λˇh/1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
+k
∫ u1
u
∥∥∥( (0,n)Gˇh/′′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du (12.305)
or, in view of 10.613 (see also 10.607):
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u1 ) ≤ k‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) + k
∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.306)
Taking then L2 norms with respect to u ∈ [0, u1] we obtain:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(0,n)λˇ‖L2(Ku1 ) (12.307)
+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(12.308)
Consider first the nth order acoustical difference terms:
p (0,n)λˇ+ q˜ (0,n)λˇ+ (B − ρEλ) (n−1) ˇ˜χ+B (n−1) ˇ˜χ (12.309)
The coefficients B and B being given by 12.56 and 12.55 respectively, the as-
sumptions 10.435, 10.436 imply:
|B|, |B| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (12.310)
Also,
|p| ≤ C, |q˜| ≤ Cu : in Rδ,δ (12.311)
It follows that the contribution of the terms 12.309 to the integral on the right
in 12.306 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.312)
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Here the first can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality 12.306 while
the second is bounded by Cu
√
u1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its contribution to
12.308 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.313)
Similarly the fourth of 12.312 is bounded by Cu
√
u1‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its
contribution to 12.308 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
(12.314)
To estimate the contribution of the third of 12.312 to 12.308 we shall use the
following lemma.
Lemma 12.5 Let f be a non-negative function on Rδ,δ. For (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ
let us define on [0, u1] the function:
g(u) =
∫ u1
u
f(u, u)du
We then have:
‖g‖L2(0,u1) ≤
∫ u1
0
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u)du
+
∫ u1
u1
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u1)du
Proof: We extend for each u ∈ [0, u1 the function f(u, ·) to [0, u1] by defining:
f(u, u) =
{
f(u, u) : if u ∈ [u, u1]
0 : if u ∈ [0, u)
}
We then have:
g(u) =
∫ u1
0
f(u, u)du : u ∈ [0, u1]
It follows that:
‖g‖L2(0,u1) ≤
∫ u1
0
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u1)du
Since
‖f(·, u)‖2L2(0,u1) =
∫ u1
0
f
2
(u, u)du =
∫ min{u,u1}
0
f2(u, u)du
the lemma follows.
We apply Lemma 12.5 taking
f(u, u) = u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.315)
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Then the third of 12.312 is Cg(u) and its contribution to 12.308 is C‖g‖L2(0,u1).
The lemma then yields that this is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )du+ C
∫ u1
u1
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du (12.316)
The other leading contributions are those of the principal difference terms:
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
EnLH
−ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
EnNLNHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEnLβµ
−ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n
NLNβµ,N
−π
2
aβ2NE
n+1H +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n+1
N HN (12.317)
(conjugate of 12.200). Here again we must keep track not only of the actually
principal terms, namely those containing derivatives of the βµ of order n + 1,
but also of the terms containing acoustical quantities of order n. The terms
of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part can be ignored. Consider
the first of the above difference terms. The actual principal difference term in
question is:
− ρ
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ +
ρ
N
2
β2N,NH
′
N (g
−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N (12.318)
By the formula 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants,
this is expressed as differences of E, N , and N components:
−ρ
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′EµEnLβµ +
ρ
N
2
β2N,Nβ/Nη
2
NH
′
NE
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+
ρ
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ −
ρ
N
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
+
ρ
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEnLβµ −
ρ
N
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n
NLNβµ,N
(12.319)
This is similar to the differences 12.164 but with extra ρ, ρ
N
factors. Thus in
view of 12.170 the contribution of the N component difference to the integral
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on the right in 12.306 is bounded by:
C
√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.320)
Here the last three terms are dominated by the corresponding terms in 12.312
while the 1st term is bounded by
Cu1/2u
3/2
1
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) (12.321)
hence its contribution to 12.308 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u3/21 (12.322)
In view of 12.178 the contribution of the N component difference to the integral
on the right in 12.306 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
u2‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.323)
The 2nd coincides with the last of 12.320. To estimate the contribution of the
1st we use 12.180. Since γ ∼ u the partial contribution of the 2nd term on
the left in 12.180 to the 1st of 12.323 is bounded by Cu times the contribution
of the N component difference to the integral on the right in 12.306. On the
other hand the partial contribution of the right hand side of 12.180 to the 1st
of 12.323 is:
C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (12.324)
To estimate the contribution of 12.324 to 12.308 we apply Lemma 12.5 taking
f(u, u) = u2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (12.325)
Then 12.324 is Cg(u) and its contribution to 12.308 is C‖g‖L2(0,u1). The lemma
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then yields that this is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cuu)du+ C
∫ u1
u1
u2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
u2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu(u)du+ C
∫ u1
u1
u2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u)du
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
∫ u1
0
ua0+b0+2du
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) · ua01 ·
∫ u1
u1
ub0+2du
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) ·
{
ua0+b0+31
a0 + b0 + 3
+ ua01 ·
(ub0+31 − ub0+31 )
b0 + 3
}
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
b0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u31 (12.326)
In view of 12.174 the contribution of the E component difference to the integral
on the right in 12.306 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.327)
Here the 2nd term is dominated by the corresponding term in 12.312 while the
1st term is similar to 12.324 and its contribution to 12.308 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
b0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u31 (12.328)
Consider now the second of the principal difference terms 12.317. The actual
principal difference term in question is:
−2ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′(g−1)µνβνEnLβµ
+2ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,NEnNLNβµ,N
(12.329)
This is similar to 12.271 but with extra ρ, ρN factors. It is similarly expressed
as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components. It follows that up to
terms which either coincide or are dominated by the contributions of the last
three of 12.312, the contribution to 12.308 of the N component difference is
bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u3/21 (12.330)
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Up to terms which are dominated by the contributions of the last two of 12.312,
the contribution to 12.308 of the N component difference is bounded by:
C
{∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u1/21
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1 (12.331)
Also, up to terms which are dominated by the contributions of the last two of
12.312, the contribution to 12.308 of the E component difference is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1/21 (12.332)
Moreover, the third of the principal difference terms 12.317 is similar to the N
component difference.
Consider finally the last of the principal difference terms 12.317. The actual
principal difference term in question is:
πaβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn+1βµ − πNaNβ2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEn+1N βµ,N (12.333)
This is similar to 12.290 but, since a = cρρ, aN = cNρNρN , with extra ρ, ρN
factors. It is similarly expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N
components. It follows that up to terms which either coincide or are dominated
by the contributions of the last three of 12.312, the contribution to 12.308 of
the N component difference is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1/21 (12.334)
Similarly, the contribution to 12.308 of the N component difference is bounded
by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u3/21
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u3/21 (12.335)
and the contribution to 12.308 of the E component difference is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 2
· ua01 ub01 · u1u3/21 (12.336)
Absorbing the first of 12.312 in the integral inequality 12.306, we summarize
the above results in the form in which they will be used in the sequel in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 12.6 The next to the top order acoustical quantity ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu )
satisfies to principal terms the following inequality:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(0,n)λˇ‖L2(Ku1 )
+Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
+C
∫ u1
0
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )du+ C
∫ u1
u1
‖u (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du
+C
{∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1
Here k is again a constant greater than 1 but which can be chosen as close
to 1 as we wish by suitably restricting δ.
To proceed we must bring in the boundary conditions for χ˜ and λ on K,
equations 10.758 and 10.754. These express on K χ˜ in terms of χ˜ and λ in
terms of λ respectively. These conditions will allow us to estimate the boundary
terms ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Ku1 ) and ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Ku1) in Lemmas 12.4 and 12.6 in terms
of ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2Ku1 ) and ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Ku1) respectively.
Equations 10.765 and 10.766 with l = n− 1 read:
rEn−1χ˜ = En−1χ˜+ 2c
EµEn△βµ
ǫ
+(βN − rβN )(β/EnH +HEµEnβµ) + Ln−1 : on K
(12.337)
and:
rNE
n−1
N χ˜N = E
n−1
N χ˜N + 2cN
EµNE
n
N△Nβµ,N
ǫN
+(βN,N − rNβN,N)(β/NEnNHN +HNEµNEnNβµ,N ) + Ln−1,N
+En−1N (2cN ǫ
−1
N e/N ιE,N ) : on K (12.338)
where Ln−1 is of order n− 1 and Ln−1,N is the analogous quantity for the Nth
approximants. Subtracting 12.338 from 12.337 we obtain:
r (n−1) ˇ˜χ = (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
2c
ǫ
(EµEn△βµ − EµNEnN△Nβµ,N )
−(r − rN )En−1N χ˜N +
(
2c
ǫ
− 2cN
ǫN
)
EµNE
n
N△Nβµ,N
+(βN − rβN )(β/EnH +HEµEnβµ)
−(βN,N − rNβN,N )(β/NEnNHN +HNEµNEnNβµ,N )
+Ln−1 − Ln−1,N + ε˜n−1,N (12.339)
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where ε˜n−1,N is the error term:
ε˜n−1,N = −En−1N (2cN ǫ−1e/N ιE,N ) = O(τN ) (12.340)
(see 10.760). In 12.339 the difference term
(βN − rβN )(β/EnH +HEµEnβµ)
−(βN,N − rNβN,N)(β/NEnNHN +HNEµNEnNβµ,N )
is of order n but does not contain acoustical quantities of order n. Therefore this
difference term can be ignored when estimating the principal contributions. The
other terms on the right hand side of 12.339 can likewise be ignored, with the
exception of the first two. The 2nd term, which involves the jump△βµ, is also of
order n and does not contain acoustical terms of order n, however in view of the
fact that the factor ǫ−1 is only bounded by Cτ−1 (see 10.777, 10.794, 10.795) we
must appeal to estimates for the T derivative of EµEn△βµ − EµNEnN△Nβµ,N ,
a quantity of order n+ 1, to deduce an appropriate estimate.
We shall estimate ‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1 ). Since |ǫ−1| ≤ Cτ−1 the contribution
to this of the 2nd term on the right in 12.339 is bounded by a constant multiple
of: (∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖EµEn△βµ − EµNEnN△Nβµ,N‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(12.341)
According to 10.797 with l = n− 1 we have:
EµEn△βµ − EµNEnN△Nβµ,N = (EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )|K
−(EµEnβ′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ)− EµNEnNβ′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN ))
(12.342)
To derive an appropriate estimate for the first term on the right in 12.342, we
appeal to the fact that:
(EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )|∂−K = 0, ∂−K = S0,0 (12.343)
to express, in (τ, ϑ) coordinates on K, since T = ∂/∂τ in these coordinates,
(EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )(τ, ϑ) =
∫ τ
0
(T (EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N ))(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
(12.344)
For functions on K we have the following analogue of 10.352 - 10.354 and of
10.611 - 10.613. If f is a function on S1 its L2 norm is:
‖f‖L2(S1) =
√∫
ϑ∈S1
f2(ϑ)dϑ (12.345)
On the other hand, if f is a function on K and we represent f in (τ, ϑ) coordi-
nates, the L2 norm of f on Sτ,τ is:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) =
√∫
ϑ∈S1
(
f2
√
h/
)
(τ, ϑ)dϑ (12.346)
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√
h/(τ, ϑ)dϑ being the element of arc length on Sτ,τ . Comparing 12.345 with
12.346 we see that:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) =
∥∥∥(fh/1/4) (τ)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
(12.347)
Here g being an arbitrary function on K we denote by g(τ) the restriction of g
to Sτ,τ represented in terms of the ϑ coordinate.
With the above remark in mind, we rewrite 12.344 in the form:(
(EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4
)
(τ, ϑ) = (12.348)∫ τ
0
(
h/(τ, ϑ)
h/(τ ′, ϑ)
)1/4 (
T (EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4
)
(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
Since in (τ, ϑ) coordinates on K the vectorfields T and E are given by:
T =
∂
∂τ
, E =
1√
h/
∂
∂ϑ
(12.349)
Since T = L+ L in N , the first two of the commutation relations 3.154 give:
[T,E] = −2(χ+ χ)E : in N (12.350)
On K, by 12.349 this reads:
∂h/
∂τ
= 2(χ+ χ)h/ (12.351)
In view of the fact that
h/|S0,0 = 1 (12.352)
ϑ being arc length along ∂−K, integrating 12.351 we obtain:√
h/(τ, ϑ) = e
∫
τ
0
(χ+χ)(τ ′,ϑ)dτ ′ (12.353)
Now by 10.357 and 10.613:
sup
Sτ,τ
|χ+ χ| ≤ C : ∀τ ∈ [0, δ] (12.354)
It follows that:
e−C(τ−τ
′) ≤
√
h/(τ, ϑ)√
h/(τ ′, ϑ)
≤ eC(τ−τ ′) (12.355)
therefore, in regard to 12.348,
(
h/(τ, ϑ)
h/(τ ′, ϑ)
)1/4
≤ k (12.356)
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where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting δ. Consequently 12.348 implies:∣∣∣((EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4) (τ, ϑ)∣∣∣ ≤ (12.357)
k
∫ τ
0
∣∣∣(T (EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4) (τ ′, ϑ)∣∣∣ dτ ′
Taking L2 norms with respect to ϑ ∈ S1 this implies:∥∥∥((EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4) (τ)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ (12.358)
k
∫ τ
0
∥∥∥(T (EµEnβµ − EµNEnNβµ,N )h/1/4) (τ ′)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
dτ ′
or, in view of 12.347:
‖EµEnβµ−EµNEnNβµ,N‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k
∫ τ
0
‖T (EµEnβµ−EµNEnNβµ,N )‖L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
(12.359)
Up to terms of order n with vanishing nth order acoustical part T (EµEnβµ −
EµNE
n
Nβµ,N ) is equal to
(E;0,n)ξˇT . Hence the integral on the right in 12.359 is
bounded up to terms which can be ignored by:∫ τ
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇT ‖L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′ ≤ τ1/2‖ (E;0,n)ξˇT ‖L2(Kτ )
≤ Cτ1/2
√
(E;0,n)Fˇ ′τ ≤ Cτa0+b0+ 12
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) (12.360)
for all τ ∈ [0, τ1], by 9.337 and 9.348. Therefore, denoting, for any m = 0, ..., n,
cm = am + bm (12.361)
the contribution to 12.341 of the first term on the right in 12.342 is bounded,
to leading terms, by:
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
(∫ τ1
0
τ2c0−1dτ
)1/2
=
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc01 (12.362)
We turn to the second term on the right in 12.342. By 10.800 - 10.804 and
10.805 with l = n−1 the principal part of the second term on the right in 12.342
is:
−h/−n/2Eµ
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ2Ωn ˇˆf +
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τΩnvˇ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ3Ωnγˇ
}
(12.363)
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In view of 10.807, it follows that the principal part of the 2nd term on the right
in 12.342 is pointwise bounded by:
C|τ2Ωn ˇˆf |+ C|τ2Ωnvˇ|+ C|τ3Ωnγˇ| (12.364)
Now the argument leading from 12.344 to 12.359 applies with an arbitrary func-
tion f on K which vanishes on ∂−K in the role of EµEnβµ−EµNEnNβµ,N . That
is, for any function f on K vanishing on ∂−K = S0,0, so that
f(τ, ϑ) =
∫ τ
0
(Tf)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′ (12.365)
we have:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k
∫ τ
0
‖Tf‖L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
≤ kτ1/2‖Tf‖L2(Kτ ) (12.366)
Taking then successively Ωn
ˇˆ
f , Ωnvˇ, Ωnγˇ in the role of the function f we conclude
that the principal part of the 2nd tern on the right in 12.342 is bounded in
L2(Sτ,τ ) by:
Cτ5/2‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ5/2‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ7/2‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.367)
(recall that [T,Ω] = 0). Therefore the contribution to 12.341 of the second term
on the right in 12.342 is bounded, to leading terms, by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+ C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT vˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ5‖ΩnT γˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.368)
The above yield through 12.339 the following lemma.
Lemma 12.7 The boundary values on K of the next to the top order acoustical
difference quantity (n−1) ˇ˜χ satisfy, to leading terms, the inequality:
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ k‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1 )
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc01
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT vˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ5‖ΩnT γˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
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Equations 10.771 and 10.772 with m = 1, l = n− 2 read:
rEnλ = Enλ− λEnr +N1,n−2 : on K (12.369)
and:
rNE
n
NλN = E
n
NλN − λNEnNrN +N1,n−2,N
−EnN νˆN : on K (12.370)
where N1,n−2 is of order n − 1 and N1,n−2,N is the analogous quantity for the
Nth approximants. Subtracting 12.370 from 12.369 we obtain:
r (0,n)λˇ = (0,n)λˇ− λ(Enr − EnNrN )
−(r − rN )EnNλN − (λ − λN )EnNrN
+N1,n−2 −N1,n−2,N + EnN νˆN (12.371)
Here by 10.759 the last term is O(τN+1). In estimating ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) only
the first two terms on the right in 12.371 need be considered. Since along K
λ ∼ τ while according to 10.777 r ∼ τ , the contribution of the 2nd term on the
right in 12.371 to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by a constant multiple of:
(∫ τ1
0
‖Enr − EnN rN‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
(12.372)
By 10.794 and 10.810 the leading part of Enr − EnNrN is:
j(κ, ǫ)(Enǫ− ENN ǫN )
and the principal part of this is j(κ, ǫ) times:
NµEn△βµ −NµNEnN△Nβµ,N +△βµEnNµ −△Nβµ,NEnNNµN (12.373)
(compare with 10.812). Here, the first difference is:
NµEn△βµ −NµNEnN△Nβµ,N = (NµEnβµ −NµNEnNβµ,N )|K
−(NµEnβ′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ) −NµNEnNβ′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN ))
(12.374)
(compare with 10.813). Applying 12.366 to the function NµEnβµ−NµNEnNβµ,N
on K we obtain:
‖NµEnβµ −NµNEnNβµ,N‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖T (NµEnβµ −NµNEnNβµ,N )‖L2(Kτ )
(12.375)
Up to terms of order n with vanishing nth order acoustical part T (NµEnβµ −
NµNE
n
Nβµ,N ) is equal to:
NµT (Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) +NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )
(12.376)
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In regard to the first term on the right, this is equal to
NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N − s/Nρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ
up to terms which can be ignored. Since NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ and similarly for
the Nth approximants, this is in turn equal to
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/+ s/ (0,n)λˇ+
1
2
ρ(s/N
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− s/N (n−1) ˇ˜χ) (12.377)
Since along K a ∼ τ3, in regard to the 1st of 12.377 we have:
‖λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∫ τ
0
τ ′−1‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
= C
∫ τ
0
τ ′−1
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2
L2(Kτ′ )
)
dτ ′
= C
{
τ−1‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ ) +
∫ τ
0
τ ′−2‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
}
≤ C (E;0,n)A(τ1)τ2c0−1 (12.378)
for all τ ∈ [0, τ1], by 9.337 and 9.348. Therefore the contribution of this term
through 12.375 to 12.372 is bounded by:
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
(∫ τ1
0
τ2c0dτ
)1/2
≤ C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 + 1
· τc01 · τ1/21 (12.379)
The contribution of the 2nd of 12.377 through 12.375 to 12.372 is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖ (0,nλˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.380)
Since along K ρ ∼ r, the contribution of the 3rd of 12.377 through 12.375 to
12.372 is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+ C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.381)
In regard to the second term on the right in 12.376 we write:
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇL (12.382)
Since along K we have γ ∼ τ , the contribution of the right hand side of 12.382
to ‖T (NµEnβµ −NµNEnNβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ ) is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ τ
0
τ ′−2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
τ ′−2
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ′)
)
dτ ′
= τ−2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ′)dτ ′
≤ C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)τ2c0−2 (12.383)
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for all τ ∈ [0, τ1], by 9.341 and 9.348. The corresponding contribution to 12.372
is then bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)
(∫ τ1
0
τ2c0−1dτ
)1/2
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc01 (12.384)
In regard to the 1st term on the left in 12.382, this term is given, up to terms
which can be ignored, by the conjugate of 12.377:
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/+ s/ (0,n)λˇ+
1
2
ρ(s/N
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− s/N (n−1) ˇ˜χ) (12.385)
Since along K λ/γ = λ, the contribution of the 1st of 12.385 coincides with that
of the 1st of 12.377. Since along K γ ∼ τ , the contribution of the 2nd of 12.385
to ‖T (NµEnβµ −NµNEnNβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ ) is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ τ
0
τ ′−2
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)
)
dτ ′
= τ−2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
(12.386)
The corresponding contribution to 12.372 is then bounded by:{∫ τ1
0
(
τ−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2τ
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)
dτ
}1/2
(12.387)
Finally, since along K ρ/γ = ρ, the contribution of the 3rd of 12.385 is bounded
by 12.381.
We turn to the second term on the right in 12.374. By 10.800 - 10.804 and
10.805 with l = n−1 the principal part of the second term on the right in 12.374
is:
−h/−n/2Nµ
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ2Ωn ˇˆf +
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τΩnvˇ
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ)τ3Ωnγˇ
}
(12.388)
It follows that the principal part of the 2nd term on the right in 12.374 is
pointwise bounded by:
C|τ2Ωn ˇˆf |+ C|τΩnvˇ|+ C|τ3Ωnγˇ| (12.389)
Following the argument leading from 12.364 to 12.367 we conclude that the
principal part of the 2nd tern on the right in 12.374 is bounded in L2(Sτ,τ ) by:
Cτ5/2‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ3/2‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ7/2‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.390)
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The corresponding contribution to 12.372 is then bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ5‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+ C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT vˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ7‖ΩnT γˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.391)
Finally, we consider the second of the differences 12.373. In view of 12.45
and the boundary condition Eµ△βµ = 0, the principal acoustical part of this
difference is:
− πǫ (n−1) ˇ˜χ (12.392)
Since |ǫ| ≤ Cr, the contribution of this to 12.372 is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
= C‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1 ) (12.393)
We also note that, since r ∼ τ , the contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) of the
first term on the right in 12.371 is bounded by a constant multiple of 12.386
with τ1 in the role of τ . The above yield through 12.371 the following lemma.
Lemma 12.8 The boundary values on K of the next to the top order acoustical
difference quantity (0,n)λˇ satisfy, to leading terms, the inequality:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ C
(
τ−21 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1 )
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc01
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ5‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT vˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ7‖ΩnT γˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
We now define, for arbitrary τ1 ∈ (0, δ], the following quantities in regard to
the transformation functions:
(1,n)P (τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+2‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.394)
(1,n)V (τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+2‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.395)
(1,n)Γ(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+2‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.396)
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We also define, for arbitrary τ1 ∈ (0, δ], the following quantities in regard to the
boundary values on K of (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (0,n)λˇ, (0,n)λˇ:
(n−1)X(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.397)
(n−1)X(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.398)
(0,n)Λ(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.399)
(0,n)Λ(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.400)
Then by Lemma 12.7 with τ ∈ (0, τ1] in the role of τ , substituting
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (n−1)X(τ1) · τc0 (12.401)
‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (1,n)P (τ1) · τc0−2
‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (1,n)V (τ1) · τc0−2
‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (1,n)Γ(τ1) · τc0−2 (12.402)
and noting that (E;0,n)A(τ) ≤ (E;0,n)A(τ1), we obtain:
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k (n−1)X(τ1) · τc0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc0
+
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
· τc0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τc0 · τ (12.403)
Multiplying both sides by τ−c0 and taking the supremum over τ ∈ (0, τ1] then
yields:
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤ k (n−1)X(τ1) + C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
(12.404)
Also, by Lemma 12.8 with τ ∈ (0, τ1] in the role of τ , substituting
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (n−1)X(τ1) · τc0 (12.405)
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and
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ (0,n)Λ(τ1) · τc0+1 (12.406)
which implies(
τ−2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
≤ C (0,n)Λ(τ1) · τc0
(12.407)
and noting that (Y ;0,n)A(τ) ≤ (Y ;0,n)A(τ1), we obtain, substituting also 12.402:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C (0,n)Λ(τ1) · τc0 + C (n−1)X(τ1) · τc0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc0 + C
(1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
· τc0
+
C (1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τc0+1 + C
(1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
· τc0+2
(12.408)
Multiplying both sides by τ−c0 and taking the supremum over τ ∈ (0, τ1] then
yields:
(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤ C (0,n)Λ(τ1) + C (n−1)X(τ1)
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1 + C
(1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
· τ21 (12.409)
Note that since r ∼ τ we have:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ1) =
∫ τ1
0
‖ (n−1)χ˜‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
≤ C
∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−2
∂
∂τ
(
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−21 ‖r(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3‖r(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ )
}
≤ Cτ2c0−21 X
2
(τ1)
that is:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ Cτc0−11 X(τ1) (12.410)
In regard to the next to the top order acoustical difference quantities (n−1) ˇ˜χ,
and (0,n)λˇ in N , we define for arbitrary (u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ, the quantities:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−a0u−b0‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu)
}
(12.411)
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(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−a0−
1
2 u−b0−
1
2 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu)
}
(12.412)
Consider Lemma 12.4. Substituting
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ (n−1)X(u1, u1)ua0ub01
we obtain, in regard to the 2nd term on the right hand side of the inequality,
u
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
≤
(n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u1/21 u1/21
(12.413)
Also, substituting
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)ua0+
1
2 u
b0+
1
2
1
we obtain, in regard to the 3rd term on the right hand side of the inequality,{∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
}1/2
≤
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u1/21 u1/21 (12.414)
In regard to the 1st term on the right hand side of the inequality we substitute
12.410 with u1 in the role of τ1. In view of the fact that since ρ ∼ u we have
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ Cu1‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
we then conclude that:
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ C
(n−1)X(u1)u
c0
1
+
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u3/21 u1/21
+
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u3/21 u1/21
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1
(12.415)
Consider Lemma 12.6. The 1st term on the right hand side of the inequality
is bounded by:
k (0,n)Λ(u1)u
c0
1
The 2nd term is bounded by:
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1√
2a0 + 3
and the 5th term is bounded by:
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1√
2a0 + 3
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Since ρ ∼ u, the 3rd and 4th terms are bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )du+ C
∫ u1
u1
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du
Substituting the estimate 12.415 we find that this is in turn bounded by:
CX(u1)u
c0
1 u1 +
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
3
2
1(
b0 +
3
2
)
+
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
3
2
1
(b0 +
3
2 )
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}
ua0+11 u
b0+1
1
(b0 + 1)
We then conclude that:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k
(0,n)Λ(u1)u
c0
1
+
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u3/21 u1/21
+
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u3/21 u1/21
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1
(12.416)
We turn to Lemma 12.2. We first consider the inequality satisfied by ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ).
By definitions 12.411, 12.412, for all (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 we have:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ (n−1)X(u1, u1)ua0ub0 (12.417)
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)ua0+
1
2ub0+
1
2 (12.418)
In regard to the 1st term on the right hand side of the inequality in question,
substituting 12.417 we obtain:
u−41 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu)du
≤ C
(
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
)2
u2a0u2b0−41
hence the 1st term is bounded by:
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)
a0 + 2
· ua0+21 ub0−21 (12.419)
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In regard to the 2nd term, substituting 12.418 we obtain:
u−41 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u ) + 4
∫ u1
u
u−5‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
≤ C
(
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
)2
u2a0+1u2b0−31
hence the 2nd term is bounded by:
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
a0 +
5
2
· ua0+ 521 ub0−
3
2
1 (12.420)
By the estimate 12.415 the 3rd term on the right hand side of the same inequality
is bounded by:
C (n−1)X(u1)u
c0
1 · u1/21 u1/21
+
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1 +
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1/21 (12.421)
By the estimate 12.416 the 4th term on the right hand side of the same inequality
is bounded by:
C (0,n)Λ(u1)u
c0
1 · u1/21 u1/21
+
C (n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1 +
C (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1),B(u1, u1)} · ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u3/21 (12.422)
Replacing in the inequality which results by substituting the above bounds
(u1, u1) by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 and noting that by the definitions 12.411, 12.412
we have:
(n−1)X(u, u) ≤ (n−1)X(u1, u1)
(0,n)Λ(u, u) ≤ (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
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we obtain:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ ua0ub0
{
C
(
(n−1)X(u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1)
)(u
u
)b0
u1/2u1/2
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
(u
u
)2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
u2u
)
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
(u
u
)3/2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
uu
)
u (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
(u
u
)2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}u1/2
}
(12.423)
Since u/u ≤ 1, multiplying both sides by u−a0u−b0 and taking the supremum
over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 we obtain:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C
(
(n−1)X(u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1)
)
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
u21u1
)
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
u1u1
)
u1
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}u1/21 (12.424)
Choosing a0 large enough so that, in regard to the coefficient of
(n−1)X(u1, u1),
C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
δ3
)
≤ 1
2
(12.425)
this implies:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C
(
(n−1)X(u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1)
)
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
u1u1
)
u1
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}u1/21 (12.426)
(for new constants C).
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We turn to the inequality of Lemma 12.2 satisfied by ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ). Now
the right hand side of this inequality coincides with the right hand side of
the inequality satisfied by ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1) if we set u1 = u1 = τ . Therefore
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded by the right hand side of 12.423 in which we have
set u = u1 = τ , u = u1 = τ :
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0
{
C
(
(n−1)X(τ) + (0,n)Λ(τ)
)
τ
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
τ3
)
(n−1)X(τ, τ)
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
τ2
)
τ (0,n)Λ(τ, τ)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}τ1/2
}
(12.427)
Let τ1 ∈ (0, δ]. For any τ ∈ [0, τ1] the above inequality holds if we replace
(n−1)X(τ), (0,n)Λ(τ), (n−1)X(τ, τ), (0,n)Λ(τ, τ) , (E;0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ),
(0,n)B(τ, τ) on the right by (n−1)X(τ1), (0,n)Λ(τ1), (n−1)X(τ1, τ1), (0,n)Λ(τ1, τ1),
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), respectively, these being non-
decreasing functions of τ . Multiplying then both sides by τ−c0 and taking
the supremum over τ ∈ [0, τ1] we obtain (see definition 12.397):
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤ C
(
(n−1)X(τ1) + (0,n)Λ(τ1)
)
τ1
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
τ31
)
(n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
τ21
)
τ1
(0,n)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ,1 τ1)}τ1/21 (12.428)
We turn to Lemma 12.3. We first consider the inequality satisfied by ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1).
The first term on the right hand side of this inequality is bounded by (Schwartz
inequality):
C
{∫ u1
u1
u1‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.429)
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By the estimate 12.416 this is bounded by:
C (0,n)Λ(u1)u
c0
1 · u1/21 u1/21
+C
(n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1 + C
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}√
2b0 + 3
· ua01 ub01 · u1/21 u3/21
(12.430)
Similarly, the second term on the right hand side of the inequality in question
is bounded by:
C
{∫ u1
u1
u
1/2
1 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.431)
which by the estimate 12.415 is bounded by:
C (n−1)X(u1)u
c0
1 · u1/21 u1/21
+C
(n−1)X(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1 + C
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21u1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}√
2b0 + 1
· ua01 ub01 · u3/21 u1/21
(12.432)
In view of the definitions 12.411, 12.412 the 3rd and 4th terms in the same
inequality are bounded by:
C
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
a0 +
5
2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u5/21 u1/21 + C
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
a0 + 2
ua01 u
b0
1 · u21 (12.433)
Replacing in the inequality which results by substituting the above bounds
(u1, u1) by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 we obtain:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ ua0+
1
2ub0+
1
2
{
C
(
(0,n)Λ(u1) +
(n−1)X(u1)
)(u
u
)b0
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
(u
u
)1/2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u3/2u1/2 (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
(u
u
)1/2
+
u1/2u1/2√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u (n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
(u
u
)3/2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/2
}
(12.434)
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Since u/u ≤ 1, multiplying both sides by u−a0− 12u−b0− 12 and taking the supre-
mum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 we obtain:
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C (0,n)Λ(u1) + C (n−1)X(u1)
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u
3/2
1 u
1/2
1
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u1
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(12.435)
Subjecting δ to an appropriate smallness condition so that the coefficient of
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) on the right does not exceed 1/2 this implies:
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C (0,n)Λ(u1) + C (n−1)X(u1)
+C
(
1
a0 + 2
+
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u1
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(12.436)
(for new constants C).
Substituting this in the inequality 12.426 we obtain:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C
(
(n−1)X(u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1)
)
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1
+C
(
1
a0 +
5
2
+
1√
2a0 + 1
u1u1
)(
1
a0 + 2
+
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2b0 + 2
)
u21
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}u1/21 (12.437)
Subjecting δ to an appropriate smallness condition so that the coefficient of
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(n−1)X(u1, u1) on the right does not exceed 1/2 this implies:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C
(
(n−1)X(u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1)
)
u
1/2
1 u
1/2
1
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}u1/21
(12.438)
(for new constants C). Substituting 12.438 in 12.436 then yields:
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C (0,n)Λ(u1) + C (n−1)X(u1)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(12.439)
(for new constants C).
We turn to the inequality of Lemma 12.3 satisfied by ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ). The
first term on the right hand side of this inequality is bounded by (Schwartz
inequality):
C
{∫ τ
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu )du
}1/2
(12.440)
According to the estimate 12.416 with u1 = u1 = u we have:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu ) ≤ k (0,n)Λ(u)uc0
+
C√
2a0 + 1
(
(n−1)X(u, u) + (0,n)Λ(u, u)
)
uc0+2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u, u), (0,n)B(u, u)} · uc0+1
(12.441)
The contribution of the 1st term on the right in 12.441 to 12.440 is bounded by:
C (0,n)Λ(τ)
(∫ τ
0
u2c0+1du
)1/2
=
C√
2c0 + 2
(0,n)Λ(τ)τc0+1 (12.442)
Since (n−1)X(u, u) and (0,n)Λ(u, u) are non-decreasing functions of u, the con-
tribution of the 2nd term on the right in 12.441 to 12.440 is bounded by:
C√
2a0 + 1
(
(n−1)X(τ, τ) + (0,n)Λ(τ, τ)
)(∫ τ
0
u2c0+5
)1/2
=
C√
2a0 + 1
(
(n−1)X(τ, τ) + (0,n)Λ(τ, τ)
) τc0+3√
2c0 + 6
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Substituting the estimates 12.438, 12.439 with u1 = u1 = τ , this is in turn
bounded by:
1√
2a0 + 1
√
2c0 + 6
[
C
(
(n−1)X(τ) + (0,n)Λ(τ)
)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
]
τc0+3
(12.443)
Finally, the contribution of the 3rd term on the right in 12.441 to 12.440 is
bounded by:
C√
2c0 + 4
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)} · τc0+2 (12.444)
The second term on the right hand side of the inequality of Lemma 12.3
satisfied by ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded by (Schwartz inequality):
C
{∫ τ
0
u‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu )du
}1/2
(12.445)
According to the estimate 12.415 with u1 = u1 = u we have:
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu ) ≤ C (0,n)X(u)uc0
+
C√
2a0 + 1
(
(n−1)X(u, u) + (0,n)Λ(u, u)
)
uc0+2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u, u), (0,n)B(u, u)} · uc0+1
(12.446)
The contribution of the 1st term on the right in 12.446 to 12.445 is bounded by:
C (n−1)X(τ)
(∫ τ
0
u2c0+1du
)1/2
=
C√
2c0 + 2
(n−1)X(τ)τc0+1 (12.447)
The 2nd and 3rd terms on the right in 12.446 are similar to the corresponding
terms in 12.441.
The 3rd and 4th terms on the right hand side of the inequality of Lemma
12.3 satisfied by ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) coincide with the corresponding terms on the
right hand side of the inequality of the same lemma satisfied by ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
if we set u1 = u1 = τ . Thus by 12.433 these terms are bounded by:
C
a0 + 2
(
(0,n)Λ(τ, τ) + (n−1)X(τ, τ)
)
τc0+2
≤ 1
a0 + 2
[
C
(
(n−1)X(τ) + (0,n)Λ(τ)
)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
]
τc0+2 (12.448)
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where we have substituted from 12.438, 12.439. Combining the above results
we conclude that ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) satisfies the inequality:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0+1
{
K(τ)
(
(0,n)Λ(τ) + (n−1)X(τ)
)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}τ1/2
}
(12.449)
(for a new constant C). Here:
K(τ) = C
(
1√
2c0 + 2
+
τ
a0 + 2
+
τ2√
2a0 + 1
√
2c0 + 6
)
(12.450)
Given now τ1 ∈ (0, δ] and letting τ range in [0, τ1], we may replace K(τ), Λ(τ),
X(τ), (Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ) on the right in 12.449 by K(τ1),
Λ(τ1), X(τ1),
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), respectively, these
being all non-decreasing functions of τ . Multiplying then by τ−c0−1 and taking
the supremum over τ ∈ [0, τ1] we obtain the inequality (see definition 12.399):
(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤ K(τ1)
(
(0,n)Λ(τ1) +
(n−1)X(τ1)
)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}τ1/21 (12.451)
Also, substituting the estimates 12.438, 12.439 in 12.428 we obtain the inequal-
ity:
(0,n)X(τ1) ≤ Cτ1
(
(n−1)X(τ1) + (0,n)Λ(τ1)
)
+C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}τ1/21 (12.452)
(for new constants C).
We have now deduced four inequalities connecting the four boundary next
to top order acoustical difference quantities (n−1)X , (n−1)X, (0,n)Λ, (0,n)Λ,
the inequalities 12.404, 12.409, 12.451, 12.452. Substituting 12.452 in 12.404 we
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obtain:
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤ Cτ1 (n−1)X(τ1) + Cτ1 (0,n)Λ(τ1)
+
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
Subjecting δ to the smallness condition, in regard to the coefficient of (n−1)X(τ1)
on the right,
Cδ ≤ 1
2
(12.453)
this implies:
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤ Cτ1 (0,n)Λ(τ1) (12.454)
+
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
Substituting 12.451 and 12.454 in 12.409 we obtain:
(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤ [CK(τ1) + Cτ1] (0,n)Λ
+
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
The coefficient of (0,n)Λ on the right does not exceed CK(δ) + Cδ. Recalling
12.450 this is not greater than
C
(
1√
2c0 + 2
+ δ
)
(12.455)
(for a new constant C). Choosing then c0 large enough so that:
C√
2c0 + 2
≤ 1
4
(12.456)
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and subjecting δ to the smallness condition:
Cδ ≤ 1
4
(12.457)
12.455 is not greater than 1/2. The above inequality then implies:
(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.458)
(for new constants C). Substituting finally 12.458 in 12.454 yields:
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τ1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
(a0 + 2)
· τ1
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.459)
(for new constants C). We summarize the above results in regard to the next to
top order boundary acoustical difference quantities in the following proposition.
Proposition 12.1 Choosing the exponents a0 and c0 suitably large and sub-
jecting δ to a suitable smallness condition, the next to top order boundary acous-
tical difference quantities (n−1)X, (0,n)Λ, (n−1)X , (0,n)Λ satisfy to principal
terms the estimates:
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) + τ1
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
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(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(n−1)X(τ1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
· τ1 + C
(1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ21
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
· τ1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤ K(τ1)
[
C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
a0 + 2
]
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
To complete the next to top order acoustical difference quantities we define,
in addition to the quantities (n−1)X(u1, u1), (0,n)Λ(u1, u1) defined by 12.411,
12.412, the quantities:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−a0−1u−b0+1‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu )
}
(12.460)
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−a0u−b0‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu )
}
(12.461)
Replacing (u1, u1) in inequality 12.415 by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 but keeping the
quantitiesX(u1),
(n−1)X(u1, u1),
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1),
(0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)
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on the right as they stand, then multiplying by u−a0−1u−b0+1 and taking the
supremum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , we obtain:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C (n−1)X(u1)
+
C
(
(n−1)X(u1, u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
)
√
2a0 + 1
· u1/21 u3/21
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1
(12.462)
Replacing (u1, u1) in inequality 12.416 by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 but keeping the
quantities Λ(u1),
(n−1)X(u1, u1), (0,n)Λ(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)
on the right as they stand, then multiplying by u−a0u−b0 and taking the supre-
mum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , we obtain:
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ k (0,n)Λ(u1)
+
C
(
(n−1)X(u1, u1) +
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
)
√
2a0 + 1
· u3/21 u1/21
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1
(12.463)
In view of the estimates 12.438, 12.439 for (n−1)X(u1, u1),
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
and the estimates of Proposition 12.1 for (n−1)X(u1),
(0,n)Λ(u1), we arrive at
the following proposition in regard to the next to top order interior acoustical
difference quantities.
Proposition 12.2 Choosing the exponents a0 and c0 suitably large and sub-
jecting δ to a suitable smallness condition, the next to top order interior acous-
tical difference quantities (n−1)X , (0,n)Λ, (n−1)X , (0,n)Λ satisfy to principal
terms the estimates:
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ Cu1/21 u1/21
{(
(1,n)P (u1) +
(1,n)V (u1)
)
√
2c0
+
(1,n)Γ(u1)√
2c0 + 2
u1
+
√
(Y ;0,n)A(u1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(u1)√
2c0
}
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
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(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (u1) +
(1,n)V (u1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(u1)√
2c0 + 2
u1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(u1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(u1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (u1) +
(1,n)V (u1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(u1)√
2c0 + 2
· u1
+
C
√
(E;0,n)A(u1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(u1)√
2c0
· u1/21 u1/21
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
(0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤
C
(
(1,n)P (u1) +
(1,n)V (u1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(u1)√
2c0 + 2
· u1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(u1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(u1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)} · u1/21
12.3 Estimates for (TΩn
ˇˆ
f, TΩnvˇ, TΩnγˇ)
Let us recall that the transformation function f satisfies the first of 4.119, which,
since ρ = c−1λ, ρ = c−1λ, reads:
Tf = ρ+ ρ : along K (12.464)
In view of the fact that ρ = c−1λ, ρ = c−1λ and the boundary condition 4.6 (or
10.754) this takes the form:
Tf =
(1 + r)
c
λ : along K (12.465)
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By 9.110 and 9.21 the Nth approximate transformation function fN satisfies:
TfN = ρN + ρN : along K (12.466)
In view of 9.157 and 9.158 this can be written in the form:
TfN =
(1 + rN )
cN
λN + εN (12.467)
where:
εN =
νˆN
cN
= O(τN+1) (12.468)
by 9.162. Let us presently denote by fˇ the difference:
fˇ = f − fN (12.469)
Note that this is does not agree with 4.223. In the present section fˇ stands for
the difference 12.469. Subtracting 12.467 from 12.465 we obtain:
T fˇ =
(1 + r)
c
λ− (1 + rN )
cN
λN − εN : along K (12.470)
We apply Ωn to 12.470 to obtain:
ΩnT fˇ = Ωn
[
(1 + r)
c
λ
]
− Ωn
[
(1 + rN )
cN
λN
]
− ΩnεN (12.471)
and from 12.468 we have:
ΩnεN = O(τ
N+1) (12.472)
The principal part of the right hand side of 12.471 is contained in:
(1 + r)
c
Ωn(λ− λN ) + λΩn
[
(1 + r)
c
− (1 + rN )
cN
]
(12.473)
In fact, the principal part of the first of 12.473 is:
(1 + r)
c
h/n/2 (0,n)λˇ (12.474)
while the principal part of the second of 12.473 is contained in:
λ
c
h/n/2(Enr − EnNrN )
−λ(1 + r)
c
h/n/2
(
En−1(c−1Ec)− En−1N (c−1N ENcN )
)
(12.475)
Given now τ1 ∈ (0, δ], 12.474 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) for τ ∈ [0, τ1] by:
C (0,n)Λ(τ1)τ
c0 (12.476)
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On the other hand, since λ ∼ τ along K, the 1st of 12.475 is bounded in L2(Kτ )
by:
Cτ‖Enr − EnN rN‖L2(Kτ ) (12.477)
which is Cτ times 12.372 with τ in the role of τ1. By the estimates following
12.372 and leading to Lemma 12.8 we have, to leading terms:
‖Enr − EnNrN‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ C‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1) +
C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
· τc01
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ5‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ3‖ΩnT vˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+C
(∫ τ1
0
τ7‖ΩnT γˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.478)
Substituting the definitions 12.398 and 12.394-12.396 we then obtain, to leading
terms:
‖Enr − EnN rN‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ τc01
{
(n−1)X(τ1) +
C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
· τ1 + C
(1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
· τ21
}
(12.479)
In regard to the 2nd of 12.475, by 3.163 and 10.148 we have:
[c−1Ec− c−1N ENcN ]P.A. = −π(χ˜+ χ˜) + πN (χ˜N + χ˜N )
hence the principal acoustical part of the 2nd of 12.475 is:
λ
(1 + r)
c
h/n/2π
(
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(12.480)
In view of the definitions 12.397, 12.398, this is bounded in L2(Kτ ) for τ ∈ [0, τ1]
by:
Cτc0+1 (n−1)X(τ1) + Cτc0 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.481)
The above lead to the conclusion that ΩnT fˇ satisfies the estimate:
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C (0,n)Λ(τ1) + C (n−1)X(τ1) + Cτ1 (n−1)X(τ1)
+Cτ1
(
(1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
(1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1 +
(1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
τ21
)
+Cτ1
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
(12.482)
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for all τ1 ∈ (0, δ]. Substituting the estimates of Proposition 12.1 for (0,n)Λ(τ1),
(n−1)X(τ1), (n−1)X(τ1) then yields:
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)V (τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.483)
By the first of 10.800, 10.802, 10.804 and by 12.469 we have:
ˇˆ
f = τ−2fˇ (12.484)
hence:
T
ˇˆ
f = τ−2T fˇ − 2τ−3fˇ (12.485)
and:
ΩnT
ˇˆ
f = τ−2ΩnT fˇ − 2τ−3Ωnfˇ (12.486)
To estimate the 2nd term on the right we apply 12.366 with Ωnfˇ in the role of
f . This gives:
‖Ωnfˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
≤ kτc0+ 12 sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.487)
Therefore, replacing τ by τ ′ ∈ [0, τ ],
‖τ ′−3Ωnfˇ‖L2(Kτ ) =
(∫ τ
0
τ ′−6‖Ωnfˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)1/2
≤ k sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
} · (∫ τ
0
τ ′2c0−5dτ ′
)1/2
=
kτc0−2√
2c0 − 4 · supτ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.488)
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As for the 1st term on the right in 12.486, we have:
‖τ ′−2ΩnT fˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) =
∫ τ
0
τ ′−4‖ΩnT fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
τ ′−4
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ΩnT fˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)
)
dτ ′
= τ−4‖ΩnT fˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 4
∫ τ
0
τ ′−5‖ΩnT fˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
≤
(
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
})2 · (1 + 4
2c0 − 4
)
τ2c0−4
(12.489)
It then follows through 12.486 that for all τ ∈ [0, τ1]:
‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ Cτc0−2 sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.490)
Multiplying then by τ−c0+2 and taking the supremum over τ ∈ [0, τ1] we obtain,
in view of the definition 12.394,
(1,n)P (τ1) ≤ C sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.491)
Substituting on the right the estimate 12.483 and choosing c0 large enough so
that in reference to the resulting coefficient of (1,n)P (τ1) on the right it holds:
C√
2c0
≤ 1
2
(12.492)
we conclude that:
(1,n)P (τ1) ≤ C
(1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.493)
(for new constants C).
Consider next the second of 4.119:
Tgi = ρN i + ρN i : along K (12.494)
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In view of the fact that ρ = c−1λ, ρ = c−1λ and the boundary condition 4.6 (or
10.754) this takes the form:
Tgi =
(N i + rN i)
c
λ : along K (12.495)
By 9.110 and 9.26 giN the Nth approximate analogues of the g
i satisfy:
TgiN = ρNN
i
N + ρNN
i
N = ε
i
N + ε
i
N (12.496)
In view of 9.157 and 9.87 this can be written in the form:
TgiN =
(N iN + rNN
i
N )
cN
λN + ε
′i
N (12.497)
where:
ε′iN = ε
i
N + ε
i
N +
νˆN
cN
N iN = O(τ
N ) (12.498)
by Proposition 9.1 and 9.162. Let us presently denote by gˇi the difference:
gˇi = gi − giN (12.499)
Note that this does not agree with 4.223. In the present section gˇi stands for
the difference 12.499. Subtracting 12.497 from 12.495 we obtain:
T gˇi =
(N i + rN i)
c
λ− (N
i
N + rNN
i
N )
cN
λN − ε′iN : along K (12.500)
Recalling the definition 4.224 and the corresponding definition for the Nth ap-
proximants, 9.171, let us define:
δˇi = δi − δiN (12.501)
By 4.223 and 9.170 we have, in terms of the present notations 12.469, 12.499,
δˇi = gˇi −N i0fˇ (12.502)
Then by 12.470 and 12.500 the δˇi satisfy:
T δˇi = U iλ− U iNλN − ε˜iN (12.503)
where:
U i =
1
c
[
N i −N i0 + r(N i −N i0)
]
U iN =
1
cN
[
N iN −N i0 + rN (N iN −N i0)
]
(12.504)
and:
ε˜iN = ε
′i
N − εNN i0 = O(τN ) (12.505)
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We apply Ωn to 12.503 to obtain:
ΩnT δˇi = Ωn(U iλ− U iNλN )− Ωnε˜iN (12.506)
and from 12.505 we have:
Ωnε˜iN = O(τ
N ) (12.507)
The principal part of the right hand side of 12.506 is contained in:
U iΩn(λ− λN ) + λΩn(U i − U iN ) (12.508)
In fact, the principal part of the first of 12.506 is:
h/n/2U i (0,n)λˇ (12.509)
while the principal part of the second of 12.506 is contained in:
λh/n/2(EnU i − EnNU iN) (12.510)
or, more precisely, in:
λ
c
h/n/2
[
(EnN i − EnNN iN) + r(EnN i − EnNN iN )
+ (N i −N i0)(Enr − EnNrN )
]
−λU ih/n/2 [En−1(c−1Ec)− En−1N (c−1N ENcN )] (12.511)
Now,
(N i −N i0)(τ, ϑ) =
∫ τ
0
(TN i)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
From 3.155:
TN i = (m/ + n/)Ei + (m+ n)N i + (m+ n)N i (12.512)
and (see 1st of 3.164 and of 3.48, and 1st of 3.161 and of 3.46) we have:
[TN i]P.A. = [n/]P.A.(E
i − πN i), [n/]P.A. = 2Eλ+ 2πλχ˜ (12.513)
The assumptions 10.435, 10.436 then imply:
|TN i| ≤ C : in Rδ,δ (12.514)
Hence along K, for τ ∈ [0, δ] we have:
|N i −N i0| ≤ Cτ (12.515)
which together with 10.777 implies (see 1st of 12.504):
|U i| ≤ Cτ : ∀τ ∈ [0, δ] (12.516)
Given then τ1 ∈ (0, δ], 12.509 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) for τ ∈ [0, τ1] by:
C (0,n)Λ(τ1)τ
c0+1 (12.517)
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Since
[EnN i − EnNN iN ]P.A. = (n−1) ˇ˜χ(Ei − πN i)
[EnN i − EnNN iN ]P.A. = (n−1) ˇ˜χ(Ei − πN i) (12.518)
the contribution of the first two terms in parenthesis in the 1st of 12.511 to
the L2(Kτ ) norm of 12.511 is bounded for τ ∈ [0, τ1], to leading terms, by (see
12.397, 12.398):
C
(
(n−1)X(τ1) + (n−1)X(τ1)
)
τc0+1 (12.519)
Moreover, by 12.479 with τ in the role of τ1 the contribution of the third term
in parenthesis in the 1st of 12.511 to the L2(Kτ ) norm of 12.511 is bounded for
τ ∈ [0, τ1], to leading terms, by:
C
{
(n−1)X(τ1) +
C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
(12.520)
+
C (1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ +
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
τ2
}
τc0+1
Also, by 12.480, 12.481 and 12.516, the 2nd of 12.511 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) for
τ ∈ [0, τ1] by:
C
(
(n−1)X(τ1) + (n−1)X(τ1)τ
)
τc0+1 (12.521)
The above lead to the conclusion that ΩnT δˇi satisfies the estimate:
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C (0,n)Λ(τ1) + C (n−1)X(τ1)
+C (n−1)X(τ1) +
C (1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)P (τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1 +
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 4
τ21
+
C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
(12.522)
Substituting the estimates of Proposition 12.1 for (0,n)Λ(τ1),
(n−1)X(τ1), (n−1)X(τ1)
as well as the estimate 12.493 for (1,n)P (τ1) then yields:
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C (1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.523)
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(for new constants C).
Let us define the difference:
ˇˆ
δi = δˆi − δˆiN = τ−3δˇi (12.524)
(see 12.469, 12.501 and 4.224, 9.172). Then we have:
T
ˇˆ
δi = τ−3T δˇi − 3τ−4δˇi (12.525)
and:
ΩnT
ˇˆ
δi = τ−3ΩnT δˇi − 3τ−4Ωnδˇi (12.526)
To estimate the 2nd term on the right we apply 12.366 with Ωnδˇi in the role of
f . This gives:
‖Ωnδˇi‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
≤ kτc0+ 32 sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.527)
Therefore, replacing τ by τ ′ ∈ [0, τ ],
‖τ ′−4Ωnδˇi‖L2(Kτ ) =
(∫ τ
0
τ ′−8‖Ωnδˇi‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′)dτ ′
)1/2
≤ k sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
} ·(∫ τ
0
τ ′2c0−5dτ ′
)1/2
=
kτc0−2√
2c0 − 4 · supτ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.528)
As for the 1st term on the right in 12.526, we have:
‖τ ′−3ΩnT δˇi‖2L2(Kτ ) =
∫ τ
0
τ ′−6‖ΩnT δˇi‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
τ ′−6
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ΩnT δˇi‖2
L2(Kτ′ )
)
dτ ′
= τ−6‖ΩnT δˇi‖2L2(Kτ) + 6
∫ τ
0
τ ′−7‖ΩnT δˇi‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
≤
(
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
})2 ·(1 + 6
2c0 − 4
)
τ2c0−4
(12.529)
It then follows through 12.526 that for all τ [0, τ1]:
‖ΩnT ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ Cτc0−2 sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ)
}
(12.530)
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Multiplying then by τ−c0+2 and taking the supremum over τ ∈ [0, τ1] we obtain:
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+2‖ΩnT ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0−1‖ΩnT δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.531)
Hence, defining:
(1,n)Q(τ1) = sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+2
∑
i
‖ΩnT ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.532)
we have, by 12.523:
(1,n)Q(τ1) ≤ C
(1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.533)
(for new constants C).
We now bring in from Proposition 4.5 the identification equations:
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))) = 0 (12.534)
and from Section 9.4 the corresponding equations, 9.175, for the Nth approxi-
mants:
Fˆ iN ((τ, ϑ), (vN (τ, ϑ), γN (τ, ϑ))) = D
i
N (τ, ϑ) (12.535)
Recall that according to Proposition 9.7 we have:
DiN (τ, ϑ) = O(τ
N−1) (12.536)
Subtracting 12.535 from 12.534 we obtain:
Fˆ i((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))) − Fˆ iN ((τ, ϑ), (vN (τ, ϑ), γN (τ, ϑ))) = −DiN (τ, ϑ)
(12.537)
Differentiating these equations implicitly with respect to τ yields:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂v
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
∂γ
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂v
∂vN
∂τ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂γ
∂γN
∂τ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂τ
= −∂D
i
N
∂τ
Here, the argument of the partial derivatives of Fˆ i is ((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))),
while the argument of the partial derivatives of Fˆ iN is ((τ, ϑ), (vN (τ, ϑ), γN (τ, ϑ))).
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In view of the definitions 12.1 these equations take the form:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂vˇ
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
∂γˇ
∂τ
= −
(
∂Fˆ i
∂v
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂v
)
∂vN
∂τ
−
(
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂γ
)
∂γN
∂τ
−
(
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂τ
)
− ∂D
i
N
∂τ
(12.538)
We remark that, the transformation functions fˆ , v, γ being of order 0, the left
hand side here is of order 1, the first two terms on the right hand side are of order
0, while the third term on the right hand side is of order 1. From Proposition
4.5:
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = Si0(ϑ)l(ϑ)v
∂fˆ
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)− ∂δˆ
i
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)
+τ
∂Ei
∂τ
((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) + Ei((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) (12.539)
and from 9.173:
∂Fˆ iN
∂τ
((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) = Si0(ϑ)l(ϑ)v
∂fˆN
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)− ∂δˆ
i
N
∂τ
(τ, ϑ)
+τ
∂EiN
∂τ
((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) + EiN ((τ, ϑ), (v, γ)) (12.540)
Therefore the third term on the right in 12.538 is:
−
(
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂τ
)
= −Si0lv
∂
ˇˆ
f
∂τ
+
∂
ˇˆ
δi
∂τ
− Si0lvˇ
∂fˆN
∂τ
−τ
(
∂Ei
∂τ
− ∂E
i
N
∂τ
)
− (Ei − EiN) (12.541)
Here, the 3rd and 5th terms on the right are of order 0 while, in view of the
factor τ , the 4th term can be absorbed imposing a smallness condition on δ.
We conclude from the above that equations 12.538 to leading terms read,
recalling that T = ∂/∂τ ,
∂Fˆ i
∂v
T vˇ +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
T γˇ = −Si0lvT ˇˆf + T ˇˆδi (12.542)
Differentiating equations 12.538 implicitly with respect to ϑ n times we obtain,
recalling that Ω = ∂/∂ϑ, equations of the form:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
ΩnT vˇ +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
ΩnT γˇ = Ri0,n (12.543)
where the leading part of Ri0,n is:
− Si0lvΩnT ˇˆf +ΩnT ˇˆδi (12.544)
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By Proposition 4.5 and 4.242:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
((0, ϑ), (−1, γ0(ϑ))) = 1
3
k(ϑ)Si0(ϑ),
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
((0, ϑ), (−1, γ0(ϑ))) = Ω′i0 (ϑ)
(12.545)
Now, we can assume that for all τ ∈ [0, δ] it holds:
|fˆ(τ, ϑ)| ≤ C, |v(τ, ϑ)+ 1| ≤ Cτ, |γ(τ, ϑ)− γ0(ϑ)| ≤ Cτ : ∀ϑ ∈ S1 (12.546)
It then follows that
∂Ei
∂v
((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))),
∂Ei
∂γ
((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ)))
are accordingly bounded, and defining:
ei(τ, ϑ) =
∂Fˆ i
∂v
((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))) − 1
3
k(ϑ)Si0(ϑ)
hi(τ, ϑ) =
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
((τ, ϑ)), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))) − Ω′i0 (ϑ) (12.547)
we have, for all τ ∈ [0, δ]:
max
i
|ei(τ, ϑ)| ≤ Cτ, max
i
|hi(τ, ϑ)| ≤ Cτ : ∀ϑ ∈ S1 (12.548)
As already noted in the course of the proof of Proposition 4.4, for each ϑ ∈ S1
the vectors
S0(ϑ) = S
i
0(ϑ)
∂
∂xi
, Ω′0(ϑ) = Ω
′i
0
∂
∂xi
(12.549)
are linearly independent and span R2. Consequently any V i(τ, ϑ) can be ex-
panded as:
V i(τ, ϑ) = V⊥(τ, ϑ)Si0(ϑ) + V||(τ, ϑ)Ω
′i
0 (ϑ) (12.550)
V⊥(τ, ϑ) and V||(τ, ϑ) being respectively the S0(ϑ) and Ω′0(ϑ) components of the
vector
V (τ, ϑ) = V i(τ, ϑ)
∂
∂xi
In particular, we can expand:
ei(τ, ϑ) = e⊥(τ, ϑ)Si0(ϑ) + e||(τ, ϑ)Ω
′i
0 (ϑ)
hi(τ, ϑ) = h⊥(τ, ϑ)Si0(ϑ) + h||(τ, ϑ)Ω
′i
0 (ϑ) (12.551)
and by 12.548 we have:
|e⊥(τ, ϑ)|, |e||(τ, ϑ)|, |h⊥(τ, ϑ)|, |h||(τ, ϑ)| ≤ Cτ : ∀ϑ ∈ S1, ∀τ ∈ [0, δ]
(12.552)
We can also expand, in reference to the right hand side of 12.543,
Ri0,n = R0,n⊥S
i
0 +R0,n||Ω
′i
0 (12.553)
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Then in view of 12.547 and 12.551, equations 12.543 decompose into:(
k
3
+ e⊥
)
ΩnT vˇ + h⊥ΩnT γˇ = R0,n⊥
e||ΩnT vˇ + (1 + h||)ΩnT γˇ = R0,n|| (12.554)
their S0 and Ω
′
0 components respectively. Solving for (Ω
nT vˇ,ΩnT γˇ) we obtain:
ΩnT vˇ =
R0,n⊥ − (h⊥/(1 + h||))R0,n||
(k/3) + e⊥ − ((e||h⊥)/(1 + h||))
ΩnT γˇ =
R0,n|| − (e||/((k/3) + e⊥))R0,n⊥
1 + h|| − ((e||h⊥)/((k/3) + e⊥)) (12.555)
In view of 12.552 these imply that, pointwise:
|ΩnT vˇ| ≤ C
∑
i
|Ri0,n|
|ΩnT γˇ| ≤ C
∑
i
|Ri0,n| (12.556)
Hence, taking L2 norms on Kτ :
‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∑
i
‖Ri0,n‖L2(Kτ )
‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∑
i
‖Ri0,n‖L2(Kτ) (12.557)
Now, by 12.544 and the definitions 12.394 and 12.532 we have, to leading terms,
∑
i
‖Ri0,n‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
(
‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) +
∑
i
‖ΩnT ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
)
≤ Cτc0−2
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)Q(τ1)
)
(12.558)
for all τ ∈ [0, τ1], τ1 ∈ (0, δ]. Substituting in 12.557, multiplying by τ−c0+2
and taking the supremum over τ ∈ [0, τ1] then yields, in view of the definitions
12.395, 12.396,
(1,n)V (τ1) ≤ C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)Q(τ1)
)
(1,n)Γ(τ1) ≤ C
(
(1,n)P (τ1) +
(1,n)Q(τ1)
)
(12.559)
Adding these inequalities and substituting on the right the estimates 12.493 and
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12.533 for (1,n)P (τ1) and
(1,n)Q(τ1) respectively, we obtain:
(1,n)V (τ1) +
(1,n)Γ(τ1) ≤ C
(1,n)V (τ1)√
2c0
+
C (1,n)Γ(τ1)√
2c0 + 2
τ1
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.560)
Choosing c0 large enough so that in regard to the coefficient of
(1,n)V (τ1) on
the right we have:
C√
2c0
≤ 1
2
(12.561)
the coefficient of (1,n)Γ(τ1) on the right is a fortiori not greater than 1/2 and
the inequality 12.560 then implies:
(1,n)V (τ1) +
(1,n)Γ(τ1) ≤
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
(12.562)
(for new constants C). Substituting this in 12.493 we arrive the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 12.3 Recalling the definitions 12.394 - 12.396, the transformation
function differences satisfy to principal terms the following estimates:
(1,n)P (τ1),
(1,n)V (τ1),
(1,n)Γ(τ1) ≤
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)
√
2c0
+
C
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
)
a0 + 2
+C
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)} · τ1/21
for all τ1 ∈ (0, δ].
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12.4 Estimates for ( (m,n−m)λˇ, (m,n−m)λˇ) for m =
1, ..., n
In the next section we shall derive estimates for (Ωn−mTm ˇˆf,Ωn−mTmvˇ,Ωn−mTmγˇ)
for m = 1, ..., n. As we shall see, the derivation of these estimates necessarily in-
volves the derivation of appropriate estimates on K for (m,n−m)λˇ, : m = 1, ..., n,
which in turn involve the derivation of appropriate estimates for (m,n−m)λˇ,
: m = 1, ..., n.
We begin with the derivation of the estimates for (m,n−m)λˇ. We consider
the propagation equation for (m,n−m)λˇ, equation 12.116. This equation takes
the form:
L (m,n−m)λˇ+ (n−m)χ (m,n−m)λˇ = (m,n−m)Gˇ (12.563)
Proceeding as in the derivation of the inequality 12.196 from equation 12.189,
we deduce from equation 12.563 the inequality:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.564)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1.
We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to the integral on the
right in 12.564. Consider first the nth order acoustical difference terms:
p (m,n−m)λˇ+ q˜ (m,n−m)λˇ−mζ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ
+2Bµˇm−1,n−m + 2Bµˇm−1,n−m (12.565)
In view of 10.579 and 12.198 the contribution of the terms 12.565 is bounded
by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cm
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.566)
Here the first and third can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality
12.564. We shall see that the second gives a borderline contribution. As for the
last two of 12.566, the principal part of µˇm−1,n−m and of µˇm−1,n−m consists of
the first two terms on the right in each of 12.118 and 12.119. Thus to principal
terms ‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:
m−1∑
j=0
‖(2πλ)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)+
1
2
‖(2πλ)m (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.567)
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and ‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:
m−1∑
j=0
‖(2πλ)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)+
1
2
‖(2πλ)m (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.568)
Thus, with Π being as in 10.584 a fixed positive bound for |2πλ/u2| in Rδ,δ, the
fourth of 12.566 is to principal terms bounded by:
C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu2)j
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+
C
2
(Πu2)m
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.569)
Also, with Π being as in 10.739 a fixed positive bound for |2πλ/u| in Rδ,δ, the
fifth of 12.566 is to principal terms bounded by:
C
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
∫ u1
0
uj+1‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+
C
2
Πm
∫ u1
0
um+1‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.570)
The contributions of 12.569 and 12.570 will be seen to be depressed by a factor
of at least u1 relative to the leading contributions. However since 12.569 and
12.570 depend on ( (i,n−i)λˇ, (i,n−i)λˇ) for i = 2, ...,m− 1, their estimates must
proceed by induction.
Besides the contribution of the terms 12.565, the other leading contributions
to the integral on the right in 12.564 are those of the principal difference terms:
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
En−mTmLH
−ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
En−mN T
mLNHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/ − (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρ
N
HN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N )
2
)
NµNE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
−π
2
aβ2NE
n−mTmEH +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n−m
N T
mENHN (12.571)
Here we must keep track not only of the actually principal terms, namely those
containing derivatives of the βµ of order n+1, but also of the terms containing
acoustical quantities of order n. The terms of order n with vanishing principal
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acoustical part can be ignored. As we shall see the dominant contribution comes
from the 1st of the four difference terms in 12.571. In fact, the actual principal
difference term in question is:
− ρ
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmLβµ +
ρN
2
β2N,NH
′
N (g
−1)µνβν,NEn−mN T
mLNβµ,N
(12.572)
By the formula 10.370 and the analogous formula for the Nth approximants,
12.572 is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
−1
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′ρEµEn−mTmLβµ +
1
2
β2N,Nβ/Nη
2
NH
′
NρNE
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn−mTmLβµ − 1
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρNµEn−mTmLβµ − 1
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NρNN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
(12.573)
The dominant contribution is that of the N component difference. To estimate
it we must use the fact that
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) + γNµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
= (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL (12.574)
Since the 1st term on the left is related to the N component difference, the
second of the differences 12.573, we begin with that difference. To estimate its
contribution we remark that in view of the fact that NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ,
NµEn−mTmLβµ
is, up to terms which can be ignored, equal to:
λEµEn−mTmEβµ + (Eβµ)En−mTm(λEµ)− (Lβµ)En−mTmNµ (12.575)
In regard to the 1st of 12.575, by the first two of the commutation relations
3.154 we have:
[Tm, E]βµ = −
m−1∑
j=0
Tm−1−j
(
(χ+ χ)ET jβµ
)
(12.576)
This gives:
[[Tm, E]βµ]P.A. = −(Eβµ)
(
ρ[Tm−1χ˜]P.A. + ρ[Tm−1χ˜]P.A.
)
(12.577)
and:[
En−m[Tm, E]βµ
]
P.A.
= −(Eβµ)
(
ρ[En−mTm−1χ˜]P.A. + ρ[En−mTm−1χ˜]P.A.
)
(12.578)
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Now from 12.64, 12.105 - 12.108, 12.110 - 12.111:
[En−mTm−1χ˜]P.A. =
{
En−1χ˜ : if m = 1
2µm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2 (12.579)
[En−mTm−1χ˜]P.A. =
{
En−1χ˜ : if m = 1
2µ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
(12.580)
It follows that up to terms which can be ignored the 1st of 12.575 is equal to:
λEµEn+1−mTmβµ
−λs/ρ ·
{
En−1χ˜ : if m = 1
2µm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
En−1χ˜ : if m = 1
2µ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
(12.581)
In regard to the 2nd of 12.575, from 12.74, 12.107 - 12.108, 12.110 - 12.111:
[En−mTmEµ]P.A. = c−1Nµµm−1,n−m + c
−1Nµµm−1,n−m (12.582)
Hence up to terms which can be ignored the 2nd of 12.575 is equal to:
s/En−mTmλ+ c−1λ(s/Nµm−1,n−m + s/Nµm−1,n−m) (12.583)
In regard to the 3rd of 12.575, from the 1st of 12.66 and from 12.107, 12.110:
[En−mTmNµ]P.A. = 2(Eµ − πNµ)µm−1,n−m (12.584)
Hence up to terms which can be ignored the 3rd of 12.575 is equal to:
2λ(πs/ − c−1s/N)µm−1,n−m (12.585)
Similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the second of the differences 12.573 (the N component
difference) is given by:
1
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′ρ
[
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/ + s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
+ρ
(
s/N µˇm−1,n−m + (cπs/ − s/N )µˇm−1,n−m
)
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.586)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
+C (m,n−m)I(u1, u) (12.587)
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where:
for m = 1: (1,n−1)I(u1, u) = u
2
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+u4
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
for m ≥ 2: (m,n−m)I(u1, u) = u2
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du
+u4
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.588)
Now the 1st of 12.587 is analogous to the 1st of 12.206 with (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/ in the
role of (E;0,n)ξˇ/. In analogy with 12.209 its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)(
am +
3
2
) · uam+ 321 ubm+11 (12.589)
while in analogy with 12.212 its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded
by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)(
am +
3
2
) · τam+bm+ 52 (12.590)
The 2nd of 12.587 coincides with the 1st of 12.566 and can be absorbed. The
3rd of 12.587 is the same as the 5th of 12.566 but with an extra u2 factor. The
4th of 12.587 is likewise the same as the 4th of 12.566 but with an extra u2
factor. As for (m,n−m)I(u1, u), given by 12.588, consider first the case m = 1.
In regard to the 1st of the integrals in (1,n−1)I(u1, u), setting
f(u, u) = u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.591)
this integral is: ∫ u1
0
f(u, u)du (12.592)
Since by the definition 12.411:
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,u1) = u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ ua0+2ub01 (n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.593)
we have: ∫ u1
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,u1)du ≤
ua0+31 u
b0
1
(a0 + 3)
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.594)
By Lemma 12.1a this bounds∥∥∥∥
∫ u1
0
f(u, ·)du
∥∥∥∥
L2(u1,u1)
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It follows that the contribution of the 1st term in (1,n−1)I(u1, u) to ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
is bounded by:
ua0+31 u
b0+2
1
(a0 + 3)
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.595)
Also, setting u1 = u, u1 = τ ,∫ τ
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,τ)du ≤ τ
a0+b0+3
(a0 + 3)
(n−1)X(τ, τ) (12.596)
By Lemma 12.1b this bounds ‖g‖L2(0,τ) where
g(u) =
∫ u
0
f(u, u)du
It follows that the contribution of the 1st term in (1,n−1)I(u, u) to ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
is bounded by:
τa0+b0+5
(a0 + 3)
(n−1)X(τ, τ) (12.597)
In regard to the 2nd of the integrals in (1,n−1)I(u1, u), in view of the definition
12.460 we have:∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu1/21 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cua0+ 321 ub0−1 (n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.598)
It follows that the contribution of the 2nd term in (1,n−1)I(u1, u1) to ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
is bounded by:
C
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
7
2
1√
2b0 + 7
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.599)
Also, setting u1 = u in 12.598 we deduce that the corresponding contribution
to ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded by:
C
τc0+5√
2c0 + 10
(n−1)X(τ, τ) (12.600)
Consider now the case m ≥ 2. The 1st integral in (m,n−m)I(u1, u) is bounded
by u1 times the integral in the 4th term in 12.566 with m − 1 in the role of
m. Therefore the 1st term in (m,n−m)I(u1, u) is bounded by u
2u1 times 12.569
with m−1 in the role of m. Also, the 2nd integral in (m,n−m)I(u1, u) is similar
to the integral in the 5th term in 12.566 with m− 1 in the role of m. Therefore
the 2nd term in (m,n−m)I(u1, u) is bounded by u4 times 12.570 with m− 1 in
the role of m.
We turn to the last of the differences 12.573, the N component difference.
By the third of the commutation relations 3.154 we have:
[Tm, L]βµ = −
m−1∑
j=0
Tm−1−j(ζET jβµ) (12.601)
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This gives:
[[Tm, L]βµ]P.A. = −(Eβµ)[Tm−1ζ]P.A. (12.602)
and:
En−m [[Tm, L]βµ]P.A. = −(Eβµ)[En−mTm−1ζ]P.A. (12.603)
Since ζ = 2(η − η), we have, by 3.162,
[ζ]P.A. = 2[ρη˜ − ρη˜]P.A.
hence by 3.165 and the definitions 12.64:
[ζ]P.A. = 2(ρµ− ρµ) (12.604)
It follows that:
En−m [[Tm, L]βµ]P.A. = −2(Eβµ)
{
ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m
}
(12.605)
Hence
NµEn−mTmLβµ
is equal to:
NµLEn−mTmβµ − 2s/N
{
ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m
}
(12.606)
up to terms which can be ignored. Similarly for the Nth approximants. It
follows that up to terms which can be ignored the last of the differences 12.573
is given by:
β3N
4c
η2H ′ρ
{
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
−2s/N
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.607)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.608)
Here the integrant of the 2nd integral is u times the integrant of the 4th integral
in 12.566, while the 3rd term is u2 times the 5th term in 12.566. To estimate
the 1st term we appeal to 12.574. Since γ ∼ u, this term is seen to be bounded
by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.609)
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In regard to the 2nd term here we can expressNµL(En−mTmβµ−En−mN Tmβµ,N )
as
NµEn−mTmLβµ −NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N
+2s/N(ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m)− 2s/N,N(ρNµm−1,n−m,N − ρNµm−1,n−m,N)
up to terms which can be ignored. Hence the contribution of the 2nd term in
12.609 is bounded in terms of:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u‖NµEn−mTmLβµ −NµNEn−mN TmLNβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.610)
Here the 3rd term is u times the 5th term in 12.566, the 2nd term is dominated
by the 4th term in 12.566, while the 1st is similar to the contribution of the N
component difference estimated above but with an extra u−1 factor. It follows
that, up to terms which can be absorbed, 12.610 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
the contribution of which to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)(
am +
3
2
) · uam+ 321 ubm1 (12.611)
(compare with 12.589) and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)(
am +
3
2
) · τam+bm+ 32 (12.612)
(compare with 12.590). What is left is then the first of 12.605 which is analogous
to the first of 12.217 with (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL in the role of (Y ;0,n)ξˇL. In analogy with
12.223 its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
· uam1 ubm1 ·
u21
u1
(12.613)
while in analogy with 12.225 its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded
by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
· τam+bm+1 (12.614)
Consider finally the first of the differences 12.573, the E component differ-
ence. Using 12.605 we find that, up to terms which can be ignored, this is
expressed as:
− 1
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL − 2s/
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.615)
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The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (12.616)
+C
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
Here the contribution of the last two terms can be absorbed, while the contri-
bution of the first term to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
· uam1 ubm1 · u21 (12.617)
and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
· τam+bm+2 (12.618)
We turn to the second of the principal difference terms 12.571. In fact the
actual principal difference term in question is:
−2ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmLβµ
+2ρ
N
βN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,NEn−mN T
mLNβµ,N
(12.619)
This is expressed as the sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
−2ρβ/η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′EµEn−mTmLβµ
+2ρ
N
β/Nη
2
NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NE
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρ
N
βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρ
N
βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
(12.620)
Consider first the N component difference. Using the conjugates of 12.575 -
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12.585 we find that up to terms which can be ignored this is given by:
β2N
c
η2
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′ρ
[
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/+ s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
+ρ
(
s/N µˇm−1,n−m + (cπs/ − s/N )µˇm−1,n−m
)
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.621)
(compare with 12.586). The contribution of the N component difference to the
integral on the right in 12.564 is then bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
+C (m,n−m)I(u1, u) (12.622)
Here the first as well as the last three terms coincide with the corresponding
terms in 12.587, while the second term can be absorbed into the second term in
12.566.
In regard to the E component difference (1st of the differences 12.620), by
the conjugates of 12.601 - 12.605
EµEn−mTmLβµ
is expressed as
EµLEn−mTmβµ + 2s/
{
ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m
}
(12.623)
up to terms which can be ignored. Similarly for the Nth approximants. It
follows that up to terms which can be ignored the E component difference is:
−2βNβ/η2
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL
+2s/
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.624)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (12.625)
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu4
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
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Here the 1st term is bounded by:
Cu
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+2
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.626)
hence its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2bm + 5
· uam1 ubm1 · u1/21 u5/21 (12.627)
and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)√
2bm + 5
· τam+bm+3 (12.628)
The 2nd term in 12.625 is u2 times the 4th term in 12.566. As for the 3rd term,
the integral is similar to that of the 5th term in 12.566 but the u factor in the
integrant is here absent. Then in view of 12.570 the integral in the 3rd term of
12.625 is to principal terms bounded by:
C
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
∫ u1
0
uj‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+
C
2
Πm
∫ u1
0
um‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (12.629)
Finally, in regard to the N component difference (2nd of the differences
12.620), by the conjugates of 12.601 - 12.605
NµEn−mTmLβµ
is expressed as
NµLEn−mTmβµ + 2s/N
{
ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m
}
(12.630)
up to terms which can be ignored. Similarly for the Nth approximants. It
follows that up to terms which can be ignored the N component difference is:
βNβN
c
η2
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′ρ
{
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
+2s/N
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.631)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu4
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.632)
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Here the last two terms are the same as the last two terms in 12.625. To estimate
the first term we use the fact that
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) + γNµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
= (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL (12.633)
Since∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cuam+
1
2
1 u
bm
1
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.634)
the contribution of the right hand side of 12.633 through the first term in 12.632
to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2bm + 5
· uam1 ubm1 · u1/21 u5/21 (12.635)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)√
2bm + 5
· τam+bm+3 (12.636)
In regard to the 2nd term on the left hand side of 12.633, using the conjugates
of 12.601- 12.605 we can express this term as
NµEn−mTmLβµ −NµNEn−mN TmLNβµ,N − 2s/N
{
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
}
(12.637)
up to terms which can be ignored. The contribution of the principal difference
to the first term in 12.632 is similar to the contribution of the N component
difference to the integral on the right in 12.564, but with an extra u factor as
γ ∼ u. As for the contribution of the remainder, this is similar to the last two
terms in 12.632 but with an extra u factor.
The third of the principal difference terms 12.571 is similar to the N com-
ponent difference in 12.620.
We finally consider the fourth of the principal difference terms 12.571. In
fact the actual principal difference term in question is:
πaβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmEβµ−πNaNβ2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEn−mN TmENβµ,N
(12.638)
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This is expressed as a sum of differences of E, N , and N components:
aπβ2Nβ/η
2H ′EµEn−mTmEβµ
−aNπNβ2N,NβNη2NH ′NEµNEn−mN TmENβµ,N
−aπβ2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmEβµ
+aNπNβ
2
N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mENβµ,N
−aπβ2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmEβµ
+aNπNβ
2
N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mENβµ,N
(12.639)
Consider first the N component difference. Writing ρNµ = Lµ and noting
that LµEβµ = E
µLβµ, we can express
ρNµEn−mTmEβµ
as
En−mTm(EµLβµ)− (Eβµ)En−mTmLµ (12.640)
up to terms which can be ignored. Moreover, by 12.66 and 12.69,
[TLµ]P.A. = 2ρµE
µ + (c−1Tλ+ 2πρµ)Nµ (12.641)
hence:
[En−mTmLµ]P.A. = 2ρµm−1,n−mE
µ + (c−1En−mTmλ+ 2πρµm−1,n−m)Nµ
(12.642)
Therefore up to terms which can be ignored the second term in 12.640 is:
− 2s/ρµ
m−1,n−m − s/N (c−1En−mTmλ+ 2πρµm−1,n−m) (12.643)
On the other hand, the first term in 12.640 is:
EµEn−mTmLβµ + (Lβµ)[En−mTmEµ]P.A. (12.644)
up to terms which can be ignored. Here, by 12.605 the 1st term is
EµLEn−mTmβµ − 2s/
{
ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m
}
(12.645)
and by 12.582 the 2nd term is
s/ρµ
m−1,n−m + c
−1sNLµm−1,n−m (12.646)
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Similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants. It follows that up to terms
which can be ignored the N component difference is:
−πβ
3
N
2
η2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL − c−1s/N (m,n−m)λˇ
+(c−1sNL − 2ρs/ − 2πρs/N )µˇm−1,n−m + ρs/ µˇm−1,n−m
}
(12.647)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.648)
Here the first is analogous to the first of 12.244 with (E;m,n−m)ξˇL in the role
of (E;0,n)ξˇL. In analogy with 12.245 its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖Cu1u1) is
bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
· uam1 ubm1 · u21 (12.649)
and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
· τam+bm+2 (12.650)
The 3rd term in 12.648 coincides with the 4th term in 12.566 while the remaining
terms can be absorbed.
Consider next the E component difference (1st of 12.639). Using 12.578 -
12.580 we find that up to terms which can be ignored this difference is:
πβ2Nη
2H ′a
[
(E;m,n−m)ξˇ/
−s/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−s/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.651)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
√
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C (m,n−m)I(u1, u) (12.652)
(see 12.588). The two terms here coincide with the first and last terms in 12.587.
Finally, apart from the factors β2N , β
2
N,N , the N component difference (2nd
of 12.639) is conjugate to the N component difference, hence comparing with
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12.647 the N component difference is given up to terms which can be ignored
by:
−πβ
2
NβN
2
η2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL − c−1s/N (m,n−m)λˇ
+(c−1sNL − 2ρs/ − 2πρs/N )µˇm−1,n−m + ρs/ µˇm−1,n−m
}
(12.653)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.564 is bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu3
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.654)
(note that by assumptions 10.436 |sNL| ≤ Cu in Rδ,δ). Here the 1st term coin-
cides with the 1st term of 12.625, the 2nd term coincides with the corresponding
term of 12.622, the integral in the 3rd term coincides with the integral in the
3rd term of 12.625 which is bounded by 12.629, and the 4th term coincides with
the 2nd term of 12.625.
Returning to 12.566, in regard to the 1st term we apply Lemma 12.1 setting
f(u, u) = u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)
Then, since
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(u,u1) = u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ),
by Lemma 12.1a the contribution of this term to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded
by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) (12.655)
and by Lemma 12.1b the corresponding contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is
bounded by:
C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cτu)du (12.656)
Similarly in regard to the 3rd term in 12.566 with m − 1 in the role of m. In
regard to the 4th term, we consider 12.569 and we apply Lemma 12.1 setting
f(u, u) =
{
u2ju‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) : j = 0, ...,m− 1
u2mu‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)
Then by Lemma 12.1a the contribution of the 4th term to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 )
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is bounded by:
C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )du
+C(Πu21)
m
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du (12.657)
and by Lemma 12.1b the corresponding contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) is
bounded by:
C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ2)j
∫ τ
0
u‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cτu)du
+C(Πτ2)m
∫ τ
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cτu)du (12.658)
The 2nd term in 12.566 is bounded by (Schwartz inequality):
Cu
1/2
1 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) (12.659)
hence its contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
(∫ u1
u1
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
(12.660)
and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C
(∫ τ
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2
(12.661)
In regard to the 5th term in 12.566 and the 3rd term in 12.625, both of these
are dominated by u times 12.629, therefore by virtue of the Schwarz inequality
by:
Cu


m−1∑
j=0
Πj
(
u2j+11
2j + 1
)1/2
‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )
+Πm
(
u2m−11
2m− 1
)1/2
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
}
(12.662)
Consequently the contribution of both terms to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded
by:
C


m−1∑
j=0
Πj
(
u2j+11
2j + 1
)1/2(∫ u1
u1
u2‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
+Πm
(
u2m−11
2m− 1
)1/2(∫ u1
u1
u2‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
 (12.663)
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and to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) by:
C


m−1∑
j=0
Πj√
2j + 1
(∫ τ
0
u2j+3‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu)du
)1/2
+
Πm√
2m− 1
(∫ τ
0
u2m+1‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2}
(12.664)
Let us define, in analogy with 12.412, 12.461,
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−am−
1
2u−bm−
1
2 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cuu)
}
(12.665)
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) = sup
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1
{
u−amu−bm‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cuu )
}
(12.666)
We then have, in regard to 12.657 (or 12.658),∫ u1
0
u‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )du
≤ u
am−1−j+
5
2
1 u
bm−1−j+
1
2
1(
am−1−j + 52
) (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1) (12.667)
Also, in view of the definition 12.411,∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )du ≤
ua0+21 u
b0
1
(a0 + 2)
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.668)
On the other hand, in regard to 12.663,(∫ u1
u1
u2‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
≤ u
am−1−j
1 u
bm−1−j+
3
2
1√
2bm−1−j + 3
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1) (12.669)
and, in view of the definition 12.460,(∫ u1
u1
u2‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
≤ u
a0+1
1 u
b0+
1
2√
2b0 + 1
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.670)
Also, in regard to 12.664,(∫ τ
0
u2j+3‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2
≤ τ
cm−1−j+j+2√
2cm−1−j + 2j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ, τ) (12.671)
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and:(∫ τ
0
u2m+1‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2
≤ τ
c0+m+1
√
2c0 + 2m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ, τ) (12.672)
Recalling that the exponents am, bm are non-increasing in m we combine
the above results in the form in which they will be used in the sequel in the
following lemma.
Lemma 12.9 The next to the top order acoustical quantities ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cuu) :
m = 1, ..., n satisfy to principal terms the following inequalities:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
(∫ u1
u1
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
du
)1/2
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )
+Cm
u
am+
5
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1(
am +
5
2
) (m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
am+
5
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1(
am +
5
2
) (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u
am+2
1 u
bm
1
(am + 2)
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
(
u2j+11
2j + 1
)1/2
uam1 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2bm + 3
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+CΠm
(
u2m−11
2m− 1
)1/2
uam+11 u
bm+
1
2
1√
2bm + 1
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
· uam1 ubm1 ·
u21
u1
+C
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1/21 u1
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Moreover, the ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) : m = 1, ..., n satisfy:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
(∫ τ
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2
+C
∫ τ
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cτu)du
+Cm
τcm+3(
am +
5
2
) (m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ, τ)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ2)j
τcm+3(
am +
5
2
) (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ, τ)
+C(Πτ2)m
τcm+2
(am + 2)
(n−1)X(τ, τ)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
Πj√
2j + 1
τcm+j+2√
2cm + 2j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ, τ)
+C
Πm√
2m− 1
τcm+m+1√
2cm + 2m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ, τ)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
· τcm+1
+C
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ, τ), (m,n−m)B(τ, τ)} · τcm+ 32
We turn to the derivation of the estimates for (m,n−m)λˇ : m = 1, ..., n.
We consider the propagation equation for (m,n−m)λˇ, equation 12.120. This
equation takes the form:
L (m,n−m)λˇ+ (n−m)χ (m,n−m)λˇ = (m,n−m)Gˇ (12.673)
where (m,n−m)Gˇ is the conjugate of (m,n−m)Gˇ. Proceeding as in the derivation
of the inequalities 12.306 and 12.307 from equation 12.300, we deduce from
equation 12.673 the inequalities:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u1 ) ≤ k‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) + k
∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.674)
and:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Ku1 ) (12.675)
+k
{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting u1.
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We shall presently estimate the leading contributions to{∫ u1
0
(∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
)2
du
}1/2
(12.676)
Consider first the nth order acoustical difference terms:
p (m,n−m)λˇ+ q˜ (m,n−m)λˇ+mζ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ
+2Bµˇ
m−1,n−m + 2Bµˇm−1,n−m (12.677)
In view of 12.310, 12.311 the contribution of the terms 12.677 to the integral on
the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cmu
∫ u1
u
‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.678)
Here the first can obviously be absorbed in the integral inequality12.674 while
the second is bounded by Cu
√
u1‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its contribution to
12.676 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.679)
Similarly the last of 12.678 is bounded by Cu
√
u1‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Cu1u ) hence its
contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
(12.680)
By 12.567, taking L2 norms with respect to u on [u, u1], ‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Cu1u ) is
bounded to principal terms by:
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j ‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) +
1
2
(Πu21)
m ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
(12.681)
which in view of the definitions 12.665 and 12.411 is bounded by:
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j uam−1−j+
1
2 u
bm−1−j+
1
2
1
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
1
2
(Πu21)
m ua0ub01
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.682)
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Substituting in 12.680 yields a bound of the last by C times:
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
am−1−j+2
1 u
bm−j−1+1
1√
2am−1−j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
1
2
(Πu21)
m u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1√
2a0 + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.683)
To estimate the contribution of the third of 12.678 to 12.676 we apply Lemma
12.5 taking
f(u, u) = ‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) (12.684)
Then the third of 12.678 is Cmug(u) and its contribution to 12.676 is bounded
by Cmu1‖g‖L2(0,u1). The lemma then yields that this is bounded by Cmu1
times:∫ u1
0
‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Cuu)du+
∫ u1
u1
‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )du (12.685)
which in view of the definition 12.666 is bounded by:
u
am−1
1 u
bm−1+1
1
bm−1 + 1
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1) (12.686)
Similarly, to estimate the contribution of the fourth of 12.678 to 12.676 we apply
Lemma 12.5 taking
f(u, u) = ‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u) (12.687)
Then the fourth of 12.678 is Cug(u) and its contribution to 12.676 is bounded
by Cu1‖g‖L2(0,u1). The lemma then yields that this is bounded by Cu1 times:∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Cuu)du+
∫ u1
u1
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Cu1u )du (12.688)
By 12.678, taking L2 norms with respect to u on [0, u1], ‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Cu1u ) is
bounded to principal terms by:
m−1∑
j=1
Πjuj1‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) + CΠmum−11 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
(12.689)
which in view of the definitions 12.666 and 12.460 is bounded by:
m−1∑
j=0
Πju
j+am−1−j
1 u
bm−1−j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+CΠmum+a01 u
b0−1 (n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.690)
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It then follows that 12.688 is bounded by:
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
u
j+am−1−j
1 u
bm−1−j+1
1
bm−1−j + 1
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+CΠm
um+a01 u
b0
1
b0
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.691)
Besides the contribution of the terms 12.678, the other leading contributions
are those of the principal difference terms:
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN
+ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
En−mTmLH
−ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
En−mN T
mLNHN
+ρH
(
cπβ/− (βN + βN )
2
)
NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρNHN
(
cNπNβ/N − (βN,N + βN,N)
2
)
NµNE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
−π
2
aβ2NE
n−mTmEH +
πN
2
aNβ
2
N,NE
n−m
N T
mENHN (12.692)
(conjugate of 12.571). Here again we must keep track not only of the actually
principal terms, namely those containing derivatives of the βµ of order n + 1,
but also of the terms containing acoustical quantities of order n. The terms
of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part can be ignored. Consider
the first of the above difference terms. The actual principal difference term in
question is:
− ρ
2
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmLβµ +
ρ
N
2
β2N,NH
′
N (g
−1)µνβν,NEn−mN T
mLNβµ,N
(12.693)
This is similar to the principal difference 12.619. It is similarly expressed as
differences of E, N , and N components:
−ρ
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′EµEn−mTmLβµ +
ρ
N
2
β2N,Nβ/Nη
2
NH
′
NE
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+
ρ
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ −
ρ
N
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+
ρ
2
β2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ −
ρ
N
2
β2N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
(12.694)
Comparing with 12.624, the E component difference here is:
− 1
2
β2Nβ/η
2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL + 2s/
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.695)
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up to terms which can be ignored. The contribution of this to the integral on
the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (12.696)
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
u
u4‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
To estimate the contribution of the 1st term to 12.676 we apply Lemma 12.5
taking
f(u, u) = u2‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (12.697)
Then this term is Cg(u) and its contribution to 12.676 is C‖g‖L2(0,u1). The
lemma then yields that this is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cuu )du+ C
∫ u1
u1
u2‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
u2
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu(u)du+ C
∫ u1
u1
u2
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)du
≤ C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
∫ u1
0
uam+bm+2du
+C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) · uam1 ·
∫ u1
u1
ubm+2du
≤ C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) ·
{
uam+bm+31
am + bm + 3
+ uam1 ·
(ubm+31 − ubm+31 )
bm + 3
}
≤ C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
bm + 3
· uam1 ubm1 · u31 (12.698)
(this is analogous to 12.326). The 2nd term in 12.696 is dominated by u21 times
the last term in 12.678, while the contribution of the 3rd term in 12.696 to
12.676 is dominated by u41 times 12.688.
Comparing with 12.621 the N component difference in 12.694 is:
β2NβN
4c
η2H ′ρ
[
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/+ s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
+ρ
(
s/N µˇm−1,n−m + (cπs/ − s/N )µˇm−1,n−m
)
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.699)
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The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
+C (m,n−m)J(u, u1) (12.700)
where:
for m = 1: (1,n−1)J(u, u1) = u2
∫ u1
u
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
+u
∫ u1
u
u4‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
for m ≥ 2: (m,n−m)J(u, u1) = u2
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du
+u
∫ u1
u
u4‖µˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.701)
The first term in 12.700 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
u1/2u
3/2
1 ‖
√
a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu1/2u
3/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam+ 12ubm+ 321
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.702)
hence its contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
uam+11√
2am + 2
u
bm+
3
2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.703)
The second term in 12.700 can be absorbed into the first term in 12.678. The
third and fourth terms can likewise be absorbed into the corresponding terms in
12.678. As for (m,n−m)J(u, u1), given by 12.701, consider first the case m = 1.
The 1st term in (1,n−1)J(u, u1) is bounded by
u2u
5/2
1 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ ua0+2u
b0+
5
2
1
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.704)
in view of the definition 12.411. Hence its contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
u
a0+
5
2
1√
2a0 + 5
u
b0+
5
2
1
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.705)
To estimate the contribution to 12.676 of the 2nd term in (1,n−1)J(u, u1) we
apply Lemma 12.5 taking
f(u, u) = uu4‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (12.706)
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Then the term in question is g(u). Since
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u1) ≤ Cu4‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cua0+11 ub0+3 (n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.707)
in view of the definition 12.460, using Lemma 12.5 we conclude that the contri-
bution to 12.676 is bounded by:
Cua0+11
ub0+41
b0 + 4
(n−1)X(u1, u1) (12.708)
In the case m ≥ 2, the 1st term in (m,n−m)J(u, u1) is bounded by uu21 times
the 5th term in 12.678 with m − 1 in the role of m, while the 2nd term in
(m,n−m)J(u, u1) is bounded by u41 times the 4th term in 12.678 with m− 1 in
the role of m.
Comparing with 12.631 the N component difference in 12.694 is:
β3N
4c
η2H ′ρ
{
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
+2s/N
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.709)
up to terms which can be ignored. The contribution of this to the integral on
the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
u2‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + C
∫ u1
u
u4‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.710)
The last two terms here are the same as the last two terms in 12.696. To
estimate the first term we appeal to 12.633. The contribution of the right hand
side of 12.633 through the first of 12.710 is analogous to the first of 12.696 with
the variation field Y in the role of the variation field E. Hence this contribution
to 12.676 is bounded by (see 12.698):
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
bm + 3
· uam1 ubm1 · u31 (12.711)
As for the 2nd term on the left had side of 12.633, this is expressed in the form
12.637 up to terms which can be ignored. The contribution of the principal
difference in 12.637 is similar to the contribution of the N component difference
but with an extra u1 factor (as γ ∼ u). As for the contribution of the remainder,
this is similar to the last two terms in 12.710 but with an extra u1 factor.
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Consider next the second of the principal difference terms 12.692. In fact
the actual principal difference term in question is:
−2ρβN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmLβµ
+2ρNβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′N (g
−1)µνβν,NEn−mN T
mLNβµ,N
(12.712)
This is similar to the principal difference 12.572. It is similarly expressed as
differences of E, N and N components:
−2ρβ/η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′EµEn−mTmLβµ
+2ρNβ/Nη
2
NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NE
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρN βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
+ρ
βN
c
η2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
H ′NµEn−mTmLβµ
−ρN βN,N
cN
η2NβN,N
(
cNπNβ/N − βN,N
4
− βN,N
2
)
H ′NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mLNβµ,N
(12.713)
Comparing with 12.615 the E component difference here is:
−2βN
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
β/η2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL
−2s/
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.714)
up to terms which can be ignored. The contribution of this to the integral on
the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du (12.715)
+Cu2
∫ u1
u
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
Here the 2nd term is dominated by u times the 5th term in 12.678 while the 3rd
term is dominated by u21 times the 4th term in 12.678. The first term in 12.715
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is bounded by a constant multiple of:
uu
1/2
1 ‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cuu
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam+1ubm+ 121
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.716)
hence its contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
u
am+
3
2
1√
2am + 3
u
bm+
1
2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.717)
Comparing with 12.586, the N component difference in 12.713 is, up to terms
which can be ignored,
β2N
c
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
η2H ′ρ
[
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/+ s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
+ρ
(
s/N µˇm−1,n−m + (cπs/ − s/N )µˇm−1,n−m
)
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.718)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
+C (m,n−m)J(u, u1) (12.719)
The 1st, 3rd, 4th, and 5th terms here coincide with the corresponding term in
12.700, while the 2nd term here coincides with the 2nd term in 12.678.
We turn to the last of the differences 12.713, the N component difference.
Comparing with 12.607 this is given by:
βNβN
c
(
cπβ/− βN
4
− βN
2
)
η2H ′ρ
{
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
−2s/N
(
ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m
)}
(12.720)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
u
‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
u
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.721)
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Here the last two terms are dominated by the corresponding terms in 12.678.
To estimate the first term we appeal to 12.574. Since γ ∼ u, this term is seen
to be bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
u
u−1‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
u−1‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.722)
Following the treatment of the 2nd term in 12.609, the 2nd term here is shown
to be bounded in terms of:
Cu
∫ u1
u
u−1‖NµEn−mTmLβµ −NµNEn−mN TmLNβµ,N‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu2
∫ u1
u
u−1‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
u‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.723)
Here the last two terms are dominated by the corresponding terms in 12.678,
while the 1st is similar to the contribution of the N component difference esti-
mated above but with an extra u−1 factor in the integrant. It follows that up to
terms which can be absorbed the 1st term in 12.723 is bounded by a constant
multiple of:
√
u
∫ u1
u
‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu1/2u1/21
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam+ 12 ubm+ 121
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.724)
hence the corresponding contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
uam+11 u
bm+
1
2
1√
2am + 2
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.725)
What remains is then the first of 12.722. This is bounded by (Schwartz inequal-
ity):
Cu
(∫ u1
u
u−2du
)1/2
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/2
√
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam+ 12 ubm1
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(12.726)
hence the corresponding contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
uam+11 u
bm
1√
2am + 2
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.727)
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The third of the principal difference terms 12.692 is similar to the N com-
ponent difference in 12.713.
We finally consider the fourth of the principal difference terms 12.692. In
fact the actual principal difference term in question is:
πaβ2NH
′(g−1)µνβνEn−mTmEβµ−πNaNβ2N,NH ′N (g−1)µνβν,NEn−mN TmENβµ,N
(12.728)
This is similar to the principal difference 12.638. It is similarly expressed as
differences of E, N , and N components:
aπβ2Nβ/η
2H ′EµEn−mTmEβµ
−aNπNβ2N,NβNη2NH ′NEµNEn−mN TmENβµ,N
−aπβ2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmEβµ
+aNπNβ
2
N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mENβµ,N
−aπβ2N
βN
2c
η2H ′NµEn−mTmEβµ
+aNπNβ
2
N,N
βN,N
2cN
η2NH
′
NN
µ
NE
n−m
N T
mENβµ,N
(12.729)
Comparing with 12.651 the E component difference is, up to terms which can
be ignored,
πβ2Nη
2H ′a
[
(E;m,n−m)ξˇ/
−s/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−s/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.730)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
√
u
∫ u1
u
u‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C (m,n−m)J(u, u1) (12.731)
The two terms here coincide with the first and last terms in 12.719.
We turn to the N component difference (last of 12.729). Comparing with
12.647 this difference is, up to terms which can be ignored,
−πβ
2
NβN
2
η2H ′ρ
{
(E;m,n−m)ξˇL − c−1s/N (m,n−m)λˇ
+(c−1sNL − 2ρs/ − 2πρs/N )µˇm−1,n−m + ρs/ µˇm−1,n−m
}
(12.732)
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The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu
∫ u1
u
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
u
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu
∫ u1
u
u2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(12.733)
Here the 2nd and 3rd terms coincide with the 2nd and 5th terms in 12.678
respectively, while the 4th term here is dominated by u21 times the 4th term in
12.678. The 1st term in 12.733 is bounded by a constant multiple of:
uu
1/2
1 ‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cuu
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuam+1ubm+ 121
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.734)
hence its contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
u
am+
3
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1√
2am + 3
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.735)
Finally, in regard to the N component difference (second of 12.729), using
12.578 - 12.580 we find that up to terms which can be ignored this difference is
expressed as:
−πβ
3
N
2c
η2H ′a
[
NµE(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
−s/Nρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−s/Nρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
]
(12.736)
The contribution of this to the integral on the right in 12.674 is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
u
‖aNµE(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
+C (m,n−m)J(u, u1) (12.737)
To estimate the contribution of the first term here we appeal to the fact that
NµE(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) + γNµE(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
= (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇ/ (12.738)
The contribution 2nd term on the left, through the first term in 12.737, to 12.676
is bounded, up to terms which can be absorbed, by u1 times the contribution
of the N component difference estimated above, that is by:
C
u
am+
3
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2am + 3
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.739)
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As for the contribution of the right hand side, since∫ u1
u
‖a (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu1/2u3/21 ‖
√
a (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/2u3/21
√
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam+ 12ubm+ 321
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(12.740)
the contribution to 12.676 is bounded by:
C
uam+11 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2am + 2
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (12.741)
Absorbing the first of 12.678 in the integral inequality 12.674, and recalling
that the exponents am, bm are non-increasing in m, we summarize the above
results in the form in which they will be used in the sequel in the following
lemma.
Lemma 12.10 The next to the top order acoustical quantities ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cuu )
satisfy to principal terms the following inequalities:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k‖
(m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Ku1)
+Cu
1/2
1
{∫ u1
0
u2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Cu1u )du
}1/2
+Cm
uam+11 u
bm+1
1
(bm + 1)
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
am+2
1 u
bm+1
1√
2am + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u
am+
3
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1√
2am + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+Cu1
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
uam+j1 u
bm+1
1
(bm + 1)
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+Cu1Π
m u
am+m
1 u
bm
1
bm
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1
Here k is again a constant greater than 1 but which can be chosen as close
to 1 as we wish by suitably restricting δ.
To proceed we must bring in the boundary condition 10.754 for λ on K and
the corresponding boundary condition 10.759 for λN . Applying T to 10.754 and
to 10.759 and subtracting gives:
T λˇ = rT λˇ+ λT rˇ + (Tr)λˇ+ (Tλ)rˇ +M−1,0 (12.742)
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where:
M−1,0 = rˇT λˇ+ λˇT rˇ − T νˆN (12.743)
Here and in the following we denote:
rˇ = r − rN (12.744)
The first two terms in 12.742 are of order 1 with coefficients, r and λ, which
are ∼ τ . The first two terms in remainder M−1,0 are also of order 1, but with
coefficients, rˇ and λˇ, for which we can assume that:
|rˇ|, |λˇ| ≤ Cτ2 : on Kδ (12.745)
Applying T 2 to 10.754 and to 10.759 and subtracting gives:
T 2λˇ = rT 2λˇ+ λT 2rˇ + 2(Tr)T λˇ+ 2(Tλ)T rˇ +M0,0 (12.746)
where:
M0,0 = −2(T rˇ)(T λˇ) + rˇT 2λN + λˇT 2rN − T 2νˆN (12.747)
The first two terms in 12.746 are of order 2, with coefficients r and λ, which are
∼ τ . The next two terms in 12.746 are of order 1, but, considering 2(Tr) and
2(Tλ) to be the coefficients, these coefficients are ∼ 1. The remainder M0,0 is
of order 1. Moreover, the order 1 part of M0,0, −2(T rˇ)(T λˇ), can be absorbed
in the 3rd and 4th terms in 12.746 as we can assume that:
|T rˇ|, |T λˇ| ≤ Cτ : on Kδ (12.748)
Applying finally Tm for m ≥ 3 to 10.754 and to 10.759 and subtracting gives:
Tmλˇ = rTmλˇ+ λTmrˇ +m(Tr)Tm−1λˇ+m(Tλ)Tm−1rˇ +Mm−2,0 (12.749)
where the remainder Mm−2,0 is of order m − 2. The first two terms in 12.749
are of order m, with coefficients r and λ, which are ∼ τ . The next two terms
are of order m − 1, but their coefficients m(Tr) and m(Tλ) are ∼ 1. We may
incorporate the formula 12.749 the formulas 12.746 and 12.742 as the cases
m = 2 and m = 1 respectively, however the statement in regard to the order of
the remainder does not hold in these cases.
We now apply Ωn−m to 12.750 to obtain:
Ωn−mTmλˇ = rΩn−mTmλˇ+ λΩn−mTmrˇ
+m(Tr)Ωn−mTm−1λˇ+m(Tλ)Ωn−mTm−1rˇ
+Mm−2,n−m (12.750)
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where:
Mm−2,n−m = Ωn−mMm−2,0
+
n−m∑
i=1
(
n−m
i
)
(Ωir)Ωn−m−iTmλˇ
+
n−m∑
i=1
(
n−m
i
)
(Ωiλ)Ωn−m−iTmrˇ
+m
n−m∑
i=1
(
n−m
i
)
(ΩiTr)Ωn−m−iTm−1λˇ
+m
n−m∑
i=1
(ΩiTλ)Ωn−m−iTm−1rˇ (12.751)
For m ≥ 2 the highest order term in the 1st sum in 12.751 is the i = 1 term:
(n−m)(Ωr)Ωn−m−1Tmλˇ
This is of order n − 1 but with a coefficient Ωr which is bounded in absolute
value by Cτ on Kδ. Similarly, for m ≥ 2 the highest order term in the 2nd sum
in 12.751 is the i = 1 term:
(n−m)(Ωλ)Ωn−m−iTmrˇ
This is of order n − 1 but with a coefficient Ωλ which is bounded in absolute
value by Cτ on Kδ. It follows that these terms, like the remainders of the 1st
and 2nd sums, can be absorbed in the estimates. For m ≥ 3 the 3rd and 4th
sums in 12.751 are only of order n − 2 and can likewise be absorbed in the
estimates. On the other hand, for m = 2 the highest order term in the 3rd sum
is the i = n− 2 term:
2(Ωn−2Tr)T λˇ
This is of order n− 1, the principal part being:
2(T λˇ)Ωn−2T rˇ
however the coefficient T λˇ is, according to 12.748, bounded in absolute value
by Cτ on Kδ. Similarly, for m = 2 the highest order term in the 4th sum is the
i = n− 2 term:
2(Ωn−2Tλ)T rˇ
This is of order n− 1, the principal part being:
2(T rˇ)Ωn−2T λˇ
however the coefficient T rˇ is, according to 12.748, bounded in absolute value by
Cτ on Kδ. It follows that these terms, like the remainders of the 3rd and 4th
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sums, can be absorbed in the estimates. Consider finally the casem = 1. In this
case the highest order terms in the 1st sum are the terms i = 1 and i = n− 1:
(n− 1)(Ωr)Ωn−2T λˇ and (Ωn−1r)T λˇ
The first is of order n − 1 but with a coefficient bounded in absolute value by
Cτ , while the principal part of the second is:
(T λˇ)Ωn−1rˇ
which is also of order n− 1 but with a coefficient bounded in absolute value by
Cτ (12.748). In the case m = 1 the highest order terms in the 2nd sum are the
terms i = 1 and i = n− 1:
(n− 1)(Ωλ)Ωn−2T rˇ and (Ωn−1λT rˇ
The first is of order n − 1 but with a coefficient bounded in absolute value by
Cτ , while the principal part of the second is:
(T rˇ)Ωn−1λˇ
which is also of order n− 1 but with a coefficient bounded in absolute value by
Cτ (12.748). It follows that also in the case m = 1 the 1st and 2nd sums in
12.751 can be absorbed in the estimates. Furthermore, in the case m = 1 the
highest order terms in the 3rd sum are the terms i = n− 1 and i = n− 2,
λˇΩn−1T rˇ and (n− 1)(Ωλˇ)Ωn−2T rˇ
being the corresponding principal parts. The first is of order n but its coefficient
is, according to 12.745, bounded in absolute value by Cτ2 in Kδ. The second is
of order n− 1 and, assuming that:
|Ωrˇ|, |Ωλˇ| ≤ Cτ : on Kδ (12.752)
its coefficient is bounded in absolute value by Cτ on Kδ. Similarly, in the case
m = 1 the highest order terms in the 4th sum are the terms i = n − 1 and
i = n− 2,
rˇΩn−1T λˇ and (n− 1)(Ωrˇ)Ωn−2T λˇ
being the corresponding principal parts. The first is of order n but its coefficient
is, according to 12.745, bounded in absolute value by Cτ2 inKδ, while the second
is of order n− 1 with a coefficient bounded in absolute value by Cτ . It follows
that these terms, like the remainders of the 3rd and 4th sums, can be absorbed
in the estimates.
Consider now Ωn−mMm−2,0, the first term on the right in 12.751. Since for
m ≥ 3 Mm−2,0 is of order m− 2, this term is for m ≥ 3 of order n− 2. In the
following we can ignore terms of order n − 2 or less. In the case m = 2, from
12.747 the first term on the right in 12.751 is:
− 2(T rˇ)Ωn−2T λˇ− 2(T λˇ)Ωn−2T rˇ (12.753)
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up to terms which can be ignored. Both terms here are of order n− 1 but with
coefficients which are, according to 12.748 bounded in absolute value by Cτ in
Kδ. So these terms can be absorbed in the estimates. In the case m = 1, from
12.743 the first term on the right in 12.751 is:
rˇΩn−1T λˇ+ λˇΩn−1T rˇ
+(n− 1)(Ωrˇ)Ωn−2T λˇ+ (n− 1)(Ωλˇ)Ωn−2T rˇ
+(T λˇ)Ωn−1rˇ + (T rˇ)Ωn−1λˇ (12.754)
up to terms which can be ignored. Here the first two terms are of order n but,
according to 12.745, with coefficients bounded in absolute vale by Cτ2 in Kδ.
the next two terms are of order n− 1 but, according to 12.752, with coefficients
bounded in absolute value by Cτ in Kδ. The last two terms are also of order
n− 1, but, according to 12.748, with coefficients bounded in absolute value by
Cτ in Kδ. Thus all these terms can be absorbed in the estimates.
We conclude from the above that for any m = 1, ..., n the remainder term
Mm−2,n−m in 12.750 can be absorbed in the estimates. We can then express
12.750, multiplying by h/−(n−m)/2, in the form:
(m,n−m)λˇ = r (m,n−m)λˇ+ λˇh/−(n−m)/2Ωn−mTmrˇ
+m(Tr) (m−1,n−m)λˇ+m(Tλ)h/−(m−n)/2Ωn−mTm−1rˇ
(12.755)
up to terms which can be absorbed. In estimating (m,n−m)λˇ in L2(Kτ1) we are
to divide through by r. Since r ∼ τ the contribution of the left hand side of
12.755 to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by:
C
{∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
}1/2
= C
{∫ τ1
0
τ−2
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
}1/2
= C
{
τ−21 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
}1/2
(12.756)
Since λ/r ∼ 1 along K, the contribution of the 2nd term on the right hand side
of 12.755 to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) is bounded by:
C‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ1) (12.757)
By 12.366:
‖Ωn−mTm−1λˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTmλˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.758)
It follows that the contribution of the 3rd term on the right in 12.755 to
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by:
Cm
{∫ τ1
0
τ−1‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
}1/2
(12.759)
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up to terms which can be absorbed. Again by 12.366:
‖Ωn−mTm−1rˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.760)
It follows that the contribution of the 4th term on the right in 12.755 to
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by:
Cm
{∫ τ1
0
τ−1‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖2L2(Kτ)dτ
}1/2
(12.761)
We must now derive an appropriate estimate for ‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ), or
equivalently for ‖En−mTmr − En−mN TmrN‖L2(Kτ1), for any τ1 ∈ (0, δ]. By
10.794 and 10.705 the leading part of En−mTmr − En−mN TmrN is:
j(κ, ǫ)(En−mTmǫ− En−mN TmǫN )
and the leading part of this is j(κ, ǫ) times:
NµEn−mTm△βµ −NµNEn−mN Tm△Nβµ,N
+△βµEn−mTmNµ −△Nβµ,NEn−mN TmNµN
+m(T△βµ)En−mTm−1Nµ −m(T△Nβµ,N )En−mN Tm−1NµN
(12.762)
Here we have three difference terms. The third difference term is of one order
lower than the second difference term, however whereas the coefficients △βµ,
△Nβµ,N in the second difference are bounded in absolute value by Cτ , those in
the third difference T△βµ, T△Nβµ,N are only bounded in absolute value by C.
For this reason the third difference term must be included in the leading part.
The first of the difference terms 12.762 is:
NµEn−mTm△βµ −NµNEn−mN Tm△Nβµ,N
= (NµEn−mTmβµ −NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N )
∣∣
K
− (NµEn−mTmβ′µ ◦ (f, w, ψ) −NµNEn−mN Tmβ′µ ◦ (fN , wN , ψN ))
(12.763)
Applying 12.366 to the function NµEn−mTmβµ − NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N on K we
obtain:
‖NµEn−mTmβµ −NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N‖L2(Sτ,τ )
≤ kτ1/2‖T (NµEn−mTmβµ −NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Kτ )
(12.764)
Up to terms of order n with vanishing nth order acoustical part T (NµEn−mTmβµ−
NµNE
n−m
N T
mβµ,N ) is equal to:
NµT (En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) = NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
+NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) (12.765)
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In regard to the first term on the right, using the conjugate of 12.605 and its
analogue for the Nth approximants we find that this term is equal to:
NµEn−mTmLβµ −NµNEn−mN TmLNβµ,N + 2s/N(ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m)
(12.766)
up to terms which can be ignored. In view of the fact that NµLβµ = λE
muEβµ,
while by the 2nd of 12.66 and by 12.108, 12.111
[En−mTmNµ]P.A. = 2µm−1,n−m(E
µ − πNµ) (12.767)
we can express:
NµEn−mTmLβµ = En−mTm(λEµEβµ)− 2ρ(s/N − cπs/ )µm−1,n−m (12.768)
up to terms which can be ignored. Moreover by 12.582 the 1st term on the right
in 12.768 is:
λEµEn−mTmEβµ + s/En−mTmλ+ ρ(s/Nµm−1,n−m + s/Nµm−1,n−m) (12.769)
up to terms which can be ignored. As for the 1st term here, it is given by
12.581 with the overall factor λ replaced by λ. Similar formulas hold for the Nth
approximants. It follows that up to terms which can be ignored the principal
difference in 12.766 is given by:
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/ + s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
+ρ(s/N µˇm−1,n−m + s/N µˇm−1,n−m)
−2ρ(s/N − cπs/ )µˇm−1,n−m (12.770)
Consequently, the L2 norm on Kτ of the first term on the right in 12.765 is
bounded by:
‖λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/||L2(Kτ ) + C‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
+Cτ2
{ ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) : if m = 1
2‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ ) : if m ≥ 2
+Cτ2
{
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) : if m = 1
2‖rµˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ ) : if m ≥ 2
+C‖rµˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ) (12.771)
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Since along K a ∼ τ3, in regard to the 1st of 12.771 we have:
‖λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∫ τ
0
τ ′−1‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
= C
∫ τ
0
τ ′−1
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖2
L2(Kτ′ )
)
dτ ′
= C
{
τ−1‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ) +
∫ τ
0
τ ′−2‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
}
≤ C (E;m,n−m)A(τ1)τ2cm−1 (12.772)
for all τ ∈ (0, τ1], by 9.337 and 9.348. Therefore the contribution of this term
through 12.764 to ‖En−mTmr − En−mN TmrN‖L2(Kτ1 ) is bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)
(∫ τ1
0
τ2cmdτ
)1/2
≤ C
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
· τcm1 · τ1/21
(12.773)
Also, the contribution of the 2nd of 12.771 through 12.764 to ‖En−mTmr −
En−mN T
mrN‖L2(Kτ1) is bounded by:
C
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.774)
In regard to the second term on the right in 12.765 we write:
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) + γNµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
= (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL (12.775)
Since along K we have γ ∼ τ , the contribution of the right hand side of 12.775
to ‖T (NµEn−mTmβµ − NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ ) is bounded by a constant
multiple of:∫ τ
0
τ ′−2‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
τ ′−2
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ′)
)
dτ ′
= τ−2‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ′ )dτ ′
≤ C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1)τ2cm−2 (12.776)
for all τ ∈ [0, τ1], by 9.341 and 9.348. The corresponding contribution to
‖En−mTmr − En−mN TmrN‖L2(Kτ1) is then bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)
(∫ τ1
0
τ2cm−1dτ
)1/2
≤ C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
· τcm1
(12.777)
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In regard to the 1st term on the left in 12.775, this term is given, up to terms
which can be ignored, by the conjugates of 12.766, 12.770, that is by:
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/ + s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇ
m−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
−λs/ρ ·
{
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : if m = 1
2µˇm−2,n−m+1 : if m ≥ 2
+ρ(s/N µˇm−1,n−m + s/N µˇm−1,n−m)− 2ρ(s/N − cπs/ )µˇm−1,n−m
+2s/N(ρµˇm−1,n−m − ρµˇm−1,n−m) (12.778)
Since along K λ/γ = λ, the contribution of the 1st of 12.778 coincides with
that of the 1st of 12.770. Since along K γ ∼ τ , the contribution of the 2nd
of 12.778 to ‖T (NµEn−mTmβµ − NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ ) is bounded by a
constant multiple of:∫ τ
0
τ ′−2
∂
∂τ ′
(
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)
)
dτ ′
= τ−2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
(12.779)
The corresponding contribution to ‖En−mTmr − En−mN TmrN‖L2(Kτ1) is then
bounded by:
{∫ τ1
0
(
τ−1‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) + 2τ
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)
dτ
}1/2
(12.780)
Finally, the contribution of the remaining terms in 12.778 to
‖T (NµEn−mTmβµ −NµNEn−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded by:
Cτ2
{ ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) : if m = 1
2‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ ) : if m ≥ 2
+Cτ2
{
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) : if m = 1
2‖rµˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ) : if m ≥ 2
+C‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) + C‖rµˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) (12.781)
We turn to the second term on the right in 12.763 (compare with 10.813).
By 10.819 with (m,n−m) in the role of (m − 1, l + 2) the leading part of the
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second term on the right in 12.763 is:
−Nµh/−(n−m)/2
{(
∂β′µ
∂t
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωn−m
(
τ2Tm
ˇˆ
f
+2mτTm−1 ˇˆf +m(m− 1)Tm−2 ˇˆf
)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωn−m (τTmvˇ +mTm−1vˇ)
+
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
)
◦ (f, w, ψ) · Ωn−m (τ3Tmγˇ + 3mτ2Tm−1γˇ
+3m(m− 1)τTm−2γˇ +m(m− 1)(m− 2)Tm−3γˇ)}
(12.782)
It follows that the leading part of the second term on the right in 12.763 is
pointwise bounded by:
C
(
τ2|Ωn−mTm ˇˆf |+ 2mτ |Ωn−mTm−1 ˇˆf |+m(m− 1)|Ωn−mTm−2 ˇˆf |
)
+C
(
τ |Ωn−mTmvˇ|+m|Ωn−mTm−2vˇ|)
+C
(
τ3|Ωn−mTmγˇ|+ 3mτ2|Ωn−mTm−1γˇ|
+3m(m− 1)τ |Ωn−mTm−2γˇ|+m(m− 1)(m− 2)|Ωn−mTm−3γˇ|)
(12.783)
Let us revisit the inequality 12.366, which is satisfied for any function f on K
which vanishes on ∂−K = S0,0. This inequality implies:
‖f‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖Tf‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
(12.784)
If also Tf vanishes on S0,0, the inequality 12.784 holds with Tf in the role of
f . Substituting the resulting bound for ‖Tf‖L2(Kτ ) in 12.366 yields:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k2τ1/2
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖T 2f‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
(12.785)
Applying inequality 12.366 with Ωn−mTmvˇ in the role of f and inequality 12.785
with Ωn−mTm−1vˇ in the role of f we conclude that the 2nd of 12.783 is bounded
in L2(Sτ,τ ) by a constant multiple of:
τ3/2‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ )
+mτ1/2
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′ )dτ
′
)1/2
(12.786)
If also T 2f vanishes on S0,0, the inequality 12.784 holds with T
2f in the role of
f . Substituting the resulting bound for ‖T 2f‖L2(Kτ ) in 12.785 yields:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k3τ1/2
[∫ τ
0
τ ′
(∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′‖T 3f‖2
L2(Kτ′′)dτ
′′
)
dτ ′
]1/2
(12.787)
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Applying inequality 12.366 with Ωn−mTm ˇˆf in the role of f , inequality 12.785
with Ωn−mTm−1 ˇˆf in the role of f and inequality 12.787 with Ωn−mTm−2 ˇˆf in
the role of f , we conclude that the 1st of 12.783 is bounded in L2(Sτ,τ ) by a
constant multiple of:
τ5/2‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )
+2mτ3/2
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
+m(m− 1)τ1/2
[∫ τ
0
τ ′
(∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖2
L2(Kτ′′ )dτ
′′
)
dτ ′
]1/2
(12.788)
If finally T 3f vanishes on S0,0 as well, the inequality 12.784 holds with T
3f in
the role of f . Substituting the resulting bound for ‖T 3f‖L2(Kτ ) in 12.787 yields:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k4τ1/2
{∫ τ
0
τ ′
[∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′
(∫ τ ′′
0
τ ′′′‖T 4f‖2
L2(Kτ′′′ )dτ
′′′
)
dτ ′′
]
dτ ′
}1/2
(12.789)
Applying then inequality 12.366 with Ωn−mTmγˇ in the role of f , inequality
12.785 with Ωn−mTm−1γˇ in the role of f , inequality 12.787 with Ωn−mTm−2γˇ
in the role of f , and inequality 12.789 with Ωn−mTm−3γˇ in the role of f , we
conclude that the 3rd of 12.783 is bounded in L2(Sτ,τ ) by a constant multiple
of:
τ7/2‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
+3mτ5/2
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
+3m(m− 1)τ3/2
[∫ τ
0
τ ′
(∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′′ )dτ
′′
)
dτ ′
]1/2
+m(m− 1)(m− 2)τ1/2 ·
·
{∫ τ
0
τ ′
[∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′
(∫ τ ′′
0
τ ′′′‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′′′ )dτ
′′′
)
dτ ′′
]
dτ ′
}1/2
(12.790)
Consider finally the last two of the differences 12.762. In view of 12.767 and
the boundary condition Eµ△βµ = 0, the principal acoustical part of the second
difference is:
− 2πǫµˇ
m−1,n−m (12.791)
Since |ǫ| ≤ Cτ , this is bounded in L2(Kτ1) by:
Cτ1‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ1) (12.792)
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Also, by 12.366 the third of the differences 12.762 is bounded in L2(Sτ,τ ) by:
Cmτ1/2‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) (12.793)
therefore in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cm
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.794)
We shall first summarize the above results in regard to the estimate for
‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ1) which they imply. Let us define, in analogy with 12.399,
12.400, for arbitrary τ1 ∈ (0, δ], the following quantities in regard to the bound-
ary values on K of (m,n−m)λˇ and (m,n−m)λˇ:
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.795)
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.796)
In view of the definition 12.796, 12.774 is bounded by:
C
τcm+11√
2cm + 2
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) (12.797)
and in view of the definition 12.795, 12.780 is bounded by:
C
τcm+11√
2cm + 2
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) (12.798)
According to the definitions 12.397, 12.398 we have, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1]:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.799)
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.800)
Moreover, 12.567 implies:
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ) ≤
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ2)j ‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
+
1
2
(Πτ2)m ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.801)
hence in view of the definitions 12.397, 12.399, 12.795 we have, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1]:
‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ) ≤
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ2)j τcm−1−j+1 (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1)
+
1
2
(Πτ2)m τc0 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.802)
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Also, 12.568 implies:
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) ≤
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ)j ‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Kτ )
+C(Πτ)m−1 ‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) (12.803)
hence in view of the definitions 12.398, 12.400, 12.796 we have, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1]:
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) ≤
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ)j τcm−1−j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1)
+C(Πτ)m−1 τc0 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.804)
Next we define, in analogy with 12.394 - 12.396, for arbitrary τ1 ∈ (0, δ], the
following quantities in regard to the transformation functions:
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm+2‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.805)
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm+2‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.806)
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm+2‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.807)
Then for all τ ∈ (0, τ1] 12.788 is bounded by:
τcm+
1
2
{
1 +
2m√
2cm − 2 +
m(m− 1)√
2cm(2cm − 2)
}
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) (12.808)
12.786 is bounded by:
τcm−
1
2
{
1 +
m√
2cm − 2
}
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1) (12.809)
and 12.790 is bounded by:
τcm+
3
2
{
1 +
3m√
2cm − 2 +
3m(m− 1)√
2cm(2cm − 2)
+
m(m− 1)(m− 2)√
(2cm + 2)2cm(2cm − 2)
}
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) (12.810)
Choosing:
cn − 2 ≥ n2 (12.811)
the coefficients in 12.808 - 12.810 are bounded by a constant for all m = 1, ..., n.
Recalling that the exponents cm are non-increasing with m , we deduce from
the above the following estimate for ‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ1), for all τ1 ∈ (0, δ]:
‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ τcm1 (m,n−m)R(τ1) (12.812)
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where:
(m,n−m)R(τ1) = C
τ1√
2cm + 2
(
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) + (m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
)
+Cτ1


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) + (Πτ1)m−1 (n−1)X(τ1)


+Cτ21


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) +
(Πτ21 )
m−1τ1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ1)


+C
(
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
(12.813)
Going now back to 12.755 - 12.761, in view of the definition 12.795, 12.756
is bounded by:
Cτcm1
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) (12.814)
and, in view of the definition 12.796, 12.759 is bounded by:
Cm
τcm√
2cm
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) (12.815)
Moreover, 12.761 is bounded by:
Cm√
2cm
τcm1 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ)
} ≤ Cm√
2cm
τcm1
(m,n−m)R(τ1)
(12.816)
For, by 12.812 with τ ∈ (0, τ1] in the role of τ1 and the fact that (m,n−m)R(τ)
we have:
‖Ωn−mTmrˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τcm (m,n−m)R(τ1) : ∀τ ∈ (0, τ1]
By 12.811 the factor m/
√
cm in 12.816 is less than 1. The above together with
12.812 imply through 12.755 the following estimate for (m,n−m)λˇ in L2(Kτ ):
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ τcm1
{
C (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) +
Cm√
2cm
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
+C (m,n−m)R(τ1)
}
(12.817)
Replacing τ1 by any τ ∈ (0, τ1] the inequality holds a fortiori if we keep the
argument of the quantity in parenthesis fixed to τ1, this quantity being non-
decreasing in τ . Multiplying then by τ−cm and taking the supremum over
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τ ∈ (0, τ1] yields, in view of the definition 12.796,
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) ≤ C (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) + Cm√
2cm
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
+C (m,n−m)R(τ1) (12.818)
Substituting the expression 12.813 for (m,n−m)R(τ1) the coefficient of (m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
in the right hand side becomes:
Cm√
2cm
+
Cτ1√
2cm + 2
(12.819)
Choosing then cn large enough so that:
Cn√
2cn
+
Cδ√
2cn + 2
≤ 1
2
(12.820)
in view of the non-increasing with m property of the exponents cm 12.819 does
not exceed 1/2 for all m = 1, ..., n. Hence the quantity (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) can
be eliminated from the right hand side of 12.818 and this yields the following
lemma.
Lemma 12.11 On K, the next to top order acoustical difference quantities
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) : m = 1, ..., n satisfy to principal terms the following in-
equalities:
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) ≤ C (m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
+Cτ1


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) + (Πτ1)m−1 (n−1)X(τ1)


+Cτ21


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) +
(Πτ21 )
m−1τ1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ1)


+C
(
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
Consider Lemma 12.10. The 1st term on the right hand side of the inequality
satisfied by ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) is bounded by:
k (m,n−m)Λ(u1)u
cm
1 (12.821)
In view of the definition 12.665 the 2nd term on the right hand side of the same
inequality is bounded by:
C
uam+21 u
bm+1
1√
2am + 4
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) (12.822)
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Substituting the above we obtain:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) ≤ k
(m,n−m)Λ(u1)u
cm
1
+C
uam+21 u
bm+1
1√
2am + 4
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1)
+Cm
uam+11 u
bm+1
1
(bm + 1)
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
am+2
1 u
bm+1
1√
2am + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u
am+
3
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1√
2am + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+Cu1
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
uam+j1 u
bm+1
1
(bm + 1)
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+Cu1Π
m u
am+m
1 u
bm
1
bm
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)} · uam1 ubm1 · u1
(12.823)
We turn to Lemma 12.9. We first consider the inequality satisfied by ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ).
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The 1st term on the right is by virtue of the estimate 12.823 bounded by:
k (m,n−m)Λ(u1)u
cm+
1
2
1 u
1
2
1
+C
u
am+
5
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2am + 4
√
2bm + 3
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1)
+Cm
u
am+
3
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1
(bm + 1)
√
2bm + 3
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
am+
5
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2am + 4
√
2bm + 4j + 3
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u
am+2
1 u
bm+1
1√
2am + 3
√
2bm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+Cu1
m−1∑
j=0
Πj
u
am+j+
1
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1
(bm + 1)
√
2bm + 5
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+Cu1Π
m u
am+m+
1
2
1 u
bm
1 +
1
2
bm
√
2bm + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)} ·
u
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+
3
2
1√
2bm + 3
(12.824)
The 2nd term on the right hand side of the same inequality is bounded by:
C
u
am+
5
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1(
am +
5
2
) (m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) (12.825)
Replacing in the inequality which results by substituting the above (u1, u1) by
any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , multiplying both sides by u−am−
1
2u−bm−
1
2 and taking the
supremum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , taking account of the fact that u/u ≤ 1, we
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obtain:
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C (m,n−m)Λ(u1)
+Cu21
(
1(
am +
5
2
) + u1√
2am + 4
√
2bm + 3
)
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
mu21√
2am + 4
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
mu1u1
(bm + 1)
√
2bm + 3
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
2
1√
2am + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u1√
2am + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j u1√
2bm + 3
m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu1)
m 1√
2bm + 1
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
+Cu
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)}
(12.826)
Subjecting δ to an appropriate smallness condition or am to an appropriate
largeness condition so that the coefficient of (m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) on the right
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does not exceed 1/2 this implies:
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C (m,n−m)Λ(u1)
+C
mu21√
2am + 4
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
mu1u1
(bm + 1)
√
2bm + 3
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j u
2
1√
2am + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu21)
m u1√
2am + 3
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j u1√
2bm + 3
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+C(Πu1)
m 1√
2bm + 1
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
+Cu
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)}
(12.827)
(for new constants C). We now consider the inequality of Lemma 12.9 satisfied
by ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ). The most important term on the right hand side is the
first term:
C
(∫ τ
0
u‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Cuu )du
)1/2
(12.828)
We substitute the estimate 12.823 with u1 = u1 = u. The leading contribution
to 12.828 comes from the boundary term:
k (m,n−m)Λ(u)ucm
This contribution is:
C
(∫ τ
0
u2cm+1du
)1/2
(m,n−m)Λ(τ) = C
τcm+1√
2cm + 2
(m,n−m)Λ(τ) (12.829)
The second term on the right hand side of the inequality of Lemma 12.9 satisfied
by ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) coincides with the corresponding term in the inequality
satisfied by ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ) if we set u1 = u1 = τ . So this term is bounded
by (see 12.825):
C
τcm+3(
am +
5
2
) (m,n−m)Λ(τ, τ) (12.830)
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Here we substitute the estimate 12.827 with u1 = u1 = τ . We multiply the
inequality resulting from the above substitutions by τ−cm−1 and take the supre-
mum over τ ∈ (0, τ1] to obtain:
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) ≤ C
(
1√
2cm + 2
+
τ21√
2am + 4
)
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
+Cmτ21
(
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2cm + 6 (bm + 1)
+
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2am + 4
)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j τ
2
1√
2am + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+C(Πτ21 )
m τ1√
2am + 3
(n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+C
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j τ1√
2cm + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+C(Πτ1)
m 1√
2cm + 4
(n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.831)
Substituting this bound for (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) in the inequality for (m,n−m)Λ(τ1)
of Lemma 12.11, the coefficient of (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) is:
C
(
1√
2cm + 2
+
δ2√
2am + 4
)
(12.832)
Choosing then cm large enough so that:
C√
2cm + 2
≤ 1
4
(12.833)
and am large enough so that:
Cδ2√
2am + 4
≤ 1
4
(12.834)
12.832 is not greater than 1/2. The inequality then implies the estimate for
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) of the following proposition. Substituting this estimate in 12.831
yields the estimate for (m,n−m)Λ(τ1) of the proposition.
Proposition 12.4 Choosing the exponents am and cm suitably large, the next
to top order boundary acoustical difference quantities (m,n−m)Λ, (m,n−m)Λ :
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m = 1, ..., n satisfy to principal terms the estimates:
(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) ≤ Cτ1


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) + (Πτ1)m−1 (n−1)X(τ1)


+Cτ21


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) +
(Πτ21 )
m−1τ1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ1)


+Cmτ21
(
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2cm + 6 (bm + 1)
+
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2am + 4
)
+
Cτ21√
2am + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+
Cτ1√
2am + 3
(Πτ21 )
m (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+
Cτ1√
2cm + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+
C√
2cm + 4
(Πτ1)
m (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+C
(
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
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(m,n−m)Λ(τ1) ≤ Cτ1√
2am + 4


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) + (Πτ1)m−1 (n−1)X(τ1)


+
Cτ21√
2am + 4


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1) +
(Πτ21 )
m−1τ1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(τ1)


+Cmτ21
(
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2cm + 6 (bm + 1)
+
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2am + 4
)
+
Cτ21√
2am + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+
Cτ1√
2am + 3
(Πτ21 )
m (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+
Cτ1√
2cm + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+
C√
2cm + 4
(Πτ1)
m (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
+
C√
2am + 4
(
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
)
+
C√
2am + 4
(√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
Substituting the estimates of the above proposition first in 12.827 and then
in 12.823 we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 12.5 Choosing the exponents am and cm suitably large, the
next to top order interior acoustical difference quantities (m,n−m)Λ, (m,n−m)Λ
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: m = 1, ..., n satisfy to principal terms the estimates:
(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ Cu1


m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1) + (Πu1)
m−1 (n−1)X(u1)


+Cu21


m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1) +
(Πu21)
m−1u1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(u1)


+
Cmu1u1
(bm + 1)
√
2bm + 3
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1) +
Cmu21√
2am + 4
(m−1,n−m)Λ(u1, u1)
+
Cu21√
2am + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
Cu1√
2am + 3
(Πu21)
m (n−1)X(u1, u1)
+
Cu1√
2bm + 3
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
C√
2bm + 1
(Πu1)
m (n−1)X(u1, u1)
+C
(
u1
(m+1,n−m)P (u1)√
2cm + 2
+
(m+1,n−m)V (u1)√
2cm
+
u21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(u1)√
2cm + 4
)
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)√
2cm
+ Cu
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(u1)√
2cm + 1
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(am + 2)
+Cu
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)}
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(m,n−m)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ Cu1


m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1) + (Πu1)
m−1 (n−1)X(u1)


+Cu21


m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j
√
2cm + 4j + 4
(m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1) +
(Πu21)
m−1u1√
2cm + 4m+ 2
(n−1)X(u1)


+
Cmu1u1
(bm + 1)
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1) +
Cmu41u1
(2am + 4)
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
Cu21u1√
2am + 4
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu21)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
u
3/2
1 u
1/2
1√
2am + 3
(Πu21)
m (n−1)X(u1, u1)
+
Cu21
(bm + 1)
m−1∑
j=0
(Πu1)
j (m−1,n−m+1)Λ(u1, u1)
+
Cu1
bm
(Πu1)
m (n−1)X(u1, u1)
+Cu1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (m,n−m)B(u1, u1)}
12.5 Estimates for (Tm+1Ωn−m ˇˆf, Tm+1Ωn−mvˇ, Tm+1Ωn−mγˇ),
for m = 1, ..., n
We now apply Ωn−mTm to 12.470 to deduce that Ωn−mTm+1fˇ is to principal
terms given by:
(1 + r)
c
Ωn−mTmλˇ+
λ
c
Ωn−mTmrˇ − λ(1 + r)
c
Ωn−mTm−1(c−1Tc− c−1N TcN)
(12.835)
In fact, the principal part of the first of 12.835 is:
(1 + r)
c
h/(n−m)/2 (m,n−m)λˇ (12.836)
In view of the definition 12.796 this is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm (m,n−m)Λ(τ) (12.837)
By 12.812 the second of 12.835 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+1 (m,n−m)R(τ) (12.838)
(m,n−m)R(τ) been given by 12.813. In regard to the third of 12.835 we recall
that according to 12.69
c−1[Tc]P.A. = −2π(µµ)
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hence by 12.107, 12.108:
[Tm−1(c−1Tc)]P.A. = −2π[Tm−1µ+ Tm−1µ]P.A. = −2π(µm−1 + µm−1)
In view of 12.110, 12.111 it then follows that the principal acoustical part of the
third of 12.835 is:
2πλ(1 + r)
c
h/(n−m)/2(µˇm−1,n−m + µˇm−1,n−m) (12.839)
By 12.802, 12.804 this is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+1

τ
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ2)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ) + (Πτ2)m (n−1)X(τ)
+
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ)j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ) + (Πτ)m−1 (n−1)X(τ)


(12.840)
Substituting the estimates of Proposition 12.4 we conclude from the above that:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C (m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+C
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+ C
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+Cτ21
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + Cτ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + Cτ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
(12.841)
where (m,n−m)L(τ1) refers to the quantities (n−1)X(τ1) and (i,n−i)Λ(τ1) for
i = 0, ...,m−1, (m,n−m)L(τ1) refers to the quantities (n−1)X(τ1) and (i,n−i)Λ(τ1)
for i = 0, ...,m− 1:
(m,n−m)L(τ1) =
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1)
+τ1(Πτ
2
1 )
m−1 (n−1)X(τ1),
(m,n−m)L(τ1) =
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1)
+(Πτ1)
m−1 (n−1)X(τ1) (12.842)
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and (m,n−m)M(τ1) refers to the quantities (n−1)X(τ1, τ1), (n−1)X(τ1, τ1) and
(i,n−i)Λ(τ1, τ1), (i,n−1)Λ(τ1, τ1) for i = 0, ...,m− 1:
(m,n−m)M(τ1) = mτ1
(
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)√
2am + 4
+
(m−1,n−m+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
(bm + 1)
√
2cm + 6
)
+
1√
2am + 4

τ1
m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ21 )
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+τ21 (Πτ
2
1 )
m−1 (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
}
+
1√
2cm + 4


m−1∑
j=0
(Πτ1)
j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(τ1, τ1)
+(Πτ1)
m−1 (n−1)X(τ1, τ1)
}
(12.843)
Next, recalling 12.484 and noting that, for every non-negative integer i we
have
∂i(τ−2)
∂τ i
= (−1)i(i + 1)!τ−i−2
we obtain:
Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf =
m+1∑
i=0
(
m+ 1
i
)
(−1)i(i + 1)!τ−i−2Ωn−mTm+1−ifˇ (12.844)
It follows that:
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1) ≤
m+1∑
i=0
(
m+ 1
i
)
(i+ 1)!‖τ−i−2Ωn−mTm+1−ifˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
(12.845)
Consider first the i = 0 term in the sum in 12.845. We have:
‖τ−2Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) =
∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
=
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
∂
∂τ
(
‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−41 ‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤
(
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
})2 · (1 + 2
cm − 2
)
τ2cm−41
(12.846)
Consider next the i = 1 term in the sum in 12.845. Applying 12.366 with
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Ωn−mTmfˇ in the role of f gives, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1],
‖Ωn−mTmfˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ)
≤ kτcm+ 12 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.847)
hence:
‖τ−3Ωn−mTmfˇ‖L2(Kτ1) =
(∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖Ωn−mTmfˇ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ k sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}(∫ τ1
0
τ2cm−5dτ
)1/2
=
kτcm−21√
2(cm − 2)
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.848)
From 12.847 we proceed by induction on i to show that for i = 1, ...,m+1 there
are positive constants ki such that for all τ ∈ (0, τ1] we have:
‖Ωn−mTm+1−ifˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kiτcm+i−
1
2 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.849)
According to 12.847 this is true for i = 1 with
k1 = k (12.850)
Let it be true for i = j − 1, j ≥ 2. Applying then the first inequality in 12.366
with Ωn−mTm+1−j fˇ in the role of f gives, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1]:
‖Ωn−mTm+1−j fˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTm+2−jfˇ‖L2(Kτ )
= k
∫ τ
0
‖Ωn−mTm+2−jfˇ‖L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
≤ kkj−1 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}∫ τ
0
τ ′cm+j−
3
2 dτ ′
=
kkj−1
cm + j − 12
τcm+j−
1
2 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.851)
therefore 12.849 is true for i = j if we set:
kj =
kkj−1
cm + j − 12
(12.852)
This is a recursion with starting point 12.850. It follows that for each i =
1, ...,m+ 1:
ki =
ki(
cm +
3
2
) · · · (cm + i− 12) (12.853)
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By virtue of 12.849 we can estimate:
‖τ−i−2Ωn−mTm+1−ifˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ) =
(∫ τ1
0
τ−2i−4‖Ωn−mTm+1−ifˇ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ ki sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}(∫ τ1
0
τ2cm−5dτ
)1/2
=
kiτ
cm−2
1√
2(cm − 2)
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.854)
Together with 12.846 this implies through 12.845 that:
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ Kmτcm−21 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.855)
where:
Km =
√
1 +
2
cm − 2 +
1√
2(cm − 2)
m+1∑
i=1
(
m+ 1
i
)
(i+ 1)! ki (12.856)
Note that for cm ≥ 3 we have:
Km ≤ Cm (12.857)
where Cm is a constant which depends only on m and is independent of the
exponent cm. In fact we have:
Km ≤ C : independent of m (12.858)
if cm is chosen large enough, depending onm. The estimate 12.855 then implies,
replacing τ1 by any τ ∈ (0, τ1], in view of the definition 12.805,
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) ≤ C sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm‖Ωn−mTm+1fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.859)
Substituting on the right the estimate 12.841 and choosing cm large enough so
that in reference to the resulting coefficient of (m+1,n−m)P (τ1) on the right it
holds:
Cδ√
2cm + 2
≤ 1
2
(12.860)
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we conclude that:
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) ≤ C
{
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+C
{
τ21
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
}
(12.861)
We turn to the derivation of an appropriate estimate for Ωn−mTm+1δˇi in
L2(Kτ ). Applying Ωn−mTm to equation 12.503 we obtain, to leading terms,
Ωn−mTm+1δˇi = U iΩn−mTmλˇ+ λΩn−mTmUˇ i
+m(TU i)Ωn−mTm−1λˇ+m(Tλ)Ωn−mTm−1Uˇ i
(12.862)
where we denote:
Uˇ i = U i − U iN (12.863)
In the right hand side of 12.862, while the first two terms are the principal terms
being of order n, their coefficients are bounded in absolute value by Cτ , while
the next two terms even though of order n− 1 make a comparable contribution
because their coefficients are bounded in absolute value only by C.
The principal part of the first term on the right in 12.862 is:
h/(n−m)/2U i (m,n−m)λˇ (12.864)
In view of 12.516 this is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+1Λ(τ) (12.865)
In regard to the third term on the right in 12.862 we apply inequality 12.366
with Ωn−mTm−1λˇ in the role of f to deduce:
‖Ωn−mTm−1λˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k
(∫ τ
0
τ ′‖Ωn−mTmλˇ‖2
L2(Kτ′)dτ
′
)1/2
(12.866)
It follows that the third term on the right in 12.862 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cmτcm+1√
2cm + 2
(m,n−m)Λ(τ) (12.867)
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In regard to the second term on the right in 12.862 applying Ωn−mTm to 12.504,
we obtain, to leading terms,
Ωn−mTmUˇ i = c−1Ωn−mTmNˇ i + c−1rΩn−mTmNˇ
i
+c−1(N i −N i0)Ωn−mTmrˇ
−U ic−1Ωn−mTmcˇ−m(TU i)c−1Ωn−mTm−1cˇ
(12.868)
where we denote:
Nˇ i = N i −N iN , Nˇ
i
= N i −N iN , cˇ = c− cN (12.869)
In regard to the first two terms on the right in 12.868, the principal parts of
Ωn−mTmNˇ i, Ωn−mTmNˇ
i
are
h/(n−m)/2(En−mTmN i−En−mN TmN iN), h/(n−m)/2(En−mTmN i−En−mN TmN iN )
(12.870)
respectively, and by 12.66, 12.107, 12.108, 12.110, 12.111 the principal acoustical
parts of these are
2h/(n−m)/2(Ei − πN i)µˇm−1,n−m, 2h/(n−m)/2(Ei − πN i)µˇm−1,n−m (12.871)
respectively. Hence by 12.802 the 1st term on the right in 12.868 is bounded in
L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+1 (m,n−m)L(τ) (12.872)
and by 12.804 the 2nd term on the right in 12.868 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+1 (m,n−mL(τ) (12.873)
On the other hand, by 12.812 the 3rd term on the right in 12.868 is bounded in
L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm (m,n−m)R(τ) (12.874)
As for the 4th term on the right in 12.868, by 12.69 together with 12.107, 12.108,
12.110, 12.111 the principal acoustical part of c−1Ωn−mTmcˇ is:
− 2πh/(n−m)/2(µˇm−1,n−m + µˇm−1,n−m) (12.875)
hence by 12.802, 12.804 and in view of 12.516 the 4th term on the right in 12.868
is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτcm+2 (m,n−m)L(τ) + Cτcm+1 (m,n−m)L(τ) (12.876)
Moreover, using the inequality 12.366 we can show that the 5th term on the
right in 12.868 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by Cm/√2cm + 2 times 12.876. Note that
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by condition 12.820 m/
√
2cm does not exceed a fixed constant. In view of the
above results, recalling also 12.813 and Proposition 12.4 we conclude that:
‖Ωn−mTmUˇ i‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ Cτcm
{
(m+1,n−m)V (τ)√
2cm
+
τ (m+1,n−m)P (τ)√
2cm + 2
+
τ2 (m+1,n−m)Γ(τ)√
2cm + 4
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ)√
2cm
+
τ1/2
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ)√
2cm + 1
+τ (m,n−m)L(τ) +
τ2√
2cm + 2
(m,n−m)L(τ)
+
τ√
2cm + 2
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
+
Cτ3/2√
2cm + 2
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ, τ), (m,n−m)B(τ, τ)}
}
(12.877)
The second term on the right in 12.862 is then bounded in L2(Kτ ) by Cτ times
the right hand side of 12.877, and using inequality 12.366 we deduce that the
fourth term on the right in 12.862 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by Cmτ/√2cm + 2
times the right hand side of 12.877. Combining with the previous results 12.865
and 12.867 and recalling the estimate for (m,n−m)Λ(τ) of Proposition 12.4
and the fact that m/
√
2cm does not exceed a fixed constant we conclude that
Ωn−mTm+1δˇi satisfies the estimate:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C (m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+C
τ1
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1)√
2cm + 2
+ C
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+Cτ1
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + Cτ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + Cτ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
(12.878)
Next, recalling 12.524 and noting that, for every non-negative integer i we
have
∂i(τ−3)
∂τ i
= (−1)i (i + 2)!
2
τ−i−3
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we obtain:
Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi =
m+1∑
i=0
(
m+ 1
i
)
(−1)i (i + 2)!
2
τ−i−3Ωn−mTm+1−iδˇi (12.879)
It follows that:
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ1) ≤
m+1∑
i=0
(
m+ 1
i
)
(i+ 2)!
2
‖τ−i−3Ωn−mTm+1−iδˇi‖L2(Kτ1 )
(12.880)
Consider first the i = 0 term in the sum in 12.880. We have:
‖τ−3Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖2L2(Kτ1 ) =
∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
=
∫ τ1
0
τ−6
∂
∂τ
(
‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−61 ‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 6
∫ τ1
0
τ−7‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤
(
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
})2 ·(1 + 3
cm − 2
)
τ2cm−41
(12.881)
Consider next the i = 1 term in the sum in 12.880. Applying 12.366 with
Ωn−mTmδˇi in the role of f gives, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1],
‖Ωn−mTmδˇi‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
≤ kτcm+ 32 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.882)
hence:
‖τ−4Ωn−mTmδˇi‖L2(Kτ1 ) =
(∫ τ1
0
τ−8‖Ωn−mTmδˇi‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ k sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}(∫ τ1
0
τ2cm−5dτ
)1/2
=
kτcm−21√
2(cm − 2)
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.883)
From 12.882 we proceed by induction on i to show that for i = 1, ...,m+1 there
are positive constants li such that for all τ ∈ (0, τ1] we have:
‖Ωn−mTm+1−iδˇi‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ liτcm+i+
1
2 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm − 1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.884)
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According to 12.882 this is true for i = 1 with
l1 = k (12.885)
Let it be true for i = j − 1, j ≥ 2. Applying then the first inequality in 12.366
with Ωn−mTm+1−j δˇi in the role of f gives, for all τ ∈ (0, τ1]:
‖Ωn−mTm+1−j δˇi‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ kτ1/2‖Ωn−mTm+2−j δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
= k
∫ τ
0
‖Ωn−mTm+2−j δˇi‖L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
≤ klj−1 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
} ∫ τ
0
τ ′cm+j−
1
2 dτ ′
=
klj−1
cm + j +
1
2
τcm+j+
1
2 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.886)
therefore 12.884 is true for i = j if we set:
lj =
klj−1
cm + j +
1
2
(12.887)
This is a recursion with starting point 12.885. It follows that for each i =
1, ...,m+ 1:
li =
ki(
cm +
5
2
) · · · (cm + i+ 12) (12.888)
By virtue of 12.884 we can estimate:
‖τ−i−3Ωn−mTm+1−iδˇi‖L2(Kτ1 ) =
(∫ τ1
0
τ−2i−6‖Ωn−mTm+1−iδˇi‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
)1/2
≤ li sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ)
}(∫ τ1
0
τ2cm−5dτ
)1/2
=
liτ
cm−2
1√
2(cm − 2)
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.889)
Together with 12.881 this implies through 12.880 that:
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ Lmτcm−21 sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm−1‖Ωn−mTm+1δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.890)
where:
Lm =
√
1 +
3
cm − 2 +
1√
2(cm − 2)
m+1∑
i=1
(
m+ 1
i
)
(i+ 2)!
2
li (12.891)
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Note that for cm ≥ 3 we have:
Lm ≤ Cm (12.892)
where Cm is a constant which depends only on m and is independent of the
exponent cm. In fact we have:
Lm ≤ C : independent of m (12.893)
if cm is chosen large enough, depending on m. Defining then:
(m+1,n−m)Q(τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−cm+2
∑
i
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.894)
and substituting the estimate 12.878 in which the estimate 12.861 for (m+1,n−m)P (τ1)
is substituted we conclude that:
(m+1,n−m)Q(τ1) ≤ C
{
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+C
{
τ1
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
}
(12.895)
We now bring in the identification equations 12.537. Differentiating equa-
tions 12.538 implicitly, first with respect to τ m times and then with respect to
ϑ n−m times, we obtain, recalling that T = ∂/∂τ , Ω = ∂/∂ϑ, equations of the
form:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
Ωn−mTm+1vˇ +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
Ωn−mTm+1γˇ = Rim,n−m (12.896)
where the leading part of Rim,n−m is:
− Si0lvΩn−mTm+1 ˇˆf +Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi (12.897)
(compare with 12.543, 12.544). Recalling the decomposition 12.550, we decom-
pose equations 12.896 into their S0 and Ω
′
0 components. In view of 12.547 these
are: (
k
3
+ e⊥
)
Ωn−mTm+1vˇ + h⊥Ωn−mTm+1γˇ = Rm,n−m⊥
e||Ωn−mTm+1vˇ + (1 + h||)Ωn−mTm+1γˇ = Rm,n−m|| (12.898)
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(compare with 12.553, 12.554). Solving for (Ωn−mTm+1vˇ,Ωn−mTm+1γˇ) we
obtain:
Ωn−mTm+1vˇ =
Rm,n−m⊥ − (h⊥/(1 + h||))Rm,n−m||
(k/3) + e⊥ − ((e||h⊥)/(1 + h||))
Ωn−mTm+1γˇ =
Rm,n−m|| − (e||/((k/3) + e⊥))Rm,n−m⊥
1 + h|| − ((e||h⊥)/((k/3) + e⊥)) (12.899)
In view of 12.552 these imply that, pointwise:
|Ωn−mTm+1vˇ| ≤ C
∑
i
|Rim,n−m|
|Ωn−mTm+1γˇ| ≤ C
∑
i
|Rim,n−m| (12.900)
Hence, taking L2 norms on Kτ :
‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∑
i
‖Rim,n−m‖L2(Kτ )
‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
∑
i
‖Rim,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) (12.901)
Now, by 12.897 and the definitions 12.805 and 12.894 we have, to leading terms,
∑
i
‖Rim,n−m‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
(
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) +
∑
i
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
)
≤ Cτcm−2
(
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) + (m+1,n−m)Q(τ1)
)
(12.902)
for all τ ∈ (0, τ1], τ1 ∈ (0, δ]. Substituting in 12.901, multiplying by τ−cm+2
and taking the supremum over τ ∈ (0, τ1] then yields, in view of the definitions
12.806, 12.807,
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1) ≤ C
(
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) + (m+1,n−m)Q(τ1)
)
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) ≤ C
(
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1) + (m+1,n−m)Q(τ1)
)
(12.903)
Adding these inequalities and substituting on the right the estimates 12.861 and
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12.895 for (m+1,n−m)P (τ1) and (m+1,n−m)Q(τ1) respectively, we obtain:
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1) + (m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) ≤
C
{
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)√
2cm
+
τ21
(m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1)√
2cm + 4
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+C
{
τ1
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
}
(12.904)
Choosing cm large enough so that in regard to the coefficient of
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1)
on the right we have:
C√
2cm
≤ 1
2
(12.905)
the coefficient of (m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) on the right is a fortiori not greater than 1/2
and the inequality 12.904 then implies:
(m+1,n−m)V (τ1) + (m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) ≤
C
{√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+C
{
τ1
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)L(τ1) + τ1 (m,n−m)M(τ1)
}
(12.906)
(for new constants C). Substituting this in 12.861 we arrive at the following
proposition.
Proposition 12.6 Recalling the definitions 12.805 - 12.807, the transformation
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function differences satisfy to principal terms the following inequalities:
(m+1,n−m)P (τ1), (m+1,n−m)V (τ1), (m+1,n−m)Γ(τ1) ≤
C
{√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm
+ τ
1/2
1
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ1)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1), (m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)}
+Cτ1
{
(m,n−m)L(τ1) + (m,n−m)L(τ1) + (m,n−m)M(τ1)
}
for all τ1 ∈ (0, δ] and m = 1, ..., n.
12.6 Estimates for (Ωn+1
ˇˆ
f,Ωn+1vˇ,Ωn+1γˇ)
Let us recall from 4.53 that the function f is simply the restriction of x0 to K
and from 9.110 that the function fN is simply the restriction of x
0
N to K. In
view of 3.159 and 10.130 we then have:
Ef = E0
∣∣
K = π|K , ENfN = E0N
∣∣
K = πN |K (12.907)
Let us define the difference:
(n+1)fˇ = En+1f − En+1N fN (12.908)
By 12.907 we have:
(n+1)fˇ = Enπ − EnNπN = En−1(EE0)− En−1N (ENE0N ) : on K (12.909)
We also recall from 4.53 that the functions gi are simply the restrictions of the
xi to K and from 9.110 that the functions giN are simply the restrictions of the
xiN to K, hence:
Egi = Ei
∣∣
K , ENg
i
N = E
i
N
∣∣
K (12.910)
Let us define the differences:
(n+1)gˇi = En+1gi − En+1N giN (12.911)
By 12.910 we have:
(n+1)gˇi = En−1(EEi)− En−1N (ENEiN ) : on K (12.912)
In regard to EEµ we have the expansion 3.171, with the coefficients e/, e, e given
by 3.172. We see that:
[e/]P.A. = 0, [e]P.A. =
1
2c
χ˜, [e]P.A. =
1
2c
χ˜ (12.913)
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hence:
[EEµ]P.A. =
1
2c
(χ˜Nµ + χ˜Nµ) (12.914)
In regard to ENE
µ
N we have the analogous expansion 10.182 and the coefficient
e/N is given by 10.196. To derive the corresponding formulas for eN , eN , we note
that according to the expansion 10.182 we have:
eN = − 1
2cN
hµν,N (ENE
µ
N )N
ν
N =
1
2cN
hµν,NE
µ
N (ENN
ν
N )+
1
2cN
(ENhµν,N )E
µ
NN
ν
N
while by the 2nd of 10.117 and by 10.142:
hµν,NE
µ
N (ENN
ν
N ) = k/N
= χ˜
N
−HNβ/Ns/N,N
and by 9.7:
(ENhµν,N )E
µ
NN
ν
N = β/NβN,NENHN +HN (βN,Ns/N + β/Ns/N,N )
Substituting, we then obtain:
eN =
1
2cN
(
χ˜
N
+ βN,N(β/NENHN +HNs/N)
)
(12.915)
Similarly we derive the conjugate formula:
eN =
1
2cN
(χ˜N + βN,N(β/NENHN +HNs/N)) (12.916)
The above lead to the conclusion that (n+1)fˇ and (n+1)gˇi are given by:
(n+1)fˇ =
1
2c
(
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(12.917)
(n+1)gˇi =
1
2c
(
N i (n−1) ˇ˜χ+N i (n−1) ˇ˜χ
)
(12.918)
up to terms of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part, which, as else-
where in the present chapter, can be ignored.
Now, 12.917 yields, to leading terms:
(∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)1/2
≤ C
(
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) + τ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ )
)
(12.919)
hence in view of the definitions 12.397, 12.398:
(∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)1/2
≤ Cτc0
(
(n−1)X(τ) + τ (n−1)X(τ)
)
(12.920)
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Since
‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Kτ ) =
∫ τ
0
‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
τ ′−2
∂
∂τ ′
(∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′2‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′′,τ′′ )dτ ′′
)
dτ ′
= τ−2
∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
+2
∫ τ
0
τ ′−3
(∫ τ ′
0
τ ′′2‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ′′,τ′′ )dτ ′′
)
dτ ′
substituting the estimate 12.920 yields, for all τ1 ∈ (0, δ]:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+1‖ (n+1)fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C
(
(n−1)X(τ1) + τ1 (n−1)X(τ1)
)
(12.921)
Substituting the estimates of Proposition 12.3 into the estimates for (n−1)X(τ1),
(n−1)X(τ1) and the results in turn into the right hand side of 12.921 we obtain:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+1‖ (n+1)fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.922)
Let us define:
(n+1) ˇˆf = τ−2 (n+1)fˇ (12.923)
We have:
‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖2L2(Kτ1 ) =
∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
=
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−41 ‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖ (n+1)fˇ‖2L2(Kτ)dτ
≤
(
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+1‖ (n+1)fˇ‖L2(Kτ )
})2
·
(
1 +
3
c0 − 3
)
τ2c0−61
(12.924)
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Hence (recalling that c0 ≥ 4) by the estimate 12.922:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+3‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.925)
Next, recalling the definition 12.502 of δˇi we define in relation to (n+1)fˇ ,
(n+1)gˇi (see 12.908, 12.911):
(n+1)δˇi = (n+1)gˇi −N i0 (n+1)fˇ (12.926)
From 12.917, 12.918 we obtain:
(n+1)δˇi =
1
2c
{
(N i −N i0) (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ (N i −N i0) (n−1) ˇ˜χ
}
(12.927)
up to terms which can be ignored. In view of 12.515 this implies, to leading
terms:
‖ (n+1)δˇi‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
{
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ ) + ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.928)
hence in view of the definitions 12.397, 12.398:
‖ (n+1)δˇi‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ Cτc0
(
(n−1)X(τ) + (n−1)X(τ)
)
(12.929)
Substituting the estimates of Proposition 12.3 into the estimates for (n−1)X(τ1),
(n−1)X(τ1) and the results in turn into the right hand side of 12.929 we obtain:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0
∑
i
‖ (n+1)δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.930)
Let us define:
(n+1) ˇˆδi = τ−3 (n+1)δˇi (12.931)
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We have:
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖2L2(Kτ1) =
∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖ (n+1)δˇi‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
=
∫ τ1
0
τ−6
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (n+1)δˇi‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−61 ‖ (n+1)δˇi‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 6
∫ τ1
0
τ−7‖ (n+1)δˇi‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤
(
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ (n+1)δˇi‖L2(Kτ )
})2
·
(
1 +
3
c0 − 3
)
τ2c0−61
(12.932)
Hence (recalling that c0 ≥ 4) by the estimate 12.930:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+3
∑
i
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.933)
Let us define (see 10.804):
(n+1)vˇ = En+1v − En+1N vN , (n+1)γˇ = En+1γ − En+1N γN (12.934)
Differentiating the identification equations 12.534 implicitly with respect to ϑ
we obtain:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂v
∂ϑ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
∂γ
∂ϑ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂ϑ
= 0 (12.935)
where the argument of the partial derivatives of Fˆ i is ((τ, ϑ), (v(τ, ϑ), γ(τ, ϑ))).
Also, differentiating the Nth approximant identification equations 12.535 im-
plicitly with respect to ϑ we obtain:
∂Fˆ iN
∂v
∂vN
∂ϑ
+
∂Fˆ iN
∂γ
∂γN
∂ϑ
+
∂Fˆ iN
∂ϑ
=
∂DiN
∂ϑ
(12.936)
where the argument of the partial derivatives of Fˆ iN is ((τ, ϑ), (vN (τ, ϑ, γN (τ, ϑ))).
Since
E =
1√
h/
∂
∂ϑ
multiplying 12.935 by 1/
√
h/ the equation takes the form:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
Ev +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
Eγ + EFˆ i = 0 (12.937)
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Similarly, since
EN =
1√
h/N
∂
∂ϑ
multiplying 12.936 by 1/
√
h/N the equation takes the form:
∂Fˆ iN
∂v
ENvN +
∂Fˆ iN
∂γ
ENγN + EN Fˆ
i
N = END
i
N (12.938)
Applying then En as an implicit differential operator to 12.937 we obtain:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
En+1v +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
En+1γ + En+1Fˆ i = Gin (12.939)
where, while the left hand side is of top order, n + 1, the right hand side, Gin,
is only of order n. Similarly applying EnN as an implicit differential operator to
12.938 we obtain:
∂Fˆ iN
∂v
En+1N vN +
∂Fˆ iN
∂γ
En+1N γN + E
n+1
N Fˆ
i
N = G
i
n,N + E
n+1
N D
i
N (12.940)
where Gin,N corresponds to G
i
n for the Nth approximants. Subtracting 12.940
from 12.939 then yields the following equations for ( (n+1)vˇ, (n+1)γˇ):
∂Fˆ i
∂v
(n+1)vˇ +
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
(n+1)γˇ = Iin (12.941)
Here:
Iin = −
(
∂Fˆ i
∂v
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂v
)
En+1N vN −
(
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂γ
)
En+1N γN
−(En+1Fˆ i − En+1N Fˆ iN ) + (Gin −Gin,N )− En+1N DiN (12.942)
The principal term in Iin is the 3rd term. This term is of top order, n+1, while
the other terms in Iin are of lower order. From Proposition 4.5 and from 9.173,
noting that in calculating En+1Fˆ i and En+1N Fˆ
i
N , (v, γ) are held fixed, we deduce
that the principal part of this term is:
−Si0lv(En+1fˆ − En+1N fˆN ) + En+1δˆi − En+1N δˆiN − τ(En+1Ei − En+1N EiN )
−vfˆ(En+1 − En+1N )(Si0l)−
1
6
v3(En+1 − En+1N )(Si0k)− γ(En+1 − En+1N )Ω′i0
(12.943)
Here Ei and EiN are the remainder functions in Proposition 4.5 and 9.173 re-
spectively, the last given by 9.174. In view of the factor τ , the corresponding
term can be absorbed by imposing a smallness condition on δ.
In regard to the first term in 12.943, we recall that fˆ is defined through 4.241
and 4.223 as:
fˆ(τ, ϑ) = τ−2(f(τ, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ)) (12.944)
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We also recall that fˆN is defined through 9.172 and 9.170 as:
fˆN = τ
−2(fN (τ, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ)) (12.945)
Denoting then by f0 the τ -independent function:
f0(ϑ) = f(0, ϑ) (12.946)
and comparing with 12.908 and 12.923 we obtain, in regard to the first term in
12.943,
En+1fˆ − En+1N fˆN = (n+1) ˇˆf − τ−2(En+1 − En+1N )f0 (12.947)
Consider next the second term in 12.943, the difference En+1δˆi −En+1N δˆiN . We
recall that δˆi is defined through 4.245, 4.224, 4.223 as:
δˆi = τ−3
(
gi(τ, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)(f(τ, ϑ) − f(0, ϑ))
)
(12.948)
We also recall that δˆiN is defined through 9.172, 9.171, 9.170 as:
δˆiN = τ
−3 (giN(τ, ϑ) − gi(0, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)(fN (τ, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ))) (12.949)
Denoting then by gi0 the τ -independent functions:
gi0(ϑ) = g
i(0, ϑ) (12.950)
and comparing with 12.908, 12.911, 12.926, 12.931 we obtain:
En+1δˆi − En+1N δˆiN = (n+1) ˇˆδi
−τ−3 ((En+1 − En+1N )gi0 −N i0(En+1 − En+1N )f0)
−τ−3
n+1∑
j=1
(
n+ 1
j
)[
(EjN i0)E
n+1−j(f − f0)− (EjNN i0)En+1−jN (fN − f0)
]
(12.951)
The 2nd terms in 12.947 and 12.951 as well as the last three terms in 12.943
are of the form of a 0th order coefficient times:
(En+1 − En+1N )φ0 (12.952)
where φ0 is a given smooth τ -independent function on K defined by the initial
data on ∂−K = S0,0. As for the sum in 12.951, its principal part is contained
in the j = n+ 1 term
(En+1N i0)(f − f0)− (En+1N N i0)(fN − f0)
which up to the 0th order term τ2(fˆ − fˆN )En+1N N i0 is equal to:
τ2fˆ(En+1 − En+1N )N i0 (12.953)
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which is also of the above form. We have:
(En+1 − En+1N )φ0 =
(
1√
h/
∂
∂ϑ
)n+1
φ0 −
(
1√
h/N
∂
∂ϑ
)n+1
φ0 (12.954)
Hence:
[(En+1 − En+1N )φ0]P.P. = −
1
2
∂φ0
∂ϑ
[
1
h/(n+3)/2
∂nh/
∂ϑn
− 1
h/
(n+3)/2
N
∂nh/N
∂ϑn
]
P.P.
(12.955)
Introducing the difference quantity:
(n)hˇ/ = h/−(n+1)/2Ωn log h/− h/−(n+1)/2N Ωn log h/N (12.956)
we can equivalently express 12.955 in the form:
[(En+1 − En+1N )φ0]P.P. = −
1
2
(Ωφ0)[
(n)hˇ/]P.P. (12.957)
The quantity (n)hˇ/ must be treated as a top order quantity. The point is
that Ωn log h/ can only be controlled by controlling ΩnT log h/, which is achieved
through the equation:
T log h/ = 2(χ+ χ) (12.958)
This equation follows from the first variational formulas of Proposition 3.1 and
is also readily deduced from the commutation relation:
[T,E] = −(χ+ χ)E (12.959)
which follows from the first two of the commutation relations 3.154. Similarly
for the Nth approximants we have the equation:
T log h/N = 2(χN + χN ) (12.960)
deduced from the commutation relation:
[T,EN ] = −(χN + χN )EN (12.961)
following from the first two of the commutation relations 9.16.
In view of 12.957, from 12.947 we have, to principal terms,
En+1fˆ − En+1N fˆN = (n+1) ˇˆf +
1
2
τ−2(Ωf0) (n)hˇ/ (12.962)
and from 12.951, 12.953 we have, to principal terms,
En+1δˆi − En+1N δˆiN = (n+1) ˇˆδi
+
1
2
τ−3(Ωgi0 −N i0Ωf0) (n)hˇ/
+
1
2
τ−1fˆ(ΩN i0)
(n)hˇ/ (12.963)
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Moreover, the principal part of the last three terms in 12.943 is contained in:
1
2
{
vfˆΩ(Si0l) +
1
6
v3Ω(Si0k)− γΩΩ′i0
}
(n)hˇ/ (12.964)
In regard to the coefficient of the 2nd term on the right in 12.963, from Propo-
sition 4.3, recalling the fact that h/|S0,0 = 1, we have:
Ωgi0 −N i0Ωf0 = (Ωi −N iΩ0)
∣∣
S0,0
= Ω′i0 (12.965)
We conclude from the above that the leading part of Iin, the right hand side
of 12.941, is:
− Si0lv (n+1) ˇˆf + (n+1) ˇˆδi +
1
2
(
τ−3Ω′i0 + τ
−2V i
)
(n)hˇ/ (12.966)
where V i can be assumed to satisfy:∑
i
|V i| ≤ C : in Kδ (12.967)
Recalling the decomposition 12.550, we decompose equations 12.941 into their
S0 and Ω
′
0 components. In view of 12.547 these are:(
k
3
+ e⊥
)
(n+1)vˇ + h⊥ (n+1)γˇ = In⊥
e|| (n+1)vˇ + (1 + h||) (n+1)γˇ = In|| (12.968)
(compare with 12.553, 12.554 and with 12.898). Solving for ( (n+1)cv, (n+1)γˇ)
we obtain:
(n+1)vˇ =
In⊥ − (h⊥/(1 + h||))In||
(k/3) + e⊥ − ((e||h⊥)/(1 + h||))
(n+1)γˇ =
In|| − (e||/((k/3) + e⊥))In⊥
1 + h|| − ((e||h⊥)((k/3) + e⊥)) (12.969)
Now, by 12.966 the leading part of In⊥ is:
− lv (n+1) ˇˆf + (n+1) ˇˆδ⊥ + 1
2
τ−2V⊥ (n)hˇ/ (12.970)
and the leading part of In|| is:
(n+1) ˇˆδ|| +
1
2
(τ−3 + τ−2V||) (n)hˇ/ (12.971)
Therefore, in view of 12.552 and 12.967, the formulas 12.969 yield, to leading
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terms:
‖ (n+1)vˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ C‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ,τ ) + C
∑
i
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖L2(Sτ,τ )
+Cτ−2‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ,τ )
‖ (n+1)γˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ Cτ‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ,τ ) + C
∑
i
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖L2(Sτ,τ )
+Cτ−3‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ,τ )
(12.972)
In regard to (n)hˇ/, let us introduce, for arbitrary τ1 ∈ (0, δ], the quantity:
(n)H(τ1) = sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+1‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.973)
We then have:∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ =
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−41 ‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤
(
(n)H(τ1)
)2(
1 +
2
c0 − 3
)
τ2c0−61 (12.974)
provided that c0 > 3. We also have:∫ τ1
0
τ−6‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ =
∫ τ1
0
τ−6
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= τ−61 ‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 6
∫ τ1
0
τ−7‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤
(
(n)H(τ1)
)2(
1 +
3
c0 − 4
)
τ2c0−81 (12.975)
provided that c0 > 4. We shall in fact take:
c0 ≥ 5 (12.976)
Replacing τ by τ ′ ∈ (0, τ ] in 12.972 and taking L2 norms with respect to τ ′ on
(0, τ), then yields, taking account of 12.974 and 12.975 with (τ ′, τ) in the role
of (τ, τ1),
‖ (n+1)vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + C
∑
i
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
+Cτc0−3 (n)H(τ)
‖ (n+1)γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ Cτ‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + C
∑
i
‖ (n+1) ˇˆδi‖L2(Kτ )
+Cτc0−4 (n)H(τ) (12.977)
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Substituting the estimates 12.925 and 12.933, multiplying the first of the in-
equalities 12.977 by τ−c0+3 and the second by τ−c0+4 and taking the supremum
over τ ∈ (0, τ1], noting that (n)H(τ) is a non-decreasing function of τ , we arrive
at the following lemma.
Lemma 12.12 The quantities (n+1)vˇ, (n+1)γˇ satisfy to principal terms the
following inequalities:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+3‖ (n+1)vˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C (n)H(τ1)
+
C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+4‖ (n+1)γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C (n)H(τ1)
+
Cτ1√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
)
+
Cτ1
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
2c0
)
+Cτ
3/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
The objective now is to derive an appropriate bound for (n)H(τ1). By
12.958, 12.960,
TΩn log h/ = 2(Ωnχ+Ωnχ), TΩn log h/N = 2(Ω
nχN +Ω
nχ
N
) (12.978)
and we have:
log h/|S0,0 = log h/N |S0,0 = 0 (12.979)
hence, integrating, we obtain:
(Ωn log h/)(τ, ϑ) = 2
∫ τ
0
(Ωnχ+Ωnχ)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
(Ωn log h/N )(τ, ϑ) = 2
∫ τ
0
(Ωnχ
N
+Ωnχ
N
)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′ (12.980)
Since to principal terms:
Ωnχ = h/n/2Enχ, Ωnχ = h/n/2Enχ
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and correspondingly for the Nth approximants:
ΩnχN = h/
n/2
N E
n
NχN , Ω
nχ
N
= h/
n/2
N E
n
NχN
by 12.980 we have, to principal terms:
(Ωn log h/)(τ, ϑ) = 2
∫ τ
0
(h/(τ ′, ϑ))n/2(Enχ+ Enχ)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′
(Ωn log h/N )(τ, ϑ) = 2
∫ τ
0
(h/N (τ
′, ϑ))n/2(EnNχN + E
n
NχN )(τ
′, ϑ)dτ ′
(12.981)
It follows that to principal terms it holds:
(h/(n+1)/2 (n)hˇ/)(τ, ϑ) = 2
∫ τ
0
(h/n/2( (n)χˇ+ (n)χˇ))(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′ (12.982)
Here, we have defined:
(n)χˇ = Enχ− EnNχN , (n)χˇ = Enχ− EnNχN (12.983)
Applying inequality 12.366 to 12.982 we deduce:
‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ 2kτ1/2
{
‖ (n)χˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + ‖ (n)χˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
(12.984)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting δ. Taking L2 norms with respect to τ on (0, τ1),
12.984 implies:
‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ 2k
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖ (n)χˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
+2k
(∫ τ1
0
τ‖ (n)χˇ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
)1/2
(12.985)
We recall the formulas 3.160:
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
β/2LH
χ = ρχ˜+
1
2
β/2LH (12.986)
and the corresponding formulas 10.138, 10.141 for the Nth approximants:
χN = ρN χ˜N +
1
2
β/2NLNHN + εχ,N
χ
N
= ρ
N
χ˜
N
+
1
2
β/2NLNHN + εχ,N (12.987)
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The formulas 12.986 imply:
[Enχ]P.P. = ρE
nχ˜+
1
2
β/2[EnLH ]P.P.
[Enχ]P.P. = ρE
nχ˜+
1
2
β/2[EnLH ]P.P. (12.988)
and similarly from the formulas 12.987 for the Nth approximants. It follows
that, to principal terms:
(n)χˇ = ρ (n) ˇ˜χ+
1
2
β/2(EnLH − EnNLNHN )
(n)χˇ = ρ (n) ˇ˜χ+
1
2
β/2(EnLH − EnNLNHN ) (12.989)
We shall first deal with the non-acoustical principal terms, the 2nd terms in
each of 12.989. Comparing with 10.627, 10.628, the principal part of the 2nd
term in the first of 12.989 is:
− β/2H ′(g−1)µνβνL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.990)
Comparing with 10.366, 10.367, the principal part of the 2nd term in the second
of 12.989 is:
− β/2H ′(g−1)µνβνL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.991)
We apply formula 10.370 to express 12.990, 12.991 as the sum of E, N , and N
components. The dominant contribution to the L2 norm on K is, in each case,
that of the N component, which is
(η2βN/2c)β/
2H ′NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.992)
for 12.990, and
(η2βN/2c)β/
2H ′NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.993)
for 12.991. In regard to 12.993, we write, as in 10.375:
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇL (12.994)
Since γ ∼ τ along K, the contribution to ‖NµL(Enβµ−EnNβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ1 ) of the
right hand side of 12.994 is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ =
∫ τ1
0
τ−2
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−21 ‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
}
≤ C (Y ;0,n)A(τ1) · τ2c0−21
(
1 +
1
c0 − 1
)
(12.995)
(provided that c0 > 1) where we have appealed to 9.341 and 9.348. Hence, in
view of 12.976, replacing τ1 by τ , this dominant contribution to
‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Kτ) is bounded by:
Cτc0−1
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ) (12.996)
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To estimate the contribution to ‖NµL(Enβµ−EnNβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ1) of the first term
in the left hand side of 12.994, we express this term as in 10.379 as λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ up
to lower order terms. Then since λ ∼ τ2 while a ∼ τ3 along K this contribution
is bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ τ1
0
τ−1‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ =
∫ τ1
0
τ−1
∂
∂τ
(
‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−11 ‖
√
a(E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ1) +
∫ τ1
0
τ−2‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
}
≤ C (E;0,n)A(τ1) · τ2c0−11
(
1 +
1
2c0 − 1
)
(12.997)
appealing again to 9.341 and 9.348. Hence, replacing τ1 by τ , the corresponding
contribution to ‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Kτ ) is bounded by:
Cτc0−
1
2
√
(E;0,n)A(τ) (12.998)
In regard to 12.992 we express NµL(Enβµ −EnNβµ,N ) as in 10.432 as λ (E;0,l)ξ/
up to lower order terms. Then since λ ∼ τ while a ∼ τ3 along K, the L2 norm
on Kτ1 of 12.992 is bounded by a constant multiple of∫ τ1
0
τ−1‖√a (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
therefore by 12.997, 12.998 the L2(Kτ ) norm of 12.992 is also bounded by
Cτc0−
1
2
√
(E;0,n)A(τ) (12.999)
The above lead to the conclusion that the contribution of the non-acoustical
principal terms in 12.989 to the right hand side of 12.985 is bounded by:
τc01
{
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0
+
Cτ
1/2
1
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 + 1
}
(12.1000)
We now turn to the principal acoustical terms, the 1st terms in each of
12.989. From the definitions 10.234, 10.236, 10.238 we have, to principal terms,
λ (n) ˇ˜χ = θˇn − (Enf − EnNfN ), λ (n) ˇ˜χ = θˇn − (Enf − EnNfN ) (12.1001)
In regard to the first, θˇn is estimated in L
2(Kτ ) in Proposition 10.3:
‖θˇn‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0−1

C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)
2a0 + 1
+Cτ1/2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
}
(12.1002)
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to principal terms. The leading contribution to Enf−EnNfN comes from 10.366:
− 1
2
β2N (E
nLH − EnNLNHN ) (12.1003)
the principal part of which is 10.367:
β2NH
′(g−1)µνβνL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.1004)
This is expressed as a sum of E, N , and N components by 10.371, and the
dominant contribution is that of the N component:
− (η2βN/2c)β2NH ′NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.1005)
This is similar to 12.993 and is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by (see 12.996, 12.998)
τc0−1
(
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ) + Cτ1/2
√
(E;0,n)A(τ)
)
(12.1006)
Since along K λ ∼ τ2 while ρ ∼ τ , we conclude from the above that the contri-
bution of the 1st term in the first of 12.989 to the 1st term on the right in the
inequality 12.985 is bounded by:
τc0−11
{
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
}
(12.1007)
In regard to the second of 12.1001, θˇn is estimated in L
2(Kτ ) in Proposition
10.9 :
‖θˇn‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0−3
{
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ) + Cτ1/2
√
(0,n)A(τ)
+C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)
2a0 + 1
+Cτ1/2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
}
+Cτ‖Ωn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ) + Cτ‖Ωn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ2‖Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
(12.1008)
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In regard to the first of the last three terms here, we recall 12.962. The left
hand side of 12.962 is, to principal terms,
h/−(n+1)/2
[
Ωn+1fˆ − 1
2
(Ωfˆ)Ωn log h/
]
−h/−(n+1)/2N
[
Ωn+1fˆN − 1
2
(ΩfˆN )Ω
n log h/N
]
which in view of the definition 12.956 is, to principal terms,
h/−(n+1)/2Ωn+1 ˇˆf − 1
2
(Ωfˆ) (n)hˇ/ (12.1009)
Replacing the left hand side of 12.962 by 12.1009 and recalling 12.944, 12.946,
we conclude that, to leading terms,
h/−(n+1)/2Ωn+1 ˇˆf = (n+1) ˇˆf +
1
2
τ−2(Ωf) (n)hˇ/ (12.1010)
It follows that:
‖Ωn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k‖ (n+1) ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ) + C
(∫ τ
0
τ ′−4‖ (n)hˇ/‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)1/2
(12.1011)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting δ. Hence by 12.974 and the estimate 12.925:
‖Ωn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ) ≤ τc0−3
{
C (n)H(τ)
+
C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2c0
)
+Cτ1/2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
}
(12.1012)
In regard to the last two terms in 12.1008, as in showing the equality, to principal
terms, of the left hand side of 12.962 to 12.1009, we similarly show, recalling
the definitions 12.934, that, to principal terms,
h/−(n+1)/2Ωn+1vˇ = (n+1)vˇ +
1
2
(Ωv) (n)hˇ/
h/−(n+1)/2Ωn+1γˇ = (n+1)γˇ +
1
2
(Ωγ) (n)hˇ/ (12.1013)
It follows that:
‖Ωn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k‖ (n+1)vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + C‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Kτ ) (12.1014)
‖Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ k‖ (n+1)γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + C‖ (n)h/‖L2(Kτ) (12.1015)
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By Lemma 12.12 and the definition 12.973 we then obtain:
‖Ωn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ τc0−3
{
C (n)H(τ)
+
C√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ)√
2c0
)
+
C
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2c0
)
+Cτ1/2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
}
(12.1016)
‖Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ) ≤ τc0−4
{
C (n)H(τ)
+
Cτ√
2c0
(√
(E;0,n)A(τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ)√
2c0
)
+
Cτ
(a0 + 2)
(√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ) +
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
2c0
)
+Cτ3/2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)}
}
(12.1017)
In regard again to the second of 12.1001 the leading contribution to Enf −
EnNfN comes from 10.637:
λβNβ/(E
n+1H − En+1N HN ) (12.1018)
the principal part of which is 10.638:
− 2λβNβ/H ′(g−1)µνβνE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.1019)
This is expressed as a sum of E, N and N components by 10.371, and the
dominant contribution is that of the N component:
(η2βN/c)λβNβ/H
′NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (12.1020)
To estimate the L2 norm of NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) on Kτ1 , we write Nµ =
ρ−1Lµ and express LµE(Enβµ−EnNβµ,N ) up to lower order terms as as (E;0,n)ξˇL.
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Then since along K ρ ∼ τ2, we have, to leading terms,
‖NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖2L2(Kτ1) ≤ C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
= C
∫ τ1
0
τ−4
∂
∂τ
(
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ )
)
dτ
= C
{
τ−41 ‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 4
∫ τ1
0
τ−5‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Kτ)dτ
}
≤ Cτ2c0−41
(
(E;0,n)A(τ1)
)2(
1 +
2
c0 − 2
)
(12.1021)
(appealing to 9.341 and 9.348) hence, replacing τ1 by τ ∈ (0, τ1], the L2 norm
of 12.1020 on Kτ is bounded by:
Cτc0−2
√
(E;0,n)A(τ) (12.1022)
Substituting 12.1012, 12.1016, 12.1017 in 12.1008 and taking also into account
the bound 12.1022, we conclude, in view of the fact that along K λ ∼ τ while
ρ ∼ τ2, that the contribution of the 1st term in the second of 12.989 to the 2nd
term on the right in the inequality 12.985 is bounded by:
τc0−11
{
Cτ1
(n)H(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C0,n√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
}
(12.1023)
Combining this with 12.1007 and with 12.1000 we conclude through 12.985 that:
‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ τc0−11
{
Cτ1
(n)H(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
}
(12.1024)
Replacing τ1 by τ ∈ (0, τ1], multiplying by τ−c0+1 and taking the supremum
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over τ ∈ (0, τ1] then yields, in view of the definition 12.973,
(n)H(τ1) ≤ Cτ1
(n)H(τ1)√
2c0
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
(12.1025)
In reference to the coefficient of (n)H(τ1) on the right, imposing the condition
Cδ√
2c0
≤ 1
2
(12.1026)
then yields the following lemma.
Lemma 12.13 The quantity (n)H(τ1) satisfies the bound:
(n)H(τ1) ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
Substituting finally the bound for (n)H(τ1) of Lemma 12.13 in the estimates
12.1012, 12.1016 and 12.1017 yields the following proposition.
Proposition 12.7 The transformation function differences satisfy for all τ1 ∈
(0, δ] the following estimates to principal terms:
sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+3‖Ωn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )
}
, sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+3‖Ωn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ )
}
≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 +
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)√
(2c0 − 2)(2a0 + 1)
+
C
√
(E;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
a0 + 2
+Cτ
1/2
1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
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sup
τ∈(0,τ1]
{
τ−c0+4‖Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
} ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 2 + τ
1/2
1
C
√
(E;0,n)A(τ1)√
2c0 − 1
+
C√
2c0 − 2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+τ
1/2
1
C√
2c0 − 1
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ1, τ1), (0,n)B(τ1, τ1)}
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Chapter 13
The Top Order Energy
Estimates
13.1 Estimates for (V ;m,n−m)bˇ
Let us recall form Chapter 9 the functions (V ;m,l)bˇ representing according to
9.335 the boundary values on K of (V ;m,l)ξˇ(B):
(V ;m,l)ξˇ(B) = (V ;m,l)bˇ : on K (13.1)
In view of the definition 9.336, let us add the integral
2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2
(
(V ;m,l)bˇ
)2
(13.2)
to both sides of the (m, l) difference energy identity 9.345. Then this identity
takes the form:
(V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′u1 = (V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u1
+2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2
(
(V ;m,l)bˇ
)2
(13.3)
Estimating the integral in question amounts to estimating ‖ (V ;m,l)bˇ‖2Ku1 . We
shall be concerned with the energy identities of top order m+ l = n.
To derive an expression for the functions (V ;m,l)bˇ, we shall first derive an
expression for the boundary values of (V ;m,l)ξ(B), where the (V ;m,l)ξ are the
1-forms:
(V ;m,l)ξ = V µd(ElTmβµ) (13.4)
The starting point for this derivation is the boundary condition 6.179:
(V )ξ(B) = (V )b : on K (13.5)
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The vectorfield T being tangential to K, the boundary condition 13.5 implies
the derived boundary conditions:
Tm( (V )ξ(B)) = Tm (V )b : on K (13.6)
The vectorfield E being also tangential to K, these in turn imply the derived
boundary conditions:
ElTm( (V )ξ(B)) = ElTm (V )b : on K (13.7)
Recalling that (V )ξ is the 1-form (V )ξ = V µdβµ we have
(V )ξ(B) = V µBβµ
Hence the left hand side in 13.6 is:
Tm(V µBβµ) = V
µTmBβµ +
m−1∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
(Tm−kV µ)T kBβµ
= V µBTmβµ +
(V )Rm,0 (13.8)
where
(V )Rm,0 = V
µ[Tm, B]βµ +
m−1∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
(Tm−kV µ)BT kβµ
+
m−1∑
k=1
(
m
k
)
(Tm−kV µ)[T k, B]βµ (13.9)
Applying then El to 13.8 we conclude that the left hand side in 13.7 is:
ElTm(V µBβµ) = V
µElBTmβµ +
l−1∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
(El−iV µ)EiBTmβµ
+El (V )Rm,0
= V µBElTmβµ +
(V )Rm,l (13.10)
where
(V )Rm,l = V
µ[El, B]Tmβµ +
l−1∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
(El−iV µ)BEiTmβµ
+
l−1∑
i=1
(
l
i
)
(El−iV µ)[Ei, B]Tmβµ + El (V )Rm,0 (13.11)
Since according to 13.4 we have
V µBElTmβµ =
(V ;m,l)ξ(B)
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by 13.10 the boundary conditions 13.7 take the form:
(V ;m,l)ξ(B) = ElTm (V )b− (V )Rm,l : on K (13.12)
In regard to the commutator terms in 13.9 and 13.11 we have the operator
identities
[Tm, B] =
m−1∑
k=0
Tm−1−k[T,B]T k
[El, B] =
l−1∑
i=0
El−1−i[E,B]Ei (13.13)
We recall from Chapter 6 that the vectorfield B is expressed through the de-
composion 6.171 by 6.172 and 6.173. Defining along K the function
Λˇ = ρΛˆ (13.14)
6.173 takes the form:
B|| = Λˇ
(
1
4
(βN + rβN )T − λβ/E
)
(13.15)
Recalling that Λˆ is defined by 6.174 with q defined by 6.166, we have:
Λˇ = −η
2Λ
Gǫ
(13.16)
Now, Λ is defined by 6.181. In view of 4.14, 4.15, 4.31 and Proposition 4.1,
following the analysis leading from 6.181 to 6.188 we conclude that
Λ = ν2Λ˜ (13.17)
where Λ˜ is a known smooth function of (σ, ν). Substituting for ν from the 1st
of 4.37 and for ǫ in terms of ǫ from 4.36 we then obtain:
Λˇ =
η6(βN − rβN )2
4c2G
ǫ
r
Λ˜ (13.18)
Moreover, by 4.40 and Proposition 4.2:
ǫ
r
=
1
j(κ, ǫ)
(13.19)
where κ stands for the quadruplet 4.43. Hence 13.18 takes the form:
Λˇ =
η6(βN − rβN )2
4c2G
Λ˜
j
(13.20)
In view of the fact that (see 4.39):
j|∂−B = −
η2β3N
8c2
H ′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
(13.21)
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Comparing with 4.112 we see that the fact that l is strictly negative implies
that j is bounded away from zero on ∂−B = ∂−K. Therefore we can introduce
the assumption:
|j| ≥ C−1 on Kδ (13.22)
Summarizing, we have:
B = B⊥ +B||, B⊥ = −1
2
M, B|| = BTT +B/E (13.23)
where
BT =
1
4
(βN + rβN )Λˇ, B/ = −λβ/Λˇ (13.24)
are order 0 functions on K. The commutation relations 3.154 then give:
[T,B⊥] = ζE, [T,B||] = (TBT )T + (TB/− (χ+ χ)B/)E
[E,B⊥] =
1
2
(χ+ χ)E, [E,B||] = (EBT )T + (EB/ + (χ+ χ)BT )E
hence:
[T,B] = (TBT )T +
(
TB/+ ζ − (χ+ χ)B/)E
[E,B] = (EBT )T +
(
EB/+
1
2
(χ+ χ)(1 + 2BT )
)
E (13.25)
We see that these commutators are linear combinations of T and E with co-
efficients which are order 1 functions on K. It then follows through 13.13 in
connection with 13.9 and 13.11 that [Tm, B]βµ is of order m and [E
l, B]Tmβµ
is of order m+ l. Since V µ is either Eµ or Y µ and, by 6.43, 6.44, 6.50:
Y µ = Nµ + rNµ : along K (13.26)
so the V µ are order 0 functions along K, it follows from 13.9 that (V )Rm,0 is
of order m, the 2nd sum in 13.9 being of order m− 1, and then from 13.10 that
(V )Rm,l is of order m+ l, the 2nd sum in 13.11 being of order m+ l − 1.
We must now derive an analogue of the boundary conditions 13.12 for the
Nth approximants. We first derive such an analogue of the basic boundary
condition 13.5. To do this we revisit the proof of Proposition 6.2. Reviewing
this proof, in particular equations 6.124 and 6.130, we remark that what is
directly proved is that:
Aµ+V β+µ = A
µ
−V β−µ (13.27)
where Aµ± are the rectangular components of the vectorfieldsA± along K defined
in the statement of Proposition 6.2. The equation 2.88 of the wave system is
then appealed to to express the left hand side of 13.27 as (V )ξ+(A+). On the
other hand, the right hand side is left as it is, and, after rescaling A± by the
factor κG−1+ to define B± as in 6.170, 6.175, omitting the subscript +, the right
hand side becomes
(V )b = Bµ−V β−µ = B
µ
− V β
′
µ
∣∣
K (13.28)
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as in 6.271 (see 6.265, 6.266). The left hand side after the rescaling becomes
(V )ξ(B), omitting the subscript +, and the boundary condition 13.5 results.
Now, the proof of Proposition 6.2 holds with V being a vectorfield along K
which is tangential to K, thus a differential operator interior to K, not only an
actual variation field. Moreover, the proof is accomplished by applying V to
the condition 6.121. In view of 6.120 and 6.122, the left hand side of 6.121 is
−δ−1Q where Q is the boundary quantity 4.17. In fact, what is actually shown
in the proof of Proposition 6.2 is that:
V Q = −δ (V )ε (13.29)
where:
(V )ε = Aµ+V β+µ −Aµ−V β−µ (13.30)
For the actual solution Q vanishes, hence also (V )ε vanishes for any V
as above. We now define the corresponding boundary quantities for the Nth
approximate solution. As in Chapter 9 we define, in (τ, σ, ϑ) coordinates where
K corresponds to σ = 0,
βµ,N+(τ, ϑ) = βµ,N (τ, 0, ϑ) (13.31)
βµ,N−(τ, ϑ) = β′µ(fN(τ, ϑ), wN (τ, ϑ), ψN (τ, ϑ)) (13.32)
so that, in accordance with 9.114,
△Nβµ(τ, ϑ) = βµ,N+(τ, ϑ)− βµ,N−(τ, ϑ) (13.33)
We also define:
σN± = −(g−1)µνβµ,N±βν,N± (13.34)
GN± = G(σN±) (13.35)
G being a given smooth function of σ. We denote:
△Nσ(τ, ϑ) = σN+(τ, ϑ)− σN−(τ, ϑ) (13.36)
△NG(τ, ϑ) = GN+(τ, ϑ)−GN−(τ, ϑ) (13.37)
Also,
△N(Gβµ)(τ, ϑ) = (GN+βµN+)(τ, ϑ)− (GN−βµN−)(τ, ϑ) (13.38)
We then define:
QN = △N (Gβµ)△Nβµ (13.39)
all quantities appearing here being known smooth functions of (τ, ϑ).
Now, by 9.120 and 9.124 we have:
∂nβµ,N+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nβµ+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N
∂nβµ,N−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nβµ−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.40)
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It then follows that:
∂n△Nβµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n△βµ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.41)
in accordance with 9.127. Moreover:
∂nσN+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nσ+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N
∂nσN−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nσ−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.42)
which imply:
∂nGN+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nG+
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N
∂nGN−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nG−
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.43)
It then follows that:
∂n△N (Gβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂n△(Gβµ)
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.44)
In view of the definitions 4.17 and 13.39, equations 13.41 and 13.44 imply:
∂nQN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nQ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 : for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.45)
Moreover, for n = N we have:
∂NQN
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
NQ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
(
∂N△N (Gβµ)
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
N△(Gβµ)
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
)
△βµ|τ=0
+ △(Gβµ)|τ=0
(
∂N△Nβµ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
− ∂
N△βµ
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
)
= 0
(13.46)
in view of the fact that
△(Gβµ)|τ=0 = △βµ|τ=0 = 0
Therefore also:
∂NQN
∂τN
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= 0 (13.47)
It then follows that:
QN = O(τ
N+1) (13.48)
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in the sense of Definition 9.1.
Given now a vectorfield VN along K which is tangential to K so that it is
expressed as a linear combination of Ω = ∂/∂ϑ and T = ∂/∂τ with coefficients
which are smooth functions of (τ, ϑ), we seek the analogue of 13.29, 13.30 for
the Nth approximants. From 13.38:
VN△N (Gβµ) = VN (GN+βµN+)− VN (GN−βµN−) (13.49)
and in view of 13.34, 13.35:
VNGN± = G′(σN±)VNσN±, VNσN± = −2βµN±VNβµ,N± (13.50)
Since according to the first of 4.20:
G′ =
1
2
GF,
we have:
G′(σN±) =
1
2
GN±FN± (13.51)
where:
FN± = F (σN±) (13.52)
We then obtain:
VN (GN±β
µ
N±) = −GN±FN±βµN±βνN±VNβν,N± +GN±VNβµN± (13.53)
Let us define:
(h−1N±)
µν = (g−1)µν − FN±βµN±βνN± (13.54)
Here the + subscript is 9.23 along K while the − subscript is the analogous
definition along K corresponding to the prior solution. In terms of 13.54, 13.53
takes the form:
VN (GN±β
µ
N±) = GN±(h
−1
N±)
µνVNβν,N± (13.55)
In analogy with 6.120 let us define the function δN by:
δ2N = △Nβµ△Nβµ (13.56)
together with the condition that it is continuous and that its sign is such that the
vector with rectangular components δ−1N △Nβµ points along ∂−K to the interior
of K. Then δN is smooth on Kδ for suitably small δ and we have, by 13.41 we
have:
∂nδN
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
∂nδ
∂τn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
: for n = 0, ..., N − 1 (13.57)
We then define, in analogy with 6.127,
KµN± = GN±(h
−1
N±)
µνδ−1N △Nβν (13.58)
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In terms of this definition we have, by 13.49 and 13.55:
△NβµVN△N (Gβµ) = δN
(
KµN+VNβµ,N+ −KµN−VNβµ,N−
)
(13.59)
Also:
△N(Gβµ)VN△Nβµ = △N (Gβµ) (VNβµ,N+ − VNβµ,N−) (13.60)
Adding then 13.59 and 13.60, the sum of the left hand sides is VNQN . Noting
that in view of 6.122 we may denote:
△N (Gβµ) = −△NIµ (13.61)
the sum of the right hand sides is −δN
(
AµN+VNβN+ −AµN−VNβN−
)
where, in
analogy with the definition in the statement of Proposition 6.2:
AµN± =
△NIµ
δN
−KµN± (13.62)
and we obtain, in analogy with 13.29, 13.30,
VNQN = −δN (VN )εN (13.63)
where:
(VN )εN = A
µ
N+VNβµ,N+ −AµN−VNβµ,N− (13.64)
Now δN is a smooth function on Kδ of fixed sign and by 6.237 |δN |/τ is a smooth
function on Kδ which is bounded from below by a positive constant. Taking
then VN to be the Nth approximant variation fields along K:
VN =
{
EN = h/
−1/2
N Ω
YN = ρ
−1
N T
(13.65)
(see 6.285) 13.48 implies:
(VN )εN =
{
O(τN ) : for VN = EN
O(τN−2) : for VN = YN
(13.66)
Equation 13.64 with (VN )εN satisfying the estimates 13.66 is the boundary
condition satisfied by the Nth approximate solution. To bring this condition
to the form 13.5 of the boundary condition for the actual solution, we must
define κN , the Nth approximant version of the positive quantity κ, so that we
can perform a rescaling analogous to that of 6.170, 6.175 to define, omitting the
subscript +, the Nth approximant versions of Bµ, Bµ−:
BµN = κNG
−1
N A
µ
N , B
µ
N− = κNG
−1
N A
µ
N− (13.67)
Moreover, defining in connection with the Nth approximate solution in N , the
vectorfield BN along N so that:
BNx
µ
N = B
µ
N (13.68)
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we must express, in regard to the first term on the right in 13.64, BµNVNβµ,N
in terms of V µNBNβµ,N , where:
V µN = VNx
µ
N (13.69)
Note that V µN need only be defined on N .
To define κN , we first define wN , the Nth approximant version of the positive
function w defined by 6.162. Since ζµ corresponds for the Nth approximants to
△Nβµ/δN , setting, in analogy with 4.11,
µN = (h
−1
N )
µν△Nβµ△Nβν (13.70)
we define:
wN =
µN
δ2N
(13.71)
Note that by 9.23 along K we have:
δ2N = µN + FNν
2
N (13.72)
where, in analogy with the 1st of 4.8,
νN = β
µ
N△Nβµ (13.73)
The relation 13.72 is analogous to the relation 4.13. The function wN/τ is
smooth and bounded from below by a positive constant on Kδ (see 6.235). We
then define κN in analogy to 6.164 to be the positive root of:
κ2N =
aN
wN
(13.74)
Since aN/τ
3 is smooth and bounded from below by a positive constant on Kδ
(see 6.202), it follows that κN/τ is smooth and bounded from below by a positive
constant on Kδ.
To define the vectorfield BN along K so that 13.68 holds, we expand BµN in
the NµN , N
µ
N , E
µ
N frame:
BµN = B
N
NN
µ
N +B
N
NN
µ
N +B
E
NE
µ
N (13.75)
We then define the vectorfield BN according to:
BN = B
N
NNN +B
N
NNN +B
E
NEN (13.76)
NN , NN being given by 9.56. As for the functions V
µ
N to be defined on K, since
T = LN + LN , by 9.51:
TxµN = ρNN
µ
N + ρNN
µ
N + ε
µ
N + ε
µ
N (13.77)
hence by 13.65 and 9.158 along K we have:
V µN =
{
EµN
Y µN
(13.78)
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where:
Y µN = N
µ
N + rNN
µ
N +
1
ρN
(
νˆN
cN
NµN + ε
µ
N + ε
µ
N
)
(13.79)
Here by Proposition 9.1 and the estimate 9.162 the error term is O(τN−1).
By 9.59 we have:
BµNVNβµ,N = V
µ
NBNβµ,N + ωN (BN , , VN ) (13.80)
Using Proposition 9.2 we derive the following estimates:
ωN (BN , VN ) =
{
O(τN ) : if VN = EN
O(τN−1) : if VN = YN
(13.81)
In view of 13.80 and 13.67, the boundary condition 13.64 takes the form:
V µNBNβµ,N =
(VN )bN +
(VN )ε˜N (13.82)
where:
(VN )bN = B
µ
N−VNβµ,N− (13.83)
is the Nth approximant version of 13.28 and (VN )ε˜N is the error term:
(VN )ε˜N = κNG
−1
N
(VN )εN − ωN (BN , VN ) (13.84)
The estimates 13.66 and 13.81 imply:
(VN )ε˜N =
{
O(τN ) : if VN = EN
O(τN−1) : if VN = YN
(13.85)
In conclusion, 13.82 is the analogue of the boundary condition 13.5 for the Nth
approximants.
Following an argument analogous to that leading from 13.5 to 13.12, with
BN and V
µ
N as defined above in the roles of B and V
µ, we deduce from 13.82
the analogue of 13.12 for the Nth approximants, in the form:
V µNBN (E
l
NT
mβµ,N ) = E
l
NT
m (VN )bN − (VN )Rm,l,N + ElNTm (VN )ε˜N (13.86)
Here (VN )Rm,l,N is theNth approximant version of the remainder term
(V )Rm,l
defined by 13.9, 13.11, the commutation relations 9.16 playing the role of the
commutation relations 3.154. Subtracting then 13.86 from 13.12 results in the
boundary condition 13.1 with:
(V ;m,l)bˇ = ElTm (V )b− ElNTm (VN )bN
+(V µB − V µNBN )ElNTmβµ,N
− (V )Rm,l + (VN )Rm,l,N − ElNTm (VN )ε˜N (13.87)
Here, by 13.85 the error term satisfies the estimates:
ElNT
m (VN )ε˜N =
{
O(τN−m) : if VN = EN
O(τN−1−m) : if VN = YN
(13.88)
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We shall presently estimate the contribution to ‖ (V ;m,l)bˇ‖L2(Kτ1), at the top
order m+ l = n, of the difference:
ElTm (V )b− ElNTm (VN )bN (13.89)
which contains the principal part of the right hand side of 13.87. More precisely,
the contribution of the actual principal part of 13.89, which in the case V = Y
is, by 6.273 and 6.275,
h/−l/2BˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩlTm+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩlTm+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩlTm+1γˇ
}
+h/−l/2BˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩlTm+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩlTm+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩlTm+1γˇ
}
+h/−l/2BˆE−E
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩlTm+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩlTm+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩlTm+1γˇ
}
(13.90)
and in the case V = E is, by 6.285 and 6.284,
h/−(l+1)/2ρBˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωl+1Tm
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩl+1Tmvˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωl+1Tmγˇ
}
+h/−(l+1)/2ρBˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωl+1Tm
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩl+1Tmvˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωl+1Tmγˇ
}
+h/−(l+1)/2ρBˆE−E
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωl+1Tm
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩl+1Tmvˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωl+1Tmγˇ
}
(13.91)
We consider first the case m = 0, l = n. In this case 13.91 takes the form:
h/−(n+1)/2ρBˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωn+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩn+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωn+1γˇ
}
+h/−(n+1)/2ρBˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωn+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩn+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωn+1γˇ
}
+h/−(n+1)/2ρBˆE−E
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2Ωn+1
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩn+1vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3Ωn+1γˇ
}
(13.92)
Here the estimates of Proposition 12.7 apply. In view of the results 6.267 - 6.269
for the components of Bˆ−, as well as 6.277, 6.279, each of the three terms in
parenthesis in the 1st of 13.92 makes a leading contribution, only the second
term in parenthesis in the 2nd of 13.92 makes a leading contribution, while the
contribution of the 3rd of 13.92 is depressed relative to the preceding by a factor
of τ . It follows that 13.92 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτ3‖Ωn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ3‖Ωn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ4‖Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (13.93)
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which by Proposition 12.7 is bounded by:
Cτc0
{√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ)√
2c0 − 2 +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ)√
2c0 − 1
+
√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ)√
(2c0 − 2)(2a0 + 1)
+
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
a0 + 2
}
+Cτc0+
1
2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)} (13.94)
In the case m = 0, l = n, 13.90 takes the form:
h/−n/2BˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩnT
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩnT vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩnT γˇ
}
+h/−n/2BˆN−N
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩnT
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩnT vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩnT γˇ
}
+h/−n/2BˆE−E
µ
{
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
K
τ2ΩnT
ˇˆ
f +
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
K
τΩnT vˇ +
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
K
τ3ΩnT γˇ
}
(13.95)
Here the estimates of Proposition 12.3 apply. In view of the results 6.267 - 6.269
for the components of Bˆ−, as well as 6.277, 6.279, each of the three terms in
parenthesis in the 1st of 13.95 makes a leading contribution, only the second
term in parenthesis in the 2nd of 13.95 makes a leading contribution, while the
contribution of the 3rd of 13.95 is depressed relative to the preceding by a factor
of τ . It follows that 13.95 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτ2‖ΩnT ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ2‖ΩnT vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) + Cτ3‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) (13.96)
which by Proposition 12.3 is bounded by:
Cτc0


(√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ) +
√
(E;0,n)A(τ)
)
√
2c0
+
(√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ, τ) +
√
(E;0,n)B(τ, τ)
)
a0 + 2


+Cτc0+
1
2
√
max{ (0,n)B(τ, τ), (0,n)B(τ, τ)} (13.97)
the contribution of ‖ΩnT γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) being depressed relative to the others by a
factor of τ .
We turn to the remaining cases m = 1, ..., n, l = m − n. Then in the
case V = Y , 13.90 holds and the estimates of Proposition 12.6 apply. In view
again of the results 6.267 - 6.269 for the components of Bˆ−, as well as 6.277,
6.279, each of the three terms in parenthesis in the 1st of 13.90 makes a leading
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contribution, only the second term in parenthesis in the 2nd of 13.90 makes
a leading contribution, while the contribution of the 3rd of 13.90 is depressed
relative to the preceding by a factor of τ . It follows that 13.90 is bounded in
L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτ2‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )+Cτ2‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ )+Cτ3‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ )
(13.98)
which by Proposition 12.6 is, to leading terms, bounded by:
Cτcm
{√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ)√
2cm
+ τ1/2
√
(E;m,n−m)A(τ)√
2cm + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ, τ)
(am + 2)
}
+Cτcm+
1
2
√
max{ (m,n−m)B(τ, τ), (m,n−m)B(τ, τ)} (13.99)
the contribution of ‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) being depressed relative to the others
by a factor of τ .
In the case V = E, for m = 1, ..., n, l = m−n 13.91 holds and for m = 1 the
estimates of Proposition 12.3 apply while for m = 2, ..., n those of Proposition
12.6 with m − 1 in the role of m apply. In view again of the results 6.267 -
6.269 for the components of Bˆ−, as well as 6.277, 6.279, each of the three terms
in parenthesis in the 1st of 13.91 makes a leading contribution, only the second
term in parenthesis in the 2nd of 13.91 makes a leading contribution, while the
contribution of the 3rd of 13.91 is depressed relative to the preceding by a factor
of τ . It follows that 13.91 is bounded in L2(Kτ ) by:
Cτ3‖Ωn−m+1Tm ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ )+Cτ3‖Ωn−m+1Tmvˇ‖L2(Kτ )+Cτ4‖Ωn−m+1Tmγˇ‖L2(Kτ )
(13.100)
which, by Proposition 12.3 for m = 1 and Proposition 12.6 with m replaced by
m− 1 for m = 2, .., n, is, in view of the fact that cm ≤ cm−1, bounded with an
extra factor of τ at least.
13.2 The Borderline Error Integrals Contributed
by (V ;m,n−m)Qˇ1, (V ;m,n−m)Qˇ2
Let us recall the error terms (V ;m,l)Qˇ1,
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2, and
(V ;m,l)Qˇ3 defined by
9.322, 9.323, and 9.324 respectively. Of these (V ;m,l)Qˇ1,
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2 correspond
exactly to (V )Q1,
(V )Q2 as defined by 6.78, 6.79, with the variation differences
(m,l) ˇ˙φµ (see 9.277) in the role of the variations φ˙µ, and the difference 1-form
(V ;m,l)ξˇ (see 9.316) in the role of the 1-form (V )ξ, thus with (V ;m,l)Sˇ (see
9.317) in the role of (V )S (see 6.116). Consequently the estimates of Sections
7.2, 7.3 translate to estimates for the error integrals associated to (V ;m,l)Qˇ1,
(V ;m,l)Qˇ2, in particular at the top order m+ l = n. We shall presently estimate
the error integrals of top order corresponding to the borderline error integrals
encountered in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
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In Section 7.2 we encountered two borderline error integrals, those in 7.122
and 7.124. The corresponding top order integrals∫ u1
0
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)du
u
and
∫ u1
0
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)du
u
are bounded according to:∫ u1
0
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)du
u
≤ (V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)u2am1
∫ u1
0
u2bm−1du
=
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2bm
u2am1 u
2bm
1 (13.101)
and: ∫ u1
0
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)du
u
≤ (V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)u2bm1
∫ u1
0
u2am−1du
=
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am
u2am1 u
2bm
1 (13.102)
by 9.346 and 9.347 respectively.
In Section 7.3 we encountered one borderline error integral, in the right hand
side of 7.186. This is similar to 7.124, so the corresponding top order integral
is bounded according to 13.102.
13.3 The Borderline Error Integrals Associated
to θˇn and to νˇm−1,n−m+1 : m = 1, ..., n
We now come to the main point, the treatment of the borderline integrals con-
tained in the error integral (see 9.330):
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u13 =
∫
Ru1,u1
2aΩ3/2 (V ;m,l)Qˇ3 (13.103)
associated to the error term (V ;m,l)Qˇ3, which is given by 9.224. The multiplier
field X having been fixed according to 7.67, this error integral is:
(V ;m,l)Gˇu1,u13 = −2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (V ;m,l)ξˇL +
(V ;m,l)ξˇL
)
V µ (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ
(13.104)
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The borderline integrals contained in 13.104 are contributed by the principal
acoustical part of (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ. This principal acoustical part is obtained from the
formulas 8.149, 8.150. Here we are at the top order m + l = n. The formula
8.149 reads:
[ (0,n)ρ˜µ]P.A. =
1
2
ρEnχ˜Lβµ +
1
2
ρEnχ˜Lβµ (13.105)
In the case m = 1 the formula 8.150 reads:
[ (1,n−1)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρEn+1λLβµ + ρEn+1λLβµ
+aEnχ˜(πLβµ + ρEβµ)
+aEnχ˜(πLβµ + ρEβµ) (13.106)
In the casem ≥ 2 we must appeal to 8.128, 8.129 to express [En−m+1Tm−1χ˜]P.A.,
[En−m+1Tm−1χ˜]P.A.. In terms of the definitions 12.64, equations 8.128, 8.129
take the form:
[Tχ]P.A. = 2[Eµ]P.A., [Tχ]P.A. = 2[Eµ]P.A. (13.107)
Then by 12.107, 12.108 and 12.110, 12.111 we have:
[En−m+1Tm−1χ˜]P.A. = [µm−2,n−m+2]P.A., [En−m+1Tm−1χ˜]P.A. = [µm−2,n−m+2]P.A.
(13.108)
Therefore for m ≥ 2 the formula 8.150 implies:
[ (m,n−m)ρ˜µ]P.A. = ρEn−m+2Tm−1λLβµ + ρEn−m+2Tm−1λLβµ
+a[µm−2,n−m+2]P.A.(πLβµ + ρEβµ)
+a[µ
m−2,n−m+2]P.A.(πLβµ + ρEβµ) (13.109)
Since similar formulas hold for the Nth approximants it follows that:
[ (0,n) ˇ˜ρµ]P.A. =
1
2
ρ (n) ˇ˜χLβµ +
1
2
ρ (n) ˇ˜χLβµ (13.110)
[ (1,n−1) ˇ˜ρµ]P.A. = ρ (0,n+1)λˇLβµ + ρ (0,n+1)λˇLβµ
+a (n) ˇ˜χ(πLβµ + ρEβµ)
+a (n) ˇ˜χ(πLβµ + ρEβµ) (13.111)
and, in view of 12.117, 12.118, 12.119, for m ≥ 2:
[ (m,n−m) ˇ˜ρµ]P.A. = ρ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇLβµ + ρ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇLβµ
+a(πLβµ + ρEβµ)
(
1
2
(2πλ)m−1 (n) ˇ˜χ+
m−1∑
i=1
(2πλ)m−1−i (i−1,n−i+2)λˇ
)
+a(πLβµ + ρEβµ)
(
1
2
(2πλ)m−1 (n) ˇ˜χ+
m−1∑
i=1
(2πλ)m−1−i (m−1−i,n−i+2)λˇ
)
(13.112)
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Comparing now the coefficients of (n) ˇ˜χ, (n) ˇ˜χ in the last two terms in 13.111
with those in 13.110, taking account of the fact that by 10.436 ρ−1Lβµ, Lβµ,
Eβµ are bounded, the coefficients in 13.111 are bounded with at least one extra
factor of ρ or ρ relative to the corresponding coefficients in 13.110. Since also
a1 ≤ a0, b1 ≤ b0, it follows that the last two terms in 13.111 will not make
borderline contributions. Similarly, comparing the coefficients of (i−1,n−i+2)νˇ,
(i−1,n−i+2)νˇ : i = 1, ...,m− 1 in the last two terms in 13.112 with those of the
first two terms in 13.111 and 13.112 with i in the role of m, we see that the
former are bounded with at least one extra factor of ρ or ρ relative to the latter.
Since also am ≤ ai, bm ≤ bi, it follows that the last two terms in 13.112 will
not make borderline contributions. Thus, in regard to 13.111 and 13.112 we can
restrict attention to the first two terms on the right.
Now, the principal acoustical terms in 13.104 enter through the factor
V µ (m,n−m) ˇ˜ρµ
Substituting 13.110 - 13.112, the coefficient of (1/2)ρ (n) ˇ˜χ from 13.110, of
ρ (0,n+1)λˇ from 13.111, and of ρ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ from 13.112, is:
V µLβµ =
{
ρs/N : for V = E
cρs/ + γsNL : for V = Y
(13.113)
Since γ ∼ √ρ, we see that the dominant coefficient occurs in the case V = Y ,
through the term γsNL. Only this case makes a borderline contribution. On
the other hand, when substituting 13.110 - 13.112, the coefficient of (1/2)ρ (n) ˇ˜χ
from 13.110, of ρ (0,n+1)λˇ from 13.111, and of ρ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ from 13.112, is:
V µLβµ =
{
ρs/N : for V = E
sNL + cργs/ : for V = Y
(13.114)
Here by 10.436 the coefficient in both cases is bounded by a constant multiple
of ρ and in both cases we have a borderline contribution.
We now treat the borderline error integrals involving (n) ˇ˜χ and (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ :
m = 1, ..., n. As we have seen above, these arise in the case V = Y only and are
given by:
−
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (Y ;0,n)ξˇL +
(Y ;0,n)ξˇL
)
(Y µLβµ)ρ
(n) ˇ˜χ (13.115)
(case m = 0, l = n in 13.104), and, for m = 1, ..., n:
− 2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL + (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL
)
(Y µLβµ)ρ
(m−1,n−m+2)λˇ
(13.116)
(cases m = 1, ..., n, l = n−m in 13.104).
Consider first the integral 13.115. From the first of each of the definitions
10.234, 10.236, 10.238 we can express:
λEnχ˜− λNEnN χ˜N = θˇn − Enf + EnNfN (13.117)
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By 12.3 with l = n+ 1, up to the 0th order term (λ− λN )EnN χ˜N , the left hand
side here is λ (n) ˇ˜χ. We can therefore replace 13.115 by:
−
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (Y ;0,n)ξˇL +
(Y ;0,n)ξˇL
)
(Y µLβµ)ρλ
−1(θˇn − Enf + EnNfN )
(13.118)
From 13.113 we have:
|Y µLβµ|ρλ−1 ≤ C ρ√
ρ
(13.119)
The last being ∼ u/u, 13.118 is bounded in absolute value by the sum of a
constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL||θˇn|+
∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL||Enf −EnNfN | (13.120)
and a constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL||θˇn|+
∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL||Enf −EnNfN | (13.121)
Consider first 13.120. Since u/u ≤ 1, the first integral is bounded by:
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
|θˇn|| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL|
}
du ≤
∫ u1
0
‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.122)
Here we substitute the estimate for ‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u ) of Proposition 10.3 (l = n).
The borderline integral will be contributed by the leading term on the right:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
· ua0+2ub0−31 (13.123)
Substituting also:
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0ub01
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(13.124)
(by 9.332 and 9.347) we obtain that 13.122 is to leading terms bounded by:
C
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1
·u2b0−31 ·
∫ u1
0
u2a0+2du = C
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0 + 1(2a0 + 3)
·u2a01 u2b01 ·
(
u1
u1
)3
(13.125)
Since again u/u ≤ 1, the second of the integrals 13.120 is bounded by:
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
|Enf − EnNfN || (Y ;0,n)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
‖Enf − EnNfN‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.126)
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From Section 10.5, the leading contribution to Enf − EnNfN comes from the
principal part of 10.366, that is from 10.367, more precisely from the N compo-
nent of this, which is (see 10.371):
−(β3N/2c)H ′η2NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )
This is bounded in L2(Su,u) by a constant multiple of:
‖NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤ g0(u, u) + g1(u, u) (13.127)
according to 10.381. Here g0 and g1 are non-negative functions of (u, u) satisfy-
ing 10.382 and 10.383. The leading contribution is that of g0. This contribution
to ‖Enf − EnNfN‖2L2(Cu1u ) is then bounded by a constant multiple of:∫ u1
u
g20(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u
u−2
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
du
= u−21
∫ u1
u
u2g20(u, u)du+ 2
∫ u1
u
u−3
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
du
≤ Cu−21 (Y ;0,n)Eˇ
u1
(u) + 2C
∫ u1
u
u−3 (Y ;0,n)Eˇu(u)du
(13.128)
by 10.382. Substituting, from 9.347,
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu(u) ≤ u2a0u2b0 (Y ;0,n)B(u, u1) ∀u ∈ [u, u1]
we conclude (in view of 10.393) that 13.128 is bounded by:
Cu2a0u2b0−21
(Y ;0,n)B(u, u1)
consequently ‖Enf − EnNfN‖L2(Cu1u ) is to leading terms bounded by:
Cua0ub0−11
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (13.129)
Substituting this together with 13.124 in 13.126 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
C (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) · u2b0−11 ·
∫ u1
0
u2a0du = C
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u1
u1
(13.130)
Consider now 13.121. Since u/u ≤ u1/2u−1/2, the first integral is bounded
by: (∫
Ru1,u1
u|θˇn|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u‖θˇn‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.131)
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In regard to the integral in the first factor, we substitute the estimate for
‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u ) of Proposition 10.3 (l = n). The leading contribution is 13.123,
which gives a bound to leading terms for the integral in question by:
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)
·u2b0−61 ·
∫ u1
0
u2a0+5du =
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 1)(2a0 + 6)
·u2a01 u2b01 ·
(
u1
u1
)6
(13.132)
In regard to the integral in the second factor we substitute:
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua01 ub0
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(13.133)
(by 9.331 and 9.346) to obtain that the integral in question is bounded by:
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) · u2a01 ·
∫ u1
0
u2b0−1du =
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2b0
· u2a01 u2b01 (13.134)
Substituting this together with 13.132 in 13.131 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
(2a0 + 1)(2a0 + 6)2b0
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
(
u1
u1
)3
(13.135)
Since again u/u ≤ u1/2u−1/2, the second of the integrals 13.121 is bounded
by: (∫
Ru1,u1
u|Enf − EnNfN |2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (Y ;0,n)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u‖Enf − EnNfN‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.136)
Here, by 13.129 the integral in the first factor is to leading terms bounded by:
C (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)·u2b0−21 ·
∫ u1
0
u2a0+1du = C
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(2a0 + 2)
·u2a01 u2b01 ·
(
u1
u1
)2
(13.137)
while the integral in the second factor is bounded by 13.134, hence 13.136 is to
leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
(2a0 + 2)2b0
· u2a01 u2b01 ·
u1
u1
(13.138)
We turn to the integral 13.116. From the first of each of the definitions
10.235, 10.237, 10.239 we can express:
λEn−mTm−1E2λ−λNEn−mN TmE2NλN = νˇm−1,n−m+1+En−mTm−1j−En−mN Tm−1jN
(13.139)
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Moreover we can replace νˇm−1,n−m+1 by νˇm−1,n−m+1− τˇm−1,n−m+1, the differ-
ence being a lower order term. By 12.4 with m − 1 and n −m + 2 in the role
of m and l respectively, the left hand side here is λ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ up to lower
order terms. We can therefore replace 13.116 by:
−2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL + (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL
)
(Y µLβµ)ρλ
−1 ·
·(νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1 + En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN )
(13.140)
In view of 13.119, 13.140 is bounded in absolute value by the sum of a constant
multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL||νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|
+
∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL||En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |
(13.141)
and a constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL||νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|
+
∫
Ru1,u1
(u/u)| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL||En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |
(13.142)
Consider first 13.141. Since u/u ≤ 1, the first integral is bounded by:∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
|νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.143)
Here we substitute the estimate for ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u ) of
Proposition 10.5 (l = n − m). The borderline integral will be contributed by
the leading term on the right:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
· uam+2ubm−31 (13.144)
Substituting also:
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ Cuamubm1
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (13.145)
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(by 9.332 and 9.347) we obtain that 13.143 is to leading terms bounded by:
C
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2am + 1
· u2bm−31 ·
∫ u1
0
u2am+2du
= C
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2am + 1(2am + 3)
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
(
u1
u1
)3
(13.146)
Since again u/u ≤ 1, the second of the integrals 13.141 is bounded by:
∫ u1
0
{∫
C
u1
u
|En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN || (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
‖En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.147)
From Section 10.6, the leading contribution to En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN
comes from the principal part of 10.483, that is from 10.484, more precisely from
the N component of 10.486, which is:
(β3N/4c)H
′η2NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
This is bounded in L2(Su,u) by a constant multiple of:
‖NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )‖L2(Su,u) ≤ g0(u, u) + g1(u, u) (13.148)
according to 10.511. Here g0 and g1 are non-negative functions of (u, u) satisfy-
ing 10.512 and 10.513. The leading contribution is that of g0. This contribution
to ‖En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN‖2L2(Cu1u ) is then bounded by a constant mul-
tiple of: ∫ u1
u
g20(u, u)du =
∫ u1
u
u−2
∂
∂u
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
du
= u−21
∫ u1
u
u2g20(u, u)du+ 2
∫ u1
u
u−3
(∫ u
u
u′2g20(u, u
′)du′
)
du
≤ Cu−21 (Y ;m,n−m)Eˇ
u1
(u) + 2C
∫ u1
u
u−3 (Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu(u)du
(13.149)
by 10.512. Substituting, from 9.347,
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu(u) ≤ u2amu2bm (Y ;m,n−m)B(u, u1) ∀u ∈ [u, u1]
we conclude (in view of 10.516) that 13.149 is bounded by:
Cu2amu2bm−21
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u, u1)
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consequently ‖En−mTm−1j−En−mN Tm−1jN‖L2(Cu1u ) is to leading terms bounded
by:
Cuamubm−11
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (13.150)
Substituting this together with 13.145 in 13.147 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
C (Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)·u2bm−11 ·
∫ u1
0
u2amdu = C
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
·u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u1
u1
(13.151)
Consider now 13.142. Since u/u ≤ u1/2u−1/2, the first integral is bounded
by:
(∫
Ru1,u1
u|νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2 (∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.152)
In regard to the integral in the first factor, we substitute the estimate for
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u ) of Proposition 10.5 (l = n − m). The
leading contribution is 13.144, which gives a bound to leading terms for the
integral in question by:
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)
·u2bm−61 ·
∫ u1
0
u2am+5du =
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 1)(2am + 6)
·u2am1 u2bm1 ·
(
u1
u1
)6
(13.153)
In regard to the integral in the second factor we substitute:
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam1 ubm
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(13.154)
(by 9.331 and 9.346) to obtain that the integral in question is bounded by:
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) · u2am1 ·
∫ u1
0
u2bm−1du =
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2bm
· u2am1 u2bm1
(13.155)
Substituting this together with 13.153 in 13.152 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
(2am + 1)(2am + 6)2bm
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
(
u1
u1
)3
(13.156)
Since again u/u ≤ u1/2u−1/2, the second of the integrals 13.142 is bounded
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by: (∫
Ru1,u1
u|En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |2
)1/2
·
·
(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u‖En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
·
·
(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.157)
Here, by 13.150 the integral in the first factor is to leading terms bounded by:
C (Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)·u2bm−21 ·
∫ u1
0
u2m0+1du = C
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(2am + 2)
·u2am1 u2bm1 ·
(
u1
u1
)2
(13.158)
while the integral in the second factor is bounded by 13.155, hence 13.157 is to
leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
(2am + 2)2bm
· u2am1 u2bm1 ·
u1
u1
(13.159)
13.4 The Borderline Error Integrals Associated
to θˇn and to νˇm−1,n−m+1 : m = 1, ..., n
We now treat the borderline error integrals involving (n) ˇ˜χ and (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ :
m = 1, ..., n. As we have seen in the previous section, these arise in both cases
V = E, Y and are given by:
−
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (V ;0,n)ξˇL +
(V ;0,n)ξˇL
)
(V µLβµ)ρ
(n) ˇ˜χ (13.160)
(case m = 0, l = n in 13.104), and, for m = 1, ..., n:
− 2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL + (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL
)
(V µLβµ)ρ
(m−1,n−m+2)λˇ
(13.161)
(cases m = 1, ..., n, l = n−m in 13.104).
Consider first the integral 13.160. From the second of each of the definitions
10.234, 10.236, 10.238 we can express:
λEnχ˜− λNEnN χ˜N = θˇn − Enf + EnNfN (13.162)
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By 12.3 with l = n+ 1, up to the 0th order term (λ− λN )EnN χ˜N , the left hand
side here is λN
(n) ˇ˜χ. We can therefore replace 13.160 by:
−
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (V ;0,n)ξˇL +
(V ;0,n)ξˇL
)
(V µLβµ)ρλ
−1(θˇn − Enf + EnNfN )
(13.163)
From 13.114 we have:
|V µLβµ|ρλ−1 ≤ Cρ (13.164)
The last being ∼ u2, 13.163 is bounded in absolute value by the sum of a
constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;0,n)ξˇL||θˇn|+
∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;0,n)ξˇL||Enf − EnNfN | (13.165)
and a constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;0,n)ξˇL||θˇn|+
∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;0,n)ξˇL||Enf − EnNfN | (13.166)
Consider first 13.165. The first integral is:∫ u1
0
u2
{∫
C
u1
u
|θˇn|| (V ;0,n)ξˇL|
}
du ≤
∫ u1
0
u2‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.167)
Here, in regard to ‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u ) we substitute the estimate of Proposition 10.7
(l = n) with u in the role of u1, noting that for u ≤ u1, Cu1u stands of Cuu ,
therefore the proposition reads, for u ≤ u1:
‖θˇn‖L2(Cuu ) ≤ k‖θˇn‖L2(Ku) + C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u, u), (0,n)B(u, u)} · ua0+b0
(13.168)
and for u > u1:
‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ k‖θˇn‖L2(Ku1 ) + C
√
max{ (0,n)B(u1, u), (0,n)B(u1, u)} · ua01 ub0
(13.169)
In regard to ‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ), noting again that for u ≤ u1, C
u1
u stands for
Cuu , by 9.331 and 9.346 we have, for u ≤ u1:
‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cuu) ≤ C
√
(V ;0,n)Eˇu(u) ≤ Cua0+b0
√
(V ;0,n)B(u, u) (13.170)
and for u > u1:
‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua01 ub0
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u) (13.171)
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It follows that the contribution of the second term on the right in 13.168, 13.169
to 13.167 is bounded by:
CCmax{ (0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}
{∫ u1
0
u2a0+2b0+2du + u2a01
∫ u1
u1
u2b0+2du
}
≤ CCmax{
(0,n)B(u1, u1), (0,n)B(u1, u1)}
2b0 + 3
· u2a01 u2b01 · u31 (13.172)
which is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u31. The
borderline contribution is that of the first term on the right in 13.168, 13.169.
By 13.170, 13.171 this contribution to 13.167 is bounded by:
C
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)·k
{∫ u1
0
ua0+b0+2‖θˇn‖L2(Ku)du+ ua01 ‖θˇn‖L2(Ku1)
∫ u1
u1
ub0+2du
}
(13.173)
Here we appeal to the estimate for ‖θˇn‖L2(Kτ1 ) of Proposition 10.9 (l = n). The
last three terms on the right:
‖τΩn+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ), ‖τΩn+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ), ‖τ2Ωn+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 )
are by Proposition 12.7 bounded proportionally to τa0+b0−21 . So these terms are
depressed relative to the leading terms by a factor of τ1. The leading terms in
the estimate for ‖θˇn‖L2(Kτ1) are then:
C


√
(Y ;0,n)B(τ1, τ1)
2a0 + 1
+
√
(Y ;0,n)A(τ1)

 τa0+b0−31 (13.174)
Placing then u or u1 in the role of τ1, in regard to the factor in parenthesis in
13.173 we have:∫ u1
0
u2a0+2b0−1du + u2a0+b0−31
∫ u1
u1
ub0+2du =
u2a0+2b01
2a0 + 2b0
+ u2a0+b0−31
(ub0+31 − ub0+31 )
b0 + 3
≤ u
2a0+b0−3
1 u
b0+3
1
b0 + 3
(13.175)
(as 2a0 + 2b0 > b0 + 3). We conclude that 13.173 is bounded by:
C
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
b0 + 3


√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
+
√
(Y ;0,n)A(u1)

·u2a01 u2b01 ·
(
u1
u1
)b0−3
(13.176)
(for a different constant C).
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The second of the integrals 13.165 is:∫ u1
0
u2
{∫
C
u1
u
|Enf − EnNfN || (V ;0,n)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
u2‖Enf − EnNfN‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.177)
From Section 10.7, the leading contribution to Enf − EnNfN comes from the
principal part of 10.637, that is from 10.638, more precisely from the N compo-
nent of this which is (see 10.371):
βNβNβ/H
′η2ρNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )
To estimate this in L2(C
u1
u ), we write:
NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/ (13.178)
In regard to the 1st term on the left, we can express
ρNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N = LµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N )
as
EµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (E;0,n)ξˇL
up to lower order terms. Therefore we can express:
ρNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) (13.179)
up to lower order terms as:
γ−1
(
ρ (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/ − (E;0,n)ξˇL
)
(13.180)
Since γ ∼ u, ρ ∼ u while √a ∼ u√u, 13.180 is bounded pointwise by:
C(u−3/2|√a (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/|+ u−1| (E;0,n)ξˇL|
hence in L2(C
u1
u ) by:
Cu−3/2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) + Cu−1
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) (13.181)
by 9.331. It follows that ‖Enf − EnNfN‖L2(Cu1u ) is to leading terms bounded
by:
Cu−3/2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua01 ub0−
3
2
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u) (13.182)
by 9.346. Together with 13.171, which by 13.170 holds, a fortiori, also for u ≤ u1,
we conclude that 13.177 is to leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) (V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2b0 +
3
2
· u2a01 u2b01 · u3/21 (13.183)
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This is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u
3/2
1 .
Consider now 13.166. Since u ≤ u, the first integral is bounded by:
(∫
Ru1,u1
u5|θˇn|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;0,n)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u5‖θˇn‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.184)
In regard to the integral in the first factor, we substitute the estimate 13.168,
13.169. As we have shown above, the leading contribution is that of the first
term on the right, which to leading terms is bounded by k times 13.174 with u
in the role of τ1 for u ≤ u1, u1 in the role of τ1 for u > u1. We then conclude
that the integral in question is to leading terms bounded by:
C
(
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
+ (Y ;0,n)A(u1)
){∫ u1
0
u2a0+2b0−1du+
∫ u1
u1
u2a0+2b0−61 u
5du
}
(13.185)
Here, in regard to the 2nd integral we have, since in that integral u > u1,∫ u1
u1
u2a0+2b0−61 u
5du ≤ u2a01
∫ u1
u1
u2b0−1du = u2a01
(u2b01 − u2b01 )
2b0
It then follows that 13.185 is bounded by:
C
2b0
(
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
+ (Y ;0,n)A(u1)
)
· u2a01 u2b01 (13.186)
In regard to the integral in the second factor in 13.184 we substitute:
‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0ub01
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(13.187)
(by 9.332 and 9.347) to obtain that the integral in question is bounded by:
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1) · u2b01 ·
∫ u1
0
u2a0−1du =
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0
· u2a01 u2b01 (13.188)
Substituting this together with 13.186 in 13.184 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
Cu2a01 u
2b0
1√
2a0
√
2b0
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
2a0 + 1
+ (Y ;0,n)A(u1) (13.189)
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Since again u ≤ u, the second of the integrals 13.166 is bounded by:
(∫
Ru1,u1
u5|Enf − EnNfN |2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;0,n)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u5‖Enf − EnNfN‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2 (∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (V ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.190)
Here, by 13.182 the integral in the first factor is to leading terms bounded by:
C (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) · u2a01 ·
∫ u1
0
u2b0+2du = C
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
(2b0 + 3)
· u2a01 u2b01 · u31
(13.191)
while the integral in the second factor is bounded by 13.188, hence 13.190 is to
leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2a0
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
2b0 + 3
· u2a01 u2b01 · u3/21 (13.192)
which is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u
3/2
1 .
We turn to the integral 13.161. From the second of each of the definitions
10.235, 10.237, 10.239 we can express:
λEn−mTm−1E2λ−λNEn−mN TmE2NλN = νˇm−1,n−m+1+En−mTm−1j−En−mN Tm−1jN
(13.193)
Moreover we can replace νˇm−1,n−m+1 by νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1, the dif-
ference being a lower order term. By 12.4 with m− 1 and n−m+2 in the role
of m and l respectively, the left hand side here is λ (m−1,n−m+2)λˇ up to lower
order terms. We can therefore replace 13.161 by:
−2
∫
Ru1,u1
Ω1/2
(
3 (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL + (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL
)
(V µLβµ)ρλ
−1 ·
·(νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1 + En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN )
(13.194)
In view of 13.164, 13.194 is bounded in absolute value by the sum of a constant
multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL||νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|
+
∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL||En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |
(13.195)
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and a constant multiple of:∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL||νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|
+
∫
Ru1,u1
u2| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL||En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |
(13.196)
Consider first 13.195. The first integral is:∫ u1
0
u2
{∫
C
u1
u
|νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
u2‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.197)
Here, in regard to ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u ) we substitute the esti-
mate of Proposition 10.8 (l = n −m) with u in the role of u1, noting that for
u ≤ u1, Cu1u stands of Cuu , therefore the proposition reads, for u ≤ u1:
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cuu) ≤ k‖νˇm,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Ku)
+Cm−1u2(Πu)m−1‖θˇn‖L2(Ku)
+C′m−1u
2
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu)m−2−i‖νˇi,n−i − τˇ i,n−i‖L2(Ku)
+Cuam+bm+
1
2
√
max{ [m,n−m]B(u, u), [m,n−m]B(u, u)}
(13.198)
and for u > u1:
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ k‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Ku1 )
+Cm−1u1u(Πu1)
m−1‖θˇn‖L2(Ku1)
+C′m−1u1u
m−2∑
i=0
(Πu1)
m−2−i‖νˇi,n−i − τˇ i,n−i‖L2(Ku1)
+Cuam1 u
bm+
1
2
√
max{ [m,n−m]B(u1, u), [m,n−m]B(u1, u)}
(13.199)
In regard to ‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ), noting again that for u ≤ u1, C
u1
u stands
for Cuu , by 9.331 and 9.346 we have, for u ≤ u1:
‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cuu ) ≤ C
√
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu(u) ≤ Cuam+bm
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u, u)
(13.200)
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and for u > u1:
‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam1 ubm
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u)
(13.201)
It follows that the contribution of the last term on the right in 13.198, 13.199
to 13.197 is bounded by:
CCmax{ [m,n−m]B(u1, u1), [m,n−m]B(u1, u1)} ·
·
{∫ u1
0
u2am+2bm+
5
2 du+ u2am1
∫ u1
u1
u2bm+
5
2 du
}
≤ CCmax{
[m,n−m]B(u1, u1), [m,n−m]B(u1, u1)}
2bm +
7
2
· u2am1 u2bm1 · u7/21
(13.202)
which is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u
7/2
1 . The
remaining terms on the right in 13.198, 13.199 refer to the boundary K. In view
of the non-increasing with m property of the exponents am, bm these terms
other than the first term are depressed relative to the first term by at a factor
of u2 at least in the case of 13.198, a factor of u1u at least in the case of 13.199.
Thus, the only borderline contribution comes from the first term on the right.
Moreover, we have:
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1−τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ1)+‖τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ1 )
and the last can be neglected, the quantity τˇm−1,n−m+1 being of order n only
(see 10.661). By 13.200, 13.201, the dominant contribution to 13.197 is bounded
by:
C
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) · k
{∫ u1
0
uam+bm+2‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Ku)du
+uam1 ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Ku1 )
∫ u1
u1
ubm+2du
}
(13.203)
Here we appeal to the estimate for ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ1 ) of Proposition 10.9
(l = n−m). In regard to the last three terms on the right,
‖τ3Ωn−m+2Tm−1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ1 ), ‖τ2Ωn−m+2Tm−1vˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ), ‖τ4Ωn−m+2Tm−1γˇ‖L2(Kτ1 ),
are for m = 1 bounded by Proposition 12.7 proportionally to τa0+b01 , τ
a0+b0−1
1 ,
τa0+b01 respectively, for m = 2 by Proposition 12.3 proportionally to τ
a0+b0+1
1 ,
τa0+b01 , τ
a0+b0+2
1 respectively, and for m ≥ 3 by Proposition 12.6 proportionally
to τ
am−2+bm−2+1
1 , τ
am−2+bm−2
1 , τ
am−2+bm−2+2
1 respectively. In view of the fact
that the exponents am, bm are non-increasing in m, these terms are depressed
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relative to the leading terms by a factor of τ21 . Also, the first term on the right,
which involves νˇm−2−i,n−m+2+i for i = 0, ...,m− 2 and θˇn, is depressed relative
to the leading terms by a factor of τ1. The leading terms in the estimate for
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Kτ1) are then:
C


√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(τ1, τ1)
2am + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(τ1)

 τam+bm−31 (13.204)
Placing then u or u1 in the role of τ1, in regard to the factor in parenthesis in
13.203 we have:∫ u1
0
u2am+2bm−1du + u2am+bm−31
∫ u1
u1
ubm+2 =
u2am+2bm1
2am + 2bm
+ u2am+bm−31
(ubm+31 − ubm+31 )
bm + 3
≤ u
2am+bm−3
1 u
bm+3
1
bm + 3
(13.205)
(as 2am + 2bm > bm + 3). We conclude that 13.203 is bounded by:
C
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
bm + 3


√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
+
√
(Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)

 ·
·u2am1 u2bm1 ·
(
u1
u1
)bm−3
(13.206)
(for a different constant C).
The second of the integrals 13.195 is:∫ u1
0
u2
{∫
C
u1
u
|En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN || (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL|
}
du
≤
∫ u1
0
u2‖En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN‖L2(Cu1u )‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )du
(13.207)
From Section 10.7, the leading contribution to En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN
comes from the N component of 10.675 which is (see 10.371):
(βNβ
2
N/4c)H
′η2NµL(En−mTmβµ − EnNTmβµ,N )
Expressing
NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
up to lower order terms as
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/
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and noting that λ ≤ Cu−1/2√a, it follows that ‖En−mTm−1j−En−mN Tm−1jN‖L2(Cu1u )
is to leading terms bounded by:
Cu−1/2‖√a (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1/2
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam1 ubm−
1
2
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u)
(13.208)
by 9.331 and 9.346. Together with 13.201, which by 13.200 holds, a fortiori,
also for u ≤ u1, we conclude that 13.207 is to leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) (V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2bm +
5
2
· u2am1 u2bm1 · u5/21 (13.209)
This is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u
5/2
1 .
Consider now 13.196. Since u ≤ u, the first integral is bounded by:(∫
Ru1,u1
u5|νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u5‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
·
·
(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.210)
In regard to the integral in the first factor, we substitute the estimate 13.198,
13.199. As we have shown above, the leading contribution comes from the first
term on the right and is to leading terms is bounded by k times 13.204 with u
in the role of τ1 for u ≤ u1, u1 in the role of τ1 for u > u1. We then conclude
that the integral in question is to leading terms bounded by:
C
(
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
+ (Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)
)
·
·
{∫ u1
0
u2am+2bm−1du+
∫ u1
u1
u2am+2bm−61 u
5du
}
(13.211)
Here, in regard to the 2nd integral we have, since in that integral u > u1,∫ u1
u1
u2am+2bm−61 u
5du ≤ u2am1
∫ u1
u1
u2bm−1du = u2am1
(u2bm1 − u2bm1 )
2bm
It then follows that 13.211 is bounded by:
C
2bm
(
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
+ (Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)
)
· u2am1 u2bm1 (13.212)
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In regard to the integral in the second factor in 13.210 we substitute:
‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ C
√
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuamubm1
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(13.213)
(by 9.332 and 9.347) to obtain that the integral in question is bounded by:
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) · u2bm1 ·
∫ u1
0
u2am−1du =
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am
· u2am1 u2bm1
(13.214)
Substituting this together with 13.212 in 13.210 then yields that the last is
bounded by:
Cu2am1 u
2bm
1√
2am
√
2bm
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
2am + 1
+ (Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)
(13.215)
Since again u ≤ u, the second of the integrals 13.196 is bounded by:
(∫
Ru1,u1
u5|En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN |2
)1/2
·
·
(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL|2
)1/2
=
(∫ u1
0
u5‖En−mTm−1j − En−mN Tm−1jN‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
·
·
(∫ u1
0
u−1‖ (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖2L2(Cu1u )du
)1/2
(13.216)
Here, by 13.208 the integral in the first factor is to leading terms bounded by:
C (E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)·u2am1 ·
∫ u1
0
u2bm+4du = C
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
(2bm + 5)
·u2am1 u2bm1 ·u51
(13.217)
while the integral in the second factor is bounded by 13.214, hence 13.216 is to
leading terms bounded by:
C
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2am
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
2bm + 5
· u2am1 u2bm1 · u5/21 (13.218)
which is depressed relative to a borderline contribution by the factor u
5/2
1 .
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13.5 The Top Order Energy Estimates
We proceed to the energy estimates at the top order m+ l = n. We introduce
the notation (see 9.349, 9.350):
(m,l)M = max{ (m,l)B, (m,l)B} (13.219)
[m,l]M = max
i=0,...,m
(i,l+m−i)M = max{ [m,l]B, [m,l]B} (13.220)
We first treat the case m = 0. Consider first the boundary integral 13.2. By
13.94 for the case V = E, and 13.97 for the case V = Y , this is bounded to
leading terms by:
Cu2c01
{
(0,n)A(u1)
c0
+
(0,n)B(u1, u1)
a20
}
(13.221)
for both V = E, Y . Moreover, there are non-leading terms which are homoge-
neous in the (0, n) energies and are bounded by:
Cu2c0+11
{
(0,n)A(u1) + (0,n)M(u1, u1)
}
(13.222)
In addition, there is an inhomogeneous term 13.88 arising from the error
committed by the Nth approximation in satisfying the boundary conditions.
Since for an arbitrary function f on K we have:
‖f‖L2(Kτ1 ) ≤ Cτ1/21 ‖f‖L∞(Kτ1) (13.223)
by 13.88 the contribution of this term to ‖ (V ;m,l)bˇ‖L2(Ku1 ) is bounded by:
Cm,l,Nu
N− 12−m
1 for both V = E, Y and for any m = 0, ..., n (13.224)
The corresponding contribution to the boundary integral 13.2 is then bounded
by:
Cm,l,Nu
2N−1−2m
1 for both V = E, Y and for any m = 0, ..., n (13.225)
Combining 13.221, 13.222, and 13.225 in the case (m, l) = (0, n), we obtain:
2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2
(
(V ;0,n)bˇ
)2
≤ u2c01
{
C
(
(0,n)A(u1)
c0
+
(0,n)B(u1, u1)
a20
)
+Cu1
(
(0,n)A(u1) + (0,n)M(u1, u1)
)
+ C0,n,N
}
: for both V = E, Y (13.226)
under the assumption that:
2N − 1 ≥ 2c0 (13.227)
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In (V ;m,n−m)Gˇu1,u11 the leading terms are bounded by 13.101 and 13.102.
Moreover there are non-leading terms, which are bounded by:
Cu2am1 u
2bm+
1
2
1
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1) (13.228)
the dominant of these terms being 7.118 and 7.119. In (V ;m,n−m)Gˇu1,u12 , all
terms are bounded by 13.228, the dominant terms being 7.172 and 7.187. These
results hold for both V = E, Y and for any m = 0, ..., n.
Considering (V ;m,n−m)Gˇu1,u13 we first restrict attention to the case m = 0.
According to the results of the previous two sections, the leading terms from
Section 13.3 (case V = Y ) are bounded by 13.125, 13.130, 13.135, 13.138, and
the leading terms from Section 13.4 (both cases V = E, Y ) are bounded by
13.176, 13.189. These results simplify to:
Cu2a01 u
2b0
1
{
1√
b0
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
a0
+
(E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
b0
+
1√
b0
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)(
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
a0
+ (Y ;0,n)A(u1)
)}
(13.229)
for the bound on the leading terms in the case V = E, and:
Cu2a01 u
2b0
1
{(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)√
a0
+
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
b0
+
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
(Y ;0,n)A(u1)√
b0
}
(13.230)
for the bound on the leading terms in the case V = Y . We may simplify the
above further to a bound for the leading terms by:
Cu2a01 u
2b0
1
{(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
(0,n)A(u1)√
b0
}
(13.231)
in both cases V = E, Y . Moreover, there are non-leading terms, which are
homogeneous in the (0, n) energies and are bounded by:
Cu2a01 u
2b0+
1
2
1
{
(0,n)M(u1, u1) + (0,n)A(u1)
}
(13.232)
In addition, there are, for each m = 0, ..., n inhomogeneous terms arising
from the error committed by the Nth approximation. The leading such inho-
mogeneous term is contributed through the factor V µ (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ in 13.104 by
−EˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N
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the last term in the expression for (m,l) ˇ˜ρµ of Proposition 9.11. This term
satisfies 9.315, which implies :
‖uu2+m−N EˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N‖L∞(Ru1,u1) ≤ Dm,l,N(u1) (13.233)
where Dm,l,N (u1) denotes a constant depending on the initial data including
the up to the Nth order derived data (see Chapter 5) on Cu10 . In reference to
13.104 we can then estimate:∫
Ru1,u1
| (V ;m,l)ξˇL||V µEˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N |
≤
(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;m,l)ξˇL|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u|V µEˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N |2
)1/2
(13.234)
Here, the integral in the 1st factor is bounded by:
C
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2bm
· u2am1 u2bm1 (13.235)
On the other hand by 13.233 the integral in the 2nd factor is bounded by:
CDm,l,N (u1)
∫
Ru1,u1
u2N−2m−5dudu ≤ CDm,l,N (u1) u1u
2N−2m−4
1
2(N −m− 2) (13.236)
Therefore 13.234 is bounded by:
C
√
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2bm
uam1 u
bm+
1
2
1 ·
√
Dm,l,N(u1)
2(N −m− 2) u
N−m−2
1 (13.237)
which does not exceed:
C (m,l)M(u1, u1)u2am1 u2bm+11 +Dm,l,N(u1)u2(N−m−2)1 (13.238)
Again in reference to 13.104 we can also estimate:∫
Ru1,u1
| (V ;m,l)ξˇL||V µEˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N |
≤
(∫
Ru1,u1
u−1| (V ;m,l)ξˇL|2
)1/2(∫
Ru1,u1
u|V µEˆlN TˆmN κ˜′µ,N |2
)1/2
(13.239)
Here, the integral in the 1st factor is bounded by:
C
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2am
· u2am1 u2bm1 (13.240)
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On the other hand by 13.233 the integral in the 2nd factor is again bounded by
13.235, therefore 13.239 is bounded by:
C
√
(V ;m,l)B(u1, u1)
2am
uam1 u
bm+
1
2
1 ·
√
Dm,l,N(u1)
2(N −m− 2) u
N−m−2
1 (13.241)
which likewise does not exceed 13.238. Under the assumption:
N ≥ cm +m+ 2 (13.242)
(compare with 13.227) we have u
2(N−m−2)
1 ≤ u2cm1 ≤ u2am1 u2bm1 therefore 13.238
does not exceed:
u2am1 u
2bm
1
{
Cu1
(m,l)M(u1, u1) +Dm,l,N (u1)
}
(13.243)
In addition to the leading inhomogeneous term just considered, there are for
m = 0 inhomogeneous terms arising from the error term EnNεθ,N in the propaga-
tion equation 10.256 for θˇn and from the error term E
n
Nεθ,N in the propagation
equation 10.258 for θˇn. Also, for m = 1, ..., n, l = n−m, inhomogeneous terms
arising from the error term En−mN T
m−1εν,N in the propagation equation 10.338
for νˇm−1,n−m+1 and from the error term En−mN T
m−1εν,N in the propagation
equation 10.339 for νˇm−1,n−m+1.
In regard to the case m = 0, εθ,N and εθ,N are given by 10.257 and 10.259
respectively. By 10.189, 10.192 and Proposition 9.10 :
εθ,N εθ,N = O(τ
N−2) +O(u−3τN ) (13.244)
therefore we have:
‖uu2−NEnNεθ,N‖L∞(Ru1,u1 ), ‖uu2−NEnNεθ,N‖L∞(Ru1,u1 ) ≤ D0,n,N(u1)
(13.245)
It follows that for (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 the contribution of the error term EnNεθ,N to
‖θˇn‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:√
D0,n,N(u1) · u−1uN−1 (13.246)
and the contribution of the error term EnNεθ,N to ‖θˇn‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:√
D0,n,N (u1) · uN−2 (13.247)
The corresponding contributions to
‖θˇn‖L2(Cuu), ‖θˇn‖Cuu)
are then both bounded by: √
D0,n,N(u1) · uN− 32 (13.248)
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The contributions through ‖θˇn‖L2(Cuu) to 13.122 and to 13.131 are then bounded
by √
D0,n,N(u1)
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
u
N− 12+a0
1 u
b0
1
N − 12 + a0
(13.249)
and by
√
D0,n,N(u1)
u
N− 12
1√
2N − 1 ·
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
ua01 u
b0
1√
2b0
(13.250)
respectively. Therefore the sum of these contributions is bounded by:
C (0,n)M(u1, u1)u2a0+11 u2b01 +D0,n,N (u1)u2N−21 (13.251)
To be able to replace u2N−21 in the 2nd term by u
2a0
1 u
2b0
1 it suffices that
N ≥ c0 + 1 (13.252)
a condition weaker than 13.227, which is in turn weaker than 13.242 for m = 0.
Also, the contributions through ‖θˇn‖L2(Cuu ) to 13.167 and to 13.184 are bounded
by √
D0,n,N
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
u
N− 32+a0
1 u
b0+3
1
b0 + 3
(13.253)
and by
√
D0,n,N(u1)
u
N− 32
1 u
3
1√
6
·
√
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
ua01 u
b0
1√
2a0
(13.254)
Therefore the sum of these contributions is bounded by:
C (0,n)M(u1, u1)u2a0+11 u2b01 +D0,n,N(u1)u2N−4u61 (13.255)
To be able to replace u2N−41 u
6
1 in the 2nd term by u
2a0
1 u
2b0
1 it suffices that
N ≥ c0 − 1 (13.256)
a condition even weaker than 13.252.
Combining the above results for the case m = 0, that is 13.101, 13.102,
13.228 with m = 0, 13.231, 13.232, and 13.243 with (m, l) = (0, n), and 13.251,
13.255, we conclude that:
(V ;0,n)Gˇu1,u1 ≤ u2a01 u2b01
{
C
[(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
(0,n)M(u1, u1)
+
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
(0,n)A(u1)√
b0
]
+Cu
1/2
1
[
(0,n)M(u1, u1) + (0,n)A(u1)
]
+D0,n,N(u1)
}
(13.257)
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for both V = E, Y . We substitute this bound taking u1 = u1 on the right in
the energy identity 13.3 with u1 = u1 for (m, l) = (0, n). We also substitute on
the right the bound 13.226. Keeping only the term (V ;0,n)Fˇ ′u1 on the left we
obtain:
(V ;0,n)Fˇ ′u1 ≤ u2c01
{
C
[(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
(0,n)M(u1, u1)
+
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
(0,n)A(u1)√
b0
]
+Cu
1/2
1
[
(0,n)M(u1, u1) + (0,n)A(u1)
]
+D0,n,N(u1)
}
(13.258)
for both V = E, Y . Here we denote by D0,n,N(u1) what was hitherto denoted
by
D0,n,N(u1) + C0,n,N
Replacing then u1 by any u ∈ (0, u1], multiplying by u−2c0 and taking the
supremum over u ∈ (0, u1] yields, in view of the definitions 9.348, 9.351,
(0,n)A(u1) ≤
[
C√
b0
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(0,n)A(u1)
+C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
(0,n)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +D0,n,N (u1)
(13.259)
Taking a0 and b0 sufficiently large and δ sufficiently small so that in regard to
the coefficient of (0,n)A(u1) on the right we have:
C√
b0
(
1√
a0
+
1√
b0
)
+ Cδ1/2 ≤ 1
2
(13.260)
this implies:
(0,n)A(u1) ≤ C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
(0,n)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +D0,n,N(u1)
(13.261)
(for new constants C). Substituting the bound 13.261 in 13.257 and in 13.226
and substituting the resulting bounds on the right in the energy identity 13.3
with (m, l) = (0, n) the identity gives, dropping the term (V ;m,l)Fˇ ′u1 on the
left,
(V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u1)
≤ u2a01 u2b01
{[
C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +D0,n,N(u1)
}
(13.262)
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Keeping only one of (V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u1), (V ;0,n)Eˇu1(u1) at a time on the left, replac-
ing (u1, u1) by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , multiplying by u−2a0u−2b0 , and taking the
supremum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , yields, in view of the definitions 9.346, 9.347,
(V ;0,n)B(u1, u1), (V ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤
[
C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +D0,n,N(u1)
for both V = E, Y , therefore:
(0,n)M(u1, u1) ≤
[
C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(0,n)M(u1, u1) +D0,n,N(u1)
(13.263)
Taking a0 and b0 sufficiently large and δ sufficiently small so that in regard to
the coefficient of (0,n)M(u1, u1) on the right we have:
C
(
1
a0
+
1
b0
)
+ Cδ1/2 ≤ 1
2
(13.264)
13.263 implies the estimate:
(0,n)M(u1, u1) ≤ D0,n,N (u1) (13.265)
Moreover, taking u1 = u1 and substituting in 13.261 yields the estimate:
(0,n)A(u1) ≤ D0,n,N(u1) (13.266)
We turn to the cases m = 1, ..., n. Consider first the boundary integral 13.2.
For m = 1, ..., n leading terms are present only in the case V = Y and are by
13.99 bounded by:
Cu2cm1
{
(Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)
cm
+
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
a2m
}
(13.267)
Moreover, there are non-leading terms, present in both cases V = E, Y , which
are homogeneous in the (m,n−m) energies and are bounded by:
Cu2cm+11
{
[m,n−m]A(u1) + [m,n−m]M(u1, u1)
}
(13.268)
In addition, there is the inhomogeneous term 13.225. Combining 13.267, 13.268
and 13.225 with l = n−m, and simplifying, we obtain:
2C′
∫
Ku1
Ω1/2
(
(V ;m,n−m)bˇ
)2
≤ u2cm1
{
C
(
(m,n−m)A(u1)
cm
+
(m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
a2m
)
+Cu1
(
[m,n−m]A(u1) + [m,n−m]M(u1, u1)
)
+ Cm,n−m,N
}
: for both V = E, Y (13.269)
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under the assumption that:
2N − 1− 2m ≥ 2cm (13.270)
which is weaker than the assumption 13.242.
Turning to (V ;m,n−m)Gˇu1,u13 we now consider the casesm = 1, ..., n. Accord-
ing to the results of the previous two sections, the leading terms from Section
13.3 (case V = Y ) are bounded by 13.146, 13.151, 13.156, 13.159, and the
leading terms from Section 13.4 (both cases V = E, Y ) are bounded by 13.206,
13.215. These results simplify to:
Cu2am1 u
2bm
1
{
1√
bm
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
am
+
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
bm
+
1√
bm
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)(
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
am
+ (Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)
)}
(13.271)
for the bound on the leading terms in the case V = E, and:
Cu2am1 u
2bm
1
{(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)√
am
+
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
bm
+
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
(Y ;m,n−m)A(u1)√
bm
}
(13.272)
for the bound on the leading terms in the case V = Y . We may simplify the
above further to a bound for the leading terms by:
Cu2am1 u
2bm
1
{(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1) +
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
(m,n−m)A(u1)√
bm
}
(13.273)
in both cases V = E, Y . Moreover, there are non-leading terms, which are
homogeneous in the (m,n−m) energies and are bounded by:
Cu2am1 u
2b+
1
2
1
{
[m,n−m]M(u1, u1) + [m,n−m]A(u1)
}
(13.274)
In addition, we have the leading inhomogeneous term 13.243 with l = n−m, as
well as the inhomogeneous terms arising from the error term En−mN T
m−1εν,N
in the propagation equation 10.338 for νˇm−1,n−m+1 and from the error term
En−mN T
m−1εν,N in the propagation equation 10.339 for νˇm−1,n−m+1. By 10.336
the contribution of the first to ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:√
Dm,n−m,N(u1) · u−1uN−m (13.275)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cuu) by:√
Dm,n−m,N(u1) · uN−m− 12 (13.276)
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while the contribution of the second to ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u) is bounded by:√
Dm,n−m,N(u1) · uN−2−m (13.277)
and the corresponding contribution to ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cuu ) by:√
Dm,n−m,N(u1) · uN−m− 32 (13.278)
The contributions through ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cuu) to 13.143 and to 13.152 are
then bounded by
√
Dm,n−m,N(u1)
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
u
N+ 12−m+am
1 u
bm
1
N + 12 −m+ am
(13.279)
and by
√
Dm,n−m,N(u1)
u
N+ 12−m
1√
2N + 1− 2m ·
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
uam1 u
bm
1√
2bm
(13.280)
respectively. Therefore the sum of these contributions is bounded by:
C (m,n−m)M(u1, u1)u2am+11 u2bm1 +Dm,n−m,N(u1)u2N−2m1 (13.281)
To be able to replace u2N−2m1 in the 2nd term by u
2am
1 u
2bm
1 it suffices that
N ≥ cm +m (13.282)
a condition weaker than 13.270, which is in turn weaker than 13.242. Also, the
contributions through ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cuu ) to 13.197 and to 13.210 are bounded
by √
Dm,n−m,N
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
u
N− 32−m+am
1 u
bm+3
1
bm + 3
(13.283)
and by
√
Dm,n−m,N(u1)
u
N− 32−m
1 u
3
1√
6
·
√
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
uam1 u
bm
1√
2am
(13.284)
Therefore the sum of these contributions is bounded by:
C (m,n−m)M(u1, u1)u2am+11 u2bm1 +Dm,n−m,N(u1)u2N−4−2mu61 (13.285)
To be able to replace u2N−4−2m1 u
6
1 in the 2nd term by u
2am
1 u
2bm
1 it suffices that
N ≥ cm +m− 1 (13.286)
a condition even weaker than 13.282.
Combining the above results for m = 1, ..., n, that is 13.101, 13.102, 13.228,
13.273, 13.274, and 13.243 with l = n − m, and 13.281, 13.285, we conclude
that:
(V ;m,n−m)Gˇu1,u1 ≤ u2am1 u2bm1
{
C
[(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
(m,n−m)A(u1)√
bm
]
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m,n−m]M(u1, u1) + [m,n−m]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1)
}
(13.287)
for both V = E, Y . We substitute this bound taking u1 = u1 on the right in
the energy identity 13.3 with l = n−m and u1 = u1. We also substitute on the
right the bound 13.269. Keeping only the term (V ;m,n−m)Fˇ ′u1 on the left we
obtain:
(V ;m,n−m)Fˇ ′u1 ≤ u2cm1
{
C
[(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
(m,n−m)A(u1)√
bm
]
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m,n−m]M(u1, u1) + [m,n−m]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1)
}
(13.288)
for both V = E, Y . Here we denote by Dm,n−m,N(u1) what was hitherto de-
noted by
Dm,n−m,N(u1) + Cm,n−m,N
We substitute:
[m,n−m]A = max{ (m,n−m)A, [m−1,n−m+1]A} ≤ (m,n−m)A+ [m−1,n−m+1]A
(13.289)
Replacing then u1 by any u ∈ (0, u1], multiplying by u−2cm and taking the
supremum over u ∈ (0, u1] yields, in view of the definitions 9.348, 9.351,
(m,n−m)A(u1) ≤
[
C√
bm
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(m,n−m)A(u1)
+C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m,n−m]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1) (13.290)
Taking am and bm sufficiently large and δ sufficiently small so that in regard to
the coefficient of (m,n−m)A(u1) on the right we have:
C√
bm
(
1√
am
+
1√
bm
)
+ Cδ1/2 ≤ 1
2
(13.291)
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this implies:
(m,n−m)A(u1) ≤ C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m,n−m]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1) (13.292)
(for new constants C). Substituting the bound 13.292 in 13.287 and in 13.269
and substituting the resulting bounds on the right in the energy identity 13.3
with l = n−m and substituting also
[m,n−m]M = max{ (m,n−m)M, [m−1,n−m+1]M} ≤ (m,n−m)M+ [m−1,n−m+1]M
(13.293)
the identity gives, dropping the term (V ;m,n−m)Fˇ ′u1 on the left,
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u1) + (V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u1)
≤ u2am1 u2bm1
{[
C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1)
}
(13.294)
Keeping only one of (V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u1), (V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u1) at a time on the
left, replacing (u1, u1) by any (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , multiplying by u−2amu−2bm , and
taking the supremum over (u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1 , yields, in view of the definitions
9.346, 9.347,
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1), (V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1)
≤
[
C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1)
for both V = E, Y , therefore:
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1) ≤
[
C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
+ Cu
1/2
1
]
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1)
+Cu
1/2
1
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1) (13.295)
Taking am and bm sufficiently large and δ sufficiently small so that in regard to
the coefficient of (m,n−m)M(u1, u1) on the right we have:
C
(
1
am
+
1
bm
)
+ Cδ1/2 ≤ 1
2
(13.296)
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13.295 implies:
(m,n−m)M(u1, u1) ≤ Cu1/21
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1) (13.297)
Substituting 13.293 in 13.292 and substituting for (m,n−m)M(u1, u1) in the
resulting inequality from 13.297 we then obtain:
(m,n−m)A(u1) ≤ Cu1/21
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
+Dm,n−m,N(u1) (13.298)
The inequalities 13.297, 13.298 constitute a recursion in m with starting point
the estimates 13.265, 13.266 and yield estimates for (m,n−m)M(u1, u1), (m,n−m)A(u1)
for all m = 0, ..., n, that is a priori bounds for all energies at the top order.
We remark that the addition of a term of the form:
Cmu1
[
[m−1,n−m+1]A(u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1)
]
(13.299)
to the right hand side of 13.269, and of a term of the form:
Cmu
1/2
1
[
[m−1,n−m+1]M(u1, u1) + [m−1,n−m+1]A(u1)
]
(13.300)
to the right hand side of 13.287 does not affect the argument, which, being
recursive in m, depends only on the assumptions 13.260, 13.264, 13.291, 13.296.
In the preceding we have ignored the lower order terms. In Sections 14.1
and 14.8 of the next chapter we shall show how the lower order terms are taken
account of.
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Chapter 14
Lower Order Estimates,
Recovery of the Bootstrap
Assumptions, and
Completion of the
Argument
14.1 The Bootstrap Assumptions Needed
The estimates of the preceding chapters depend on certain bootstrap assump-
tions which we shall now discuss. The fundamental bootstrap assumptions
concern the quantities of order 0. These are:
the positive quantities σ, β0; c, h/; ρ, ρ; and the quantity π (14.1)
the fact that β0 is positive being an immediate consequence of the definition
1.56. We shall show that the bootstrap assumptions on the quantities 14.1
control all the other 0th order quantities, namely all components of βµ and of
the frame field Eµ, Nµ, Nµ.
By the results of Chapter 9 we can chose δ0 > 0 and suitably small so that
the quantities
inf
Rδ0,δ0
σN , infRδ0,δ0
cN , infRδ0,δ0
h/N , infRδ0,δ0
(ρN/u), infRδ0,δ0
(ρ
N
/u2) (14.2)
are all positive. We then set:
A∗ =
1
2
min
{
inf
Rδ0,δ0
σN , infRδ0,δ0
cN , infRδ0,δ0
h/N , infRδ0,δ0
(ρN/u), infRδ0,δ0
(ρ
N
/u2)
}
(14.3)
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and:
A∗ = 2max
{
sup
Rδ0,δ0
β0,N , sup
Rδ0,δ0
|πN |, sup
Rδ0,δ0
h/N , sup
Rδ0,δ0
(ρN/u), sup
Rδ0,δ0
(ρ
N
/u2)
}
(14.4)
In the following δ is a positive real number not exceeding δ0 which enters
the argument.
Fundamental Bootstrap Assumptions:
On Rδ,δ we have:
σ ≥ A∗, c ≥ A∗, h/ ≥ A∗
ρ
u
≥ A∗,
ρ
u2
≥ A∗
and:
β0 ≤ A∗, |π| ≤ A∗, h/ ≤ A∗
ρ
u
≤ A∗,
ρ
u2
≤ A∗
Since
σ = −(g−1)µνβµβν = β20 −
∑
i
β2i
the first of the upper bound bootstrap assumptions implies:
σ ≤ A2∗ : on Rδ,δ (14.5)
therefore the range of σ in Rδ,δ is contained in the compact interval [A∗, A
2
∗] of
the positive real line. Now the functions G and F (see 2.131) are given smooth
positive functions on the positive real line. It follows that the functions G ◦ σ
and F ◦ σ, which we have denoted by G(σ) and F (σ), have fixed positive lower
and upper bounds in Rδ,δ. Hence (see 2.132)
η(σ) =
1√
1 + σF (σ)
is in Rδ,δ bounded below by a fixed positive constant and above by a constant
strictly less than 1. Also, H(σ) = η2(σ)F (σ) is bounded above and below by
fixed positive constants in Rδ,δ and all the derivatives of H composed with σ
are in Rδ,δ bounded in absolute value by fixed positive constants. Moreover by
2.108 the conformal factor Ω(σ) has fixed positive lower and upper bounds in
Rδ,δ.
Since σ > 0, the first of the upper bound bootstrap assumptions also implies:√∑
i
β2i < β0 ≤ A∗ (14.6)
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Consider next the second of the upper bound bootstrap assumptions. Since
hµνE
µEν = 1 and hµν = gµν +Hβµβν
we have:
gµνE
µEν = 1−Hβ/2 ≤ 1 (14.7)
Since
gµνE
µEν = −(E0)2 +
∑
i
(Ei)2 and E0 = π
it follows that: √∑
i
(Ei)2 ≤
√
1 + π2 ≤
√
1 +A
2
∗ (14.8)
We turn to the vectors Nµ, Nµ. Since these vectors are null future-directed
relative to hµν and the future null cone of hµν (the sound cone) is contained
within the future null cone of gµν (the light cone), these vectors are timelike
future-directed relative to gµν . Since N
0 = N0 = 1, we then have:√∑
i
(N i)2 < 1,
√∑
i
(N i)2 < 1 (14.9)
Furthermore since by the definition 1.56 the 1-form β has positive evaluation in
the interior of the future null cone of gµν (and on the boundary), we have:
βN > 0, βN > 0 (14.10)
In fact 14.9 and 14.10 can be made more precise using the first of the lower
bound and the first of the upper bound bootstrap assumptions. We have:
1−
∑
i
(N i)2 = −gµνNµNν = Hβ2N , 1−
∑
i
(N i)2 = −gµνNµNν = Hβ2N
(14.11)
Also,
βN = β0 +
∑
i
βiN
i ≥ β0 −
√∑
i
β2i
√∑
i
(N i)2 ≥ β0 −
√∑
i
β2i
βN = β0 +
∑
i
βiN
i ≥ β0 −
√∑
i
β2i
√∑
i
(N i)2 ≥ β0 −
√∑
i
β2i
by 14.9. It follows that:
βN , βN ≥ σ
2β0
(14.12)
Thus, the first of the lower bound together with the first of the upper bound
bootstrap assumptions give a positive lower bound on βN , βN , which together
with the positive lower bound on H provide a positive lower bound for the right
hand sides in 14.11.
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We turn to c, which satisfies the second of the lower bound bootstrap as-
sumptions. An upper bound for c by a constant strictly less than 1 is obtained
using the first lower and upper bound bootstrap assumptions, as follows. We
have:
c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν = −1
2
(gµνN
µNν +HβNβN )
=
1
2
(
1−
∑
i
N iN i −HβNβN
)
and, by 14.11,
−
∑
i
N iN i ≤ 1
2
∑
i
(N i)2 +
1
2
(N i)2 ≤ 1− 1
2
Hβ2N −
1
2
Hβ2N
we obtain:
c ≤ 1− 1
4
H(βN + βN )
2 (14.13)
Then the positive lower bound on βN , βN and on H provides an upper bound
on c by a constant less than 1.
We remark that the fundamental bootstrap assumptions imply a bound on
the coercivity constant C′ in Proposition 7.1. This is obtained through 7.29 -
7.35, after suitably restricting δ0.
In addition to the above fundamental bootstrap assumptions, the fundamen-
tal assumptions 10.777 and 10.795, which concern 0th order quantities defined
on the boundary K, have been used. In regard to the assumption 10.777, by
virtue of 4.216 we have, restricting suitably δ0,
2B ≤ rN
τ
≤ B
2
: in Kδ0 (14.14)
where:
B = inf
S0,0
(
− l
8c0
)
, B = sup
S0,0
(
−2 l
c0
)
(14.15)
In regard to the assumption 10.795, setting
jN = j(κN , ǫN ) (14.16)
we define:
B = 2 sup
Kδ0
|jN | (14.17)
There is an additional fundamental bootstrap assumption needed to guar-
antee that the requirements of the shock development problem are fulfilled. By
4.219, 4.220 we have:
(t∗ ◦ (w,ψ) − f)|S0,0 =
∂
∂τ
(t∗ ◦ (w,ψ) − f)
∣∣∣∣
S0,0
= 0,
∂2
∂τ2
(t∗ ◦ (w,ψ) − f)
∣∣∣∣
S0,0
= −2k
3l
(14.18)
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Therefore setting:
K = inf
S0,0
(
− k
6l
)
(14.19)
we have, restricting suitably δ0,
τ−2 (t∗ ◦ (wN , ψN)− fN ) ≥ 2K : in Kδ0 (14.20)
Fundamental Boundary Bootstrap Assumptions:
On Kδ we have:
B ≤ r
τ
≤ B
|j| ≤ B
and:
τ−2 (t∗ ◦ (w,ψ) − f) ≥ K
In Chapter 10 we encountered the assumptions 10.357, 10.435, 10.436, 10.546,
10.616, 10.698. These assumptions where used in Chapter 10 in the derivation
of the top order acoustical estimates and where also used in Chapter 12 in the
derivation of the next to to top order acoustical estimates. However to control
all the lower order terms appearing, which we have called ignorable, we must
introduce additional bootstrap assumptions. Let us denote by n∗ the integral
part of n/2:
n∗ =
{
n/2 : if n is even
(n− 1)/2 : if n is odd , thus n =
{
2n∗ : if n is even
2n∗ + 1 : if n is odd
(14.21)
Let us set:
C = 2 max
i+j≤n∗+2
max
µ
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiNT jβµ,N |
CL = 2 max
i+j≤n∗+1
max
µ
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiNT jLNβµ,N |
CL = 2 max
i≤n∗+1
max
µ
sup
Rδ0,δ0
u−1|EiNLNβµ,N |
C∗ = max{C,CL, CL} (14.22)
Bootstrap Assumptions on the βµ:
On Rδ,δ we have:
|EiT jβµ| ≤ C∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 2
|EiT jLβµ| ≤ C∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 1
|EiT jLβµ| ≤ uC∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 1
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Let us set:
Cχ = 2max
i≤n∗
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiN χ˜N |
Cχ = 2max
i≤n∗
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiN χ˜N |
Cλ = 2max{ max
i≤n∗+1
sup
Rδ0,δ0
u−2|EiNλN |,max
i≤n∗
sup
Rδ0,δ0
u−1|EiNTλN |,
max
i+j≤n∗−1
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiNT j+2λN |}
Cλ = 2max{ max
i≤n∗+1
sup
Rδ0,δ0
u−1|EiNλN |, max
i+j≤n∗
sup
Rδ0,δ0
|EiNT j+1λN |}
C′∗ = max{Cχ, Cχ, Cλ, Cλ} (14.23)
(see 9.89, 9.97).
Acoustical Bootstrap Assumptions:
On Rδ,δ we have:
|Eiχ˜| ≤ C′∗ : for all i ≤ n∗
|Eiχ˜| ≤ C′∗ : for all i ≤ n∗
|Eiλ| ≤ u2C′∗ : for all i ≤ n∗ + 1
|EiTλ| ≤ uC′∗ : for all i ≤ n∗
|EiT j+2λ| ≤ C′∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ − 1
|Eiλ| ≤ uC′∗ : for all i ≤ n∗ + 1
|EiT j+1λ| ≤ C′∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗
Furthermore, to control the lower order terms appearing in the boundary
conditions which involve the transformation functions (see proof of Proposition
10.9 and of Lemmas 12.7, 12.8, and 12.11) and in the differential consequences of
the identification equations (see proof of Propositions 12.3, 12.6 and of Lemma
12.12) bootstrap assumptions in regard to the transformation functions fˆ , v, γ
are needed. Let us set:
C′′∗ = 2 max
i+j≤n∗+1
max
{
sup
Kδ0
|ΩiT j fˆN |, sup
Kδ0
|ΩiT jvN |, sup
Kδ0
|ΩiT jγN |
}
(14.24)
Boundary Bootstrap Assumptions:
On Kδ we have:
|ΩiT j fˆ | ≤ C′′∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 1
|ΩiT jv| ≤ C′′∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 1
|ΩiT jγ| ≤ C′′∗ : for all i+ j ≤ n∗ + 1
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We shall show that the above bootstrap assumptions suffice to control all
the lower order terms, in particular those appearing in the top order source
differences (m,n−m) ˇ˜ρµ : m = 0, ..., n which enter the top order energy estimates
(see Section 9.6).
We first remark that by equations 3.155, 3.171, 3.173, 3.178 E and T applied
to the frame field components Eµ, Nµ, Nµ give:
EEµ = e/Eµ + eNµ + eNµ
TEµ = (f/+ f/)Eµ + (f + f)Nµ + (f + f)Nµ
ENµ = k/Eµ + kNµ + kNµ
TNµ = (m/ + n/)Eµ + (m+ n)Nµ + (m+ n)Nµ
ENµ = k/Eµ + kNµ + kNµ
TNµ = (m/ + n/)Eµ + (m+ n)Nµ + (m+ n)Nµ (14.25)
where the coefficients depend on the 1st order quantities χ˜, χ˜, Eλ,Eλ and
Eβµ, Lβµ, Lβµ as well as on the 0th order quantities c, λ, λ, the frame field
components themselves, and the βµ. Also, by equations 3.98, 3.99 and 3.163,
Ec = −1
2
(
βNβNEH +H(βNs/N + βNs/N)
)
+ c(k + k)
Tc = −1
2
{
βNβNTH +H
(
(βNλ+ βNλ)s/ + βNsNL + βNsNL
)}
+c(m+ n+m+ n) (14.26)
are likewise expressed. Now the acoustical bootstrap assumptions directly con-
trol Eiχ˜, Eiχ˜ for i ≤ n∗ and EiT jλ,EiT jλ for i + j ≤ n∗ + 1. The acoustical
estimates themselves of the next to the top order directly control En−1χ˜, En−1χ˜
and En−mTmλ,En−mTmλ : m = 0, ..., n. As we shall see in Sections 14.5
and 14.8, lower order acoustical estimates are deduced which directly control
Eiχ˜, Eiχ˜ for i ≤ n− 2 and EiT jλ,EiT jλ for i+ j ≤ n− 1. Thus the quantities
not directly controlled are EiT jχ˜, EiT jχ˜ for j ≥ 1 and i + j ≤ n∗ in regard to
the acoustical bootstrap assumptions, i + j ≤ n − 1 in regard to the acousti-
cal estimates of up to the next to the top order. Applying though EiT j−1 to
the formula 14.255 of Section 14.5 below and to its conjugate, and using 14.25,
14.26, recalling also that by the first two of the commutation relations 3.154
[E, T ] = (χ+ χ)E,
we arrive at recursion formulas for EiT jχ˜, EiT jχ˜ of the form:
EiT jχ˜ = 2πλEi+1T j−1χ˜+
j−1∑
k=0
i∑
l=0
(ak,lE
lT kχ˜+ ak,lE
lT kχ˜) + bj,i
EiT jχ˜ = 2πλEi+1T j−1χ˜+
j−1∑
k=0
i∑
l=0
(ak,lE
lT kχ˜+ ak,lE
lT kχ˜) + bj,i
(14.27)
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where the coefficients ak,l, ak,l, ak,l, ak,l, of order i + j − k − l, and the inho-
mogeneous terms bj,i, bj,i, of order i + j, depend only on quantities up to the
respective order, which are under direct control. The last include ElT kβµ for
k + l ≤ i+ j + 1, and ElT kLβµ, ElT kLβµ for k + l ≤ i+ j, the third being ex-
pressible in terms of the previous two since L = T −L. In this way also EiT jχ˜,
EiT jχ˜ are indirectly controlled, by the bootstrap assumptions for i + j ≤ n∗
and by the estimates of Sections 14.5 and 14.8 for i + j ≤ n − 2 and by the
next to the top order acoustical estimates and the estimates of Section 14.4 for
i+ j = n− 1.
In showing how the lower order terms are treated we shall refer to the notion
of total order. The total order of a term is simply the sum of the orders of
its factors. The total order of each term in a sum appearing in an equation
satisfied by the actual solution is the same. Therefore each side of the equation
has the same total order and thus the notion of total order can be assigned
to the equation. The total order of the propagation equations for En−1χ˜ and
En−1χ˜, 12.27 and 12.30 respectively, is n+1. The total order of the propagation
equations for Enλ and Enλ, 12.99 and 12.102, is also n+ 1, and so is the total
order of the propagation equations for En−mTmλ and En−mTmλ for m ≥ 1,
equation 12.112 and its conjugate. In these equations the order of the right hand
side is also n+ 1. On the other hand, in the case of the propagation equations
for θn and θn, equations 10.249 and 10.252 respectively with n in the role of l,
while the order of the right hand sides is n + 1, the total order is n + 2. The
same is true of the propagation equations for νm−1,n−m+1 and νm−1,n−m+1,
m = 1, ..., n, equations 10.322 and 10.325 with (m− 1, n−m+ 1) in the role of
(m, l).
In regard to the rescaled sources (m,n−m)ρ˜µ, recall the definition of (C,m,l)σµ,
C = E, T , in the paragraph preceding the recursion formulas 8.28, 8.29. Then
by 8.42, 8.45 - 8.47, and 8.50, 8.51, (C,m,l)σµ, C = E, T , is of order m+ l + 2
and of total order m + l + 3. Now the formula 9.297 for the rescaled sources
with n−m in the role of l reads:
(m,n−m)ρ˜µ =
m−1∑
j=0
Eˆn−mTˆm−1−j (T,j,0)σµ +
n−m−1∑
k=0
Eˆn−m−1−k (E,m,k)σµ
(14.28)
We see then that each term in each of the two sums is of order n + 1 and of
total order n+ 2.
Consider a lower order term in (m,n−m)ρ˜µ or in the propagation equation
for one of the top order acoustical quantities θn, θn, νm−1,n−m+1, νm−1,n−m+1.
Such a term is of total order n + 2 and order at most n. It is then expressed
as the product of at most n+ 2 factors each of which is of order at least 1 and
at most n + 1. Now there can be at most one factor of order exceeding n∗ + 1
otherwise the total order would be at least 2(n∗ + 2) ≥ n + 3. When there is
such a factor present, this factor is to be estimated either in L2(Su,u), as in the
case where the factor is of order n− 1 or less or of order n but with vanishing
P.A. part, or after integration with respect to either u or u in L2(C
u
u ) or L2(C
u
u)
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as appropriate when the factor in question is an acoustical quantity of order
n. The remaining factors are of order n∗ + 1 or less hence can all be estimated
pointwise by appealing to the bootstrap assumptions. Denoting by h the factor
of highest order and by l1, ..., lk the remaining factors, the term is:
l1 · · · lkh
The corresponding term in the associated difference source or propagation equa-
tion for the associated top order acoustical difference quantity is:
l1 · · · lkh− l1,N · · · lk,NhN
which is expressed in the form:
l1 · · · lk(h− hN ) + (l1 · · · lk − l1,N · · · lk,N )hN =
l1 · · · lk(h− hN ) +
(
k∑
i=1
l1,N · · · li−1,N (li − li,N )li+1 · · · lk
)
hN
In the first term, the factor h − hN is estimated as discussed above and the
other factors are estimated pointwise. In the ith term in the sum, the difference
li − li,N is estimated in L2(Su,u) and the other factors are estimated pointwise.
When there is no factor of order exceeding n∗+1, that is the term in question is
of order n∗+1 or less, it can be treated in the same way as the above sum. The
lower order terms in the propagation equations for En−1χ˜, En−1χ˜, En−mTmλ,
En−mTmλ are treated in a similar manner.
The lower order terms appearing in the n+1th order differential consequences
of the identification equations involved in estimating
(Ωn+1−mTm ˇˆf,Ωn+1−mTmvˇ,Ωn+1−mTmγˇ) : m = 0, ..., n+ 1
(see proof of Propositions 12.3, 12.6 and of Lemma 12.12) are treated in a similar
manner, appealing to the boundary bootstrap assumptions. So are the lower
order terms appearing in the boundary conditions (see proof of Proposition
10.9 and of Lemmas 12.7, 12.8, and 12.11) and in the estimation of (V ;m,l)bˇ in
Section 13.1.
14.2 L2(Su,u) Estimates for
(n−1) ˇ˜χ and for (m,n−m)λˇ :
m = 0, ..., n− 1
Our aim in Section 14.4 is to derive L2(Su,u) estimates for the nth order variation
differences 9.277. This will require L2(C
u
u ) estimates for their L derivatives in
terms of the top order energies. In these estimates the nth order acoustical
quantities (n−1) ˇ˜χ and (m,n−m)λˇ : m = 0, ..., n− 1 enter. Now, these have all
been estimated in L2(Cuu), see 12.411, 12.412 and Proposition 12.2, and 12.665
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and Proposition 12.5. However what is needed in the estimates just mentioned is
L2(C
u
u ) estimates for these quantities. We shall in fact presently derive L2(Su,u)
estimates for these quantities, which, although weaker in respect to powers of
growth in u and u, suffice for the purpose establishing the required estimates
for the L derivatives of the nth order variation differences.
For simplicity of notation we denote in the following:
max
m=0,...,n
Dm,n−m,N(u1) = D (14.29)
it been understood that for estimates in regard to the spacetime region Ru1,u1
the argument of D is u1.
To derive an estimate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ in L2(Su,u) we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.2. In reference to inequality 12.128, we must now estimate the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (14.30)
pointwise relative to u. In regard to 12.131, as previously noted the 1st can be
absorbed in the inequality, while the 2nd is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu1/21 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cua0+ 321 ub0−1 (n−1)X(u1, u) ≤ C
√
Du
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0−1 (14.31)
by definition 12.460, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy esti-
mates. We turn to the principal difference terms 12.132. Consider first the 2nd
of these difference terms, which gives the dominant contribution through its N
component, last of 12.134. To estimate this in L2(C
u1
u ) we use the fact that
NµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµE(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇ (14.32)
This requires considering first the N component, second of 12.134. we write:
ρNµEn+1βµ = L
µEn+1βµ = E
n(LµEβµ)−
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
Ei(ρNµ)En+1−iβµ
= En(EµLβµ)− En(ρNµ)Eβµ : up to ignorable terms
= EµEnLβµ + (E
nEµ)Lβµ − En(ρNµ)Eβµ : up to ignorable terms
(14.33)
Using 12.7, 12.8, 12.10, and the fact that by the 1st of the commutation relations
3.154:
[En, L]βµ =
n−1∑
i=0
En−1−i(χEi+1βµ) = ρβµEn−1χ˜ : up to ignorable terms
(14.34)
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we then obtain:
ρNµEn+1βµ = E
µLEnβµ +
3
2
s/ρEn−1χ˜+
1
2c
(sNL − 2πλs/N )En−1χ˜
−s/N
c
Enλ : up to ignorable terms (14.35)
Similarly for the Nth approximants. Taking the difference then yields:
ρNµEn+1βµ − ρNNµNEn+1N βµ,N = (E;0,n)ξˇL
+
3
2
s/ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
1
2c
(sNL − 2πλs/N ) n−1 ˇ˜χ− s/N
c
(0,n)λ
: up to ignorable terms (14.36)
In deriving an estimate for the contribution of the N component through 14.32,
this must be multiplied by γ−1 ∼ u−1. The contribution of the term in (n−1) ˇ˜χ
to 14.30 can be absorbed, while the contribution of the term in (n−1) ˇ˜χ is
bounded as in 14.31 but with an extra u−1 factor, that is by:
C
√
Du
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0−2 (14.37)
The contribution of the term in (0,n)λˇ is bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu−1u1/21 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cua0+ 121 ub0−1 (0,n)Λ(u1, u) ≤ C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0−1 (14.38)
by definition 12.461, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy esti-
mates. As for the contribution of (E;0,n)ξˇL, it is bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu−1u1/21 ‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1u1/21
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0−1 (14.39)
What remains is then the contribution of the right hand side of 14.32, which,
as it is to be multiplied by ργ−1 ∼ u1/2u−2a1/2 is bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu−2
(∫ u1
0
udu
)1/2
‖a1/2 (Y ;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−2u1
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Dua0+11 u
b0−2 (14.40)
This is the dominant contribution to the integral 14.30. The contribution of the
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E component in 12.134 is bounded by, since ρ ∼ u1/2u−1a1/2,
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu−1
(∫ u1
0
udu
)1/2
‖a1/2 (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1u1
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Dua0+11 u
b0−1 (14.41)
As for the 1st of the principal difference terms 12.132, expanded in 12.164
in its E, N , and N components, to estimate the N component we write:
NµEnLβµ = E
n(NµLβµ)−
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
(EiNµ)En−iLβµ
= En(λEµEβµ)− ρ(s/N − cπs/ )En−1χ˜ : up to ignorable terms
= λEµEn+1βµ +
ρ
2
s/NE
n−1χ˜+
ρ
2
(2cπ − s/N )En−1χ˜+ s/Enλ
: up to ignorable terms (14.42)
Similarly for the Nth approximants. Taking the difference then yields:
NµEnLβµ −NµNEnNLNβµ,N = λ (E;0,n)ξ/
+
ρ
2
s/N
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+
ρ
2
(2cπ − s/N ) (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ s/ (0,n)λˇ
: up to ignorable terms (14.43)
Here, the contribution to 14.30 of the term in (n−1) ˇ˜χ is bounded as in 14.31,
that of the term in (n−1)λˇ as in 14.38 with an extra u factor, while that of the
term in (n−1) ˇ˜χ is absorbed. On the other hand, the contribution of the 1st
term on the right is bounded as in 14.41. To estimate the contributions of the
E and N components in 12.164 we write
EnLβµ = LE
nβµ + ρ(E
(n−1)χ˜Eβµ : up to ignorable terms
and similarly for the Nth approximants, hence taking the difference we obtain:
EnLβµ−EnNLNβµ,N = L(Enβµ−EnNβµ,N )+ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χEβµ : up to ignorable terms
(14.44)
Here the contribution of the second term is absorbed. The first term contributes
(E;0,n)ξˇL : in the case of the E component (14.45)
and
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) : in the case of the N component (14.46)
The contribution to 14.30 of 14.45 is bounded as in 14.39 but with an extra u
factor. We estimate the contribution of 14.46 using
NµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) + γNµL(Enβµ − EnNβµ,N ) = (Y ;0,n)ξˇL (14.47)
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The contribution of the right hand side is similar to that of 14.45, while the
contribution of the 2nd term on the left is bounded by Cu times the bound for
the contribution of 14.43.
The above results lead to the conclusion that (n−1) ˇ˜χ satisfies the L2(Su,u)
estimate:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua0+
1
2 ub0−
3
2 (14.48)
To derive an estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Su,u) we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.3. In reference to inequality 12.196, we must now estimate the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (14.49)
pointwise relative to u. In regard to 12.199, as previously noted the 1st can be
absorbed in the inequality, while the 2nd is estimated by 14.38 with an extra u
factor and the 4th is estimated by 14.31. As for the 3rd, by the estimate 14.48
it is bounded by:
C
√
D
∫ u1
0
ua0+
3
2ub0−
3
2 du =
C
√
D(
a0 +
5
2
)ua0+ 521 ub0− 32 (14.50)
We turn to the principal difference terms 12.200. The dominant contribution
comes from the 1st difference term, which is expanded in 12.202 in its E, N , and
N components. The dominant contribution is that of the N component. This
can only be estimated in terms of the (0, n) energies through 12.203. However
this involves (Y ;0,n)ξˇL which does not have integrability on the C
u
u . Thus the
only way to proceed is to replace the 1st difference term in 12.200 by:
ρ
4
β2NE
nTH − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NTHN −
ρ
4
β2NE
nLH +
ρN
4
β2N,NE
n
NLNHN (14.51)
These two differences can be expanded in their E, N , and N components. The
dominant contribution is that of the N component of the 1st difference, which
can be expressed in terms of:
ρNµEnTβµ − ρNNµNEnNTβµ,N (14.52)
Here we use the fact that:
ρNµE(En−1Tβµ − En−1N Tβµ,N) + ργNµE(En−1Tβµ − En−1N Tβµ,N )
= ρ (Y ;1,n−1)ξˇ/ (14.53)
The 1st term on the left is what results when we express the N component of
the same difference. We have:
ρNµEnTβµ = L
µEnTβµ = L
µ
{
En−1TEβµ + En−1
(
(χ+ χ)Eβµ
)}
= LµEn−1TEβµ + ρs/N(ρEn−1χ˜+ ρEn−1χ˜) : up to ignorable terms
(14.54)
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Here, the 1st term on the right is:
En−1T (LµEβµ)− (Eβµ)En−1T (ρNµ) : up to ignorable terms (14.55)
and we have:
En−1T (LµEβµ) = En−1T (EµLβµ)
= EµEn−1TLβµ + (Lβµ)En−1TEµ : up to ignorable terms (14.56)
and:
EµEn−1TLβµ = EµEn−1LTβµ + s/En−1ζ : up to ignorable terms
= EµLEn−1Tβµ + s/En−1ζ : up to ignorable terms
(14.57)
Now, since (see 3.154) ζ = 2(η − η), by 3.129, 3.165 and 12.64 we have:
[ζ]P.A. = 2ρµ− 2ρµ (14.58)
Using also 12.74 and the fact that by 12.66 and 12.70:
[T (ρNµ)]P.A. = c
−1NµTλ+ 2Eµρµ+ 2πNµρµ (14.59)
we deduce from the above (see 12.107, 12.108, 12.110, 12.111):
ρNµEnTβµ = E
µLEn−1Tβµ + s/µ0,n−1 + (c−1sNL − 2πs/Nρ− 2s/ρ)µ0,n−1
+s/Nρ
2En−1χ˜+ s/NρρEn−1χ˜− c−1s/NEn−1Tλ
: up to ignorable terms (14.60)
A similar formula holds for the Nth approximants. Taking the difference we
conclude that the 1st term on the left in 14.53 is (see 12.117):
ρNµE(En−1Tβµ − En−1N Tβµ,N) = (E;1,n−1)ξˇL
+s/ µˇ0,n−1 + (c−1sNL − 2πs/Nρ− 2s/ρ)µˇ0,n−1
+s/Nρ
2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ s/NρρE(n−1) ˇ˜χ− c−1s/N (1,n−1)λˇ
: up to ignorable terms (14.61)
We shall presently estimate, in connection with 14.49, the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ρNµE(En−1Tβµ − En−1N Tβµ,N)‖L2(Su,u)du (14.62)
On the right hand side of 14.61 we have 6 terms. The contribution to 14.62 of
the 1st term is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (E;1,n−1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
√
(E;1,n−1)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Du
a1+
1
2
1 u
b1
(14.63)
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Recalling from 12.118 that
µˇ0,n−1 = (0,n)λˇ+ πλ (n−1) ˇ˜χ : up to ignorable terms
the partial contribution of (0,n)λˇ through the 2nd term can be absorbed while
by 14.48 the contribution of the remainder is bounded by:
C
√
Du
a0+
5
2
1 u
b0+
1
2 (14.64)
Recalling from 12.119 that
µˇ
0,n−1 =
(0,n)λˇ+ πλ (n−1) ˇ˜χ : up to ignorable terms
the contribution to 14.62 of the 3rd term on the right in 14.61 is by 14.31 and
14.38 bounded by:
C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0+1 (14.65)
By 14.48 the contribution of the 4th term is bounded by:
C
√
Du
a0+
7
2
1 u
b0− 32 (14.66)
while by 14.31 the contribution of the 5th term is bounded by:
C
√
Du
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+1 (14.67)
Finally, the contribution to 14.62 of the 6th term on the right in 14.61 is bounded
by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ u
a1+
1
2
1 u
b1 (1,n−1)Λ(u1, u) ≤ C
√
Du
a1+
1
2
1 u
b1 (14.68)
by definition 12.666, Propositions 12.5 and 12.6, and the top order energy esti-
mates. Combining the above results we conclude that 14.62 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
a1+
1
2
1 u
b1 (14.69)
up to terms which can be absorbed.
Now, the contribution of 14.52 to the integral 14.49 is bounded in terms of
the integral: ∫ u1
0
‖ρNµE(En−1Tβµ − En−1N Tβµ,N)‖L2(Su,u)du (14.70)
Since γ−1 ∼ u−1 the contribution of the 1st term on the left in 14.53 to this
integral is bounded by Cu−1 times the integral 14.62, that is by:
C
√
Du
a1+
1
2
1 u
b1−1 (14.71)
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On the other hand, the contribution of the right hand side of 14.53 to 14.70 is,
in view of the fact that ργ−1 ∼ u1/2u−2a1/2, bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (Y ;1,n−1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu−2
(∫ u1
0
udu
)1/2
‖a1/2 (Y ;1,n−1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−2u1
√
(Y ;1,n−1)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+11 u
b1−2 (14.72)
This is the dominant contribution to the integral 14.49.
Let us also consider the leading, N , component of the 2nd of the differences
14.51. This can be expressed in terms of:
ρNµEnLβµ − ρNNµNEnNLNβµ,N (14.73)
To estimate the contribution of this to 14.49 we write:
NµEnLβµ = E
n(NµLβµ)− (Lβµ)EnNµ : up to ignorable terms
= En(λEµEβµ)− (s/N − cπs/ )ρEn−1χ˜ up to ignorable terms
= λEµEn+1βµ + s/E
nλ+
1
2
s/NρE
n−1χ˜+
1
2
(2cπ − s/N )ρEn−1χ˜
: up to ignorable terms (14.74)
Similarly for the Nth approximants. Taking the difference we then obtain that
14.73 is given by:
cρ2 (E;0,n)ξˇ/+ s/ρ (0,n)λˇ+
1
2
s/Nρ
2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
1
2
(2cπ − s/N)ρ2 (n−1) ˇ˜χ
: up to ignorable terms (14.75)
It follows that the contribution of 14.73 to 14.49 is bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u3/2‖a1/2 (E;0,n)ξ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ C
√
Du
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0− 12 (14.76)
This is dominated by 14.72 by a factor of u
1/2
1 u
3/2 at least.
The above results lead to the conclusion that (0,n)λˇ satisfies the L2(Su,u)
estimate:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2 ub1−
3
2 (14.77)
We proceed to prove by induction that
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+1+
1
2ubm+1−
3
2 : for m = 0, ..., n− 1 (14.78)
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the case m = 0 being the estimate 14.77. The inductive hypothesis is then that
the estimate holds with m replaced by j = 0, ...,m − 1. To derive an estimate
for (m,n−m)λˇ in L2(Su,u) we revisit the proof of Lemma 12.9. In reference to
inequality 12.564 we must now estimate the integral∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)Gˇ‖L2(Su,u)du (14.79)
pointwise relative to u. In regard to 12.566, as previously noted the 1st can be
absorbed in the inequality, while the 2nd is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖(Cu1u ) ≤ u
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (m,n−m)Λ(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.80)
by definition 12.666, Propositions 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6, and the top order energy
estimates. By the inductive hypothesis the 3rd of 12.566 is bounded by:
C
√
D
∫ u1
0
uam+
3
2 ubm−
3
2 du =
C
√
D(
am +
5
2
)uam+ 521 ubm− 32 (14.81)
By 12.567, the inductive hypothesis and 14.48, the 4th of 12.566 is bounded by:
C


m−1∑
j=0
u2j
∫ u−1
0
u‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+u2m
∫ u1
0
u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
}
≤ C
√
D


m−1∑
j=0
ubm−j−
3
2+2j
∫ u1
0
uam−j+
3
2 du + ub0−
3
2+2m
∫ u1
0
ua0+
3
2 du


≤ C
√
D(
am +
5
2
)uam+ 521 ubm− 32 (14.82)
in view of the non-increasing with m property of the exponents am, bm. Also,
by 12.568 the 5th of 12.566 is bounded by:
C


m−1∑
j=0
u
j+ 32
1 ‖ (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) + u
m+ 12
1 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖Cu1u )


≤ C


m−1∑
j=0
u
am−1−j+j+
3
2
1 u
bm−1−j (m−1−j,n−m+j+1)Λ(u1, u)
+u
a0+m+
3
2
1 u
b0−1 (n−1)X(u1, u)
}
≤ C
√
Du
am−1+
3
2
1 u
bm−1 (14.83)
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by definitions 12.460, 12.666, Propositions 12.2, 12.3, 12.5, 12.6, and the top
order energy estimates.
We turn to the principal difference terms 12.571. The dominant contribution
comes from the 1st difference term, which is expanded in 12.573 in its E, N ,
and N components. The dominant contribution is that of the N component.
This can only be estimated in terms of the (m,n−m) energies through 12.574.
However this involves (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL which does not have integrability on the
C
u
u . Thus the only way to proceed is to replace the 1st difference term in 12.571
by:
ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTm+1H − ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
m+1HN
−ρ
4
β2NE
n−mTmLH +
ρN
4
β2N,NE
n−m
N T
mLNHN (14.84)
These two differences can be expanded in their E, N , and N components. The
dominant contribution is that of the N component of the 1st difference, which
can be expressed in terms of:
ρNµEn−mTm+1βµ − ρNNµNEn−mN Tm+1βµ,N (14.85)
Here we use the fact that:
ρNµE(En−1−mTm+1βµ − En−1−mN Tm+1βµ,N )
+ργNµE(En−1−mTm+1βµ − En−1−mN Tm+1βµ,N )
= ρ (Y ;m+1,n−1−m)ξˇ/ (14.86)
The 1st term on the left is what results when we express the N component of
the same difference. We have:
ρNµEn−mTm+1βµ = Lµ
{
En−1−mTm+1Eβµ + En−1−m
(
Tm(χ+ χ) · Eβµ
)}
: up to ignorable terms
= LµEn−1−mTm+1Eβµ + 2ρs/N(ρµm−1,n−m + ρµm−1,n−m)
: up to ignorable terms (14.87)
Here, the 1st term on the right is:
En−1−mTm+1(LµEβµ)− (Eβµ)En−1−mTm+1(ρNµ) : up to ignorable terms
(14.88)
and we have:
En−1−mTm+1(LµEβµ) = En−1−mTm+1(EµLβµ)
= EµEn−1−mTm+1Lβµ + (Lβµ)En−1−mTm+1Eµ
: up to ignorable terms (14.89)
and:
EµEn−1−mTm+1Lβµ = EµLEn−1−mTm+1βµ + s/En−1−mTmζ
: up to ignorable terms (14.90)
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Using 14.59, 12.74, and the fact that by 14.58 (see 12.107, 12.108, 12.110,
12.111):
[En−1−mTmζ]P.A. = 2ρµm,n−1−m − 2ρµm,n−1−m (14.91)
we deduce from the above:
ρNµEn−mTm+1βµ = EµLEn−1−mTm+1βµ − c−1s/NEn−1−mTm+1λ
+s/ρµm,n−1−m + (c−1sNL − 2πs/Nρ− 2ρs/ )µm,n−1−m
+2s/Nρ(ρµm−1,n−m + ρµm−1,n−m)
: up to ignorable terms (14.92)
A similar formula holds for the Nth approximants. Taking the difference we
conclude that the 1st term on the left in 14.86 is (see 12.117):
ρNµE(En−1−mTm+1βµ − En−1−mN Tm+1βµ,N )
= (E;m+1,n−1−m)ξˇL − c−1s/N (m+1,n−1−m)λˇ
+s/ρµˇm,n−1−m + (c−1sNL − 2πs/Nρ− 2ρs/ )µˇm,n−1−m
+2s/Nρ(ρµˇm−1,n−m + ρµˇm−1,n−m)
: up to ignorable terms (14.93)
We shall presently estimate, in connection with 14.79, the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ρNµE(En−1−mTm+1βµ − En−1−mN Tm+1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (14.94)
On the right hand side of 14.93 we have 6 terms. The contribution to 14.94 of
the 1st term is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (E;m+1,n−1−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
1/2
1
√
(E;m+1,n−1−m)Eˇu1(u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+1+
1
2
1 u
bm+1 (14.95)
while the contribution of the 2nd term is bounded by:
u
1/2
1 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖(Cu1u ) ≤ u
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (m,n−m)Λ(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.96)
by definition 12.666, Propositions 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6, and the top order energy
estimates. The contribution of the 3rd term is bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm,n−1−m‖L2(Su,u)du (14.97)
Now, ‖µˇm,n−1−m‖L2(Su,u) being bounded by 12.567 with m + 1 in the role of
m, the j = 0 term in the sum, that is ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u), can be absorbed
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in the integral inequality 12.564. The contribution of the remainder to 14.97 is
bounded by:
C
∫ u1
0
u


m∑
j=1
u2j‖ (m−j,n−m+j)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)
+u2m‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)
}
du
≤ C
√
D
∫ u1
0
u


m∑
j=1
u2juam+1−j+
1
2 ubm+1−j−
3
2 + u2mua0+
1
2ub0−
3
2

 du
≤ C
√
D(
am +
5
2
)uam+ 521 ubm+ 12 (14.98)
by virtue of the inductive hypothesis and 14.48. Since |sNL| ≤ Cρ, the contri-
bution to 14.94 of the 4th term on the right in 14.93 is bounded by:
Cu
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m,n−1−m‖L2(Su,u)du (14.99)
which by 12.568 with m+ 1 in the role of m is bounded by:
Cu


m∑
j=0
u
j+ 12
1 ‖ (m−j,n−m+j)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) + u
m− 12
1 ‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖Cu1u )


≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+1 (14.100)
Finally, the contribution of the 5th term is bounded by:
C
√
D(
am +
7
2
)uam+ 721 ubm− 32 (14.101)
(see 14.82) and the contribution of the 6th term is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am−1+
3
2
1 u
bm−1+2 (14.102)
(see 14.83). Combining the above results we conclude that 14.94 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am+1+
1
2
1 u
bm+1 (14.103)
up to terms which can be absorbed.
Now, the contribution of 14.85 to the integral 14.79 is bounded in terms of
the integral:∫ u1
0
‖ρNµE(En−1−mTm+1βµ − En−1−mN Tm+1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du (14.104)
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Since γ−1 ∼ u−1 the contribution of the 1st term on the left in 14.86 to this
integral is bounded by Cu−1 times the integral 14.94, that is by:
C
√
Du
am+1+
1
2
1 u
bm+1−1 (14.105)
On the other hand, the contribution of the right hand side of 14.86 to 14.104 is,
in view of the fact that ργ−1 ∼ u1/2u−2a1/2, bounded by:
Cu−2
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (Y ;m+1,n−1−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu−2
(∫ u1
0
udu
)1/2
‖a1/2 (Y ;m+1,n−1−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−2u1
√
(Y ;m+1,n−1−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ C
√
Du
am+1+1
1 u
bm+1−2(14.106)
This is the dominant contribution to the integral 14.79. The above lead to the
conclusion that
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+1+
1
2ubm+1−
3
2 (14.107)
and the inductive step is complete.
We summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 14.1 The next to top order acoustical quantities (n−1) ˇ˜χ and
(m,n−m)λˇ : m = 0, ..., n− 1 satisfy the following L2 estimates on the Su,u:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua0+
1
2 ub0−
3
2
and for m = 0, ..., n− 1:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+1+
1
2ubm+1−
3
2
14.3 L2(Kτσ) Estimates for the nth Order Acous-
tical Differences
Let us denote by Kτσ the hypersurfaces, in terms of (u, u, ϑ) coordinates (see
9.1),
Kτσ = {(u, u, ϑ) : u− u = σ, u ∈ [0, τ ], ϑ ∈ S1} (14.108)
The Kτσ are generated by integral curves of T and we have Kτ0 = Kτ . In
the present section we shall derive L2 estimates for the nth order acoustical
quantities (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (m,n−m)λˇ : m = 0, ..., n, and (n−1) ˇ˜χ, (m,n−m)λˇ : m =
0, ..., n, on the Kτσ.
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To derive an estimate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ in L2(Kτ1σ ), we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.2 starting with the inequality 12.128. Placing τ in the role of u1 and σ + τ
in the role of u this inequality reads:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ k
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Su,σ+τ )du (14.109)
In regard to 12.131, as previously noted the 1st can be absorbed in the inequality
while the 2nd is bounded by (see 14.31):
C
√
Dτa0+
3
2 (σ + τ)b0−1 (14.110)
The contribution of this to:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) =
{∫ τ1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dτ
}1/2
(14.111)
is bounded by:
C
√
D√
2(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0−1
1 where u1 = σ + τ1 (14.112)
Proceeding to the principal difference terms 12.132, we consider the 2nd of
these difference terms, which gives the dominant contribution through its N
component, last of 12.134. In estimating this we shall use an appropriate version
of Lemma 12.1b. The point is that we have integrals of the form:
g(u) =
∫ τ
0
f(u, u)du, u = σ + τ, σ is fixed (14.113)
f being a non-negative function on Rδ,δ, and we are considering:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) =
(∫ u1
σ
g2(u)du
)1/2
where u1 = σ + τ1 (14.114)
Let us define:
f(u, u) =
{
f(u, u) : if u ∈ [0, u− σ]
0 : if u ∈ (u − σ, τ1] (14.115)
We then have:
g(u) =
∫ τ1
0
f(u, u)du (14.116)
It follows that:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
∫ τ1
0
‖f(u, ·)‖L2(σ,u1)du (14.117)
Since:
‖f(u, ·)‖2L2(σ,u1) =
∫ u1
σ
f
2
(u, u)du
=
∫ u1
σ+u
f2(u, u)du ≤
∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du (14.118)
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we conclude that:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
∫ τ1
0
(∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du
)1/2
du (14.119)
We apply this to the 1st of 12.142 with τ in the role of u1, setting:
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (E;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (14.120)
as in 12.143. By 12.144 and the top order energy estimates:∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du ≤ Cu2a0+2u2b0−41 (E;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤ CDu2a0+2u2b0−41 (14.121)
Substituting in 14.119 we then obtain:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤ C
√
D
∫ τ1
0
ua0+1du · ub0−21
=
C
√
D
(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0−2
1 (14.122)
as the bound for the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ ). In con-
nection with the 3rd of 12.142, we set:
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (14.123)
Since by definition 12.411, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy
estimates,
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ ua0ub0 (n−1)X(u1, u1) ≤ C
√
Dua0ub0 (14.124)
we similarly obtain:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
C
√
D
(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0−2
1 (14.125)
as the bound for the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ ). In con-
nection with the 4th of 12.142, we set:
f(u, u) = uu−2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) (14.126)
Since by definition 12.412, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy
estimates,
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cuu) ≤ ua0+
1
2ub0+
1
2 (0,n)Λ(u1, u1) ≤ C
√
Dua0+
1
2 ub0+
1
2 (14.127)
we obtain:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
C
√
D(
a0 +
5
2
)τa0+ 121 ub0− 321 (14.128)
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the corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ ). The contributions of the
remaining terms are straightforward to estimate. We deduce in this manner an
estimate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ in L2(Kτ1σ ) of the form:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) ≤ C
√
Dτa01 u
b0
1 (14.129)
To derive an estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Kτ1σ ) we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.3 stating with the inequality 12.196, which we write in a form similar to
14.109:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ k
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Su,σ+τ )du (14.130)
In regard to 12.199 the 1st can be absorbed in the inequality while the 2nd is
bounded by
τ1/2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cτσ+τ ) ≤ τa0+
1
2 (σ + τ)b0 (0,n)Λ(τ, σ + τ)
≤ C
√
Dτa0+
1
2 (σ + τ)b0 (14.131)
by definition12.461, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy esti-
mates. The contribution of this to:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) =
{∫ τ1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dτ
}1/2
(14.132)
is bounded by:
C
√
D√
2(a0 + 1)
τa0+11 u
b0
1 (14.133)
The 4th of 12.199 coincides with the 2nd of 12.131 and its contribution has been
estimated by 14.112. To estimate the contribution of the 3rd of 12.199 we apply
14.119 taking:
f(u, u) = u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (14.134)
We then have:∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du = u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cu1u )
≤ u2a0+2u2b01
(
(n−1)X(u, u1)
)2
≤ CDu2a0+2u2b01
(14.135)
by the definition 12.411, Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy
estimates. Substituting in 14.119 we then obtain:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
C
√
D
(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0
1 (14.136)
as the bound for the corresponding contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ). The domi-
nant contribution of the principal differences 12.200 is through the N component
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of the first difference, expressed by the last of 12.202. More precisely, the dom-
inant contribution is that the 1st of 12.217. To estimate its contribution to
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) we apply 14.119 taking:
f(u, u) = uu−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u) (14.137)
as in 12.221. By 12.222:∫ u1
u
f2(u, u)du ≤ Cu2a0+2u2b0−21 (Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1)
≤ CDu2a0+2u2b0−21 (14.138)
by the top order energy estimates. Substituting in 14.119 we then obtain:
‖g‖L2(σ,u1) ≤
C
√
D
(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0−1
1 (14.139)
as the bound for the corresponding contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ). The con-
tributions of the remaining terms are estimated in a similar manner. We deduce
in this way an estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Kτ1σ ) of the form:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) ≤ C
√
Dτ
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1 (14.140)
To derive an estimate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ in L2(Kτ1σ1) we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.4. We start with the inequality 12.263, placing τ in the role of u, σ + τ in
the role of u and σ1 + τ in the role of u1:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ1+τ ) ≤ k‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) + k
∫ σ1
0
‖ (n−1)Fˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ
(14.141)
In regard to 12.268, as previously noted the 1st can be absorbed in the inequality.
The 2nd is: ∫ σ1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ ≤ σ1/21 ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cσ1+ττ )
≤ τa0(σ1 + τ)b0+ 12 (n−1)X(u1, u1)
where: u1 = τ1, u1 = σ1 + τ1 (14.142)
by the definition 12.411. By Propositions 12.2 and 12.3 and the top order energy
estimates this is bounded by:
C
√
Dτa0(σ1 + τ)
b0+
1
2 (14.143)
The corresponding contribution to:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) =
{∫ τ1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,σ1+τ )dτ
}1/2
(14.144)
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is then bounded by:
C
√
D√
2a0 + 1
τ
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1 (14.145)
The dominant contribution of the principal differences 12.270 is through the N
component of the first difference, expressed by the last of 12.272. More precisely,
the dominant contribution is that the 1st of 12.280:∫ σ1
0
(σ + τ)−1‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ
≤
(∫ σ1
0
(σ + τ)−2dσ
)1/2(∫ σ1
0
‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖2L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ
)1/2
≤ τ−1/2‖ (Y ;0,n)ξˇL‖L2(Cσ1+ττ ) ≤ Cτ
−1/2
√
(Y ;0,n)Eˇσ1+τ (τ)
≤ Cτa0− 12 (σ1 + τ)b0
√
(Y ;0,n)B(u1, u1) ≤ C
√
Dτa0−
1
2ub01 (14.146)
by the top order energy estimates. The corresponding contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ1)
is then bounded by:
C
√
D√
2a0
τa01 u
b0
1 (14.147)
The remaining contributions from the integral on the right in 14.141 are esti-
mated in a similar manner. We then deduce from 14.141 the inequality:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) ≤ k‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1 ) + C
√
Dτa01 u
b0
1 (14.148)
We have:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ1) =
∫ τ1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
=
∫ τ1
0
τ−2
∂
∂τ
(∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
= τ−21
∫ τ1
0
τ2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
+2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3
(∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ (14.149)
Since r ∼ τ the last is bounded by a constant multiple of:
τ−21
∫ τ1
0
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ,τ )dτ
+2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3
(∫ τ
0
‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ′,τ′ )dτ ′
)
dτ
= τ−21 ‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ1 ) + 2
∫ τ1
0
τ−3‖r (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Kτ )dτ
≤ τ2c0−21
(
1 +
2
2c0 − 2
)(
(n−1)X(τ1)
)2
≤ CDτ2c0−21 (14.150)
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by the definition 12.398, Propositions 12.1 and 12.3, and the top order energy
estimates. Substituting then in 14.148 yields the estimate:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) ≤ C
√
Dτa01 u
b0−1
1 (14.151)
To derive an estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Kτ1σ1 ) we revisit the proof of Lemma
12.6. We start with the inequality 12.306 in the form similar to 14.141:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ1+τ ) ≤ k‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ )+k
∫ σ1
0
‖ (0,n)Gˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ (14.152)
In regard to 12.312, as previously noted the 1st can be absorbed in the inequality.
The 2nd is:
τ
∫ σ1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )dσ ≤ τσ1/21 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cσ1+ττ )
≤ τa0+ 32 (σ1 + τ)b0+1 (0,n)Λ(u1, u1)
where: u1 = τ1, u1 = σ1 + τ1 (14.153)
by the definition 12.412. By Propositions 12.2 and 12.3 and the top order energy
estimates this is bounded by:
C
√
Dτa0+
3
2 (σ1 + τ)
b0+1 (14.154)
The corresponding contribution to:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) =
{∫ τ1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Sτ,σ1+τ )dτ
}1/2
(14.155)
is then bounded by:
C
√
D√
2(a0 + 2)
τa0+21 u
b0+1
1 (14.156)
Similarly (see 14.142, 14.143) the contribution of the 4th of 12.312 is bounded
by:
C
√
D√
2a0 + 3
τ
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+
1
2
1 (14.157)
To estimate the contribution of the 3rd of 12.312, we apply the follow-
ing corollary of Lemma 12.5. Let f be a non-negative function on Rδ,δ. For
(u1, u1) ∈ Rδ,δ, where u1 = σ1 + u1, we define on [0, u1] the function:
g(u) =
∫ σ1+u
u
f(u, u)du (14.158)
We then have:
‖g‖L2(0,u1) ≤
∫ u1
0
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u)du
+
∫ u1
u1
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u1)du (14.159)
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This follows by applying Lemma 12.5 with fχσ1 in the role of f , where χσ1 is
the characteristic function of the domain:
{(u, u) ∈ Rδ,δ : u− u ≤ σ1}
To estimate then the contribution of the 3rd of 12.312, we set:
f(u, u) = u‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) (14.160)
We then have, by the definition 12.460,
‖f(·, u)‖2L2(0,u) =
∫ u
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Su,u)du
≤ C‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Cuu ) ≤ Cu
2a0+2b0
(
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
)2
: for u ∈ [0, u1)
‖f(·, u)‖2L2(0,u1) =
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Su,u)du
≤ C‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2
L2(C
u1
u )
≤ Cu2(a0+1)1 u2(b0−1)
(
(n−1)X(u1, u1)
)2
: for u ∈ [u1, u1]
hence by Propositions 12.2 and 12.3, and the top order energy estimates:
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u) ≤ C
√
Dua0+b0 : for u ∈ [0, u1)
‖f(·, u)‖L2(0,u1) ≤ C
√
Dua0+11 u
b0−1 : for u ∈ [u1, u1] (14.161)
Substituting in 14.159 we obtain:
‖g‖L2(0,u1) ≤ C
√
D
{∫ u1
0
ua0+b0du+
∫ u1
u1
ua0+11 u
b0−1du
}
≤ C
√
D
b0
ua0+11 u
b0
1 (14.162)
as the bound for the contribution of the 3rd of 12.312 to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) (recall
that u1 = τ1, u1 = σ1 + τ1). The contributions of the principal difference
terms 12.317 are bounded in a similar manner. We then deduce from 14.152 the
inequality:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) ≤ k‖
(0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) + C
√
Dτa01 u
b0+1
1 (14.163)
By the definition 12.399, Propositions 12.1 and 12.3, and the top order energy
estimates:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1) ≤ τc01 (0,n)Λ(τ1) ≤ C
√
Dτc01 (14.164)
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Substituting we conclude that:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) ≤ C
√
Dτa01 u
b0
1 (14.165)
Revisiting the proof of Lemma 12.9 and proceeding in the same manner as
in the derivation of the estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Kτ1σ ) we deduce:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ ) ≤ C
√
Dτ
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+
1
2
1 : for m = 1, ..., n (14.166)
(where u1 = σ+ τ1). Also, revisiting the proof of Lemma 12.10 and proceeding
in the same manner as in the derivation of the estimate for (0,n)λˇ in L2(Kτ1σ1 )
we deduce:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτ1σ1) ≤ C
√
Dτam1 u
bm
1 : for m = 1, ..., n (14.167)
We summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 14.2 The nth order acoustical difference quantities satisfy the
following estimates in L2(Kτσ):
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ) ≤ C
√
Dτa0ub0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ) ≤ C
√
Dτa0ub0−1
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ) ≤ C
√
Dτam+
1
2 ubm+
1
2 : for m = 0, ..., n
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ) ≤ C
√
Dτamubm : for m = 0, ..., n
In the above, u = σ + τ .
14.4 L2(Su,u) Estimates for the nth Order Varia-
tion Differences
In the present section we shall derive L2 estimates on the Su,u for the nth order
variation differences (see 9.277):
(m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ = En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N (14.168)
Let f be a function on N which vanishes on C0. In terms of (u, u, ϑ′)
coordinates on N which are adapted to the flow of L (see 10.344, 10.345) we
have:
f(u1, u, ϑ
′) =
∫ u1
0
(Lf)(u, u, ϑ′)du (14.169)
In view of the relation 10.354, we write this in the form:
(
fh/′1/4
)
(u1, u, ϑ
′) =
∫ u1
0
(
h/′(u1, u, ϑ
′)
h/′(u, u, ϑ′)
)1/4 (
(Lf)h/′1/4
)
(u, u, ϑ′)du
(14.170)
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By 10.358 this implies:
∣∣∣(fh/′1/4) (u1, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ ≤ k
∫ u1
0
∣∣∣((Lf)h/′1/4) (u, u, ϑ′)∣∣∣ du (14.171)
where k is a constant greater than 1, but which can be chosen as close to 1 as
we wish by suitably restricting δ. Taking L2 norms with respect to ϑ′ ∈ S1
14.171 implies:
∥∥∥(fh/′1/4) (u1, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
≤ k
∫ u1
0
∥∥∥((Lf)h/′1/4) (u, u)∥∥∥
L2(S1)
du (14.172)
which in view of the relation 10.354 is simply:
‖f‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k
∫ u1
0
‖Lf‖L2(Su,u)du (14.173)
We shall apply 14.173 with the (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ in the role of f . Now, in view of
the expansion:
(h−1)λν = EλEν − 1
2c
NλNν − 1
2c
NλNν (14.174)
we can express:
δνµ = hµλ(h
−1)λν = cE,µEν + cN,µNν + cN,µNν (14.175)
where:
cE,µ = hµνE
ν , cN,µ = −hµνN
ν
2c
, cN,µ = −hµνN
ν
2c
(14.176)
are bounded coefficients. Therefore for any θµ we can express:
θµ = cE,µE
νθν + cN,µN
νθν + cN,µN
νθν (14.177)
It follows that there is a constant C such that:
|θµ| ≤ C {|Eνθν |+ |Nνθν |+ |Nνθν |} (14.178)
We apply this to θµ = L
(m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ. Taking then L2 norms on Su,u we obtain:
‖L (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
{
‖EνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u) + ‖NνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u)
+‖NνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u)
}
(14.179)
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Substituting in 14.173 with (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ in the role of f we then obtain:
‖ (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ C
∫ u1
0
‖EνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
‖NνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
‖NνL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φν‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.180)
Recalling 9.316 the 1st integral on the right is:∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ u1/21 ‖ (E;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/21
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam+ 121 ubm
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.181)
by the top order energy estimates.
Consider next the 3rd integral on the right 14.180. Recalling that
NµL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ = NµL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) (14.182)
to estimate this integral we must use the fact that NµLβµ = λE
µEβµ. We
must therefore first commute L with En−mTm, then express NµEn−mTmLβµ
in terms of En−mTm(NµLβµ), then use the fact just mentioned, then express
En−mTm(λEµEβµ) in terms of λEµEn−mTmEβµ, and finally commute Tm
with E in the last to obtain λEµEn−m+1Tmβµ. A similar procedure applied
to the Nth approximants will give us an expression for NµNLNE
n−m
N T
mβµ,N in
terms of λNE
µ
NE
n−m+1
N T
mβµ,N . Subtracting will then yield an expression for
14.182 in terms of λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/ up to 0th order difference terms.
Consider first the case m = 0. Then the first commutation consists of
commuting L with En. Since by the 1st of the commutation relations 3.154:
[L,En] = −
n−1∑
i=0
En−1−iχEi+1 (14.183)
this will leave an nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part of:
− s/NρEn−1χ˜ (14.184)
contributed by the i = 0 term in the above sum. Expressing NµEnLβµ in terms
of En(NµLβµ) will leave an nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part
of:
− (s/N − cπs/ )ρEn−1χ˜ (14.185)
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contributed by −(EnNµ)Lβµ (see 12.7). Expressing En(λEµEβµ) in terms of
λEµEn+1βµ will leave an nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part
of:
s/Enλ+
ρ
2
(s/NE
n−1χ˜+ s/NEn−1χ˜) (14.186)
contributed by the terms (Enλ)EµEβµ and λ(E
nEµ)Eβµ in (E
n(λEµ))Eβµ
(see 12.8). Combining and subtracting the analogous result for the Nth ap-
proximants we conclude that in the case m = 0 14.182 is given up to ignorable
terms by:
λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/ + (0,n)λˇ+
(
cπs/ − 1
2
s/N
)
ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ− 1
2
s/Nρ
(n−1) ˇ˜χ (14.187)
Therefore in the case m = 0 the 3rd of the integrals on the right in 14.180 is
bounded by:∫ u1
0
‖λ (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.188)
up to the contribution of what we have called ignorable terms. These are terms
of order n with vanishing principal acoustical part. The contribution of these
ignorable terms can be absorbed. Since λ ∼ u while a1/2 ∼ u1/2u, the 1st of
14.188 is bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu−1u1‖a1/2 (E;0,n)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1u1
√
(E;0,n)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cua0+11 ub0−1
√
(E;0,n)B(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Dua0+11 u
b0−1 (14.189)
by the top order energy estimates. The 2nd of 14.188 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1 ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0 (0,n)Λ(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0 (14.190)
(see 14.38), while the 3rd of 14.188 is bounded according to 14.31. As for the
4th of 14.188, this is bounded using the estimate for (n−1) ˇ˜χ in L2(Su,u) of
Proposition 14.1 by:
C
√
D
∫ u1
0
ua0+
3
2ub0−
3
2 du =
C
√
D(
a0 +
5
2
)ua0+ 521 ub0− 32 (14.191)
Combining the above we conclude that in the casem = 0 the 3rd of the integrals
on the right in 14.180 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0− 12 (14.192)
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Consider next the cases m = 1, ..., n. Then in the first commutation we
must first commute L with En−m. This leaves a ignorable remainder. We
must then commute L with Tm and then apply En−m. Since by the 3rd of the
commutation relations 3.154:
[L, Tm] = −
m−1∑
j=0
Tm−1−jζET j (14.193)
this will leave an nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part of, by
14.91,
− 2s/N(ρµm−1,n−m − ρµm−1,n−m) (14.194)
contributed by the j = 0 term in the above sum. ExpressingNµEn−mTmLβµ in
terms of En−mTm(NµLβµ) will leave an nth order remainder with a principal
acoustical part of:
− 2(s/N − cπs/ )ρµm−1,n−m (14.195)
contributed by−(En−mTmNµ)Lβµ (see 12.66). ExpressingEn−mTm(λEµEβµ)
in terms of λEµEn−m+1Tmβµ will leave an nth order remainder with a principal
acoustical part of:
s/En−mTmλ+ ρ(s/Nµm−1,n−m + s/Nµm−1,n−m) (14.196)
contributed by the terms (En−mTmλ)EµEβµ and λ(En−mTmEµ)Eβµ in
(En−mTm(λEµ))Eβµ (see 12.74). Finally, in the last commutation we must
commute Tm with E and then apply En−m. Since by the first two of the
commutation relations 3.154:
[Tm, E] = −
m−1∑
j=0
Tm−1−j(χ+ χ)ET j (14.197)
this will leave an nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part of:
− λs/ ·
{
(ρEn−1χ˜+ ρEn−1χ˜) : for m = 1
2(ρµm−2,n−m+1 + ρµm−2,n−m+1) : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.198)
contributed by the j = 0 term in the above sum. The expression for m = 2, ..., n
results in view of 12.64 by 12.105 - 12.108 and 12.110, 12.111. Combining and
subtracting the analogous result for the Nth approximants we conclude that for
m = 1, ..., n 14.182 is given up to ignorable terms by:
λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/+ s/ (m,n−m)λˇ
+
[
(2cπs/ − s/N) ρ+ 2s/Nρ
]
µˇ
m−1,n−m − s/Nρµˇm−1,n−m
−λs/ ·
{
(ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ) : for m = 1
2(ρµˇm−2,n−m+1 + ρµˇm−2,n−m+1) : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.199)
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It follows that for m = 1, ..., n the 3rd of the integrals 14.180 is bounded, up to
ignorable terms which can be absorbed, by the sum of:∫ u1
0
‖λ (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
+Cu
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.200)
and:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du (14.201)
in the case m = 1,
Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.202)
for m = 2, ..., n. Since λ ∼ u while a1/2 ∼ u1/2u, the 1st of 14.200 is bounded
by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ Cu−1u1‖a1/2 (E;m,n−m)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu−1u1
√
(E;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam+11 ubm−1
√
(E;m,n−m)B(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Duam+11 u
bm−1 (14.203)
by the top order energy estimates. The 2nd of 14.200 is bounded by:
Cu
1/2
1 ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (m,n−m)Λ(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.204)
(see 14.80), while, comparing with 14.99, 14.100 with m − 1 in the role of m,
the 3rd of 14.200 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+1 (14.205)
As for the 4th of 12.172, we compare with 14.97, 14.98 with m− 1 in the role of
m, to which the j = 0 term in the sum (see 12.567) is added. The contribution
of this term
C
∫ u1
0
u‖ (m−1,n−m+1)λˇ‖L2(Su,u)du
is by Proposition 14.1 bounded by:
C
√
D
∫ u1
0
uam+
3
2ubm−
3
2 du =
C
√
D(
am +
5
2
)uam+ 521 ubm− 32
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The 4th of 14.200 is then seen to be bounded by:
C
√
D(
am +
5
2
)uam+ 521 ubm− 32 (14.206)
Turning to 14.201 (case m = 1), the 1st is bounded by 14.31 by:
C
√
Du
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+1 (14.207)
while the 2nd is bounded by Proposition 14.1 by:
C
√
D(
a0 +
7
2
)ua0+ 721 ub0− 32 (14.208)
Finally in regard to 14.202 (casesm = 2, ..., n), comparing with the 3rd of 14.200
with m− 1 in the role of m (see 14.205), the 1st is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am−1+
3
2
1 u
bm−1+1 (14.209)
and comparing with the 4th of 14.200 with m− 1 in the role of m (see 14.206),
the 2nd is bounded by:
C
√
D(
am−1 + 72
)uam−1+ 721 ubm−1− 32 (14.210)
an extra u factor in the integrant being present here. Combining the above we
conclude that for m = 1, ..., n the 3rd of the integrals on the right in 14.180 is
bounded by:
C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm− 12 (14.211)
This extends the bound 14.192 to all m = 0, ..., n.
To estimate the 2nd integral on the right in 14.180 we use the fact that:
NµL (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ + γNµL (m,n−m)
ˇ˙
φµ =
(Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL (14.212)
Since γ ∼ u the contribution to this integral of the 2nd term on the left is
bounded by Cu times the bound for the 3rd integral, that is, by:
C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm+
1
2 (14.213)
while the contribution of the right hand side is bounded by:∫ u1
0
‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ u1/21 ‖ (Y ;m,n−m)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u )
≤ Cu1/21
√
(Y ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) ≤ Cuam+ 121 ubm
√
(Y ;m,n−m)B(u1, u)
≤ C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.214)
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by the top order energy estimates. We conclude that the 2nd integral on the
right in 14.180 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am+
1
2
1 u
bm (14.215)
The bounds 14.181, 14.215, 14.211 (including, for m = 0, 14.192), for the
three terms on the right in 14.180 yield the following proposition.
Proposition 14.3 The nth order variation differences (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ satisfy the
following L2 estimates on the Su,u:
‖ (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+
1
2 ubm−
1
2 : for m = 0, ..., n
In addition to the above estimates for nth order variation differences, we
shall need L2 estimates for the nth order quantities:
q1,m,µ = E
n−mTm−1Lβµ − En−mN Tm−1LNβµ,N : m = 1, ..., n (14.216)
Since L = T − L, LN = T − LN , we can express:
En−mTm−1Lβµ − En−mN Tm−1LNβµ,N = (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ − q1,m,µ : m = 1, ..., n
(14.217)
therefore L2(Su,u) estimates for the nth order differences
q
1,m,µ
= En−mTm−1Lβµ − En−mN Tm−1LNβµ,N : m = 1, ..., n (14.218)
will immediately follow.
To derive the L(Su,u) estimates for the q1,m,µ we apply 14.173 with q1,m,µ
in the role of f . We then apply 14.178 with Lq1,m,µ in the role of θµ to arrive
at the following analogue of 14.180:
‖q1,m,µ‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ C
∫ u1
0
‖EνLq1,m,ν‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
‖NνLq1,m,ν‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
‖NνLq1,m,ν‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.219)
Consider then Lq1,m,µ. By the definition 14.216 up to a 0th order term this is:
LEn−mTm−1Lβµ − LNEn−mN Tm−1LNβµ,N (14.220)
Commuting here L with En−mTm−1 leaves only an order n−1 remainder, which
is ignorable. Hence 14.220 can be replaced by:
En−mTm−1LLβµ − En−mN Tm−1LNLNβµ,N (14.221)
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By 9.246 and the 1st of 9.271 with βµ in the role of f we have, in view of the
fact that Ωah˜βµ = 0,
LLβµ = aE
2βµ − 1
2
χLβµ − 1
2
χLβµ + 2ηEβµ
−1
4
((L logΩ)Lβµ + (L logΩ)Lβµ) +
1
2
a(E logΩ)(Eβµ)
(14.222)
Similarly, by 9.251 and the 2nd of 9.271 with βµ,N in the role of f we have, in
view of Proposition 9.10,
LNLNβµ,N = aNE
2
Nβµ,N −
1
2
χ
N
LNβµ,N − 1
2
χNLNβµ,N + 2ηNENβµ,N
−1
4
((LN logΩN )LNβµ,N + (LN logΩN )LNβµ,N )
+
1
2
aN (EN logΩN )(ENβµ,N )− κ˜′µ,N (14.223)
Taking into account the fact that by 3.162, 3.165 and 12.64
[η]P.A. = ρµ (14.224)
it follows that 14.221 can be replaced up to ignorable terms by:
aEn+1βµ − aNEn+1N βµ,N
−1
2
(ρLβµ)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ− 1
2
(ρLβµ)
(n−1) ˇ˜χ
+2ρ(Eβµ)µˇ0,n−1 (14.225)
for m = 1, and by:
aEn−mTm−1E2βµ − aNEn−mN Tm−1E2Nβµ,N
−(ρLβµ)µˇm−2,n−m+1 − (ρLβµ)µˇm−2,n−m+1
+2ρ(Eβµ)µˇm−1,n−m (14.226)
for m = 2, ..., n. Moreover for m = 2, ..., n we must commute Tm−1 with E2 in
the 1st term and with E2N in the 2nd. By the commutation relations 3.154 and
9.4 the first two terms in 14.226 then become:
aEn−m+2Tm−1βµ − aNEn−m+2N Tm−1βµ,N
−a(Eβµ) ·
{
(ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ) : for m = 2
2(ρµˇm−3,n−m+2 + ρµˇm−3,n−m+2) : for m = 3, ..., n
(14.227)
up to ignorable terms. We shall first estimate the contribution of the remain-
ders, that is what remains in each of 14.225, 14.226, 14.227 after the principal
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difference constituted by the first two terms has been subtracted, to the right
hand side of 14.219 or equivalently to∫ u1
0
‖Lq1,m,µ‖L2(Su,u)du (14.228)
The contribution to 14.228 of the remainder in 14.225 is bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du+ C
∫ u1
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)
+Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
0,n−1‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ C
√
Du
a0+
1
2
1 u
b0+1 (14.229)
by 14.31, Proposition 14.1, and 14.99, 14.100 with m = 0. The contribution to
14.228 of the remainder in 14.226 is bounded by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖µˇ
m−1,n−m‖L2(Su,u)du
+C
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇm−2,n−m+1‖L2(Su,u)du ≤ C
√
Du
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+
1
2 (14.230)
by 14.99, 14.100 with m − 2 and m − 1 in the role of m and the fact that the
last integral is similar to 14.200, which is bounded by 14.206, with m− 1 in the
role of m. The contribution to 14.228 of the remainder in 14.227 is bounded in
the case m = 2 by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
u2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du + Cu4
∫ u1
0
‖ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cua0+ 321 ub0+
5
2 (14.231)
by Proposition 14.1 and 14.31, and in the cases m = 3, ..., n by:
Cu2
∫ u1
0
u2‖µˇm−3,n−m+2‖L2(Su,u)du+ Cu4
∫ u1
0
u‖µˇ
m−3,n−m+2‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ C
√
Du
am−2+
3
2
1 u
bm−2+
5
2 (14.232)
by 14.206 with m− 2 in the role of m and 14.100 with m− 3 in the role of m.
We reduce in this way the problem of estimating the right hand side of 14.219
to that of estimating the three integrals:∫ u1
0
‖aEµE(En+1−mTm−1βµ − En+1−mN Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du,∫ u1
0
‖aNµE(En+1−mTm−1βµ − En+1−mN Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du,∫ u1
0
‖aNµE(En+1−mTm−1βµ − En+1−mN Tm−1βµ,N )‖L2(Su,u)du
(14.233)
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corresponding to the difference constituted by the first two terms in 14.225 and
14.227. The first integral is:∫ u1
0
‖a (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cuu1‖a1/2 E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cuu1
√
(E;m−1,n−m+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ C
√
Du
am−1+1
1 u
bm−1+1 (14.234)
by the top order energy estimates.
To estimate the second integral we write aNµ = λLµ and use the fact that
LµEβµ = E
µLβµ. This requires that we first commute one E factor with
Tm−1, then express λLµEn+1−mTm−1Eβµ in terms of λEn+1−mTm−1(LµEβµ),
then use the fact just mentioned, then express λEn+1−mTm−1(EµLβµ) in terms
of λEµEn+1−mTm−1Lβµ, and finally commute En+1−mTm−1 with L in the
last to obtain λEµLEn+1−mTm−1βµ. A similar procedure applied to the Nth
approximants will give us an expression for aNN
µ
NE
n+2−m
N T
m−1βµ,N in terms
of λNE
µ
NLNE
n+1−m
N T
m−1βµ,N . Subtracting will then give an expression for
aNµE(En+1−mTm−1βµ − En+1−mN Tm−1βµ,N ) in terms of λ (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇL
up to 0th order difference terms.
The first commutation is only present for m = 2, ..., n and leaves then an
nth order remainder with a principal acoustical part of
as/N [E
n−m+1Tm−2(χ+ χ)]P.A.
= as/N
{
ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ : for m = 2
2ρµˇm−3,n−m+2 + 2ρµˇm−3,n−m+2 : for m = 3, ..., n
(14.235)
once differences from the Nth approximants are taken. This is similar to the re-
mainder in 14.227 hence its contribution to the second integral 14.233 is bounded
by:
C
√
Du
am−2+
3
2
1 u
bm−2+
5
2 : for all m = 2, ..., n (14.236)
(see 14.231, 14.232). Expressing λLµEn+1−mTm−1Eβµ in terms of
λEn+1−mTm−1(LµEβµ) will leave an nth order remainder with a principal
acoustical part of:
λ(Eβµ)[E
n−m+1Tm−1(ρNµ)]P.A.
= ρ


s/N µˇ0,n−1 + s/λ
(n−1) ˇ˜χ : for m = 1
s/N
(m−1,n−m+1)λˇ
+2λ(s/ µˇm−2,n−m+1 + πs/N µˇm−2,n−m+1) : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.237)
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once differences from the Nth approximants are taken (see 12.7, 12.10, 14.59).
The contribution of this remainder to the second integral 14.233 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+2 : for all m = 1, ..., n (14.238)
by 14.100 withm = 0, Proposition 14.1, 14.80 withm−1 in the role ofm, 14.206
with m− 1 in the role of m, and 14.100 with m− 2 in the role of m. Expressing
λEn+1−mTm−1(EµLβµ) in terms of λEµEn+1−mTm−1Lβµ will leave an nth
order remainder with a principal acoustical part of:
λ(Lβµ)[E
n−m+1Tm−1Eµ]P.A.
=
1
2
ρ
{
sNL
(n−1) ˇ˜χ+ s/λ (n−1) ˇ˜χ : for m = 1
2sNLµˇm−2,n−m+1 + 2s/λµˇm−2,n−m+1 : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.239)
once differences from the Nth approximants are taken (see 12.8, 12.74). The
contribution of this remainder to the second integral 14.233 is bounded by:
C
√
D ·
{
u
a0+
3
2
1 u
b0+1 : for m = 1
u
am−1+
3
2
1 u
bm−1+
3
2 : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.240)
by 14.31 (recall that |sNL| ≤ Cρ), Proposition 14.1, 14.206 with m−1 in the role
of m, and 14.100 with m− 2 in the role of m. Finally, the second commutation
leaves an nth order remainder, namely
λEµ[En−m+1Tm−1, L]βµ (14.241)
The principal acoustical part of this is:
λs/ ·
{
ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ : for m = 1
2ρµˇm−2,n−m+1 − 2ρµˇm−2,n−m+1 : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.242)
once differences from the Nth approximants are taken. The contribution of this
remainder to the second integral 14.233 is bounded by:
C
√
D ·
{
u
a0+
5
2
1 u
b0+
1
2 : for m = 1
u
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+
5
2 : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.243)
by Proposition 14.1, 14.206 with m−1 in the role ofm, and 14.100 with m−2 in
the role of m. Finally, the principal contribution to the second of the integrals
14.233 that of λ (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇL is:∫ u1
0
‖λ (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu2
∫ u1
0
‖ (E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇL‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu2u1/21 ‖ E;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇL‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu2u
1/2
1
√
(E;m−1,n−m+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ C
√
Du
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+2 (14.244)
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by the top order energy estimates. Combining with the estimates 14.236, 14.238,
14.240, 14.243 for the remainders we conclude that the second of the integrals
14.233 is bounded by:
C
√
Du
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+2 (14.245)
To estimate the third of the integrals 14.233 we note that this integral is:∫ u1
0
‖aNµE (m−1,n−m+1 ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u)du
while the second integral is:∫ u1
0
‖aNµE (m−1,n−m+1) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u)du
and use the fact that:
NµE (m−1,n−m+1) ˇ˙φµ + γNµE (m−1,n−m+1)
ˇ˙
φµ =
(Y ;m−1,n−m+1)ξ/ (14.246)
Since γ ∼ u, the contribution to the third integral of the 1st term on the left is
bounded by Cu−1 times the bound for the second integral, that is by:
C
√
Du
am−1+
1
2
1 u
bm−1+1 (14.247)
while the contribution of the right hand side is bounded by:
Cu−1
∫ u1
0
‖a (Y ;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ C
∫ u1
0
u1/2‖a1/2 (Y ;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Su,u)du
≤ Cu1‖a1/2 Y ;m−1,n−m+1)ξˇ/‖L2(Cu1u ) ≤ Cu1
√
(Y ;m−1,n−m+1)Eˇu1(u)
≤ C
√
Du
am−1+1
1 u
bm−1 (14.248)
by the top order energy estimates.
Combining the results 14.234, 14.245, 14.248 for the three integrals on the
right in 14.233 we arrive at the following lemma.
Lemma 14.1 The nth order quantities q1,m,µ satisfy the following L
2 esti-
mates on the Su,u:
‖q1,m,µ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam−1+
1
2ubm−1+
1
2 : for m = 1, ..., n
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14.5 L2(Su,u) Estimates for the n−1th Order Acous-
tical Differences
In the present section we shall derive L2(Su,u) estimates for the n− 1th order
acoustical differences on the basis of the L2(Kτσ) estimates for the nth order
acoustical differences of Section 14.3.
We begin with (n−2) ˇ˜χ and (n−2) ˇ˜χ. In the following, as in Section 12.1, we
shall denote by Rk a generic term of order k with vanishing order k acoustical
part. We recall the 2nd variation equation 12.13:
Lχ˜ = Aχ˜− ρχ˜2 +Aχ˜− βNβ/ELH + 1
2
ρβ2NE
2H +R1 (14.249)
where the coefficients A and A are given by 12.14, 12.15. We turn to the cross
variation equation 10.199. Substituting for k/ in terms of χ˜ from 3.161, the left
hand side becomes:
Lk/ = Lχ˜−Hβ/NµELβµ −H
[
(βN − 2πcβ/)s/N
c
+ 2β/s/
]
(Eλ+ πλχ˜)
+ρHβ/s/N χ˜+R1 (14.250)
Substituting also for the structure functions on the right hand side from Chapter
3, we bring the cross variation equation 10.199 to the form:
Lχ˜ = 2E2λ+ 2πλEχ˜− βNβ/ELH + ρβN
2
(βN + 2βN)E
2H
+Hβ/NµELβµ + ρH(βN − 2πcβ/)NµE2βµ
+ρχ˜2 +BEλ+ A˜χ˜+ A˜χ˜+R1 (14.251)
where:
B =
[
βN
c
(βN + βN ) + β/
2
]
EH + 4Hβ/s/ +
H
c
(
3
2
βN + βN − 3πcβ/
)
s/N
(14.252)
A˜ =
βN
4c
(4πcβ/− βN − 2βN)LH +
ρ
2
[
4(βN + βN )β/+ πβN (βN − 2βN)
]
EH
+
ρ
2
H(−2πcβ/+ 3βN + 2βN)s/ +
πρ
2
H(βN − 2πcβ/)s/N
+ρH
[
(1− 4π2c)β/+ π(2βN − βN )
]
s/N (14.253)
A˜ = −β
2
N
4c
LH +
ρβN
2
(2β/+ πβN )EH +
ρ
2
H
[−2(1 + 3π2c)β/+ 3πβN ] s/N
(14.254)
Adding equations 14.249 and 14.251 yields:
T χ˜ = 2E2λ+ 2πλEχ˜− βNβ/ETH +
[
1
2
(ρ+ ρ)β2N + ρβNβN
]
E2H
+Hβ/NµELβµ + ρH(βN − 2πcβ/)NµE2βµ
+(ρ− ρ)χ˜2 +BEλ+A′χ˜+A′χ˜+R1 (14.255)
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where:
A′ = A+ A˜, A
′
= A+ A˜ (14.256)
We recall from 12.16 that an equation analogous to 14.249 is satisfied by the Nth
approximants, with a error term εLχ˜,N satisfying 12.19. Similarly from 10.208
we obtain an equation analogous to 14.251 for the Nth approximants, with an
error term εLχ˜,N = O(τ
N+1). Therefore an equation analogous to 14.255 is
satisfied by the Nth approximants, with an error term:
εTχ,N = εLχ,N + εLχ,N = O(τ
N ) (14.257)
Applying En−2 to 14.255 and using the fact that
[T,En−2]χ˜ = −
n−3∑
i=0
En−3−i
(
(χ+ χ)Ei+1χ˜
)
= −(n− 2)(χ+ χ)En−2χ˜+ terms of order n− 2
(14.258)
we obtain:
TEn−2χ˜ = 2Enλ+ 2πλEn−1χ˜
−βNβ/En−1TH +
[
1
2
(ρ+ ρ)β2N + ρβNβN
]
EnH
+Hβ/NµEn−1Lβµ + ρH(βN − 2πcβ/)NµEnβµ
+BEn−1λ+
[
A′ + 2(ρ− ρ)χ˜− (n− 2)(χ+ χ)]En−2χ˜
+A
′
En−2χ˜+Rn−1 (14.259)
Applying En−2N to the Nth approximant version of 14.255 an analogous equation
is deduced for the Nth approximants, with an error term:
En−2N εTχ,N = O(τ
N ) (14.260)
Subtracting the two equations then yields:
T (n−2) ˇ˜χ = 2 (0,n)λˇ+ 2πλ (n−1) ˇ˜χ
+2βNβ/H
′βµ (1,n−1) ˇ˙φµ −
[
(ρ+ ρ)β2N + 2ρβNβN
]
H ′βµ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ
+Hβ/Nµq1,1,µ + ρH(βN − 2πcβ/)Nµ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ
+B (0,n−1)λˇ+
[
A′ + 2(ρ− ρ)χ˜− (n− 2)(χ+ χ)] (n−2) ˇ˜χ
+A
′ (n−2) ˇ˜χ (14.261)
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up to ignorable terms. In a similar manner we deduce the conjugate equation:
T (n−2) ˇ˜χ = 2 (0,n)λˇ+ 2πλ (n−1) ˇ˜χ
+2βNβ/H
′βµ (1,n−1) ˇ˙φµ −
[
(ρ+ ρ)β2N + 2ρβNβN
]
H ′βµ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ
+Hβ/Nµq
1,1,µ
+ ρH(βN − 2πcβ/)Nµ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ
+B (0,n−1)λˇ+
[
A
′
+ 2(ρ− ρ)χ˜− (n− 2)(χ+ χ)
]
(n−2) ˇ˜χ
+A′ (n−2) ˇ˜χ (14.262)
up to ignorable terms. Here, the coefficients B, A
′
, A′ are the conjugates of the
coefficients B, A′, A
′
respectively.
Consider next (0,n−1)λˇ and (0,n−1)λˇ. We have:
TEn−1λ = En−1Tλ−
n−2∑
i=0
En−2−i
(
(χ+ χ)Ei+1λ
)
(14.263)
Now the highest order, n− 1, terms in the sum are:
from i = 0: (Eλ)En−2(χ+ χ) = (Eλ)(ρEn−2χ˜+ ρEn−2χ˜) +Rn−1
from all i = 0, ..., n− 2: (n− 1)(χ+ χ)En−1λ
Therefore 14.263 is:
TEn−1λ = En−1Tλ− (Eλ)(ρEn−2χ˜+ ρEn−2χ˜)− (n− 1)(χ+χ)En−1λ+Rn−1
(14.264)
A similar formula holds for the Nth approximants. Subtracting the two then
yields:
T (0,n−1)λˇ = (1,n−1)λˇ− (Eλ)(ρ (n−2) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−2)χ˜)− (n− 1)(χ+ χ) (0,n−1)λˇ
(14.265)
up to ignorable terms. In a similar manner we deduce the conjugate equation:
T (0,n−1)λˇ = (1,n−1)λˇ− (Eλ)(ρ (n−2) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−2)χ˜)− (n− 1)(χ+ χ) (0,n−1)λˇ
(14.266)
up to ignorable terms.
Now, an analogue of the inequality 12.366 holds with any Kσ in the role of
K. That is, of f is a function on N vanishing on C0, so that in terms of (τ, σ, ϑ)
(see 9.1) coordinates we have:
f(τ, σ, ϑ) =
∫ τ
0
(Tf)(τ ′, σ, ϑ)dτ ′ (14.267)
we have:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ k
∫ τ
0
‖Tf‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
≤ kτ1/2‖Tf‖L2(Kτσ) (14.268)
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Applying this with (n−2) ˇ˜χ, (n−2) ˇ˜χ in the role of f , by virtue of equations
14.261, 14.262 we obtain, in view of the fact that by the bootstrap assumptions
the coefficients B, B, A′, A
′
, A
′
, A′ are all bounded by a fixed constant,
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ) + Cτ1/2(σ + τ)2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
‖ (1,n−1) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
(σ + τ ′)‖ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
‖q1,1,µ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.269)
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ) + Cτ3/2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
‖ (1,n−1) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
(σ + τ ′)‖ (0,n) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∑
µ
∫ τ
0
‖q
1,1,µ
‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.270)
Also, applying 14.268 with (0,n−1)λˇ, (0,n−1)λˇ we obtain, by virtue of equations
14.265, 14.266,
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
(σ + τ ′)4‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.271)
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‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.272)
Substituting in the above the L2(Kτσ) estimates of Proposition 14.2 for the nth
order acoustical quantities, the L2(Su,u) estimates of Proposition 14.3 for the
nth order variation differences, and the L2(Su,u) estimates of Lemma 14.1 for
the quantities q1,m,µ, we obtain:
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτa1+
1
2 (σ + τ)b1+
1
2 + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.273)
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτa1+
1
2 (σ + τ)b1 + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.274)
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτa1+1(σ + τ)b1+
1
2
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
(σ + τ ′)4‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.275)
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτa1+
1
2 (σ + τ)b1
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
(14.276)
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With σ fixed, let us define the quantities:
x(τ) = τ−a1−
1
2 (σ + τ)−b1−
1
2 ‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )
x(τ) = τ−a1−
1
2 (σ + τ)−b1‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )
y(τ) = τ−a1−1(σ + τ)−b1−
1
2 ‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )
y(τ) = τ−a1−
1
2 (σ + τ)−b1‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ )
(14.277)
We then have:∫ τ
0
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
τ ′a1+
1
2 (σ + τ ′)b1+
1
2 x(τ ′)dτ ′
≤ τa1+ 12 (σ + τ)b1+ 12
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.278)
We also have:∫ τ
0
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
τ ′a1+
1
2 (σ + τ ′)b1x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.279)
In connection with 14.273 we bound the last by:∫ τ
0
τ ′a1+
1
2 (σ + τ ′)b1+
1
2x(τ ′)
dτ ′√
τ ′
≤ τa1+ 12 (σ + τ)b1+ 12
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)
dτ ′√
τ ′
(14.280)
and in connection with 14.274 simply by:
τa1+
1
2 (σ + τ)b1
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.281)
In connection with 14.275, 14.278 implies:∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ ≤ τa1+
3
2 (σ + τ)b1+
5
2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′
(14.282)
and 14.280 implies:∫ τ
0
(σ+τ ′)4‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ ≤ τa1+1(σ+τ)b1+4
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)
dτ ′√
τ ′
(14.283)
In connection with 14.276, 14.278 implies:∫ τ
0
τ ′2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ ≤ τa1+
5
2 (σ + τ)b1+
1
2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.284)
and 14.281 implies:∫ τ
0
τ ′(σ + τ ′)2‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ ≤ τa1+
3
2 (σ + τ)b1+2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′
(14.285)
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Moreover, we have:∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
τ ′a1+1(σ + τ ′)b1+
1
2 y(τ ′)dτ ′
≤ τa1+1(σ + τ)b1+ 12
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.286)
and: ∫ τ
0
‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
τ ′a1+
1
2 (σ + τ ′)b1dτ ′
≤ τa1+ 12 (σ + τ)b1
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.287)
Substituting the above in 14.273 - 14.276 yields the following system of integral
inequalities:
x(τ) ≤ C
√
D + Cτ1/2
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)
dτ ′√
τ ′
(14.288)
x(τ) ≤ C
√
D + C
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′
+C(σ + τ)1/2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ + C
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.289)
y(τ) ≤ C
√
D + C
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′ + Cτ1/2(σ + τ)2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′
+C(σ + τ)7/2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)
dτ ′√
τ ′
(14.290)
y(τ) ≤ C
√
D + C
∫ τ
0
y(τ ′)dτ ′ + Cτ2(σ + τ)1/2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′
+Cτ(σ + τ)2
∫ τ
0
x(τ ′)dτ ′ (14.291)
which implies:
x(τ), x(τ), y(τ), y(τ) ≤ C
√
D (14.292)
For m = 2, ..., n we have:
TEn−mTm−1λ− En−mTmλ = −(n−m)(χ+ χ)En−mTm−1λ
TEn−mTm−1λ− En−mTmλ = −(n−m)(χ+ χ)En−mTm−1λ
(14.293)
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up to terms of order n − 2, and similarly for the Nth approximants, hence,
taking difference we obtain:
T (m−1,n−m)λˇ = (m,n−m)λˇ− (n−m)(χ+ χ) (m−1,n−m)λˇ
T (m−1,n−m)λˇ = (m,n−m)λˇ− (n−m)(χ+ χ) (m−1,n−m)λˇ
(14.294)
up to ignorable terms. Applying then 14.268 with (m−1,n−m)λˇ, (m−1,n−m)λˇ in
the role of f yields the inequalities:
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ Cτ1/2‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.295)
Substituting the L2(Kτσ) estimates for (m,n−m)λˇ, (m,n−m)λˇ of Proposition 14.2
we then deduce:
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτam+1(σ + τ)bm+
1
2
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτam+
1
2 (σ + τ)bm
: for m = 2, ..., n (14.296)
We summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 14.4 The n− 1th order acoustical difference quantities satisfy
the following L2 estimates on the Su,u:
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2ub1+
1
2
‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2ub1
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+1ubm+
1
2 : for m = 1, ..., n
‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam+
1
2 ubm : for m = 1, ..., n
In addition, in regard to the transformation functions, Propositions 12.3 and
12.6 together with the top order energy estimates imply:
‖Ωn−mTm+1 ˇˆf‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−2
‖Ωn−mTm+1vˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−2
‖Ωn−mTm+1γˇ‖L2(Kτ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−2 (14.297)
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Applying then inequality 12.366 we obtain:
‖Ωn−mTm ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−
3
2
‖Ωn−mTmvˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−
3
2
‖Ωn−mTmγˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ C
√
Dτcm−
3
2 (14.298)
14.6 L2(Su,u) Estimates for All nth Order Deriva-
tives of the βµ
We now define for each k = 0, ..., n and each m = k, ..., n the nth order quanti-
ties:
qk,m,µ = E
n−mTm−kLkβµ − En−mN Tm−kLkNβµ,N (14.299)
These quantities express all nth order derivatives of the βµ. For k = 0 we have,
simply:
q0,m,µ =
(m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ (14.300)
while for k = 1 the definition 14.299 reduces to the definition 14.216. Thus in the
cases k = 0 and k = 1 L2(Su,u) estimates for qk,m,µ are provided by Proposition
14.3 and Lemma 14.1 respectively. We now proceed to derive L2(Su,u) estimates
for qk,m,µ for k = 2, ..., n. This shall be accomplished through a recursive
inequality for the L2(Su,u) norms to be presently established.
We write:
Lkβµ = L
k−2L2βµ = Lk−2TLβµ − Lk−2LLβµ (14.301)
and similarly for the Nth approximants. Applying En−mTm−k to 14.301 and
En−mN T
m−k to its analogue for the Nth approximants, and subtracting, we
obtain:
qk,m,µ = E
n−mTm−kLk−2TLβµ − En−mN Tm−kLk−2N TLNβµ,N
−En−mTm−kLk−2LLβµ + En−mN Tm−kLk−2N LNLNβµ,N
(14.302)
The first difference on the right is:
qk−1,m,µ + En−mTm−k[Lk−2, T ]Lβµ − En−mN Tm−k[Lk−2N , T ]LNβµ,N (14.303)
Here the difference involving the commutators is:
k−3∑
j=0
{
En−mTm−kLk−3−j(ζELj+1βµ)− En−mN Tm−kLk−3−jN (ζNENLj+1N βµ,N )
}
(14.304)
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The highest order term contributed by this sum is
(k − 2)ζEn−m+1Tm−kLk−2βµ
which is of order n− 1 with vanishing acoustical part of order n− 1, the highest
order acoustical term being
(ELβµ)E
n−mTm−kLk−3ζ
which is of order n − 2. In the present context we can consider terms of order
n − 1 with vanishing acoustical part of order n − 1 as ignorable. Thus the
difference involving the commutators in 14.303 can be ignored.
We turn to the second difference on the right in 14.302. Here we substitute
14.222, 14.223. In view of 14.224, this gives the following expression for this
difference, up to terms which can be ignored:
−aEn−mTm−kLk−2E2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−kLk−2N E2Nβµ,N
+
1
2
En−mTm−k
{
ρ(Lβµ)L
k−2χ˜+ ρ(Lβµ)Lk−2χ˜− 4ρ(Eβµ)Lk−2µ
}
−1
2
En−mN T
m−k
{
ρ
N
(LNβµ,N )L
k−2
N χ˜N + ρN (LNβµ,N )L
k−2
N χ˜N
−4ρ
N
(ENβµ,N )L
k−2
N µN
}
(14.305)
Now since [Lχ˜]P.A. = [Lµ]P.A. = 0, the 1st and 3rd term in the parentheses
contribute non-ignorable terms only for k = 2, in which case 14.305 reduces to:
−aEn−mTm−2E2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−2E2Nβµ,N
+
1
2
(Lβµ)ρ
{
(n−2) ˇ˜χ : for m = 2
µˇ
m−3,n−m+1 : for m = 3, ..., n
+
1
2
(Lβµ)ρ
{
(n−2) ˇ˜χ : for m = 2
µˇm−3,n−m+1 : for m = 3, ..., n
−2(Eβµ)ρµˇm−2,n−m (14.306)
up to terms which can be ignored. On the other hand, for k = 3, ..., n, in regard
to the 2nd term in the parentheses, writing
Lk−2χ˜ = (T − L)k−2χ˜
and expanding the binomial only the term T k−2χ˜ contains a k − 1th order
acoustical part in 2T k−3Eµ. Therefore for k = 3, ...., n 14.305 reduces to:
−aEn−mTm−kLk−2E2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−kLk−2N E2Nβµ,N
+ρ(Lβµ)µˇm−3,n−m+1 (14.307)
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up to terms which can be ignored. In regard to the first two terms in 14.306,
we have:
−aEn−mTm−2E2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−2E2Nβµ,N
= −aEn−m+2Tm−2βµ + aNEn−m+2N Tm−2βµ,N
+(Eβµ)E
n−m+1Tm−3(χ+ χ)− (ENβµ,N )En−m+1N Tm−3(χN + χN )
: up to terms which can be ignored
= −aq0,m−2,µ
+a(Eβµ)
{
ρ (n−2) ˇ˜χ+ ρ (n−2) ˇ˜χ : for m = 3
2ρµˇm−4,n−m+2 + 2ρµˇm−4,n−m+2 : for m = 4, ..., n
: up to terms which can be ignored (14.308)
In regard to the first two terms in 14.307, noting that the principal acoustical
part of the commutator [Lk−2, E2]βµ is contained in the term −(Eβµ)ELk−3χ,
hence is equal to −(Eβµ)ρEχ˜ for k = 3 and vanishes for k ≥ 4, we conclude
that for k = 3 we have:
−aEn−mTm−3LE2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−3LNE2Nβµ,N
= −aq1,m−2,µ + a(Eβµ)
{
ρ (n−2) ˇ˜χ : for m = 3
2ρµˇ
m−4,n−m+2 : for m = 4, ..., n
: up to terms which can be ignored (14.309)
while for k ≥ 4 we have simply:
−aEn−mTm−kLk−2E2βµ + aNEn−mN Tm−kLk−2N E2Nβµ,N
= −aqk−2,m−2,µ : up to terms which can be ignored (14.310)
We now use Proposition 14.4 to estimate in L2(Su,u) the remainders in 14.306
- 14.309. From 12.567 with (m − 1, n − 1) in the role of (m,n) we obtain, by
virtue of Proposition 14.4,
‖µˇm−2,n−m‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam−1+
1
2ubm−1+1 (14.311)
From 12.568 with (m − 1, n − 1) in the role of (m,n) we obtain, by virtue of
Proposition 14.4,
‖µˇ
m−2,n−m‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam−1+
1
2ubm−1 (14.312)
Using 14.311, 14.312, and the results of Proposition 14.4 concerning (n−2) ˇ˜χ,
(n−2) ˇ˜χ, we conclude that the remainder in 14.306 is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D
{
ua1+
1
2ub1+
3
2 : for m = 2
uam−1+
1
2ubm−1+2 : for m = 3, ..., n
(14.313)
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the remainder in 14.307 is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
Duam−2+
3
2 ubm−2+1 (14.314)
the remainder in 14.308 is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D
{
ua1+
3
2ub1+
7
2 : for m = 3
uam−3+
3
2ubm−3+4 : for m = 4, ..., n
(14.315)
and the remainder in 14.309 is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D
{
ua1+
3
2ub1+4 : for m = 3
uam−3+
3
2ubm−3+4 : for m = 4, ..., n
(14.316)
In conclusion, 14.302 - 14.303 and 14.306 - 14.309 yield for k ≥ 2 the recursive
inequality (recall that a ∼ uu2):
‖qk,m,µ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ‖qk−1,m,µ‖L2(Su,u) + Cuu2‖qk−2,m−2,µ‖L2(Su,u) + rk,m
(14.317)
where, by the estimates 14.313 - 14.316:
rk,m = C
√
D


ua1+
1
2 ub1+
3
2 : for k = m = 2
uam−1+
1
2 ubm−1+2 : for k = 2, m ≥ 3
uam−2+
3
2 ubm−2+1 : for k ≥ 3
(14.318)
Proposition 14.5 The nth order quantities qk,m,µ satisfy the following L
2
estimates on the Su,u:
‖qk,m,µ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam−1+
1
2ubm−1+
1
2
: for all k = 1, ..., n ; m = k, ..., n
Proof: The proposition is true for k = 1 by Lemma 14.1. We now take k ≥ 2 and
assume as the inductive hypothesis that the statement holds with k replaced by
any k′ = 1, ..., k − 1. We then have:
‖qk−1,m,µ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Duam−1+
1
2 ubm−1+
1
2
and:
‖qk−2,m−2,µ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
D
{
uam−2+
1
2 ubm−2−
1
2 : for k = 2
uam−3+
1
2 ubm−3+
1
2 : for k ≥ 3
Substituting these in 14.317 and taking taking into account 14.318 yields the
statement for k′ = k and the inductive step is complete.
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14.7 L2(Su,u) Estimates for Ω
n−1 log h/ and Ωn−1b
Let us denote:
(n−1)hˇ/ = Ωn−1 log
(
h/
h/N
)
= Ωn−1 log h/ − Ωn−1 log h/N (14.319)
Note that this is analogous, but does not quite coincide with , 12.956 with n−1
in the role of n. According to 12.958, 12.960 we have:
T log h/ = 2(χ+ χ), T log h/N = 2(χN + χN ) (14.320)
Applying Ωn−1 to these and taking the difference gives:
T (n−1)hˇ/ = 2(Ωn−1χ− Ωn−1χN ) + 2(Ωn−1χ− Ωn−1χN ) (14.321)
Now, we have:
Ω =
√
h/E =
√
h/NEN (14.322)
It follows that if f is an arbitrary function on N it holds:
Ωkf =
k∑
i=1
Pi,kh/
i/2Eif
=
k∑
i=1
Pi,k,Nh/
i/2
N E
i
Nf (14.323)
Here
Pk,k = 1 (14.324)
and for each i = 1, ..., k − 1, Pi,k is a polynomial in Ω log h/, ...,Ωk−i log h/, the
total number of Ω occurring in each term of the polynomial being equal to k− i.
Thus the highest order term in Pi,k is the linear term:
ci,kΩ
k−i log h/ (14.325)
and we have
c1,k =
1
2
(14.326)
Also Pi,k,N is the same as Pi,k but with log h/N in the role of log h/.
Applying 14.323 to the functions χ, χN and to the functions χ, χN we obtain:
Ωn−1χ− Ωn−1χN =
n−1∑
i=1
{
Pi,n−1h/i/2Eiχ− Pi,n−1,Nh/i/2N EiNχN
}
Ωn−1χ− Ωn−1χ
N
=
n−1∑
i=1
{
Pi,n−1h/i/2Eiχ− Pi,n−1,Nh/i/2N EiNχN
}
(14.327)
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The highest order terms on the right in each of the above are:
h/(n−1)/2En−1χ− h/(n−1)/2N En−1N χN
+
1
2
(Ωn−2 log h/)h/1/2Eχ− 1
2
(Ωn−2 log h/N)h/
1/2
N ENχN
or, up to 2nd order terms,
h/(n−1)/2(En−1χ− En−1N χN ) +
1
2
(Eχ) (n−2)hˇ/ (14.328)
and:
h/(n−1)/2En−1χ− h/(n−1)/2N En−1N χN
+
1
2
(Ωn−2 log h/)h/1/2Eχ− 1
2
(Ωn−2 log h/N)h/
1/2
N ENχN
or, up to 2nd order terms,
h/(n−1)/2(En−1χ− En−1N χN ) +
1
2
(Eχ) (n−2)hˇ/ (14.329)
Actually the contribution of the 2nd terms involving (n−2)hˇ/, in 14.328, 14.329,
can be absorbed in the estimate for (n−2)hˇ/ being of 1 order lower than the
quantity under estimation. In fact,
T (n−2)hˇ/ = 2Ωn−2(χ− χN ) + 2Ωn−2(χ− χN )
and this can itself be estimated in L2(Su,u). We conclude that, up to terms
which can be absorbed,
‖T (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
{‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Su,u)
+‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Su,u)
}
(14.330)
We now apply the inequality 14.268 with (n−1)hˇ/ in the role of the function f
to obtain, by 14.330,
‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
∫ τ
0
‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.331)
By 3.160 and 10.138, 10.141 we have, to principal terms,
En−1χ− En−1N χN = ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
1
2
β/2(En−1LH − En−1N LNHN )
En−1χ− En−1N χN = ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ+
1
2
β/2(En−1LH − En−1N LNHN )
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Moreover, to principal terms,
En−1LH − En−1N LNHN = −2H ′βµEn−1Lβµ + 2H ′Nβµ,NEn−1N LNβµ,N
= −2H ′βµq
1,1,µ
En−1LH − En−1N LNHN = −2H ′βµEn−1Lβµ + 2H ′Nβµ,NEn−1N LNβµ,N
= −2H ′βµq1,1,µ
by the definitions 14.216, 14.218. Therefore, to principal terms we have:
En−1χ− En−1N χN = ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ− β/2H ′βµq1,1,µ
En−1χ− En−1N χN = ρ (n−1) ˇ˜χ− β/2H ′βµq1,1,µ
(14.332)
It follows that in regard to the two integrals on the right in 14.331 we can
estimate:∫ τ
0
‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′ ≤ Cτ3/2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
∑
µ
‖q
1,1,µ
‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.333)∫ τ
0
‖En−1χ− En−1N χN‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′ ≤ Cτ1/2(σ + τ)2‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ)
+C
∫ τ
0
∑
µ
‖q1,1,µ‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.334)
By Proposition 14.2 the 1st term on the right in 14.333 is bounded by C
√
Dua0+
3
2 ub0
while by Proposition 14.3 and Lemma 14.1 (see 14.217, 14.218) the 2nd term is
bounded by C
√
Dua1+
3
2ub1−
1
2 (recall that u = τ , u = σ + τ). Also, by Propo-
sition 14.2 the 1st term on the right in 14.334 is bounded by C
√
Dua0+
1
2 ub0+1
while by Lemma 14.1 the 2nd term is bounded by C
√
Dua0+
3
2ub0+
1
2 . It then
follows through 14.331 that:
‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2ub1+
1
2 (14.335)
We proceed to derive an L2(Su,u) estimate for Ω
n−1bˇ, where we denote:
bˇ = b− bN (14.336)
By 3.148,
[L,L] =
[
∂
∂u
+ b
∂
∂ϑ
,
∂
∂u
− b ∂
∂ϑ
]
= −
(
∂b
∂u
+
∂b
∂u
)
∂
∂ϑ
= −(Tb)Ω
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Comparing with the 3rd of 3.154 we conclude that:
Tb = −h/−1/2ζ (14.337)
From 9.15 and the 3rd of 9.16 we similarly deduce:
TbN = −h/−1/2N ζN (14.338)
Taking the difference and applying Ωn−1 we then obtain:
TΩn−1bˇ = −Ωn−1(h/−1/2ζ) + Ωn−1(h/−1/2N ζN ) (14.339)
Applying then 14.323 to the functions h/−1/2ζ and h/−1/2N ζN gives:
TΩn−1bˇ = −
n−1∑
i=1
{
Pi,n−1h/i/2Ei(h/−1/2ζ)− Pi,n−1,Nh/i/2N EiN (h/−1/2N ζN )
}
(14.340)
The highest order terms on the right are:
−h/(n−1)/2En−1(h/−1/2ζ) + h/(n−1)/2N En−1N (h/−1/2N ζN )
−1
2
(Ωn−2 log h/)h/1/2E(h/−1/2ζ) +
1
2
(Ωn−2N log h/N)h/
1/2
N EN (h/
−1/2
N ζN )
Here, as in 14.328, 14.329, the 2nd difference can be absorbed, and the above
can be replaced by:
−h/(n−2)/2En−1ζ + h/(n−2)/2N En−1N ζN
+
1
2
h/−1/2(Ωn−1 log h/)ζ − 1
2
h/
−1/2
N (Ω
n−1 log h/N )ζN
which can in turn be replaced by:
− h/(n−2)/2(En−1ζ − En−1N ζN ) +
1
2
h/−1/2 (n−1)hˇ/ζ (14.341)
We conclude that, up to terms which can be absorbed,
‖TΩn−1bˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C‖En−1ζ − En−1N ζN‖L2(Su,u) + Cu‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Su,u)
(14.342)
(recall that |ζ| ≤ Cu). We now apply inequality 14.268 with Ωn−1bˇ in the role
of the function f to obtain, by 14.342,
‖Ωn−1bˇ‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ C
∫ τ
0
‖En−1ζ − En−1N ζN‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′ )dτ ′
+C
∫ τ
0
τ ′‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
(14.343)
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From 3.162, 3.165 and the corresponding equations for the Nth approximants
we deduce:
[En−1ζ−En−1N ζN ]P.A. = 2ρ (0,n)λˇ−2ρ (0,n)λˇ+πa (n−1) ˇ˜χ−πa (n−1) ˇ˜χ (14.344)
and:
[En−1ζ − En−1N ζN ]P.P. − [En−1ζ − En−1N ζN ]P.A.
= β/H ′βµ(−ρβNq1,1,µ + ρβNq1,1,µ)
+
a
c
[
−(βN − βN )H ′βµ +H
(
−cπβ/+ βN − βN
2
)
Nµ
+H
(
cπβ/− βN + βN
2
)
Nµ
]
(0,n) ˇ˙φµ
(14.345)
We bound the contribution of 14.344 to the first integral on the right in 14.344
by:
τ1/2‖[En−1ζ − En−1N ζN ]P.A.‖L2(Kτσ)
and then applying Proposition 14.2. This gives a bound by:
C
√
Dua0+
1
2 ub0+2 (14.346)
(recall again that u = τ , u = σ + τ). We bound the contribution of 14.345 to
the same integral using Proposition 14.3 and Lemma 14.1 (see 14.217, 14.218).
This gives a bound by:
C
√
Dua1+
3
2ub1+
3
2 (14.347)
Finally by 14.335 the second integral on the right in 14.344 is bounded by:
C
√
Dua1+
5
2ub1+
1
2 (14.348)
Combining we then conclude through 14.344 that:
‖Ωn−1bˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2ub1+2 (14.349)
We summarize the results of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 14.6 The n − 1th order quantities (n−1)hˇ/, Ωn−1bˇ satisfy the
following L2 estimates on the Su,u:
‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2ub1+
1
2
‖Ωn−1bˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ C
√
Dua1+
1
2 ub1+2
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14.8 Lower Order L2(Su,u) Estimates
Let us consider the L2(Su,u) estimates for the nth order variation differences
(m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ : m = 0, ..., n of Proposition 14.3, for the nth order quantities
q1,m,µ : m = 1, ..., n of Lemma 14.1, for the nth order quantities q1,m,µ : m =
1, ..., n which follow from the preceding through 14.217, 14.218, as well as the
L2(Su,u) estimates for the n−1th order acoustical difference quantities (n−2) ˇ˜χ,
(n−2)χ˜, (m−1,n−m)λˇ : m = 1, ..., n, (m−1,n−m)λˇ : m = 1, ..., n of Proposition
14.4, recalling also 14.261, 14.262. To deduce from these L2(Su,u) estimates
of one order lower, that is L2(Su,u) estimates for the n − 1th order variation
differences (m−1,n−m) ˇ˙φµ : m = 1, ..., n, for the n− 1th order quantities
1
q1,m−1,µ= En−mTm−2Lβµ − En−mN Tm−2LNβµ,N : m = 2, ..., n (14.350)
which correspond to the q1,m−1,µ : m = 2, ..., n at one order lower, for the n−1th
order quantities
1
q
1,m−1,µ= E
n−mTm−2Lβµ − En−mN Tm−2LNβµ,N : m = 2, ..., n (14.351)
which correspond to the q
1,m,µ
at one order lower, and for the n − 2th order
acoustical quantities (n−3) ˇ˜χ, (n−3) ˇ˜χ, (m−2,n−m)λˇ : m = 2, ..., n, (m−2,n−m)λˇ :
m = 2, ..., n, we must estimate the L2(Su,u) norm of T applied to each of the
lower order quantities in terms of the L2(Su,u) norm of a corresponding quantity
of one order higher, that is of (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ in the case of (m−1,n−m)
ˇ˙φµ, q1,m,µ in
the case of
1
q1,m−1,µ, q1,m,µ in the case of
1
q
1,m−1,µ,
(m−1,n−m)λˇ in the case of
(m−2,n−m)λˇ, (m−1,n−m)λˇ in the case of (m−2,n−m)λˇ. In the case of (n−3) ˇ˜χ,
(n−3) ˇ˜χ, by 14.261, 14.262 with n − 1 in the role of n the estimate involves
(1,n−2) ˇ˙φµ. We then apply the inequality 14.268 to obtain the desired L(Su,u)
estimates of one order lower. This procedure involves lowering the index m of
the quantity being estimated by one when the quantity considered is of one order
lower. Since in 14.268 there is an integration with respect to τ , the estimate
is by one power of u higher than that of the corresponding quantity of one
higher order, and there is a factor equal to the reciprocal of that power in the
coefficient. Thus the L2(Su,u) estimates of one order lower read:
‖ (m−1,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
)uam+ 32 ubm− 12 : m = 1, ...n
‖ 1q1,m−1,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
)uam+ 32ubm+ 12 : m = 2, ..., n
‖ 1q
1,m−1,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
)uam+ 32ubm− 12 : m = 2, ..., n
(14.352)
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‖ (n−3) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a2 +
3
2
)ua2+ 32 ub2+ 12
‖ (n−3) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a2 +
3
2
)ua2+ 32 ub2
‖ (m−2,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D
(am + 2)
uam+2ubm+
1
2 : m = 2, ..., n
‖ (m−2,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
)uam+ 32ubm : m = 2, ..., n
(14.353)
We see that if to a quantity of the higher order is associated the pair of
indices (m,n−m), the indices m and n−m corresponding to the number of T
and E derivatives respectively, and the pair of exponents (am, bm), indicating
the growth of the quantity, the exponents am and bm corresponding to the
powers of u and u respectively, then to the corresponding quantity of one order
lower but with the same number of T derivatives is associated the index pair
(m,n−1−m) and, according to the above, the exponent pair (am+1+1, bm+1).
We remark that in general for positive exponents a, b and a′, b′ we have
ua
′
ub
′ ≤ uaub : for all (u, u) ∈ R1,1
if and only if a′ ≥ a and c′ ≥ c where we denote c = a + b, c′ = a′ + b′. Now,
in connection with the pair of quantities just discussed, the condition for the
quantity of one order lower to be able to be absorbed in the estimates involving
the higher order quantity is that its growth is strictly dominated by the growth
of the higher order quantity. Therefore, in view of the remark, the necessary
and sufficient condition for the quantity to which the index pair (m,n−1−m) is
associated to be able to be absorbed in the estimates involving the corresponding
quantity with associated index pair (m,n−m) is that:
am+1 + 1 > am and cm+1 + 1 > cm (14.354)
So this condition on the exponents am, bm must be imposed in addition to the
condition that they are non-increasing with m. With this condition satisfied, all
the terms which we have called ignorable in the preceding chapters can indeed
be absorbed in the estimates. The choice of relation between the exponent pairs
(am, bm) for differentm which ensures that the lower order terms are maximally
depressed relative to the higher order terms is simply to choose all the am equal
and all the bm equal:
am = a, bm = b : m = 0, ..., n (14.355)
So we take this optimal choice from now on.
Applying then repeatedly the preceding argument we deduce the L2(Su,u)
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estimates of i orders lower in the form:
‖ (m−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)u
a+ 12+iub−
1
2 : m = i, ...n
‖ iq1,m−i,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2 : m = i+ 1, ..., n
‖ iq
1,m−i,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub−
1
2 : m = i+ 1, ..., n
(14.356)
‖ (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2
‖ (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub
‖ (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D
(a+ 2) · · · (a+ 1 + i)u
a+1+iub+
1
2 : m = i+ 1, ..., n
‖ (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub : m = i+ 1, ..., n
(14.357)
where, in 14.356, we denote:
i
q1,m−i,µ= En−mTm−1−iLβµ − En−mN Tm−1−iLNβµ,N
i
q
1,m−i,µ= E
n−mTm−1−iLβµ − En−mN Tm−1−iLNβµ,N
(14.358)
In addition, in regard to the transformation functions, we deduce from the
estimates 14.298 the following lower order estimates:
‖Ωn−mTm−i ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i)τc−
3
2+i
‖Ωn−mTm−ivˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i)τc−
3
2+i
‖Ωn−mTm−iγˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i)τc−
3
2+i
: for i = 1, ..., n− 1, m = i, ..., n (14.359)
In assessing the contribution of the lower order terms to the top order energy
estimates these terms are of course not estimated in terms D but in terms of
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[n,n]M and [n,n]A. Since the lower order terms contribute with progressively
higher powers of δ and inverse powers of a, they can all be absorbed in the
estimates.
14.9 Pointwise Estimates and Recovery of the
Bootstrap Assumptions
We shall now derive pointwise estimates for all the lower order quantities ap-
pearing above, that is for (m−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ : m = i, ..., n; i = 1, ..., n, for
i
q1,m−i,µ,
i
q
1,m−i,µ : m = i + 1, ..., n; i = 1, ..., n − 1, and for (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ, (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ :
i = 1, ..., n − 2, and for (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ, (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ : m = i + 1, ..., n; i =
1, ..., n− 1. To derive the pointwise estimates we shall use the following version
of the Sobolev inequality on S1.
Lemma 14.2 Let f ∈ H1(S1). Then f ∈ C0,1/2(S1) and we have:
sup
S1
|f − f | ≤
√
2‖f − f‖1/2L2(S1)‖Ωf‖1/2L2(S1)
where f is the mean value of f on S1.
Proof: This is standard. For the inequality, consider the function fˇ = f − f .
This function has vanishing mean hence by continuity there is a ϑ0 ∈ S1 where
fˇ vanishes. Then for an arbitrary ϑ ∈ S1 we have:
fˇ2(ϑ) =
∫ ϑ
ϑ0
(Ω(fˇ2))(ϑ′)dϑ′ = 2
∫ ϑ
ϑ0
(fˇΩfˇ)(ϑ′)dϑ′
≤
∫
S1
|fˇ ||Ωfˇ | ≤ ‖fˇ‖L2(S1)‖Ωfˇ‖L2(S1)
Since Ωfˇ = Ωf the inequality follows.
Since
‖f − f‖2L2(S1) =
∫
S1
(f − f)2 =
∫
S1
f2 −
∫
S1
f
2 ≤ ‖f‖2L2(S1)
and
|f | ≤ 1
2π
‖f‖L1(S1) ≤ 1√
2π
‖f‖L2(S1)
Lemma 14.2 implies:
sup
S1
|f | ≤ 1√
2π
‖f‖L2(S1) +
√
2‖f‖1/2L2(S1)‖Ωf‖1/2L2(S1) (14.360)
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Let us first revisit Proposition 14.6. Following the same argument with n− i
in the role of n and using the estimates 14.356 and 14.357 we deduce the lower
order L2(Su,u) estimates:
‖ (n−1−i))hˇ/‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2
‖Ωn−1−ibˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub+2
: i = 1, ..., n− 1 (14.361)
In view of the definition 14.319 we have:
Ω (n−2−i)hˇ/ = (n−1−i)hˇ/ : i = 0, ..., n− 2 (14.362)
Applying then Lemma 14.2 with the restrictions of (n−2−i)hˇ/ and Ωn−2−ibˇ to
Su,u in the role of the function f and appealing to Proposition 14.6 for the case
i = 0 and to the estimates 14.361 for the cases i = 1, .., n − 2 we deduce the
pointwise estimates:
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i)hˇ/| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)
ua+1+iub+
1
2√
a+ 32 + i
sup
Su,u
|Ω(n−2−i)bˇ| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)
ua+1+iub+2√
a+ 32 + i
: i = 0, ..., n− 2 (14.363)
Consider next the lower order variation differences. In view of 14.322 we
have, for i = 0, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n:
Ω (m−1−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ = Ω(En−mTm−1−iβµ − En−mN Tm−1−iβµ,N )
= h/1/2En−m+1Tm−1−iβµ − h/1/2N En−m+1N Tm−1−iβµ,N
= h/1/2 (m−1−i,n−m+1) ˇ˙φ+ (h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−m+1N Tm−1−iβµ,N
(14.364)
By Proposition 14.3 for the case i = 0 and the first of the estimates 14.356 for
the cases i = 1, ..., n − 1 the first term on the right in 14.364 is bounded in
L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)ua+
1
2+iub−
1
2 (14.365)
while by the first of 14.361 with i = n−1 the second term on the right in 14.364
is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + n)ua−
1
2+nub+
1
2 (14.366)
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Therefore for all i = 0, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n we have:
‖Ω (m−1−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)u
a+ 12+iub−
1
2 (14.367)
Applying then Lemma 14.2 with (m−1−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ
∣∣∣
Su,u
in the role of f and using
also the 1st of 14.356 with i+ 1 in the role of i we obtain:
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)
ua+1+iub−
1
2√
a+ 32 + i
(14.368)
for all i = 0, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n.
Next, in view of 14.358 we have, for i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i + 1, ..., n:
Ω
i
q1,m−i,µ= Ω(En−mTm−1−iLβµ − En−mN Tm−1−iLNβµ,N )
= h/1/2En−m+1Tm−1−iLβµ − h/1/2N En−m+1N Tm−1−iLNβµ,N
= h/1/2
i−1
q 1,m−i,µ +(h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−m+1N Tm−1−iLNβµ,N
(14.369)
By Lemma 14.1 for the case i = 1 and the second of the estimates 14.356 for the
cases i = 2, ..., n− 1 the first term on the right in 14.369 is bounded in L2(Su,u)
by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)u
a− 12+iub+
1
2 (14.370)
while by the first of 14.361 with i = n−1 the second term on the right in 14.369
is bounded in L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + n)u
a− 12+nub+
1
2 (14.371)
Therefore for all i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n we have:
‖Ω iq1,m−i,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)u
a− 12+iub+
1
2 (14.372)
Using also the 2nd of 14.356 in applying Lemma 14.2 with
i
q1,m−i,µ
∣∣∣∣
Su,u
in the
role of f we obtain:
sup
Su,u
| iq1,m−i,µ | ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)
ua+iub+
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
(14.373)
for all i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n. Since (see 14.358):
i
q1,m−i,µ +
i
q
1,m−i,µ=
(m−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ (14.374)
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the estimates 14.368 with i− 1 in the role of i and 14.373 imply:
sup
Su,u
| iq
1,m−i,µ | ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)
ua+iub−
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
(14.375)
for all i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n.
We turn to the lower order acoustical differences. In view of 14.322 we have,
for i = 1, ..., n− 2:
Ω (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ = Ω(En−2−iχ˜− En−2−iN χ˜N )
= h/1/2En−1−iχ˜− h/1/2N En−1−iN χ˜N
= h/1/2 (n−1−i) ˇ˜χ+ (h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−1−iN χ˜N (14.376)
Similarly,
Ω (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ = h/1/2 (n−1−i) ˇ˜χ+ (h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−1−iN ˇ˜χN (14.377)
The first terms on the right in each of 14.376, 14.377 are bounded in L2(Su,u)
by Proposition 14.4 in the case i = 1 and by the first two of the estimates 14.357
with i − 1 in the role of i in the cases i = 2, ..., n − 2, while the second terms
on the right in each of 14.376, 14.377 are bounded in L2(Su,u) using the first of
14.361 with i = n− 1. We obtain:
‖Ω (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)ua−
1
2+iub+
1
2
‖Ω (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)ua−
1
2+iub
(14.378)
Using also the first two of the estimates 14.357 in applying Lemma 14.2 with
(n−2−i) ˇ˜χ
∣∣
Su,u
and (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ
∣∣
Su,u
in the role of f we deduce:
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)
ua+iub+
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)
ua+iub√
a+ 12 + i
(14.379)
for all i = 1, ..., n − 2. Taking account of 14.322 we have, for i = 1, ..., n − 1,
m = i+ 1, ..., n:
Ω (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ = h/1/2 (m−1−i,n−m+1)λˇ+ (h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−m+1N Tm−1−iλN
(14.380)
Ω (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ = h/1/2 (m−1−i,n−m+1)λˇ+ (h/1/2 − h/1/2N )En−m+1N Tm−1−iλN
(14.381)
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The first term on the right in each of 14.380, 14.381 is bounded in L2(Su,u)
according to the estimates of Proposition 14.4 with m − 1 in the role of m
in the case i = 1 and according to the last two of the estimates 14.357 with
(m − 1, i − 1) in the role of (m, i) in the cases i = 2, ..., n − 1. By the first of
14.361 with i = n − 1 the second term on the right in 14.380 is bounded in
L2(Su,u) by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + n)ua−
1
2+nub+
1
2 ·


u2 : if m = i+ 1
u : if m = i+ 2
1 : if m ≥ i+ 3
(14.382)
(see 9.97), and the second term on the right in 14.381 is bounded in L2(Su,u)
by:
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + n)ua−
1
2+nub+
1
2 ·
{
u : if m = i+ 1
1 : if m ≥ i+ 2 (14.383)
(see 9.89). For both of 14.380, 14.381 the bound for the first term dominates
and we obtain:
‖Ω (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D
(a+ 2) · · · (a+ i)u
a+iub+
1
2
(14.384)
‖Ω (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)ua−
1
2+iub
(14.385)
Using also the last two of the estimates 14.357 in applying Lemma 14.2 with
(m−1−i,n−m)λˇ
∣∣
Su,u
and (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ
∣∣
Su,u
in the role of f we deduce:
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ| ≤ C
√
D
(a+ 2) · · · (a+ i)
ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2√
a+ 1 + i
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ| ≤ C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i)
ua+iub√
a+ 12 + i
(14.386)
for all i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i+ 1, ..., n.
In addition, in regard to the transformation functions, we similarly deduce
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using the estimates 14.298 and 14.359, the pointwise estimates:
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−i ˇˆf | ≤ C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i)
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−ivˇ| ≤ C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i)
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−iγˇ| ≤ C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i)
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
(14.387)
for all i = 1, ..., n− 1 and m = i, ..., n.
The above estimates 14.368, 14.373, 14.375, 14.379, 14.386, 14.387 allow us
to recover all the bootstrap assumptions as strict inequalities, if
n∗ + 2 ≤ n− 1 (14.388)
that is (see 14.21) if we choose:
n ≥ 5 (14.389)
provided that δ is suitably small depending on:
A∗√
D
,
A∗√
D
,
B√
D
,
B√
D
,
B√
D
,
K√
D
,
C∗√
D
,
C′∗√
D
,
C′′∗√
D
14.10 Completion of the Argument
Now, the results of Chapters 10, 12, 13, in particular the top order energy
estimates, as well as the results of the present chapter up to this point, are in
the nature of a priori bounds, and hold for a solution defined in a domain Rδ,δ,
provided that δ satisfies the smallness conditions stated in the preceding chapers,
as long as the bootstrap assumptions hold on this domain. We shall presently
show that once δ is subjected to the further smallness condition stated at the
end of the previous section, allowing the recovery of the bootstrap assumptions,
the whole argument can be completed to an actual proof of an existence theorem
of a solution defined in Rδ,δ and satisfying all the stated bounds.
To accomplish this we start not at C0, as the data on S0,0 is singular and
moreover λ vanishes everywhere on C0 (see Chapter 5), but at Cτ0 for some
τ0 > 0 and much smaller than the minimum of the upper bounds placed on
δ by the smallness conditions stated above, including the smallness condition
stated at the end of the preceding section which guarantees the recovery of
the bootstrap assumptions as strict inequalities. In fact, denoting this minimal
upper bound by δ∗, we set, successively :
τ0 = τ0,m := 2
−mδ∗ : m = 1, 2, ... (14.390)
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thus τ0 → 0 as m → ∞. To provide the initial data on Cτ0 , we shall use the
Nth approximate solution (xµN , bN , βµ,N ) as a point of reference. We consider
the restriction of this to Cτ0 . We first perform a transformation as in Section
10.7, equations 10.604 - 10.607 to adapt the coordinate ϑ to the integral curves
of LN on Cτ0 . This sets:
bN = 0, LN =
∂
∂u
: on Cτ0 (14.391)
The initial data to be provided on Cτ0 consist of the x
µ and the βµ on Cτ0 as
we are thinking of the coordinate ϑ on Cτ0 to be adapted to the generators of
Cτ0 thus in correspondence with 14.391 we have:
b = 0, L =
∂
∂u
: on Cτ0 (14.392)
Since we are to confine ourselves to values of u not exceeding δ∗, the initial data
need only be provided on Cδ∗τ0 which in the following we denote simply by Cτ0 .
The setup of characteristic initial data has already been discussed in the
first paragraph of Section 5.1. The initial data on Cτ0 consist of the 6 functions
(xµ : µ = 0, 1, 2 ; βµ : µ = 0, 1, 2) as smooth functions on Cτ0 which is identified
with:
{(u, ϑ) : u ∈ [τ0, δ∗], ϑ ∈ S1} (14.393)
The 2nd member of the characteristic system 2.62 constitutes on Cτ0 2 con-
straints on the initial data:
∂xi
∂u
= N i
∂t
∂u
: i = 1, 2 (14.394)
the Ωµ = ∂xµ/∂ϑ being defined on Cτ0 by the data for the x
µ, the hµν being
defined on Cτ0 by the data for the βµ, and the N
i, N i being determined through
these as in Section 2.2. Equation 2.88, the 2nd member of the wave system,
induced on Cτ0 , namely the 3rd of 2.92:
(Lxµ)Ωβµ − (Ωxµ)Lβµ = 0
(here the spatial dimension is 2), constitutes on Cτ0 the 3rd constraint on the
initial data:
∂xµ
∂u
∂βµ
∂ϑ
− ∂x
µ
∂ϑ
∂βµ
∂u
= 0 (14.395)
Equation 2.86, the 1st member of the wave system, or 2.91 in the form:
NµLβµ − λh/−1ΩµΩβµ = 0
which it takes by virtue of 2.72, 2.74 and 2.93, constitutes on Cτ0 the 4th
constraint on the initial data:
Nµ
∂βµ
∂u
− λh/−1Ωµ ∂βµ
∂ϑ
= 0 (14.396)
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h/ and λ being determined on Cτ0 by the initial data:
h/ = hµνΩ
µΩν ; λ = cρ ; c = −1
2
hµνN
µNν , ρ =
∂t
∂u
(14.397)
Summarizing, the 6 functions (xµ : µ = 0, 1, 2 ; βµ : µ = 0, 1, 2) on 14.393
representing the initial data on Cτ0 are subject to the 4 constraints, equations
14.394, 14.395, 14.396. Consequently there are 2 functional degrees of freedom
on Cτ0 in the initial data.
In addition to the constraints on Cτ0 there are constraints on Sτ0,τ0 , its past
boundary, which according to 14.393 is identified with:
{(τ0, ϑ) : ϑ ∈ S1} (14.398)
The data for the xµ restricted to Sτ0,τ0 define Sτ0 , a curve in M
2, Minkowski
spacetime of 2-spatial dimensions, parametrized on S1, by:
Sτ0 : ϑ ∈ S1 7→ (xµ(τ0, ϑ) : µ = 0, 1, 2) ∈M2 (14.399)
the xµ being rectangular coordinates in M2. The prior solution defines the βµ
as functions of the parameter ϑ along Sτ0 . We denote these functions by:
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(14.400)
We also denote:
β′µ|Sτ0 = (g
−1)µν β′ν |Sτ0 , σ
′|Sτ0 = − β
′µ|Sτ0 β
′
µ
∣∣
Sτ0
, G′|Sτ0 = G ◦ σ
′|Sτ0
(14.401)
(in the last G stands for the function on the positive real line). Then the linear
jump condition 4.1:
Ωµ△βµ = 0
constitutes at Sτ0,τ0 a boundary constraint on the initial data:
Ωµ(τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ(τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(ϑ)
)
= 0 : ∀ϑ ∈ S1 (14.402)
Moreover, the nonlinear jump condition 1.371:
(△βµ)△(Gβµ) = 0
constitutes at Sτ0,τ0 another boundary constraint on the initial data:(
βµ(τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(ϑ)
)(
(Gβµ)(τ0, ϑ)−
(
G′|Sτ0 β
′µ|Sτ0
)
(ϑ)
)
= 0 : ∀ϑ ∈ S1
(14.403)
We remark that the linear jump condition 4.2 constitutes the boundary condi-
tion for the 1st derived datum λ (see Sections 4.2 and 5.1) in terms of λ, so this
condition does not constrain the βµ|Sτ0,τ0 . Summarizing, the 3 functions on S
1
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representing the βµ|Sτ0,τ0 are subject to the 2 boundary constraints, equations
14.402, 14.403.
Now the Nth approximants (xµN , βµ,N ) on Cτ0 , after the transformation in
connection with achieving 14.391, satisfy approximately the constraint equations
14.394, 14.395, 14.396 and the boundary constraints 14.402, 14.403. We shall
presently estimate the errors committed, that is the quantities by which the
Nth approximants fail to satisfy these constraints. By the 2nd of 9.26 and by
Proposition 9.1 the error committed in regard to 14.394 is:
εiN = O(τ
N+1
0 ) (14.404)
By the 3rd of 9.62 the error committed in regard to 14.395 is:
ωLΩ,N = O(τ
N+1
0 ) (14.405)
Noting that by 9.22, 9.23 the left hand side of 14.396 is:
− 1
ρ
{
ah−1(dxµ, dβµ) +
1
2
(dxµ ∧ dβµ)(L,L)
}
(14.406)
on Cτ0 , by 9.61, the 1st of 9.62 and by Propositions 9.2, 9.3 the error committed
in regard to 14.396 is:
− 1
ρN
(δN − ωLL,N ) = O(τN−10 ) + ρ−1N
∣∣∣
Cτ0
O(τN+10 ) (14.407)
We turn to the errors committed in regard to the boundary constraints
14.402, 14.403. To assess these we define, in analogy with 14.399, the curve
Sτ0,N in M
2 by:
Sτ0,N : ϑ ∈ S1 7→ (xµN (τ0, ϑ) : µ = 0, 1, 2) ∈M2 (14.408)
The prior solution defines the βµ as functions of the parameter ϑ along Sτ0,N .
In analogy with 14.400 we denote these functions by:
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(14.409)
The error committed in regard to 14.402 is then:
ΩµN (τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ,N (τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ)
)
:= ι′Ω,τ0,N (ϑ) (14.410)
a function on S1. To estimate this error we remark that according to the
definitions 9.114 and 9.118 we have:
ΩµN (τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ,N (τ0, ϑ)− β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ))
)
= ιΩ,N (τ0, ϑ)
(14.411)
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the prior solution being expressed here in terms of (t, u′, ϑ′) coordinates as in
9.114. Subtracting 14.411 from 14.410 we obtain:
ι′Ω,τ0,N(ϑ) = ιΩ,N (τ0, ϑ) +
ΩµN (τ0, ϑ)
(
β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ))− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ)
)
(14.412)
In regard to the factor in parenthesis in the 2nd term, while according to the
definitions 9.110:
fN (τ0, ϑ) = x
0
N (τ0, ϑ), g
i
N(τ0, ϑ) = x
i
N (τ0, ϑ) : i = 1, 2 (14.413)
are, in view of 14.408 the rectangular coordinates of the point on Sτ0,N ⊂ M2
corresponding to the parameter ϑ,
x′i(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ))
the spatial rectangular coordinates of the point in the prior solution correspond-
ing to
t = fN(τ0, ϑ), u
′ = wN (τ0, ϑ), ϑ′ = ψN (τ0, ϑ)
(see 4.56), differ from giN(τ0, ϑ) by the quantity
x′i(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τN , ϑ))− giN(τ0, ϑ) = τ30DiN (τ0, ϑ) (14.414)
by which, with the definitions 9.112, 9.113 the Nth approximants fail to satisfy
the identification equations 4.57. Recall here Proposition 4.5 and definition
9.175. As a consequence of this error the factor in parenthesis in the 2nd term
on the right in 14.412 fails to vanish. By Proposition 9.7,
DiN(τ0, ϑ) = O(τ
N−1
0 ) (14.415)
Let us define (wτ0(ϑ), ψτ0(ϑ)) so as to satisfy:
x′i(fN (τ0, ϑ), wτ0(ϑ), ψτ0(ϑ)) − giN(τ0, ϑ) = 0 (14.416)
while being suitably close to (wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ)). Setting, in analogy with
9.113,
wτ0(ϑ) = τ0vτ0(ϑ), ψτ0(ϑ) = ϑ+ τ
3
0 γτ0(ϑ) (14.417)
this means that the regularized identification equations of Proposition 4.5 must
be satisfied with τ = τ0 and (vτ0(ϑ), γτ0(ϑ)) in the role of (v, γ):
Fˆ iN ((τ0, ϑ), (vτ0(ϑ), γτ0(ϑ)) = 0 (14.418)
if we replace in the definition of Fˆ i at τ = τ0, fˆ(τ0, ϑ) by:
fˆN(τ0, ϑ) = τ
−2
0 (fN (τ0, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ))
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and δˆi(τ0, ϑ) by:
δˆiN (τ0, ϑ) = τ
−3
0
[
giN (τ0, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)(fN (τ0, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ))
]
(see 4.223, 4.224, 4.241, 4.245), so that Fˆ i at τ = τ0 is replaced, according to
9.173, 9.174, by Fˆ iN at τ = τ0. Recall that according to 9.175:
Fˆ iN ((τ0, ϑ), (vN (τ0, ϑ), γN (τ0, ϑ)) = D
i
N(τ0, ϑ) (14.419)
Moreover, (vτ0(ϑ), γτ0(ϑ)) should be close to (vN (τ0, ϑ), γN (τ0, ϑ)). In view of
12.545, provided that τ0 is suitably small, we can apply the implicit function
theorem to conclude that there is a unique solution (vτ0(ϑ), γτ0(ϑ)) of 14.418 in
a neighborhood of (vN (τ0, ϑ), γN (τ0, ϑ)). To ensure the required smallness of τ0
we start the sequence 14.390 from m = M for some sufficiently large M . We
can then furthermore show that by virtue of 14.415:
vτ0(ϑ)− vN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN−10 ), γτ0(ϑ)− γN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN−10 ) (14.420)
therefore by 14.417 and 9.113:
wτ0(ϑ) − wN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN0 ), ψτ0(ϑ)− ψN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN+20 ) (14.421)
Now, by 14.413 and 14.416 we have:
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ) = β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wτ0(ϑ), ψτ0(ϑ)) (14.422)
the prior solution being again expressed in terms of (t, u′, ϑ′) coordinates as
in 14.411. Therefore the factor in parenthesis in the 2nd term on the right in
14.412 is:
β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ))− β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wτ0(ϑ), ψτ0(ϑ))
= O(τN0 ) (14.423)
A more precise estimate for the 2nd term on the right in 14.412 can in fact be
obtained. This is because by 4.102, 4.103 and Proposition 4.3:
Ωµ0
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= (Ω′µ + πL′µ)
(
T ′β′µ
)∣∣
∂−B
=
[
µ′
α
Tˆ ′i
(
∂β′i
∂ϑ′
+ π
∂β′i
∂t
)]∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= 0 (14.424)
It then follows that the 2nd term on the right in 14.412 is in fact:
O(τN+10 ) (14.425)
Combining then with the first result of Proposition 9.4 we conclude through
14.412 that:
ι′Ω,τ0,N = O(τ
N+1
0 ) (14.426)
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As for the error committed in regard to 14.403, this being the nonlinear
jump condition 1.371 at Sτ0,τ0 , we recall that the last is equivalent to 9.163 at
Sτ0,τ0 , that is:
ǫ(τ0, ϑ) + j(κ(τ0, ϑ), ǫ(τ0, ϑ))ǫ
2(τ0, ϑ) = 0 (14.427)
where (see 4.3):
ǫ(τ0, ϑ) = N
µ(τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ(τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(ϑ)
)
ǫ(τ0, ϑ) = N
µ(τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ(τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(ϑ)
)
(14.428)
κ(τ0, ϑ) stands for the quadruplet (see 4.43):
κ(τ0, ϑ) = (σ(τ0, ϑ), c(τ0, ϑ), (N
µβµ)(τ0, ϑ), (N
µβµ)(τ0, ϑ)) (14.429)
and j stands for the function defined by Proposition 4.2. Recalling the definition
9.114, we have, by 14.422, 14.423:
βµ,N (τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ)−△Nβµ(τ0, ϑ) = O(τN0 ) (14.430)
Hence, denoting:
ǫ′τ0,N(ϑ) = N
µ
N(τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ,N (τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ)
)
ǫ′τ0,N(ϑ) = N
µ
N (τ0, ϑ)
(
βµ,N (τ0, ϑ)− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ)
)
(14.431)
we have:
ǫ′τ0,N (ϑ)− ǫN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN0 ), ǫ′τ0,N (ϑ)− ǫN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN0 ) (14.432)
the quantities ǫN , ǫN being defined by 9.138. A more precise estimate for the 1st
difference can in fact be derived. This is because by 4.102, 4.103 and Proposition
4.3:
Nµ0
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
∂−B
=
(
L′µT ′β′µ
)∣∣
∂−B
=
(
µ′
α
Tˆ ′i
∂β′i
∂t
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= 0 (14.433)
It follows that the 1st of 14.432 can be precised to:
ǫ′τ0,N (ϑ)− ǫN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN+10 ) (14.434)
The quantity by which 14.427 fails to be satisfied by the Nth approximants is:
ǫ′τ0,N (ϑ) + j(κN (τ0, ϑ), ǫ
′
τ0,N(ϑ)) ǫ
′2
τ0,N(ϑ) := d
′
τ0,N (ϑ) (14.435)
Comparing with the definition 9.167 we see that by virtue of 14.434 and the 2nd
of 14.432:
d′τ0,N (ϑ)− dN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN+10 ) (14.436)
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Therefore by Proposition 9.6:
d′τ0,N = O(τ
N+1
0 ) (14.437)
By virtue of the estimates 14.404, 14.405, 14.407, and 14.426, 14.437, for
the quantities by which by the Nth approximants fail to satisfy the constraint
equations 14.394, 14.395, 14.396, on Cτ0 , and the boundary constraints 14.402,
14.427 (which is equivalent to 14.403), on Sτ0,τ0 , we can show that we can find
smooth initial data xµ, βµ on Cτ0 , satisfying the constraint equations on Cτ0
and the boundary constraints on Sτ0,τ0 , and verifying the following closeness
conditions to the corresponding Nth approximants:
xµ|Cτ0 − x
µ
N |Cτ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 ) + ρ
−1
N
∣∣∣
Cτ0
O(τN+10 )
βµ|Cτ0 − βµ,N |Cτ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 ) + ρ
−1
N
∣∣∣
Cτ0
O(τN+10 ) (14.438)
Moreover, this is true for each τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ], where τ0,M is the starting point of
the sequence 14.390 as discussed above in connection with equation 14.418. To
simplify the notation we introduce the following.
Definition 14.1: Let {f |Cτ0 : τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ]} be a 1-parameter family of
functions such that for each τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ], f |Cτ0 is a smooth function on Cτ0 .
Let p be a positive integer and q a non-negative integer, q < p. We write:
f |Cτ0 = O(u
−qτp0 )
if for each pair of non-negative integers k, l there is a constant Ck,l independent
of τ0 such that: ∣∣∣∣ ∂k∂uk ∂
l
∂ϑl
f |Cτ0
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ck,lu−q−kτp0
(compare with Definitions 9.1 and 9.2).
It follows from 14.438 that in the sense of Definition 14.1:(
xµ|Cτ0 − x
µ
N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 )(
βµ|Cτ0 − βµ,N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.439)
The first of 14.439 implies:(
Ωµ|Cτ0 − Ω
µ
N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.440)
which, combined with the second of 14.439, in turn implies:(
Nµ|Cτ0 − N
µ
N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 )(
Nµ|Cτ0 − N
µ
N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.441)
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and: (
h/|Cτ0 − h/N |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.442)
Moreover, 14.441 together with the second of 14.439 imply:(
c|Cτ0 − cN |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.443)
Also, 14.442 together with the first of 14.439 implies:(
π|Cτ0 − πN |Cτ0
)
= O(τN−10 ) (14.444)
To simplify the notation in regard to boundary data we introduce the fol-
lowing.
Definition 14.2: Let {f |Sτ0,τ0 : τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ]} be a 1-parameter family
of functions such that for each τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ], f |Sτ0,τ0 is a smooth function on
Sτ0,τ0 , and let p be a positive integer. We write:
f |Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
p
0 )
if for each non-negative integer l there is a constant Cl independent of τ0 such
that: ∣∣∣∣ ∂l∂ϑl f |Sτ0,τ0
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Clτp0
Note that if {f |Cτ0 : τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ]} is a 1 parameter family of functions as
in Definition 14.1 such that f |Cτ0 = O(u
−qτp0 ) then the corresponding family
{f |Sτ0,τ0 : τ0 ∈ [0, τ0,M ]} is a 1 parameter family of functions as in Definition
14.2 such that f |Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
p−q
0 ). Thus the 1st of 14.439 implies:
xµ|Sτ0,τ0 − x
µ
N |Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 ) (14.445)
that is, the parametric equations of the curves Sτ0 (see 14.400) and Sτ0,N (see
14.408) in M2 differ by O(τN−10 ). Setting, in accordance with 4.53,
f(τ0, ϑ) = x
0(τ0, ϑ), g
i(τ0, ϑ) = x
i(τ0, ϑ) : i = 1, 2 (14.446)
these being the rectangular coordinates of the point on Sτ0 corresponding to
the parameter ϑ, from the point of view of the prior solution the (t, u′, ϑ′)
coordinates of this point are:
t = f(τ0, ϑ), u
′ = w(τ0, ϑ), ϑ′ = ψ(τ0, ϑ) (14.447)
(see 4.54, 4.56). The pair (w(τ0, ϑ), ψ(τ0, ϑ) is determined by the identification
equations 4.57 at Sτ0,τ0 :
x′i(f(τ0, ϑ), w(τ0, ϑ), ψ(τ0, ϑ)) = gi(τ0, ϑ) : i = 1, 2 (14.448)
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or (see 4.60 - 4.63):
F i((τ0, ϑ), (w(τ0, ϑ), ψ(τ0, ϑ)− ϑ)) = 0 : i = 1, 2 (14.449)
where:
F i((τ0, ϑ), (u
′, ϕ′)) = x′i(f(τ0, ϑ), u′, ϑ+ ϕ′)− gi(τ0, ϑ) (14.450)
According to Proposition 4.5 at τ = τ0, setting
w(τ0, ϑ) = τ0v(τ0, ϑ), ψ(τ0, ϑ) = ϑ+ τ
3
0 γ(τ0, ϑ) (14.451)
we have:
F i((τ0, ϑ), (τ0v, τ
3
0 γ)) = τ
3
0 Fˆ
i((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) (14.452)
and the pair (v(τ0, ϑ), γ(τ0, ϑ)) is determined as the solution of the regularized
identification equations:
Fˆ i((τ0, ϑ), (v(τ0, ϑ), γ(τ0, ϑ)) = 0 (14.453)
the functions F i((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) : i = 1, 2 being given by Proposition 4.5 at τ = τ0
in terms of:
fˆ(τ0, ϑ) = τ
−2
0 (f(τ0, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ))
δˆi(τ0, ϑ) = τ
−3
0
[
gi(τ0, ϑ)− gi(0, ϑ)−N i0(ϑ)(f(τ0, ϑ)− f(0, ϑ))
]
(14.454)
(see 4.223, 4.224, 4.241, 4.245). On the other hand the pair (vN (τ0, ϑ), γN (τ0, ϑ))
satisfies 14.419 with the right hand side satisfying the estimate 14.415. More-
over, according to 9.173 the functions Fˆ iN ((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) are obtained from the
functions Fˆ i((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) by replacing fˆ(τ0, ϑ), δˆ
i(τ0, ϑ) by fˆN (τ0, ϑ), δˆ
i
N (τ0, ϑ)
respectively. Using the fact that by 14.445 and 14.446, 9.170 - 9.172:
fˆ(τ0, ϑ)− fˆN(τ0, ϑ) = O(τN−30 )
δˆi(τ0, ϑ)− δˆiN (τ0, ϑ) = O(τN−40 ) (14.455)
we deduce (see 12.1):
ˇˆ
f
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−30 ), vˇ|Sτ0,τ0 , γˇ|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−4
0 ) (14.456)
(the 1st being a restatement of the 1st of 14.455).
The 1st of 14.439 implies:
ρ
∣∣
Cτ0
− ρ
N
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(u−1τN−10 ) (14.457)
which, together with 14.443 implies:
λ|Cτ0 − λN |Cτ0 = O(u
−1τN−10 ) (14.458)
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The 2nd of 14.439 together with 14.440 - 14.442 implies:
(β/− β/N )|Cτ0 , (βN − βN,N)|Cτ0 ,
(
βN − βN,N
)∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−10 )
(s/ − s/N)|Cτ0 , (s/N − s/N,N)|Cτ0 ,
(
s/N − s/N,N
)∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−10 )(
sNL − sNL,N
)∣∣
Cτ0
= O(u−1τN−10 ) (14.459)
Given that k/, k/ are determined by ENµ, ENµ through the first two of the
expansions 3.155 and that χ˜, χ˜ are determined by k/, k/ according to 3.161, and
also similarly that k/N , k/N are determined through ENN
µ
N , ENN
µ
N through the
expansions 10.117 and that χ˜N , χ˜N are determined by k/N , k/N according to
10.133, 10.142, the estimates 14.440 - 14.442 together with 14.459 imply:
(χ˜− χ˜N)|Cτ0 , (χ˜− χ˜N )
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−10 ) (14.460)
We proceed to the 1st derived data λ, sNL on Cτ0 . Here we follow the ar-
gument of Chapter 5. The pair (λ, sNL) satisfy along the generators of Cτ0 ,
the lines of constant ϑ, the linear inhomogeneous system of ordinary differential
equations of Proposition 5.1. Revisiting the argument leading to this propo-
sition in Section 5.1, we see that the 1st equation of the system is simply the
propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3, while the 2nd equation with the
right hand side brought to the left is:
− ΩaNµh˜βµ = 0 : on Cτ0 (14.461)
In regard to the coefficients in the 1st equation, we find:
a11 = p+
η2
4c2
dH
dσ
β2N (βNs/ − β/s/N)λ
a12 =
η2
4c2
dH
dσ
β3N (14.462)
The coefficients in the 2nd equation are expressed by 5.33 in terms of fµ, eµ, g.
We find:
fµ = f
LLβµ + f
EEβµ − ρE(Eβµ) (14.463)
where:
fL =
1
2c
{
χ˜+
1
2
[
dH
dσ
(η2β/2 + σ) + 2H
]
(βNs/ − 2β/s/N)
}
fE = −1
c
{
2η˜ +
1
2
ρ
[
η2
dH
dσ
β/βN(βNs/ − 2β/s/N) + c
η2
(
σ
dH
dσ
+ 2H
)
Eσ
]}
(14.464)
with η˜ given by the 1st of 3.165. We also find:
eµ = e
LLβµ + e
EEβµ (14.465)
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where:
eL =
βN
4c
[
dH
dσ
(η2β/2 + σ) + 2H
]
eE = −η
2
2c
ρβ/β2N
dH
dσ
(14.466)
Moreover, the function g is given by:
g =
1
2
(
χ+
1
2
L logΩ
)
(14.467)
Recall here that χ is given in terms of χ˜ by 3.160. Substituting 14.463 and
14.465 in 5.33 we obtain:
a21 = s/N (c
−1n/ − fE) + s/ (n− λfL)− ρNµE(Eβµ)
a22 = n− g − s/NeE − s/λeL (14.468)
The quantities λN , sNL,N defined by the Nth approximate solution satisfy
along Cbτ0 a linear homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations:
∂λN
∂u
= a11,NλN + a12,NsNL,N + ε1,N
∂sNL,N
∂u
= a21,NλN + a22,NsNL,N + ε2,N (14.469)
the 1st equation being the propagation equation 10.164 along Cτ0 , so the inho-
mogeneous term is:
ε1,N = ελ,N = O(τN0 ) (14.470)
the last following from the estimate 10.167. The 2nd of the equations 14.469
corresponds to the equation of Proposition 9.10 multiplied by NµN , that is
− ΩNaNNµNh˜′
N
βµ,N = −NµN κ˜′µ,N (14.471)
(compare with 14.461) along Cτ0 , so the inhomogeneous term is:
ε2,N = −NµN κ˜′µ,N = O(u−1τN−20 ) (14.472)
the last following from the estimate of Proposition 9.10. The coefficients a11,N ,
a12,N , a21,N , a22,N are the Nth approximant analogues of the corresponding
coefficients a11, a12, a21, a22 of the system of Proposition 5.1. Subtracting the
system 14.138 from the system of Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following linear
inhomogeneous system for the differences
λˇ = λ− λN , sˇNL = sNL,N (14.473)
along Cτ0 :
∂λˇ
∂u
= a11λˇ+ a12sˇNL + b1
∂sˇNL
∂u
= a21λˇ+ a22sˇNL + b2 (14.474)
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where the inhomogeneous terms are:
b1 = (a11 − a11,N )λN + (a12 − a12,N )sNL,N − ε1,N
b2 = (a21 − a21,N )λN + (a22 − a22,N )sNL,N − ε2,N (14.475)
Using 14.459, 14.460, as well as 14.457, 14.458 together with 14.121 - 14.444
and the 2nd of 14.439, we deduce:
(a11 − a11,N)|Cτ0 , (a12 − a12,N )|Cτ0 = O(u
−1τN−10 )
(a21 − a21,N)|Cτ0 , (a22 − a22,N )|Cτ0 = O(u
−1τN−10 ) (14.476)
Then in view of the estimates 14.470, 14.472 we obtain:
b1 = O(u−1τN0 )
b2 = O(u−1τN−20 ) (14.477)
We proceed to analyze the boundary conditions for the system 14.474 on
Sτ0,τ0 . We first consider the boundary condition for λˇ. Subtracting 9.158 from
4.6, the last in the form
rλ = λ,
we obtain:
rλˇ + λN rˇ = λˇ+ νˆN : on Sτ0,τ0 (14.478)
where we denote:
λˇ = λ− λN , rˇ = r − rN (14.479)
Hence the boundary condition for λˇ on Sτ0,τ0 is:
λˇ =
λˇ− λN rˇ + νˆN
rN + rˇ
(14.480)
By 14.458:
λˇ
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−20 ) (14.481)
Also, by 9.162:
νˆN |Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N+1
0 ) (14.482)
To estimate rˇ we note that by 4.6 and Proposition 4.2:
r = − ǫ
ǫ
= j(κ, ǫ)ǫ (14.483)
while by 9.155 and 9.167:
rN = − ǫN
ǫN
= j(κN , ǫN )ǫN )−
dN
ǫN
(14.484)
Subtracting 14.484 from 14.483 we obtain:
rˇ = j(κ, ǫ)ǫ − j(κN , ǫN )ǫN +
dN
ǫN
(14.485)
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By the first triplet of the estimates 14.459 and by 14.443 and the 2nd of 14.439
(see9.164, 9.165):
(κ− κN )|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 ) (14.486)
Also, by 9.161 and Proposition 9.6:
dN
ǫN
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN0 ) (14.487)
Thus, what remains to be estimated in order to estimate rˇ is the difference
ǫ− ǫN on Sτ0,τ0 . According to the 2nd of 4.3 and 9.138 this difference is:
ǫ− ǫN = Nµ△βµ −NµN△Nβµ : at Sτ0,τ0 (14.488)
Moreover, by 4.151 and 9.114:
△βµ|Sτ0,τ0 = βµ|Sτ0,τ0 − β
′
µ
∣∣
Sτ0
△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0 = βµ,N |Sτ0,τ0 − β
′
µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(14.489)
and:
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(ϑ) = β′µ(f(τ0, ϑ), w(τ0, ϑ, ψ(τ0, ϑ))
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(ϑ) = β′µ(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ, ψN (τ0, ϑ)) (14.490)
The estimates 14.456 imply (see 14.451 and 9.113):
(f − fN )|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 )
(w − wN )|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 )
(ψ − ψN )|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−1
0 ) (14.491)
It follows that:
β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
− β′µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
= O(τN−30 ) (14.492)
which, together with the 2nd of 14.439, implies:
△βµ|Sτ0,τ0 − △Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.493)
This, together with the 2nd of 14.441, implies through 14.488:
(ǫ− ǫN )|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.494)
This estimate combined with 14.486 and 14.487 yields through 14.485:
rˇ|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.495)
Using the estimates 14.481, 14.482 and 14.495, we obtain through 14.480 the
desired boundary estimate for λˇ:
λˇ
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.496)
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We turn to the boundary condition for sNL. To derive this condition we
start from the remark that any local solution containing a future neighborhood
of Sτ0,τ0 in K must satisfy the boundary condition 14.427 with τ0 replaced by
any τ ∈ [τ0, τ0 + ε) for some ε > 0. Differentiating then with respect to τ at
τ = τ0, that is applying T to
ǫ+ j(κ, ǫ)ǫ2 = 0
and evaluating the result at Sτ0,τ0 we obtain:
T ǫ+
(
2j(κ, ǫ) + ǫ
∂j
∂ǫ
(κ, ǫ)
)
ǫT ǫ+ ǫ2
∂j
∂κ
(κ, ǫ) · Tκ = 0 : at Sτ0,τ0 (14.497)
From 4.3, to determine T ǫ and T ǫ at Sτ0,τ0 we must determine (T△βµ)|Sτ0,τ0 ,
which in view of the 1st of 14.489, 14.490 involves the derivatives of the trans-
formation functions v, γ with respect to τ at τ = τ0. In this regard, recall from
4.119 that:
∂f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= (ρ+ ρ)
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
,
∂gi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= (ρN i + ρN i)
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
(14.498)
are already determined, ρ = c−1λ on Sτ0,τ0 having just been determined.
From the 1st of 14.489 we have:
T△βµ|Sτ0,τ0 = Tβµ|Sτ0,τ0 − Tβ
′
µ
∣∣
Sτ0
(14.499)
hence, since by 4.3,
T ǫ = NµT△βµ + (TNµ)△βµ
T ǫ = NµT△βµ + (TNµ)△βµ (14.500)
we obtain:
T ǫ|Sτ0,τ0 = (sNL + λs/ )|Sτ0,τ0 − N
µTβ′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
+ (TNµ)|Sτ0,τ0 △βµ|Sτ0,τ0
T ǫ|Sτ0,τ0 = (sNL + λs/ )
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
− NµTβ′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
+ (TNµ)|Sτ0,τ0 △βµ|Sτ0,τ0
(14.501)
In regard to the last term on the right in each of the above, since according to
4.4,
△βµ = − 1
2c
hµν(ǫN
ν + ǫNµ) (14.502)
by the last four of the expansions 3.155 we have:
(TNµ)△βµ = (m+ n)ǫ+ (m+ n)ǫ
(TNµ)△βµ = (m+ n)ǫ+ (m+ n)ǫ (14.503)
Now, the terms in n, n are contributed by the expansion of LNµ and the terms
in m, m are contributed by the expansion of LNµ, hence do not depend on the
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1st derived data (λ, sNL) being directly defined in terms of the initial data. On
the other hand,
m =
1
4c
(β2NLH + 2HβNsNL)
m = −πm/−m, m/ = −β/βNLH + β
2
N
2c
λEH −Hβ/sNL (14.504)
(see 3.57, 3.68 and 1st of 3.47) and:
LH =
dH
dσ
Lσ
Lσ =
η2
c
[
(βNs/ − 2β/s/N)λ + βNsNL
]
(14.505)
(see 5.14, 5.15), so m and m depend, linearly, on the 1st derived data. Also,
n =
1
4c
(β2NLH + 2HβNs/λ) (14.506)
(see 3.62) so this likewise depends, linearly, on the 1st derived data. Moreover,
by the 2nd of 3.48:
n = −πn/− n (14.507)
and by the 2nd of 3.164:
n/ = Eλ+ (c−1βNβNEH − 2k)λ− β/βNLH (14.508)
This also depends linearly on the first derived data, but depends on Eλ as well
as λ. However λ on Sτ0,τ0 with its derivatives tangentially to Sτ0,τ0 has already
been estimated by 14.496. Note that by 14.504 - 14.508 the coefficient of sNL
in each of 14.503 is O(τ0) on Sτ0,τ0 (see 14.494 and 9.145).
Consider next Tκ on Sτ0,τ0 which enters the 3rd term on the left in 14.497.
Decomposing Tκ into the sum of Lκ and Lκ, the second does not depend on
the 1st derived data (λ, sNL) being directly defined in terms of the initial data.
As for
Lκ = (Lσ,Lc, LβN , LβN ) (14.509)
Lσ is given by 14.505, Lc is given by 3.90:
Lc = −1
2
βNβNLH − 1
2
H(βNλs/ + βNsNL) + c(m+ n) (14.510)
and we have:
LβN = sNL +mβN +mβN +m/s
LβN = λs/ + nβN + nβN + n/β/ (14.511)
By the above Lκ depends linearly on the 1st derived data with the coefficient
of sNL being O(1) on Sτ0,τ0 .
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We now turn to the derivation of the estimates for (Tv, Tγ) on Sτ0,τ0 which
are needed in order to estimate Tβ′µ
∣∣
Sτ0
, thus the 2nd term on the right in
each of 14.501. The required estimates are to be obtained by differentiating
the identification equations (see Proposition 4.5) implicitly with respect to τ at
τ = τ0:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂v
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
∂γ
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
= 0 (14.512)
the arguments of the partial derivatives of Fˆ i being ((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) with (v, γ) =
(v(τ0, ϑ), γ(τ0, ϑ)), and the arguments of (∂v/∂τ, ∂γ/∂τ) being (τ0, ϑ). From
14.512 the corresponding equation for the Nth approximants is to be subtracted,
namely the derivative of 9.175 with respect to τ at τ = τ0:
∂Fˆ iN
∂v
∂vN
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ iN
∂γ
∂γN
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ iN
∂τ
=
∂DiN
∂τ
(14.513)
the arguments of the partial derivatives of Fˆ iN being ((τ0, ϑ), (v, γ)) with (v, γ) =
(vN (τ0, ϑ), γN (τ0, ϑ)), and the arguments of (∂vN/∂τ, ∂γN/∂τ) and of ∂D
i
N/∂τ
being (τ0, ϑ). Subtracting 14.513 from 14.512 gives:
∂Fˆ i
∂v
∂vˇ
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
∂γˇ
∂τ
= −∂Fˆ
i
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
−
(
∂Fˆ i
∂v
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂v
)
∂vN
∂τ
−
(
∂Fˆ i
∂γ
− ∂Fˆ
i
N
∂γ
)
∂γN
∂τ
−∂D
i
N
∂τ
(14.514)
The principal part of the right hand side is the difference constituted by the
first two terms:
−∂Fˆ
i
∂τ
+
∂Fˆ i
∂τ
= −Si0(ϑ)vN (τ0, ϑ)l(ϑ)
∂
ˇˆ
f
∂τ
(τ0, ϑ) +
∂
ˇˆ
δi
∂τ
(τ0, ϑ)
: to leading terms (14.515)
by Proposition 4.5 and 9.173, 9.174. Now, the analogues of 14.498 for the Nth
approximants are, by the definitions 9.110 and 9.26 (see 9.21):
∂fN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= (ρN + ρN )
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
,
∂giN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= (ρNN
i
N + ρNN
i
N + ε
i
N + ε
i
N )
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
(14.516)
Subtracting 14.184 from 14.498 we obtain:
∂fˇ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
=
(
ρ− ρN + ρ− ρN
)∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
∂gˇi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
=
(
ρN i − ρNN iN + ρN i − ρNN
i
N − εiN − εiN
)∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
(14.517)
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In view of the estimate 14.496 together with 14.449, and 14.457, 14.439 and
Proposition 9.1 we conclude that:
∂fˇ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−30 ),
∂gˇi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.518)
It follows that:
∂
ˇˆ
f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= τ−20
∂fˇ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
− 2τ−10 ˇˆf
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−50 ) (14.519)
(see 14.456) and:
∂
ˇˆ
δi
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= τ−30
(
∂gˇi
∂τ
−N i0
∂fˇ
∂τ
)∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
− 3τ−10 ˇˆδi
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−50 ) (14.520)
(see 14.455) the last because from 14.517 the leading part of
(
∂gˇi
∂τ
−N i0
∂fˇ
∂τ
)∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
is:
(N i −N i0)(ρ− ρN )
∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τ0)O(τN−30 ) = O(τN−20 )
The difference constituted by the first two terms on the right in 14.514 is then
O(τN−50 ). By 14.455, 14.456 the difference constituted by the next two terms
on the right in 14.514 is O(τN−40 ). As for the last term on the right in 14.514
it is O(τN−20 ) by Proposition 9.7. We then conclude through 14.514 that:(
∂vˇ
∂τ
,
∂γˇ
∂τ
)∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−50 ) (14.521)
We now return to 14.489. From the 2nd of 14.489 we have:
T△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0 = Tβµ,N |Sτ0,τ0 − Tβ
′
µ
∣∣
Sτ0,N
(14.522)
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Subtracting 14.522 from 14.499 we obtain:
(T△βµ − T△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0 = (Tβµ − Tβµ,N)|Sτ0,τ0
− ∂β
′
∂t
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
∂(f − fN)
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
− ∂β
′
µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
∂(w − wN )
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
− ∂β
′
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
∂(ψ − ψN )
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
−
(
∂β′µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
− ∂β
′
µ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,N
)
∂fN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
−
(
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
− ∂β
′
µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,N
)
∂wN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
−
(
∂β′µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0
− ∂β
′
µ
∂ϑ′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,N
)
∂ψN
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
(14.523)
Here, we recall that for any function φ′ = φ′(t, u′, ϑ′) defined by the prior solu-
tion, such as the partial derivatives of β′µ with respect to the t, u
′, ϑ′ coordinates,
we denote:
φ′|Sτ0 (ϑ) = φ
′(f(τ0, ϑ), w(τ0, ϑ, ψ(τ0, ϑ))
φ′|Sτ0,N (ϑ) = φ
′(fN (τ0, ϑ), wN (τ0, ϑ), ψN (τ0, ϑ)) (14.524)
Since on Sτ0,τ0 :
f − fN = τ20 ˇˆf, w − wN = τ0vˇ, ψ − ψN = τ30 γˇ (14.525)
the estimates 14.456 imply:
f − fN = O(τN−10 ), w − wN = O(τN−30 ), ψ − ψN = O(τN−10 ) (14.526)
Also, the estimates 14.519, 14.521 imply:
∂(f − fN )
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= τ20
∂
ˇˆ
f
∂τ
∣∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
+ 2τ0
ˇˆ
f
∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−30 )
∂(w − wN )
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= τ0
∂vˇ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
+ vˇ|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−4
0 )
∂(ψ − ψN )
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= τ30
∂γˇ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
+ 3τ20 γˇ|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−2
0 )
(14.527)
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By virtue of the above estimates, 14.523 implies:
(T△βµ − T△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0 = (Tβµ − Tβµ,N)|Sτ0,τ0
+O(τN−40 )
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,N
+O(τN−30 )
(14.528)
We now return to the boundary condition for sNL on Sτ0,τ0 , revisiting the
argument which started below 14.496 and ended with the analysis of Lκ (see
14.509 - 14.511). The analogue of 14.497 for the Nth approximants, obtained
by applying T to 9.167 and evaluating the result at Sτ0,τ0 , is:
T ǫN +
(
2j(κN , ǫN ) + ǫN
∂j
∂ǫ
(κN , ǫN )
)
ǫNT ǫN
+ǫ2N
∂j
∂κ
(κN , ǫN ) · TκN = TdN : at Sτ0,τ0 (14.529)
By Proposition 9.6:
TdN |Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N
0 ) (14.530)
Subtracting 14.529 from 14.497 we obtain:
(T ǫ− T ǫN) +
(
2j(κ, ǫ) + ǫ
∂j
∂ǫ
(κ, ǫ)
)
(ǫT ǫ− ǫNT ǫN )
+
(
2j(κ, ǫ)− 2j(κN , ǫN ) + ǫ
∂j
∂ǫ
(κ, ǫ)− ǫN
∂j
∂ǫ
(κN , ǫN )
)
ǫNT ǫN
+(ǫ2 − ǫ2N )
∂j
∂κ
(κ, ǫ) · Tκ+ ǫ2N
(
∂j
∂κ
(κ, ǫ) · Tκ− ∂j
∂κ
(κN , ǫN ) · TκN
)
= −TdN (14.531)
By 9.138,
T ǫN = N
µ
NT△Nβµ + (TNµN)△Nβµ
T ǫN = N
µ
NT△Nβµ + (TNµN )△Nβµ (14.532)
hence, subtracting from 14.438,
T ǫ|Sτ0,τ0 − T ǫN |Sτ0,τ0 = N
µT (△βµ −△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0
+ (Nµ −NµN )T△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0
+ (TNµ)△βµ|Sτ0,τ0 − (TN
µ
N)△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0 (14.533)
and:
T ǫ|Sτ0,τ0 − T ǫN |Sτ0,τ0 = N
µT (△βµ −△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0
+ (Nµ −NµN )T△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0
+ (TNµ)△βµ|Sτ0,τ0 − (TN
µ
N )△Nβµ|Sτ0,τ0 (14.534)
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In view of the estimate 14.496 and the ensuing discussion ending with the anal-
ysis of Lκ, the difference which the last two terms in 14.533 constitute is:
O(τ0)(sNL − sNL,N) +O(τN−30 ) (14.535)
Also, the 2nd term on the right in 14.533 is:
O(τN−10 ) (14.536)
On the other hand, by 14.528 the 1st term on the right in 14.533 is:
Nµ(T△βµ − T△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0 = (N
µTβµ −NµNTβµ,N)|Sτ0,τ0
+O(τN−40 ) Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
∣∣∣∣
Sτ0,N
+O(τN−30 )
(14.537)
Because of the fact that, according to 9.148,(
Nµ
∂β′µ
∂u′
)∣∣∣∣
∂−B
= 0 (14.538)
the 2nd term on the right in 14.537 is actually O(τN−30 ). As for the 1st term
on the right in 14.537 it is:
(NµTβµ −NµNTβµ,N)|Sτ0,τ0 = (sNL − sNL,N + λs/ − λNs/N)|Sτ0,τ0 +O(τ
N−1
0 )
= sˇNL|Sτ0,τ0 +O(τ
N−2
0 ) (14.539)
Here we have used the fact that by the 1st of 9.51, the 1st of 9.62, and by 9.76
(see also 9.60 and 9.157):
NµNLNβµ,N − λNs/N =
1
ρN
(ρNN
µ
NLNβµ,N − aNs/N)
=
1
ρN
[(LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N − εµNLNβµ,N − aN (ENxµN )ENβµ,N ]
=
1
ρN
[
1
2
(LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N +
1
2
(LNx
µ
N )LNβµ,N − aN (ENxµN )ENβµ,N
+
1
2
ωLL,N − εµNLNβµ,N
]
=
1
ρN
(
−δ′N +
1
2
ωLL,N − εµNLNβµ,N
)
= O(τN−1) (14.540)
the last by virtue of Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 and Lemma 9.2.
In view of the estimate 14.496 and the ensuing discussion ending with the
analysis of Lκ, the difference which the last two terms in 14.534 constitute is:
O(τ0)(sNL − sNL,N) +O(τN−30 ) (14.541)
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Also, the 2nd term on the right in 14.534 is:
O(τN−10 ) (14.542)
On the other hand, by 14.528 the 1st term on the right in 14.533 is:
Nµ(T△βµ − T△Nβµ)|Sτ0,τ0 = (N
µTβµ −NµNTβµ,N )|Sτ0,τ0 +O(τ
N−4
0 )
(14.543)
and we have:
(NµTβµ −NµNTβµ,N)|Sτ0,τ0 =
(
sNL − sNL,N + λs/ − λNs/N
)∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
+O(τN−20 )
= O(τN−30 ) (14.544)
Here we have used the estimate 14.496 and the conjugate of the expression
14.540, which gives:
NµNLNβµ,N − λNs/N =
1
ρ
N
(
ρ
N
NµNLNβµ,N − aNs/N
)
=
1
ρ
N
(
−δ′N −
1
2
ωLL,N − εµNLNβµ,N
)
= ρ−1
N
O(τN )
(14.545)
by virtue of Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 and Lemma 9.2.
Finally using the analysis of Lκ, in particular 14.509 - 14.511, we deduce:
(Tκ− TκN)|Sτ0,τ0 = O(1) sˇNL|Sτ0,τ0 +O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.546)
The results 14.535 - 14.539 in regard to 14.533, the results 14.541 - 14.544
in regard to 14.534, together with the result 14.546, taking into account of the
fact that ǫN = O(τ) (see 9.145), reduce equation 14.531 at Sτ0,τ0 to the form:
(1 +O(τ0)) sˇNL|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 )
which, taking M suitably large so that τ0,M is suitably small, implies:
sˇNL|Sτ0,τ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.547)
We now revisit the linear inhomogeneous system of ordinary differential
equations 14.474 along the generators of Cτ0 . The initial conditions on Sτ0,τ0 for
this system satisfy the estimates 14.496, 14.547. The coefficients satisfy the es-
timates 14.476 and the inhomogeneous terms the estimates 14.477. Integrating
then yields the following estimate for the 1st derived data on Cτ0 :
λˇ
∣∣
Cτ0
, sˇNL|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.548)
The system 14.474 yields moreover:
∂λˇ
∂u
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
,
∂sˇNL
∂u
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.549)
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Proceeding in the same way, following the approach of Chapter 5, we deduce
estimates for the higher order derived data which extend 14.548 and 14.549 to:
Tmλˇ
∣∣
Cτ0
, TmsˇNL|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3−m
0 ) : for all m = 0, 1, 2, ... (14.550)
and:
∂Tmλˇ
∂u
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
,
∂TmsˇNL
∂u
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−3−m0 ) : for all m = 0, 1, 2... (14.551)
Moreover, in determining the boundary condition for TmsNL on Sτ0,τ0 we de-
rive at the same time estimates for the m + 1th order T - derivatives of the
transformation functions, which extend 14.519, 14.521 to:(
Tm+1
ˇˆ
f, Tm+1vˇ, Tm+1γˇ
)∣∣∣
Sτ0,τ0
= O(τN−5−m0 ) : for all m = 0, 1, 2, ...
(14.552)
Let now αµ, αµ, α/µ be the rectangular components of the co-frame field dual
to the frame field with rectangular components Nµ, Nµ, Eµ:
αµN
µ = 1, αµN
µ = 0, αµE
µ = 0
αµN
µ = 0, αµNµ = 1, αµE
µ = 0
α/µN
µ = 0, α/µN
µ = 0, α/µE
µ = 1 (14.553)
We then have:
αµ = − 1
2c
hµνN
ν , αµ = −
1
2c
hµνN
ν , α/µ = hµνE
ν (14.554)
Then any 1-form with rectangular components θµ can be expanded as:
θµ = αµθN + αµθN + α/µθ/ (14.555)
where we denote:
θN = θµN
µ, θN = θµN
µ, θ/ = θµE
µ (14.556)
Taking then θµ = Lβµ, we have:
θN = sNL, θN = λs/ , θ/ = ρs/N (14.557)
hence the estimates 14.548 imply:
(Lβµ − LNβµ,N )|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.558)
Moreover, by 14.549 also:
∂
∂u
(Lβµ − LNβµ,N )
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.559)
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Together with the 2nd of 14.439 these give:
(Tβµ − Tβµ,N)|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.560)
∂
∂u
(Tβµ − Tβµ,N )
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.561)
Recalling from 3.162 that ζ is given by:
ζ = 2(ρη˜ − ρη˜) + 1
2
β/(βNρLH − βNρLH) (14.562)
with η˜, η˜ given by 3.165, and recalling also from Section 10.3 the corresponding
formulas for the Nth approximants, taking into account that:
(η˜ − η˜N )|Cτ0 = O(u
−1τN−10 ), (η˜ − η˜N )
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O((τN−30 ) (14.563)
the last by 14.548 and 14.558, we conclude that:
(ζ − ζN )|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3
0 ) (14.564)
Also, from the propagation equation for λ of Proposition 3.3 and the analogous
propagation equation for λN from Section 10.3, together with the estimates
14.458, 14.548, 14.558 we deduce:
T λˇ
∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−30 ) (14.565)
Proceeding by induction using the estimates 14.550, 14.551 we deduce:
(Tmβµ − Tmβµ,N )|Cτ0 ,
∂
∂u
(Tmβµ − Tmβµ,N )
∣∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−2−m0 )
: for m = 1, 2, ... (14.566)
and:
(ζ − ζN )|Cτ0 = O(τ
N−3−m
0 ) : for all m = 0, 1, 2, ... (14.567)
and:
Tmλˇ
∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−2−m0 ) : for m = 1, 2, ... (14.568)
The initial data being now given on Cτ0 we denote by Nτ0 the part of N
corresponding to u ≥ τ0:
Nτ0 = {(u, u, ϑ) : u ≥ τ0, u ≥ u, ϑ ∈ S1} (14.569)
Similarly we denote by Kτ0 the part of K corresponding to τ ≥ τ0:
Kτ0 = {(τ, τ, ϑ) : τ ≥ τ0, ϑ ∈ S1} (14.570)
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Recalling the definitions 6.94, 6.97, given u1 ≥ u1 ≥ τ0 we now denote by
Ru1,u1,τ0 the trapezoid:
Ru1,u1,τ0 = {(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u1], u ∈ [τ0, u1]} (14.571)
and by Ru1,u1,τ0 the region in Nτ0 corresponding to Ru1,u1,τ0 :
Ru1,u1,τ0 =
⋃
(u,u)∈Ru1,u1,τ0
Su,u (14.572)
Also, given τ1 ≥ τ0 we denote:
Kτ1τ0 = {(τ, τ, ϑ) : τ ∈ [τ0, τ1], ϑ ∈ S1} (14.573)
In the following we suppose that we have a smooth solution of the problem
defined on Ru0,u0,τ0 for some u0 ≤ δ, u0 ≥ u0 > τ0 and satisfying there the
bootstrap assumptions of Section 14.2 with Ru0,u0,τ0 in the role of Rδ,δ. We
shall presently review Chapters 10, 12, 13, as well as the results of the preceding
sections of the present chapter, marking the changes caused by giving the initial
data on Cτ0 rather than C0.
We begin with the changes in connection with the propagation equa-
tions for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and (m,n−m)λˇ : m = 0, ..., n of Chapter 12.
In inequality 12.128 the integral with respect to u is now on interval [τ0, u1]
and there is an additional term
k‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.574)
on the right. Taking the L2 norm with respect to u on [u1, u1] to obtain the
estimate for ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1u1 ), 14.574 contributes k times:{∫ u1
u1
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
≤ ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cu1τ0 )
≤ CτN−10 (14.575)
the last by virtue of 14.460. Similarly in obtaining the estimate for ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Ku1τ0 )
(see Lemma 12.2).
In inequality 12.196 the integral with respect to u is now on interval [τ0, u1]
and there is an additional term
k‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.576)
on the right. Taking the L2 norm with respect to u on [u1, u1] to obtain the
estimate for ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1), 14.576 contributes k times:{∫ u1
u1
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
≤ ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cu1τ0 )
≤ CτN− 320 (14.577)
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the last by virtue of 14.458. Similarly in obtaining the estimate for ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Ku1τ0 )
(see Lemma 12.3).
In inequality 12.564 the integral with respect to u is now on interval [τ0, u1]
and there is an additional term
k‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.578)
on the right. Herem = 1, ..., n. Taking the L2 norm with respect to u on [u1, u1]
to obtain the estimate for ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1u1 ), 14.578 contributes k times:{∫ u1
u1
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
≤ ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cu1τ0 )
≤ Cu1τN−2−m0 (14.579)
the last by virtue of 14.568. Similarly in obtaining the estimate for ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Ku1τ0 )
for m = 1, ..., n (see Lemma 12.9).
We turn to the changes in connection with the propagation equations
for θˇn and νˇm−1,n−m+1 : m = 1, ..., n of Chapter 10.
In inequality 10.363 with l = n the integral with respect to u is now on
interval [τ0, u1 and there is an additional term
k‖θˇn‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.580)
on the right. Taking the L2 norm with respect to u on [u1, u1] to obtain the
estimate for ‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1u1 ), 14.580 contributes k times:{∫ u1
u1
‖θˇn‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
≤ ‖θˇn‖L2(Cu1τ0 )
≤ CτN− 320 (14.581)
the last by virtue of 14.439, 14.442, 14.458, 14.460. Similarly in obtaining the
estimate for ‖θˇn‖L2(Ku1τ0 ) (see Propositions 10.3 and 10.4).
In inequality 10.480 with l = n−m the integral with respect to u is now on
interval [τ0, u1] and there is an additional term
k‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.582)
on the right. Here m = 1, ..., n. Taking the L2 norm with respect to u on
[u1, u1] to obtain the estimate for ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1u1 ), 14.582
contributes k times:{∫ u1
u1
‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
(14.583)
≤ ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1 − τˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Cu1τ0 ) ≤ Cτ
N− 32−m
0
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the last by virtue of 14.458, 14.551, 14.568. Similarly in obtaining the estimate
for ‖νˇm−1,n−m+1‖L2(Ku1τ0 ) (see Propositions 10.5 and 10.6).
Next we consider the change to the top order energy identities 9.326
with (m, l) = (m,n − m) due to the fact that the initial data is now
given on Cτ0 rather than on C0. This change is simply that the term
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(0), which vanishes in accordance with 9.344, is replaced by (see
9.332):
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(τ0) =
∫
Cτ0
Ω1/2(3a( (V ;m,n−m)ξˇ/)2 + ( (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL)2) (14.584)
Recalling that:
(V ;m,n−m)ξˇ/ = V µE(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N )
(V ;m,n−m)ξˇL = V µL(En−mTmβµ − En−mN Tmβµ,N ) (14.585)
For m = 0 the 2nd of 14.439 together with 14.442 imply:
(V ;0,n)ξˇ/
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−10 ), (V ;0,n)ξˇL
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(u−1τN−10 ) (14.586)
hence:
(V ;0,n)Eˇu1(τ0) ≤ Cτ2N−30 (14.587)
For m = 1, ..., n 14.566 together with 14.442 imply:
(V ;m,n−m)ξˇ/
∣∣∣
Cτ0
, (V ;m,n−m)ξˇL
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(τN−2−m0 ) (14.588)
hence:
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(τ0) ≤ Cu1τ2N−4−2m0 (14.589)
In addition to the above change, the integral in the definition 9.328 of
(V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(u) and in 9.331 is now on Cu1u,τ0 , the part of Cu1u lying in Nτ0 ,
that is corresponding to u ≥ τ0. Also, the integral in the definition 9.329 of
(V ;m,n−m)Fˇu1 , in 9.333, and the integrals in 9.336, 9.337, 9.341 are now on
Ku1τ0 and Kτ1τ0 respectively. Also, the error integral 9.330 is now on Ru1,u1,τ0 .
Moreover, the supremum in the definitions 9.346, 9.347 of (V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1),
(V ;m,n−m)B(u1, u1) is now over Ru1,u1,τ0 , and the supremum in the definition
9.348 of (V ;m,n−m)A(τ1) is now over τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]. These changes affect the
succeeding chapters. In particular, in Chapter 10, the L2 norms on Kτ in
Propositions 10.4, 10.6 are now L2 norms on Kττ0 , and the L2 norms on C
u1
u1 and
on Ku1 in Propositions 10.7 and 10.8 are now L2 norms on Cu1u1,τ0 and on Ku1τ0
respectively. Also, the L2 norms on Kτ1 in Proposition 10.9 are L2 norms on
Kτ1τ0 . In Chapter 12, the L2 norms on Kτ in Lemmas 12.2, 12.3, 12.7, 12.8, 12.9
are now L2 norms on Kττ0 , and the L2 norms on C
u1
u1,τ0 and on Ku1 in Lemmas
12.4, 12.6, 12.10 are now L2 norms on C
u1
u1,τ0 and on Ku1τ0 . Moreover, the supre-
mum in the definitions 12.394 - 12.396, 12.397 - 12.400, 12.532, 12.795 - 12.796,
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12.805 - 12.807, 12.894, 12.973 is now over τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]. Also, the supremum
in the definitions 12.411 - 12.412, 12.460 - 12.461, 12.665 - 12.666 is now over
(u, u) ∈ Ru1,u1,τ0 . In addition, the suprema in Lemma 12.12 and in Proposi-
tion 12.7 are now over τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]. In Chapter 13 the integral 13.2 is now on
Ku1τ0 . Also, in the energy identity 13.3 the initial data term (V ;m,n−m)Eˇu1(τ0),
estimated above, now appears. The remaining changes are obvious.
However, a number of results rely on the use of the inequality
12.366, which changes as a consequence of the initial data being now
given on Cτ0. We must presently assess these changes. Since in 12.365 the
integration is to be on [τ0, τ ], and the function f does not vanish on Sτ0,τ0 ,
12.365 is replaced by:
f(τ, ϑ) = f(τ0, ϑ) +
∫ τ
τ0
(Tf)(τ ′, ϑ)dτ ′ (14.590)
hence the inequality 12.366 is replaced by:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + k
∫ τ
τ0
‖Tf‖L2(Sτ′,τ′)dτ ′
≤ k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + kτ1/2‖Tf‖L2(Kττ0) (14.591)
As a consequence, the inequality 12.487 changes to:
‖Ωnfˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ k‖Ωfˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + kτ1/2‖ΩnTf‖L2(Kττ0)
≤ k‖Ωnfˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + kτc0+
1
2 sup
τ∈[τ0,τ1]
{
τ−c0‖ΩnT fˇ‖L2(Kττ0)
}
(14.592)
Then in 12.488, Kτ being replaced by Kττ0 and the supremum on the right being
now on [τ0, τ1], an additional term of the form
Cτ
−5/2
0 ‖Ωnfˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.593)
appears on the right hand side, which by the 1st of 14.439 is bounded by:
Cτ
N− 72
0 (14.594)
The effect of this change is that to the right hand side of 12.490 a term of the
form 14.594 is added. Similarly, the inequality 12.527 changes by the addition
of the term
k‖Ωnδˇi‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.595)
apart from the obvious change of the replacement of Kτ by Kττ0 and of the
supremum on [0, τ1] by the supremum on [τ0, τ1]. An additional term of the
form
Cτ
−7/2
0 ‖Ωnδˇi‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.596)
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then appears on the right hand side of 12.528, which by the 1st of 14.439 is
bounded by (see also 14.455):
Cτ
N− 92
0 (14.597)
The effect of this change is that to the right hand side of 12.530 a term of the
form 14.597 is added.
Next, inequality 12.784 changes in accordance with inequality 14.591 to:
‖f‖L2(Kττ0) ≤ kτ
1/2‖f‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + k
(∫ τ
τ0
τ ′‖Tf‖2
L2(Kτ′τ0 )
dτ ′
)1/2
(14.598)
As a consequence, inequality 12.785 changes by the addition to the right hand
side of the terms
k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) + k2τ‖Tf‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.599)
inequalities 12.787 and 12.789 change by the addition to the right hand side of
terms of the form
j∑
i=0
ki+1τ i‖T if‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.600)
with j = 2 and j = 3 respectively. Therefore terms of the form
C
{
1∑
i=0
τ i‖Ωn−mTm+i−1vˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 )
}
≤ CττN−4−m0 (14.601)
C
{
2∑
i−0
τ i‖Ωn−mTm+i−2 ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ0,τ0)
}
≤ Cτ2τN−4−m0 (14.602)
C
{
3∑
i−0
τ i‖Ωn−mTm+i−3γˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0)
}
≤ Cτ3τN−4−m0 (14.603)
are to be added to the right hand sides of 12.786, 12.788, 12.790 respectively,
the bounds holding by virtue of the estimates 14.552. This affects the bounds
12.809, 12.808, 12.810, by the addition of the terms:
CττN−4−m0 ≤ Cτcm−
1
2 · τN− 52−cm−m0 (14.604)
Cτ2τN−4−m0 ≤ Cτcm+
1
2 · τN− 52−cm−m0 (14.605)
Cτ3τN−4−m0 ≤ Cτcm+
3
2 · τN− 52−cm−m0 (14.606)
respectively. Note that he extra factor τ
N− 52−cm−m
0 tends to 0 as τ0 → 0, if we
choose:
N > cm +m+
5
2
(14.607)
a condition which implies 13.242.
Next, as a consequence of the replacement of inequality 12.366 by inequality
14.591, in 12.847 the term
k‖Ωn−mTmfˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) (14.608)
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must be added to the right hand side. It then follows by 14.552 that an addi-
tional term of the form
Cτ
N− 92−m
0 (14.609)
appears on the right hand side of 12.848. Similarly, in 12.849 a sum of the form
i∑
j=1
Ci,jτ
j−1‖Ωn−mTm−i+j fˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0) ≤ Ciτ i−1τN−2−m0 (14.610)
must be added to the right hand side, the bound by virtue of 14.552. The effect
of this in 12.854 is the appearance on the right hand side of an additional term
Cτ
N− 92−m
0 ≤ Cτcm−21 · τN−
5
2−cm−m
0 (14.611)
the extra factor tending to 0 as τ0 → 0 by the choice 14.607. The argument
in regard to
ˇˆ
δi from the formula 12.879 to the estimate 12.890 parallels the
argument just discussed in regard to
ˇˆ
f from the formula 12.844 to the estimate
12.855.
The replacement of 12.365, 12.366 by 14.590, 14.591 causes an additional
term of the form
‖ (n)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) ≤ CτN−10 (14.612)
to appear on the right hand side of 12.984, the bound by virtue of 14.442. The
contribution of this term to (n)H(τ1), defined by 12.973, is bounded by:
Cτ
N+ 12−c0
0 (14.613)
We finally consider the changes in the results of the preceding sections
of the present chapter caused by the initial data being given on Cτ0 .
There are no changes in Sections 14.1 and 14.6. The changes in regard to
Sections 14.2 and 14.3 are similar to those discussed above in connection with
the propagation equations for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and (m,n−m)λˇ : m = 0, ..., n of Chapter
12. Therefore we focus on the changes in Sections 14.4 - 14.5 and 14.7 - 14.9.
In regard to Section 14.4, the integral in 14.169 is now on [τ0, u1] and the
initial data term f(τ0, u, ϑ) is added on the right (the coordinates while being
adapted to the flow of L in Nτ0 they are also adapted to the flow of L on Cτ0 .
As a consequence, inequality 14.173 is replaced by:
‖f‖L2(Su1,u) ≤ k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,u1) + k
∫ u1
τ0
‖Lf‖L2(Su,u)du (14.614)
Then in 14.180 the term
k‖ (m,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Sτ0,u) ≤ C
{
τN−10 : for m = 0
τN−2−m0 : for m = 1, ..., n
(14.615)
must be added to the right hand side, the bound by virtue of 14.566 and the
2nd of 14.439. As a result, the right hand side of the inequality of Proposition
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14.3 changes to:(
C
√
D + C
{
τN−1−c00 : for m = 0
τN−2−m−cm0 : for m = 1, ..., n
)
uam+
1
2ubm−
1
2 (14.616)
the 2nd term in parenthesis tending to 0 as τ0 → 0 by the choice 14.607.
Similarly, in 14.219 the term
k‖q1,m,µ‖L2(Sτ0,u) (14.617)
must be added to the right hand side. From the definition 14.216 we have:
q1,m,µ = LE
n−mTm−1βµ − LNEn−mN Tm−1βµ,N
−[L,En−mTm−1]βµ + [LN , En−mN Tm−1]βµ,N (14.618)
Evaluating this on Cτ0 the first difference is{ O(u−1τN−10 ) : for m = 1
O(τN−1−m0 ) : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.619)
As for the commutator difference, using 14.564 and the fact that by 14.460:
(χ− χ
N
)
∣∣∣
Cτ0
= O(u−1τN−10 ) (14.620)
a similar estimate is obtained. We then conclude that 14.617 is bounded by:
C
{
u−1τN−10 : for m = 1
τN−1−m0 : for m = 2, ..., n
(14.621)
As a result, the right hand side of the inequality of Lemma 14.1 changes to:(
C
√
D + Cτ
N−2−cm−1−m
0
)
uam−1+
1
2ubm−1+
1
2 : for m = 1, ..., n (14.622)
the 2nd term in parenthesis tending to 0 as τ0 → 0 by the choice 14.607.
In regard to Section 14.5, the integral in 14.267 is now on [τ0, u1] and the
initial data term f(τ0, σ, ϑ) is added on the right. As a consequence, inequality
14.268 is replaced by:
‖f‖L2(Sτ,σ+τ ) ≤ k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) + k
∫ τ
τ0
‖Tf‖L2(Sτ′,σ+τ′)dτ ′
≤ k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) + kτ1/2‖Tf‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) (14.623)
where we denote by Kτσ,τ0 the part of Kτσ lying in Nτ0 . Then in each of 14.269
- 14.272 there is an additional term on the right:
k‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ CτN−10 (14.624)
k‖ (n−2) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ CτN−10 (14.625)
k‖ (0,n−1λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ C(σ + τ0)−1τN−10 (14.626)
k‖ (0,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ CτN−30 (14.627)
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respectively, the bounds by virtue of 14.460, 14.458, 14.548. Now, the substitu-
tions stated just below 14.272, result in terms due to the initial data on Cτ0 in
addition to the terms 14.624 - 14.627. The substitutions from Proposition 14.3
and from Lemma 14.1 result in the additional terms discussed above. There are
also initial data contributions associated to the L2(Kτσ,τ0) estimates of Propo-
sition 14.2 for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and for (m,n−m)λˇ, the case m = 0 pertaining to 14.269
- 14.272. These are similar to the initial data contributions, discussed above,
which are associated to the propagation equations for (n−1) ˇ˜χ and (m,n−m)λˇ :
m = 0, ..., n of Chapter 12. That is, the contribution, for arbitrary f , of the
initial data term k‖f‖L2(Sτ0,u) to the bound for ‖f‖L2(Su,u), setting u = τ ′,
u = σ + τ ′ and taking the L2 norm with respect to τ ′ on [τ0, τ ], gives a contri-
bution of: {∫ σ+τ
σ+τ0
‖f‖2L2(Sτ0,u)du
}1/2
= ‖f‖L2(Cτ0,τ,σ) (14.628)
to ‖f‖L2(Kτσ,τ0). Here we denote by Cτ0,τ,σ the part of Cτ0 corresponding to
σ + τ0 ≤ u ≤ σ + τ . Thus, in regard to the 1st term on the right in 14.269, the
initial data contribution to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) is:
‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Cτ0,τ,σ) ≤ C(σ + τ0)
−1τN−10 (14.629)
by 14.458. In regard to the 2nd term on the right in 14.269, the initial data
contribution to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) is:
‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Cτ0,τ,σ) ≤ Cττ
N−1
0 (14.630)
by 14.460. Also, in regard to the 1st term on the right in 14.271, the initial data
contribution to ‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) is:
‖ (1,n−1)λˇ‖L2(Cτ0,τ,σ) ≤ Cτ
1/2τN−30 (14.631)
by 14.565. The above considerations lead to the conclusion that the initial data
on Cτ0 contributions to the inequalities 14.273 - 14.276 amount to a replacement
of the C
√
D factor in the 1st term in each by:
C
√
D + Cτ
N− 72−c1
0 (14.632)
The result 14.292 is then accordingly modified to:
x(τ), x(τ), y(τ), y(τ) ≤ C
√
D + Cτ
N− 72−c1
0 (14.633)
Note that with the choice 14.607 the 2nd term on the right tends to 0 as τ0 → 0.
We turn to the inequalities 14.295. Here m = 2, ..., n. In each of these two
inequalities there is an additional term on the right:
k‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ CτN−1−m0
k‖ (m−1,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Sτ0,σ+τ0 ) ≤ CτN−2−m0 (14.634)
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in the first and second inequality respectively, the bounds by virtue of 14.568 and
14.550. Moreover, in regard to the 1st term on the right in the first inequality,
there is an initial data contribution to ‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0), which is:
‖ (m,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Cτ0,τ,σ) ≤ Cτ
1/2τN−2−m0 (14.635)
by 14.568. The effect of these changes is to replace the C
√
D factor in the last
two estimates of Proposition 14.4 by:
C
√
D + Cτ
N− 52−m−cm
0 (14.636)
the first two estimates being modified by the replacement of C
√
D by 14.632
according to 14.633. Note again that with the choice 14.607 the 2nd term in
14.636 tends to 0 as τ0 → 0.
In regard to the inequalities 14.300, since these rely on 12.366 which has
been replaced by 14.591, there is an additional term in each:
k‖Ωn−mTm ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) ≤ CτN−4−m0
k‖Ωn−mTmvˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) ≤ CτN−4−m0
k‖Ωn−mTmγˇ‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) ≤ CτN−4−m0 (14.637)
the bounds by virtue of 14.552. The effect is to replace C
√
D in 14.300 by:
C
√
D + CτN−2−m−cm0 (14.638)
In regard to Section 14.7, as a result of the replacement of inequality 14.268
by inequality 14.623, the additional term
k‖ (n−1)hˇ/‖L2(Sτ0,τ0 ) ≤ CτN−10 (14.639)
now appears on the right hand side of 14.331, the bound by virtue of 14.442. In
addition, in regard to the 1st term on the right in 14.333 there is the initial data
contribution 14.630 to ‖ (n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0). Also, in 14.333 and 14.334 there are
contributions from the additional terms in Proposition 14.3 and in Lemma 14.1
previously discussed. The effect of these changes is to replace C
√
D in 14.335
and in the corresponding estimate in Proposition 14.6 by:
C
√
D + CτN−3−c10 (14.640)
Because of the vanishing of bˇ on Cτ0 , the replacement of inequality 14.268 by
inequality 14.623 does not cause an additional term to appear on the right hand
side of 14.343. However there are initial data contributions from the first in-
tegral on the right in 14.343 (the integrals are now on [τ0, τ ]) corresponding
to the initial data contributions to ‖ (0,n)λˇ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) and ‖
(n−1) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Kτσ,τ0) dis-
cussed above (see 14.344), besides the contributions from the additional terms
in Proposition 14.3 and in Lemma 14.1 (see 14.344). The effect of these changes
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is to replace
√
D in 14.349 and in the corresponding estimate of Proposition
14.6 by 14.640.
In regard to Section 14.8, we consider first the changes to the inequalities
14.352 and 14.353. The argument preceding these inequalities applies the in-
equality 14.268 and relies on the estimates of Proposition 14.3, Lemma 14.1,
and Proposition 14.4. As a result of the inequality 14.268 having been replaced
by the inequality 14.623 and of the modifications, discussed above, to the es-
timates of Proposition 14.3, Lemma 14.1, and Proposition 14.4, caused by the
initial data being given on Cτ0 rather than C0, the inequalities 14.352 and
14.353 are modified to:
‖ (m−1,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ uam+
3
2ubm−
1
2
{
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
) + CτN−2−m−cm0
}
: m = 1, ...n
‖ 1q1,m−1,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ uam+
3
2 ubm+
1
2
{
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
) + CτN−2−m−cm0
}
: m = 2, ..., n
‖ 1q
1,m−1,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ uam+
3
2 ubm−
1
2
{
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
) + CτN−2−m−cm0
}
: m = 2, ..., n
(14.641)
and:
‖ (n−3) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua2+
3
2 ub2+
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a2 +
3
2
) + CτN−4−c20
}
‖ (n−3) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua2+
3
2 ub2
{
C
√
D(
a2 +
3
2
) + CτN−4−c20
}
‖ (m−2,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ uam+2ubm+
1
2
{
C
√
D
(am + 2)
+ Cτ
N− 52−m−cm
0
}
: m = 2, ..., n
‖ (m−2,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ uam+
3
2ubm
{
C
√
D(
am +
3
2
) + CτN− 52−m−cm0
}
: m = 2, ..., n
(14.642)
Note that with the choice 14.607 in each case the additional term in parenthesis
tends to 0 as τ0 → 0.
We turn to the inequalities 14.356. Here and in the remainder the exponents
are chosen to satisfy 14.355. We now repeatedly apply the inequality 14.623
rather than the inequality 14.268. This results in the appearance of additional
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terms which depend on the initial data on Cτ0 . The modified inequalities take
the form:
‖ (m−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub−
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
: m = i, ...n
‖ iq1,m−i,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
: m = i+ 1, ..., n
‖ iq
1,m−i,µ ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub−
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
: m = i+ 1, ..., n
(14.643)
Here we denote by Ai positive constants depending on i as well as on the ex-
ponent a which are non-increasing in a. Similarly, the inequalities 14.357 are
modified to:
‖ (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
‖ (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
‖ (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+1+iub+
1
2
{
C
√
D
(a+ 2) · · · (a+ 1 + i) +Aiτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
: m = i+ 1, ..., n
‖ (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
: m = i+ 1, ..., n
(14.644)
The inequalities 14.359 are likewise modified to:
‖Ωn−mTm−i ˇˆf‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ τc−
3
2+i
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
‖Ωn−mTm−ivˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ τc−
3
2+i
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
‖Ωn−mTm−iγˇ‖L2(Sτ,τ ) ≤ τc−
3
2+i
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 32 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
: for i = 1, ..., n− 1, m = i+ 1, ..., n (14.645)
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Here we denote by Bi positive constants depending on i as well as on the expo-
nent c which are non-increasing in c.
Proceeding to the estimates 14.361, these are accordingly modified to:
‖ (n−1−i))hˇ/‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
‖Ωn−1−ibˇ‖L2(Su,u) ≤ ua+
1
2+iub+2
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
: i = 1, ..., n− 1 (14.646)
The estimates 14.363 are then modified to:
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i)hˇ/| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
ua+1+iub+
1
2√
a+ 32 + i
sup
Su,u
|Ω(n−2−i)bˇ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i)Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
ua+1+iub+2√
a+ 32 + i
: i = 0, ..., n− 2 (14.647)
In the same way, the estimates 14.368, 14.373, 14.375 are modified to:
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m) ˇ˙φµ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a+ 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
ua+1+iub−
1
2√
a+ 32 + i
: i = 0, ..., n− 1 ; m = i+ 1, ..., n (14.648)
sup
Su,u
| iq1,m−i,µ | ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
ua+iub+
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
: i = 1, , ..., n− 1 : m = i+ 1, ...., n (14.649)
sup
Su,u
| iq
1,m−i,µ | ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−2−m−c
0
}
ua+iub−
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
: i = 1, ..., n− 1 ; m = i+ 1, ..., n (14.650)
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Moreover, the estimates 14.379, 14.386 are modified to:
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
ua+iub+
1
2√
a+ 12 + i
sup
Su,u
| (n−2−i) ˇ˜χ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i) +Aiτ
N−3−i−c
0
}
ua+iub√
a+ 12 + i
: i = 1, ..., n− 2 (14.651)
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ| ≤
{
C
√
D
(a+ 2) · · · (a+ i) +Aiτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
ua+
1
2+iub+
1
2√
a+ 1 + i
sup
Su,u
| (m−1−i,n−m)λˇ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
a+ 32
) · · · (a− 12 + i) +Aiτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
ua+iub√
a+ 12 + i
: i = 1, ..., n− 1 : m = i+ 1, ..., n (14.652)
Finally, the estimates 14.387 are modified to:
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−i ˇˆf | ≤
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−ivˇ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
sup
Sτ,τ
|Ωn−mTm−iγˇ| ≤
{
C
√
D(
c− 12
) · · · (c− 52 + i) +Biτ
N− 52−m−c
0
}
τc−2+i√
c− 32 + i
: i = 1, ..., n− 1 : m = i, ..., n (14.653)
To fix the notation, we denote by (xµτ0 , bτ0, βτ0,µ) a solution arising from ini-
tial data on Cτ0 as in the present section, and defined on a domain Ru1,u1,τ0
for some u1 > τ0 and u1 ≥ u1 (see 14.571, 14.572). The positive real number τ0
shall be taken from the sequence 14.390, the starting point of which is τ0,M for
sufficiently largeM , in accordance with the statement just above 14.420 and the
statement just above 14.547. The bootstrap assumptions of Section 14.1 refer
now to the solution (xµτ0 , bτ0, βτ0,µ) and to the domain Ru1,u1,τ0 , the quantities
A∗, A∗, B, B, B, C∗, C′∗, C′′∗ , which refer to the Nth approximate solution
on Rδ0,δ0 , being as before. Given any such τ0, the local shock continuation
theorem gives us a solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) defined on a domain Rτ0+ε,τ0+ε,τ0
for some ε > 0. Moreover, by continuity, suitably restricting if necessary ε,
the bootstrap assumptions can be assumed to hold on Rτ0+ε,τ0+ε,τ0 . Note that
this ε may be much smaller than τ0. Fixing then any δ < δ∗ (see 14.390), let
us denote by u∗ the least upper bound of the set of real numbers u greater
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than τ0 but not exceeding δ such that we have a solution (x
µ
τ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) de-
fined on Ru,u,τ0 and satisfying the bootstrap assumptions there. We then have
u∗ ≥ τ0 + ε and u∗ ≤ δ. We shall show that in fact u∗ = δ. The argument
is by contradiction. Suppose that u∗ < δ. Since for any u < u∗ there is a
solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) defined on Ru,u,τ0 and satisfying the bootstrap assump-
tions there, all the estimates of the present section, including the top order
energy estimates as modified according to the discussion following 14.589 hold
on Ru,u,τ0 , for all u < u∗. The bounds being independent of u the solution
(xµτ0 , bτ0, βτ0,µ) extends continuously with all its partial derivatives of order up
to n−1 to the future boundary Cu∗u∗,τ0 of Ru∗,u∗,τ0 . Then withM taken suitably
large the estimates 14.647 - 14.653 imply that the bootstrap assumptions hold
as strict inequalities on Ru∗,u∗,τ0, including therefore Cu∗u∗,τ0 . Moreover, the
L2(Su,u) estimates hold also for u = u∗ and all u ∈ [τ0, u∗] and the L2(Cu∗u∗,τ0)
hold as well. Thus we have characteristic initial data on Cu∗u∗,τ0 as well as on
the part of Cτ0 corresponding to u∗ ≤ u ≤ δ∗. Then by the local existence the-
orem for the standard characteristic initial value problem, we have a solution
in the domain in Nτ0 corresponding to the rectangle [τ0, τ0 + ε′] × [u∗, u∗ + ε′]
in the (u, u) plane, for some ε′ > 0, and, restricting ε′ if necessary, satisfying
the bootstrap assumptions on this domain. The solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) is then
extended to Ru∗,u∗,τ0
⋃Rτ0+ε′,u∗+ε′,τ0 the aforementioned domain correspond-
ing to Rτ0+ε′,u∗+ε′,τ0 \ Ru∗,u∗,τ0 . Let us denote by u∗ the least upper bound
of the set of real numbers u greater than τ0 but not exceeding u∗ for each of
which the solution extends to the domain corresponding to a maximal rectangle
in the (u, u) plane of the form [τ0, u] × [u∗, u∗ + ε(u)], 0 < ε(u) ≤ δ, with the
bootstrap assumptions holding there. We shall presently show that u∗ = u∗,
that is Su
∗
,u∗ ⊂ Kτ0 . For, suppose that on the contrary, u∗ < u∗. Since for
any u < u∗, the solution extends to Ru∗,u∗,τ0
⋃Ru,u∗+ε(u),τ0 with the bootstrap
assumptions holding there, all the estimates also hold in this domain. But the
local existence theorem for the standard characteristic initial value problem pro-
vides a solution the domain corresponding to a rectangle [u1, u2]× [u1, u2] in the
(u, u) plane given initial data on the characteristic hypersurfaces corresponding
to the sides {u1}× [u1, u2], [u1, u2]×{u1} provided that these sides are suitably
small, that is the positive real numbers u2 − u1, u2 − u1 are suitably small,
depending only on the norm of the data. Here, the norm of the data on the part
of Cu∗u∗,τ0 corresponding to u ≤ u ≤ u∗, in fact on all of Cu∗u∗,τ0 , as well as the
norm of the data on the part of C
u∗+ε(u)
u corresponding to u ≥ u∗, in fact in
all of C
u∗+ε(u)
u , satisfy fixed bounds by virtue of the aforementioned estimates.
Therefore, taking u suitably close to u∗ we have a solution on the domain cor-
responding to a rectangle in the (u, u) plane of the form [u, u∗]× [u∗, u∗+ε(u∗)]
for some ε(u∗) > 0 and not exceeding ε(u). Since the bootstrap assumptions are
satisfied as strict inequalities on all of Cu∗u∗,τ0 , suitably restricting ε(u∗) if neces-
sary, the bootstrap assumptions also hold in the domain corresponding to the
rectangle [u, u∗]×[u∗, u∗+ε(u∗)]. Therefore the solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) extends
to the domain Ru∗,u∗,τ0
⋃Ru
∗
,u∗+ε(u∗),τ0
and the bootstrap assumptions hold
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there, hence so do all the estimates, and the bootstrap assumptions then hold
as strict inequalities in this closed domain. Then if u∗ < u∗ the local existence
theorem for the standard characteristic initial value problem with initial data
on the part of C
u∗+ε(u∗)
u
∗
corresponding to u ≥ u∗ and on the part of Cu∗u∗,τ0
corresponding to u ≥ u∗ give an extension to the domain corresponding to a
rectangle in the (u, u) plane of the form [u∗, u]× [u∗, u∗+ ε(u)] for some u > u∗
and ε(u) > 0, contradicting the definition of u∗. We conclude that u∗ = u∗.
The same argument then applies with u∗ in the role of u∗ taking u suitably close
to u∗. This shows that the solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) extends to Ru∗,u∗+ε,τ0 and
the bootstrap assumptions hold there, hence so do all the estimates, and then
the bootstrap assumptions hold as strict inequalities in this closed domain. We
are then in a position to apply the local shock continuation theorem to obtain
an extension of the solution to a domain corresponding in the (u, u) plane to
the triangle:
{(u, u) : u ∈ [u, u+ ε∗], u ∈ [u∗, u∗ + ε∗]}
for some ε∗ > 0, not exceeding ε, with the bootstrap assumptions holding on
this domain. Since the bootstrap assumptions then hold in the union with
Ru∗,u∗+ε,τ0 , which contains Ru∗+ε∗,u∗+ε∗,τ0 , we arrive at a contradiction to the
definition of u∗ above. We have thus demonstrated that u∗ = δ.
In conclusion, for any τ0 ∈ (0, τ0,M ], in particular any member of the se-
quence
(τ0,m : m =M,M + 1,M + 2, . . .) (14.654)
we have a solution (xµτ0 , bτ0 , βτ0,µ) defined on Rδ,δ,τ0 and satisfying there all
the estimates of the present section. In particular the pointwise estimates
14.647 - 14.652 hold for the differences from the Nth approximate solution
(xµN , bN , βµ,N ), the last being of course defined on all ofRδ,δ. These give uniform
bounds on all partial derivatives of the difference (xµτ0−xµN , bτ0−bN , βτ0,µ−βN,µ)
of order up to n− 1 on Rδ,δ,τ0, tending rapidly as τ0 → 0 to the corresponding
bounds of Section 14.9. In fact, by the same methods uniform Ho¨lder C0,1/2
bounds for the n− 1th order derivatives can also be deduced. It then follows by
the Ascoli-Arzela` theorem that there is a subsequence of the sequence 14.654
and Cn−1 functions (xµ − xµN , b − bN , βµ − βµ,N ) on the closed domain Rδ,δ,
vanishing on Cδ0 together with the partial derivatives with respect to τ of or-
der up to n − 1, such that for any η > 0 the corresponding subsequence of
(xµτ0,m − xµN , bτ0,m − bN , βµ,τ0,m − βµ,N ) converges uniformly on Rδ,δ,η with all
its derivatives of order up to n− 1 to (xµ−xµN , b− bN , βµ−βµ,N ). Moreover, in
view of the fact that the bounds 14.647 - 14.652 all contain a factor of a power
at least a + 1 of u, therefore are bounded in the part of Rδ,δ corresponding to
u ≤ η by a constant multiple of ηa+1, the convergence is in fact uniform on
all of Rδ,δ. Moreover, the pointwise estimates 14.653 hold for the differences
(
ˇˆ
fτ0 , vˇτ0 , γˇτ0), defined on Kδτ0 , of the transformation functions associated to the
solution (xµτ0 , bτ0, βτ0,µ) from the corresponding transformation functions asso-
ciated to the Nth approximate solution. These give uniform bounds on the
partial derivatives with respect to ϑ and τ of order up to n− 1 of ( ˇˆfτ0 , vˇτ0 , γˇτ0)
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on Kδτ0 , tending rapidly as τ0 → 0 to the corresponding bounds of Section 14.9.
In fact, by the same methods uniform Ho¨lder C0,1/2 bounds for the n− 1th or-
der derivatives can also be deduced. Then again by the Ascoli-Arzela` theorem
there is a subsequence of previous subsequence and Cn−1 functions ( ˇˆf, vˇ, γˇ) on
Kδ, vanishing at S0,0 together with the partial derivatives with respect to τ of
order up to n − 1, such that for any η > 0 the corresponding subsequence of
(
ˇˆ
fτ0,m, vˇτ0,m, γˇτ0,m) converges uniformly on Kδη with all its derivatives of order
up to n − 1 to ( ˇˆf, vˇ, γˇ). Moreover, in view of the fact that the bounds 14.653
contain a factor of a power at least c− 1 of τ , therefore are bounded in Kη by
a constant multiple of ηc−1, the convergence is in fact uniform on all of Kδ. It
follows that (xµ, b, βµ) is a solution of the characteristic and wave systems in
Rδ,δ, satisfying the initial conditions on Cδ0, and together with the associated
transformation functions (fˆ =
ˇˆ
f+ fˆN , v = vˇ+vN , γ = γˇ+γN) the identification
equations and the boundary conditions on Kδ. We therefore have a Cn−1
solution of the shock development problem on Rδ,δ.
Furthermore, given any Su,u ⊂ Rδ,δ, by weak compactness of closed balls in
Hk(S
1), for a subsequence of the aforementioned subsequence the restrictions to
Su,u of derived functions associated to (x
µ
τ0,m , bτ0,m , βτ0,m) and (fˆτ0,m , vτ0,m , γτ0,m)
converge weakly in Hk(S
1), for the appropriate k. It then follows that the re-
striction to Su,u of the corresponding derived functions associated to (x
µ, b, βµ)
and (fˆ , vˇ, γˇ) belong to Hk(S
1) and satisfy the appropriate Hk(S
1) bounds. As
a consequence the solution possess weak derivatives of order n in L2(Su,u) sat-
isfying the bounds of Proposition 14.3, Lemma 14.1, Proposition 14.4, and the
estimates 14.298. Similarly, given any Kδ−σσ , σ ∈ [0, δ) (see Section 14.4), by
weak compactness of closed balls in Hk([0, δ − σ] × S1), for a subsequence of
the aforementioned subsequence, the restrictions to Kδ−σσ of the corresponding
χ˜τ0,m , χ˜τ0,m
, λτ0,m , λτ0,m converge weakly in H
k([0, δ−σ]×S1) for k = n− 1 in
the case of the first pair, k = n in the case of the second pair. As a consequence
the functions χ˜, χ˜, λ, λ associated to the solution belong to Hk([0, δ− σ]× S1)
for k = n − 1, k = n accordingly, and satisfy the bounds of Proposition 14.2.
The same argument in connection with Kδ = Kδ0, shows that the transforma-
tion functions associated to the solution possess weak derivatives of order n+1
in L2(Kδ) satisfying the estimates 14.297. Finally a similar argument in con-
nection with the Cuu , u ∈ (0, δ], and with the Cδu, u ∈ [0, δ) shows that the
solution possesses well defined top order energies and fluxes satisfying the top
order energy estimates of Section 13.5.
Now, the smallness restrictions on δ of Section 13.5, that is the restrictions
on δ implied by 13.260, 13.264, 13.291, 13.296, are, like the restrictions on δ from
Chapter 12, independent of n. On the other hand the smallness restriction on δ
required to recover the bootstrap assumptions (see end of Section 14.9) depends
on the quantity denoted by D which is defined by 14.29 and does depend on n
as well as N . We therefore let n0 be the smallest positive integer n satisfying
14.388 (appropriate to d = 2 spatial dimensions) that is n0 = 5, then choose
the exponents a, b large enough as required. We then let N0 be the smallest
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positive integer N verifying (see 14.607)
N > c+ n+
5
2
(14.655)
with n = n0. The power series approximation can then be truncated at order
N0. Let D0 be the quantity D corresponding to the choices n0, N0. Given then
n > n0, the argument having closed at order n0, the bootstrap assumptions
are no longer needed, therefore no new smallness restrictions on δ are required
to proceed inductively to orders n0 + 1, ..., n. However since c depends on n
and the condition 14.655 is required the power series approximation is to be
truncated at successively higher orders. This argument establishes that, given
that the data of the problem are C∞, the solution is also C∞. The uniqueness
of the solution readily follows by considering the (m, l) energies corresponding
to their difference for m + l = 1. That is, in the definitions of Section 9.7 we
place one of the solutions in the role of the Nth approximate solution.
For d > 2 spatial dimensions, after the essential change in regard to the
top order acoustical estimates discussed in Chapter 11, the argument is carried
out in exactly the same manner, with one exception: Lemma 14.2. That is,
the imbedding of H1(S
1) into C0,1/2(S1) and the Sobolev inequality on S1.
In d spatial dimensions we define k0 to be the smallest integer greater than
(d− 1)/2. Then in the role of Lemma 14.2 we place the imbedding of Hk0(Su,u)
into C0,1/2(Su,u) and the Sobolev inequality:
sup
Su,u
|f | ≤ CS(u, u)‖f‖Hk0(Su,u) (14.656)
where CS(u, u), the Sobolev constant of Su,u, can be bounded in terms of
CS(0, u − u), the Sobolev constant of S0,u−u because the pointwise bounds
on χ, χ contained in the bootstrap assumptions allow us to derive upper and
lower bounds for the eigenvalues of F ∗u h/|Su,u , the pullback to S0,u−u by the
diffeomorphism Fu : S0,u−u → Su,u (see Section 2.2) of the induced metric
on Su,u, with respect to h/|S0,u−u , the induced metric on S0,u−u. The condition
14.388 is replaced by the condition:
n∗ + 2 ≤ n− k0 (14.657)
that is (see 14.21):
n ≥ n0 := 2k0 + 2 (14.658)
We are now ready to state the theorem which concludes this monograph. Re-
call that ρ and ρ corresponding to the solution are smooth functions of (u, u, ϑ)
which are approximated by ρN0 , ρN0
according to the pointwise estimates in
connection with the recovery of the bootstrap assumptions. It follows that (see
9.89, 9.90, 9.95):
ρ = − k
3l
u+O(uu), ρ =
k
12c0
(3u2 − u2) +O(u3) (14.659)
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The first implies that (see 2.69, 2.70) along a generator of a given Cu, denoting
by t0 the value of t at the point where the generator intersects C0, t − t0 is
a smooth function of u whose Taylor expansion begins with quadratic terms.
Recall also that by Proposition the vectorfield N along C0 is equal to the vec-
torfield L′ defined by the prior solution.
Theorem: In any spatial dimension d ≥ 2, given a prior maximal
classical solution as discussed in Section 1.5 there is a δ > 0 and a
unique solution of the restricted shock development problem stated
in Section 1.6, defined on Rδ,δ by the triplet (xµ, b, βµ) where xµ : µ =
0, ..., d and βµ : µ = 0, ..., d are smooth functions and b is a smooth
mapping of Rδ,δ into the space of smooth vectorfields on S
d−1. The
smooth mapping Rδ,δ → Md by (u, u, ϑ) 7→ (xµ(u, u, ϑ) : µ = 0, ..., d) has
negative Jacobian in Rδ,δ except on C0 where the Jacobian vanishes.
The boundaries Cδ0 and Kδ are mapped onto smooth hypersurfaces in
Md, an acoustically null hypersurface C and the shock hypersurface
respectively, the latter being acoustically timelike except along its
past boundary where it is acoustically null and transverse to the
latter. The βµ expressed through the inverse mapping in terms of
rectangular coordinates in Md are smooth functions on the image of
Rδ,δ in Md except on C, the image of C0. The new solution βµ so
expressed extends the prior solution β′µ in a C1 manner across C.
However, along a generator of the image of a given Cu, a transversal
to C acoustically null hypersurface, βµ − βµ,0 expands in half integral
powers of t−t0 beginning with the power 2, t0 and βµ,0 being the values
of t and βµ respectively at the point where the generator intersects C.
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